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PROCEEDINGS.

SUMMER MEETING IN AMERICA.

June 1904.

The Summer Meeting of the Institution was held in Chicago,

May 3 1st-June 3rd, with the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, whose Officers are as follows :

—

President.

Ambrose Swaset, M.I.Mech.E.

Vice-Presidents.

F. H. Daniels. D. S. Jacobus.

James Christie. M. L. Holman.

John R. Freeman. William J. Keep.

Managers.
R. S. Moore. S. S. Webber.

H. A. GiLLis. Newell Sanders.

Charles H. Corbett. Geo. I. Rockwood.

R. C. McKinney. John W. Lies, Jun.

De Courcy May. Asa M. Mattioe.

Treasurer.

William H. Wiley.

Secretary.

F. R. Button, 12 W. 31st Street, New York City.
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634 BUMMER MEETING IN AMERICA. JUNK 1904.

Chairman of Finance Committee.

Charles Wallace Hunt.

Honoi-ary Councillors.

George "W. Melville. SAMUELT.WELLMAN,M.I.Mcch.E.

Charles H. Mougan, M.I.Mecb.E. Edwin Reynolds,

James M. Dodge.

The American Society had arranged head-quarters in 53 centres

of industry, where special information could be obtained as to

Works that might be visited in their locality. Members had also

been invited by the proprietors to visit any of the following 191

Works during their stay in the country, and small parties availed

themselves of these facilities during the months of May and June :

—

Abendroth and Root, Newburg (Water Tube).

Acme Steel and INIalleable Iron Works, Buffalo.

E. R. Allen Foundry Co., Coming.

Allis-Chalmers Co., Chicago (four Works).

Almy Water Tube Boiler Co., Providence (Coil).

American Blower Co., Detroit.

American Bridge Co., New York.

American Engine Co., Bound Brook.

American Locomotive Co., Schenectady, Dunkirk, Allegheny,

Richmond, Providence, Scranton, Manchester, MontreaL

American Machinery Co., Grand Rapids.

American Steel Hoop Co., Pittsburg.

American Steel and "Wire Co., Worcester.

American Tool Works Co., Cincinnati.

Atlas Engine Works, Indianapolis.

Aultman and Taylor Machinery Co., Mansfield (The Cashall Water

Tube).

Babcock and Wilcox Co., Bayonne (Water Tube).

Bagley and Sewell Co., Watertown.

Baldwin Locomotive Co., Philadelphia.

Ball Engine Co., Erie.

Ball and Wood Co., Elizabeth.

Baltimore Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co., Baltimore.

W. F. and John Barnes Co., Rockford.

Baush INIachine Tool Co., Springiicld.
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Becker-Brainard Milling Machine Co., Hyde Park, Mass.

Berlin Construction Co., Berlin.

Bethlehem Steel Co., South Bethlehem (two Works).

Bickford Drill and Tool Co., Cincinnati.

Bigelow Co., New Haven (Fire Tube).

Billings and Spencer Co., Hartford (two Works).

Binsse Machine Co., Newark.

Broderick and Basconi Eope Co., New York and St. Louis.

Brown Corliss Engine Co., Corliss.

Brown Hoisting and Conveying Machinery Co., Cleveland.

Brown and Sharpe IManufacturing Co., Providence.

Browning Engineering Co., Cleveland.

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem.

Buffalo Foundry Co., Buffalo.

Buhl Malleable Co., Detroit.

Bullard Machine Tool Co., Bridgeport.

Bullock Electric Co., Cincinnati.

Barlee Dry Dock Co., Port Richmond.

Cambria Steel Co., Johnstown.

Canadian Pacific Eailroad, Montreal.

Central Eailroad of New Jersey, Elizabethport.

Chicago Malleable Casting Co., Chicago.

Chicago, Eock Island and Pacific Eailroad, Moline.

Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., Cincinnati.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland.

Clinton Iron and Steel Co., Pittsburg.

Colburn Machine Tool Co., Franklin.

Colonial Bridge Co., Pittsburg.

Colonial Steel Co., Pittsburg.

William Cramp and Sons, Ship and Engine Building, Philadelphia.

The Crescent Shipyard, Elizabeth.

Crescent Steel Co., Pittsburg.

George V. Cresson Co., Philadelphia.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere.

Cumberland Steel Co., Cumberland.

C. and C. Electric Co., Garwood.

De Laval Steam-Turbine Co., Trenton.

Delaware and Hudson Shops, Green Island.

Detrick and Harvey Machine Co., Baltimore.

Diamond Drill and Machinery Co., Birdsboro (two Works).

Dodge Manufacturing Co., Mishawaka (two Works).

2 p 2
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Eastern Shipbuilding Co., (iroton.

Erie City Iron Works, Erie (two Works).

Filer and Stowell Co., Milwaukee.

W. and A. Fletcher Co., Iloijokcn.

Fore Illver Ship and Engine Co., Quincy.

Fortwayne Electric A\'ork.s, Fnrtwayne.

Frick Co., Waynesboro (two Works).

Gas Engine and Power Co. and Charles L, Seabury Co,, Cona., New
York.

General Electric Co., Schenectady (two Works).

Gisholt Machine Co., Madison,

Messrs. Gould and Eberhardt, Newark.

Harlan and Hollingsworth Co., Wilmington.

Harrisburg Foundry and JIachine Co., Harrisburg (two Works).

Haven Malleable Castings Co., Cincinnati.

Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis (Water Tube).

Hendey Machine Co., Torrington.

Messrs. Hewes and Phillips, Newark.

JMessrs. Hilles and Jones, Wilmington.

Homestead Steel Works, Pittsburg.

Hoovens, Oweus and Eentschler Co., Hamilton.

Houston, Stanwood and Gamble Co., Cincinnati.

•€. W. Hunt Co., West New Brighton.

Illinois Steel Co., Cliicago.

Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., New York.

Messrs. William Jessop and Sous, New York City.

•Jones and Lamson Machine Co., Springfield.

Messrs. Jones and Laughlin, Pittsburg,

Lackawanna Steel Co., Buffalo,

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad, CoUinwood.

Latrobe Steel Co., Philadelphia.

K. K. Le Blond Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati.

Lehigh Valley Railroad, Sayre.

Leschen and Sons Rope Co., St, Louis.

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co., New York (two Works),

Link-Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia,

Lodge and Shipley Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati.
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Messrs. Manning, Maxwell and jMoore, New York City.

Mansfield Engineering Co., Mansfield.

Maryland Steel Co., Baltimore (two "Works).

Mclntosli, Seymour and Co., Auburn.

John A. Mead Manufacturing Co., New York City.

Meadville Malleable Iron Co., 3Ieadville.

Mesta Machine Co., Pittsburg.

Milwaukee Electric Co., ^lilwaukee.

Morse Shipbuilding Co., Brooklyn.

Morse "Williams and Co., Philadelphia.

Murray Iron "Works Co., Burlington (two "Works).

National Electric Co., Milwaukee.

National Transit Co., Oil City.

National Tube Co., Pittsburg.

Neafie and Levy Ship and Engine Co., Philadelphia.

New Haven Manufacturing Co., New Haven.

New Jersey Foundry and Machine Co., New York City.

New Y'ork, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, Readville.

New Y'ork Shipbuilding Co., Camden.

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co., Newport News.

Newton Machine Tool "Works, Philadelphia.

Niles Crane "Works, Philadelphia.

Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York City (five "W^orks).

Nordberg Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee.

Northern Electric Manufacturing Co., Madison.

Northern Engineering "Works, Detroit.

Norton Emery "Wheel Co., "Worcester.

Norton Grinding Co., "Worcester.

Oil City Boiler "Works, Oil City.

Orford Copper Co., New York City.

Otis Elevator Co., Yonkers.

Otis Steel Co., Cleveland.

Otto Gas-Engine Works, Philadelphia.

Payne Co., Elmira.

Pencoyd Iron "Works, Pencoyd.

Pennsylvania Railroad Shops, Altoona.

Pennsylvania Steel Co., Harrisburg.

Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, Reading.

Phoenix Iron Co., Philadelphia.

Pittsburg and Lake Erie Railroad, McKees Rocks.
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Pittsburg Steel Foundry, rittsburg.

Plunger Elevtttfir Co., Worcester.

Power and ^lining Machinery Co., New York City (two Works).

Providence Engineering Works, Providence.

Quincy Engine Works, Quincy.

Pand Drill Co., New York.

Keeves Engine Co., New York.

Joseph Ecid Gas-Engiue Co., Oil City.

Republic Iron and Steel Co., Chicago.

Roach's Shipyard, Chester.

John N. Robbins Co., Brooklyn.

Robbins Conveying Belt Co., New York.

Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson.

Rotary Engine Co., Philadelphia.

Russell Engine Co., Massillon.

Messrs. Jos. T. Ryerson and Sons, Chicago.

Messrs. William Sellers and Co., Philadelphia (two Works).

Shaw Electric Crane Co., ^Muskegon.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg.

Shepherd Engineering Co., Franklin.

Shooter's Island Yard (Townsend-Downey Shipbuilding Co.), Staten

Island.

Messrs. William Skinner and Sons, Baltimore.

Southwark Foundry and Machine Co., Philadelphia.

Spedden Shipbuilding Co., Baltimore.

Sprague Electric Co., New York.

Standard Automatic Gas-Engine Co., Oil City.

Standard Steel Works, Burnham.

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co., Pittsfield.

Stirling Co., Chicago (Niclausse Water Tube).

Straight Line Engine Co., Syracuse.

B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston.

Edgar Thompson Steel Works, Pittsburg.

Thresher Electric Co., Dayton.

Messrs. Tietjen and Lang, Iloboken.

Messrs. William Tod and Co., Youngstown (two Works).

Trenton Iron Co., Trenton.

Triumph Electric Co., Cincinnati.
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United Engineering and Foundry Co., Pittsburg.

United Telpherage Co., New York City.

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Co., St. Louis.

Watertown Engine Co., Watertown (two Works).

Watson-Stillman Co., Xew York City.

Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co., Cleveland (two Works.)

West Albany Works, New York Central Railroad, AVest Albany.

Western Electric Co., New York and Chicago.

Westinghouse Electric and INIanufacturing Co., Pittsburg.

Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg.

Westmoreland Steel Co., Pittsburg.

Messrs. Robert Wetherill and Co., Chester (two Works).

Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey.

Messrs. Wyman and Gordon, Worcester.

The President of tlie American Society and Mrs. Swasey

entertained the President and Mrs. Wicksteed and Members of

Council at Dinner at the Waldorf Hotel, New York, on the 8th May,

to meet the Past-Presidents and Vice-Presidents of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers and ladies.

The Meeting in Chicago was opened in the Fine Arts Building

on 31st May by a Welcome from the City by a representative of His

Honour, Mayor Carter H. Harrison, after which an informal

Reception was held in the Auditorium Hotel.

The Meetings were occupied by the presentation and discussion

of nineteen Papers,* twelve of which were contributed by the

American Society and the remaining seven by the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers :

—

10 a.m. Wednesday, 1st June, in the Fine Arts Building.

*" A Rational Basis for Wages "
; by Mr. H. Emekson.

" The Burning of Town Refuse " ; by Mr. George

Watson.

"Refuse Destruction by Burning, and the Utilization of

Heat Generated "
; by Mr. C. Newton Rossell.

* Those Papers which are marked with an asterisk will be found in the

Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, vol. xxv.

The remainder are published in this Number.
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8.30 p.m. Wednesday, 1st Juno, in the Fine Arts Building.

" Some Theoretical and Practical Considerations in Steam-

Turbino Work "
; by Mr. Francis IIodgkinson.

" The De Laval Stcam-Turbino "
; by Messrs. E. S. Lea and

E. Meden.

« The Curtis Steam-Turbine" ; by Mr. W. L. E. Emmet.
*' Different Applications of Steam-Turbines " ; by Professor

A. Eateau.

*« The Potential Efficiency of Prime Movers " ; by Mr. C. V.

Kerr.

9.30 a.m. Thursday, 2nd Juno, in 9th Floor Auditorium Hotel.

*" The Power Plant of the Tall Office Building "
; by Mr.

J. H. Wells.

*" The Power Plant of Tall Office Buildings " ; by Mr. E.

P. Bolton.

" Middlesbrough Dock Electric and Hydraulic Power

Plant " ; by Mr. Vincent L. Eaven.

*"The Use of Superheated Steam and of Eeheaters in

Compound Engines of Large Size "
; by Mr. Lionel

S. Marks.

"Commercial Gas-Engine Testing and Proposed Standard

of Comparison "
; by Mr. William P. Flint.

9 . 30 a.m. Friday, 3rd June, at the Lewis Institute, by invitation

of Judge Christian C. Kohlsaat, President of the Institute.

" Cast-Iron : Strength, Composition, Specifications "
; by

Mr. Wm. J. Keep.

" The Effects of Strain and of Annealing " ; by Dr.

William Campbell.

" Experiments with a Lathe-Tool Dynamometer "
; by Dr.

J. T. NiOOLSON.

*" Eoad Tests of Consolidation Freight Locomotives " ; by

Mr. E. A. Hitchcock.

*" Locomotive Testing Plants" ; by Prof. W. F. M. Goss.

" Notes on Testing Locomotives" ; by Mr. G. J. Churchward

and others.
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At the close of the Meeting, it was resolved, on the motion of the

President of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, and carried by

the ungjiimous vote of the Members of the Institution, all

standing :

—

That the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, as represented by its

President, Council, visiting members, and Secretary, desires to take occasion on

this last session of the joint Meeting to pass a resolution, which shall convey to

the American Society the warm thanks and recognition which they desire to

express for all that has been done for their pleasure and profit during th.e

American visit of the Institution. They desire to thank the Council of the

American Society and the executive officers who represent it, for courtesies,

official and personal, and for the arrangements which have been made for them,

the visiting engineers, to have opportunities of studying American industry in

its home field.

The Institution desires further to record the pleasure its members have

derived from the attention and opportunities which have been extended to them

during their stay in Chicago, and in their joint participation in the Chicago

Meeting. The visitors ask that, in the resolutions of thanks for specific things

which are about to be presented to the joint Meeting, they may be particularly

included, and that they as well as the Society may be identified with these;

resolutions.

The Secretary of the American Society, Professor Hutton, then

presented on behalf of both organizations the following resolutions

of thanks and recognition, which were unanimously adopted :

—

1. Eesolved, That the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and ,the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers desire to express to the City of Chicago

and its City Government the sincere thanks of the joint meeting for their

courtesy, extended by a representative of the City in the person of its

Comptroller, in addressing a welcome to the visitors at their opening session'on

Tuesday evening. They would express their pleasure in having brought to their

notice the recognition which the Corporation was kind enough to express of the

debt which Chicago owes to the engineering talent that has helped to make

the City what it is.

2. The American Society and the Institution of Mechanical Engineers have

received from the Illinois Steel Company at South Chicago a notable courtesy

in the permission and arrangements for the joint visit through the Illinois- Steel

Works on Wednesday afternoon. The Mechanical Engineers recognise what is

meant by a permission of this sort and the difficulties in handling so large a

number through the complicated and dangerous departments of a productive
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cstiiblidhment fif tlu3 maf^'uituJu. Tliey ask that the Illinoie Steel Company and

Mr. W. A. Field, the Gemral Superintendent, and other oiHcers of the Company,

will accept the sincere thanks of the party for the success attending the visit,

and for the admirable way in which the visit and entertainment were planned.

3. The joint meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers has received from tlie Illinois Central

Railway most notable courtesies, entertainment, and provision during their

Chicago visit. They would ask that tliat Company and in particular

Mr. W. II. V. Rosing, Assistant Superintendent of Machinery, will accept the

fiincere thanks of the Engineers for their tender of free transportation over their

lines during the Chicago Convention, and for the special and admirable

arrangements wliereby the Comitany and its agents have served the convenience

of the visitors on their excursions and visits about the City.

4. The joint meeting of the INIechanical Engineers of England and America

ask that Marshall Field and Company will accept the sincere thanks of the

societies for the opportunity given to the ladies and members to visit the

wonderful establishment which is known by their name, and for the courteous

arrangement for the luncheon of the visitors on the afternoon of Thursday at

that great mercantile establishment. The character of the hosts on this occasion

is a factor in economic and commercial development, which all engineers are

watching witli the keenest interest in its bearing upon the problem of economic

handling between producer and consumer.

5. The joint meeting in Chicago has been made memorable for the Mechanical

Engineers by the particular importance which has been given at this meeting to

the subject of the Steam-Turbine. The Engineers, therefore, ask that the

Commonweath Electric Company and tlie Chicago Edison Company will accept

tlie sincere thanks of the visitors for the privilege of the visit to the Fisk Street

Station and the chance to see the working of a power station of this magnitude.

They would couple this vote of thanks in particular with the name of Mr. Louis

A. Ferguson, Second Vice-President of the Company, and with those of

Mr. Abbott and members of the local committee who have been instrumental in

bringing about this pleasant result.

G. Those members of the joint meeting who have taken occasion to visit the

Stock Yards, and the Packing House of Swift and Company, ask that that

Company and Mr. Edward S. Swift in particular and other ofiBcers of their

corporation will accept sincere thanks for the invitation to visit their great

undertaking, and to study the admirable, humane, and careful methods which

have been followed in the prosecution of their business and in the attainment of

their wonderful results.

7. To the Trustees of the Art Institute and to Mr. H. N. Carpenter,

Secretary, the Engineers beg to extend their most sincere appreciation for the

distinguished courtesy accorded by these gentlemen, in permitting the reception
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of Thursday evening to be held in the midst of the attractive collections of that

Institute. The relation between engineering and ait is a close one, even if by

many its existence is not detected. Art is a child of economic progress and

wealth. Engineering is the foundation of real productive wealth. It has given

the Engineers great pleasure that their reception should bo accorded to them in

the midst of such congenial and appropriate surroundings.

8. The Engineers ask that the Trustees and Faculty of the Lewis Institute

of Chicago will accept the sincere thanks of the joint meeting for the invitation

to hold its closing session in the Hall of the Lewis Institute. The Engineers

recognize what the profession owes to the work of the technical educators, and

are glad to record by this resolutiou their hearty sympathy in the work of the

Institute and their recognition of the far-reaching effect of such education, both

in industry, in civilization, and in culture. They would express in particular

their thanks to Professor P. M. Chamberlain for his instrumentality in bringing

about this pleasant result, and heartily appreciate the courtesy for the

entertainment and luncheon which the Trustees have provided.

9. It is to the Trustees of the Sanitary District that the Mechanical

Engineers owe the courtesy of an invitation to inspect the Drainage Canal, a

great work in the interests of Chicago, which has been prosecuted under their

direction. The thanks of the Societies and the Institution are also due to the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company for the courtesy of the special

train provided by that Company through Mr. Kendrick, third Vice-President of

the Railway system. The visiting Engineers ask also that the Western Society

of Engineers, by whose active co-operation this excuroion has been originated,

will accept the sincere appreciation of the visitors for their share in the

successful visit.

10. Beginning with the very first day of the attendance of visitors and

continuing beyond the oflScial end of the meeting have been the courtesies of the

Illinois Tunnel Company. The Engineers desire to return thanks to the

Company and to Mr. George W. Jackson in particular for the courteous

invitation to visit the tunnels, and to study under such favourable circumstances

their possibilities and their working. The Mechanical Engineer is entirely

wonted to the experience that some of his most successful achievements are

where the eye of the superficial observer knows nothing of their real excellence.

That we should have had the opportunity to go under ground, and under

competent guidance study the hidden detail is an experience for which we

desire to record our thanks.

11. It must be known to any Mechanical Engineer that the success which

comes to an acceptable product of a machine depends upon the skill, the

forethought, and the careful administrative attention of the brain of the

Engineer that has originated the machine. In the successful meeting of a

Convention, such as our Chicago meeting has proved itself to be, the Engineer
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bohinil the iiroduct ia the local committee of rcBidcnt members, in whoso hands

we liavo been but raw material, and which have succeeded in turning out so

successful a finished product as tiie Chicago Meeting. The visiting Engineers

ask that Mr. liobort W. Hunt, with a membership common to both societies,

who has acted as chairman of the local committee, will accept for himself and

for Ids associatoHia sincere recognition for his and their share in bringing this

delightful result to pass. They ask also that Mr. George 51. Brill, efficient and

capable Chairman of||tho Entertainment and Excursion Committee, who has

abandoned his home that he might be near his responsibilities, will allow

himself to be included in our warm expression of thanks and recognition. The

meeting would not have been the success which we have enjoyed, had less

gifted, interested, or assiduous hands been at the throttle.

12. While the ladies are important and a2)preciated factors as captaius of

industry in the control of the individuals who pass resolutions, it is unfortunate

that they do not have a speaking voice in the proceedings of the official part of

this meeting, and that from " seconds in command " and not from the captains

themselves must come the voicing of the thauivs which the ladies of our party

must tender to the efficient and delightful group of ladies organized under the

local committee for the pleasure of the visitors. This resolution is to give voice

to the official thanks of the visiting ladies for the drive and the luncheon on

"Wednesday, for the organization and direction of the charming visit on

Thursday and for the crowning delight of the drive on Friday. The ladies ask

also that Mrs. Eobert W. Hunt will accept this unsatisfactory eftbrt of mere men

to express for them the thanks of tlie ladies for the delightful reception on

Thursday afternoon.

The men and tlie women leave for home with delightful memories of new

friendships formed, of old friendships strengthened, and a memory of a week

full of pleasure, satisfaction, and profit.

Tho attendance was 80 Members of tlio Institution of Mechanical

Engineers and 15 ladies ; about 350 Members of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers ; and over 4.50 Guests, and Local

Committee. Total about 930.

At the close of each of the Wednesday and Thursday morning

Meetings, luncheon was provided in adjoining rooms by the Local

Committee ; that on Friday was given by the Lewis Institute.

The afternoon of Wednesday was occupied by a visit to the

South Chicago Works of the Illinois Steel Company. On Thursday

afternoon, alternative excursions were made to the Fisk Street Station
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of the Commonwealth Electric Company, and to the Chicago Stock

Yards and Packing Houses. On Friday afternoon alternative

excursions were made to the clearing yards of the Chicago Union

Transfer Company and the Drainage Canal, also to the Fisk Street

Electric Station and McCormick Eeaper Works.

On Thursday evening the local Members of the American Society

tendered a Reception to the Members of the two Institutions at the

Art Institute, and on Friday evening they invited the Members and

a large number of other guests to a special performance by the

Thomas Orchestra in the Auditorium Theatre.

On Saturday, 4th June, the President and twenty-three

Members accepted an invitation from Mr. B. H. Warren, President

of the AUis-Chalmers Company, to visit their new works at

Milwaukee. A special railway car was provided for the outward

journey on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad, and for

the return journey on the Chicago and North Western Railroad.

Special electric cars conveyed the party through Milwaukee to the

Works, which were explained by Mr. James W. Lyon and other

members of the staff. Luncheon was provided in the works during

the visit.

St. Louis.

Most of the Members subsequently visited the St. Louis

Exhibition, where Mr. Moynsen gave information to Members at

the headquarters of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Colonel C. M. Watson, C.B., C.M.G., R.E., Commissioner General

for Great Britain, and Mrs. Watson entertained about 300 Members

of the two Institutions, including ladies and other guests, at an

afternoon Reception in the British Pavilion within the Exposition,

on Monday, 6th June, from 4 to 6 o'clock.

Before leaving St. Louis, President J. A. Okerson, Mr. Wm. H.

Bryan, and the other Members of the Engineers Club, invited the

Members and a party to spend an afternoon on a large steamboat,

which conveyed them above the junction of the Mississippi and the

Missouri Rivers.
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Cincinnati.

About twenty Members with ladies accepted an invitation

from Mr. H. M. Lane, representing the local Members of the

American Society in Cincinnati to visit that City on the lOth-llth

June. A programme had been arranged by various committees,

presided over by Mr. J. B. Stanwood, Mr. H. M. Lane, Mr. Egan,

Mr. T. G. Smith and Mrs. Norris, assisted by Mrs. Stanwood and

other ladies and gentlemen.

The party were conveyed in electric cars from place to place,

and on an extensive tour round the suburbs, dining at the Country

Club.

The following works were open for inspection :

—

Lodge and Shipley Machine Tool Company.

J. A. Fay and Egan Company.

Dudge Manufacturing Company.

HouBton, Stanwood and Gamble.

Lunkenheimer Company.

G. A. Gray Company.

United States Cast-Iron Pipe and Foundry Company.

Lc Blond Machine Tool Company.

Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.

Cincinnati Milling Machine Company.

Standard Oil Company.

IMessrs. Smith and Mills.

Bickford Drill and Tool Company.

Lane and Bodley Company.

Eoss Moyer Manufacturing Company.

Cincinnati Shaper Company.

Triumph Electric Company.

John Steptoe Company.

E. A. Kinsey Company.

American Tool Works Company.

Messrs. Eufus King.

National Lead Company.

Julius Uihlein and Company.

C. R. Talbott Company.

Union Drawn Steel Company.

Messrs. Miller, Du Bruhl and Peters.

Messrs. James Powell.
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Messrs. J. C. Lemon.

Messrs. Ernest Kichter.

Fosdick Machine Tool Company.

Dietz Machine Tool Company.

Laidlaw Dunn Gordon Company.

Messrs. "Walter Laidlaw.

On the afternoon of the 11th, a special stern-wheel steamer took

the Members and Local Committee, with other guests, down the Ohio

Eiver.

The Niagara Falls Power Station was shown to the President

and a party of Members by Mr. A. H. van Cleve on the 13th June.

Canada.

The President, with Mr. J. W. Spencer, and a small party of

Members accepted the invitation extended by Mr. Lacey R. Johnson,

Mr. Vaughan, and other Canadian engineers, to visit Montreal on

the 15th and 16th June. They there inspected the University

laboratories under the guidance of Dean Bovey, the workshops of

the Canadian Pacific Eailway with Mr. Vaughan, and the Canadian

Locomotive Works with Mr. Hackenberg. President St. George,

Mr. A. W. Eobinson, Mr. John Kennedy, the Harbour Engineer,

and other Members of the Engineers Club entertained the Members

at luncheon.

SOHENEOTADT.

The various works at Schenectady were visited by a number of

Members. The works of Professor Elihu Thomson, now the General

Electric Co., were shown to the President and a small party on

18th June, by Mr. H. G. Reitz, Mr. E. H. Mullin, and Mr. A. L.

Eohrer, after which Mr. William Dalton conducted them over the

Schenectady Locomotive Works.

Boston.

The New England Members of the American Society invited those

of the party who remained in America after the visit to St. Louis, to

visit Boston on 20th-21st June, and sixteen Members and ladies
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accepted this hospitality. On the former day they wore taken by

special railroad car to visit the Merrimac Mills, and to see the water-

power applications at Lowell. They wero also shown by Captain

Manning over the Amoskeag Mills at Manchester, N.TI., lunching at

the Derryfield Club. On the second day Professor Lanza showed the

Members over the laboratories of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, and the party, under the guidance of Mr. John T.

Boyd, Captain Jaques, Mr. C. F. Baker and others, was conducted

on board the U.S. revenue cutter " Algonquin " (Captain Emery) to

view the harbour and to inspect, from a special launch under the

guidance of Mr. Gale, the submarine signalling experiments, during

which a submerged bell was distinctly heard through two miles

of water.

The ladies of the party were shown every attention by

committees of ladies in Chicago and Cincinnati, and were entertained

at Harvard University by Professor Hollis.
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THE BURNING OF TOWN REFUSE,

WITH Special Reference to the Destructors at Brussels, West

Hartlepool, JIoss Side (3Iaxchester), and Westminster.

By Mr. GEORGE WATSON, Member, of Leeds.

Befuse in Great Britain.—Town refuse in Great Britain varies

considerably in cliaracter according to local conditions, but it is a

fairly safe generalization to say that it consists of one-third by

weight of water, one-third combustible matter, and one-third

incombustible. The last is withdrawn at the end of the burning

process in the form of hard clinker.

The combustible material is largely vegetable and putrescible

matter, but it includes, in the United Kingdom, varying quantities

of unburned cinder from the wasteful open fires so dear to the

English people in more senses than one. This cinder is much more

plentiful in winter than in summer.

Continental Befuse.—Cinder is almost entirely absent from town

refuse on the Continent of Europe, where closed stoves are used,

producing a fine incombustible ash. The author has frequently

proposed that the fine ash, which requires no treatment, should be

collected in separate bins in each house, and not taken to the

destructor at all.

2 Q
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Collection.—The nature of the material is affected largely by the

raetliod of collection, which varies greatly in different towns. For

instance, in Edinburgh there is a daily collection, the inhabitants

being obliged to place their refuse on the street in receptacles which

they provide themselves. These receptacles are usually anything

but effective, and the contents are spread about by the wind and the

rag-pickers, and mixed with the street sand ; sometimes the same

cart collects both street sweepings and refuse. The result is a very

light sandy material, difficult to burn, which measures no less than

80 cubic feet to the ton.

In Bradford, Leeds, and Sheffield, on the other hand, many large

ashpits arc used, in some cases combined with privies, and they are

only cleaned out at intervals of weeks or months. At one destinictor

in Bradford the refuse contains 40 per cent, of nightsoil. Under

such conditions the refuse is wet and heavy, measuring only 40

cubic feet to the ton.

In the author's opinion the prevailing custom of reckoning the

amount of refuse burned by weight is misleading, and better

comparisons as to the labour involved would be got by reckoning

in cubic yards. It is obvious that a ton of bulky refuse requires

much more labour in handling than a ton of such wet and heavy

stuff as is collected at Bradford.

Befuse as Fuel.—Town refuse is so heterogeneous that it is

almost impossible to compare it with other fuels by any of the

ordinary methods, and, in particular, calorimeter tests have always

seemed to the author to be quite futile. It would appear impracticable

to obtain a fair sample small enough to go into a calorimeter of a

material comprising garbage, vegetable refuse, dust, straw, paper,

ra"S, bones, broken glass, tin cans, wood, cinders, sacks, old boots,

buckets, water-cans, casks, carpets and huge rolls of kamptulicon, to

say nothing of the carcases of cattle, dogs, cats, and pigs, the last

bein^f sometimes brought in numbers after an outbreak of swine

fever. Amongst the articles gravely registered as having been

destroyed at one of the early Leeds destructors was "one sea-

serpent." In two instances parcels of explosives have found their
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way into furnaces, and blown out the fronts, fortunately without

causing bodily injury in either case. To state the nature of the

miscellaneous rubbish comprised in the refuse of towns is to

demonstrate at once its unsuitability for agricultural manure, and

the danger of allowing it to accumulate,

Befnse as Manure.—No farmer cares to cover his fields with

broken glass and tin cans, and in the few instances, such as at

Manchester and Glasgow, where some of the rubbish is taken by

farmers, it has to be first sorted and ground, and then transported

long distances free of charge by the Corporation at a cost exceefiing

that of destruction by fire.

Danger to Health.—Accumulations of this material involve the

twofold danger of lowered vitality owing to an impure atmosphere,

and direct j)ropagation of disease through poisonous germs carried

by flies, rats, dust particles, running water and other agencies.

Refuse heaps also frequently occasion great nuisance and expense by

spontaneous combustion. " Destruction " of refuse is a somewhat

unscientific term, but it serves to distinguish the method of disposal

by fire, from the reduction or digestion processes used in the

United States for recovery of grease and other matters, and from the

slower processes of nature, involved in disposal by dumj)ing,

which have been sometimes referred to as the " method of

liutrefaction."

The author does not propose to go through the history of

destructors in Great Britain, where they originated. The late

Mr. Alfred Fryer, of Nottingham, was the pioneer, and built his first

successful destructor in 1875. It may be thought that nearly thirty

years is a long time for the development which has taken place to

have occupied. It must be remembered, however, tliat being

dependent upon municipal enterprise, rapid advance has only been

possible in recent years.

The author regrets to say that, in spite of the demonstrations

made many years ago of the danger of filling old jiits and hollows

with this material, the practice of doing so, and of afterwards

2 Q ^
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erecting dwelling houses upon it, has prevailed in most towns and

cities in spite of all sanitary considerations, and has only given way

to the use of destructors when every pit and hollow within the

municipal boundary has been filled.

In passing over the history of the development of destructors,

the author is also obliged to omit reference to many types which

have proved successful, and have served to advance the general

practice, and to many names honourably associated with such

advance ; and in dealing later with the details of certain installations

has tliought it best to confine himself strictly to his own experience.

He will therefore deal only with jilauts on one particular system, at

the same time remarking that there are many other destructors of

different types in use which reflect the greatest credit on all

concerned.

Nnfnral Draught.—The earlier destructors were all upon the

natural- draught system, with slow combustion, low temperatures,

and little or no provision for raising steam. In charging and

clinkering the furnaces large doors were kept open for about one-

third of the time, and the strong chimney draught above the grates

necessarily drew in tons of cold air over the fire through such

openings, making high furnace-heats impossible. Frequent

complaints of nuisances from the chimney shafts caused by

objectionable smells and dust resulted.

Fume Cremators.—Fume cremators, introduced by Mr. Jones, the

Borough Engineer of Ealing, were added in many cases, consisting

of secondary fires in the flues fed with coal or coke, over which the

products of combustion had to pass, thus scorching them and largely

obviating the nuisance. These fume cremators certainly rendered a

continuance of working possible in many cases, but owing to the

high cost for fuel they were not always regularly worked.

Maintenance.—One advantage of natural draught and low

temperatures was that the brickwork was easily maintained, and

furnaces of the most ordinary construction have been found to last
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fifteen or sixteen years without mucli expense in renewing tlie

firebrick linings. Even to-day engineers are found who advocate

low temijeratures on this account.

EigJi Temperatures.—Modern plants working at high temperatures

with forced draught, and with steam-raising as one of the most

important objects, involve much more difficult problems as regards

construction and maintenance, and also as regards the protection of

the stokers from heat and back-draught. No ironwork can last long

in a modern destructor unless cooled in some special manner, and

contrivances such as dampers within the furnace for closing or partly

closing the draught outlet when the furnace door is opened, have

become not only superfluous but impracticable. The author has

learned to look with the greatest distrust upon any supposed

improvement involving the introduction of unprotected ironwork

into the hot furnaces or flues.

Storage of Heat.—In high-temperature furnaces heat is stored in

the brickwork to such an extent that the furnace arch hardly ceases

to glow, even when nearly a ton of cold refuse has been freshly

charged, and consequently the temperature does not fall below the

point, say 1,250^ F., at which septic gases might be given ofi".

Plenum System.—No one has contributed more to the attainment

of such temperatures than Mr. William Horsfall, of Leeds, who

first introduced the plenum system and the front exhaust flue.

Kecognising that the principal cause of low temperatures in

the old natural-draught furnaces was the inrush of a large

excess of cold air over the fire during the lengthy processes of

charging and clinkering, he set himself to apply forced draught

on the closed ashpit system, first by means of fans and later by steam

blast, and this enabled him to choke the furnace outlet in such a

manner as to always maintain a slight pressure above the atmosphere

within the furnace, thus absolutely preventing the admission of cold

air when the furnace doors were open, and allowing loose fitting

doors to be used.
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Front Exhaust.—Ho placed Lis oxbaust flue in the frout portion of

the furnace arch, thus reversing the draught and bringing all the

fumes given oflf by the refuse drying on the hearth over the hot fire,

and '* cremating " them effectually within the furnace itself.

Steam liaising.—An important result of the introduction of high-

temperature destructors has been that town refuse has now come to

be regarded in some quarters as a fuel. When it is remembered

that the combustible matter in the charge is, say, only one-third by

weight of the whole, the claims which have been put forward of a

commercial evaporation of three pounds of water to high-pressure

steam per pound of refuse can only be regarded as ridiculous, for

they would place the combustible portion of the material on a level

with best Welsh coal. It is to be regretted that inventors have come

forward from time to time offering guarantees of such results in

regular working. Their claims can only be accounted for by their

lack of experience. Failure in the fulfilment of such guarantees

under contract has led to a serious reaction, and there is now a

tendency to discredit altogether the possibility of steam-raising

from town refuse. As usual the truth is found between the two

extremes.

Steam as a By-Produd.—The great value of steam as a by-i)roduct

of a destructor plant designed primarily for the disposal of the

refuse (but well arranged for the production and utilization of the

steam) has been amply demonsti-ated. It may now be laid down

with perfect confidence that, on an average, town refuse in Great

Britain may be expected to evajwrate in every-day working its

own weight of water from and at 212^ F. In many jjlaces it is safe

to guarantee 1 lb. of steam j>er 1 lb. of refuse in summer, and

l:j lbs. in winter. As much as 1'5 lbs. may be got on test with

careful management, as will be seen in the record of a test at West

Hartlepool, given in Appendix I (page 583).

The value of the refuse as fuel varies considerably in different

districts, and according to the season and Ihe amount of coal used by

each household. In some colliery districts the miners are provided
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with coal free of charge, and as might be expected the best steam-

raising refuse is to be met with there.

On the other hand, the author has had experience of seaside

towns, such as Lowestoft and Eamsgate, where in hot weather hardly

any coal-fires are found (gas-stoves being used for cooking) ; and

the refuse consists largely of garden rubbish, garbage, and bad fish

—

poor stuff for steam-raising.

In wood-burning countries, and where closed stoves are used,

not only does the absence of cinder mean a very poor fuel, but the

fine ash (if collected with the refuse) has a tendency to surround

and choke such combustibles as may be present, and to put out the

fire altogether.

Refuse Auto-Comhiistihle.—Nevertheless the author has had, up to

the present time, no experience of town refuse which was not

auto-combustible, except that from the eastern district (the poorest

part) of Berlin. Even there he has by no means given up the

problem of burning the refuse by itself. Monte Carlo and

Pernambuco are places where little or no cinder is found in the

refuse, and yet destructors are in successful operation at each of these

without the addition of other fuel.

High Pressures of Steam.—To revert to the conditions prevailing

in Great Britain, it used to be said that high pressures of steam

could not be obtained from the heat of destructors ; but a

consideration of the temperature of the gases leaving the destructor,

which varies from 1,700^ F. to over 2,000" F. might have shown the

fallacy. As a matter of fact, steam is being obtained at Accrington

(with a " Lancashire " boiler) and Moss Side, Manchester (with

" Water-Tube " boilers) at 200 lbs. per square inch, while pressures

of 120 lbs. per square inch are now quite common.

The conditions for the best working in the destruction of refuse

are identical with those required for efficient steam-raising ; and

with high temperatures the clinker is harder, the working more

ra2)id, and the chimney clearer of smoke.
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Arrangement of Cells and Boilers.—The grouping of the cells

and boilers is au important and much debated subject. Many early

designers, attaching great importance to the radiations from the

burning mass, held that the heating surfaces of the boiler should be

immediately over the fire, and as close to it as possible. It is almost

needless to say that the results were disappointing, as the temperature

necessary for complete combustion was nover reached at all, owing

to the cooling effect of the surfaces of the boiler.

Later developments of the same idea are still in evidence in the

" sandwiching " of boilers and cells, that is, the placing of a cell on

each side of a single boiler and delivering the products of combustion

through side openings in the cells directly below the boiler tubes.

This plan is much more satisfactory than the earlier one ; but the

chief drawback to its adoption is that when cither of the cells is

newly charged, and the gases may be escaj)iug at a temijcrature

below what is necessary for complete combustion, they may come

into contact with the cool surfaces of the boiler unconsumed, and so

pass away to the chimney, while fluctuations of steam pressure may

also occur.

In the author's opinion the best grouping of cells and boilers is

to arrange the cells in blocks or batteries not exceeding six or eight

in number, and to place the boiler or boilers as near as possible to

the block of cells.

In the case of back-to-back cells, arranged in such a block with

the main flue underneath them, there is little or no loss by radiation

as the main flue is surrounded by cells. At the same time the

immense advantage is secured that the products of combustion from

all the cells are thoroughly mixed in the red-hot flue, before passing

to the boiler, and thus if one of the cells happens to be somewhat

cooler than the rest, any unburned gases that may escape from it

are thoroughly burned in the main flue, where there is always some

excess of air. All the heat generated in the cells is carried forward

by the hot gases, except the small proportion which escapes by

radiation from the outer surfaces of the furnaces themselves.

With batteries of cells in a single row. Fig. 1, it is also possible

to arrange that the loss by radiation shall be small. A further
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ailvauttigo in thivt the colls being close together, the stokers have less

floor Kiiace to work over, and the arrangement of ruilways or

conveyors for removal of clinkers is simpler than with bcjilers and

colls alternately.

WorJcing in Itotation.—Under good management the working ot

the cells is kei)t strictly in rotation, a time-table and a clock being

provided, and good tiino-kcoping in charging and cliukering being

insisted upon.

Constant Pressure of Steam.—With such methods the temperature

of the gases entering the boilers may be maintained almost constant,

and the old complaint of the steam pressure fluctuating disappears

entirely. The clinkering and charging of each cell takes place

every one-and-a-half to two hours according to the nature of the

material. In some cases clinkering every hour has been tried, but

the experience of the author is that a longer run gives a harder

clinker, and a better result all round, any small loss of steaming

power being more than compensated by reduced labour and more

perfect combustion. The caj)acity per cell dejiends mainly upon the

grate area and the strength of blast, but also of course very greatly

upon the attention of the firemen.

Blast.—With refuse for fuel it is extraordinary how soon a high-

pressure blast blows the fires into holes. With forced draught on

the closed ashpit system, a few minutes' use of the rake to fill up the

blow-holes will increase the draught gauge from one-quarter inch to

over an inch of water column. In some cases a draught of as much

as 2 inches is used, but there are two great disadvantages to such

pressures : first, that much more labour is required (almost constant

trimming of the fires being necessary to fill the blow-holes), and

second, that the high blast sends up quantities of hot dust and

sparks, which cake on the roof of the furnace and in the flues,

necessitating constant cleaning.

Grate Area.—From 25 to 30 square feet of grate area has usually

been provided in 'each cell up to recent years; but, of late, cells
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having 42 square feet of grate area have become common ; and also

much smaller cells are being introduced for special purj^oses, such

as for use in hospitals, asylums, and factories. For plants up to

four cells, furnaces of 30 square feet of grate area are most suitable

;

but for larger plants, furnaces of 42 square feet are preferable, as

the use of larger cells reduces the cost of labour. The length of the

grate is usually 6 feet from back to front in both sizes of cells. It

is customary to work throughout the twenty-four hours for six days

a week ; but in some cases where steam is only required for niglit

work, such as in electric lighting, the hours of working have been

reduced, and the number of cells and boilers correspondingly

increased. It is quite possible to bank the fires for twenty-four

hours, and even longer, so that they do not require re-lighting on a

Monday morning.

For the purpose of illustrating his remarks, the author has

provided drawings and jihotographs showing several different types

of plant in connection with the construction of which he has recently

been employed. The installations chosen for this purpose are those

at Brussels (twenty-four cells. Fig. 2, page 560), West Hartlepool

(twelve cells. Fig. 3, page 561), Moss Side, Manchester (six cells,

Fig. 4, page 562, and Fig. 5, Plate 66), and Westminster (six cells,

Fig. 6, page 564, and Figs. 7 and 8, Plate 66). Each of these

destructors is placed in a densely populated district, and all are in

full operation without causing any inconvenience or complaint.

Destructors at Brussels and West Hartlepool.—The Brussels and

West Hartlepool furnaces. Figs. 2 and 3, are of the back-to-back type,

fed by hand through holes in the deck on the top of the furnaces.

These feed-holes are of somewhat peculiar construction ; they are so

designed that no lid is required, the refuse itself being trodden down

into the holes to stop them up. It will readily be seen that the use

of a lid on a deck littered with rubbish would be very inconvenient.

In order that the method of stopping (above referred to) may be used,

there is provided immediately below the feed-hole (which is common

to two furnaces) a flat table or saddle so arranged that when refuse

is dragged or shovelled into the hole and allowed to lie on the
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Fig. 3—Destructor of 12 Celh.

Grate area of 30 sq. ft. each. Corporation of We^t Hartlepool.
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sacldlu it fills up aiul chukos the oponiug. Whou it is desired to

charge either furnace the refuse is simply pushed oflf the saddle with

a prong— a very simple operation requiring very little labour.

The dock is G feet below the level of the tipping floor, thus

forming a convenient bunker for the recoi)tion and storage of the

Fig. "i.—Destructor of G Cells.

Grate area of 30 sq. ft. each.

Moss Side, Jlanchester.
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refuse as near as possible to the feed-holes. In the West Hartlepool

plant the deck is formed of steel plate separated from the top of the

furnace by an air space in order that it may be kept cool ; while at

Brussels the deck is carried entirely by the furnaces and is formed

of re-inforced concrete. At West Hartlepool the refuse is carted up

an inclined way with a gradient of one in twenty, while at Brussels
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there arc two electric overlicad travelling cranes, one over each

group of twelve cellsj which lift the cart-bodies off the wheels and

dump their contents on to the decks. The latter system has also

been adopted at Hamburg, and in the plant now being completed at

Zurich.

3Ioss Side Destructor.—At Moss Side, as will be seen on reference

to the drawing, Fig, 4 (page 562) and Fig. 5, Plate 66, the six cells are

arranged side by side in a single battery with the two water-tube

boilers at the end of the battery ; the charging openings are at the

back of the furnaces, and are provided with suitable furnace doors.

These doors are now generally planned to fit their frames, and

are lined with firebricks. They are raised and lowered by levers

and balance weights, and give a good command of the furnaces,

which slope downwards to the front.

The refuse is tipped from carts into a bunker formed of concrete,

and having a sloping back, so that the toe of the heap of refuse is

never far from the furnace mouth, into which it is thrown by a

shovel. This method would seem at first sight to involve more

labour than the top feeding, but it is found in practice that, while

it costs more to put in the refuse with a shovel, the labour in front

of the furnace in dragging forward and trimming is correopondingly

lessened. It may be remarked, however, that even at West

Hartlepool, where the refuse is not bulky, the labour of charging

costs one-third of the stokers' wages, and it is, therefore, a matter of

the utmost importance to reduce it as much as possible.

Westminster Destructor.—The Westminster Destructor, shown in

Fig. 6 (page 564), and Figs. 7 and 8, Piute 66, has been erected on

the Shot Tower Wharf, at the south side of Waterloo Bridge, in

the centre of the Metropolis, and serves a district of which Covent

Garden Market and the Strand form important features. The refuse

is exceedingly bulky, consisting largely of market and shop

refuse, paper, packings, straw, and all kinds of light material,

measuring not less than 90 cubic feet to the ton. To feed such

stuff by means of a shovel would be very costly, and therefore
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special means were demanded. The conditions have been met by

a now design of furnace into vvbicli tbo foui-wbeelcd collecting

carts and steam motor-wagons tip tbeir loads direct, no storage

being provided otbor tban tbo spare carts wbich are brought

Fig. 0.

—

Destructor of G Cdls.

Grate Area of 42 aq. ft. each. City of Westminster.

in from tbe yard and discharged as required. Sufficient spare

wagons are provided to keep tbo destructor in full operation day and

nigbt. Tbe furnaces are six in number, eacb baving 42 square feet

of grate area. Tbey are arranged back to back witb a water-tube

boiler at the end of tbe battery. A very large feed-bole, 6 feet by

4 feet, is common to two furnaces, there being thus three holes in all.
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The carts can be brouglit to either side of the feed-holes to dump.

Great difficulty was experienced at first in arriving at the correct

shape for the feed-holes— that is, expanding downwards, as now

shown, so that the refuse cannot arch over in the furnace mouth. A
worse difficulty was that of getting such large lids as were required

to be quite smoketight when closed. Metal-to-metal joints and

grooves filled with sand were in turn found unsatisfactory, and the

handling of such heavy lids was also difficult. Eventually hinged

lids, counterbalanced by weights hung from volute quadrants, so as to

be perfectly balanced at all positions were adopted.

Each lid dips into a water-seal which surrounds the furnace

mouth, the water, which evaporates slowly, being maintained at the

proper level by a ball cock. This makes a perfectly gastight joint,

and not only is the trouble of smoke from the feed-holes obviated,

but it is found that the absolute tightness of the joint, preventing

even a small leakage, causes the furnace gases to i>ond up beneath

the lid and to remain stagnant, thus forming a shield of comparatively

cool gas which protects the lids from the furnace heat. As long as

there was any leakage at all, the heated gases drew that way, and

kept the furnace mouths and lids red hot, which caused them to

crack and give trouble.

A hopper, constructed of wrought-iron plates and set on hinges

in a position at right angles to that of the lid, is lowered over the

opening, so as to prevent refuse getting into the water-seal. This

hopper is balanced in a similar manner to that described for the

lids, and both hopper and lids are easily worked by hand by means

of large chain wheels. The labour of charging is thus saved, the

refuse is never handled at all, but shot straight into the furnaces.

This is an advantage from a sanitary point of view, but it is not

universally appreciated, as it puts an effective stop to trade in rags,

bones, and dirty glass bottles, which can no longer be picked out by

the stokers and sold.

Before leaving the subject of the Westminster Destructor, which

is the first of its kind, the author wishes to acknowledge his great

indebtedness to the Engineers of the City, Mr. Bradley and

Mr, Vcutris, and to Dr. Priestly, tlie Medical Officer of IToaUh

•1 K
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fur Lambeth (wLosc duty it was to inspect the working of the plant)

for their invaluable aid in overcoming the initial difficulties of the

undertukiiig.

The author has already remarked that he would like to sec the

duty of destructors reckoned in cubic yards ratlier than tons, as

giving a fairer basis of comparison. It is not, however, in the least

likely to come into vogue, since the wagon-weighing machine is such

a simple and convenient method of taking the quantities.

Labour in WorJdng.—The author would, however, suggest a

further reform in comparative figures to the effect that the labour

bill in working the furnaces should be reckoned, not in pence or

shillings jier ton (it varies even in England from seveupence

halfpenny at Moss Side and elsewhere to two shillings and threepence

at several London destructors, for furnacemen only), but in tons dealt

with per man per hour. This would eliminate the discrepancies due to

the stokers' wages and hours of labour varying so much in different

districts, A destructor in which a stoker can deal with a ton per

hour during an 8-hour shift may be considered satisfactory, and

this is being attained at Westminster. There can be no doubt that

a very large saving is effected in charging direct from the carts in

the case of a destructor dealing with 72 tons of bulky refuse, such as

that of the Strand district, every 24 hours.

Mechanical Stolers.—Many attempts have been made to effect the

operations of stoking and clinkering by mechanical grates, but

hitherto without much success. Mechanical grates of many kinds

have been tried, and large sums sunk in such experiments. The

author Ijas had some expensive experience in this direction, and the

opinion he has formed is that any attempt to make the burning

process continuous instead of intermittent will fail, unless some

entirely fresh method be found. The quality of the refuse as fuel is

too poor to enable the fire to creep back through a comjmratively

thin layer of it as fast as the material must be moved forward to

give anything like a reasonable output; and after the mechanism

has been set so as to give only about 3 or 4 tons per cell per 24
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hours, it has becu found that the speed was too great for the fire,

which was very soon all ejected from the furnace. The fuel also

varies so much that one part of the fire will have become black

clinker while other parts are insufficiently burned. Trimming and

clinkering by hand and the intermittent system of firing in one-and-

a-half or t^0-hour heats at present hold the field.

Clinkering.—The operation of clinkering is one requiring both

strength and skill. The mass of clinker is often 5 inches thick

over the whole grate surface, and in breaking it up and withdrawing

it from the furnace the stoker must be careful to turn it over so as

to throw off any live fire on the top, which he afterwards spreads

evenly over the grate for the purpose of lighting the new charge

of refuse. The blast, which is shut oft' during clinkering, should be

put on again for a few minutes before charging, so as to prepare a

bed of hot fire for the reception of the charge.

Another method adopted with some well-known types of furnace

is to feed them continuously from the front by hand and to clinker

also continuously from each portion of the grate surface in turn.

In furnaces both fed and clinkered at the front, no drying hearth is

provided, and there is therefore no preliminary drying of the refuse.

This system is adopted by the author for small portable destructors

and furnaces for hospitals, but not for larger installations, on account

of the higher cost of labour. Some engineers use continuous grates

without any division into cells above the grates, the ashpits only

being divided. The author, however, strongly favours the cellular

system, which lends itself much more readily to repairs, as one cell

can be repaired at a time without stopping the others, thus rendering

a duplication of plant quite imnecessary.

Detailed Bescripiion of Furnace.—The different methods of

charging the furnaces having been described, it may now be

convenient to deal with the details of those parts of the furnaces

which are common to the three types at Westminster, West

Hartlepool, Brussels, and Moss Side respectively. The refuse is

first piled up on the drying hearth above the main flue, and is

2 R 2
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aftorwards raked from the front on to the grate-bars as may bo

ro(iinrcd. The drying hcartli and grate-bars slojie down about one

in six towards tlio furnace front ; this greatly reduces the labour of

working the furnaces. The grate-bars have narrow spaces—about

three-sixteenths of an inch—and are made in single lengths of

6 feet, four bars being cast together. This enables the chisel tools

used in clinkering to be worked from below along the whole length

of the grate-bars without check. A wide " dcadplate " is provided

in front, and the furnace mouth is closed by a door extending the

full width of the furnace and lined with firebrick blocks. The

furnace door slides upwards to open, the working faces being planed,

and the door suspended from a balanced lever. In closing, it falls

into wedge-shaped catches which force it tight against its frame.

Such doors are found much more suitable than hinged doors, which

were commonly used in early destructors, as the latter exposed their

red-hot inner surfaces to the stoker on being opened.

In each main furnace door is fitted a small rake-door, just large

enough to admit the stoker's rake to enable him to trim the fire and

pull down the refuse without exposing himself to the heat of the

furnace. The main door need only be opened for the operation of

clinkering. The ashpits are closed by suitable air-tight doors, and

are sloped every way towards the door to facilitate the removal

of ashes.

Fireclays.—The whole of the interior of the furnace is constructed

of specially made fireclay blocks of the best quality dovetailed

together, and all of the arched construction. Flat fireclay lumps

over openings and flues are found to crack. Owing to the great

heats attained and the frequent changes of temperature, it is necessary

to select the fireclay with care, to avoid troubles from expansion and

contraction. Bricks too rich in silica expand and contract far

too much, and clays which answer well for metallurgical purposes

are often found too brittle for destructor work. The fireclays

which are found suitable for use in destructor furnaces neither

contract nor expand under heat, and are able to withstand frequent

changes of temperature, the maximum being about 2,300" F. They
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sboukl consist of from 60 to 70 per cent, silica aud 30 to 40 per

cent, alumina. A sliglit admixture of iron is harmless, but lime,

potash and soda, which are usually found in such clays should only

be present in very small quantities, as they tend to act as a flux.

The beds of fireclay at Leeds, Sheffield, Glenboig near Glasgow, and

Stourbridge, are all of suitable quality. The bricks and blocks

must be very truly formed, in order that the thinnest possible joints

may be made. It is also important that the firebricks should be a

little thicker than the common bricks with which they have to bond,

because naturally the joints in the common brickwork will be thicker

than would be desirable in the firebrick work.

Fans or Steam-blast.—The draught is forced by means of fans or

steam-jets. The question as to which gives best results, dry air or

steam-jet blast, is frequently debated. A blast of about one inch

of water column is found to answer best with average refuse. The

use of higher pressures causes the fire to burn into holes too

frequently, and thus causes too great an excess of air to pass, and

consequently lowers the temperature.

This pressure can be obtained easily and economically either by

steam-jet blast or by a centrifugal fan. For working at a rate of

10 tons per 24 hours, on a grate area of 30 square feet, or at a rate

of, say, 30 lbs. of refuse per square foot of grate per hour, a volume

of about 700 cubic feet of air per minute at atmospheric pressure

aud temperature for each cell is required, or, say, 23 cubic feet of air

per minute for every square foot of grate area in use. To deliver

this quantity of air at the requisite pressure requires, with an

efficient steam-blast apparatus, about 100 lbs. of steam per hour for

each cell of 30 square feet grate area, whereas with a good centrifugal

fan only one-fifth of this amount, or, say, 20 lbs. of steam per hour,

is needed. To compensate for the larger consumption of the steam-

jets, it may be stated that they give a higher temperature and

evaporation than the dry-air blast, provided that the refuse is rich

enough in carbon to give the necessary temperature for the

dissociation of the steam, which forms water-gas in the furnace, and

which greatly improves the combustion. This action has been
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explained * by Lord Kelvin and Dr. Archibald Barr in the following

words :
" A more important function is, however, fulfilled by the

steam. In coming into contact with the incandescent fnel it is

decomposed, the hydrogen being freed while the oxygen combines

with the carbon in the fuel to form carbon monoxide. This

decomposition of the water is effected by heat abstracted from the

lower part of the fire, whore it can be of comparatively small value

for the cremation of the distillate. The ' water-gas ' (hydrogen and

carbon monoxide) passes upwards to be burned by the excess air

which it meets with over the fire, thus serving to increase the

temperature which would otherwise exist at the meeting of the

products of combustion with the gases distilled from the raw

material."

The importance of the action of the steam-jet was strikingly

exemplified in an instance which came under the observation of the

author at Bury, Lancashire, where in a new destructor it was not

found possible to reach the guaranteed temperatures in the flues by

means of dry -air blast. The substitution of steam-blast for the fans

immediately gave and maintained the required temperature. It is

fully demonstrated that, provided always the refuse is sufficiently

rich in carbon, a steam-blast, although it uses more steam for the

draught, yet so increases the amount of the total steam raised as to

give a better steaming result on the whole than the fans. With the

refuse of Hamburg and Berlin, however, it is doubtful whether the

same can be said, because the use of closed stoves in those cities

renders the refuse very poor as regards combustible cinders. One

hundred pounds of steam used in the blast for each cell of 30 square

feet grate area per hour may be considered a very good result for

steam-blast, and it can only be secured by using efficient

arrangements.

A steam-jet has been devised by Mr. C. W. James, in conjunction

with the author, for this purpose, in which the nozzle is flat instead

of round, thus yielding a ribbon of steam instead of a plug of steam.

It is probable that the air is carried through the blast-tube mainly

Keport on the Horsfall Destructors, 1898.
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by means of surface friction between the jet of steam and the

surrounding column of air, and it is therefore advantageous to have

the greatest possible surface on the steam-jet per pound of steam

passing. This is, of course, obtained by making the jet flat and thin.

A thickness of one-fortieth of an inch is found best. It is also

important that the steam should be superheated, so as to prevent

condensation and obstruction in the nozzle itself. A pressure of

30 to 40 lbs. to the square inch for the steam-blast gives the most

economical results. Eeducing-valves are used, giving this pressure

whatever may be the working pressure of the boiler.

A further great advantage to be set down to the credit of the

steam-blast, as compared with fan draught, is the fact that it protects

and lengthens the life of the ironwork exposed to heat in the furnaces,

such as, for instance, grate bars and the cast-iron side-boxes which

are used for heating the blast. After leaving the nozzle the steam

in the blast is condensed, and it reaches these iron parts in the form

of particles of water. On striking the hot iron it is immediately

re-evaporated into steam, carrying with it a considerable amount of

heat, and thus keeping down the temperature of the ironwork. The

author has seen grate bars taken out of a furnace after six years'

constant use very little the worse for wear, whereas with dry air-

blast and high temperatures the grate bars would require to be

renewed after six months to twelve months at the latest.

Cast-iron Furnace Sides.—The steam-jet trumpets used in the

West Hartlepool installation are combined with the cast-iron

side-boxes which form the sides of the furnaces above and below the

grate-bars. These side-boxes serve the double purpose of heating

the blast to a temperature of 400^ F. in the ashpit, and of protecting

the brickwork at the sides of the furnace from the undermining

action of the hot clinker. In furnaces with brickwork sides, at the

fire level it is found that the clinker fuses to the brickwork, and

every time it is removed brings away particles of the wall, thus

gradually undermining it, and allowing the crown of the furnace to

fall before it is anything like worn out. The side-boxes, which are

kept cool by the passage of the cold air and by the cooling action of
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the steam above desciibeil, prevent this action. The air is drawn

into the boxoB from hoods, something like the hood over a blacksmith's

fire, placed over the clinker-door in such a position as to draw off

any smoke and dust rising during the operation of clinkering. This

improves the ventilation of the stoke-hole.

Firing Tools.—The firing tools consist of prongs or pushers for

charging the furnaces, light and heavy rakes, for pulling down and

clinkeriug respectively, and chisel bars. They are all necessarily

long, and any means of making them lighter, without reducing their

strength, is worth adopting. It is found a good plan to use a

weldless steel tube for rake handles, and to make the chisel bars of

solid masons' tool steel in order to get the greatest possible

strength.

Boilers.—In the early destructor jtlants, multitubular boilers of

plain cylindrical shape, with fire-tubes about 3 inches or 4 inches in

diameter, were frequently used. One of the most serious drawbacks

to these was the fact that the dust carried in the gases soon choked

up the tubes, which had to be brushed out three or four times in the

course of a day, and an even worse defect was the stiffness of the

boiler, which did not easily yield to expansion and contraction, A
destructor boiler, placed at the end of the main flue is, of course,

really a gas-fired boiler, and it is subject to having the gases

switched on or off instantancoiisly.

It was found that with these multitubular boilers the tubes very

soon began to leak at the tube plate ; moreo'/er, boilers of such a

large diameter as were generally used were not very suitable for

high pressures, unless they were constructed in a very expensive

manner. For these reasons such boilers are now only used for very

small installations, or where steam-raising is a matter of little

importance.

It is essential that a boiler which permits its tubes to expand

and contract very freely should be used.

The two types of boiler most favoured at the present time in

connection with destructors are the Lancashire type and the water-tube
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type. The former lias tlie advantage of large capacity for storage

of hot water and steam, and it is also less susceptible to troubles

arising from hard water, but it is found when using destructor gases

that the flue area is insufficient, unless the boiler be made larger

than would be usually adopted for the same rate of evaporation when

fired in the ordinary way with coal. A deposit of dust in the two

flues of the boiler is not a very serious drawback, as the boiler is

easily cleaned, and the lower half of the flue is, of course, less

valuable as heating surface than the upper half. A well-constructed

Lancashire boiler is also able to withstand the effects of expansion

and contraction, due to the hot gases being suddenly switched on or

off by means of the by-pass damper.

In cases where the destructor has to work continuously, while

the power is only required for, say, three or four hours a day (so

often the case in electricity stations) the large capacity of the

Lancashire boiler for storage of steam power is very valuable.

The water-tube boiler, however, seems destined to have the

preference in most new destructor installations. In the first place,

it is specially adapted for high pressures.

Steam is raised very quickly, which is a great advantage in

starting the destructor at the beginning of each week, because the

forced draught cannot be put into operation until steam has been

raised. The water-tube boiler is well adapted for resisting the

sudden changes of temperature to which it is subjected in a

destructor, and it provides ample area for the passage of the gases

in proportion to its heating surface. It has another great advantage

in the fact that dust can only lodge on the toj)s of the tubes (when

the tubes are horizontal or sloping) leaving the lower surfaces,

which are, of course, the most effective, always clean. The dust can

be readily removed by means of steam-jets applied through suitable

cleaning holes, provided in the brickwork sides of the boiler

seating.

When water-tube boilers with vertical, or nearly vertical, . tubes

are used, dust cannot lodge at all, and as there is no soot in

destructor gases, an externally clean heating surface is always

presented. It may also be remarked that boilers of the water-tube
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typo can bo arranged closer to the end of the battery of destructor

cells, and the damper arrangements can be made more convenient

than when boilers of the Lancashire type are used.

Fuel Economisers.—Seeing that the destructor depends much

more upon forced draught than upf)n the pull of the chimney, it is

economical to carry the reduction of the temperature of the gases at

the chimney base to a low point, say between 400'' and 500° F., and

fuel economisers are frequently placed in the flues behind the

boilers. These should be, like the boilers, arranged so that the

gases can be by-passed at short notice.

Util'ization of Heat.—The heat of the gases from destructors,

although as stated above of considerable value, is unfortunately often

lost through lack of a convenient apjilication near to the site of the

destructor. It is a curious fact that although electric-lighting

stations only demand a considerable quantity of jiower during three

or four hours per diem, the combination of destructors with electricity

stations is the commonest method of utilizing the heat. There are,

however, other kinds of municipal work that can absorb a fair

proportion of the power available. Stone-breaking, crushing and

screening the clinker from the destructors or grinding it into mortar,

driving repairing shops, sawing, chaff-cutting, sewage and water-

pumping, heating baths and wash-houses, and even schools and

dwellings, have been carried out in different places by means of the

steam from destructors.

At Moss Side
;;
(Manchester), a snow-melting pit has been

constructed by the Municipal Engineer—Mr. Longley—in which a

series of pipes bringing steam from the destructor boilers is placed.

These are perforated so as to throw jets of hot steam upon the snow

as it is tipped into the melting pit.

At Folkestone, the Borough Engineer—Mr. Nichols—has

constructed heating pans on the flues beyond the economiser, for the

purpose of warming the materials for use in forming streets of tar

macadam.
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Fig. 9.
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Dngt-catcher.—A ilust-catclier has been placed between tbo boiler

and tlio chimney in the installations at Brussels, West Hartlepool,

]\[oKs >Side, and in many other recent destructors. The latest form of

this apparatus has been devised by Messrs. Newton and Digglo of

Accrington, in conjunction with the author, and it consists of a

swirling chamber, into which the gases are led from the main flue in

such a manner as to give them a circular or revolving motion within

the chamber, Fig. 9 (page 575). In carrying this out they are made

to pass round an annulus formed by the outer circular wall and the

inner well, built up to within a short distance of the domed or

arched roof. The whole of the interior is lined with firebrick, to

enable tlie ajiparatus to deal with red-hot gases when the boilers

are not in use. The rapid revolution of the gases within this

chamber throws all the suspended dust— even the smallest particles

—

against the outside wall of the chamber by centrifugal force.

At intervals, vertical slits are provided, leading into pockets

outside the chamber.

The dust, travelling along the outer wall, finds its way into these

slits and thence into the pockets, where the gases are stagnant, and

where the dust falls. The vertical slits leading into these pockets

can be closed by suitable doors hung freely on ball-bearings and so

arranged that whenever the outer cleaning door of the pocket is

opened for the purpose of withdrawing the dust, the door covering

the inner opening is closed by suction.

With this apparatus, it is possible to extract the dust from any

or all of the pockets, without interfering with the draught of the

destructor. This is important when destructors are combined with

electricity stations, as at Accrington, because it is never practicable

to allow the flues to get cool enough to clean out by hand. Not only

the dust-catcher itself, but the whole of the flues throughout the

destructor and boiler can be cleaned by simply opening the end doors,

and allowing the wind to rush through, whijiping up the whole of the

dust deposited in the flues, and carrying it forward into the

dust-catcher, where the centrifugal action discharges it into the

pockets above described. It will be observed that the stronger the

draught, the more complete is the separation of the dust.
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Dampers.—Dampers of many kinds, including cast-iron (with and

without ribs), wrought-iron and steel plates of different thicknesses

have been tried. Cast-iron gas-valves, with cold-water circulation,

have also been extensively used. The latter were successful until

—

as always happened sooner or later—the water supply was interrupted,

by accident or design, when they would immediately fail. Experience

seems to point to a damper formed of firebrick blocks in a suitably

designed cast-iron frame, as the most reliable for general purposes.

The damper should be set in grooves deep enough to protect the frame

from the action of hot gases. It should also be provided with

suitable means for making the slit at the top practically air-tight,

when the damper is either closed or open.

The author has recently adopted double by-pass dampers for the

by-pass to the boilers. These are found to be practically gas-tight,

as the damper nearest to the chimney so reduces the tension of the

draught that the leakage past the second damper, with which the

gases come earliest in contact, is negligible.

Chimneys.—A dissertation on destructor chimney-shafts would bo

out of place in a Paper which has already run to considerable

length, but it may be remarked in passing, that, unless in very special

circumstances, a destructor chimney need not exceed from 100 feet

to 120 feet in height. Even at the Westminster destructor, which is,

as before stated, in the heart of London, the height of the chimney

above ground line is only 90 feet, and the destructor is worked

without complaint. In fact, it may be said that it is difficult to

tell by observation of the chimney whether the plant is at work

or not.

Destructor chimneys should be constructed to withstand the full

heat of the gases, which are sometimes directed into them without

passing through either boilers or economisers. For this reason they

should invariably be lined to the top with firebrick, and it is good

practice also to provide an air space, properly ventilated, between

the firebrick lining and the outer shell.

Clinker-handling.—To come now to some of the machinery

accessory to destructors, it may be mentioned that one of tbe most
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important pointK in the Imndling of the liot clinker as it in withdrawn

from the furnace. At Moss Side, and also at Westminster, overhead

railways, on the system devised by Mr. Cox, City Engineer of

Bradford, and the late Mr. McTaggart, are used. These railways

consist of a single H beam suitably suspended, on which a small

trolley, with ball or roller bearings, runs freely, Fig. 5, Plato 66,

Fig. 10.

—

Overhead Clinker Railway and'^Buchet. Moss Side.

and Fig. 10. From the trolley hangs a large tijiping truck

of suitable capacity for taking the whole of the clinker from

the cleaning of a single cell. This represents two, and even

sometimes three, very large barrow-loads which would be heavy

labour to wheel. The clinker truck is suspended immediately

under the lip of the front deadj)late, so that the clinker can

be withdrawn directly into it. It is then pulled away by the

stoker along the runway over the clinker cooling bed, and tipped on
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its own trunnions so as to discliarge the clinker on to the ground,

where it is allowed to cool. These railways are capable of

considerable modification to suit difierent sites. For instance, at

Westminster, where the plant is sunk below ground level, a section

of the rail is lifted on a suitable hoist, and it is also jDrovided with a

revolving arrangement, so as to command several sets of rails at the

top. Turntables are also easily contrived and worked.

Clinher Crushers and Screens.—Suitable clinker crushers and

screens for preparing the material for concrete work, such as

fire-proof floors, road foundations, and the like, have been designed

also by Messrs. Cox and McTaggart, and are extensively in use.

The crushers consist of a pair of fluted rollers mounted on wooden

keys, so as to give the necessary elasticity to avoid breakage when

pieces of iron are encountered. The yield of the keys is sufficient to

stop the machine gradually, and not instantaneously, and has the

eflect of throwing off the belt of the machine, and avoiding the

sudden jar which would cause breakage. The screens deliver the

material in sizes required for the various works to be undertaken.

Paling jPZagfs.— Attention has recently been given also to the

production of concrete flags for footways, and to mixing and pressing

machinery for making building-bricks.

CUnTcer Brides.—Dr. Schultess of Zurich has worked out a very

complete system for the production of bricks from clinker and lime.

One of the features of his system is the lime-slaking machine, which

produces a perfect lime in a dry powder, free from nodules, and

slaked with exactly the proper amount of water. He also provides

mixing machinery arranged so as to mix automatically the correct

quantities of ground clinker, lime and water ; and one of the

advantages to which he draws sj)ecial attention is the fact that no

water need be exj^ressed from the flag under compression, the

amount of moisture supplied being what is required for the proper

setting and no more. This enables a brick or flag with very clean

arrises to be produced. A further feature of Dr. Schultess's system
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is tho maturing of the final product in forty-eigbt hours by means of

steam at atmoKplioric pressure.

Bricks and flags so proilueeJ have a strength considerably

exceeding that of good burned clay bricks, and the bricks are suitable

for foundation work, embankment walls, and for inner walls of

houses. Their dark colour is a drawback to tlioir adoption for outer

walls. In the ordinary way Portland cement is used for such

productions, but Dr. Schultcss claims to get a better result with

lime, and of course at a lower cost.

Clinker Mortar.—Mortar made from clinker and lime is found to

be almost equal to hydraulic mortar, and it is capable of withstanding

considerable heat. In fact, in destructors at Oldham, Bradford, and

elsewhere it is frequently used for pointing up the interior of the

furnaces, and is found to stand as well as fireclay.

Destructors for Hospitals, etc.—Destructors of small size, suitable

for villages and public institutions such as hospitals or large

hotels, have been alluded to above. No sjiecial remark is called

for resjjecting the design of such furnaces, except that they should

be of the simplest character. As a rule they are both fired and

clinkered at the front through the clinkering-door. In other

respects, such as in the details of grate bars, cast-iron side-boxes,

forced-draught apparatus, front-flue openings, and so forth, the design

of the larger types of furnace is followed. In some cases, however,

where it is impossible to get steam for steam-blast or electric cui'rcnt

for fan draught, such furnaces have to be worked by means of strong

natural draught.

Portable Destructors.—" Portable " destructors are also made,

consisting of a furnace following the above general lines, attached

to a plain cylindrical " multitubular " boiler with a dust-catcher in

the smoke-box, steam-jet forced draught, and a short chimney, the

whole being mounted on wheels for transport. The weight of the

destructor illustrated, Fig. 11, I'late 66, is between 6 and 7 tons,

and the capacity about 4 tons of refuse in the 24 hours. These
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small " portable " destructors are good steam-raisers, and when used

in connection with hospitals tlie power may be conveniently utilized

in connection with electric lighting plant, Eontgen Ray apparatus,

disinfecting chambers, and the like. They are also intended to be

worked when stationary.

A still smaller destructor has been devised by the author's

brother, Mr. F. L. Watson, for military purposes, consisting of a

small furnace combined with sterilising tanks, in which infected

clothing, etc., can be dealt with, the whole being mounted on two

wheels and suitable for mule or horse transport. There can be no

doubt that a convenient apparatus of this kind, if available at all

standing and advanced camps, would materially lessen the ravages

of zymotic diseases in time of war.

In conclusion, the author begs to acknowledge his indebtedness

to many engineers, in not a few instances friends of his own, for their

labours in connection with the disposal of refuse by fire, and ho

trusts that the above notes of his own experience may be of interest

and of service to the members of the Institution.

The Paper is illustrated by Plate 66, 8 Figs, in the letterpress,

and is accompanied by two Appendices.

2 s
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APPENDIX I.

THE DESTRUCTOR AT WEST HARTLEPOOL.

Test Report.

Note.—The following; ficrnrcs and the acpompanying diagram Fig. 12 (page 582)

give the mean results of the two days.

Date of Test

Duration of Test

.

Number and Type of Cells

Total Grate Surface

System of Forced Draught

Nature of Refuse

Number of Firemen and average wage per day

Number, Size, and Type of Boilers

Total quantity of Refuse burned .

., ,, ,, per cell per 24 hours

„ ,, „ per square foot of)

grate per hour . I

Tons per man per shift ....
Cost of Labour per ton burned

Total "Water evaporated ....
., „ per hour

„ „ per sq. ft. of heating"!

surface per hour . j

„ „ per lb. of refuse from and"!

at 212° F. or 100° C.J

28th and 29th Jan. 1904.

48 hours.

G Back-to-Back.

180 square feet.

Steam-jets.

Ashpit, Nightsoil, Market.

9 at 5s.

1 Babcock and Wilcox, 2,393
square feet.

Tons. cwt. qr. lbs

272,432 lbs. = 121 12 1 20

22,703 lb3.= 10 2 2 23

31-5.

6-7 tons.

8*9 pence.

348,673 lbs.

7,264 lbs.

3-03 lbs.

1-56 lbs.

Mean Steam Pressure .

„ Feed Temperature

„ Main Flue Temperature

„ Temperature behind boiler

Horse-Power developed at 20 lbs.

I.H.P. per hour

Purpose for which Steam is utilized

steam per

155 lbs. per square inch.

43° F.

Above 2.000' F. (Beyond range
of Pyrometer.)

534° F.

363.

Electric Lightic::

2 s 2
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APPENDIX ir.

CITY OF WESTMINSTER.

Date of Tost

Duration of Test

Number and Type of Cells .

Total Grate Surface

System of Forced Draui^ht .

Nature of Refuse

Number of Firemen and average \va

Number, Size, and Type of Boilers

Test Keport.

. 2ud to all Dec. 1902.

. 4.")J hours.

. G I3ack-to-Back direct cart-fed.

. 252 square feet.

Steam-jets.

House, Trade, and Slarket.

;e per day/ ^ f
^^^rs at 3.-,8. per week.

•'

\ 4 top men at 2/*.-. bd. per week.

. 1 Water-tuliC 142(3 sq. ft. H.S.

Tons. cwt. qrs. lbs.

Total quantity of Refuse burned .

„ „ „ per cell per 24 hrs.

„ ,. „ per square foot of)

grate per hour/

Tons per man per shift ....
Cost of Labour per ton burned . .

.

'

Total Water evaporated ....
„ „ per hour

„ „ per sq. ft. of heating

surface per hour

„ „ per lb. of refuse from and

at 212^ F. or 100° C.

Percentage of Clinker and Ash to refuse

burned.....
Mean Steam Pressure .

„ Feed Temperature

„ Main Flue Temperature

:58 15 1 = 310,828 lbs

12 5 1 8= 27,47Glb3.

— — — 27-2 lbs.

11 "5 pence, exclusive of engine-
man and foreman.

Test for evaporation abandoned,

boiler blowing off very heavily.

„ Temperature behind boilers

Purpose for which Steam is utilized

24 '9 per cent.

125 lbs. per sq. inch.

48° F.

/ Well over 2,000° F. softened
[ mild steel.

500° F.

_ f Electric Light, Steam
\ Hoist Engine, &c.

Jets,
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Discussion.

The Pbesident (Mr. Wicksteed) said that he knew Mr. Watson

very well, and that he had been extremely successful with Mr.

Horsfall's destructor. Destructors were very difficult things to

undertake, because the town refuse varied so much in quality in

the different towns, and it required a very great deal of experience

to hit off a result that could be guaranteed. The original basis

which differentiated Mr. Horsfall's destructor from others was the

use of the steam-jet. The action of this steam-jet was very abstruse,

but it had been reported upon by Lord Kelvin and Dr. Barr, and he

would presently read one paragraph—not that he wished to direct

the discussion to that particular point, but because it was what

started this company making destructors. Of course, experience had

shown that there were a hundred considerations which were of quite

equal importance to the original idea concerning the utility of the

steam-jet, but still one must have something to start with, and Mr.

Watson's company had this to start with, and they worked at it and

it led them into the knowledge of all the other points. The thing

itself, he had no doubt, was of considerable value. The author said

(page 569), "it maybe stated that they "(that is, the steam-jets)

" give a higher temperature and evaporation than the dry-air blast,

provided that the refuse is rich enough in carbon to give the

necessary temperature for the dissociation of the steam, which forms

water-gas in the furnace, and which greatly improves the combustion.

This action has been explained by Lord Kelvin and Dr. Archibald

Barr in the following words :
' A more important function is,

however, fulfilled by the steam. In coming into contact with the

incandescent fuel it is decomposed, the hydrogen being freed while

the oxygen combines with the carbon in the fuel to form carbon

monoxide. This decomposition of the water is effected by heat

abstracted from the lower part of the fire, where it can be of

comparatively small value for the cremation of the distillate. The

water-gas (hydrogen and carbon monoxide) passes upwards to be
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(The riosiili'nt.)

buriicd by the excess air which it meets with over the fire, thus

Berviug to iucreasu the temperature which would otherwise exist at

the meeting of the products of combustion with the gases distilled

from the raw material.' " So that it seems the chief function of the

stcam-jct is to shift the locality of the intensest heat of the fire.

This Paper and Mr. liussell's Paper were pre2)ared at the recj^uest of

the American Society.

Mr. Alfred Saxon said that sanitary engineering up to the

present had had no particular attractions for him ; in fact he had

rather looked upon the science as a necessary evil, but seeing that the

Paper as presented seemed to bo representative of the engineering of

Leeds and its district, he thought he would see whether no good

thing could come from Manchester, which he represented. As a

matter of fact, he believed they had the best destructor for the

purpose produced in the Manchester district.

There were some points of agreement on this question, notably

in respect to the quality of the refuse. He found that those who

had spoken and written upon this question agreed witli the statement

of the author that an average for this is one-third by weight of water,

one-third combustible matter, and one-third incombustible. On
other points, of course, there were differences of opinion. The claim

that Mr. AVatson made for the isolated-cell system at "West Hartlepool

works, did not, as a matter of fact, seem to be sustained, nor did it

produce results which would compare with the continuous-graia

system which was adopted by the Manchester firm. The claim also

made by the author about the ease of repairs in the isolated cells

was doubtful, when one cell was adjacent to another, working at

2,000^ F. "Was it not rather too much to expect that much good work

would be done in the colls which were supposed to bo isolated, but

which must to a certain extent be heated uj) by the cells which

were in work.

He would like to make a comparison of the test which was given

in the Paper with one which was made by the National Boiler

Insurance Co. at Woolwich on the destructor erected by Messrs.

Meldrum Brothers, of Timperley. (See Fig. 8, page 620.) At
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Woolwicli on tlireo grates, 75 square feet, 63^ tons of refuse were

burned in 21 Lours, and eacli pound of refuse evaporated 1"917 lbs.

of water. Whereas at Hartlepool, in tbe test given in the Paper,

on 180 square feet, they burned 121 tons. In the one case, at

Woolwich, the rate was thus at 77 lbs., whilst in the other case only-

Si lbs. per square foot of grate per hour.

Mr. Edward jS". Trump said that, while the Papers presented by

their English friends on the above subject were of great interest

as showing engineering skill in handling a diflficult problem, from

the point of view of the chemical engineer the very name
" destructor " suggested a process which should only be a last resort

in the utilization of our wastes. The remains of the beefsteak for

which one paid two dollars a pound, and failed to eat because of a

bad appetite ; the butter left on one's plate ; and trimmings from

the raw materials ; from such a large percentage of the food which

was finally consumed, all contained valuable ingredients which

should be iitilized and not destroyed.

The work in the United States had been more in the direction

of the reduction of " garbage " or kitchen waste to its useful

constituents, rather than to its destruction. The fermentation

which so quickly started up in this waste, producing a crop of

germs very dangerous to the health of the community, might be

stopped, and the waste thoroughly sterilized by boiling under high

pressure, and the valuable greases and liquids saved and utilized.

First : the waste must be gathered as frequently as possible to

reduce the fermentation to a minimum. Second : it must be

collected in covered carts or wagons, kept as air-tight as j)ossible to

prevent offensive odours escaping along the streets. Third : a

number of large steel tanks or digesters, of a strength sufficient to

allow an internal steam-pressure of one hundred pounds per

square inch, received the garbage, forming an excellent storage

for a fluctuating delivery ; and it was thoroughly cooked with

direct steam until all of the dangerous germs were killed, the

greases extracted and the whole thoroughly digested. Fourth

:

the products of this digestion were now utilized as follows ;

—
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(Mr. Edward K. Trunq*.)

the contents of the digesters were emptied out in continuous

filter, which separated the fibre from the liquid, pressing out as

much of the latter as possible. The fibre was dried and miglit be

burned in a special producer or furnace, with the production of large

quantities of useful gas and of ammonia. The liquids were

evaporated to get rid of the surplus water after the valuable greases

were allowed to separate, and the resulting syrupy liquid mixed

Avith the ashes from the fibre furmed a valuable fertilizer. The

greases were refined and often utilized in the production of toilet

soaps ; many of the best known soap makers were using these greases

from the reduction works.

Several kinds of machinery were already in use in America to

produce the above results. It only required engineering skill to

produce valuable products from the waste, and there was more than

sufBcient carbon in the dried fibre to make the heat and steam needed

to operate the plant. It would, therefore, appear that the reduction

of waste rather than its destruction was the economical process to

develop ; and incineration should only be resorted to for those dry

wastes which might be readily utilized as fael, and which would

stand storage without fermentation.

Mr. Watson, in reply to the discussion, wrote thanking the

President for his very kind remarks. It was quite correct that

Mr. Horsfall started his destructor business with the steam-jet for

forcing the draught. The steam-jet, as pointed out somewhat briefly

in the Paper, had several advantages, among which it might be again

mentioned, that it protected the grate-bars and other iron parts of

the furnace from becoming red-hot, while at the same time in many

cases it increased the temperature for the combustion of the refuse.

But it should not be supposed that the " Horsfall " system

necessarily involved the use of steam-jets. In many cases it was

found preferable to use fans, and . care should always be taken to

consider the exact conditions to be met in making the selection.

In a recent instance, in Guernsey, both steam-jets and a fan had

been provided in a " Horsfall " destructor. This arrangement

could now be made with little increase of cost over the fan system,

and it was one which ofiered obvious advantages.
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The remarks of Mr. Saxon served to illustrate the difficulty in

which the author was placed in preparing his Paper, and which

he endeavoured to meet by confining his remarks strictly to his own

experience. He also tried to avoid preferences, as far as possible

;

and in indicating the advantages of the "cellular" type of

destructor, he expressed his own opinion, while endeavouring to

avoid undue bias. Moreover, this was just one of the points

constantly debated upon which the author considered himself free

to speak his mind, for the reason that the " cellular" system was no

monopoly of any one firm, but was free to be adojited by all, as

Mr. Saxon well knew. The author was not aware which of the

claims pi:t forward for the West Hartlepool Works was the one

which Mr. Saxon considered was not sustained. He could only say

that he was quite unaware of any inaccuracy in his statement. He
must ^also say that in his opinion the results obtained at West

Hartlepool were comparable to those obtained on either of the

"continuous-grate" systems at present in use, and he left members

to make their own comparison : having regard to steam raising ; not

only on trial, but in every-day working ; to cost of labour per ton

burned ; to durability ; and to ease of repair. As to the ex2)ectation

of being able to repair one cell while the others were at work, which

Mr. Saxon thought unwarranted, the author could only say that

under his own supervision such repairs were frequently made

without difficulty.

While congratulating Mr. Saxon on the results obtained under

the test at Woolwich, the author might be allowed to say that

there was no difficulty in bui'ning a large amount of refuse per

square foot of grate per hour, either in the " continuous-grate
"

destructor, or in the " cellular " destructor. It was a question

simply of strength of blast, and of frequency of raking over and

of clinkering. In other words, the main consideration was that of

the labour involved in the operation. It was the author's exj)erience

that much less labour was involved in burning at the rate of 30 lbs.

per square foot of grate per hour than at 70 lbs., while the clinker

produced was harder, and the process was more comj)lete, clinkering

evory two hours, than when clinkering at more frequent intervals.
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(Mr. Watson.)

lu regard to the remurks of Mr. Trump, tbo author supposed it

was more attractive to everybody t(j utilize than to destroy. But

the engineer must divest himself of sentiment, and reduce the

question of reduction versus destruction to figures. The impression

gained in England as to the systems of reduction prevailing in the

United States was that, generally speaking, they did not pay, or at

least they would not continue to 2>ay, and further it was practically

impossible to conduct the jirocess without creating a nuisance. Such

plants were often the subject of legal injunction, and where they

escaped, the reason seemed to be that they were placed at a

considerable distance from dwellings.

In making these somewhat sweeping statements the author was

conscious of his lack of experience, but he was merely reflecting the

general opinion which was held in Europe, which might be far from

correct. He did not understand how the digesters could form an

equalising storage for a fluctuating delivery, unless they could be

discharged while under pressui-e, which he believed was not the

case. Otherwise, they must be completely charged and then sealed

up till the i)roccss was complete, and in the meantime the refuse

continually arriving must be otherwise stored. The author's own

belief was that refuse, even in the United States, was constantly

getting less valuable for any purpose, even for steam raising, as

sanitary science progressed ; and that if one-half of the skill

employed to utilize the grease from the refuse were ajiplied to

the utilization of the clinker from the destructor, better results all

round could be obtained from a centrally situated plant without

nuisance, and Avith a large saving in cartage to put to the credit of

the destructor.

(For farther Discussion on this subject, see pages 612-623.)
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EEFUSE DESTEUCTION BY BUENING, AND THE

UTILIZATION OF HEAT GENERATED.

By Mn. C. NEWTON KUSSELL, Borough Electrical Engineer,

Metropolitan Borough of Shoreditch, London.

The important question of how best to destroy Towns' refuse or

garbage is now occupying the minds of many engineers and public

officials ; and all who are responsible for the j)ublic health and

sanitation are agreed that where possible the refuse should be

destroyed by fire. This opinion is evinced strongly by the fact

that the old systems are disappearing, and already most towns of

importance have plants for burning garbage.

The problem of the disposal of towns' refuse has exercised the

minds of those connected with municipal affairs for many years. The

old system of tipping it on vacant plots of lands is doomed, as it is now

generally recognised that in order to deal with the problem in a really

satisfactory manner, other points must be considered besides those of

ease and cheapness of disposal. The most important requirement is

that the refuse should be disposed of in a sanitary manner; and

whatever method of destruction is decided upon, this should take

first place in its consideration. In this Paper the author deals only

with domestic, or house refuse, which consists of house and shop

sweepings, kitchen refuse, market sweepings, and offal, and with

what is known as trade refuse ; he does not refer to the disposal of
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sweepings from macadainiscil or wood-paved roads, except when the

sweepings are iu a dry condition.

The kinds of refuse just enumerated, if left for a few days,

ferment and quickly become not only offensive, but dangerous to

health. Those who have more than ordinary opportunities for

observing the nature of the materials that go to the dust heap,

will agree that the only satisfactory way to deal with town refuse

is to burn it as quickly as possible. It is much more expensive to

burn refuse than to shoot it on the land ; but the hygienic benefit

derived by the latter method is of such evident and incalculable

value to the public health, that the matter of cost is of secondary

importance.

The subject of destructors arranged to dispose of refuse appears

to have first been dealt with seriously by Mr. Alfred Fryer more than

twenty years ago ; in fact it may safely be said that the destructors

of today are the result of that gentleman's foresight. A very

interesting Paper on " Dust and Ashes " * was written by him as far

back as 1887, and shows that he was then fully alive to the

possibilities and future usefulness of the destructor. It describes

the trouble encountered in dealing with refuse even twenty-five years

ago, and the difficulties met with then are the same as we now have

to deal with in a more acute form. Mr. Fryer, in order to prove

the old saying that there is nothing new under the sun, reminds his

readers that in remote times the fires of Tophet received the burnable

refuse of Jerusalem.

The general arrangement and efficiency of steam-raising

destructor plants, as are known today, have considerably improved

during the past eight years. In 1897 plants were in operation at

Oldham, Warrington, Liverpool, Leyton, Cambridge, etc., and in

several parts of London ; since then the number has increased

considerably. The results from these installations show conclusively

that:— (1) In England the refuse has sufficient calorific value to

enable it to be easily burned without the addition of coal or any

other kind of purchased fuel
; (2) The gases produced contain a

* A Lecture delivered at the Partes IMuscum of Hygieue, London, on 2lBt

April 1887.
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great amount of energy in the form of laeat wliicli can be utilised ;

(3) The refuse of each locality has a fairly constant calorific value.

The advantages or disadvantages of the various forms of

destructor furnaces that have been erected have been pretty well

thrashed out by other writers. Each maker claims some advantage

over his rivals, but the fact remains that all successful destructors

have furnaces operating on jiractically the same principle, the only

difference being in details. Similar results are obtained from the

destructors erected by different makers, each claiming superiority.

The main object of this Paper is to treat the practical side of the

question rather than the various types of destructors, and as full

particulars and statistics may be derived from printed publications,

the author proposes to describe fully the works with which he is

associated. The plant in question is owned by the Metropolitan

Borough of Shoreditch, London, and was opened in June 1897.

The works were about the largest of their kind, and contained many

new features, some of which even now are subject to criticism.

Before the works were built most of the domestic and market refuse

was carried in barges by the canal which passes through the Shoreditch

area and dumped on waste land in close proximity to the London

suburbs. The problem of dealing with the refuse under the new

conditions was entrusted to Mr. E, Manville, of the firm of Messrs.

Kincaid, Waller and Manville, consulting engineers of Westminster,

and the contractors, who erected the destructor, were Messrs.

Manlove, Alliot and Co,, of Nottingham.

The Shoreditch area which adjoins the City of London contains

640 acres, and had in 1897 a resident population of 124,000. Land

was very valuable, and it was necessary to purchase and pull down

old property near the centre of the area in order to obtain a

suitable site. Eventually a suitable place was purchased, upon

which was erected an electric generating station, refuse destructor,

baths and wash-houses, and a free library. The area allotted to

the destructor works was 13,450 square feet, costing about 13s., per

square foot. The space at disposal being so limited, it was impossible

to have an inclined road-way up which the wagons loaded with

refuse could be taken to be tipped directly on the top of the furnaces.
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which is tho usual practice. It was therefore decided to put in

lifts, to raise tho refuse to the top platform. The destructor and

boiler-house, Fig. I, are separated from the electricity generating

station by fire-proof doors.

The destructor house contains two batteries of three Babcock-

Wilcoi water-tube boilers, each having two refuse furnaces (one
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placed on either side of the boiler), while the ordinary coal fire-

grate immediately under the boiler tubes is provided as an

auxiliary for use, if required. A complete set thus consists of one

boiler and two furnaces, Fig. 2. The hot gases from the refuse furnaces

pass through short side flues, and immediately come in contact with

tho boiler tubes. The gases, after passing round the boiler tubes,

find their way into one of the main flues, then to the economizer, and
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thence to the shaft. The grates of the refuse furnaces are 5 feet

wide and 5 feet from front to back, and are inclined at 25^ to the

horizontal. The refuse furnace bars are of the stationary type, and

are built up of wrought-iron wedge-shaped strips in sections 2 feet

6 inches long by 3^ inches wide, and about 4 inches deep. The

grate-area of each boiler furnace is 27 sq[uare feet, the heating

surface being 1,300 square feet.

Fig. 2.

Perspective Vieio of One Boiler and Two Refuse Furnaces, Shorediteh.

HORIZONTAL DOOR
FOR FEEDING REFUSE

INTO FURNACES

DRYING HEARTH

REFUSE FURNACE

AIR - VALVE

FORCED-DRAUGHT AIR-DUCT

The refuse when received at the works is shot into one of two

lifts. Fig. 5 (page 598), each provided with a tipping-truck, Figs. 3

to 5 (pages 596-598), which is run off the lift as soon as it reaches

the top platform, Fig. 6 (page 599) ; the truck runs upon rails and is

operated on the trolley system.
,
The refuse is then tijiped into

special charging trucks, Figs. 3, 4 and 6, worked by chain gearing,

one of which is provided for each furnace.
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Fig. 3.

Traimverse J Section.
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Fig. 1.

Transverse .V Section.

--AIR VALVE LEVER
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Fig. 5.

LoiKjiluiIiital Section.
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Fig. 6.

Sectional Plans.
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Tlio avcrago aniuimt of rofiiyo rocoivcd per day is about 85 tons

(ouo ton = 2,210 lbs.), ami this is dolivcreil botweeu 9 a.m. auJ

5 p.m., but tho amount varies considerably ; in Kummer it may be as

low as 60 tons, and in winter as Ligh as 14.0 tons. As it is found

iiuiiossiblo to get tlio supjdy at a regular rate, it is advisable to

provide storage space to cope with extra large deliveries. This is

done at Shoreditcli, where a large rectangular iron storage-bin,

Figs. 3 and 4 (pages 59G, 597), holding about CO tons of refuse, is

Used under the tipping j)latforms.

The lifts and tip-trucks are worked entirely by electricity, and

are found to act well. The average amount of electric energy

consumed by the lifts and trucks, taken upon a total of 25,000 tons

of refuse (over a year's working), is 0*52 kilowatt-hour per ton, the

greater portion of which is expended on the lifting operation. The

record time taken to deal with a load of refuse shot into tho lifts,

raised to the top platform and tij)ped, and the empty truck returned

to the starting-point, is seven minutes, the average time being about

nine minutes. This is an important factor in considering now plants,

as unless sufficient lift accommodation is provided a considerable

loss of time results from keeping the dust-vans waiting. It is found

that the vans in which tho dust is collected usually arrive in batches,

and unless ample provision is made for rapidly shooting the garbage

delay occurs. The cost of repairs to the lift and tipping-truck part

of the equipment is very small.

The charging- trucks are of the square-box pattern, made of mild

steel, of sufficient capacity to hold one cartload of refuse, and are

divided vertically into five compartments. Each compartment holds

about 500 lbs., the usual amount for one charge of the furnace. The

charging-door or opening, Fig. 6 (page 599), is of the horizontal

pattern, and is operated from the toj) platform by chain-gearing

worked by hand.

To charge a furnace, the truck is drawn into position so that one

of the compartments is immediately over the horizontal door ; the

act of opening allows the false bottom of the truck to fall, and the

refuse di-ops into the back portion of the furnace. Fig. 3 (page 596).

However, as the refuse is not sorted in any way but is dealt with
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exactly as it is received in the van, it occasionally happens tliat

large articles, such as bags, boxes, tins, etc., prevent the whole of

the charge from falling at once on to the drying-hearth, Fig. 2

(page 595), in which case it has to be pushed down with rods. The

charging-trucks enable ordinary refuse to be passed from the carts

to the furnace without handling, and are of the kind in use at

Liverpool and other places which are worked on Messrs. Bouluois

and Brodie's system. It is not found advisable to employ this

system of charging for straw, paper, saw-dust or any such light

and inflammable material, owing to its tendency to catch fire during

the operation of charging and before it can be shot into the furnaces.

It is found more convenient and safer first of all to shut otf the

air-blast and feed the refuse in question through the front of furnace

the blast being turned on again when the grate is well covered.

Each furnace is provided with both steam-jet and forced-air blast.

In the author's experience the latter has been found preferable.

The forced-air blast is p'rovided by three Sturtevant fans, each

designed to give 8,000 cubic feet of air per minute, and driven direct

by a shunt-wound electric motor at a speed of 650 revolutions per

minute. The three fans are not used continuously, the full number

being only put to work during the time of heaviest load. The inlets

to the fans are connected with air-ducts, Fig. 4 (page 597), that draw

the hot air from the top platform of the destructor ; the three fans

are connected to a common discharge-duct, which is led underground

to the ashpits, the draught to each being controlled by a separate

air-valve, Fig. 4. The air-pressure in the discharge-duct at the

fans is 3 inches head of water, while that in the ashpits is

slightly less than 1 inch. Even with the latter comparatively low

pressure the temperature obtained in the furnaces often exceeds

2,000° F. It is interesting to note the comparatively great amount

of energy (4 units per ton, see page 606) absorbed by the electrically-

driven fans, a matter which is open to improvement. The works are

run on the 8-hour-shift system, seven days per week, so that some of

the fans are always at work ; in fact they run for weeks without a

stop. A direct-coupled electrically-driven fan is an ideal arrangement

from a mechanical point of view,'and one which requires very little

attention, as experience has proved.
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In order to give an inclicati<m of the temperatures reached in

steam-raising destructor plants, tlio autlior has collected from time

to time a number of articles which have jjassed through the furnaces,

from which it appears that such metals as cast-steel, cast- and

wrought-iron, copper, brass, etc., frequently reach a molten state.

The furnaces have now been in daily use for six years, and it is

interesting to find that the fire-bars are even now in good condition,

and show very little sign of deterioration.

The firebrick linings of the furnaces are found to last well, and

do not often require renewing ; repairs are occasionally necessary in

connection with the firebrick arches, principally on account of

damage done by stoking irons. A somewhat novel system of storing

hot feed-water is in use (sometimes called thermal storage). The

reason that led to its adoption was that, at the inception of the

combined scheme, it was not thought that for some time at least the

demand for electric current would be very great, and that during the

hours of daylight, when refuse was of necessity being burned, it was

feared that some of the heat would be lost owing to the small demand

for steam.

It was therefore decided to iustal Halpin's Thermal Storage*

system, with a view of storing up heat in the form of water at a high

temperature. Figs. 3 to 5 (pages 59G-598). The storage vessel was

originally connected to the main line of steam-pipes, with a view to

its being gradually filled by pumping in cold feed-water, which

would be heated by means of spare heat generated in the refuse

furnaces during the daytime. The intention was that a portion of

the steam raised in the boilers of the destructor plant would be used

as required for the engine driving the electric generators, and the

balance passed over to the thermal storage vessel, where it would

part with its heat to the feed-water. The engines were designed to

have adjustable cut-ofis so as to drive their full load with pressure

varying from 200 lbs. to 120 lbs. per square inch. The object aimed

at was to fill up the thermal storage vessel at times of low load with

water at a temperature corresponding to a pressure of 200 lbs. per

square inch, and at the time of greatest demand for current, not only

* Proceedings 1903, Part 3, pages 538-543.
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feed the boiler from the storage tank, but by tlie evaporation of the hot

water as the pressure fell steam would be given off to augment that

supplied by the ordinary boilers. The process would go on until

the pressure reached the lowest point, i.e., 120 lbs., by which time it

was thought that the time of maximum demand would have passed,

and that the ordinary boilers would be able to cope with the load.

The dotted circles shown on Fig. 5 (page 598) represent positions

provided for additional vessels if required. This accounts for the

provision of heavy structional ironworh, ivhich has since proved unnecessary,

also the extensive system of steam mains. In practice things worked out

very differently. First it was found that pumping cold water into

the vessel into which H.P. steam was being admitted caused such a

water hammering that the practice had to be discontinued forthwith,

and it was found necessary to heat partially the feed-water by

passing it through a Green's economiser before putting it into the

thermal storage vessel ; this, however, effectively got over the

difficulty. Secondly, by the autumn of 1897 the demand for steam

during the daytime had reached nearly the limit of heat it was

possible to get from the refuse furnaces ; so, having nothing to spare

from that source, no additional thermal storage vessels were necessary.

The boiler-feed is now furnished by a Weir pump which forces

the cold water through a Green's economiser, where it is heated to a

temperature varying with the load, although at light loads a

maximum temperature of 250° F. has been reached. The feed then

passes into the thermal storage vessel, Figs. 3 to 5, fixed at a level

of about 20 feet above the boilers. This vessel is simply a

cylindrical shell 30 feet by 8 feet, which is used, during the hours of

light load, for storing hot water with which th.e boilers are fed

directly by gravity.

Most of the lime in feed-water comes down in the feed-storage

vessel; the amount taken out of the vessel after a run of seven

months was little short of 1 ton after being dried. The deposit in

the economiser tubes was less than -jL inch in thickness ; it was of a

harder nature than that in the feed-storage vessel, and could be

removed by a scraper. The boiler-tubes were frequently examined

and were found fairly clean, the deposit in the tubes amounting to

an average of ^,^o^ inch.
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This system of fccd-storago Las undoultcdly contributed

considerably to the success of the plant generally ; it enables the

engineer in charge of the steam-raising plant to store hot feed-water

during about eighteen hours out of the twenty-four, so that at the

time of maximum load the vessel is about two-thirds full of feed-

water at a pressure and temperature equal to that of the boilers.*

Tests have been made on several occasions, when the demand f(jr

electricity has been within the range of the refuse furnace to supply

the necessary heat, and when of course no coal was \ised. The

results showed 0-95 lb. of water evaporated at a steam pressure

averaging 130 lbs. for 1 lb. of refuse burnt. A considerable

reduction must, however, be made in these figures when taken over

say twelve months. Damp weather (which aifects the quality of the

refuse), low barometric pressure, choked flues, warped doors, the

starting up of furnaces, etc., may easily bring down the average

results over a lengthy period to 0*5 lb. of water for 1 lb. of refuse

burned. The existing vessel ha-^^, however, proved most serviceable

for the storage of hot feed-water, and as a means of removing the

impurities from the feed-water before it reaches the boiler. The

economiser was not erected until some time after the works were

opened, as it was not anticipated that the temperature of flue-gases

would warrant its insertion. However, after the plant had been

running steadily for some time, and careful tests had been taken, it

was found that the flue-gases at the base of the chimney had a

maximum temperature of 700° F.

Adjoining the refuse destructor and electric generating station are

situated the public baths and wash-houses, whicb contain :

—

1 Swimming Bath, 100 feet by 40 feet.

1 „ ,, 75 feet by 34 feet.

76 Slipper Baths.

50 Troutrhs for Clothes Washing.

* For full details of Thermal Storage System as applied to ordinary steam-

raising plants, see Paper on "Economy of Fuel in Electric Generating Stations,"

by Henry McLaren, Proceedings 1903, Part 3, page 511.
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The exhaust steam after leaving the engines (non-condensing) in

the generating station is carried by a 16-inch pipe to the baths, Fig. 7,

where it is put through heaters which supply all the hot water

necessary for the whole of this large institution. Live steam is also

snpj)lied direct from boilers for clothes boiling, etc.

Fig. 7.

Flan slioicinrj Pipes.

Steam-pipes made of Steel. Boiler-Feed pipes, of Cast Iron.

Steam-pipes to Pumps, of Copper.
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This scheme for heating the whole of the baths and wash-houses

has proved eminently successful, and has excited a great amount, of

interest among municipal authorities. No charge whatever is made

to the baths for any exhaust steam. A charge, however, of not quite

£250 (or $1,260) per annum is made for the live steam. The
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arrangement is a very economical one for the Bulbs J)cpartment,

and wortliy of serious consideration in cases vvliero oxliaust steam

is available. The Free Library, situated close by, is heated by

exhaust steam from the feed-pumps.

The amount of refuse destroyed is between 25,000 and 2G,000

tons per annum. Tlie residue (or clinker) amounts to from 33 to 35

l)er cent, of the weight. The cost of labour for burning the refuse

is very high compared with that at other destructor plants, and is one

of the most serious factors for consideration. The nearer a destructor

is to the centre of a large city, the greater will be the wages bill, and

this fact must bo borne in mind in considering any new scheme :

—

Per ton.

Cost fur handliiii,' ami Lurniug refuse, inehulinjj; yard mcu : ^ ^j

averaL;e . . . . . . . . .'2

Clerks and Establishment charges . . . . .0-1^
Repairs and maiuteuance of cells and plant and cost of

engineering stores . . . . . . . 10

Total . . 8 S_i

The average number of men employed in actually handling the

refuse (per shift of 8 hours) :

—

Furnace men. . 4

Top men .... . 3

Lift men ....
Yard men (labourers)

A daytime only.

Foreman in charge of shift . 1

The above figures are for the fifth year's working, when

considerable repairs were necessary to the furnace, linings, doors, etc.

The works are run on the eight-hour-shift system, seven days

per week.

The amount of electric energy consumed in the burning and

handling of 25,000 tons of refuse is as follows :

—

Units per ton.

Electric fans . . . . . . . . .40
„ lifts and trucks . . . . . . . 0-5

„ lighting 0-48

Total . .4-98
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The cost of the destructor, including furnace?, fiues,^ £10,000

buildings, portion of cost of chimney, constructional V or

ironwork, etc J $75,000

The cost of chimnej' was £2,700, two-thirds of which
"j

was charged to the destructor and one-third to the > $13,950

electric generating department . . . .J

The residue from London refuse consists of approximately—

•

Common clinker

Fine ash

Flue dust

Old tins and iron

Total

Per cent, of

Kefuse.

30

3

0-5

0-5

3i

The disposal of clinker wlien produced at works situated in tlie

centre of large cities is a difficult and expensive matter—it is usually

found impracticable to use more tkan a small portion for slab and

mortar making. The greater portion has to be removed in vans to

the outskirts of the city. This in the case of Shoreditch costs 2s.

(or 50 cents) per ton of clinker, and should be taken into account in

the total cost for disposal. When building operations, road-making,

etc., are going on extensively in the neighbourhood, the clinker

from refuse destructors is of considerable value. When properly

treated, it may be made into most excellent paving slabs, bricks,

concrete and mortar.

No Paper on Eefuse Destructors would be complete without

reference to the utilisation of clinker for slab-making, etc., and the

author gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness to Mr. E. J.

Lovegrove, Borough Engineer to the Hornsey Borough Council,

London, for the results of his experience extending over a number of

years. Mr. Lovegrove says that rough clinker forms one of the

finest classes of hardcore, as it provided a drainage bed so that the

surface of the road was kept drier than was the case with other

classes of foundation. As a concrete, mixed in proportion of one of

cement to five of clinker (care being taken to have a sufficient

amount of fine ash), it was superior to what was generally considered
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in London tlio beet class of concrote, viz., that composctl of one jmrt

of Portland ocmont to fivo partK of Tlianios ballast ; it was touglur

and l(ss subject to cleavage. This, on soils such as clay, whore the

ground was subject to expansion and contraction and the buildings

to settlemont, was a very important factor which should not bo

ovorlo(jked. The same remark applied to the use of the ground

clinker as a motor. Mr. Lovogrovo had also used the material for

plastering and rendering to a somewhat large extent ; but, while it

made a very hard plaster, there was one defect wliich showed itself

to a greater or less extent, namely, that after the plastering or

rendering had been finished for a few months, signs of blowing had

occurred, causing small circular flaws about ] inch to h inch in

diameter in the face of the plaster ; on examining these, they

appeared to be due to minute particles of iron in the clinker. In

cases whore this occurred, the small places were cut out and made

good, and no further trouble was experienced. At the same time,

he considered it advisable to call attention to this risk, particularly

when the rendering was used for water-tight tanks.

Very successful tar paving could be made by crushing the

clinker, and sifting it to the various sizes required for the bottom

and top dressing, and this could be laid at a cost varying from

Is. Gd. per square yard to Is. 9d. per square yard, according to the

distance of cartage from the works. It appeared to equal in durability

the ordinary granitic tar paving, but it was not suitable for paths

where the foot traffic was heavy. The use of the clinker for making

paving slabs was not new. Many of the earlier handmade slabs

were faced with granite, thus losing one of the great advantages of

the clinker slab, namely, the non-slipperiness of its surface. The

adoption of the hydraulic press had done away with the necessity

for granite facing. These presses had been in use for some time,

particularly at Liverpool and Bootle, but at present the only machine

of the kind in use in or near London was that belonging to the

Ilornsey Council. The slab produced was even in texture and

non-slippery in wear, the effect of heavy foot-traffic, after four to

five years, being practically imperceptible, so that it compared very

favourably with other manufactured paving slabs, and the cost of
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production was considerably less than oue-lialf the cost of ordinary

granite concrete paving. The clinker drawn from tlie refuse

furnaces was ground in a inortar-mill driven by steam obtained from

the destructor boilers, and, after being sifted tbrougli a ;}-iucb

S(]uare mesb sieve, was mixed with Portland cement in the proportion

of two of ground clinker to one of cement. The concrete was then

placed in strong iron travelling moulds and run by hydraulic power

under the hydraulic i^ress, which exerted a pressure gradually

increasing up to If tons per square inch. The slab remained under

pressure for about three minutes, when it was removed from the

mould and placed on a rack to dry under cover for about a week,

and was then stacked in the open until required for use, it being

found that after three months the slab was in good condition for

laying. The dimensions of the moulds in use were 3 feet by 2 feet,

2 feet 6 inches by 2 feet, and 2 feet by 2 feet, and the thickness of

the paving was 2^ inches. This x>rocess could not be looked upon

in a large way as a method of disposal, but rather as a useful and

economical method of using the waste material. The cost of

manufacture was largely affected by carefully planning the works,

so that there was sufficient mill-power to keep the presses at work
;

and the position of the mills being between the furnaces and the

machinery room, unnecessary labour in wheeling was thereby

avoided. He had carried out various comparative tests for i)ersonal

information to ascertain the value of clinker-paving and briquettes

compared with other materials. With regard to these tests, it

was not suggested that the most reliable test for paving, whether

of macadam for roads or paving for footways, could be obtained

otherwise than in actual wear. This test was applied by

placing samples in a cylindrical testing machine, the cylinders

being cast-iron and IH- inches in internal diameter, with

three 1-inch by 1-inch angle-bar ribs riveted lengthwise on the

inside of each cylinder ; each class of material was subjected to

,8,000 revolutions at a speed of 20 revolutions per minute. In the

wet tests the materials were weighed dry, and about half a gallon of

water was put in the cylinder, the weight after the test not being

taken until the samples were again thoroughly dry.
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As bearing upon tlio Bcliciuiug and working of now plants, tho

author niakcH tLo following suggestions, which arc the outcome of

practical oxporieucc from a Municipal Engineer's point of view.

1. The site should, when possible, be right away from residential

and important business quarters and near t(j a tram route and a

waterway.

2. It is unnecessary for the destructor to adjoin an electric

generating station. It should, indeed, bo far enough away or

otherwise so placed that dust from works and clinker yard cannot

reach the engine-room of the generating station.

3. Furnacemen should be made to rely on refuse as fuel ; coal

or coke should never be allowed inside a destructor works.

4. About 8 to 10 tons of refuse have to be handled to produce tho

same amount of steam as can be got by the combustion of 1 ton of

good coal.

5. The use of lifts and trucks for handling refuse should be

avoided where possible. Unnecessary handling of refuse soon runs

u]) the costs. An ideal system from both a sanitary and economical

point of view would be to shoot the refuse straight out of the

collecting van into the furnace.

G. Fine dust is emitted from the chimney and will prove a

nuisance, unless flues are well designed and cleaned right out at

least once a week.

The flue dust is of a grey colour, very gritty and thoroughly

calcined ; it is suitable for use as a basis for disinfectant powder,

and large quantities are utilized in this way. When the dust is in

a dry condition it will absorb anything up to 30 per cent, of its

weight of pure carbolic acid.

7. Experience at Shoreditch shows that, in burning coal-fires

in conjunction with refuse, the full efficiency of the coal is not

obtained as in an indei)endent boiler, the reason being that, during

the process of clinkering the refuse furnaces, a considerable amount

of cold air unavoidably finds its way to the boiler-tubes. At times,

also, when there is a scarcity of refuse and the furnaces are not

working, as, for instance, on Sundays, it is impossible to obtain a

high efificiency per lb. of coal burnt, owing to the impractibility of
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preventing cold air from finding its way throiigli tlie dead refuse

furnaces to the coal-grate. This drawback would appear to be one

of the necessary evils of any boiler arranged to be fired by either

coal or refuse. The trouble, however, could be considerably reduced,

if not entirely eliminated, by an improved arrangement of dampers

so fixed as to cut off entirely all possible admission of cold air

from refuse-furnace doors.

8. By increasing the air pressure in the ash-pit to 2^ inches it

is found possible to burn 25 per cent, more refuse than with a

pressure of only 1 inch ; a harder aud better class of clinker is also

produced. Even when the air pressure is raised to 3 inches there is

a considerable amount of combustible matter remaining in the clinker.

In fact, from exj)eriments carried out on a comparatively small scale

under the author's superintendence for the Shoreditch Borough

Council, it was found that, when ordinary unsorted refuse was

placed in an iron melting furnace (or cupola) heated in the first

iiistance by a coke fire, the refuse contained sufficient burnable

matter to melt itself down, and that this i)rocess could be carried

on continuously for some hours without the addition of any other

fuel. The residue was tapped in the ordinary way and came away

in the form of molten slag of a vitrite nature and black in colour.

By this means the residue may be reduced to about 15 per cent,

instead of 25 per cent, to 35 per cent. The slag may be run into

moulds, and when cold is of a brittle nature. Mr. C. Wtegner, of

Berlin, Germany, some time ago obtained similar results ;* it was

found in that case, however, that a considerable addition of coal or

other fuel was necessary to smelt the refuse. The vitreous residue

from smelted refuse, when pulverized, is suitable for the manufacture

of glass paper such as is used by cabinet makers.

The Paper is illustrated by 7 Figs, in the letterpress.

* " Vossiche Zeitimg," Berlin, 17 June 1898.
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Discussiun.

Mr. CuAKLKH WiOKbTEKU KuiJ tliiit lic liinl hud ijo cxporionco in

dust destructors except this, that iu the little town where lie lived,

Kettoriug, tlioy had recently had a dust destructor put down, and he

as a member of the community took a great deal of interest iu it.

There was violent opjiositiou in the town against this refuse

destructor being put in their midst, because it was thought it

would bo a source of considerable nuisance. Although the two

rai)ers i)resented to this meeting showed the best thing they had

been able to do in England so far, they were only beginners, and

had a very great deal to learn. There was no doubt that these

destructors were a nuisance, and it was impossible to conduct them

by their present means without their being a nuisance. In the first

place, the refuse was a lot of filthy stuff, and could not be

concentrated in one place without some sort of obnoxious smell,

and, under certain atmospheric conditions, a great deal of smell, and

a great deal of dust, too, not only in tipjjing it into the hoppers, but

also in dealing with the clinkers, which were full of dust. The refuse

from fishmongers and slaughter-houses took a great deal of burning,

as it could not be burnt with the other stuff. They had to burn it at

night, and it must not only burn, but bake, or the clinkers would be

offensive. The people in the immediate neighbourhood of two

destructors he went to see, all told him that they could not keep

their windows open at night when the wind was blowing from the

destructor.

Of course, in a little country like England, with a population

about half that in the United States, these questions naturally arose

sooner than they did iu the States. They arose in their intensity.

He believed iu the principle of destroying refuse by burning it ; but

they had a great deal yet to learn, and these refuse destructors must

only be taken as the best they had so far been able to put forth.

They hoped to do a great deal better not only in the way of burning,

but in the way of abating the dust nuisance, which now they could not
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prevent, and also to make tte job a less objectionable one to tbe

men who had to work at it. He (himself) had never felt so dirty in

his life as he did when he went around those refuse works, and saw

the poor fellows shovelling in the piles of refuse and perpetually

poking the fires, which was necessary because one-third of the

refuse formed into clinkers.

He hoped this problem would not be too much for the resources

of the American engineers, and he hoped, too, that some day not

very far distant, when the British engineers came again to visit

Chicago, they would be able to present a far better scheme or plan

for a refuse destroyer than anything yet presented.

Mr. Lewis A. Smart said that the author stated (page 608) that

hydraulic presses " had been in use for some time, particularly at

Liverpool and Bootle, but at present the only machine of the kind in

use, in or near London, was that belonging to the Hornsey Council."

The Queen's Engineering Works, of Water Lane, Leeds, made

a speciality of such plants and had several at work in the

neighbourhood of London. The undernoted particulars regarding

one of their plants, which had been erected for about two years for

the Woolwich Corporation, might, in whole or in part, be of interest

to members. The clinker from the destructors was delivered into a

yard where it was allowed to cool. When cold, it was ground in a

9-foot perforated pan mill of the edge-runner type. The ground

material, which all went through i-inch mesh, was then fed into a

measuring machine where cement (about 20 per cent.) was added.

The two ingredients fell into a differential mixer where the water

was added. A further mixing and grinding was done by a 7-foot

solid bottom, edge runner, self-delivery, grinding mill, where the

ingredients and water were ground and most intimately mixed

together. The material was delivered into the mould boxes of the

flag press, where the flags were pressed and delivered ready for

stacking.

Allied with this flag-making plant was a plant for making bricks

out of the balance of destructor refuse available, and he furnished a

few particulars of this. He had not the manufacturing costs of the

2 u
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(Ifr. Lewis A. Smart.)

Woolwich ijluut with him, but simihir plants erected elsewhere by

the Queen's Eiigiuoeriug Works were making excellent bricks which

Lad a crushing strain about twice that of London stock bricks, and

were being produced at 15s. to 1G«. per thousand.

With regard to tho brickmuking plant, the same preparing

machinery was used. Instead, however, of using cement, al;out

7 per cent, of lime was necessary. The 7-foot pan delivered tho

material into a No. 1 " Hercules " brickmaking and pressing machine.

This machiuo moulded, pressed, and automatically delivered the

bricks ready for stacking on platform wagons. Each platform

wagon held about 800 bricks, and tho wagons, when full, were

placed in cylindrical hardening chambers, where they were subjected

to steam pressure at 100 to 120 lbs. per square inch, for eight to ten

hours, after which they were ready for use; that is, in about twelve

hours after leaving the destructor.

The machinery for both the foregoing plants was all electrically

driven, and otherwise of a thoroughly up-to-date labour-saving

design. The Woolwich Council were using these bricks for most

of their buildings, and, as already stated, tbey withstood rather

more than double tho crushing strain of ordinary London stock

bricks.

Mr. G. E. DuNELL said he had not intended to speak, but some

remarks made by Mr. Charles Wicksteed had prompted him to say

something on the subject. From what Mr. Wicksteed said, he feared

that gentlemen in America who were not acquainted with this

subject would imagine that the destruction of refuse by cremation

had been a failure in England. lie diifered from him if that was his

view. He had spoken to Mr. Wicksteed since, and he found that

his experience had been with a class of destructors different from

that which he (the sjjeaker) had had mostly under his own

observation. It was the Horsfall destructor with which he was

principally acquainted; that was the invention with which

Mr. Watson, the author of the first Paper, was connected. It was

his duty to make observations of this destructor, and he found as a

result that it was possible to burn very green refuse without the
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sHglitest perceptible odour. In order to make perfectly sure that

this was effected under the most adverse circumstances, there was

supplied a very large chamber lined with a refractory material.

Shortly after the furnace had been in operation, this chamber was

brought up to a white heat, and as there was provision made for an

ample supply of air, perfect combustion was secured. He might also

say that in this combustion chamber, a few days before he made his

experiments, a dead horse was put in and was burned without

offence. That did away with the obnoxious gas question.

They next came to the dust problem, which perhaps was more

difficult to deal with. Theoretically, of course, there was no

difficulty. It was only necessary to reduce the velocity of the gases

and give time for the dust to settle. Any dust was heavier than

gases or air, and was deposited in a settling-chamber. The vortex

chamber was rather a short cut for that. He thought Mr. Charles

"Wicksteed's experience must have been of rather an ancient date, or

else with an unfortunate class of destructor. At any rate, it was

negative testimony so far as concerned the non-effectiveness of

cremation. The testimony he himself gave was positive testimony.

The thing had been done, and it could be done again.

Of course, destructors were like all other engineering structures,

in that they should be designed on good principles. In fact, the

designer had need to be very much of a scientiiic man. He had got

to make arrangement for the proper admixture of air to complete

combustion, and various other points which would be too numerous

to go into here. In America if they wanted in their towns a

perfectly healthy system that would do away with disease to a great

extent, they must have destruction of refuse.

Mr. C. Newton Eussell wrote that after reading Mr. Charles

Wicksteed's remarks he could only assume that his experience of

refuse destructors had been very unfortunate. A great number of

the refuse destructors in England were situated amid densely

populated districts, and if considered or proved to be a nuisance

would not be allowed by the authorities to continue working.

2 u 2
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(Mr. C. Newton Russell.)

In tho handling of refuse a large proportion of dust was

unavoidable. The dust trouble, however, was only experienced after

tho refuse had been burnt, and being well calcined was innocuous.

With the experience gained during the past twenty years, and

with a well-managed modern destructor plant, the nuisances

mentioned by Mr. Wicksteed should not exist to a troublesome

extent. A great deal more care and skill was, in his opinion,

required in the proper burning of refuse than the ordinary man

dreamt of. It was quite possible to burn green refuse, offal, &c.,

without the slightest smell being made, providing it was fed into

hot fires in comparatively small quantities. All these points had to

be watched and arranged by the chargeman. Generally speaking,

he was in agreement with Mr. DuuelFs remarks, but was sceptical

on the story about the dead horse.

The remarks of Mr. Smart reminded him that the Bermondsey

Borough Council (London) had also a hydraulic flag-making

machine in operation at their refuse destructor works, and it was,

he understood, working very satisfactorily. Some little time ago,

he had an opportunity of inspecting samples of bricks made from

clinker and lime by a similar process to that described by Mr. Smart,

and was in entire agreement with the results obtained. The bricks

so made were much superior to the London stock type, and absorbed

considerably less moisture.

Communications.

Mr. W. F. GooDBicH wrote that at the present time the American

engineer was looking to the old country for guidance in successfully

tackling the problem of sanitary refuse disposal, and to such as have

closely followed recent British practice, Mr, Eussell's Paper must be

very bewildering. The author concluded the Paper by offering some

suggestions (page 610), the first of which was as follows :
" The site

should, when possible, be right away from residential and important

business quarters. ... It is unnecessary for the destructor to adjoin an
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electric generating station. It should, indeed, be far enough away or

otherwise so placed that dust from the works and clinker yard cannot

reach the engine-room of the generating station." The writer could

not agree with this conclusion ; a destructor should be located in that

position where it would be of the greatest benefit to the citizen, firstly

bearing in mind the fact that the generating station was usually

erected on a central site, thus reducing the cartage cost to the

minimum ; and secondly, the facilities there presented for the

utilization of the available power. It had been conclusively proved

that a destructor might be erected and operated in a central position

with a complete immunity from nuisance. He could not agree with

Mr. Russell as to the relative positions of the destructor and the

generating station ; the nearer the steam boilers in the destructor-

house were to the engines in the power-house the better. It was a

simple matter in the design of the buildings to prevent dust from

the destructor-building reaching the engine-room ; such a trouble

had not been heard of in connection with recent practice. The

author should have pointed out that, owing to the mechanical

handling, lifting and tipping of the refuse at Shoreditch, an

altogether unusual amount of dust was liberated.

The author observed that " the nearer a destructor is to the

centre of a large city, the greater will be the labour cost." This

was an extraordinary statement, and moreover very illogical. The

labour cost in connection with the operation of any destructor must

in the main be determined by two factors :—(a) The rate of wages

ruling in the city, and (h) the method employed for the handling or

charging of the refuse into the destructor. It was scarcely necessary

to add that the rate of wages ruling in a city would be the same

whether paid at a destructor works in the centre of the city or two

miles from the centre. The real determining factor was the design,

general arrangement, and method of handling the refuse ; if these

were wrong the geographical location of the destructor could not set

them right. The author further remarked that :
" The use of lifts

and trucks for handling refuse should be avoided where possible.

Unnecessary handling of refuse soon runs up the costs." In these

few words they had the complete explanation of high labour cost.
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(Mr. W. F. Goodrich.)

the coutral location of tbc destructor or othorwiso being beside tbo

question entirely.

In the Paper entitled " Combined Eefuse-Destructors and Power

Plants," read before the Institution of Civil Engineers in December 1890,

by Mr. C. Newton Russell, tbo following conclusion was presented

:

—" Tbat a combination of ono boiler and two furnaces lurauged as

shown in Fig. 5, may be relied upon to evaporate 2,888 lbs. of water

per bour from and at a temperature of 212^ F., to a pressure of 200 lbs.

with refuse as fuel." Recently at Chicago the same autlior explained

that this same arrangement of destructor cells and boilers was

inefficient ; he also observed that the earlier figures did not represent

average results which were approximately only half as good as those

previously quoted as being reliable. The writer was in complete

agreement with Mr. Eussell when he stated " that coal or coke should

never be allowed inside a destructor works." Several years since

this opinion was held and clearly expressed by many engineers. The

arrangement of cells and boilers, which Mr. Eussell eulogised in 1899

and condemned in Chicago in 1901, however involved the use of

coal or coke in the destructor-house ; it was only in this way that

the boilers which were arranged for supplementary coal firing could

be so utilized. In the Paper of 1899 he also clearly stated as a

conclusion that :—" Domestic refuse in London has an average

calorific value equal to 0*99 lb. of water per pound of refuse burnt."

Now in the present Paper this figure was practically divided by two,

an average result being given of 0* 5 lb. of water per pound of refuse

destroyed.

At Chicago Mr. Eussell further observed that :—" All successful

destructors have furnaces operating on practically the same principle,

the only difference being in details .... similar results are being

obtained from the difi'erent destructors erected by different makers,

each claiming superiority." Now there was no evidence of any kind

submitted in the Paper to support this statement, and it must be

clear to all that had Mr. Eussell not derived his experience from one

destructor installation alone he would not have thus written. There

was a very wide diff'crence in the principles of design and arrangement

of the various British destructors ; all makers professed to aim at
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and secure equally good results, but profession was not necessarily

practice. The striking difference in design alone would not permit

of equal results being obtained all round. Efficient combustion was

governed by certain cardinal principles, wbicb would not be questioned.

To observe such principles was to command success ; on the other

hand, to ignore such principles involved inefficient working.

Although the author spoke hojiefully of clinker utilization, he

altogether failed to convey the extraordinary progress which had

been made. They were told, for instance, that only one clinker flag

plant was in operation " in or near London "
; this was incorrect.

As a matter of fact, such plants were in operation for the following

metropolitan boroughs:—Woolwich, Bermondsey, Fulham, and

Battersea, and on the outskirts at both Ealing and Walthamstow, in

addition to Hornsey, which single installation was referred to by

Mr. Eussell. The metropolitan boroughs of Woolwich and Fulham,

also had complete brick-making plant in daily operation. In the

provinces clinker flag plant had been adopted by the following

municipalities :—Liverpool, Leicester, Cheltenham, Birmingham,

Bootle, Sheffield, Bradford, Bristol, Oldham, Blackburn, Withington,

etc.

The author touched but lightly upon the economic aspect of

combined electricity and destructor works ; some would say that

there was no economic aspect, but whether or not, the electrical

engineer often sought to obtain the available power gratis, or at a

very low figure. In the combined works one might as a rule look

for the minimum cartage cost of the refuse ; the citizen therefore

benefited in this direction, as also by reason of the fact that the

collection was accelerated. The citizen should benefit by the

production of power, but naturally this was entirely governed by

the efficiency of the destructor as a power producer and the price

mutually agreed upon for the power. As he had already observed,

Mr. Eussell stated that all destructors were practically alike and

equal in efficiency ; this being so, then perhaps the author would

inform them why such varying results in power production were

recorded with destructors combined with electricity works in
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Fig. 8.

\VooLwiCH Destrcctoe and Electricity Station.

Cltart giving Kilowatts Generated during a 2i-hours test. Carried out hy the

National Boiler and General Insurance Co.

Type of Destructor—Meldrum'ti simplex regenerative (3 grate).

Boiler:—Babcock and Wilcox (1827 square feet) with superheater.

Total refuse burned in 24 hours 2i mins. = G3| tons.

Equals average rate of 2-G tons per hour.

Note.—While the engines were running non-condensing, i.e. when the load was
very light, the boiler was continually blowing off.

The electrical output per ton of refuse for 2J hours, i.e. during

maximum load, was just under 100 kw., while the output per hour was
24.5 kw.

Total evaporation from and at 212° F. = 1'917 lbs. of water per lb.

of refuse.

Feed water delivered to boiler per hour = 950-4 gallons.
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London ? That there was a very remarkable difference was clearly

shown in the following Table :

—

Metropolitan Boroughs.
Board of Trade Units
generated per ton of

refuse destroyed.

A.
B.
C.

D.

Shoreditch
Fulliam
Hackney
Woolwich

20
26-62
54-1'J

57

A. = Average for one year, good day load.

B. = „ ,, „ ,, „ „ „
C. = Non-condensing, excellent day load.

D. = „ „ lighting load only.

These figures by no means represented the best results yet

obtained in electrical output per ton of refuse destroyed. At

Cleckheaton, with an average of 12 tons of refuse daily and a

traction load, an electrical output of over 70 units per ton of refuse

destroyed was frequently obtained; nor was this a solitary example.

At Plumstead combined destructor and electricity works of the

Metropolitan Borough of Woolwich, dui-ing a 24-hours test

conducted by the National Boiler Insurance Co., an output of

approximately 100 units per ton of refuse destroyed was obtained

at the peak. This unique result was clearly set forth in the

accompanying diagram, Fig. 8.

Mr. C. Newton Eussell wrote, in reply to Mr. Goodrich's

communication, that there were a few points in the criticism calling

for notice and explanation. With reference to the dust question,

nearly all the inconvenience was caused by the hot clinker, which

had to be tipped in an open yard and which lay there until cool

before it could be removed. With even a light wind, the dust was

liable to be blown about, and to become a nuisance, although perhaps

not doing any actual damage. The inconvenience caused by dust in

the destructor house was insignificant compared with that from the

open yards common to all refuse destructors seen by the author.
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(Mr.C. Newton Uussell.)

Tho author agreed with Mr. Goodrich that it was possible frcm

a jmrcly engineering point of view to so design works that dust

would bo entirely prevented from reaching the engine-room ; but

the increased cost of so doing would be, however, not worth tlie

outlay, for it must bo remembered that this Paper dealt with

destructors for largo cities, where tho demand for electric (or other)

power was so great that tho proportion of steam-power that could

be generated from the destructor furnaces was perhaps only one-

twentieth i)art of the total required. Mr. Goodrich had evidently

lost sight of the difference in revenue-earning capacities of coal-fired

electric generating stations and destructor plants ; in many cases it

would pay commercially to put down the former plants, where it

would (owing to the high price of land) be ruinous from a business

point of view to install a refuse destructor simply to demonstrate

that it could be done. The value of land in Shorcditch was such

that the interest and repayment of capital represented an annual

charge equal to one shilling per ton of refuse destroyed, or, in other

words, sufficient to purchase the freehold of land in the outskirts of

some towns in three or four years. The author maintained, moreover,

that what energy it was possible to generate by a destructor situated

away from the centre of a town could easily be transformed into

electrical energy by means of a small plant and fed into the nearest

supply mains, with the additional advantage of boosting up the

electric pressure at a point where in all probability it would be

badly wanted.

With regard to the different results obtained at various

destructors, set forth in a Table (page 621) given by Mr. Goodrich,

the author was glad to have the opportunity of explaining them,

as the figures showed a difference of efficiency of more than 100 per

cent., and thereby inferred that the same difference of efficiency

existed between different designs of destructor plants, which was not

a fact. The figures, as set out by Mr. Goodrich, were on a wrong

basis, inasmuch as the efficiency of steam-generating plant had not

been given. The figures were, therefore, misleading ; for instance,

the steam generating plant at Shoreditch consisted of a number of

small generating-sets connected to very long steam-ranges and run
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non-condensing. This plant, installed in 1897, was now practically

obsolete, so far as efficiency was concerned, and used about 40 lbs.

of steam at least per unit generated. Mr. Goodrich compared this

and the alternating generating plant at Fulham with two quite new

stations where the steam plant was modern and condensing, and

where, at least in the case of Hackney, a kilowatt per hour could be

produced with an expenditure of about 20 lbs. of steam.

The figures given in Mr. Goodrich's Table, when put on a proper

basis, therefore, only went to prove the author's contention that

the differences in efficiencies of destructors were not so great as

Mr. Goodrich would make out. The author did not hold any brief

for any destructor-makers, nor did he wish to hold up the Shoreditch

destructor as a paragon by any means ; moreover, he was quite ready

to concede that the destructors with which Mr. Goodrich had had

experience were perhaps the most efficient, but he strongly objected

to efficiencies of plants being compared in terms of units generated,

unless the full story was told, and the number of pounds of steam it

took to generate a unit of electricity was given in a parallel column

for each case cited. "With this explanation, the author felt sure that

Mr. Goodrich would agree with him that the four amounts given

in the Table were of little value for comparative purposes.

(See also Discussion on Mr. Watson's Paper, pages 585-590.)
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SOME THEOEETICAL AND PEACTICAL
CONSIDEKATIONS IN STEAM-TURBINE WORK.*

Bt Mr. FKANCIS HODGKINSON, Member, A.S.M.E.,

OF East Pittsbueg, Pa.

The general subject of steam turbines is not new to the

Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

—

the Paper presented by the late Dr. Thurston, in 1900, forms a

valuable treatise on this subject. Later, at the June Meeting, 1903,

a Paper by F. A. Waldron was presented, which, from the operator's

standpoint, showed the all-around commercial economy of the

turbine, and was a tribute to the durability and general performance

of the particular machine he described. It is therefore intended to

confine this Paper to some special features of turbine work, which

have a more or less intimate bearing upon the operation of a

successful steam-turbine.

The Ideal Turbine Element.

An ideal elementary turbine may be said to consist of a steam

nozzle directing a tangential jet of fluid upon a bucket-wheel of the

Pelton type. This type of bucket is selected because it may be

capable of giving a complete reversal to the jet, so that the spent

fluid may issue from the buckets without any velocity. Even this

type may not be quite ideal because of the distance which must

necessarily exist between the outlet of the nozzle and the receiving

wedge of the buckets, the effect of which will be to cause friction

* For further discussion on this topic, consult " Transactions, A.S.M.E." as

follow :

—

" Note on the Steam Turbine," by J. B.' "Webb, vol. x, page 680.

" De Laval Steam Turbine," by W. F. M. Goss, vol. xvii, page 81.

" Steam Turbine," by R. H. Thurston, vol. xxii, page 170.

" Steam Turbine from Operating Standpoint," by F. A. Waldron, vol. xxiv,

page 999.
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betn'ccn tho jet and tlio surrounding mediuin, causing eddies, and

perhaps entraining some of this surrounding medium.

Steam expands approximately adiabaticully in the nozzle, and on

its arrival at the exit should bo thoroughly expanded to the exhaust

pressure, so that its heat energy may be entirely transformed into

kinetic energy, and its velocity be the greatest attainable on striking

the buckets. For conditions of maximum efficiency, the same

relation between velocities of jet and vane apjdies to the steam

impulse wheel as to its hydraulic analogue; viz., bucket speed

eo[uals one-half of jet speed.

The difficulty of such a design as this is obviously duo to the

fact, that the velocity of steam expanding between even moderate

differences of pressure is so high as to render the most efficient

velocity of the bucket difficult to provide for, because of the limitations

of strength of materials. Thus, for terminal pressure of 165 lbs.

and 1 lb. respectively, the bucket speed should be 2,025 feet * per

second. In practice, the maximum attained is 1,378 feet per second

in a 300-horse-power De Laval turbine, which is 32 per cent, below

speed. In a 50-horse-power turbine, the bucket velocity is 58 per

cent, below normal, but even at this speed the radial stresses amount

to 23,000 lbs. per so[uare inch.

The Expansion op Steam.

The so-called phenomenon of maximum flow of steam through

an orifice is now generally understood. It has been generally stated

that the velocity of steam flowing through an orifice will not exceed

about 1,500 feet per second, no matter what the difierences of

pressure may be. This condition has been said to be reached when

the exhaust pressure bears a certain ratio to the initial pressure.

This ratio has been variously given from 52 per cent, to 58 per cent.

Experiments made at East Pittsburg, however, seem to show that

the above figures vary with the initial pressure. The velocity

becomes higher and the above ratio lower with the lower initial

* Konrad Andersson—Transactions, Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders

in Scotland, October, 1902, page S.
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pressure. Therefore, in the above-mentioned elementary turbine, if

the initial pressure is 150 lbs. per square inch, and the exhaust

pressure is greater than 85 lbs. (57 per cent, of the initial pressure),

all that is needed in the shape of a nozzle is a well-rounded orifice.
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If the] exhaust-pressure is less than 85 lbs., a divergent nozzle, as

used by Gustav De Laval, is necessary. Without this divergence,

the steam will expand outside of the nozzle where it is uncontrolled

by its walls, and consequently much of the expansion will take place

laterally, which will not further accelerate the jet.
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A further reason for tlie divergence is apparent from the fact

that the work done by the expanding steam varies nearly in direct

proportion to the number of expansions, and also varies directly as

the square of the velocity. The volume of the steam, therefore,

increases much more rapidly than the velocity, and room must bo

provided for its proper expansion in the nozzle.

A theoretical design of a divergent nozzle is shown in Fig. 1

(page G27), which considers a nozzle expanding 1 lb. of dry

saturated steam per second from an absolute pressure of IGo lbs. per

square inch to 1 lb. per square inch. It has been assumed that the

expansion will be adiabatic, and that equal increments of work will

be performed in equal increments of nozzle length.

The abscissaD are laid out to uniform scale and represent the

foot-lbs. of energy given up by the steam expanding between the

limits of pressure referred to the scales of ordinates. The curve of

pressure shows the jiressure drop corresponding to increasing work.

The velocity-curve is calculated upon the assumption that all energy

of the expanding steam has been expended internally and converted

into velocity. The curve of the areas of the nozzle is found by the

equation a ^ " ^^•

a = Area of nozzle,

s = Specific volume,

x.^ = Quality of steam,

V = Velocity of steam.

An examination of the curve shows that the throat of the nozzle

corresponds to a velocity of 1,500 feet per fecond and to a pressure

57^ per cent, of the initial pressure.

It is logical to assume tliat steam expands adiabatically in a

nozzle, as nozzles are generally small relative to the amount of

steam passing, so that there is little oj^portunity for any interchange

of heat. The state of the steam at the outlet of the nozzle,

therefore, is, except for some frictional losses, the state of the

exhaust of an ideal engine. It contains considerable water which

has been condensed during the adiabatic expansion of the steam.

This may amount to over 20 per cent, in cases of low exhaust
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pressures, and is discharged from the nozzle in the form of vapour

or fine spray. If the steam issuing from this nozzle be brought

back; to rest in a closed chamber, the kinetic energy of the jet will

coo
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be re-converted into heat, and the expanded steam will become

superheated, just as in the well-known throttling calorimeter.

Fig. 2 shows this graphically, by means of an entropy temperature

2 X
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diagram. The steam expands from 1C5 lbs. absolute to 1 lb.

absolute. Sj represents the state of tbo steam at the outlet of the

bOO

.s.

FIGURE 3.

Entropy-Temperature Diafrram, showing

1st. The adiabatlc expansion of steam from 165 pounds
absolute pressure to 1 pound absolute pressure, and

2nd. The abstracting of the moisture due to adiabatlc
expansion.

3rd. The bringing of the steam to rest without Its per
forming work.
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nozzle, wbicla contains 23*1 per cent, of moisture. On the steam

being brought to rest, it attains the state Sj and becomes superheated

167 •
8° F.
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An interesting fact on tliis subject was pointed out by Professor

W. H. Watkinson,* of England, wbo sbows that if, after the energy

of the jet bas been converted into velocity, tbe water of condensation

were to be separated tberefrom and tben tbe jet brougbt to rest, tbe

steam would become bigbly superbeated. Tbis is grapbically

sbown in Fig, 3 (page 630). Using tbe same limits of pressure as

heretofore, tbe steam on being brougbt to rest rises in temperature

670-1^ F., and attains 772-1° F., wbicb is 406-2° F. botter tban

wben it left tbe boiler.

Tbis metbod migbt be utilized for obtaining superbeated steam

at a moderate pressure, if any practicable metbod could be devised

for separating tbe water of condensation from tbe jet before it is

brougbt to rest. For instance, operate tbe boiler at 400 or 500 lbs.

pressure, and expand in tbe manner above outlined to 150 lbs. per

square incb, tben separating tbe moisture and bringing tbe steam to

rest, superbeat would be obtained. An analysis of tbe cycle will

show tbis metbod to bave about tbe same efficiency as tbougb tbe

steam were generated in tbe boiler at 150 lbs. and afterwards

superbeated to a corresponding degree.

Causes of Depabtube feom the Ideal.

It is probable tbat tbe state of steam issuing from a good-sized

nozzle does not deviate mucb from tbe ideal. Tbe only losses will

be due to tbe friction and conduction of beat along tbe walls. Tbe

larger tbe nozzle, tbe less will be tbe ratio of perimeter to cross-

section, and consequently tbe less tbese losses will become. In tbe

ideal turbine above mentioned, if tbe form and tbe velocity of tbe

buckets were sucb tbat tbey migbt wboUy absorb tbe velocity of

tbe jet witbout friction, tbe state of tbe steam on leaving tbe buckets

would be tbe same as wben it left tbe nozzle, and tbere would be a

turbine approximating an ideal engine, except for tbe frictional

losses of tbe nozzle.

In practice, tbe kinetic energy cannot be wbolly absorbed,

tbe buckets cannot generally be arranged to make a complete

* Transactions, Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland,

October 1902, page 8.

2x2
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reversal satisfactorily without attendant disadvantages ; hence the

steam issues from the bucket with residual velocity. Where the

jet is arranged to impinge upon tlio bucket wheel tangentially or

at the sides, a departure from the ideal occurs. In the De Laval

type, complete reversal cannot be obtained, as the spent steam must

clear the buckets ; in the Pelton type, the angular position of the

bucket with reference to the jet is continually changing, resulting in

distortion of the jet from its ideal path. There is also in some forms a

spill from the buckets, and always frictional losses and eddies, which

have the effect of lowering the velocity and heating up the steam

similar to, but to a less extent than, the effect in a throttling calorimeter.

With high steam velocities, the skin friction of the fluid passing

over surfaces such as buckets amounts to a considerable loss, though

the exact amount of such losses is unknown.

Professor Perry says :
*

" Friction in fluids is proportional to the speed when the speed is small : to

the square of the speed -when the speed is greater ; and at still greater speeds,

the friction increases more rapidLy than the square of the speed.

" The resistance to motion of a rifle bullet is proportional to the square root

of the fifth power of the speed."

In the type of turbine above described, the velocity of the steam

is approximately twice that of a rifle bullet.

Dr. Stodola, in his excellent work, "Die Dampf-Turbine,"

quotes a test by Lewici upon the friction of a 30 H.P. De Laval

disc in air and vacuum. The turbine was driven by a calibrated

motor, and in order to bring it up to speed, the following power was

required

:

Resistance.

Atmosphere.
19-6 ins.

Vacuum.

Dry saturated steam 3*3 H.P. .

Superheat 300° C

Per cent.

11

6-25

Per cent.

5

2

See " Applied Mechanics," by Professor John Perry, page 79.

I
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In view of these facts, it would seem desirable to avoid high

steam velocities as much as possible, because of the resulting

frictional losses. Another reason is the erosive action of the steam

with high velocities. This is quite serious when the steam is

initially wet, due to foaming boilers. In this case, matters are

generally made worse by the moisture generally carrying with it-

various kinds of solid impurities. In this connection, the author

lately had some hard drawn Delta-metal blades exposed to two

steam-jets ; the one issued from a diverging nozzle with 150 lbs.

boiler pressure behind it, and the other from a rounded orifice with

1 lb. pressure. The size of the outlet of the two nozzles is the

same in each case, and the respective velocities were approximately

2,900 and 600 feet per second. The blades were kept continuously

exposed to the jets for 128 hours. Plate 67 is a photograph of

their condition, in which some considerable amoimt of erosion will

be observed on the blades subjected to the higher velocity, A
rather curious feature, too, is that the erosion was maximum at the

centre and the extreme edges of the jet. No attempt was made to

observe the quality of the steam ; the nozzles were merely connected

to a steam-pipe in the works.

Types of Turbines.

The ideal turbine that has been above referred to is essentially

a refined form of that built by Branca, in 1629. The present De

Laval turbine may be said to be of a like type, in so far that its

elements consist of one single bucket wheel and one set of expanding

nozzles.

A more recently developed turbine, Stumpf, likewise utilizes

these distinguishing elements of the simple impulse turbine, with,

however, a slight departure from the De Laval arrangement in the

use of tangential nozzles with buckets of the Pelton form milled in

the periphery of the wheel. These are slightly pitched from the

shaft in order to provide metal for succeeding buckets. A
characteristic of this form of turbine is the large wheel diameter

employed, and it is in this direction that low shaft-speeds are

secured. For example, a 500 H.P. turbine with two discs 5 feet
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in (liftmoter has Leen constructed and run at a speed of 3,000

revolutidns por minute with a rigid shaft. In later forms of the

Stumpf turhine, it has heen sought to utilize a residual velocity of

the steam leaving the buckets by redirecting it around a circular

guide, 60 as to imjjiuge again upon another set of buckets, milled in

the periphery of the wheel, alongside the other row. The steam-jet,

after leaving the nozzle, is, therefore, reversed 180^ twice before

finally leaving the wheel. It is evident, however, that this

arrangement is subject to the same disadvantage as regards fluid

friction, as the simi)le impact arrangement.

Compound Systems.—On account of the difficulties of construction,

and losses attendant upon the use of high steam-velocities, various

methods of compounding have been projjosed, the objective point of

the compounding arrangement being a subdivision of total velocity

among several stages, so that the working velocities in any one

stage might be reduced to a more practical degree. The effect

of compounding does not, however, reduce the stage velocities as

promptly as might be at first thought, for the reason that the

velocity varies as the square root of the energy of the steam. Thus,

if the simple impact turbine were constructed with two stages

instead of one, the stage velocity would be reduced from 4,012 feet

per second to 2,835 feet per second, assuming a range of pressure

from 165 lbs. to 1 lb. absolute. If it were constructed in four stages,

the velocity would become 2,050 feet per second, under the

supposition that the entire velocity of the jet were abstracted in

each stage. In order, therefore, to reduce the steam velocities to

too feet per second, about 64 stages would be required in the

turbine.

Curtis.—The nearest approach to this method of compounding

the simple impact* element is carried out in the Curtis turbine, in

which two or more stages are employed to carry out the total

range of expansion from boiler to condenser. Each stage comprises

a set of expanding nozzles and a wheel carrying more than one row

of buckets. The peripheral speed of the wheel is kept within

* See Professor Storm Bull's remarks, page 682.
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convenient limits, so that, if only one row of buckets were employed,

the steam would issue from it with much residual velocity. In

order to abstract this as far as possible, a set of guides is| interposed

which redirects the steam leaving the first row of moving blades into

a second set. The velocity of the jet is thus reduced by each

reversal in the moving blades, and] this process is carried out as

many times as may be necessary to absorb the initial velocity of the

jet. Thus the steam in each stage .is alternately accelerated in the

Fig. 5.

—

Zoelly Turbine.

Cross Section.

nozzle and retarded in the blades. Low shaft velocities are secured

by this arrangement, but this is largely due, however, to the use of

large diameters of wheel, and to the fact that, generally, a very

small arc of all but the last wheel is being acted upon by the

nozzles at one time. This construction makes a fine axial clearance

desirable.

Zoelly.—The idea of compounding has been applied in a slightly

different manner in the Zoelly turbine, a cross section of which is

shown in Fig. 5. One section of the turbine—the high-pressure

end—consists of several tangential impulse elements arranged in

separate compartments. Each is fitted with a number of nozzles
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in wbicli part of tlio expansion is carried out, and the velocity

immediately abstracted in tLe buckets. In tbe later stages, bowcver,

a difleront construction is employed by reason of the increased

volume of steam. The nozzles are hero slotted in the wall of eacb

compartment, and tbe steam flow is in tbe form of an annular jot,

striking tbe buckct-wbcel in tbe manner of tbe De Laval turbine.

To accommodate expansion, tbe radial widtbs of tbe nozzle

parts are progressively increased to tbe end of tbe turbine. Tbe

principal features of tbe Zoelly turbine lie, bowever, in tbe

construction of tbe disc wbeel to accommodate extraordinarily

high peripberal speeds. Tbe buckets consist of metal strips about

Fig. G.

SECTION A-

a

SECTION C-D

SECTION E-F

SECTION G-H

one-half the radius of the wheel length. They are secured to a

two-piece hub by projections, as shown in Fig. 6, and a cross-section

of approximately uniform strength is obtained by milling the bucket

curves deeper from hub to rim. Thus, the weight is largely

decreased, as are also tbe internal stresses to be provided for. Zoelly

found by experiments that his buckets might be spaced much farther

apart than customary in the De Laval turbine, without serious

loss in efficiency, which justifies his construction. The peripheries

of the bucket wheels are surrounded by stationary metal shrouds to

prevent radial escape of tbe steam. The sides of the buckets are

further enclosed in sheet-steel housings to reduce the windings which

would occur with exposed buckets of such length. Complete reversal
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of the steam-jet is impossible, and tlie action is similar to that of the

familiar Pelton wheel.

Bateau.—Professor Eateau, in his later form of turbine, has

discarded the simple impact element and employed the subdivided

element to a still greater extent than any hereinbefore described.

Fig. 7 shows a section of a Eateau turbine of 25 stages. Annular

nozzles are provided in each division wall between stages. The

stages being numerous, the pressure drops are small, such that the

nozzles require no divergence. The increasing nozzle area is

secured through increasing the arc, or percentage of total

circumference, rather than the nozzle width, as in the Zoelly form.

Fig. 7.—Eateau Turbine.

Section.

Thus, in the later stages, a complete annular jet results, and the

entire periphery of the wheel is made use of. This seems a decided

step in the direction of reducing fluid velocities, but even this form

is subject to frictional losses, due to large disc areas operating at

high speeds in dense media.

A still further method of securing the advantages of compounding

is represented in the construction of the Parsons turbine, which,

however, antedates, both in conception and introduction, other forms

of modern steam turbines.

Parsons.—In the types previously described, the original impact *

element has been made use of in simple or compounded form, the

* See Foot-note, page 63i ; and page 682.
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pressure fall boinj^ secured by nozzles and the velocity abstracted by

vanes. Thus each bucket-wLeel presumably rotates in an atmosphere

of uniform pressure at all points. Mr. Parsons, however, early

conceived the idea of so designing and locating the turbine vanes

that they should perform the functions of bucket and nozzle as well,

at the same time confining the steam to the periphery of the wheel

in order to avoid superficial friction in large disc areas. The actual

construction of this type of turbine is so well known as to require

only passing comment here. By reference to Plate 68, which shows

a typical section of a Westinghouse-Parsons turbine, it will be seen

that the steam volume progressively increases from inlet A to exhaust

B in the annular space between stator and rotor. The entire

expansion, which is approximately adiabatic, is carried out within

this annular compartment which essentially corresponds to a simple

steam-nozzle. There is this difference, however, that whereas in a

nozzle the heat energy of the entering steam is expended upon itself

injproducing high velocities of efflux, in the Parsons turbine the

total velocity, due to expansion, is subdivided into a number of steps,

in each of which it is reduced through the dynamic relation of jet

and vane, so that a comparatively low velocity is maintained from

inlet to exhaust. This generally varies from 150 feet per second

as a minimum at the high-pressure end to about GOO feet per second

as a maximum at the low-pressure end. The action of the steam in

this turbine differs from other types also in this respect, that the

steam expands in the ring (2) of moving blades. Fig. 9 (page 639),

so that a reactive effect is produced in addition to the impulse of the

steam from (1). The total torque produced at the shaft from ring

(2) of moving blades is, therefore, due to impact * of steam from (1)

and reaction from (2). This process is repeated in each element of

the turbine, and the average velocity may be maintained at a

uniformly low figure throughout. It is evident that here frictional

losses, due to high velocities of efflux, are largely reduced.

It has been often held that unless very high vacuum—in fact, an

almost uncommercial one—be provided, the economy of the turbine

will suffer. This may be so in certain types in which there are idle

* See page 682.
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portious of tlae bucket-wheels rotating in dense media. In the

parallel-flow type, however, losses from this source are not so much

in evidence, by reason of the fact that the steam is confined to the

annulus, and the entire circumference is active in producing torque,

thus reducing the proportion of friction to useful work. By

reference to the appended Tables of tests (pages 662-667), it will

be found that the results from turbines operating under poor vacua

are not less excellent, relatively, than those obtained with high vacua.

The question is frequently asked why three diameters of barrel

have been generally selected in the T\'estinghouse-Parsons turbine.

This selection has no bearing whatsoever on the design of the

Fig. 9.
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machine, but is merely one of mechanical convenience. The proper

expansion can be provided for just as well should there be one or

several different diameters. It would be foimd, however, that if one

were used and a speed and diameter of drum were selected that

would permit convenient proportions of blades at the outlet, the

blades at the inlet of the turbine would become unmechanically

small : similarly, if diameters and speeds were selected to suit the

inlet blades, the areas of the blades in the last stages would become

immanageably large. By varying the barrel diameters at several

convenient points, corresponding variations may be made in the

velocity of the steam, thus permitting blade designs of convenient

proportions for both extremes.
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It is an important feature of the parallel-flow turlnne that the

entire annulus between rotor and stator is filled with working steam.

It permits the use of largo axial clearances between moving and

stationary blades without loss in efficiency. In actual practice, this

is never less than J inch, and in largo blades it is as much as 1 inch.

In all forms of impulse turbine, separation of nozzle and vane

results in surface friction of the jet, and jmrticularly an entrainment

of the surrounding medium, as in the fashion of a steam injector,

thus increasing fluid friction by drawing the steam backwards through

the idle portion of the wheel.

Although small axial clearances are unnecessary in the Parsons

turbine, it is desirable to employ as small radial clearances as

possible, in order to prevent leakage of steam from stage to stage.

In order to avoid over-estimating the probable extent of this leakage,

it is necessary to bear in mind a point which is usually lost sight of,

and which, in a considerable measure, offsets the loss from this

source. In a machine of given size, the radial clearances between

the ends of blades and the walls of the turbine would presumably bo

constant. The greater leakage would, therefore, naturally occur at

the high-pressure end of the turbine, or at the beginning of the

expansion. By the time the lower stages of the turbine have been

reached, the total volume of the steam has become so great, compared

with the clearance area, that the latter becomes unimportant. All

leakage steam returns energy to the working steam in the form of

heat, as its action is similar to wire-drawing in a restricted passage
;

hence it is superheated to a slight degree and serves to dry partially

the working steam which contains considerable moisture, due to

adiabatic expansion.

In any type of turbine it is necessary to provide glands at the

ends of the casings, to prevent the escape of steam or the influx of

air into the turbine at the point of entry of the shaft. Air leakage

is particularly detrimental in cases where it is desirable to maintain

high vacuum. Various forms of packing-glands have been used, but

the later type Westinghouse-Parsons turbines are fitted with an

arrangement of water-sealed glands. They req^uire no lubrication,

and it is impossible for any oil to escape from the bearings or the
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lubricating system into the steam spaces. There are no rubbing

surfaces in these glands, and it is found that they do not wear out.

The water used for sealing them is small in quantity, but it is not

necessarily lost, as it may, in a power plant, be taken from the

feed-pump delivery and the overflow returned to the feed-pump

suction.

In the longitudinal section of the turbine, Plate 68, steam is

shown entering at S, where a steam strainer is provided, thence

Fig. 10.

Indicator Cards showing Initial Pressures in a Westinghouse-Farsons

Steam-Turbine.

Atmospheric=0

Absolute Zero

through a poppet-valve V which is controlled by the governor.

When in operation, this poppet-valve is continually opening and

closing at constant intervals, the periods of which are proportional

to the speed of the turbine. Its operation is well shown in Fig. 10,

which represents some indicator cards taken on a 1,250 kilowatt

turbine at various loads,'the indicator being attached to the admission

port A, and the indicator barrel revolved at constant speed by suitable

means. At light loads, the valve opens for very short periods and

remains closed during the greater part of the interval. As the load
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increases, the valve remains hniger open, until finally continuous full

pressure is obtained in the high-pressure cn<l of the turbine. At this

time the valve does not reach the seat at all, but is merely vibrating

without sensibly reducing the pressure of steam in the turbine. This,

in a turbine, would correspond to somewhat over full load.

On the load being still further increased, an auxiliary or

" secondary " valve, designated V,,, begins to open and admits steam

as may be required to a later stage in the turbine where the working

steam areas are greater, thus increasing in proportion the t(;tal power

of the turbine. The operation of this poppet-valve is the same as

the main admission, so that tlie governor automatically controls the

power and speed of the turbine from no load to such overloads as are

generally beyond the limits of generating apparatus built on normal

ratings. Its performance may be seen in Fig. 11 (page 643), which

shows an economy test on a turbine where tests were made up to

76 per cent, overload. The economy, it will be observed, drops off

slowly as the " secondary " valve opens, but, on the other hand, the

range of load at which the turbine may be economically operated is

greatly extended, in this case from 400 to over 1,000 B.H.P. with a

steam consumption varying from 13 "2 to 14*3, or but slightly over

8 per cent, from that of maximum efficiency.

The intermittent admission of steam to the turbine is productive

of some gain in economy at light loads by keeping the temperature-

range greater than would be possible if the steam were throttled.

Another advantage to be derived from this method of admitting steam

is that the admission valve and the mechanism that operates it are

constantly reciprocating, and consequently get no opportunity to

become stuck. The reciprocating motion necessary to operate the

mechanism originates with an eccentric driven by the turbine, and is

transmitted through the clutch of the governor, causing a continual

disturbance ; such that the governor is at all times ready to go to a

new position with the least change of speed, simi)ly because the

" friction of rest " does not have to be overcome. On the larger size

turbines, the governor is supplemented by a si)ecial automatic

centrifugal safety-stop which is mounted at the end of the shaft and

which actuates, by means of high-pressure steam, an auxiliary self-
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Fig. 11.
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closing tlirottle-valvG located in the main stcam-pipo supplying tlio

turbine. Tlio safety-stop may bo sot at any predetermined speed,

which, if attained, causes tho turbine to be brought to rest. It is

employed mainly as a precaution against damage due to any possible

derangement of tho governor mechanism.

With tho form of governor employed, the speed regulation may

be kept to within 2 per cent, between friction load and full load, or

1 per cent, either side of the mean speed. Full load or overloads

may be entirely thrown on or off without causing more disturbance

than a momentary surge of speed of about 4 per cent, or 5 per cent.

The function of the balancing pistons shown at P, Plate C8, is to

neutralize tho unbalanced axial thrust resulting from the pressure of

the steam acting on the various drums of the turbine. These are

equal in area to the effective area of the turbine, and are subjected to

the same pressure by means of equalizing ports or pipes, E. It is

evident that, whatever may bo the disti-ibution of pressures within

the turbine due to varying loads, the thrust in the direction of the

pistons must bo equal to that in the direction of the blades, with the

result that the rotor remains practically in equilibrium. In order,

however, to preserve the adjustment of these balance-jnstons, a thrust

bearing of small dimensions is provided at the end of the shaft, as

shown at T. This, however, should be called an alignment-bearing

rather than a thrust-bearing, for the reason that, in practice, it takes

no thrust. The balancing pistons revolve within tho casings with a

close fit, but without mechanical friction, and their peripheries are

deeply serrated, in order to interpose a path for steam attempting to

leak past the pistons, sufficiently devious to render loss from this

source as small as possible.

A turbine has an important advantage : that local temperature

conditions vary but little during operation, and on steady load are

absolutely constant. The reversals of temperature in a reciprocating-

engine cylinder have no equivalent. Thus the temperature of

rotor and stater is at all points approximately equal to that of the

steam in the corresponding expansion stages. Generally the stator

is made of cast-iron and the rotor of steel, so that the differential

expansion that must necessarily exist between them has the effect of
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increasing or decreasing the axial clearances between running blades

at different loads. This, however, is unimportant with this type of

turbine, because of the ample axial clearances provided. The

exhaust end of the turbine is bolted to the bedplate, while the steam

end is provided with a sliding foot working between machined ways

on the bedplate, so as to permit the turbine to expand as it will.

In types of turbines, however, where small axial clearances exist, this

question of differential expansion is not such a simple matter.

It has been advanced that the blade construction employed in the

Parsons turbine constitutes an element of complexity, which also is

not conducive to low cost of construction. The author is, perhaps,

not conveying new information in stating that the blades are rolled

out from special bronze or steel into long strips, then sawed into the

proper length, and finally mounted around the periphery of the rotor

and the stator in grooves with special separating pieces, the whole

being finally caulked in position. In practice, it is found that with

this construction the blades are never released, except through some

special cause, and the construction is of immense advantage in

minimizing the delays due to accidents.* A turbine opened up for

inspection is shown in Plate 69. By placing the shaft in a sling,

the rotor can be lifted out by a crane and the entire interior

examined. Such a turbine can be taken apart and completely

reassembled inside two hours, which cannot be said of many types of

prime movers now known.

In view of the widespread discussion upon the merits of a

* Such accidenta are, however, of rare occurrence, and one that may be

attributed to the blading construction has yet to happen. On one occasion an

expanding exhaust pipe, which had been too firmly anchored at the lower end,

occasioned sufiicient distortion of the turbine casing to destroy several rows of

blades. The turbine was immediately shut down, the casing opened, and the

debris removed. It was then again put under steam, and continued in full

load service during the day without further trouble or apparent effect on its

capacity. At night, after extra blading had arrived from the factory, the

machine was again ojDened and the damaged rows replaced. The repairs were

made during several short stoppages at nights, but the turbine was kept in

uninterrupted daily operation. The accident only kept the turbine out of

service about three hours.

2 T
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relicater in rcciprocatiug-engine work, it may bo of interest to

mention tlio results of its application to f-team turbines. Tlio earlier

Westinghouse-Parsons turbines of largo size were constructed in

tandem two-cylinder form for the purpose, not only of reducing the

span between bearings, but also of permitting the introduction of

a receiver between high-pressure and low-pressure cylinders, the

arrangement being intended to separate as much moisture as possible

resulting from adiabatic expansion, and to superheat the remaining

steam. Exhaustive tests have, however, shown the reheater to be of

little, if any, value in increasing the economy of the turbine when

the high-pressure steam condensed in the reheater coils was charged

up against the turbine. An improvement in the separator resulted

in an improvement in the operation of the reheater, but,

notwithstanding this, no advantage due to the reheater could be

observed, and its application does not seem warranted, on account of

the decreased compactness of the machine.

In the course of regular operation of power stations, it is not an

unusual occurrence that wet steam comes over from the boilers,

due to foaming, overfilling, or other causes. The effects upon

reciprocating engine machinery need not be commented upon here.

In several instances of turbine plants, slugs of water coming over

from the boilers have been known to bring the turbine almost to a

standstill, but without any apparent damage resulting. As soon as

the water passes over to the condenser, the turbine again regains its

speed. The effect on the economy of entrained moisture in the steam

has been found to increase the steam consumption to an amount about

twice the percentage of moisture in the steam ; that is, two per cent.

of moisture will decrease the economy about 4 per cent.

Finally may be mentioned the system of lubrication desirable

with turbine outfits. Essentially a point in mechanical design and

independent of the steam cycle, it is nevertheless one on which the

successful operation of any machine is absolutely dependent.

Although possessing extraordinary features of excellence in the

matter of securing great compactness of design, forced lubrication

—

as ordinarily understood to mean oil under high pressure— does not

seem entirely desirable. In the Parsons tyj)e of turbine, the
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projected areas of tlie journals are proportioned so that the

entire weight of the rotating element may be supported upon a fluid

film of oil through capillary action alone. A small pump, driven

from a worm-gear upon the shaft, circulates oil through a closed

system, comprising in the order of their arrangement : pump, oil

cooler, bearings, and reservoir. The oil is always applied to the

bearings at the point of least pressure ; that is, it enters at one end

and follows a groove along the top of the shell, from which it is

distributed around the shaft. The pressure impressed upon the fluid

films is due simply to a static head of 1 to 3 feet, sufficient to ensure

thorough flushing of the bearings. It is probable that the shaft

never comes into actual contact with the bearings, but is separated

by the oil film. This is evident from the fact that bearings, when

taken out for inspection after several years' continuous run, are

found to be subject to practically no wear. In several cases, the

original tool marks upon the interior of the shell have been

preserved.

The benefits resulting from the employment of a closed oil

circulating system and large bearing areas are apparent in the cost

of operating a turbine in regular service. As a result of inquiries in

several concerns employing Westinghouse-Parsons turbine machinery,

it has been elicited that a turbine ordinarily consumes about ^ gallon

of high-grade engine oil per kilowatt capacity per year ; or, in other

words, the total quantity of oil used per year averages about

100 gallons for a 400-kilowatt turbine. As this oil costs from

25 to 50 cents a gallon, the expense for oil for the turbine is not

ordinarily over 7^ to 12h cents a day, and even this is not all

directly chargeable to the turbine, as it is common practice to utilize

the oil which is removed from the circulating system on auxiliaries

and other low-speed machinery.

It is well known that flexible bearings are employed on Parsons

turbines of small sizes, in order to permit the rotor to revolve about

its gravity instead of its geometric axis, this being necessary at the

high speeds employed in order to neutralize the effect of minute

errors in the balancing of the discs. The flexible bearings consist of

a nest of concentric bronze sleeves with sufficient clearance between

2 T 2
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them to permit tbo formatiou of oil film>!, wliicli act as cusliionH,

permitting a ccrtaiu amouut of vibration of tho sLaft, but at tbo samo

time restraining such vibration within narrow limits. In tbo larger

sizes of turbines, however, and, in' fact, for all machines running

below 1,200 revolutions per minute, the flexible bearing is no longer

found necessary, and is replaced by a solid split self-aligning

journal, lined with anti-friction metal, as in tho ordinary forms of

low-speed machinery.

Turbine Generators.—It is an interesting fact that, owing to

the introduction of steam-turbines, the general characteristics of

generating apparatus have been modified to a wide extent, and in

points of running speeds have returned to the practice of the first

builders of electrical machinery. Owing to the restrictions placed

upon the designers by reciprocating engine speeds, the dimensions

and bulk of engine type generating machinery have, of late years,

become enormously increased : similarly has the cost of construction.

With the advent of the turbine, however, speeds have been increased

to such a point as to secure in the generator construction minimum

bulk and cost consistent with strength and durability.*

The turbine generator is more easily applied to alternating

current work, for the reason that commutation difiiculties involved in

direct current machinery running at high speeds are avoided. Tho

preferable construction, therefore, comprises rotating field and

stationary armature. In present turbine generators the armature

construction is not essentially difierent from that of the ordinary

engine type machines. In the construction of the field, however, tho

* A pertinent comparison may be made in the two types of 5,000-kilowatt

generators which will form the power equipment of the Kapid Transit Subway

in New York City. The engine type generators run at 75 revelations per

minute, are approximately 40 feet diameter, and weigh 980,000 lbs. The

turbine generators, on the other hand, run at 750 revolutions per minute, are

12 feet 6 inches diameter, and weigh 234,000 lbs., the weight of journals and

shaft being excluded in each case. The engine type generators have 40 poles,

and the turbo-generators four, giving the same frequency—25 cycles per

second.
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centrifugal stresses necessitate a construction of greater inherent

strength. Eecent practice embraces two designs, one of built up

form used in fields having six or more poles, and the other of a

solid steel casting thoroughly annealed, bored for the reception of

the shaft, and slotted axially for the reception of bar or strap

windings, which are insulated and confined in position by wedges.

The turbine, however, makes possible the use of a still further

type of generator, which, although presenting difficulties in design

at ordinary engine speeds, becomes ideally suited for direct connection

to the turbine, both by reason of its electrical characteristics and its

inherent strength of mechanical construction. It is well known that,

if the ordinary squirrel cage induction motor runs below synchronism

with the system upon which it is operated, it will absorb power from

that system proportionate to tho slip or droj) in speed. If it is run

in synchronism therewith by external means, it will absorb no

power ; and if run above synchronism, it will become a generator

and return electric power to the system. "When running below

synchronism, the greater part of the current absorbed by the motor

appears as power, but a small part is consumed within the motor

itself in magnetizing its rotating field. When run above synchronism,

the motor, now a generator, still requires magnetizing current from

the line to which it is connected. It is, therefore, incapable of

operating by itself, and must be run in connection with synchronous

machinery capable of supplying its magnetizing current and

controlling the frequency of the system.

The induction or non-synchronous generator, unfortunately,

imposes a lagging current upon the supply system, but the power

factor can be brought within a few per cent, of unity, so that the

effect upon the system may be readily neutralized. Its peculiar

electrical characteristics impose limitations upon its general use

for power-station work, but when employed in conjunction with

synchronous apparatus, such as ordinary alternators, synchronous

motors and rotary converters, it becomes' peculiarly suitable for

extension to a power system in which the limit of generator capacity

has already been reached. "With the apparatus mentioned,

particularly with synchronous motors and rotary converters, a
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sufficient leading current may bo impressed upon the system by

over-exciting tho fields of these machines to neutralize entirely tho

effects of the magnetizing currents required by the induction

generator, so that, in general, if existing apparatus is ample to care

for existing inductive loads with reasonable margin, the induction

generator can be employed to great advantage.

A feature which is particularly favourable in rendering it suitable

for turbine driving is, that, by largely reducing the number of poles,

the magnetizing currents may bo largely reduced. For this reason,

the limitations of the induction generator occur largely in the

direction of bulk rather than otherwise. As it must operate at the

comparatively high speed of the turbine, it is thus possible to reduce

the number of poles to a few pairs, so that the losses above mentioned

are minimized and the generator becomes commercially practicable.

And as the squirrel cage construction of the rotor is peculiarly well

suited for high-speed work, one is fortunate in having here one of

the few cases in which the electrical and mechanical conditions

governing generator and prime mover are almost exactly suited to

each other. In general, the higher the speed at which the machines

can be safely operated, the less the material necessary and the

smaller the losses, resulting in an extraordinarily high efficiency and

power factor. For example, with a two-pole 60-cycle induction

generator of 500 kilowatts, running at 3,600 revolutions, tho power

factor may be brought as high as 98 per cent, or higher at full load

,

and the total efficiency will be far greater than that of present

generating machinery.

Economy.

As one of the principal claims which the turbine makes is

economy of steam, and consequently of fuel, a few observations may
be made upon this subject. As is well known, high economy has

been obtained with the turbine operating under favourable conditions,

but as abstract figures of steam, heat or fuel consumption rarely

convey an adequate idea of the actual merits of the prime mover in

question, it is necessary to examine the conditions under which these

results were obtained.
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The Table of tests (pages 662-673) lias been prepared witb a

view to presenting in as concise shape as possible, the results of

several hundred tests upon turbines of all sizes and under all

conditions of operation, the headings being arranged with reference

to these conditions. The tests were conducted in the testing

department of the Westinghouse Machine Co. at East Pittsburg,

where every turbine put through the shops is thoroughly tested

before shipment. Columns 51 and 52 (page 666) give results under

moderately favourable conditions—150 lbs. steam pressure, 28

inches vacuum and 180^ superheat ; and in columns 1 and 3 (page

662) will be found tests under decidedly unfavourable conditions

—

125 lbs. pressure, 26 inches mercury vacuum and saturated steam.

A plan of the testing department is shown in Plate 70. This

department provides facilities for the accommodation of

Four turbines of small capacity up to 500 kilowatts.

Four turbines of 2,000 kilowatt capacity.

Two turbines of 5,000 kilowatt capacity.

The latter foundations at this time are not yet complete.

This is somewhat of a radical departure in manufacturing

methods, and is entirely unprecedented. At present, it is unusual

practice among generator builders to determine eiiiciency in large

machinery by other than the motor-generator method, and in the

largest sizes, such as the 5,000 kilowatt Manhattan generators, the

machines are not even turned over in the factory ; similarly, engines

above 500 to 1,000 horse-power are seldom tested in the shop, and

the larger sizes are shipped without having steam turned into them.

It is thus of peculiar interest that the largest turbine units will be

tested under steam at the shops. The testing equipment comprises

boiler plant, a gas-fired superheater and four independent surface

condenser outfits, ranging in size from 1,600 square feet up to 10,000

square feet surface. The condensers, with the exception of the

smallest, are all of the " counter current " type, exhaust steam being

admitted from beneath. The condensed water is received in a hot-

well located below the condensers, and air is withdrawn from the

top by two-stage dry-vacuum pumps. These are capable of

maintaining a vacuum within half an inch of the barometer, with a
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closed suction. The vacuum with the condenser in operation

depends, of course, upon the temperature condition within the

condenser.

Tests are made by means of brakes or by electric generators, as

desired. For the latter, largo water rheostats are available, while

for the former, a special form of water friction brake has been

devised which has proved extremely flexible in its application, and

is of great value. Steam consumption is determined by weighing

condensation in the usual manner. Vacuum readings are all reduced

to a basis of 30 inches of mercury necessitated by the elevation ot

Pittsburg.

The tests, shown in columns 38 to 43 of the Table (page 665),

are plotted in Fig. 1 1 (page G43). This curve embodies the results

of the introduction of the secondary governor valve, and shows a

remarkable range of load with high economy. Some brake tests of

a 1,250 kilowatt turbine are plotted in Fig. 14 (page 653), with

vacua ranging from 25 inches to 28 inches, and clearly show the

effect of vacuum aud superheat. Fig. 15 (page 654) and columns

93 to 100 (pages G70-671) show some electrical tests on a similar

machine, these having been verified by Mr. Julian Kennedy, Consulting

Engineer of Pittsburg. Fig. IG (page 655) shows the plotted results

of tests carried out at the ^\estinghou6e Machine Co.'s works by

Mr. F. W. Dean, of the firm of Dean and Main, and shows a very

good performance for a small machine.

The general appearance of these curves might possibly give the

impression of a poor economy at lighter loads, especially to

engineers who have been accustomed to considering engine

performance on a basis of indicated horse-power. "When they

consider such performance on a basis of brake or electrical horse-

power, they readily make a mental correction between brake or

electrical horse-power and indicated horse-power at full load, but

seldom realize the fact that the mechanical efficiency is much poorer

at fractional loads than at full loads. It may be said that the

mechanical losses of an engine are approximately constant at all

loads, and assuming this, an engine that has 94 per cent, mechanical

efficiency at full load has an efficiency of but 88 -G per cent, at half
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Fig. 14.
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Fig. 15.
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Fig. 16.

Lbs. Steam per Brake Horse-Power per Hour.
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load, and at quarter loud of 79-8 per cent. To exhibit this, Fig. 17

(page G57 j has been prepared with two of the tests already shown in

Fig. 16 (page G55) plotted again with the curves C and D added.

The method of plotting curves C and D has been as follows : Take,

for instance, curve C :

From tests, brake horso-power at rated full loatl . . = 593 "17

593 • ]

7

Internal horse-power ...... - = 631*03

Loss, horse-power . . . . . . . 37 • 86

This loss has been assumed constant at all loads.

Total steam, lbs. per hour ...... 8,249

Lbs. steam per indicated horse-power hour . . 77.7;^^.^ = 13 "08
Dol 'Oo

Lbs. steam per indicated horse-power hour, when doing, say,

300 brake horse-power . . . ..,.
'

o>t o^ = 13 '60
oUO 4- oV'oo

In this way curves C and D show an indicated horse-power

performance at light loads that is particularly good.

In columns 122, 123 and 124 (page G73), are shown some tests

on a 2,600-liilowatt turbine tested under high operating conditions.

The turbine, however, is of the Parsons type, and was built by

Brown-Boveri and Co. for the Municipal Electric Power Station for

Frankfurt-on-Main. From these curves and Table of tests may be

gleaned a number of interesting facts, which it may be worth while

to point out here :

—

(1) The Willans line or curve of total water consumption is

approximately a straight line at all points up to the opening of the

secondary governor valve on heavy overloads. This relation has an

immediate thermodynamic meaning, and points to the utilization of

steam in the turbine with the same internal efficiency at all loads
;

or, in other words, that the losses in the turbine from all causes,

thermal, thermodynamic, and mechanical, are approximately constant

at all loads.

(2) The necessity of high vacua and high superheat is not

essential to high economy, as has been before alluded to. This is
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Fig. 17.

Lts. Steam per Horse-Power Hour.
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shown iu tests of a dOO-kilowatt turbine under 26-incli vacuum,

125 lbs. pressure and saturated steam. A water rate of 15 '41 lbs.

per B.H.P. was obtained, which, although not remarkable, would seem

to bear out the supposition of small fluid frictional losses within

tho turbine. Another result of 14-4 lbs. steam per B.H.P. hour,

obtained with a 1,250-kilowatt turbine operating with 150 lbs. boiler

pressure and 25 inches vacuum, is of interest.

(3) Tho gradual improvement in economy with an improvement

in operating conditions is well brought out by the tests on tho 1,250-

kilowatt turbine, Figs. 14 and 15 (pages 653 and 654). By

increasing the vacuum from 27 inches to 28 inches, and the

temperature of the steam from that corresponding to dry saturation

to 77^ F. superheat, the full load of steam consumption was reduced

from 14-6 lbs. to 13-2 lbs. per E.H.P. hour.

Foundations and Power Plant Designs.

With steam-turbines, practically no foundations are necessary,

merely something that will uphold the dead weight of the machine.

Foundation bolts are never used except on shipboard. Operation of

turbines on light flooring is entirely satisfactory, thus permitting

their being placed on upper floors of buildings. This also permits

of the condensing plant being located immediately below the turbine
;

by this means the total plant occupies the minimum amount of

floor space. This is the construction made use of in the new

power-house of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.

Some condenser lay-outs have been prepared embodying the above

principles. Plate 71 shows an engine-room lay-out for four 400-

kilowatt turbines, all exhausting into a central surface condenser of

7,000 square feet cooling surface. The condenser equipment

consists of a dry vacuum pump, circulating pump, and condensed

water pump, and is suitable for maintaining a 28-inch vacuum.

Allowing ample space for passage-ways, etc., the engine-room covers

a space of 35 feet by 26 feet. The basement is 14*6 feet deep.

Turbines are placed at 7 feet 10-inch centres.

A similar lay-out, shown in Plate 72, embraces four 1,000-kilowatt

turbine generators. In this case, the condenser equipment consists
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of a surface condenser of 4,000 square feet surface, a circulating

pump and a condensed water pump for eacli turbine. Two air-

pumps are sliown, either one of whicli is big enough to take care of

the whole plant. In this case, the engine-room occupies a space of

59 feet by 36 feet, the basement being 18 feet deep, turbines being

placed at 13-feet centres,

A larger engine-room lay-out is similarly shown in Plate 73,

consisting of four 5,500-kilowatt turbines. Here each turbine is

equipped with a complete separate condensing outfit, the condensers

each having 20,000 square feet surface. The engine-room occupies

100 feet by 61 feet, and the basement is 28 feet deep. The turbines

are placed at 22 feet 6-inch centres.

Tabulating the above figures, we have—

Number
• of

units.

Normal
capacity of

each unit
K.W.

Normal
capacity of

Engine Room
K.W.

Area of

Engine
Eonm.

Sq. Feet.

Capacity of

Engine
Eoom.

K.W. per
sq. ft.

Square foot

of engine
room per
E.H.P.

4

4

4

400 ; 1,GOO 1 910

1,000
i

4,000 ! 2,124

5,500 22,000 1 6,100

1-7G

1-88

3-CO

0-424

0-396

0-207

It will be observed that means are provided in all these cases for

operating any one of the turbines non-condensing.

In all these lay-outs surface condensers have been shown, because

it is presumable that surface condensers will be more frequently

employed in connection with turbines than with other types, if only

because of the advantage of absolutely clean feed-water. It is claimed

by condenser builders that, with modern dry vacuum pumj)s and a

closed hot-well system, a better vacuum can be obtained than

with a jet-condenser, due to the fact that the feed-water does not

become aerated. The cost of operating a surface condenser can,

under favourable conditions, be kept very small, especially when the

circulating water does not have to be raised to any height. A jet-
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contlonser, on the otLer hand, has to do work in order to expel tbe

cooling water against nearly an atmospheric pressure, according to

the vacuum ; but it is a considerably simpler piece of apparatus, is

less costly, and is generally not subject to electrolytic troubles that

are sometimes incidental to surface condensers.

Barometric condensers make a very suitable type of condenser for

large vertical engines, especially when the steam can get direct to

the condenser without having to bo carried upward. "With turbines,

in connection with this type of condenser, the author has observed

that some work is required to carry the water in the exhaust steam

to the top of the condenser. In one instance this was carefully

observed in connection with a 1,500-kilowatt turbine. The exhaust

left the turbine cylinder at the bottom by means of two elbows and

about six feet of horizontal pipe, passing up a vertical pipe to the

condenser. Except on fairly heavy loads, the horizontal pipe had

water in it, observed by a gauge. The amount of this water may be

said to have been a measure of the load. The back-pressure due to

this piece of pipe and two elbows, together with the water lying

in the bottom, amounted to i:-inch mercury with steady load. If

the load became less, the back pressure would disappear until more

water collected in the pipe, and the same y-inch back-pressure would

be re-established. If, on the other hand, the load increased, this

back-pressure would rise sometimes to as high as 1 inch, until the

water could be carried away, when it would fall back again to

about the same §-inch. As turbines can expand down to the utmost

limits of exhaust pressure—it is desirable to give the turbine every

advantage in this respect—it is well to avoid carrying the exhaust

up hill, thus giving the water that must necessarily exist in the

exhaust an opportunity to drain and keep the exhaust-pipe free.

While the author has endeavoured to point out that high

vacuum is not necessary to the successful operation of steam

turbines, the higher economy obtained with high vacuum warrants

the condenser problem being carefully considered. It will be seen

from the Table of tests that each inch of vacuum above 26 inches will

benefit the economy from 3 per cent, to 4 per cent. Assuming a

1,500-kilowatt turbine, operated at full load for a day at 28 inches
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vacuum instead of 26 inches vacuum, it will save approximately

1 lb. of steam per horse-power per hour, or 48,000 lbs. a day of

24 hours. If we allow for 1 lb. of coal costing ^2 per ton, and

evaporating 7 lbs. of water, this will mean a saving of 6,875 lbs. of

Fig. 25.

Plans slioicing Condenser Arrangement, Cleveland and South-Western

Traction Co., Elyria, Ohio.

(Engine and Boiler House, Plate 77.)

H.v/filiiiix K^

.yy.:i!y///////////////////////y//////Myy/^^^^^^

coal, representing a daily saving of $6*87 or $2,061 a year. Thus

the difference between the two condenser investments being $4,000

would accordingly pay interest of about 50 per cent., due to the

saving in coal.

Such figures as these, however, are of no practical value,

because of the time a power plant is running at fractional loads,

[Continued on^age 676.]
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Fig. 27.

Plan of Station,

West Penn Eailway and Lighting Co.,

Connellsvillc, Pa. (See page 677. and Plate 78.)
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but nevertlieloss it is apparent that it is worth while to employ

high-class condeusers. A point, however, which should not bo

lost sight of is, that the higher vacuum gives a greater percentage

gain in economy at fractional loads than at full loads. In this

matter must be considered the extra cost of operating with a high

vacuum. With air leaks eliminated and a closed hot-well system,

the air pump should take no more power because of high vacuum.

A dry air-pump will obviously be doing no work beyond its own

friction, when there is no vacuum in the condenser. Similarly, it

will be doing no work when there is a perfect vacuum in the

condenser, provided there are no air leaks. It may be interesting

to record that the maximum load, when the air pump is started,

comes on when the vacuum is about 20 inches to 21 inches. "With

the circulating water pump, however, the matter is different, as it

will have approximately two or three times as much water to handle,

according to its inlet temperature, with the higher vacuum. The

power required to do this varies in individual cases, but it often

happens that the water can be returned to the same level from which

it has been taken, such that the circulating water system forms a

syphon, and the pump has only the fluid friction of the pipes and

condenser tubes to overcome.

Plate 74 shows a 5,500-kilowatt turbine, similar to those referred

to above, in course of construction. A good idea of its final

appearance is given in Plate 75. Its over-all dimensions, including

generator, are 47 feet 3 inches by 16 feet by 14 feet. Maximum

overload capacity, 13,000 H.P. On this basis we have over 17 II.P.

to a square foot, including the generator. The speed will be 750

revolutions per minute.

In closing it may be appropriate to make passing comment on a

few typical turbine installations now in operation.

Plate 76 shows the turbine installation at the Cleveland and

South Western Traction Co.'s power-house at Elyria. This machine

has been successfully in operation since early in November, 1903,

at times carrying the whole load of the station amounting to 1,600

or 1,700 kilowatts, during the disablement of the reciprocating

engines.
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A plan of the power-house, Plate 77, shows the relative amount

of room occupied by the turbines and reciprocating engines. The

condensers and foundations are shown in Fig. 25 (page 661), the

condensers being placed immediately below the turbines, and the

outer edges of the turbine bedplate being supported on narrow

concrete walls.

Plate 78 shows the power plant of the West Penn Eailway and

Lighting Co. at Connellsville, with three 1,000-kilowatt units now

in operation. Reciprocating engines of similar capacity are shown

in the background. A plan of this station is shown in Fig. 27

(pages 674-675). Here, again, the space occupied by the turbines,

in comparison with reciprocating engines of similar power, is

exemplified.

A 4.00-kilowatt turbine plant, installed at the Yale and Towne

Manufacturing Co., is shown in Plate 79. This particular plant,

which has since been increased by the addition of a turbine of equal

capacity, was the subject of Mr. Waldron's Paper in June, 1903.

Plate 80 shows a 400-kilowatt turbine installed at the Johnston

Harvester Company.

Many other installations might be mentioned, which would only

serve to exemplify further such features of the steam-turbine as

have already formed the basis of this Paper. Suffice it to say that

at present there are in operation and in course of erection in this

country, in sizes ranging from 400 to 2,000 kilowatts, 43 turbines

of the Westinghouse-Parsons type, the total capacity of which

approximates 27,000 kilowatts. There are also under construction

at East Pittsburg, in various sizes to a maximum capacity of 5,500

kilowatts, turbines aggregating 69,400 kilowatts. jThe output of

one builder, including machines in operation, reaches a total of

111 turbines, aggregating 96,400 kilowatts; or an average per unit

of 868 kilowatts. The foregoing record is convincing that the

application of the steam-turbine to general power work is permanently

established.

The Paper is illustrated by Plates 67 to 80, and 15 Figs, in the

letterpress.

3 A
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Discussion.

Mr. F. A. Waldron said that this Paper referred to the

desirability of very high vacua. This was exceedingly desirable, in

so far as the water rate per hour was concerned, for the turbine

itself. The point, however, to be considered by the plant operator

was, did it pay, as a whole, to run at an abnormally high vacuum.

"With the apparatus at the speaker's disposal, he had been able to

obtain as high as 29^ inches of vacuum referred to barometer. The

cost, however, of maintaining this vacuum did not compensate for

the additional economy obtainable in the turbine. This was

especially true where surface condensers were used and the water

of condensation was returned to the boilers.

After a number of complete tests, it was doubtful if, in a majority

of cases where surface condensers were used, it was expedient to

attempt vacua above 28 inches. Undoubtedly there were conditions

that might warrant carrying higher vacua than this, but it was a

matter which should be carefully considered and looked into by all

who were running (or contemplated running) their plant with a

turbo-generator.

He had had occasion, last June, to refer in a casual way to

superheat in turbine exhaust.* Since presenting that Paper, the

condensing apparatus and arrangement of piping had been entirely

changed. He had made several tests relative to superheat in the

turbine exhaust, and had found that, under proper conditions of

piping and condensing apparatus, the temperature in the exhaust of

the turbine did not vary more than one or two degrees either way

from the theoretical temperature of the vacua, with loads varying

from 0-75 to 1 • 25 of the nominal capacity of generator.

Mr. E. Medex said that the author (page 625), in speaking of

the ideal turbine element, selected the Pelton wheel as representing

* Transactions, A.S.M.E., vol. xxiv, page 999.
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the ideal, " because it may be capable of giving a complete reversal

to the jet, so that tbe spent fluid may issue from the hucJcets loithout

any velocity." He did not tbink a reversal of tbe jet represented the

ideal conditions, although a complete reversal of its relative velocity

might be necessary in Mr. Hodgkinson's ideal turbine. However, it

was difficult to comprehend a fluid issuing without any velocity, and

hence we must even in the ideal case assume an angle, however

small, between the discharging edge of the bucket and the place of

rotation of the wheel. Further, a tangential jet was only possible if a

single stationary element of the elementary turbine of the Pelton

type was considered, whereas we here dealt with the continual

process of ideal energy transmission. This would bring other types

of turbine wheels within the scope of ideal representation.

The author (page 626) referred to the difficulty of obtaining

most efficient velocity of turbine wheels on account of limitations of

strength of materials. While there undoubtedly was a limit to the

strength of materials, there was, however, no limit to the strength of

structures of such materials if properly designed. That the turbine

wheel was no exception to this rule was stated in the Paper on the

De Laval turbine (page 697).

The effect of the reduced peripheral velocity in the cited case of

a De Laval turbine running 32 per cent, below speed (it actually

ran 27^ per cent, below the speed for maximum efficiency) was a

reduction in efficiency of only 7^ per cent. Thus, to meet a

convenient design, a considerable reduction in the peripheral velocity

could be made without materially affecting the efficiency. The

author (page 626) stated that East Pittsburg experiments showed

the velocity to be higher, and the ratio between the initial pressure

and the pressure in the throat of the nozzle to be lower with lower

initial pressure. This was contrary to experiments made by

Professor Zeuner and others. During the Pittsburg test was the

quality of the steam observed ?

On pages 627-8 the author spoke further of the expansion of

steam in the De Laval nozzle. It was well always to bear in mind that

this nozzle consisted of two essential parts, namely, the converging

and the diverging. The steam was expanded in both of these parts.

3 A 2
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(Mr. E. Meden.)

On page G28 ho stated particularly tliat because the work dono

by the expanding Bteam varied directly as the square of the velocity,

the volume of the steam increased much more rapidly than the

velocity. He presumed this related to the diverging part of the De

Laval nozzle. In the converging part the work done also varied as

the square of the velocity, but here the velocity increased more

rapidly than the volume.

In discouraging the use of high-steam velocities, he seemed to

draw some hasty conclusions from Stodola's reference to the Lewici

test of a 30-horse-j)owcr De Laval turbine (page G02). In using

Lewici's results, it must not be forgotten that these tests did not

sejiarate the skin friction of the wheel and the blower effect of the

turbine wheel buckets. The blower effect was considerably more

than the skin friction of the wheel body, and therefore these tests

were of no value in judging the skin friction of fluid against the

surface of buckets.

The author referred (page 633) to the wearing action of steam on

buckets of turbine wheels. The illustrations, Plate 67, showed what

steam could do to blades of Delta metal, but the conditions must have

been unfavourable, as Mr. Lea had for the inspection of the members

a few buckets taken out of a 300-horse-power De Laval wheel, an

examination of which would show that the wear was very much less

than that shown in the experiments made by jMr. Hodgkinson. These

buckets had been in daily operation for over 1^ years, the quality

of the steam being dry saturated. The boiler pressure averaged

200 pounds, vacuum 27 inches. Absolute velocity of the steam

about 4,000 feet, relative velocity about 2,800 feet.

Mr. C. V. Kerr referred to Fig. 3G3 of his Paper * on " Potential

Efficiency of Prime Movers," and said that it would be noted that

the efficiency was a maximum at 21 inches vacuum. To ascertain

the tendency for larger turbines and high vacuum, the efficiencies

for a number of given tests, of which the data were given in Mr.

Hodgkinson's Table of " Tests of Westinghouse-Parsons Steam

Turbines," had been computed. The results were shown as follows :

—

* Transactions, A.S.M.E., vol. xxv, page 371.
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Size.
No. of

Test.
Turbine. Vacuum.

Available
Heat.

Potential

Efficiency.

Load
ratio.

Kw. B.Th.U.

400 8 51 26-06 289-7 66-8 1-03

„ IS 55 27-01 304-2 64-8 1-00

^, 31 55 27-98 322-6 63-1 1-00

1,250 60 17 25-07 260-5 70-0 1-20

,, 63 17 26-05 273-3 69-4 1-21

,, 66 17 26-93 282-8 69-1 1-22

" 83 17 27-42

Superheat.

300-3 67-3 1-24

400 31 55 322-6 63-1 1-00

„ 45 55 104 342-7 66-0 1-00

" 52 55 180 366-6 67-5 1-00

The tests for effect of vacuum were made with dry saturated

steam ; and those for effect of superheat with a 28-inch vacuum.

The range of gauge pressures for all the tests was 147 • 0-155*0 lbs.

On the 400-kilowatt turbine the water rate was in terms of brake

horse-power; while on the 1,250-kilowatt turbine it was in electrical

horse-power. For comparison, the generator efficiency was taken at

95 per cent, and the engine efficiency at 90 per cent., which combined

at 85-5 per cent. The potential efficiency was, therefore, in terms

of the indicated horse-power.

The results confirmed previous indications that the potential

efficiency decreased for the higher vacua. The chief reason,

probably, was the rapid increase in heat made available by adiabatic

expansion. At what point then should they stop adding to

condensing surface, volume of condensing water and dry vacuum

pump capacity in order to gain another tenth of an inch vacuum ?

The answer must involve the whole plant, as the water rate continued

to decrease.

The tests for effect of superheat showed an increase in efficiency

for added superheat. How far the process would continue to be

profitable to the plant was not answered by the data at hand.

Theoretically, the increase in potential efficiency should continue

indefinitely as determined by data from the entropy-temperature

diagram. So far, however, the tests examined showed the rather
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(Mr. C. y. Kerr.)

curious contrast of an increasing potential efficiency as superheat

was added as compared Ayitli the decrease in potential efficiency as

the vacuum was increased.

Professor Stoum Boll desired to say a few words about the

Steam-Turbine Pajjers only, and did not see any good reason why

the Paper of Mr. Kerr should be mixed up with the others. He was

very much interested in these Papers read by the representatives of

the various steam-turbines. The titles were, however, as would be

seen at a glance, somewhat misleading ;
" The Steam-Turbine in

Modern Engineering," " Different Applications of Steam-Turbines,"

*' The De Laval Steam-Turbine," and finally " Some Theoretical and

Practical Considerations in Steam-Turbine Work," from which titles

one would get the impression that the Papers were of a general

nature.* The fact, though, remained that these Papers referred to the

Curtis, the Eateau, the De Laval, and the Parsons turbines almost

exclusively, one for each Paper. He would have very much liked if all

of these authors had sailed under their true colours. It was perfectly

natural that the representatives of these various turbines should

plead for their own machine in a Paper which they had been invited

to write. But in view of this they would certainly pardon him when

he stated that the results as to efficiency quoted in these Papers and

obtained by tests conducted by the manufacturers themselves would

not be recognised as facts by the engineering profession. Just as

they did in athletics—he was not an athlete but he belonged to a

University in which he heard a great deal about athletics—he knew

that no record stood until it had been achieved in competition under

disinterested management.

Taking up Mr. Hodgkinson's Paper in particular, part of what

he had intended to say had been anticipated by the written discussion

read by the Secretary. One of the criticisms which he desired to

make was with respect to the word " impact," where evidently the

word " impulse " was meant. He might be very dogmatic, but hoped

that he would get some sympathy in the position he intended to

take. On page G37 the author said that " the original impact

* Some of these titles have been accordingly altered in the Proceedings.
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clement has been made use of." Now, he himself had been taught

almost from childhood that the very first condition for high efficiency

of any kind of a turbine whether for water or steam, was that there

should be no impact. Impulse—but no impact. On page 638 he

found " is due to impact of steam," and on page 634 mention was

made of " the impact element." lie supposed that the use of the

word impact in this manner on the part of the author was due to a slip,

but for the sake of being on the right side he called attention to it.

Evidently the author seemed to think that the expansion of

steam in a diverging nozzle was a very simple matter and was now

clearly understood. He thought the author was very much mistaken.

To judge from numerous articles in Continental European technical

Papers their brethren over there were very far from seeing clearly

in this subject, hence the numerous experiments which had been

carried on during the last few years and were being carried on now.

Mr. Hodgkinson quoted some experiments by Mr. Lewici from

Dr. Stodola's book " Die Dampfturbinen," but he did not say that

Dr. Stodola had made a very large number of experiments on the

flo^v of steam through nozzles quoted in the same book, and that he

did not offer rational explanations for various phenomena. The matter

was certainly not yet clear, although good progress had been made.

Why should the Pelton wheel be assumed to be the ideal one,

as Mr. Hodgkinson did ? If simplicity was the sole criterion which

determined this, then of course the Pelton wheel or similar wheels

would be the ideal ones. But, as everybody knew, the Pelton wheel

was one of the late comers among turbines. They did have, of

course, centuries ago the impact wheel, which was a very different

thing from the Pelton wheel, and this impact wheel was followed

by the reaction wheel, the impulse wheel coming a good deal later.

The description and comparison of the various turbines contained in

the Paper was based upon this ideal case, and therefore seemed of

very little value. His criticisms of the turbines built by the

competitors seemed also very much out of place. It might be true

enough that they had some of the defects found by Mr. Hodgkinson,

but the defects of the Parsons turbine were left out altogether,

although disinterested parties did not have to look very far to find as
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(Professor Storm Bull.)

many defects in this turbine as in the others. It would have been

better, according to his opinion, if the first third of the Paper had

been loft out altogether.

Mr. George I. Eockwood said tliat about ten or a dozen years

ago those who belonged to the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, or who did belong to it tlien, would remember the

earnest discussions which they used to have in Now York over the

theory of the steam-engine. In memory, he could see the late

Dr. Charles E. Emery advancing portentous thoughts ; and he

recalled the wonderful Papers of Dr. Thurston and the subtle

dissent from all his conclusions by Professor Denton ; and following

him, the general joining of everybody in the room in the discussion.

In the last few years they had rather lacked the subject of tho

steam-engine as a matter of general discussion, and had taken tho

minor steam-engine improvements made within the past few years

in a more phlegmatic spirit. He had had hopes that the appearance

of the steam-turbine would rehabilitate the ardour of the members

and precipitate what Professor Bull deprecated in his discussion, a

rabid trade discussion of the subject ; for it appeared that at present

only those engaged in the manufacture of turbines really knew

anything about them. And they stood there ready to buy turbine

engines in preference to reciprocating engines, if they could see their

way clear to do it. The question whether it was at this present time

a wise venture to buy a steam-turbine was probably the most serious

one before them as a society today. Personally he confessed to

having gone over root and branch to the newcomer ; for while he

knew very well that the steam-engine was slightly more economical

of steam—under the most favourable conditions— than the steam

turbine had yet shown itself to be at full load, he believed that the

efficiency of the turbine, shown in dollars expended for horse-power

returned, was higher than that of the engine. He was about to start

up a turbine of his own with which to gain experience.

He did not know enough about the subject to be able to add any

venom to this discussion, although he would be very well pleased

to do so if he could. But he would like to argue a little about the
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condenser part of the problem. He was very mucli relieved to

hear in Mr. Waldron's discussion that he had not found it essential

from a financial standpoint to go into 29, 30, 31 and 32 inches

of vacuum—28 inches was good enough for him. If that was so, of

course it would follow that it would be well to consider whether the

surface condenser was as desirable an investment as Mr. Hodgkinson

had argued. They learnt from his data that there was a gain,

of three or four per cent, when the vacuum was increased by one

inch. Whether a gain of three or four per cent, on the total coal

consumption would pay for the trouble of running a double cylinder

dry-air pump and the cost of buying a surface condenser was a

question, and he very much doubted that it would. In the case of

his own turbine, which was of 700 to 800 horse-power, he had paid

for the condenser installation, not to exceed $650 for the entire

installation—not including the time of one man for two weeks to

erect it—as against several thousand dollars, the best price he

could get on any type of surface condenser and dry-air pump

arrangement. The vacuum guaranteed was 28 inches. He spoke of

the injector type of condenser, of course. He believed the injector

condenser was more desirable for the ordinary case, especially for

mill work, than the surface condenser, on account of its cheapness.

The turbine was peculiarly satisfactory in combination with the

injector condenser, because it did not admit air to itself in operation ;

it had no valve-stems or piston-rods to leak air into the vacuum.

Under these conditions a Wheelock, a Bulkley, or a Schutte

condenser would any one of them give very nearly all the vacuum

there was, if put up without leaks in the connecting-pipe and

joints.

He remembered that nearly eighteen years ago Mr. Jerome

Wheelock impressed it upon him—in 6j)position to his theoretical

training—that it was desirable to have a very large exhaust pipe

as compared with current practice, where one was exhausting to the

atmosphere; and, on the contrary, one might get along with-

a

much smaller exhaust pipe than was customary if exhausting to a

condenser. And Mr. Wheelock, when he built the Chicago City

Eailway engines, provided very large atmospheric exhaust-pipes

—
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pipes that Lad an area between three and four times tlae area through

the exhaust valve ; and his engine, it would be remembered, was

always the most economical of its day, so long as he lived.

lie had had some experience with the Bulkley condenser, as

applied to Wheolock engines. In one case the low-pressure cylinder

would naturally have a 12-inch exhaust pipe and condenser. It

was to supplant an old engine where there had been an 8-inch

exhaust pipe and condenser. The exhaust pipe was a very long one

—not less than 60 feet in length. He left this 8-inch pipe and

condenser in place just to prove to the owner that it would not do,

and he found to his surprise that he had 13 lbs. of vacuum realized

inside the low-pressure cylinder with that 8-inch exhaust pipe on a

225 horse-power Wheelock engine. He rigged up a mercury

column, connecting it at the condenser and at intervals along the

exhaust pipe, and finally into the bottom of the exhaust chest ; and

the greatest difference registered between the vacuum at the condenser

and at the chest was not over one-eighth of an inch. Again, he

built an engine several years ago which had rather a small exhaust

valve. It was a high-speed engine that would give from two to two

and a half lbs. back-pressure upon exhausting into the atmosphere,

while it would give a pressure in the cylinder when exhausting

into the condenser that was hardly different from that in the

condenser itself.

For these reasons, or rather experiences, he believed that the

modern turbine theory was wrong where it claimed it was necessary

to have these relatively enormous exhaust pipes, if a low vacuum was

to be realized in the turbine itself. For example, the Curtis turbine

was seen to open out at the bottom of the casing with a connection

as big as the top of the condenser to which it was attached. He had

on his own turbine an inlet pipe only 5 inches diameter, but an

exhaust pipe opening with a diameter of 20 inches. Mr. Bulkley

told him that a 12-inch exhaust pipe should be large enough, and he

had actually provided a 16-inch pipe.

In other words, he believed there was some element of the

resistance to steam passing into a vacuum that was not covered by

the mere consideration of the rapidity of flow of the steam over the
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surface of the pipe. Although it was true that if one carried the

steam vacuum down from a medium to a very low vacuum, the

volume of the steam would very rapidly increase, his point was that

they knew by practical experience that the friction of the steam in

passing through the exhaust pipe was not increased in the same

direct proportion.

Professor Jacobus said that there was one thing which seemed

remarkable on examining the four Papers on the Steam-Turbine.

This was that if they took the figures given for the water

consumption of the De Laval, Eateau, and Curtis wheels and

compared them with the results obtained for corresponding powers

and pressures in the tests of the Westinghouse-Parsons turbine, they

would find that they were practically the same. Of course, there

were differences, but these differences were within what might be

expected between the tests of various wheels of the same make. It

would, therefore, seem unwise to trust too much to any refined

theory in predicting which of the wheels should be the most efficient,

and it would also appear that Professor Eateau was on dangerous

ground when he said that one class of wheel was at least 20 per cent,

lower in efficiency than another. AVhere the figures for economy

were as close as those given in the Papers, it was best to decide

which was the best wheel for a given line of work by noting the

results obtained in practice, and not to lean too much on theory.

Mr. Henry L. Doherty wished to urge the speakers to keep to

the subject of Steam-Turbines. He thought that there were many

men in the hall who were interested in hearing the broad ground of

Turbines discussed. He had just arrived after a twenty-four hours'

trip from New York simply to hear these Papers discussed. He

would like to say regarding Mr. Kerr's Paper that he regretted to

see a tendency to change from the old efficiency of rating. He was

afraid that would tie them to a steam-turbine or a steam-engine,, and

they needed a rating that applied to all sorts of prime movers. The

internal-combustion engine he believed would soon be on a basis where,

considering the available heat that it might use, it would have an
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efficiency of over 100 per cent. They would have to have one basis

for tliat and another basis for the steam-engine.

Another thing he was anxious to sec was a classification of steam-

turbines along rational lines. There were perhaps two types of

steam-turbines ; the others were mixtures of those two general types.

The problem that was facing them was, first, the transformation of

the heat of combustion to potential energy. Then the transformation

of that potential energy to kinetic energy of fluid velocity, and then

transform the latter, which he would term kinetic energy, to dynamic

energy. In the Do Laval turbine the process went on with three

distinct steps, while in the Parsons turbine it went on simultaneously.

He thought that there were many there who were very anxious

to know about the broad features of the steam-turbine without regard

to the manufacturer's interests, and especially the relation of the

steam turbine to the other prime movers.

Mr. H. H. Sdplee wished to make a brief remark in regard to

what Professor Bull had said. Professor Bull spoke about the fact

that they were only beginning to know about steam jets. Last

summer ho had the privilege of discussing this subject somewhat

with Professor Stodola in his laboratory at Zurich. He had already

published his book—which the speaker believed was the best book that

had been written on the subject—and Professor Stodola told him that ho

was still conducting a large number of experiments on the behaviour

of steam jets with diverging and converging nozzles, and that the

things he found out were surprising him very much indeed. There

was no doubt that there were many eddies and swirls in steam, just

as they might see them in a stream of water, only they could not see

them in the steam ; and Professor Stodola told him that he felt

with all his experience that it was altogether too early to formulate

any definite theory about the behaviour of steam jets, and that he

was not exactly groping, but he was working to find out additional

data. He thought it would be a great mistake, in view of his work,

to assume that they knew all about steam jets.

Mr. George W. Colles said that there were a great many

interesting questions in regard to steam-turbines, and almost everybody
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seemed to be interested in them. A great many people appeared to be

building them, besides the four types that they had heard discussed,

although those were the only types that were on the market now.

He was not an expert in steam-turbines, but he wanted to bring

forward a few points that had occurred to him, and then have the

experts answer them if they would. The first was friction in steam-

turbines. It had been said in one of the Papers that the impulse

type of turbine, wherein the steam was expanded completely in one

nozzle, had the great objection that the high velocity produced much

friction against the sides of the nozzles and thereby detracted much

from the efficiency. The De Laval people, of course, might retort

against the Parsons-Westinghouse form of turbine that in that form,

although they had not the high velocity, they had a very great

amount of surface exposed to the steam, which amounted to the same

thing so far as reducing the efficiency was concerned. But the main

.
question was this : What became of the work that was lost in friction ?

In general, they said it was dissipated in heat, but in this case he

could not see where that heat went unless it went into the steam

which was passing through the turbine, to be reconverted, in part at

least, into work. It could not therefore be considered as a dead loss.

If the steam was superheated at the start to such a degree that, given

a perfect adiabatic expansion without friction, it reached the condenser

without condensation, then with the friction its temperature would be

so raised that it would be higher at the condenser, and therefore some

ieat would be lost. But even in that case all the heat of the friction

would not be lost, because they were not expanding adiabatically,

but more nearly isothermally, and an isothermal curve gave a greater

amount of work than an adiabatic curve for a given degree of

expansion. If, however, the expansion began from a condition of

saturation and was adiabatic, there was a considerable amount of

condensation which would be wholly or partly prevented by the rise

of te^mperature caused by internal friction. In this case, therefore,

the internal friction acted precisely like superheating, to increase,

not diminish, the real efficiency of the machine ; with this difference,

perhaps, that the friction method involved no inconveniently high

temperature or special apparatus. Hence, it would seem that it
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mattered little whether they expanded in one or several stages so far

as the friction loss was concerned. In fact, this seemed to him an

argument rather in favour of the multiple-stage-expansion turbine,

because here the only place where a sensible quantity of friction-heat

could bo wasted was in the last of several stages, and the percentage

of lost heat was diminished correspondingly.

Another important question related to the erosion of the buckets

or vanes referred to by Mr. Lea in his Paper (page 707). Mr. Lea

suggested a number of more or less indirect causes for this wear

:

chemical action, oxidation, abrasion by solid particles in the steam,

and electricity ; but why need they search so remotely for what lay

very much nearer at hand'? He had seen today a very common

process, a cold steel plate cutting through a cold steel rail, which

latter was so hard that a file and cold-chisel could hardly touch it

;

yet the plate went through it in a very few seconds. The plate was

presumably not sensibly harder than the rail, and it had no teeth,

sharp edges or grit to aid it. In short, it was a simple process of

abrasion of a harder metal by a softer, or a metal abrasion by

frictional contact, aided by heat. Now he could not see in what

respect the abrasion of metal by steam at high temperatures and

velocities diflfered from these, more especially in the light of the

molecular theory of physics and the many demonstrations they have

of it. Taking another example, a current of air or of the same steam

would, as they knew it would, evaporate water or mercury in contact

with it, or, in other words, carry away particles of the surface with

which it came in contact ; why should it not evaporate in a like

manner hard metal in contact with it, though, of course, requiring a

much greater temperature and velocity to make itself felt ? If this

was the fact, there were two important deductions, namely, first, that

it was useless to seek to prevent the erosion by purification of the

steam or otherwise, and second, that the erosion could be prevented

only by using lower temperatures and velocities, which again was a

point in favour of the multiple-expansion turbine, as opposed to the

De Laval type.

A confirmation of this theory as to the cause of erosion lay in the

facts, first, that the greatest erosion seemed to take place in the
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De Laval turbine (where all tlie work was performed in a single

expansion), and second, that the wear (as stated by Mr. Lea) affected

only the steam inlet side of the buckets, where, as a matter of fact,

the velocity was greatest with respect to the wheel.

There was one thing that the De Laval people seemed to have

overlooked in discussing Mr. Hodgkinson's Paper. It was stated

(page 633) substantially that the ideal turbine (meaning the De
Laval turbine) was essentially a refined form of that built by Branca

in 1629. This seemed to be hitting the De Laval turbine pretty

hard. Some years ago when it first came out, it was hailed as an

original and ingenious invention. Now, he had no doubt that Dr.

De Laval did invent something, but as a matter of curiosity they

would probably all be interested to hear from the De Laval people

as to what that something was. This was, besides, not simply a

matter of curiosity, as there were a good many people who would

like to know what the De Laval patents stand for, and how much

ingenuity they must exert to get around them.

Mr. Ales. Dow, speaking from the point of view of the man
who bought turbines, said that he bought them for the same

reason that their makers manufactured them, namely, because he

thereby expected to make money. He expected to buy more turbines.

He believed there were more results to be had for a dollar in that

form than in the form of the reciprocating engine. From the same

standpoint he had to say that he thought the turbine was now

suffering seriously from its friends. It was being afflicted with too

much theory and too many straps. It was a little trying to a man
who believed in turbines to be told that, in order to get the work

out of them, he must install a condensing equipment which involved

more study and possibly more expense than the turbine itself. He
questioned that statement ; in his own practice he was not installing

such equipment. The theory of the high vacuum was correct, but

there was not enough money in it.

Coming down to the practical question as to what was necessary

to run a turbine successfully, he believed first of all they must have

a good turbine. There were, at least, three types on the market in
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this country that were good machines. The question as to whether

ono of them was more economical by a pound of steam than the

other, was a question which would stand for an infinite amount of

argument here, but must bo settled by each purchaser on financial

considerations. The tri2)le rcciju-ocating engine was more economical

than tho cheaper single non-condensing engine, but it had not yet

run the latter out of the market. There was a market for both

types. There would be a market for several types of turbine and

for several economies.

In his business, which was the electric business, reliability was all-

important. They had in their turbine equipments up to the present

time sacrificed a great deal to reliability. The complication of a

condenser equi^^ment with a so-called dry air pump was one that

they might recommend to their Board of Directors, on the ground of

reliability thereby secured. But in recommending it they said,

under their breath, that it would merely let the operating engineer

be somewhat lazy in looking for leaks. He did not think it was

needed under normal conditions. He was not putting in a dry air

pump equipment. In his official opinion the dry air pump was a

concession to the demand for reliability of service. Unofficially,

and as an engineer, he looked upon it as a concession to the slackness

of the operating man and to the inefficiency of the ordinary air

pump. They were inclined in these latter days to forget that an air

pump should be an air pump. They sometimes thought that its

chief function was to remove the water of condensation, and the

demand of the turbine engineers for a high vacuum should recall to

their memories that the name " air pump " should mean exactly

what it said.

He believed the turbine would continue to be successful in

service. He believed that they would continue to buy turbines, and

that they would install them with comparatively simple condensing

equipments. He believed that they would presently rediscover the

fact that they could get satisfactory commercial results in a

condensing plant by making all tho everyday points in the game

of good steam practice. He did not believe that in all cases they

needed big condensers. He was sure that in many cases the ejector
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coudeuser, as recommendecl by Mr. Rockwood, woiald answer the

purpose. There was no qnestion that the ejector condenser with a

sufficient supply of water was reliable, and it was certainly cheap.

It was not so well known and appreciated in the United States as it

should be. In many cases the syphon condenser was desirable, but

in other cases it had not been entirely acceptable, because of the fact

that it depended for its comparative efficiency upon the utilization of

the vacuum for lifting the water. Any disturbance of the electric

service tended to a sudden disturbance of that vacuum, which might

initiate a sequence of troubles ending in the entire loss of vacuum

and interruption of service. In practice it had been found necessary

in certain classes of electric work to run the circulating pumps for

syphon condensers at the speed which would deliver sufficient water

without the assistance of the vacuum. This would not be necessary

in ordinary commercial work. In other cases the dry air pump had

been added to the syphon condenser, especially to obviate this

possibility of lost vacuum due to a sequence of disturbances initiated

in the electrical system.

He thought that in turbine practice in the future they would

most frequently use a surface condenser, and in many cases woTild

necessarily do so, and that they would be able to obtain the desirable

extra inch or two inches of vacuum without the cost and trouble of a

complex installation. First, they would use feed water which was

free from entrained air or gases in solution. Feed water, particularly

when it was taken from the jerated discharge of a syphon or jet

condenser, contained much air and other non-condensable gas. If it

were sent to the boiler through a closed system of piping the non-

condensable gas must escape through the turbine, and be accounted

for by the condenser and air pump. If, on the contrary, the feed

water was simmered or boiled in an open heater, much of this non-

condensable gas could be got rid of. Second, they required tight

piping. As he had said before, they far too often saw the dry air

pump making good the negligence in the care of the piping system.

"

Third and last, they must use air pumps with small clearance, and

of a design that did not mix the vapour with the water. These three

lliingfi together would in most instances secure without difficulty the

3 B
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26 or 27 iucLcs, wbicli ropresontcd good condcnBcr practice, and

with a reasonable increase in condenser surface would secure the

28 inches that the turbine engineers asked for, and which certainly

was desirable with turbines. He believed in the turbine for the

causes ho had assigned. There was money in it for the man that

had to run it. He did not think it was yet in its final form. He

thought that all three types of turbine described would go on

together, and that out of them their future practice, certainly in

electrical work, would arrive at a standard.

Mr. Francis Hodgkinson said that he felt some justification in

the selection of the Pelton type of wheel for the ideal turbine

element, firstly, because it consisted of a single bucket element and

a single nozzle element, and secondly, it more nearly approached

permitting a complete reversal of the operating fluid, and if this was

attained, the spent fluid had no component parallel with the axis as

was generally the case with all steam-turbines.

With regard to Mr. Meden's remarks (page G79) on the strength

of revolving wheels, he thought that while the strength of structures

of material might be considerably less limited than the strength of

the materials themselves, nevertheless, the strength of the structures

must certainly have some limit, and he thought most engineers

would be considerably exercised if they were called upon to design a

wheel, say 10 feet in diameter, to have a peripheral speed of say

2,000 feet per second. In reply to Mr. Meden's question on the

subject of the experiments with nozzles (page 679), he would say

that the steam was maintained as closely as possible "dry saturated,"

by having a receiver of relatively large capacity immediately in the

rear of the nozzle, before entering which the steam was throttled to

give the desired initial pressure for the nozzles. A small quantity

of water was allowed to remain in the receiver, which would be

picked up, supposing the steam to be heated by being wire-drawn

through the valve.

He rather thought Professor Storm Bull was right in his criticism

of the words " impulse " and " impact." However, these two words

did not appear to the author to describe particularly well either of
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the conditions. Tliey said, for instance, that a gas-engine received

an " impulse " every so many revolutions, from which it was inferred

that the action was not continuous and that work was done in

" impulses," which seemed to him was an entirely different sense to

what was intended in the proj)erly constructed turbine bucket.

Nevertheless, he thought Professor Bull was right, and he would

have been glad to change the text of his Paper in this respect.

Regarding his own discussion on steam jets, he did not intend to

convey the idea that their behaviour was understood. As had been

pointed out by two members in discussion, there were all kinds of

eddies and swirls that rendered observations most confusing. His

object was to show the general underlying principles made use of in

the design of nozzles, and to show by means of a theoretical design

the reason for the divergence which was frequently not understood

by engineers not familiar with turbines.

Of course, they did not know very much about skin friction in

turbines. Its effect, as pointed out by Mr. Colles (page 689), must

result in the heat thus generated being returned to the operating

fluid. If the turbine was a single stage turbine, then this heat was

notwithstanding lost. If, however, it was multiple stage, then it

would seem that this heat would not be entirely lost except in the

last stage.

It was probable that frictional losses in turbines varied with a

higher exponent than the square of the relative velocities. The
number of stages in a turbine, designed to work between given

pressure limits, varied substantially inversely as the square of the

velocity employed. Therefore, it would seem that by increasing the

number of stages in a turbine, the frictional losses would decrease

more rapidly than the increase of surface. This would seem an

additional reason for favouring the multi-stage type to that pointed

out by Mr. Colles.

Regarding Mr. Colles's remarks (page 691), he was sorry to

have conveyed the least impression of stating that Dr. De Laval had-

invented nothing. While he thought he was correct in stating

that the De Laval turbine was a refined form of the Branca wheel,

the degree of refinement involved, however, was very great.

3 B 2
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Tho (Hfllculties overcome, that bad been pointed out in tbe Paper

by Messrs. Lea and Medeu (page C07), bore witness to tbe progress

made. Tbe developments, as shown by tbe invention of the divergent

nozzle ; the construction of tbe disc and buckets ; the employment

of a flexible shaft, and the remarkable work done by the De Laval

gears, demanded the admiration of engineers.

{For fmllier Disdiufdon on this mhjcct, sec pfir/es 713-714
;

784-735 ; ami 780-785.;
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THE DE LAVAL STEAM-TURBINE.*

By Mk. E. S. lea, Member, A.S.M.E., of Tkextox, New Jersey,

AND Mk. E. MEDEN.

The fundamental principles of the De Laval Steam-Turbine

are clearly shown in Fig. 1, Plate 81. It is a pure impact turbine,

with a single turbine wheel, carrying one row of buckets, to which

the steam is delivered in free jets at the highest possible velocity.

These steam-jets come from stationary nozzles, tapered so as to

increase their cross-sectional area toward the outlet end of the

nozzle, and so calculated that the steam, before leaving the

nozzle, has fully expanded down to the pressure prevailing in the

exhaust chamber of the turbine, and has assumed a correspondingly

high velocity, so that its whole p,vailable energy has been transformed

into kinetic energy.

The velocity of the steam-jets varies considerably, owing to

change in pressure of the steam before entering the nozzles, to

varying exhaust pressure, and to a greater or less degree of moisture

or superheat in the steam. The lower limit of this velocity found

in general practice might be considered as about 2,000 feet per

second, which is obtained at a steam pressure of about 45 lbs. per

square inch, at an exhaust pressure equal to the atmospheric pressure,

* For further discussion of this topic, consult " Transactions, A.S.^I.E.," as

follows :

—

" Note on the Steam Turbine," by J. B. Webb, vol. s, page 680.

"De Laval Steam Turbine," by W. P. M. Goss, vol. xvii, page 81.

" Steam Turbine," by R. H. Thurston, vol. xxii, page 170.

" Steam Turbine from Operating Standpoint," by F. A. Waldron, vol. xxiv,

page 990.
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and with steam containing 10 per cent, of moisture. The upper

limit is found to be about 4,400 feet per second, at a steam pressure

of 200 lbs. per square incb, at 27*5 inches vacuum, with the steam

superlieated 200° F. The velocity of the steam will determine the

conditions under which a maximum of the transformation of the

Bteam-jcts' kinetic energy into useful mechanical work can be

reached, these conditions being the same as for impact water

turbines.

The nozzle angle, or the angle of the steam nozzle with relation

to the plane of the wheel, should be as small as possible. A certain

mathematical relation should exist between the nozzle angle, the

velocity of the steam-jet, the peripheral velocity of the turbine

wheel, and the inlet angle of the buckets. The outlet angle of the

buckets should be the smallest possible. Practical considerations

limit to a certain degree the attainment of proper angles for the very

best efficiency. Thus, in the De Laval turbine, a nozzle angle of

20° has been established for all sizes of the turbine, the inlet and

outlet angles of the buckets are made alike, and are 32' for smaller

sizes, 36' for larger sizes. With these angles fixed, and taking into

consideration the thickness of the buckets, it will be found that the

best theoretical peripheral velocity of the turbine wheel will be

about 950 feet per second for a steam-jet velocity of 2,000 feet per

second, and about 2,100 feet per second for a jet velocity of 4,400

feet per second.

Contrary to popular belief, there are no reasons, either theoretical

or practical, to prevent the building of a safe turbine wheel, with a

peripheral velocity as high as 2,100 feet per second ; only economical

reasons have put a limit to it. In the turbines that have been built,

the actual peripheral velocity varies between about 1,400 feet per

second in the larger sizes, and about 500 feet per second in the

smaller sizes. In comparison with existing machinery and other

types of steam-turbines, these velocities are exceedingly high, and

have necessitated the solution of some very interesting theoretical

problems, such as the calculating of the strains in wheels revolving

at high speeds, determination of flexible shafts suitable for carrying

these wheels, etc. These theories would occupy too much space toi
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cuumcratc lierc, and as they liavo bocu published in the technical

literature, they have been omitted. The authors woidd especially

refer to a book on the steam-turbine, viz. " Die Dampfturbinen und

die Aussichten der Warmekraftmaschinen," by Dr. A. Stodola, of

Ssvitzerlaud, where, apart from slight inaccuracies, the said theories

have been published in an exhaustive and able manner. This book

is now being translated into English by Dr. Lewis C. Loewenstein,

Instructor in Mechanical Engineering at Lehigh University, and

will be published in about two months. This book also contains

that part of thermodynamics dealing with the outflow of steam

through nozzles, and the determination of expanding steam-nozzles,

as well as the efficiencies obtainable from the work of the steam-

turbines.

The diameters of the turbine wheels are such, in relation to the

given peripheral velocities, that the speeds run from 10,600

revolutions per minute for the largest size, to 30,000 revolutions per

minute for the smallest size. The speeds are reduced approximately

10 to 1, by helical gearing, giving driving shaft speeds of 900 to

3,000 revolutions per minute. A single gear-wheel is provided in

the smaller types. Fig. 2 (page 700), and in the larger sizes they

are double, Fig. 3 (page 701). If the larger types were single

geared, the pressure in the pinion bearings, due to the pressure

between the teeth of the gear and the pinion, would be too great

at these speeds ; therefore, the gears are made double so that half

the load is taken by each wheel, the gear pressure on one side of the

pinion balancing the pressure on the other side, thus eliminating the

pressure in the pinion bearings.

The characteristic high velocities of the principal parts of the

De Laval turbine also create some interesting practical problems.

The turbine wheel itself will be first considered which is shown

in section Fig. 4 (page 702). The wheel is designed with a factor

of safety at normal speed of about 8, and the radial and tangential

stresses due to the centrifugal force constant throughout the wheel.

The profile of the wheel is a logarithmic curve asymptotic to the

radial axis of symmetry of the wheel section. The buckets, which

arc inserted into milled slots in the rim of the wheel, when actuated
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FiO. 2.—LiO-J/.P. Turbine Ihjiumo.
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Fig. 3.—300-i/.P. Turbine.
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by contiifugul forco, loiul the solid wlicol body at its outer i)crli>bery

to an amount ocpiiil to tbu contrifiigal stresses iu tbe body. The

stresses vary with the stjuarc of the speed, aud with iuereasiug

speed they will gradually increase to a point where the wheel will

burst.

Fig. 4.

l)c Laval Turhine Wheel.

In spite of speed-regulating mechanism and safety stops, a motor

of any kind might race, as all regulating devices are liable to

derangement, and safety stops, which as a rule are seldom used,

sometimes fail to operate. This, of course, applies also to steam-

turbines. It is therefore necessary to provide means for the

prevention of serious damage. In the De Laval turbine this

protection is obtained by reducing the thickness of the wheel
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close to tlie periphery, wliicli naturally decreases the strength of

the wheel at this point, the stresses here being about 50 per cent,

higher than in the rest of the wheel. At normal speed the factor

of safety at this point of the wheel is about 5 ; consequently the

wheel will burst here at about double its normal speed, and in such

a manner that the rim holding the buckets is broken up into

pieces, which, on account of their small size, are unable to do any

damage to the wheel case. At the moment the rim leaves the wheel,

the stresses in the solid wheel body are considerably reduced, at the

same time the wheel becomes unbalanced ; and as the clearance

between the heavy hub of the wheel and the safety bearings in

the surrounding wheel casting is very small, the hub of the wheel

will come in contact with the latter, which efficiently act as a brake

on the wheel, and bring it to a stop in a short time, as with the

buckets gone, the steam has no effect whatever on the wheel.

Exhaustive experiments have verified these statements, it having

been found that turbine wheels without this decrease in section at

the outer periphery, having purposely been speeded up, would burst

through the centre in two or three heavy pieces, which, at the high

velocity, a wheel case of ordinary proportions would not resist.

Such pieces have been driven through an experimental wheel-case of

steel castings, having walls 2 inches thick. With the wheels as

made, however, they are perfectly safe, and in the event of the

rim being stripped, no damage will result except to the wheel

itself.

As it is possible to design a turbine wheel for any radial and

tangential stresses, it might be asked why the wheels are not made

so strong that it will be impossible, with the available steam

velocities, to run them up to the bursting point. The reply to this

is, that it would be too expensive and not practicable to design the

rest of the turbine and connected machinery to run safely at a

corresponding speed.

In this connection we will consider the speed regulation

mechanism of the De Laval turbines. This consists of a common

centrifugal governor, actuating a throttle-valve in the steam-

supply lino of the turbine. With this the pressure can be closely
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coutrolled, but not entirely shut oflf; in most casoB, though,

sufficient to prevent the turbine going above its normal speed when

running light. This is esijccially true of turbines running non-

condensing. In condensing turbines operating with very high

vacuum, the passive resistances are sometimes extremely small, and

even if the governor-valve throttles the steam considerably below

the atmospheric pressure, the remaining pressure may be sufficient,

at no load, to increase the speed above the normal. To prevent this

speed increase, a second regulating mechanism is provided, the

purpose of which is to decrease the vacuum in the wheel case.

This apparatus consists of a small valve which is directly actuated

by the governor, but only after the governor-valve in the steam line

has been shut off. This valve either lets air into the wheel case,

decreasing the vacuum, or in such cases where the vacuum in the

condenser must be maintained for other machines, it admits air into

a regulating valve mechanism placed in the exhaust line of tlie

turbine. When air is let into this valve, it more or less shuts off

the communication between the wheel case and the condenser,

thereby raising the pressure in the wheel case, which then

increases the passive resistances of the wheel, and checks the

expansion of the steam in the nozzles, and, together with the steam

throttle-valve holds the speed within the normal limits. In case

of accident to the governor-valve mechanism, this air-valve will also

effectually prevent destructive racing.

The peripheral velocity of the gear wheels is about 100 feet per

second. The pinion is made of high-grade high-carbon crucible or

nickel steel. The gear wheels are made of soft steel of low carbon.

The teeth are carefully generated at an angle with the shaft centre

and the j)itch is very small, insuring a smooth contact with a

minimum amount of noise. The noise cannot be entirely eliminated,

but with great care in cutting the teeth, and giving close attention

to alignment and centre distances, it has been possible to reduce it

to a minimum and to a point where it is in most cases of no

consequence. The gears are continually lubricated, but with a very

small amouut of oil. If they get the proper amount of lubrication

and care is taken that no sharp grit, such as cement dust, coal dust,
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or the like, is allowed to enter thera, they will operate for many

years without visible wear. The gears are encased as much as

possible, to prevent the entrance of dxist or foreign matter. The

gear wheels were originally made of bronze, but it soon developed

that this material, as a rule, became crystallized after about two

years of continuous operation, when pieces of the teeth were broken

oflf and destroyed the gears. Steel gears have now been in operation

for about nine years, without showing any of the disadvantages of

bronze.

Little is to be said about the bearings. They are all lined with

white metal. The low-speed bearings for the gear shafts are similar

to bearings for electrical machinery of same speed, and are provided

with ring oilers. Pang oiling, on the other hand, has not proved to

be satisfactory for the high-speed bearings. The turbine wheel-

shaft usually vibrates slightly, which is communicated to the oil

rings ; they then refuse to follow the shaft, and consequently do

not furnish proper lubrication. It is also found that the

temperature of the oil in this case will increase too much, and

drip lubrication has been found more satisfactory, only a small

quantity of oil being required. With the high speed it is very

important that the lubrication should not be interrupted, as it takes

but a short time for the bearing to run hot. Wick lubrication has

so far proved the most reliable. It must, however, be arranged so

that the oil leaves the wick tube in drops, and with a sight glass

below the tube through which the amount of feed can be ascertained.

The oil is filtered by the wick, which ensures clean oil in the

bearing, and the oil will flow as long as any oil remains in the

tank. W^ith oil tanks of ample size there will not be much

attendance required. It seems, though, in the present advanced

stage, that opposition is sometimes met with in having this method

of lubrication used. The common sight -feed lubricator, with such

a small number of drops as are required, has the disadvantage of a

very small opening for the oil, so that a small amount of dirt

will suddenly interrupt the lubrication. The bearing will then

immediately heat. Any mechanical arrangement for forced

lubrication is in itself more or less apt to get out of order.
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It is all right for slow-speed machinery, which, in case of

interruption of the oiling, can run a considerable time on the

oil already supplied, and until the trouble can be discovered

and remedied ; but it is more or less uncertain for high-speed

apparatus.

It might be interesting to touch on the practical difficulties

which the Do Laval steam-turbine, like any other radically new

machine, was compelled to meet, after it had been put to work. The

turbine naturally had its troubles from defects due to faulty material

and workmanship, but these have been remedied. There have been

troubles with bearings becoming overheated. This was partly due

to faulty workmanship, but in many cases it can be ascribed to the

lubi'ication, either to failure in keeping the oil reservoir filled, or

else to the sight-feed lubricators, which in themselves might have

caused trouble. As more machines have been put on the market,

they have become more fully understood, and are therefore receiving

better attention ; conseq^uently these troubles have been gradually

reduced. Furthermore, there has been trouble with the buckets.

It has sometimes happened that one or more buckets have broken,

and come out of the turbine wheel, but without doing any further

damage. Generally the turbine, after losing a bucket, can be

continued in operation, as the turbine shaft is sufficiently flexible

to take care of the unbalancing, though it is best to take out the

turbine wheel and replace the buckets. The only explanation of

these troubles is that the buckets are subjected to vibratory strains

of more or less unknown origin, as their ability to withstand

centrifugal force and the action of the steam-jet is amply sufficient.

In the smaller sizes, below 100 horse-power, broken buckets have

been very rare. In the larger sizes, it has been somewhat more

frequent. Although the causes of bucket breakage are not yet

accurately determined, it has been possible to remedy the trouble

where it has occurred. One cause of the undue vibrations of the

buckets may have its source in the turbine wheel itself, which,

if not homogeneous, will, under action of the centrifugal force,

expand unevenly in different directions, thereby unbalancing and

causing vibration of the wheel at full speed. This trouble has
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been overcome by replacing the wheel. The buckets are also

subject to more or less wear due to the action of the steam. The

cause of this is also very difificult to determine. It may be that

the buckets are chemically affected and that thin films of oxide

are blown away by the steam, or it may be caused by mechanical

wear due to small solid particles coming with the steam, such as

rust, or scale from the pipes. It may also be due to some electrical

phenomena. However this may be, it is a fact that wear takes place,

and it is very doubtful that it can be entirely prevented. It has

been found in a few cases that buckets have been worn out in a year,

necessitating replacement. In other cases the wear has been very

slight, even after a run of four to five years. The wear afiects only

the steam inlet side of the buckets, and will only increase the steam

consumption to a slight degree. In tests made on a turbine of

100 horse-power, where the edge of the buckets had been worn away

about one-sixteenth inch, the steam consumption was about 5 per

cent, higher than with new buckets. The wheel and buckets are,

however, so designed that an insertion of a new set of buckets can

be easily made at a small cost.

In looking about for proper fields of usefulness, the De Laval

steam-turbine, in common with other steam-turbines, first developed

the direct connected electrical unit, no difficulty being met in

adapting both direct and alternating current generators for direct

connection to the gear shafts at their moderate speeds. In many

cases De Laval turbines can also be used, with advantage, for belt

transmission.

However, the field where the De Laval turbine is particularly

suitable is in connection with centrifugal pumps ; these pumps

require certain determined velocities to enable them, at a given lift

and water quantity, to give the best efficiency. With the De Laval

turbine it is easy to produce the most suitable velocities ; with the

small turbines, having one gear shaft, for all lifts from 15 feet to

150 feet, and with the large turbines, with two gear shafts, for lifts

from 40 feet to 300 feet. These velocities are often difficult to

obtain with other steam motors. Fig. 5, Plate 81, shows a 55 horse-

power single-stage turbine pump.
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For a greater lift llio centrifugal pump liaR been directly

connected to the liigb-speod turbine sbaft. Tbe pump wbecl will

tben revolve witb a velocity of 10,000 to 80,000 revolutions per

mimito, depending on tbo different bIzcs. Tbe pump wbecl will

naturiilly bo very Bmall, and will not produce any suction, but must

be fed witb auotber pump, wbicb is connected to tbe gear sbaft,

running at a considerably reduced velocity. Tbis latter pump sucks

tbo water and presses it into tbe bigb-speed pump wlieel, wbicb tben

gives tbe liigb i)7essure required. Pumps of tbis type bave been

made for lifts up to a normal bead of 850 feet on a single wbecl,

wbicb, at a decreased water quantity, can go up to 1,000 feet, tbe

small pump-wbeel giving an efficiency of about 64 per cent. Tbey

bave in some cases been made, and are in operation, as boiler feed-

pumps. A pump of tbis type is sbown in Plate 82.

Anotber field wbere tbe De Laval turbine is well adapted is for

direct connection to blowers for all pressures above 4 incbes of water,

for wbicb a blower can be practically built, tbe bigb velocity of

tbo turbine being particularly suitable for tbis purpose.

About tbe steam consumption it is difficult to make any general

statements. It varies for tbe same size turbine witb tbe steam

conditions, in about tbe same manner as for otber steam motors, but

tbe degree of variation can be considerably different for tbe various

sizes of turbines, dependent upon tbe diameter and speed of tbe

turbine wbecl. It may be sufficient to give bere a few diagrams

sliowing tbe steam consumption of different sized turbines under

more or less favourable conditions.

Fig. 7 sbows tbe result of a test of a 10-kIlowatt non-condensing

turbine dynamo. Tbe boiler steam-pressure is 140 lbs. per

square inch; steam dry saturated. Tbe curve I, II, III, IV gives

tbe steam consumption per kilowatt-bour witb all steam nozzles

open during tbe varying conditions of tbe load, tbe governor valve

alone baving to take care of tbis variation by tbrottling tbe steam

pressure. Tbe curve I-V sbows tbe steam consumption witb tbe

nozzles sbut off in proportion to tbe varying load. In tbis manner

tbe nozzles will be supplied witb steam of tbe full steam pressure at

all times.
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Fig. 8 (page 709) sliows a test mado ou a oO liorse-power stoam-

tiubine motor, condensing, with 25i incbcs vacuum, steam pressure

being 125^ lbs. per square incla above the governor valve. Steam ; dry

saturated. The four different curves show how the steam consumption

per brake horse-power varies with the varying load, with and without

regulating the number of nozzles opened.

Fig. 9 shows a test made on a 30 horse-power steam-turbine

motor, non-condensing, with different steam pressures above the

Fig. 9.

Numher of Nozzles varied to suit Steam Frensure.
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governor valve, with the nozzles suitable for the different steam

pressure. The curves rejiresent respectively 35, 50, 75, and 100 lbs.

boiler steam-pressure per square inch. The number of nozzles

opened have been varied according to the varying load.

Fig. 10 shows the result of a test made on a 300 horse-power

steam-turbine, steam pressure about 200 lbs. per square inch,

vacuum about 27 inches. The curve I, II gives the steam

consumption for dry saturated steam. The curve III, IV gives
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tlie consumption for superheated steam. The superheat varied

from 90' F. at maximum load to about 20^ F. at the smaller

loads.

Figs. 11 (page 712) and 12 (page 713) are curves from very

exhaustive tests made recently by Professors Kent and Denton, on

turbine pumps. These curves in themselves need no further

I
20

e
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Fig. 10.
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explanation. The curve in Fig. 11 is obtained from a pump shown

in Plate 82 ; the curve in Fig. 12 from a pump of the type shown

in Fig. 5, Plate 81.

In the foregoing, some frank statements have been made to

illustrate the difficult theoretical as well as practical problems

encountered, the solution of which has produced the present

successful De Laval steam-turbine.

3 o 2
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Fig. 11.
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Fig. 12.— Tests made on Turhine rump (Flute 81).
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Tlie Paper is illustrated by Plates 81 and 82, and by 9 Figs, in

the letterpress.

Ducussion.

Mr. Charles B. Eearick said that lie did not represent the

authors, but he wanted to make a remark or two that bore on the

De Laval machine, and he wished also to say something about the

question of condensers. On the question of condensers, he thought

the point of 26 inches vacuum being sufficient was very well taken,

but it would seem that the amount of vacuum was for the engineer

to determine. If ho had a condition where fuel was very low in cost,

it followed that he could afford to put in a plant at low cost and

sacrifice economy. On the other hand, if his fuel were comparatively

high, he could easily afford to spend a little more money for his

condenser. What was good in one case might not be good in
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(Mr. t'hiirlus U. litarick.)

another, ajul cacli case sliould bo dealt with iu reference to the

conditions under which the machine would operate, an to the cost of

fuel, cost of getting water for the condenser, and other points that

entered into the proposition. There was one point where the De

Laval turbine had made some progress, in which other turbines in

the field, in the United States, had not done anything. He regretted

that he had not any actual figures as to the number of De Laval

machines driving pumps in actual service today, but there were a

large number varying in size from 20 horse-power up to 225 horse-

power, and he believed they were building several at the present

time of 300 horse-power. They were particularly satisfactory for

centrifugal pump work, which should interest engineers in general,

since those pumps generally speaking were low in efficiency.

The speeds of De Laval turbine driving-shafts enabled higher

efficiencies for certain lifts than could be got at the lower speeds

obtained from engines. Some of these efficiencies were showing up

as high as 75 and 77, and some of the larger units that they were

building were expected to give as high as 80 per cent. He had

seen actual tests of 75 and 76 per cent, made by prominent engineers,

Professors Denton and Kent conducting them.

(For further Discussion on this suhject, see panes 678-09G
;

734-735 ; and 780-785.)
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THE CURTIS STEAM-TURBINE.*

By Mk. W. L. R. emmet, Member, A.S.M.E., of gcHEXECTADY, New York.

Most of the members present are more or less familiar with the

general character of the steam-turbines of Parsons and De Laval,

which are the principal forerunners of the type to which this Paper

relates. These machines represent the opposite limits of possibility

in steam-turbine design, and a comparison of them is, therefore, very

interesting and suggestive in considering other methods.

The expansive force in steam is capable of imparting to the

steam itself very high velocities, and the problem which presents

itself to the designer of steam-turbines is to devise means by which

the velocities of moving jets or columns of steam may be made to

give uj) their work effectively to mechanical parts which run at

practical speeds.

In the De Laval turbine the total available power of the steam

is used in a single set of nozzles, and all the useful work obtained

is delivered by jets from these nozzles to a single circle of moving

buckets. In the Parsons turbine there are 30 to 40 circles of

* For further discussion on this topic, consult " Transactions, A.S.M.E." as

follows :

—

" Note on the Steam Turbine," by J. B. Webb, vol. x, page 680.

" De Laval Steam Turbine," by W. F. M. Goss, vol. xvii, page 81.

" Steam Turbine," by R. H. Thurston, vol. sxii, page 170.

" Steam Turbine from Operating Standpoint," by F. A. Waldron, vol. xxiv.

page 999.
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moving buckets aial stationary directing vanes. A small proportion

of the energy in steam is used in each set of stationary vanes to

impart velocity to the steam with the most eflfectivo direction. This

energy of motion is then in part given up to the next circle of

moving buckets. These turbines appeared at about the same time,

nearly twenty years ago. One does its work in one process and the

ether in many successive processes, but in spite of this wide

difference of method, both turbines at an early date produced good

results which are not widely different from each other in degree of

thermal economy.

It might be supposed that the existence of these results,

accomplished in such widely different manners, would have quickly

led to the development of otlier practical methods and to the earlier

introduction of the steam-turbine on a large scale, but in fact many

years elapsed before either of these turbines began to be very

extensively developed, and before any important new types made

their appearance. The Curtis steam-turbine, which has very

recently appeared, is the first radically new commercial machine

different in type from either the Parsons or De Laval machines. The

general purpose of the Curtis design is to produce results with a

reasonable number of simple parts and at moderate speeds, while

the Parsons turbine requires a very large number of small parts, and

the De Laval turbine employs excessively high speeds inapplicable

to mechanical purposes without the use of speed-reducing gearing.

Mr. Curtis's experiment on steam-turbines had been going on

for about four years before the General Electric Co. undertook to

build any machines for service. At the end of that period, and at a

time now about four years ago, the author first became connected

with the enterprise, being asked to express an opinion concerning the

value of the invention. Other engineers had reported unfavourably,

and the discontinuance of work was a possibility. The opinion

given was that the invention afforded great possibilities, particularly

in the matter of simplicity and economy of production ; that the

development of commercial machines was justified by the experiments

and should be begun at once, and that the development of high

degrees of steam economy was to be expected with further experience.
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This report led to the beginning of work on a Larger scale ;
the

first step being to build a 600-kilowatt unit, which was put into

operation at Schenectady in November, 1901. This machine was

built on the general lines previously considered by Mr. Curtis, with

a horizontal shaft and two stages with groups of wheels in separate

Fig. 1.
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casings. Tlie arrangement of buckets and nozzles was about as

shown in Fig. 1. Tests of the machine which were carried on for

some months showed very good results, which were published in the

author's Paper to the American Philosophical Society in April, 1902,

The success of this machine led to the undertaking of commercial

work on a large scale, and the experience so far obtained and a careful

study of mechanical possibilities led to the adoption for this new
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work of radically now mecbauical tlesigns, applied to bucket and

nozzlo arrangements similar to those previously used and first

recommended by Mr. Curtis. The first machines designed of this

new type wore a 5,000-kilowatt unit for the Chicago Edison Co. and

a 500-kilowatt unit, the first of which was installed at Newport, R. I.

Four machines from the former and about forty from the latter

design have up to the present time been installed.

These machines are built with shafts in a vertical position,

the total weight of revolving part being borne by a step-bearing

at the foot of shaft, and the shaft being steadied and aligned by three

bearings, one at the top of generator, another near the foot of

shaft, and a third between the generator and turbine. Many

reasons led to the adoption of this arrangement which involved

some untried features, but which afi'orded very great practical

advantages. A careful consideration of designs indicated that the

imtried features involved little risk of serious difficulty, and

experience has shown that this judgment was sound. Some of the

important advantages of the vertical shaft type are as follows :

—

The relative positions of revolving and stationary parts are

definitely fixed by the step-bearing.

The stationary part is symmetrical, easily machined, and free

from distortions by heat.

The shaft bearings are relieved from all strain, and friction is

practically eliminated.

The shaft is free from deflection, and can be made of any size

without reference to bearings which can be placed where convenient,

and operated with surface speeds which vronid not be practicable

with the horizontal arrangement.

These features make possible the use of a very short shaft, and

consequently the longitudinal spacing of moving and stationary

parts is very little aftected by temperature differences.

The turbine structure affords support and foundation for the

generator.

The cost of foundations is very small, and the solidity and

alignment of foundation is not of vital importance.

Much floor space is saved.
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All parts of tlie machine are conveniently accessible.

Failure of lubrication cannot injure the shaft or other expensive

parts.

Another new feature ot these designs is the arrangement of

valves, the turbine being governed by the successive opening of

steam-operated valves, which are independent of each other, but

which are all controlled by the centrifugal governor. With this

arrangement the speed control of the turbine is not dependent upon

the successful operation of all the valves, since the governor

automatically keeps open as many valves as the machine requires,

and in the event of trouble with one valve opens another to take

its place. The character of these first vertical shaft designs is

illustrated by the cross section drawing of Chicago machine, Fig. 2

(page 720). Most of the drawings of parts which are here given

show the designs which have been adopted in connection with later

machines, and do not apply to the machines at Chicago or others

of that date. The principles involved are, however, the same

in all.

In this Chicago machine there are two stages, each stage having

a single wheel which carries four rows of moving buckets. On the

stationary part there are three rows of stationary buckets opposite

each group of nozzles used. The shaft is in one piece from the

step-bearing to the top of the generator. The wheels are of cast-

steel mounted upon it with taper fits. The stages are separated

by a cast-iron diaphragm fitted with valves which are now operated

automatically, it being advantageous to maintain constantly a certain

pressure relation between the stages.

The step-bearing is shown by Fig. 3 (page 721) and consists of

two cast-iron blocks, one carried by the end of the shaft and the

other held firmly in a horizontal position, and so arranged that it

can be adjusted up and down by a powerful screw. The lower

block is recessed to about half its diameter, and into this recess oil

is forced with sufficient pressure to balance the weight of the whole

revolving element. The amount of oil required is small. About

5 gallons per minute is used in the 5,000-kilowatt machine, but

with a good alignment it could be satisfactorily operated with a
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Fig. 3.

—
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much loss amouut. The oil, after passing botvvcou the blocks of

step-boariug, wells upward aud lubricates a step-bearing supported

by the same casting. Tins whole structure is inside of the base,

and a packing is used between the oil chamber and the base, so that

oil or air cannot get into the vacuum chamber. A small steam-

pressure is maintained between the sections of this packing, in order

that these objects may be accomplished with certainty. In many

cases these same step-bearings have been operated with water

instead of oil, in which case no packing is necessary, the water

being allowed to pass into the base. In some of the latest designs

water will be used exclusively, the lower surface of step-bearing

being of wood and no jjacking being provided.

The extreme conditions to which these step-bearings are

subjected, and a complete lack of precedent for such designs led

at first to many doubts concerning the success of this feature.

Experience has, however, shown that these doubts were without

foundation. Practically no troubles or interruptions have resulted

from this cause, and the step-bearings have shown a ruggedness

and stability far beyond one's expectations. Many of these tui'bines

have been operated under more or less temporary conditions in

incompleted stations, and there have been many accidental stoppages

of step-bearing pressure while machines were running. In hardly

any cases have such stoppages caused even an interruption of service.

The step-bearing surface cuts immediately when lubrication is

stopped, but the metal from it is removed very slowly and it has the

power of re-establishing itself almost immediately when oil flow is

again started. It was expected that this condition would exist in

smaller machines, but it was not hoped for in larger machines, and

precautions were taken to provide accumulators and other auxiliaries

necessary for permanent maintenance of step-bearing pressure. In

spite of these fears and precautions, the step-bearing pressure has

through accidents failed five or six times in the Chicago Edison

plant, and all of the three machines now operating there are running

on step-bearings which have been subjected to such stoppages. In

no case has any harm resulted to the machines, and the bearings

have always operated just as well as if they were in a perfectly new
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condition. The policy in adopting the vertical design and putting

their dependence in the step-bearing was to put all their eggs in

one basket and watch the basket. They have now discovered that

very little watching is necessary. In the newer designs they are

providing a powerful brake-bearing on the lower surface of a chilled

iron ring carried by the lower wheel. This brake can be conveniently

operated from the outside, and can be used to take the whole weight

of the revolving part in case the step-bearing support should fail.

In ordinary operation the shoes of this brake will be set about

0*01 inch below the brake ring. It is thus in a position to receive

the revolving part in case the step-bearing support should fail.

Another and more imjjortant function of this brake is to stop the

machine when it is desired to do so. One of the 5,000-kilowatt

vertical shaft machines will run for four or five hours after the

steam has been shut off", unless load is put upon it or a brake is

applied.

One of the most important matters in all steam-turbine work is

the matter of balance, and the importance of good balance applies as

well to vertical turbines as to those that are operated in a horizontal

position. When the balance is good, the bearings on vertical turbine

shaft are practically free from strain or friction. It is possible

to operate these machines successfully with very considerable

imperfection balance, but a perfect balance is practicable, and

should be attained in every case.

Fig. 4 (pages 724-725) shows the connection of valve mechanism

to governor in one of the new 5,000-kilowatt turbines. Fig. 5

(page 726) shows one of the controlling valves used with this

arrangement. Each of these controlling valves oj)erates one or

more main valves which communicate with the first-stage nozzles.

This controlling valve is so designed that it always passes positively

from one of its seats to the other. No matter how gradually the

force is applied, it opens both ways on the principle of a pop safety-

valve. It is thus always firmly seated, and is free from the

deterioration which leakage would cause. The total number of

these valves required imposes a light load upon the governor, which

is made strong enough to give any desired accuracy of speed
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regulation witliout the possibility of lag or sticking. The controlling

valves on the earlier vertical-shaft turbines were actuated by electric

magnets. This mechanical arrangement is simpler and more

positive.

Figs. 7, 8, and 9 (pages 728-729, and 730) show a base for

supporting one of the 5,000-kilo\vatt turbines, which also performs

Fig. 4.

—

Part Plan of Valve Mechanism to Governor. 5,000-lni. Turbine.

the functions of a surface condenser. This combination has been

adopted in several of the newer designs ; among them the 2,000-

kilowatt unit, which is now installed at the St. Louis Fair. This

arrangement is adapted to the production of the best possible

vacuum with a given water supply, and also has the advantage of a

considerable saving of space. Two 5,000-kilowatt units equipped

with these condenser bases are now being installed for the Boston

Edison Co.

3 9
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Fig. 5.—ControUin<j Valve for Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6.
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Fig. 10 (page 731) shows the cross-section assembly of the 500-

kilowatt unit before mentioned. This machine is designed with two

stages and three rows of buckets per stage. Its general features and

characteristics are similar to those of the larger units, and need not

be separately described. This machine has been tested under a

variety of conditions at Newport, and has given results which
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Fig. 10 500-lw. Turbine.
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illustrato very well the advantages of the type. Among other tests

that were made, tLc maehiue was ojicrated on a rapidly changing

railway load, the momentary variations of load amounting to about

120 kilowatts. In one test the average load carried with this

fluctuation was 250 kilowatts, and the steam consumption was 24 • 4

lbs. per kilowatt-hour output with saturated steam. Another test

was run with similar fluctuations and with an average of 421

kilowatts. The steam consumption under this condition was 20*7

Iir. 11 Fig. 12.

Enlargement of Valve, Fig. 11,

lbs. o£ saturated steam per kilowatt-hour output. The best

reciprocating engine under conditions of the first test would probably

consume from 28 to 30 lbs. per kilowatt-hour.

The 5,000-kilowatt and 500-kilowatt two-stage machines are,

as already mentioned, designed in accordance with Mr. Cui'tis's

original concejitions, before they had the benefit of much study

and practical experience. After construction of these machines

had been begun, they became convinced that other arrangements of
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steam parts would be more advantageous, and began tlie design of a

new type, tlie construction of wbicb was well advanced before their

first experiences with tbe first type were obtained. Theory and

experiment indicated that they could obtain better economy from the

new design adopted, and it also affords the advantages of greater

simplicity and a better mechanical structure. These new machines

are ideally simple, with large clearances and practically no tendency

to distortion. No j)arts of them are subjected to heavy strains, and

no particular accuracy or thoroughness of workmanship is required

in any part. Machines of this type, which have very recently been

put into operation, have started without any trouble or interruption

and have given very perfect service.

After they had embarked upon the manufacture of a great number

of large turbines, and had already put into production this new type,

they began to receive reports of rapid advances in the turbine art

elsewhere. Large turbines of the Parsons type in Europe produced

high steam economies, and they began to meet in competition good

guarantees of steam economy with relatively low prices. The results

of tests on their first machines were, therefore, awaited with great

interest. They had good reasons for their belief concerning the

results which could be produced, but they were very slightly

supported by practical experience, and were dealing with a problem

which involved immense values.

There have been many delays in completing the first of these

now machines, and it has been necessary to interrupt tests in order

to meet customers' requirements, and mistakes and accidents in

steam plant have caused further delay in testing. They have

recently obtained accurate tests from this first new machine as

originally designed. The capacity of this machine is 2,000 kilowatts.

It operates a 6,600 v. 25 cycle generator at a speed of 750

revolutions per minute. It is tempoi arily installed in the General

Electric Company's power station at Schenectady, with a surface

condenser having 6,000 square feet of cooling surface. The following

are results obtained under difi"erent running conditions. The tests

on 12th March and on 11th May were made upon difierent machines

of similar design. Considering the different conditions, the results

are consistent-
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12th March. 11th May.

Load iu Kilowatts . . G:57 1000 2000 2270

Kevolutiona per niinuto 750 750 750 750

Gauge Pressure • loO ICO 155 100

Superheat . F. 215° 242° 242° 250°

Corrected Vacuum inches 28-2 28-9 28 73 21-1

Lbs. Steam per kw.-hour 2U-1 lG-3 15-3 10-2

Such analysis of results as tliey have been able to make indicates

that a different proportioning of certain parts will give a substantial

improvement.

The Paper is illustrated by 12 Figs, in the letterpress.

Discussion.

Mr. Feancis Hodgkinson said that Mr. Emmet's Paper was of

particular interest, insomuch that he described many features of the

mechanical construction of the turbine in which he was interested.

It was unfortunate, howey^r, that he had not furnished more records

of performance made under a variety of operating conditions, instead

of but one test on one machine, under what might be described as

elaborated conditions of operation, if not under what might be styled

a somewhat commercial condition—that is, 28 '73 inches vacuum and

242^ F. superheat. The results, however, seemed very excellent,

but the high vacuum and superheat should be reckoned with.
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In the speaker's own Paper he described a test made by Mr. F.

W. Dean under somewhat high operating conditions, although not as

hiigh as those described by Mr. Emmet. With 180" superheat and

28 inches vacuum, the steam consumption per brake horse-power

lour was 11-17. With the superheat 100^, it was 12-06 lbs. at

ilmost the same load. If they assumed the increase in economy due

;o superheat, between 180° and 240° to be at the same rate as between

100° and 180°, the result of 11*17 lbs. per brake horse-power hour

should be improved about 5 - 7 per cent. The increase of vacuum

xom 28 • 08 inches to 28 • 73 inches would improve the economy of a

iiVestinghouse-Parsons turbine about 2^ per cent. Allowing a

generator efficiency of 95 per cent, brought the result of this 400-

dlowatt turbine to 14-5 lbs. per kilowatt-hour, against Mr. Emmet's

jest result of 15-3 lbs. per kilowatt-hour with a 2,000-kilowatt unit.

{See also Discussion on pages 678-696; 713-714; and 780-785.)
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DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS OF STEAM-TURBINES.

By Trofessou A. RATEAU, of Paris.

One of tlio most interestinfr developments in Mechanical

ilngineeriug during the years 1902 and 1903 was the greatly

ixteuded use of steam-turbines. This development is the result of

ifforts which have been made by various people to increase the

ifficiency of turbines to such a point that they may compete

5ommercially with reciprocating engines. The author has been

)ccupied for more than fifteen years in the study of rotary engines,

uid he has already published several papers upon the subject. He
believes that, in presenting to the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers an account of the practical result of his labours upon

steam-turbines, he will contribute usefully to the study of this

Important question.

Although the principles which distinguish the different kinds of

turbines are well known, it may be useful to recall briefly their

distinctive characters in order that his own type of turbine may be

more easily distinguished. In common with all other steam-engines,

turbines transform into mechanical work the energy given out by

steam during its expansion from the initial pressure of admission to

the pressure at the exhaust. But whilst reciprocating engines effect

this transformation of energy by means of variation in pressure

of the steam, turbines can effect this transformation both by means
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of the pressure und by moans of the vel(jcity of the steam while

expanding The employment of the velocity only in each moving

wheel charactorisos the action or impulsion turbines, among which

may be cited the Do Laval and Curtis turbines, as well as that designed

by the author ; whilst the simultaneous employment of the velocity,

and partial use of the pressure characterise the re-action turbine,

of which the best known type is that of Parsons. Whatever may be

the method in which the steam acts in the turbine, the chief problem

consists in the employment, with good conditions of efficiency, of the

very great velocities attained by the steam in expanding. "When the

expansion takes place in one stage, as in turbines with a single wheel,

then the velocity of flow reaches, as is well known in a condensing

engine, a value which is usually above 3,600 feet per second. But in

order to obtain the maximum efficiency, the moving part of the

machine should have a relative velocity which is approximately

half that of the steam. As it is practically impossible to

construct turbine wheels suitable for running with a peripheral

velocity above 1,200 feet per second, the efficiency of turbines with a

single wheel is necessarily low, this being due chiefly to the necessity

for the employment of diverging inlet nozzles which give rise to

great losses of energy by friction and eddying. On the other hand,

angular velocities which correspond to these peripheral speeds

prevent the direct driving of dynamos, and render necessary

reduction gears of special and costly construction, which however

cannot be protected from excessive wear, and are exposed to

accidental breakage.

A consideration of these circumstances has induced inventors to

divide the expansion of the steam into successive stages, and thus to

produce turbines with multiple wheels, which are nothing but a

series of simple turbines mounted upon the same shaft and driven

successively by the same current of steam. This design of multiple

turbines is by no means novel. It will be sufficient to mention the

name of Tournaire, a French mining engineer, whose theoretical

description to the Academy of Science in 1853 of a re-action

turbine with multiple wheels is surprising when the description is

compared with the Parsons turbine brought into use 30 years later.
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Every simple turbine may be designed either as an impulse

urbine or as a re-action turbine. In the former kind the fall of

)ressure under which the simple turbine works takes place solely in

he distributor, whilst in the latter type the fall of pressure takes

)lace, not only in the distributor, but also in the moving wheel, so

hat in the latter type there is a higher pressure in the guide-vanes than

it the exit. Fig. 1 (page 740) represents the guide-vanes and the moving

ranes of an impulse turbine, in which it is supposed that the fall of

pressure is small enough at the vanes to render unnecessary the use

)f diverging nozzles as in the De Laval turbine. In the illustration

;he triangles of velocities are given at the entrance OAB, and at the

3xit OBC of the moving wheel. Similarly in Fig. 2 (page 740) are

shown the guide-vanes and the moving vanes of a re-action turbine,

md the triangles of velocities at the entrance OAB and at the exit OBC
3f the moving wheel are shown in the Fig. It is obvious fi'om these

illustrations that, by the mere inspection of the moving vanes, it is

possible to distinguish between an action turbine and a re-action

turbine. In the former type the vanes appear in transverse section in

the form of an arc of a circle with entrance and outlet angles practically

the same, whilst in the re-action tui-bine the cross section of the vanes

is in the form of a parabolic arc, the entrance angle being more or

less approximately 90" whilst the outlet angle is generally between

20° and 30°. Generally the vanes are increased in thickness in the

middle, so that the steam spaces between them have approximately

a constant transverse section for impulse turbines or decreasing

section for re-action turbines. If however they are made of plate

they may have a constant thickness as in 2, Fig. 1. In re-action

turbines it is important that the increase in thickness should be

suitably calculated, otherwise there will be an important loss of

efficiency. It is otherwise with the impulse turbine, in which the

efficiency is very little affected whether the vanes have a constant or

variable thiclaiess. In a given turbine with multiple wheels the

different simple turbines may be all designed in the same way, or

some may be designed in one way and some in another way to

produce a hybrid system.
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Drum Turbines and Multicellular Turhincs.—From another point

jf view, drum turbines may be distinguished from multicellular

burbines ; in the former type, of which the Parsons turbine is the best

known example, the moving vanes are fixed upon the periphery of a

3ylindrical drum ; in the latter they are fixed to the periphery of

(vheels more or less flat and separated from each other by diaphragms

tvhich divide the interior of the turbine into cells. The author's

turbine belongs to the latter type.

Fig. 3 (page 742) is a diagram of a drum turbine, and Fig. 4 a diagram

af a multicellular turbine. These two types have different properties,,

30 far as losses of steam are concerned. In the multicellular action-

turbine leakage of steam can only take place through the play c.

Fig. 4, which exists between the shaft and the ring of the fixed

diaphragm which surrounds this shaft. In the re-action drum

turbine, on the contrary, leakage may take place : 1st, around the

moving wheels in a, Fig. 3 (by reason of the re-action) ; and 2nd, in b

through the play between the guide-vanes and the moving drum.

The first leakage can be suppressed, if desired, by making the wheels

work by impulsion instead of by re-action, but then the second

leakage between the fixed vanes and the moving wheel attains it&

maximum. It is because of this leakage at the periphery of the

drum that turbines of the Parsons type require the most accurate

workmanship. It is easy to understand that a play of some tenths

of a millimetre is sufficient, at least upon the high pressure side, to

produce a cross-sectional area of the leakage passages equal to that

of the admission passages between the distributing vanes ; if by

specially exact workmanship the cross section of the leakage passages

is made very small, it is to be feared that after some years of use

the wear of the parts, either by friction of the moving parts against

the fixed parts or by the action of the steam, will increase the cross

section of the leakage passages and so cause a notable decrease in the

efficiency of the machine.

In multicellular turbines the leakage, being confined to the

periphery of the shaft, is reduced in proportion to the radii of the-

shaft and the drum ; and moreover, ti'iction being less to be feared at

a place where the relative velocities are smaller, the play may be
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Escape of Steam and Longitudinal TJirust in Turbines.
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reduced to the absolute minimum. la practice, tliis play is not

given any j^recise value. The machine is built with practically no

play round the shaft, and when started the machine itself makes

sufficient play to turn without touching the internal rings of the

diaphragms.

Friction of (lie Moving Parts on the Steam.—It would appear

probable that mixlticellular turbines produce relatively large losses,

by friction of the moving parts upon the steam owing to the large

surface of the moving wheels. This is however not the case. From-

tests which the author has made to determine the law of friction, and

also from the results of experiments made upon complete machines,

it has been found that frictional losses represent only from 2 to 4

per cent, of the normal power developed by the machine. These

figures apply to turbines with an output exceeding 500 horse-power,

and are comparable with those obtained in drum turbines, in which

the friction of the moving vanes themselves must be added to that

of the cylindrical surface of the drum and of the balancing pistons.

Turbines with Groups of Wlieels.—Another type of turbine which

may really be considered as belonging to the impulse class is being

built upon a large scale, and is known under the name of Curtis. In

this type, instead of using upon a single moving wheel the velocity of

discharge of the steam leaving the distributor, it is used upon

several wheels arranged in series in order to diminish the velocity

gradually. The principle upon which the Curtis turbine is

designed has been described in 1890 by Mr. Mortier in a discussion

which took place after a Paper had been read by the author upon

steam-turbines in general and upon the Parsons turbine in

particular.*

The type which has been described as having a group of wheels

possesses the notable advantage of allowing a great reduction in the

speed of rotation for wheels of the same diameter and of the same

* See Comptes Eendus de la Societe de riadustrie Minerale a St. Etienne.

Meeting of 12 April 1890.

3 E 2
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number. It woukl tboreforo bo proferreil to all others if it had not,

in tho author's opinion, the grave defect of preventing a sufficiently

high efficiency being attained. It is easy to see that, owing to the

great velocity of flow of tlio steam in tlie first wheels, the losses of

energy by friction and eddying are very great, reaching such a value

that tho second wheel develops less power than the first, and the

third wheel and tho fourth, when more than two are used, act

more like brakes than prime movers. The Curtis turbine, as

originally constructed at tho Fisk Station in Chicago, had groups

of four wheels, but the process of evolution reduced these to groups

of three and then to groups of two wheels. Even with such a

reduction in the number of wheels in a group the efficiency,

according to calculation, is still at least 20 per cent, lower than

that obtainable with the multicellular turbine which has only one

wheel per cell. The author therefore ventures to think that the

Curtis type of turbine will disappear, as in the process of evolution it

will become the multicellular type pure and simple.

Description of the Bateau Turbine.— Since 1894 the firm of Messrs.

Sautter-Harle of Paris, with the assistance of the author, has been

experimenting upon the construction of steam-turbines. The first

turbine constructed had only a single moving wheel, like the De Laval

turbines, and this wheel was formed with vanes in the form of a double

arc similar to the buckets of a Pelton wheel, and these vanes were

milled out of a solid block of steel. This type has since been copied

in the Riedler-Stumpf type, built by the Allgemeine Elektricitats

Gesellschaft, but which was rapidly abandoned by the author as it did

not offer any chance of obtaining the maximum efficiency. The most

recent Eateau turbine is of the action type, that is to say, expansion

of the steam is fully carried out in the distributor for each group

consisting of a distributor and one moving wheel. The steam

therefore acts by its velocity and not by its pressure. These turbines

are moreover multicellular, that is to say, they consist of a certain

number of elements, each element comprising one distributor and one

moving wheel. A very interesting characteristic of the type of

action .turbines is the possibility which it allows of leaving very

1
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considerable play between the fixed parts and the moving parts, and

this greatly facilitates construction and obviates the chances of

dangerous friction if the bearings should become worn or the shaft

somewhat bent. Besides this the wheels revolve in a chamber where

the pressure is uniform. There is for that reason an absence of

longitudinal thrust upon the moving parts and no necessity for the

use of dash-pots for the purpose of overcoming the efi'ect of this

thrust, although such dash-pots are necessary in re-action or drum

turbines. Finally, in the action type partial injection of steam is

possible, that is to say, the steam may be directed upon a limited

portion of the circumference. The moving wheels are formed of discs

of sheet steel more or less thin, and upon the periphery of these discs

are riveted vanes of cylindrical form, Figs. 5 and 6, Plate 83. A steel

band riveted to the periphery maintains the correct spacing of these

vanes and insures great rigidity to the construction. Wheels so

constructed are extremely light, and remain in equilibrium at a

velocity far higher than that to which they are subject in the turbine.

These moving wheels turn between circular diaphragms provided with

distributing vanes, which enter circumferentially into grooves formed

in the interior of the turbine case. Between two adjoining

diaphragms is therefore produced a cell or very flat chamber in

which the moving wheel revolves. The shaft passes through the

diaphragms in collars of anti-friction metal with very slight friction.

In the first diaphragm which the steam passes through, the

distributing vanes are placed only upon a part of the circumference.

Partial injection of the steam is therefore obtained, and thus the

velocity of the steam is better utilised. Moreover, to produce

the same efi'ect the useful part of each distributor is set with an

angular advance on the preceding section; thislangle of advance

is calculated according to the speed of rotation, so that the steam

leaving one moving wheel enters into the following distributor and

never encounters a solid wall, which would produce a shock and

therefore a loss of kinetic energy. For the last wheels it is

necessary to employ total injection, that is to say, the distributing

vanes must be set upon the whole circumference of the diaphragm,

and moreover, owing to the expansion of the steam, the radius must
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bo increased. Tlie bearings of these turbines are external, and by

means of a special system of spring packing they are kept perfectly

tight. No oil is carried by the exhaust steam to the condenser, and

this has an important advantage as the water of condensation can be

used for feeding steam boilers direct without any necessity for the

use of an oil-separator. The speed of rotation is controlled by a

centrifugal governor with a Denis compensator, which acts upon an

obturator controlling the pressure of steam entering the turbine.

Higli and Loio Pressure Turbines.—In the case of installations

where exhaust steam must be used, a subject which will be considered

in detail at a later stage, it is often desirable to supj)ly the turbines

temporarily with steam at high pressure when the primary machine is

stopped or is furnishing less steam, and the work done by the turbine

must remain the same. In order to obtain economical working, it is

preferable not to expand this steam in order to lower it to the

pressure for which the low-pressure turbine is built. Therefore the

author has designed a turbine which may be described as of the

mixed type, and this can be supplied either simultaneously or

separately by steam at high pressure and by steam at low pressure,

without any lowering of the efficiency of the mechanism. In order

to attain this result the turbine is constructed in two parts, one

designed for high-pressure steam and the other for low-pressuro

steam. The steam at high pressure having done work in the first

portion will pass to the second portion, which may be fed either by

steam coming from the accumulator or by the exhaust from the first

portion. The admission of high-pressure steam into the first portion

is automatically obtained by means of a sj^ecial regulator which

allows steam from the boilers to pass to the first portion, as soon as

the pressure in the accumulator falls below a given value. This

arrangement, which has been adopted in all the new applications of

the system to the use of exhaust steam, works very economically, and

is particularly suitable to cases in which the primary machine works

irregularly, and where therefore the demand for live steam is

frequent and somewhat prolonged. In the small machines the two

portions are usually joined together.
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Efficiency of Turbines.—It is essential tliat the word efSciency

should be clearly defined in order to avoid any misconception as to

the figui-es which are given below. The author uses the expression

'•' Theoretical consunaption of the perfect machine " to denote the

maximum work which the steam is capable of supplying when starting

from the saturated or superheated condition in which this steam is

delivered to the engine, and expanding adiabatically with no loss of

admission pressure P to exhaust pressure ^. By comparing

the actual consumption of steam, as measured during the tests of the

machine, with this theoretical consumption of the perfect machine

for identical conditions of pressure and similar states of the steam
^

the net efificiency of the machine is obtained. After special study

of the question, the author has been able to draw a curve of theoretical

consumption and to derive from it the following empirical formula

for use when the steam is saturated and dry at admission :

—

log F — log p

This formula gives the consumption K in kilograms per horse-

power-hour of 75 kilogrammetres as a function of the absolute

pressures P and p expressed in kilograms per square centimetre.

In British measures this formula becomes

—

X = 2 • 13 -f
^6'20- 2-05 ZogP

log P — log p

in which K represents lbs. per horse-power-hour, and P and p lbs.

per square inch. The curve which is given in Fig. 7 (page 748) will

readily afibrd interesting information, particularly if it be necessary

to estimate the consumption of steam with a given machine to obtain

a certain useful effect. In that case the theoretical consumption per

horse-power-hour given by the curve should be compared to the exact

consumption of steam actually observed with the machine, and of

course referring to the particular number of electrical horse-power

developed by the dynamo driven, or to the power in water raised

(expressed in horse-power-hours,) if pumps are driven by the machine.

The relation between these two figures of consumption gives the

combined efficiency of the group, and therefore takes account of all
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tho losses of the steam engine and of the driven mechanism. This

combined efficiency is merely tho product of the efficiency of the

prime mover multiplied by tho efficiency of tho machine driven. If

the steam admitted to tho turbines is superheated, then of course in

/estimating the theoretical consumption the extra calorific energy

corresponding to the sui)erheat must be taken into account ; * but

Fig. 7.

Exhaust Pressure, kg. per C rn ^

°'* ,,,.,, P;^,
0-5- CC 0-3 1

E DohuxiX'St

8 5 7 8-5 U+l4 2 2V3 284- 4-27

Pressure, l-ds per sq- in.

for the exact estimation of this extra energy adequate precise

•knowledge of the specific heat of water vapour is not yet known.

At present we have only the figure obtained by Eegnault after very

cursory experiments (0-48), a figure which is merely a rough

approximation.

* These results were published for the first time in the " Annales des Mines

de Paris " in February 1897, and since that date have on many occasions been

republished in various French and foreign publications.
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The author has begun some experiments upon this subject, from

which he believes he will be able to prove that the true specific

heat of steam is not constant, as has been usually supposed up to

the present. It varies inversely as the amount of superheat, and is

probably approximately unity for very small values of superheat,

and approaches • 40 for large amounts of superheat.

Calculation of the Efficiency of Turbines.—The efficiency of a

turbine may be calculated a priori when a preliminary study has

been made of the practical coefficients which must be introduced

into the theoretical formula. This efficiency can be calculated with

quite a remarkable degree of accuracy, by dividing the losses of the

machine under two headings, 1st, the internal losses which are

produced by friction and eddying of the steam in the fixed and

moving vanes ; 2nd, the external losses which correspond to the

leakages of steam in the play between the fixed and moving parts,

and to the friction of the wheels upon the steam and to the friction

of the bearings. The first kind of losses gives rise to the internal

efficiency, which may therefore be called the " hydraulic efficiency,"

by extending the use of the term employed for hydraulic turbines.

This internal efficioncy depends upon the more or less perfect form

of the vanes, and also on the relation between the peripheral speed

of the moving vanes and the speed of flow of the steam. It is

possible to draw a curve showing the efficiency as a function of the

peripheral velocity, and therefore it is easy to assign at once the

degree of efficiency which a given turbine will realise.

Once having fixed the internal efficiency, then, in order to obtain

the net efficiency, the losses by leakage must be deducted as well as

the losses by friction of the wheels upon the steam, and also those

in the bearings. Let us take, for example, a multicellular turbine of

1,500 brake horse-power upon the shaft with a speed of 1,500

revolutions per minute. By means of practical coefficients found by

experience it can be calculated that the internal efficiency of such a

machine may easily rise to G9 per cent. ; on the other hand, the

losses by leakage and by friction in the bearings absorb 1*5 per cent.

of the normal power, and the losses due to friction of the wheels
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upon the steam amount to 2 5 per cent,, making a total for the

external losses of i per cent. The net efficiency upon tlio sbaft at

the speed stated will then be 0*G9 multiplied by 0*96 = 0-6G.

From this value of efficiency it is easy to calculate the consumption

of steam per horso-powcr-bour wbicb would bo required by this

turbine uuder conditions of pressure and of superheat of the steam

already determined. All calculations for designs of turbines that

have been made by this means have always proved correct within

1 to 2 per cent, of actual practice. Such accurate calculations arc

not possible in the case of reciprocating engines owing to the action

of the cylinder walls, which makes calculations uncertain and often

inaccurate, whilst in the turbine the continuity of flow of the steam

allows practical calculations of a high degree of accuracy to be based

upon theory, once having determined the fundamental coefficients

which are employed in the formulae. For a more detailed

consideration of the use of these coefficients, the author refers

to the work which he published in 1903 in the 'Eevue de Mecanique,'

entitled " Theorie elementaire des Turbines a Vapeur."

The Results of actual Practice.—The author began the construction

of his first multicellular turbines in the year 1898 in collaboration

with the firm of Messrs. Sautter-Harle of Paris, and there are now

already at work or in process of manufacture turbines developing

more than 25,000 horse-power in units varying from 10 to 2,000

horse-power, irrespective of the designs now in preparation. Some

of these turbines are used for driving dynamos, others for pumps, for

fans, and for the propulsion of vessels. The author has appended a

brief abstract of the conditions and economical results of the most

interesting of these installations.

Turho-Dynamos for Direct Current.—The company working the

Penarroya Mines in Spain installed in their central electric lighting

station a little more than a year ago three groups of turbo-dynamos,

developing 500 electric horse-power with direct current at 240 volts.

Each of these three generating sets comprises two turbines for high

and low pressure, and two dynamos for direct current, the latter
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directly driven from the turbines upon the same shaft and upon the

same bedplate, and the tu'o dynamos supply a three-wire network

with a potential of 480 volts between the outer wires. The speed of

rotation is about 2,200 revolutions per minute, and the floor space

occupied by the turbine with its two portions is only 12 feet by

5 feet 6 inches, with a height of 5 feet inclusive of a bedplate 1 foot

high. The condensation of the steam is carried out by means of

ejector-condensers of a type designed by the author.

Figs. 8 and 9 (pages 752 and 753) show a longitudinal section

and a plan of the turbine which has twenty-four moving wheels.

The works tests of the first group were made in September, 1902,

with the greatest care, and the results are given in Table 1.

The condensation was made for these tests by means of a surface

condenser belonging to the works, so that the water of condensation

might be collected and measured. It will be seen that the vacuum

at the condenser declined as the power increased. This result arises

from the fact that the condenser was designed for machines of 250

horse-power only, and therefore was of insufficient size for the

larger volumes of steam.

TABLE 1.

1 Load. J Load.
Full

Load.
Over-
load.

Over-
load at

2400 rev.

135 259 525 627 641

46-21 76-6 136 156 156

1-24 1-33 1-63 1-S2 1-82

10-93 9-8 8-89 8-73 8-73

21-3 18 15-8 15-39 14-90

0-513 0-540 0-560 0-569 0-580

Electrical H.P. at brushes

Admission pressure, absolute,]

lbs. per sq. in.
J

Exhaust pressure, absolute,!

lbs. per sq. in.
J

Theoretical steam consumption]
of perfect engine per H.P.
hour lbs.]

Actual steam consumption per 1

electrical H.P. hour at

brushes lbs.)|

Combined efficiency of they
electrical generating set . /
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It follows from tlio preceding figures that a turbine developing

Cll olectrie horse-power, and working without appreciable superheat

between an admission-pressure of 15G lbs. absolute and an exhaust-

jiressure of 1 • 8 lbs. (notably higher than the results given by good

condensers in practice), has given the reduced consumption of

14 • 9 lbs. per electrical horse-power at the terminals ; the combined

efficiency for the sot being then 59 per cent, when compared with

the energy contained in the steam for the same fall of pressure.

With steam at 180 lbs. superheated 50° and a vacuum of 29 inches

of mercury, the consumption at 2,400 revolutions per minute would

decrease to 11*5 lbs. per electrical horse-power-hour.

Fig. 10 gives the curves corresponding to the figures taken

at a speed of 2,400 revolutions per minute. The abscissas' denote

the power of the machine in electric horse-j)ower at the terminals of

the dynamos. The ordinates vary with the curves. For curve A
the ordinates denote the absolute pressure of the steam on reaching

Fig. 10.

500-n.P. Turbine Dynamo (Peiiarroya).

Curves of Pressure, Consumption and Efficiency, with varying power at constant

speed of 2,400 revs, per minute.

10 i->

261 +02,

EffecUve HP. (electric

J
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the turbine in lbs. per square inch. For curve B tbey show the

absolute back-pressure at tbe exbaust in lbs. per square inch. For

curve C they show the total consumption of steam in lbs. per hour,

and for curve D they show the consumption per electrical horse-

power in lbs. per hour, and lastly for curve E they show the combined

efficiency. These graphic curves show clearly a remarkable

characteristic of turbines which is the very low relative consumption

of steam at small loads. It will be seen that, in order to drive the

machine at its normal speed with no load but with the dynamo

excited, the total consumption of steam is only 10 per cent, of that

at full load. With reciprocating engines the result would be very

different. Under similar conditions the consumption of steam at no

load with the dynamos excited usually reaches from 20 to 25 per

cent, of the consumption of steam at full load. It therefore follows

that turbine sets are more advantageous than reciprocating engine

sets when running at light loads, even supposing it be admitted

that there is equality at heavy loads. Another valuable property o±

steam-turbines is that they may be considerably overloaded without

difficulty. Thus, in the case of the machines at Peiiarroya, which

were designed for 500 horse-power, they have been able to develop

650 electrical horse-power, and the output could have been raised

even still higher had it not been for the overheating of the

commutators of the dynamos. In the author's machines he is enabled

to take an overload by supplying steam to a distributor more or less

distant from the inlet in the series of successive distributors. The

stop-valves which regulate this supplementary admission can be

moved by hand or controlled mechanically by the governor. The
second group was submitted to a competent committee (consisting of

Professors Stodola,Wyssling, and Farny of the Zurich Polytechnicum),

and this commission found the figures for consumption of steam a

little higher (from 2 to 4 per cent.), the ampere meter brought

from Zurich having given somewhat higher readings than the

instruments standardized by the central laboratory of the Ecole

Superieure d'Electricite in Paris.

These sets of turbo-dynamos for direct current have proved

somewhat unsatisfactory in practice, owing to the sparking of the
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brushes occasioned by the vibration of the armatures. The

commutators of direct-current dynamos are, as is well known, the

delicate parts of these macl lines, particularly when they have to run

at such a great angular velocity as is necessary if direct coupled to

steam-turbines. In order to obtain sparkless running, special

arrangements must be made for absorbing the vibration, but it is

very difficult to maintain in good equilibrium such heterogeneous

bodies as the annatures of dynamos, consisting of bars of copper

which become slightly displaced under the action of centrifugal

force, owing to the compression of insulating material. Special

arrangements for static equilibrium, and also for dynamic equilibrium

have been designed, but the construction of the armatures is still

always somewhat delicate, and it is only after several improvements

that it has been possible to make them work well. At Peilarroya

tho vibrations were caused principally by want of level between the

bearings, and this was brought about by settlement of the masonry

supporting the machine. In order that bodies in rapid rotation

upon very long shafts supported by several bearings may turn easily

without vibration, it is indispensable that the principal axis of

inertia of each part should coincide with the axis of rotation, and

the bearings must be in correct alignment. In spite of these

difficulties, it has been possible to build good direct-current dynamos

for direct coupling to turbines, and when the voltage is high the

problem is simpler. Owing to the high peripheral velocity of the

commutator, it is usually necessary to employ metallic brushes, but

in certain cases, notably with turbines supplied by steam at low

pressure when the angular velocity is lower, it has been possible to

use carbon brushes. The machine at Bruay, which will be referred

to later on, is an example. Among other sets for direct current

built by Messrs. Sautter-Harle may be mentioned one of 500 horse-

power for Huta-Bankowa (Eussian Poland), which is interesting

from the fact that the two portions of the turbine and the two

dynamos were built on two parallel shafts. This arrangement

offers the advantage that one of the halves of the group can be

used if the other is accidentally damaged.
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Turhines ivith AUernators.^The constructiou of generators for

two-phase and three-phase current for direct driving by turbines

offers much less difficulty than the design of direct-current dynamos

for the same purpose. The absence of the commutator renders

possible higher angular velocities for alternators than for direct-

current dynamos. Three types of alternators have been tried

successively. The machine with the solid rotor, that with the

rotating field magnet and that with the rotating armature. The first

type would be, from a mechanical point of view, the ideal generator

for coupling to a steam-turbine. Unfortunately from its design it is

impossible to use speeds higher than 1,500 revolutions jjer minute

for a frequency of 50 periods per second. On the other hand, this

type of machine permits much greater magnetic leakage than the

others, and this necessitates disproportionately large dimensions and

a comparatively low efficiency. These circumstances are unfortunate,

for the alternator with the solid rotor would permit of making the

movable part of very solid construction, which is easy to balance

once for all and thus avoid any chance of mishap. It is on these

grounds that types of alternators with revolving field-magnets or

revolving armature are in actual use, and Messrs. Sautter-Harle have

already built a great number of them. The view in Fig. 11, Plate 84,

represents a turbo-alternator with revolving field-magnets to develoji

•iOO electric horse-power at 5,500 volts, and this machine is now

working in the generating station of the Loire Electricity Co. The

moving part of this machine makes 3,000 revolutions per minute.

The results of tests have been as follows :

—

Pressure of steam...... 170 lbs. absolute.

Back pressure of the exhaust . . . . 2 • 8.5 lbs.

Output of the terminala .... 388 electric horse-power.

Consumption of steam per electrical horse-"! ,n.o -lu^

power, iucludiiig excitation . . ./

Co;ubincd efSciency ..... 48*7 per cent.

The efficiency obtained could have been much improved by

increasing to a slight extent the dimensions of the turbine, which

had only twelve moving wheels, but even now it is comparable with

turbine sets of the same power of other types. Three similar sets

3 F
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working with superheated steam arc now being constructed for the

factories of Pavin de Lafarge at Toil (Arduche). The results

guaranteed by the makers are as follows :

—

Pressure of steam on admission to the turbine . 150 lbs.

Vacuum in condenser . . . . . 2(! ins.

Temiicraturc of steam ..... 270'' C.

Consumption of steam per electrical horse-\ ikiUo
power at the terminals, including excitation/

All these different machines are fitted with ejector condensers.

A machine of 2,000 kilowatts at 1,500 revolutions per minutewould

have a turbine efficiency of 68 per cent., which would enable the

following guarantee to be given, assuming the use of superheated steam

and the condenser giving a very good vacuum, which it is easy to

obtain with steam-turbines in which there is no entrance for the air :

—

Pressure of steam on admission to the turbine . 200 lbs.

Vacuum in condenser ..... 29 ins.

Temperature of steam ..... G60° F.

Consumption of steam per horse-power-hourl o.fjii^q
upon tlie shaft of the turbine . . . /

Consumption of steam per kw.-hour at thei iq.oiij,
terminals......./

This is a far better result, the author believes, than can bo given by

reciprocating engines, and this can be obtained with steam-turbines

under the conditions specified.

Tnrhines for Vessels.—The author read a Paper on the 25th

March 1904 in London, before the meeting of the Institution of

Naval Architects, upon the Application of Steam Turbines to the

Propulsion of Vessels. lie then described the difficulties occurring

in the application of turbines to the propulsion of vessels, which

are as follows :—

•

(1) The difficulty of adapting screw propellers to the high speeds

of rotation of the turbines.

(2) The poor efficiency of turbines at low velocity.

(3) The inconvenience of the combination in stopping and

approaching quays.

The author believes that the best solution will be reached in the

employment of a reciprocating engine of small power and of steam-
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turbines coupled to independent sliafts,so that the reciprocating engine

would always be working at any speed of the vessel. Then each

type of machine would be perfectly adapted to the part which it has

t) play, and excellent results in consumption of fuel would be

obtained at all speeds. The author gives below a short account of

the actual results obtained by turbines in the propulsion of vessels.

Torpedo Boat 243.—The equipment of the French torpedo-boat

Xo. 243 with steam-turbines was decided upon in the year

1898. The French Admiralty wished at that time to make

experiments upon turbines and upon the working of multiple

propellers. In order to reduce the costs of this experiment as far

as possible, it was thought desirable to make use of the hull of an

ordinary torpedo boat, but great difficulty was found in making room

for the turbines, and moreover the propeller shafts were placed very

high at the turbine end and were necessarily considerably inclined

;

in this case to 11 per cent, from the horizontal. The back supports had

to be considerably increased, and therefore the total I'esistance of the

boat was much greater. All these conditions were extremely

unfavourable, and the screws fixed upon the inclined shafts gave a

very bad efficiency. The two turbines, each of a nominal output of

TABLE 2.

Torpedo Boat No. 243. Trials of 22 January 1903.

Six Propellers: Diameter, 23-6 inches: Pitch, 19-7 inches.

i

Number of Trial. I. II. III.

i

IV.

Speed of vessel (mean of three runs)^
knots/

17-07 19-.59 •20-94 21-26

Kotation of turbines . revs, per min. 1,348 1,572 1,748 1,774

Effective pressure of steam on admission!
to turbines . . lbs. per sq. in./

68-26 100-98 129-42 132-7.6

Condenser vacuum . . . ins. 28 28 27 27-5 •

Mean slip of propellers 0-217 0-2.30 0-260 0-260

3 F 2
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900 horso-power were completely independent of eucli otLer. They

were provided on the exhaust side with a single moving wheel for

movement in a reverse direction. As the expei"iment was solely

made to see if tlie installation of turbines with propellers of small

diameter was suitable for producing in a vessel a speed comparable

to that given by a reciprocating engine, the backward movement of

the turbine was willingly sacrificed. Very careful experiments had

been made with this machinery, and it will be seen from Table 2

(page 759) tliat a speed of 21 knots was attained. It is quite certain

that if the shafts had not been set at such a great inclination a speed

of 24 knots would easily have been exceeded, for the turbines gave

an output somewhat higher than was expected.

The turbines worked in a most satisfactory manner, as is proved

from the numerous reports of the trials made under the control of the

Engineers of the French Navy.

A Vessel huilt hij ^Tessrs. Yarrow and Co.—This vessel is similar

to the first class torpedo boats usually constructed by this firm,

and similar, with the exception of the turbines and propellers,

to the " Tarantula " upon which Parsons turbines are used.

The boat is of 140 tons burden, and is provided with three

propeller shafts driven simultaneously and separately by a turbine

divided into two portions, and a reciprocating engine. This

latter engine develops 250 brake horse-power, and drives a central

shaft which is completely independent of the turbines. The side

shafts are driven by a turbine in two parts arranged in series and

rotating in opposite directions. The reciprocating engine was used

in order to obtain a velocity of 10 to 14 knots in the best

conditions of coal consumption, and so that movement astern might

be easily effected. The above combination adopted by Messrs.

Yarrow and Co. gave the expected results ; but it is not the only

possible design, and the author thinks that it would have been even

more advantageous to arrange the driving mechanism so that the

reciprocating engine, instead of allowing its exhaust to escape

directly to the condenser, should pass it in to the turbine at low

pressure, and perhaps even into the turbine at high pressure during

I
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a slow s])ceil nm. The turbine of tlio Yarrow boat can develop more

than 2,000 horse-power. The high-pressure portion is represented in

longitudinal section in Fig. 12 (pagcTGl). At the points where the shaft

jjasses through the frame tightness is obtained by a system of special

packing, the same as that employed upon land turbines. A special

governor assures constant pressure upon the four packings so as to

prevent all entrance of air, and owing to this arrangement it is quite

easy to obtain an excellent vacuum in the condenser. Several tests

were made upon this vessel between the 13th October 1903 when it first

went out and the present date. The Table of experiments made on

the 19th January 1904, after the propellers had been improved, is

given on the next page. The speed of 25 knots which had been

attained in the first trial of the boat has been increased to 26*39

knots, by giving to the turbines a little more than the quantity of

steam for which they were designed.

The propeller shafts were for this test each fitted with two

propellers. The author's opinion on this subject is that the use of a

single propeller ujjon the same shaft is certainly likely to give a

better efficiency. The arrangement of propellers, one in front of

the other, is defective. The aft propeller works in the moving tail

water from the former. It is certain that the speed of 26*4 knots

can be stni further improved, and will become equal or even higher

than the maximum speed given by reciprocating engines. The use

of a single propeller for each shaft necessitates a peripheral

diameter greater than the pitch, in order to obtain sufficient propulsive

surface. Under such conditions the efficiency can never be good,

unless the inclination of the shafts to the horizontal is very slight.

In spite of this, it is probable that the efficiency of these propellers

with a relatively small pitch is distinctly less than that of ordinary

propellers. Fortunately, this inferiority can be compensated by the

fact that the efficiency of well-designed turbines is a little higher

than that of the reciprocating engines used on board ship.

Turhine-Driien Pumps.—The application of steam turbines for

the purpose of direct driving of centrifugal pumps enables most

remarkable results to be obtained, and particularly renders possible
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liciglit of lifts much greater than those which arc at present obt lined.

It is well known that the jjressure produced by the wheel of a

centrifugal pump increases directly as the square of the peripheral

speed, and therefore with the velocity jn'oduced by steam-turbines it

becomes possible with a single wheel to raise large volumes of water

to heights of more than 900 feet in a single lift. The author, iu

the " Eajjport an Congres de Mecanique" in 1900, publii-hed the

drawing of a turbo-pump of only one wheel, enabling the attainment

of a head of 700 feet and developing a useful power of more than

40 H.P. The test of this pump and its driving turbine, made in

1900, was published in " Ventilateurs et Pompes Centrifuges a

Haute Pression" 1902. If it is desired to obtain either greater

I)ressures or to obtain the same results with relatively lower

speeds, it is suflScient to couple steam-turbines with pumps consisting

of several similar wheels arranged in series, so that each one

increases by an equal quantity the pressure already given by the

l)receding wheels. The author has himself designed a particular

type of multicellular centrifugal pumps. These machines are

designed upon the general ideas set forth in a Paper which he

published in 1892 in the " Bulletin de la Societe de I'lndustrie

Minerale." The principal results of the general theories established

at that time were further developed in the " Treatise on Turbo

Machines " which appeared in 1897-1900, in which the author showed

their application to hydraulic turbines, pumps, and centrifugal fans.

From a practical point of view, by combining the advantage of high

velocities of rotation with the advantage obtained by putting the

wheels in series, it would be quite easy to deliver to heights greater

than 1,500 feet. Some notes upon this subject were given in a

communication made in 1902 to the "Societe d'Encouragement pour

I'lndustrie Nationale." At that time a considerable number of turbine-

driven pumps had been manufactured by Messrs. Sautter-Harle.

Multicellular turbine pumps form very light sets which are compact

and extremely simple. Their maintenance is very low, for the wear.

is almost nil and the cost of lubricating oil extremely small. In the

examples referred to later, it will be seen that the consumptions of

steam per brake horse-power in water raised are comparable with

those of good piston-pumps.
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Turbinc-Dricen Pump at Falkenau (BoJieniia).—The first machine

of this kind which was made was delivered to the mines of Falkenau

in Bohemia. This apparatus consisted of a single bedplate upon

Avhich were mounted a steam-turbine with multiple wheels enclosed

in the same casing, and a pump with four wheels also mounted in a

single case. The regulation of speed was obtained by a centrifugal

g (vernor arranged in the base of the principal bearing, Fig. 18,

Plate 84. The lubrication of the end bearing of the shaft on the

pump side was efiiected by means of a little hydraulic Servo motor.

A compensating piston enabled the longitudinal thrust received by

the moving part of the pump to be exactly counter-balanced. This

thrust is moreover inconsiderable, owing to the special arrangement

a lopted for the wheels of the pump. Condensation of the steam is

effected by means of an ejector-condenser on the system designed by

the author. The results obtained in the different tests of this set

are set forth in Table 4 (page 766).

It appears from these figures that it is possible with such a

turbine-driven pump to obtain combined efficiencies of 36*5 per cent.,

which corresponds to an efficiency for the pump of 67 per cent., and

an efficiency for the turbine of 55 per cent.

Turbo-Driven Pumps at Bruay.—A more powerful turbo-pump

has been made and delivered recently to the Mining Co., of Bruay,

in the Pas-de-Calais. This set can raise 950 gallons a minute to a

height of 1,200 feet- The complete set is mounted above a small

tank into which discharges the ejector- condenser, which is used for

condensing steam, and from which is taken the suction of the

principal pump. At the end of the shaft is a small pump which

is directly coujiled to the turbine and furnishes water to the

ejector-condenser at a pressure equivalent to a head of 18 to

20 feet. The results obtained with this pump at full load were as

follows :

—

Discharge in gallons per minute ...... 980 gallons.

Total lift 1,195 feet.

llevolutions per minute . . . . . . • - > 200.

Absolute pressure of the steam on admission to the turbine . 101 lbs.
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Absolute back-pressure at the exhaust . , . . . 1*61 lbs.

Power in water raised ....... 359 H.P.

Consumption of steam per horse-power hour in water raised 22' 7 lbs.

Total net efficiency ....... . 42 '5 per cent.

It will be observed that the total efiSciency of this set is very

high, attaining 42*5 per cent. It will be pointed out hereafter what

a slightly improved efficiency denotes in consumption of steam when

high pressures of steam can be used. One of the chief advantages

of turbo-pumps, besides their excellent efficiency, is the extremely

small floor space which they occupy when compared with piston-

pumps. Their dimensions are very small, and they require very

little height, so that they can be placed in a room which has no

greater dimensions than that of an ordinary working gallery in a

pit. In Fig. 14 are shown the comparative dimensions of the

Fig. 14.

Pump Chambers at Bruay.

A. Keciprocating Steam-pump.

B. Steam-Turbine (Eateau).

chamber in the mine necessary to accommodate the turbo-pump

which has just been described, and of a chamber necessary to

accommodate a piston-pump of the same power. The cubic volume

of the masonry work is approximately in the proportion of 1 to 10.

Turbo-Pumps for Boiler-Feed Purposes.—This class of pump can

be used very readily for feeding steam-boilers, and several such sets

have already been constructed. When there is a group of

generators of the same size, a turbo-pump can easily carry out the
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Avhole feed service with a cousumption of steam mucb less tLan that

of the small feed-pumps usually employed. Whilst ordinary

reciprocating pumps consume from 150 to 250 lbs. of steam per

Lrake horse-power iu water moved, the turbo-pump for boiler feed

service will not usually require more than 40 to GO lbs. per brake

horse-power. An automatic system of control has been designed by

the author which enables the apparatus to work automatically in a

continuous manner, even when the demand falls to zero. The work

of the stoker, so far as the feed service is concerned, consists simply

in opening the feed valve to the necessary amount.

Turbo-Punqys of lartje oufjuii for raisinrf Wttler in Towns.—Turbo-

pumps, both from the point of view of efficiency and also of ease in

working, are particularly suitable for raising water into reservoirs

for the service of towns. The following figures indicate results

which can be obtained with this class of machine in similar

conditions to those that exist in large towns.

Delivery in gallons per minute

Height to wliich tlie water is raised .

Actual horse-power in water raised .

Combined eflSciency iucludinir condensation

Pressure of steam in lbs. per square inch ,

Vacuum at the exhaust ...
Superiieat in the steam ...
Consumption of steam per horse-power hour iu watery . .,

raised ......../
It will be observed that the system described is quite as efficient

as that of the best piston-pumps now employed.

Turho-Fans.—The great angular velocity of steam-turbines makes

them particularly suitable for the direct driving of fans for high-

pressure used for blowing engines, and even for air compressors.

The author has already described them in his work entitled " Fans

and Centrifugal Pumps for High-Pressures " inserted in the

" Bulletin de la Societe de I'lndustrie Minerale," of 1902, and

has given particulars of actual results obtained from a turbo-fan with

. 5,200.

460 feet.

730 H.P.

46 per cent.

210.

28 inches.

100^.
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a revolviog wheel of 10 inclies in diameter. With an angular

velocity of 20,200 revolutions per minute, this fan discharged

22*5 cubic feet of air per second under a pressure of 19 feet of

water. The useful work contained in this compressed air was about

41 horse-power, and the combined efficiency of the group 30*7 per

cent. The pressure of the steam on admission to the turbine was

145 lbs. per square inch. Since that time the system described

has been improved, and several sets of this apparatus have been

built for diflferent purposes. Some are used in sugar refineries for

the compression of air charged with carbonic acid extracted from the

lime furnaces, and requiring to be sent into the de-carbonising vats.

A special system of regulation enables the pressure of discharge to

be kept constant whatever may be the volume of discharge, and on

the contrary to maintain a constant discharge whatever may be the

pressure. The set which is shown in perspective in Fig. 15, Plate 85,

is actually at work in the forges of Chatillon and Commentry, and is

used for blowing a blast-furnace. The set consists of two fans

• arranged in parallel and each driven by one turbine (the two

turbines are placed in series), and the apparatus will discharge

80 cubic feet of air per second under a pressure of 10 inches of

mercury. The energy in the compressed air rises as high as

100 horse-power. The moving wheels of the fans and of the

turbines are only 11*2 inches in diameter; Table 5 (page 770) gives

an abstract of the results of trials to which the apparatus was

submitted.

It will be seen from this Table that the combined efficiency of

the apparatus reaches the remarkable figure of 38 per cent. Similar

apparatus of larger dimensions can be built, and these might replace

advantageously the large blowing engines used for blast-furnaces.

One important characteristic of these sets is their remarkably small

dimensions, and they can be put down at a cost which is very small

in comparison to large piston blowing-engines. By coupling several

wheels of centrifugal fans, as the wheels of multicellular pumps are

coupled, much higher pressures of air can be obtained. In a few

months the construction of a centrifugal turbine-compressor of 350

horse-power will be finished, capable of delivering compressed air
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at a pressure of 90 lbs. per square inch. This apparatus will b^

driven by a low-pressure turbine using the exhaust steam from a

winding engine used in a pit. The turbine has a high-pressure

turbine as a stand-by, so as to ensure economical working during the

time when the winding engine is out of use. This special branch of

the application of steam-turbines to air-compression has, in the

author's opinion, a great future, not only for work in mines but also

in metallurgy, where blowing engines of all kinds for blast-furnaces

and for the tuyeres of steel works may be replaced by centrifugal

machines of a much simpler and smaller character, costing far less

and requiring fewer repairs than the present piston-engines.

Turbines for Low Pressure loith Steam Accumulators*—One of the

most interesting and promising applications of steam-turbines is

the employment of steam at low pressure, and particularly exhaust

steam coming from engines working intermittently. This last class

of engines, which are, of course, usually employed in installations

• for the working of minerals or for rolling mills and pile drivers,

has not until recently been able to benefit by the same advantages

as in the case with engines working continuously, and this is owinf^

to the special difficulties in the application of condensing plant,

multiple expansion, and super-heating to such engines. The
majority of such engines discharge the exhaust freely into the

air, and the quantity of steam which is thus lost is considerable.

The author has given special attention to the interesting problem

of the employment of such waste steam, and he has obtained

satisfactory results by means of his regenerative accumulator of

steam, combined with turbines at low pressure, which are themselves

coupled directly to dynamos, centrifugal pumps, or fans. The

regenerative accumulator is intended to regulate the intermittent

flow of steam before it passes to the turbine, and it consists

essentially of a vessel containing solid and liquid materials which

play the part of a fly-wheel for heat. The steam is collected

and condensed as it arrives in large quantities in the apparatus.

* Proceedings, 1901. Part 4, page 945.
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Fig. 16.

li'egenerative Accumulator (^llatean).

Plan or One-third of a Bason
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and is again vaporised during the time when the exliaust of the

principal engine diminishes or ceases. The necessary variations

for condensation and regeneration of the steam correspond to

H actuations in pressure in the accumulator, this pressure rising

when the apparatus is being filled and descending when it is

discharging into the turbine. Water which has a very high

calorific capacity has been used as a heat fly-wheel, but, in order

to communicate rapidly to a liquid mass a considerable quantity

of heat corresponding to the latent heat of steam to be condensed,

it becomes necessary, owing to the poor conductivity of water, either

to arrange it in thin layers or to cause a rajnd circulation, in order

to increase the surface of contact between the steam and the water

itself. The first solution of the problem gave rise to the

accumulator with flat cast-iron trays, in which water is contained in

shallow vessels arranged one above the other, Fig. 16 (page 772). The

second solution of the problem gave rise to the accumulator with

water only in which a rapid circulation was produced by the

injection of steam into the body of the liquid itself. Fig. 17

(page 773). The low-pressure turbine, fed by the regular flow which

comes from the accumulator, and working, for example, between an

admission pressure of 15 lbs. per square inch and a vacuum at

the condenser of 27 inches of mercury (back-pressure of 1 • 6 lbs.),

can furnish an electric horse-power for about 31 lbs. of steam per

hour. In a moderate sized pit, consuming 13,000 lbs. of steam

per hour, it is possible to economise under these conditions

about 350 electric horse-powor. In steel works, where reversible

steam-rolls are employed consuming about 45,000 lbs. of steam per

hour, it will be easy to develop, by means of accumulators and

turbines, an extra output of over 1,100 electric horse-power. It is

desirable to mention that the j)rime movers are in no way

injuriously affected in their working by the presence of the

accumulator and turbines. This method was applied for the first

time at Bruay, and the installation has worked most satisfactorily

since August 1902, when it was first put into use. The exhaust

steam from a winding engine is first of all treated by an accumulator

with cast-iron trays, and then passes to a low-pressure turbine of
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300 horse-power, wliieh itself drives two dynamos keyed upon the

same shaft ; this group is shown in Fig. 18, Plate 85. A particular

feature of this type of installation is the " Automatic Expander," which

comes into use when the winding engine is not giving sufficient

steam, and also when this engine is not working. This apparatus

permits the admission to the turbine of live steam which is passed

from the boilers through reducing valves; this expander can be

adjusted by means of a spring, and comes into use as soon as the

pressure ftills below a pre-determined point.

Table 6 (page 776) gives the results of tests made upon this set in

Fig. 19.

Compardon of Ffficiencies (1902 and 1903).

V

+ +

* _ i

^-^'"^

i ® v^
1 8 /

i /

Triolis YeCLr I

Jan. i
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.

'902.

'903.

1903.

150 ZOO

EUctfLc H.R

April 1902 and January 1903. Numerous similar tests have been made

at different times since the apparatus was first started, aud Fig. 19

enables a comparison to be made between the efficiencies which were

calculated from the results obtained in April 1902, January 1903,

and November 1903.

It will be noted from this Table that, although the tests of

November 1903 were made with an output much lower than the

normal output of the turbine and for a part of the curve in

which the efficiency varies rapidly, the mean point which

these tests graphically represent is very distinctly higher than the

3 G 2
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curve of 1902. The combined efficiency of tlie turbo-electric group

bas therefore been maintained at an excellent value since tbe set

was first put into use. When, as at Bruay, tbe low-pressure

turbine is fed witb expanded live steam during tbe time wben tbe

prime mover is at rest, tbe consumption of steam is obviously

bigber tbau tbat of an engine working at tbe full pressure of tbe

boilers. If tbe demand for live steam is only made during a

relatively sbort period, tbe sligbtly bigber consumption during

tbese periods will bave scarcely any influence upon tbe total

economy. If tbis is not tbe case, and, on tbe contrary, sucb

periods are of considerable lengtb as compared to tbat during

wbicb exbaust steam is used, as, for example, wben tbe prime

mover is only working during tbe day, and it is desired to bave

a regular service day and nigbt from tbe secondary set, tben it

would be best to add to tbe low-pressure turbine a bigb-pressure

turbine wbicb, during tbe time tbat tbe prime mover is not working,

would receive live steam at boiler pressure. Tbe steam passing

out of tbis bigb-pressure turbine would pass to tbe low-pressure

turbine, wbicb would use equally well eitber tbe steam coming from

tbe accumulator or tbe exbaust from tbe first portion of tbe

turbine. Tbe admission of live steam at bigb pressure is,

moreover, automatically obtained by a suitable system of obturators

controlled by a speed regulator on tbe one band and by tbe

pressure in tbe accumulator on tbe otber band. Sucb a group

works under all conditions witb tbe maximum possible economy

witb an ordinary vacuum, and working at full load it would

consume only 18 lbs. of steam per electric borse-power-bour if

supplied witb steam at 110 lbs. pressure, and it would consume

26 to 36 lbs. of steam wben it was fed by exbaust steam at

atmospberic pressvrre. Tbis system of regulation by means of steam

accumulators and turbines, wbicb is particularly applicable to mines

and steel works, enables very considerable economy to be effected.

Installations of tbis nature are now in course of erection at tbe

following places :

—
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350 Horse-Power at the Bc'thune Jlines (turbine-driven air-

coiiipres.sor).

COO Horse-Power at the Mines of Pieunion in Spain (electric

generating Bets).

2,000 Horse-Power at the Donetz Steel Works (electric generating plant).

700 Horse-Power at the Acierics de I'otnsgen a Dussoldorf (electric

generating plant, etc.).

As the author showed in a note published in January 1904 in

the " Eevuo Universelle des Mines," this system ofiers great

advantages when there already exists a central condensing plant,

and the Poensgen installation is being carried out in that manner.

Conclusion.—There is no need to insist upon the well-known

advantage in turbines resulting from their absolutely steady rotation,

but, on the contrary, the enormous speed at which they must work

in order to suit the velocity of flow of the steam is, in many cases,

a serious inconvenience, particularly in the application of the

turbine to the propulsion of vessels. It was a similar disadvantage

for a considerable time in the driving of dynamos, but now it is

possible to construct dynamos for very high speeds, and these can

be coupled to steam-turbines forming light and inexpensive sets

which take up little room, although they are very powerful. Such

sets are very simple and are very easy of maintenance. Besides

the constant value of the turning effort, the chief advantages which

can be claimed for steam-tm-bines may be thus summarised : very

low consumption of steam, particularly at small loads. From this

point of view they are notably superior to piston-engines of even

the best-known types. Further advantages are the small floor space

occupied and the absence of expensive foundation work ; the cost

of oil is very low, particularly for the author's turbines, which have

oil reservoirs and ring lubrication to all the bearings. The oil in

the reservoirs need be changed only once in two months, and it is

not thrown out by the rotating parts, so that the machinery always

remains clean. With steam-turbines, momentary or even permanent

overloads are very easy to deal with. It is even quite possible to

have overloads of more than 50 per cent, higher than the normal
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load. The regulation of speed in steam-turbines is carried out in

a more perfect manner than is possible in piston-engines, and this

is due, on the one hand, to the absolute constancy of the turning

effort, and, on the other part, to the great kinetic energy accumulated

in the revolving parts. This last characteristic makes the machines

very insensible to variations in load. The full load may be taken off

and put on again without causing a variation in speed of more than

2 to 3 per cent. When coupled to dynamos, fans, or centrifugal

pumps, steam-turbines render it possible to obtain surprising results,

owing to their capability of giving great power at very high speeds.

The author has constructed turbine-driven fans, giving a pressure of

7 • 5 lbs. per square inch, and turbine-driven pumps raising water to

several hundred yards. Such sets can now be built to develop

several thousand horse-power, compressing air to more than

90 lbs. per square inch, or raising water to more than 2,000 feet

high. Turbines are able to use very advantageously steam at low

pressure, for they have an efficiency rising in value as the pressure

of the steam becomes lower. In combination with steam accumulators

of the type designed by the author of this Paper, turbines permit of

the employment of exhaust steam in large quantities produced by

engines working intermittently, such as winding engines and

engines used in metallurgical works. In this Paper, the author

believes that he has given typical examj)les of the chief applications

in which steam-turbines are available. It will be seen that their

field of application is very wide, and it is certain that a great future

is in store for them.

The Paper is illustrated by Plates 83 to 85, and 13 Figs, iu

the letterpress.
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Discussion.

Mr. Francis Hodgkinson said that in Fig. 10 (page 754) and

Tabic 1 (page 751) Professoi* Ratoau liad given a few details of some

tests. He expressed the efficiency of his turbine by dividing the

steam consumption of an ideal engine by the consumption actually

observed. This efficiency was undoubtedly the basis upon which

engine performances might best be compared, but ho himself rather

took issue with Professor Rateau in the manner he had expressed

this efficiency at fractional loads, insomuch that he appeared to

charge his machine with the heat value of the steam at the internal

pressure in the cylinder, after it had been reduced by the governor-

valve instead of the pressure in the steam-pipe adjacent to the

throttle. The speaker might be in error in this assumption, since

no readings of boiler pressure were given. The steam on being

wire-drawn through the governor-valve from i)resumably, in this

particular test, a pressure in the steam pipe of about 156 lbs. to the

figure he had given of 46*21 lbs. at one-quarter load, would do much

work in the way of superheating, such that the efficiency figures

quoted would be naturally unfairly high. He would calculate the

efficiency at one-quarter load to be about 39 "2 per cent, instead of

51 per cent., assuming a pressure of 155 lbs. absolute at the throttle.

The engineering world, he believed, would look forward with

the greatest possible interest to the results of Professor Eateau's

experiments to find the value of the specific heat of steam at high

temperatures and at other jjressures than atmospheric, at which

pressure Regnault made his experiments. America, however, had

not been idle in the matter, as Professor Carpenter had lately

concluded a large series of experiments with steam of high j^ressures,

and he believed Mr. Emmet had some information on the subject.

Mr. E. Meden said that Professor Eateau stated (page 738) that

it was practically impossible to construct a turbine wheel to run at a

peripheral velocity above 1,200 feet. If Professor Eateau had been

familiar with the De Laval turbine, he would have known that

turbine wheels, running at a velocity of over 1,200 feet per second,

had been in successful operation at least since 1897.
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The author further in the same paragraph stated that the efficiency

of a single wheel was necessarily low, chiefly due to the necessity of

employing diverging nozzles, giving rise to great loss of energy due

to friction, etc. These losses of energy undoubtedly occurred, but the

comparatively efficient results obtained from this type of turbine did

not warrant Professor Bateau's assumption.

On page 738 the author spoke of the necessity of employing

gears of special construction which were subject to excessive wear

and accidental breakage. He himself did not understand what was

meant by " gears of special construction," as the De Laval type of

gearing was very old, and with the method employed for the

manufacture of these gears, the cost was not at all excessive. As

regards wear, many of these gears had been in operation for upwards

of nine years without showing any appreciable wear. Regarding

accidental breakage, they had yet to learn of a piece of machinery

which was not subject to this misfortune.

. Professor Bateau regretted that his lack of familiarity with the

English language had prevented his active participation in the

discussion in a public way, and for this reason he regretted that he

was unable, as would have been appropriate, to express his thanks

for the cordial reception which had been accorded to his Paper. It

was particularly agreeable to an investigator to bring his work

before a meeting of engineers and scientists in America, who could

appreciate the services that science was rendering to industry. To

prevent his Paper from becoming too technical, he had avoided any

theoretical development of the question. Those who desired to go

further than this would find certain articles of the author's presented

in the " Bulletin de la Societe de I'lndustrie Minerale a St. Etienne,"

and in the " Eevue de Mecanique " (Paris).

He would reply first to the criticisms made by Mr. Meden, which

would serve to bring out certain points only touched on in the Paper.

Mr. Meden stated that if the author had been familiar with the De

Laval form of turbine, he would know that wheels turning at a

velocity in excess of 1,200 feet per second had been in operation
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(Professor Rateau.)

since 1897. He did not ignore this fact, particularly since this

result could only be attained by the use of that form of movable

wheel which he had been producing in Paris since 1895. He had

revolved wheels at higher ppeeds than this, but they were made from

one piece of metal and the vanes were very short and milled out

from a solid block of metal. In his opinion, although fractures of

these wheels had been little to be feared, he held that such high

velocities were not to be recommended in practice. He considered

these speeds to be dangerous when the vanes were attached to the

rim, and when they were relatively long, as was the case in the De

Laval design. He had not seen the De Laval turbine at the time he

was preparing his Paper, and only gave the result of his personal

experience.

Since Mr. Meden spoke for the De Laval turbine, he himself

might, therefore, be allowed to say that he knew of a considerable

number of breakages of this type of machine. He would only recall

the recent accident where the explosion of such a turbine had caused

the death of several persons at Seraing in Belgium. This form of]

accident was apparently caused by the fracture of one or of several

vanes after they had been worn by the steam. There then followed
j

an eccentricity of the revolving disc, which by reason of the very

high velocity of rotation brought about the breaking of the shaft.

Sometimes the disc remained in the chamber, which surrounded it]

and turned there for a time. But it also happened that this chamber

was broken and a species of explosion ensued. He knew a easel

where the disc kept on revolving at some distance from the chamber,]

turning on one of the ends of the shaft like a Dutch top. It was

without doubt to mitigate the intensity of these tendencies that!

certain makers of the De Laval turbine had determined to make]

their chambers of cast-steel rather than of simple cast-iron. It was

for these reasons that he regarded his statement justified that

it was not possible "in a practical way" to exceed to any great

extent the perii^heral speed of 1,200 feet per second. Furthermore

Mr. Meden said in his Paper on the De Laval turbine that the!

breaking of vanes occurred more frequently in large turbines than in]

small ones ; this must surely result from the higher peripheral speec

I
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The author was versed in the question of the resistance of a

revolving body. There would be found under his name a Paper on

this subject in 1890 in the " Bulletin de la Societe de I'lndustrie

Minerale a St. Etienne." In this work he showed that discs of

uniform thickness should begin to fracture at the centre, and Mr.

Meden had pointed out exactly certain experiments which showed

that this condition would establish itself. He had further shown

that greater velocities at the circumference could be attained by

utilizing the radial strength of the material, that is to say by

using discs enlarged at their centre. The illustration in Mr.

Meden's Paper of the De Laval design subsequent to 1897 showed

exactly the form of flexible wheel made under the author's

specifications since 1895 by the shops of Messrs. Sautter-Harle in

Paris, except that their blades were milled in the rim while the

De Laval design showed blades attached by a tenon. In 1895 the

form and construction of the De Laval wheel were quite different.

The wear of the blades in the current of steam, which was

insignificant in multiple turbines, was on the contrary sufficiently

rapid in the turbine of a single wheel, or of two or three wheels only
;

this followed from the greater velocity of the current of steam.

The wear appeared to be due principally to the shock of small

I^articles of water which the steam contained after its expansion in

the nozzles. It was diminished by utilising superheated steam.

This liquid friction was a cause of important lessening of the output,

besides being the occasion which led to the fracture of the vaues

after a certain time, as stated above.

Mr. Meden criticised him for having designated the gearing of

high-speed turbines by the word " special." These high-speed

gearings had this in particular that the teeth being helical were of

very fine pitch ; they required, therefore, very careful construction.

They were cut by machines specially made for this purpose, and not

by general or ordinary types. Furthermore, after cutting they were

rectified by grinding them with emery powder. This would appear to

him to constitute a "special" construction. It was not a matter ofmuch

consequence provided the cost of this construction was not excessive,

and Mr. Meden said it was not. Some reference had also been made
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in a summary fasliion to the question of losses in divergent nozzles,

lie had already given certain explanations on the subject in the

"Ivevue do Mecanique," Sci)tember 1903. In his communication

Mr. Meden described the Do Laval turbo-pumps and presented

certain results of experiments. He himself recalled the fact that he

had been, he thought, the first to show that very high delivery

might be secured with centrifugal turbo-pumps.

His first experiments went back to the year 1900, and he

published them in the " Bulletin de la Socicte d'Encouragement

"

of 1902. Furthermore, the grapliic curves given by Mr. Meden

showed that the economy as a function of the discharge of the pump

was manifestly inspired by the more general curves, which he

himself had pointed out under the name of " Characteristic curves of

Centrifugal Pumps."

His first turbo-pump was little else than an experimental

apparatus. Its high speed of rotation made it a machine of little

advantage to industrial uses according to his opinion, by reason

of its delicacy ; and lie had produced a more satisfactory type

by using turbines and multi-cellular pumps. The economy was thus

much better, and the use of gearing, which was the delicate part,

was completely avoided. His communication referred to turbo-pumps

of this latter type. A combined economy of pump and turbine was

obtained of more than 42 per cent., if judgment could be based on

the figures which he had given for a pump of 350 effective horse-

power.

The curves given by Mr. Meden for a pump of 55 horse-

power exhibited a maximum economy of 21 per cent. only. This

was one-half of the economy of his (Professor Rateau's) design,

although allowance should be made for the smaller size. The

better result was in fact a consumption of 41 lbs. of steam per

horse-power hour in water lifted, with a pressure of the steam of

180 lbs. per square inch, and a vacuum of 25 inches. Under these

conditions the theoretical consumption should be 8*72 lbs. of

steam per horse-power hour, whence a total economy would result

O .'70—— = 0*213. For a similar capacity of 55 horse-power the
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turbines with multiple wheels should easily attain a combined

economy of 36 per cent., instead of 21 per cent.

He found himself in complete accord with Mr. Hodgkinson in

his statement that, to estimate the net economy of the combined

machine, it was wise to start from the pressure of steam in the pipe,

in advance of the throttling valve, rather than from the pressure

after the throttle. That second pressure could only be used as he

had done, if there was only in view the economy of the turbine itself

independent of its method of regulation. It was easy to pass from

one system to the other, if the two pressures were known before and

behind the throttle. He regretted that he had not given in the

Tables the pressure in front of the valve. In the case examined by

Mr. Hodgkinson this pressure was very nearly equal to that which

he stated.

(See also discussion on pages 678-696 ; 713-714 ; and 734-735.)
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MIDDLESBROUGH DOCK ELECTRIC AND
HYDRAULIC POWER PLANT.

By Ms. VINCENT L. KAVEN, Member,

Chiep Assistant Mechanical Engineer, North Eastekk Eailway.

Now that the question of electric appliances for dock purposes

is so generally considered, the author thinks that it may be of

interest to record and place before the members of the Institution the

particulars of the installation and the tests which have been made

at Middlesbrough Dock, on the North Eastern Railway, comparing

hydraulic with electric. These are working side by side, and are all

thoroughly up to date, giving an excellent opportunity for judging

the value of the one against the other, so far as economy in working

is concerned. He proposes therefore first to describe the machinery

at this dock, and then to give the results of the very careful tests which

have been carried out.

When the dock, Plate 86, was constructed, it was equipped with

steam cranes, and had a small hydraulic-power station for working the

bridge and gate machinery. Twelve years later, a further extension

was made, and hydraulic cranes were then supplied to the new

extension. A separate electric-lighting station was also put down

for dock lighting. With this plant, in the year 1900 the following

tonnage was dealt with :

—
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Tons.

Coal and coke exporteil . . 222,610

Merchandise, exported . 197,933

„ imported . 36,941

Ballast worked .... 1,751

'J'otal . . 459,241

work :

—

Coal.

Tons. Cwts.

The steam cranes burnt 1,989

The hydraulic station burnt . 994 15

The electric station burnt 932 11

Total . 3,916 6

The total merchandise worked per ton of coal burnt was therefore

117 tons.

When the present extension was proposed, after careful

consideration it was decided to abandon the steam cranes and to

supply their places with electric cranes, and, at the same time,

make one large power station, which would supply both the

electric power for the cranes and for the lighting ; and the

hydraulic power water for the hydraulic plant. The work in

connection with the power station was divided into two contracts,

Messrs. Siemens Brothers and Co., of Woolwich, being responsible

for the electrical portion, and Messrs. Carrick and Wardale, of

Gateshead-on-Tyne, for the hydraulic installation.

The power station contains three sets of Messrs. Belliss and

Morcom's compound three-crank self-lubricating quick-revolution

vertical engines, discharging with independent condensing plants,

each developing 360 B.H.P. at a steam-pressure of 150 lbs. per

square inch at a speed of 380 revolutions per minute ; these

engines are direct-coupled to three Siemens' dynamos, which have

an output of 240 kilowatts at 430 volts when running at a speed of

380 revolutions per minute.

The engines on a six hours' test-run gave the following

results :

—
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Stoain pressure on range . . .154 lbs. per square inch.'

Steam pressure in steam-clicbi . . 128 lbs. per square inch.'

Vacuum . . 2t inclies.

Revolutions per minute . . . 380

Volts ... . 430

Amperes .... . 552 '.5

Exciting amperes . . . 6 • 75

Kilowatts ... 237-5

Water consumption .... 21*1 lbs. per electric 11.P.*

010. o "P TT T»

Efficiency
:i59-:}2l'l.H."p:t

"^ ^^*^ P" ''^"^'
'

The switchboard is of marble, and consists of four machine and

one feeder panel, in addition to the lighting panel. The instrvxments

are of the moving coil type. The shunt winding of each dynamo is

brought to a switch on the board, and these shunt switches arc

interlocked with their respective main switches, so that it is

impossible to break the exciting circuit of any machine until the

armature has been cut out of circuit, nor can the armature be thrown

in until the shunt circuit is made. The three machines are run iu

parallel upon the bus bars, and the shunt circuits are excited from

the bars.

The three hydraulic engines are of the triple-expansion surface-

condensing inverted vertical marine type. The pressure pumps,

three in number, are of the ordinary ram type, worked directly off

the piston-rods, and each set is capable of delivering 300 gallons

per minute at a maximum speed of 240 feet, against an accumulator

pressure of 800 lbs. per square inch. Both the hydraulic and

electric engines can also be worked non-condensing, and the piping

and valves are so arranged that either engine can be changed over

from condensing to non-condensing, or vice versa, without any

stoppage whatever. There are two hydraulic accumulators, 20 inches

diameter by 23 feet sti'oke, and situated betwixt these is a large

water-tank, which holds 12,000 gallons for supply to the pressure

pumps.

* Exclusive of steam used by the condensing plant.

t Exclusive of power abstracted by the condensing plant.

3 H
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The hydraulic engines on a six hours' test-run gave the following

results :

—

AN'ator pumped at ii jtistou apecd of 240 feet per miuutc "11 gallons.

"Water iiumpeJ ixr cwt. of coul burnt . . . r),090 „

Steam consumption per I.H.P. per liour . . . 14' 1 lbs.*

Total I.II.P 181. 5t

Steam pressure per square incli..... 150 lbs.

Vacuum 28-5 inches.

Lfliciency . . . . j^p ' jyjr^ = 89-o per cent.

Accumulator pressure ...... ToO lbs. per sq. inch.

There are two sets of condensing plant in connection with the

electric steam-engines, each capable of dealing with 15,000 lbs. of

steam per hour ; these were supplied by Messrs. Carrick and

Wardale, of Gateshead-on-Tyne. Each set comprises a compound

steam-driven air and circulating pump, together with a surface

condenser combined on one bedplate. The circulating water is

passed zigzag through the condenser, and the quantity used is

thirty times the amount of steam dealt with, and the vacuum

maintained from iJ7 to 29 inches, The circulating water is drawn

from the dock, a distance of 300 feet through an 18-inch suction-

pipe, and at low water these pumps have a lift of 15 feet, but no

difficulty has been experienced in getting the water even at such a

great distance. There is also a circulating pump, fitted by the same

makers, for supplying water to the condensers of the hydraulic

engines, and it is similar in design to the electric plant. The

three feed-pumps and filters were supplied by Messrs. Henry Watson

and Sons, High Bridge Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

The boilers for both plants are of the ordinary Lancashire type,

six in number, 30 feet long, 8 feet 6 inches diameter, working

pressure 160 lbs. per square inch, and were made by Messrs. H.

and T. Banks, of Netherton. The boilers are fitted with Proctors'

shovel stokers, and the coal is supplied thereto by a coal elevator

and conveyor supplied by Messrs. Graham Morton and Co., of Leeds,

* Exclusive of the steam used by the circulating pump.

t Exohisivo of tlio power al)sorlwd by the circulating- pump.
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the coal in the first instance being raised from ground level in

truck by means of a diagonal hydraulic hoist to the top of the coa

cells and there discharged. A Green's Economiser of 384 tubes,

9 feet long, 4 i^,r inches diameter, is fitted in connection with the

boilers.

The boilers on a six hours' test gave the following results :

—

Grate area ..... . 38 square feet.

Coal burnt ..... 5,208 lbs.

Clinker and ashes
•

{

356 lbs., or 7 per cent,

of coal burnt.

Net consumption of combustible 4,852 lbs.

Combustible burnt per hour . 809 lbs.

Combustible burnt per square toot of

per hour . . . .•

grate urtai
21-3 lbs.

Water evaporated 36,300 lbs.

Water evaporated per hour 6,050 lbs.

Water evaporated per lb. of coal burnt . 7-5 lbs.

Feed-water from hot-well at 110' F. was run to waste on

account of measuring the water, and town water was put in feed

tank at a temperature of 54° F., or equal to a loss of 241 lbs. of coal.

The steam and hydraulic mains are laid in circuit in the engine

and boiler houses respectively.

The contract for the electric cranes and capstans consisted of

nineteen 3-ton and five 10-ton cranes. Plates 87 and 88, and

twenty-six 1-ton pull capstans, Plate 89. The whole of the electrical

equipment for these was supplied under sub-contract by Messrs.

Siemens Brothers and Co., of Woolwich.

The following are the principal particulars of the 3-ton cranes,

Plate 87, as specified :

—

Height of jib top pin from quay level 60 feet.

Radius of jib ..... 44 feet 9 inches.

Speed of lift, o-ton load . 150 feet per minute.

Speed of lift, 1-J-ton load 250 feet per minute.

Eevolving speed at hook 400 feet per minute.

Travelling speed . . 30 feet per minute.

Lifting motor, 50 B.H.P. 300 revs, per minute.

Revolving motor, 8 B.H.P. . 1,000 revs, per minute

3 H 2
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The cranes are of the high gantry type, with gantry 30 feet

liigh, and so constructed as to admit of the passage of wagons and

engines underneath. The whole structure is rigidly tied together.

Holding-down clips for fixing to the rails and screw-down jacks for

increasing the base when the maximum load is being dealt with aro

also provided, but the cranes are absolutely stable, even with a

50 per cent, overload, without these attachments.

The travelling-gear motion is fitted with both hand and electrical

gear, the latter consisting of an enclosed series-wound multipolar

motor, which is coupled to a steel worm working into a delta

metal worm-wheel. The power is communicated to the trod-wheels

by means of spur and bevel gearing, the wheels on each side being

coupled together by means of a cross shaft, thereby ensuring

uniformity of movement and avoiding any twisting strain on the

gantry. The switch gear for the travelling motor is placed in a

water-tight case upon the bottom framing of the gantry. To

2)revent the possibility of unauthorised persons starting the gear,

the switch is provided with a detachable key, which is kept in the

charge of the crane-driver. The top framing is constructed of

H beams riveted up into box shape, and carrying the heavy plate

which takes the roller path. H beam cross-stays take the thrust

and stifi'en the structure. The roller path and rack are of cast-steel

;

they are not bolted to the top plate, and whilst they are held down

by a groove turned out of the latter, they admit of some movement

and ease the crane in case of a sudden stop when revolving. The

rollers are twenty-four in number and of cast steel.

The collector is fitted to the centre pillar, through which the

mains are passed and attached to (and consists of) two copper rings

mounted upon ambroin and separated by rings of the same material.

The collecting brushes consist of two gauze straps, each encircling

one ring, the tension being regulated by springs. These straps are

attached to terminals, which in turn are mounted upon porcelain

insulators, from which the cables for the wiring of the cranes are

taken. The crane cabin is of teak, and the front consists of a

wrought-iron framing, glazed to enable the driver to have full view

of his load throughout the operation. The cabin contains the lifting

and sluing gear and the controlling apparatus.
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The lifting gear consists of a barrel, wheel, and pinion. The

wrouglit-steel pinion is cut from a blank forged solid with the shaft,

which is fitted with a half-coupling to meet that upon the motor

spindle. Upon this shaft there is a band brake, actuated by an

electro-magnet which will be described later. The pinion gears

into a cast-iron spur-wheel keyed on the barrel shaft. Both pinion

and wheel have machine-cut teeth, and work in a cast-iron gear case

which forms an oil-bath.

The revolving gear consists of a motor, worm, worm-wheel and

spur gear. The worm is cut from a blank forged solid with tlie

shaft, which in turn is fitted with a coupling to meet the motor.

The worm engages with a delta metal worm-wheel, and a pinion

keyed to the worm-wheel shaft engages with a spur wheel which is

fitted to a short shaft actuating a pinion. This pinion travels round

the rack of the crane and thus slues the cabin and jib. A brake

actuated by a foot-treadle is fitted to the first-motion spindle, so that

the sluing motion is always under control. The sluing motor is of

similar type to the lifting.

The electric brake magnet, referred to previously, offers some

points of interest. It is placed in series with the armature of the

lifting motor, and consists of a horse-shoe magnet (with jwles

arranged as those of a two-pole dynamo) with a solid steel armature

of special shape capable of revolving between them. The passing of

the current round the field-coils tends to move the armature through

a right angle. A lever is fixed to the end of the armature, and the

brake, which is normally held on to the brake wheel by a weight, is

connected thereto by a rod. The movement of the armature lifts the

brake and releases the brake wheel. The great advantage of the

particular form of magnet described lies in the strong pull and long

range which it affords. The brake is also connected to a lever

which stands at the driver's left, so that it can be operated instantly

by hand when necessary.

The controller is of the so-called Universal type, and consists oi

two separate controllers combined in one case and actuated by one

handle. One controller actuates the lifting, and the other the

sluing, and both are connected by pinions and quadrants to the lever
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The latter is so arnuigoil, by means of a Uuiversal device, tbat

when moved in a vertical plane it actuates the lifting, and, in u

horizontal plane, the sluing controller. Thus it will be seen that the

hook follows the motion of the driver's hand, lifting when ho raises

the lever, and so on. One conspicuous point about the controller

is the ease with which it is manipulated, owing to the absence of

click gear upon the immediate contacts. Notches are provided only

at the two extremes and the off positions, and, in consequence, the

controller may be operated throughout the day without fatigue and

its attendant slackness. The resistances are fixed inside the cabin.

The switchboard consists of polished slate, framed in teak, and

fitted with main D.P. switch and automatic cut-out in lifting circuit,

and isolating switches in sluing circuit, fuses and lighting switches.

The crane cabin is well lighted by fixed and portable lamps, and

a cluster, in an enamelled iron reflector, is fixed beneath the jib half-

way up its length. Terminals are provided upon the switchboard, to

which may be connected an inspection voltmeter and ammeter.

Each 3-ton crane on being completed was tested in the following

manner :

—

A large iron tub (fitted with a valve at the bottom), weighing

1 ton net, was brought close to the quay wall, lowered into the dock,

filled through the valve, there being a port in the side of the tub so

that the weight of water could not exceed 2 tons, or a total load of

3 tons. This was lifted 30 feet, and slued through a half circle

simultaneously, then lowered on to the quay, where the valve on the

bottom of the tank opened, and the water returned into the dock.

The tub was again lifted empty, taken back, and the same process

continued.

Each crane was worked in this manner for three hours, making on

an average 100 lifts in the stated time. The current used was :

—

Lifting . . . . 18-3 B.O.T. Units.

Sluiug . . . . (5-4 ,, „

or a total of 24-7 Board of Trade units, or 2-74 Board of Trade

units per 1,000 foot-tons, or a total cost of 5'4cZ. per 1,000 foot-tons,

as shown in the Table No. 2 of costs (pages 808-812).
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TLe 10-tou cranes, Plate 88, are of the same design as the 3-toii

cranes. The revolving motor is 12 B.H.P. at 1,000 revs, per minute,

and tlie lifting motor, which is of GO B.H.P., in single gear drives

directly through a pinion on to the barrel shaft, the ratio of gearing

being 8 to 1, and a double part of rope is used. The double gear

gives a multiplying power of 20 to 1. With the single gear loads up

to 2 tons are lifted, and the double gear is used for loads from

2 to 10 tons.

As it was impossible to get both the hydraulic and the electric

cranes working together under similar conditions into a vessel, on

account of the cargoes at Middlesbrough being of such a varied

nature and the vessels differing so much in dimensions, to obtain

comparative figures as to the cost of the work done, a special test

was made, which was considered to be the nearest ajjproach to the

actual working conditions in loading cargo into a vessel's hold, and

the tabulated form shows work done and the power required.

The first load was 2 tons lifted through a height of 20 feet by the

single gear, slued through 180 , and then lowered 20 feet ; the light

chain hoisted 20 feet, and the crane slued back through ISO"". This

cycle of evolutions was performed five times. The load was then

increased a further 2 tons each time, up to and including 10 tons,

and the same number of evolutions made with each load as in tlie

first case, but double gear being used for the lifting. The total

current used being 8-1525 B.O.T. imits, or 2-717 per 1,000 foot-

tons, at a cost of 5*4c7. per 1,000 foot-tons, ec[uivalent to 358,710

foot-pounds of energy per minute for the total work.

The author does not propose to take up the members' time Ly

going fully into the details of the hydraulic crane, as this is so

well known, but simply coatent himself by stating that it was of

up-to-date design, as shown in accompanying drawing, Plate 91,

with a capacity of 10 tons, and having three vertical cylinders for

lifting. Water is admitted to the centre cylinder for the light

power, the two outside cylinders for the second power, and all

three cylinders for the full load. The sluing is done by gearing

driven by a small ordinary four-cylinder capstan-engine, and the

working pressure at the crane during the test was 700 lbs. The
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hydraulic cranes urc tiftccu years old, but are all of exactly the same

dcsigu as supplied by the same firm at the present day, and were

overhauled and in jierfcct condition before the trials were made

;

and the capstan is quite modern.

The power-water was measured by means of two Kent's high-

pressure water-meters, one on the lifting and the other on the

revolving-motion, and the crane was worked at its ordinary speed.

Precisely the same evolutions were carried out as in the case of the

electric crane, and the total gallons of pressure water used was 2,391,

equivalent to a cost of 10* 25d!. per 1,000 foot-tons lifted, or equivalent

to 087,412 foot-lbs. of energy per minute for the total work.

Another test was made on a Sunday with six hydraulic cranes

arranged to be as near as possible on one quay, and water meters

were attached to each crane. Wagons of rails were brought

underneath the cranes and worked as if they had been ordinary

cargo into a ship. They were lifted to a height of 20 feet, slued

half circle, lowered down to empty wagons, the light chain lifted

a height of 20 feet, revolved through half circle, and lowered down

again. Six hundred tons were dealt with as constant loads, and

GOO tons as variable loads, and the tabulated statement shows the

cost of handling the same. The cost of power per 1,000 foot-tons

of work was Is. 6(7., the time occupied seven hours, as shown in

Table 1 (pages 802-807) of hydraulic costs.

The same work was done on the following Sunday by the

electric cranes, and the cost per 1,000 foot-tons was Is. 2 '3 J., and

the time occupied 5J hours. (See Table 2, pages 808-812.)

The total saving effected by the electric cranes, including

crancmen and labourers, was 25 per cent., but the load factor for

the electric was only 7*3 per cent, as against the hydraulic

1'1"4 per cent., so that, if more cranes had been working and a

better load on at the power station, better results would have been

. obtained for the electric cranes. He would estimate that the total

gain would have been 50 per cent.

The diagrams, Figs. 7 and 8 (page 797), show the fluctuations of

the work.
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Fig. 7.

—

Diagram ^lioicinri WorJ: of ITiidrauUc Fngines, 21: May 1903.

Itevs.

'JO

Fig. 8.

—

Electric Engine Current Diagram, 31 3Ta7j, 1903.

Dotted lifle shows variations in the curreut load duriug the working of Light Loads.
Full line shows variation in the current load during the working of Heavy Loads.'

Amperes

350

2

Minutes
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Capstans.—Tho oloctric capstans, Plate 89, are 21 B.II.P. at

1,000 revs. i)er minute, and are capable of exerting a steady

pull of 1 ton at a speed of 200 feet per minute, or of hauling a

load of 100 tons along a level road. The capstan-bead is driven by

a cast-iron spur-wbcol, which is engaged with a steel pinion. The

latter is keyed on the same shaft as a brass worm-wheel. The

driving worm is cut from a blank forged solid with its shaft, and is

coupled direct to the motor spindle. The worm and wheel work in

an oil bath. The motor runs at 1,000 revolutions per minute, and is

comjiletely enclosed. In construction and design it is similar to the

crane motors, but is shunt-wound to avoid large variations in speed

of the caj)stan head. Upon the motor shaft there is fixed an

automatic mechanical brake, the principle of which provides

tliat when tho capstan-head is driven by the motor the brake

releases itself automatically, but should the capstan tend to run

back through being overhauled by the weight, tho brake at once

locks itself and sustains tho load. Such a brake is absolutely

necessary upon an electric capstan, as the latter differs from a

hydraulic capstan in one important respect, namely, that in tho

hydraulic capstan the water in the cylinders holds the load, whereas

in the electric capstan there is nothing to sustain the load upon the

current being cut off, and if the load is allowed to run back a

serious accident may ensue. It is also essential that the brake

should be automatic so as to claim none of the driver's attention

from his work.

The electrical switch gear presents many points of interest. It

consists of a controller with magnetic blow-out, and with overload

release gear. The controller is worked by a pedal projecting above

the capstan case by about 4 inches. This pedal is removed when

the capstan is out of use. The pedal is connected to a dash-pot,

which prevents the controller being operated too rapidly when a

driver is starting the capstan, but, at the same time, by means of

valves in the plunger, allows the controller to return rapidly to the

off position. The return to the off position is effected by means of

a weight, which is lifted as the pedal is depressed. In the event of

the capstan being pulled up by sudden overload, the release gear
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works instantaneously and breaks the main circuit. Upon the

pressure being removed from tlie pedal, the return of the controller

to tLe off position automatically replaces the release switch, and the

capstan is ready to start again. The whole of the gear is contained

in a water-tight cast-iron case sunk in the ground, the top of which

consists of chequered plates flush with the quay-side. The trials of

these capstans are shown on Table 3 (page 813).

Cables.—The distribution of current is effected by a network oi

feeders and distribution cables laid below ground. These cables are

fibre-insulated and lead-sheathed ; they are laid in wooden troughs

on the solid system, and are at a depth of about 2 feet from the

surface. Water-tight junction boxes are provided at the junctions of

the feeders. The crane connection-boxes are in two portions, the

bottom of which contains the positive and negative distributing

cables, and the top the connection apparatus for the cranes. The

connection socket consists of a circular gun-metal hood which

accurately fills the aperture in the cover of the box, and is so shaped

a& to shield the joint from wet. The interior of this hood contains

two gun-metal tongues which meet the two clip contacts in the

interior of the box. A stud and groove ensures that the socket shall

enter the aperture only in the correct position. The flexible crane

cable enters the hood of the socket through a trumpet mouth, and

the whole apparatus is shaped so as to obstruct the quay-side as little

as possible. There are fifty-two boxes in all, placed 20 yards apart.

They have withstood the test of the severest weather, and have given

no trouble. The cost of cables complete is only about 50 per cent,

of the cost of hydraulic mains for the same power.

Lighting.—About half a mile from the power station a sub-

station, fitted with switchboard for the lighting, has been put down.

There is only one cable for supplying the power both for the electric

machinery and the lighting of the docks, offices, and station.

Summary,—The Traffic Department {see Table 4, page 814)

finds the electric cranes to be a great advantage. There is very
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littlo tiuio required for oiling, as the crane has ring lubricators

to all main bearings, and the wheels run in oil-baths which

only require attention about once a month. The oil-bath effectually

prolongs the life of the wheels and deadens any noise, which

is a great advantage to the drivers in hearing instructions.

The controlling of the crane by one handle is also a distinct

advance both over the steam and the hydraulic cranes. With the

steam cranes the driver had to attend to four levers and a foot-brake,

in addition to the feed-pump and the firing of the boiler. In the

case of the hydraulic crane two levers are in use which require

considerable force.

The automatic cut-out in the electric cranes cuts oif the current

in one case at 3 tons 5 cwt., and the other at 10 tons 10 cwt., and

this device jn-events an overload upon the crane. Should the current

fail at any time the brake on the lifting gear is applied automatically,

and will hold the full load in any position with safety. To obtain

some definite idea of the speeds of the various cranes when working

under ordinary conditions, they were tested separately. The steam

crane had a load of 2 tons put on, and this was lifted 30 feet, slued

through lOG-5 feet, lowered 30 feet, light hook lifted 30 feet, slued

106*5 feet, and light hook lowered 30 feet. The total time for these

operations was 1 min. 44 sees., or at the rate of 34 cycles per hour.

The hydraulic cranes, under j)recisely the same conditions,

occupied 1 min. 40 sees, per cycle, or equivalent to 36 cycles jier

hour.

The electric cranes did the same work in 64 sees, per cycle, or

56 cycles per hour, and this is capable of being increased beyond

even this point with a good driver. Therefore in ordinary working

the electric cranes are doing 50 per cent, more work per hour than

the hydraulic or steam cranes. On actual test it was found that the

electric cranes can be released from the rails, travelled 30 feet, and

re-fixed to rails in 3 minutes.

When it has been necessary to move the hydraulic cranes to suit

the working into the various ships' holds, six men have had to be

called one hour earlier in the morning to set the four cranes which

are required for each vessel. With the electric cranes the men have
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not to be called earlier, as two men in summer and four in winter

can disconnect and connect up four cranes in 15 minutes. In winter,

on frosty nights, four men have been employed 6 hours each for the

purpose of keeping fires to prevent water in the cylinders of the

hydraulic cranes from freezing ; on the other hand, the electric

cranes have no need of this. When a steam crane had to be got

ready for work, the driver had to commence one hour earlier in order

to obtain steam, whereas the hydraulic and electric cranes are ready

for work at any moment. In 1903 when the steam cranes were

superseded by the electric cranes, the quantity of traffic dealt with at

this dock was :

—

Tons.

Coal and Coke exported 259,740

Merchandise exported ..... 297,304

Merchandise imported ..... 33,696

Total . . . 590,746

To do this work, the quantity of coal burned at the new power

station, which, as previously stated, supplies both the electric power,

lighting, and hydraulic power water, was : 3,428 tons 4 cwt,, or the

total merchandise worked per ton of coal burned was 172 '3 tons, or

a gain of 47*2 per cent.

The Paper is illustrated by Plates 86 to 91, 2 Figs, in the

letterpress, and is accompanied by Table 1 (pages 802-807),

Table 2 (pages 808-812), and Tables 3 and 4.
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TABLE 1 {continued on opposite page.

)

Work Done hy Hydraulic Cranes, Middlesbrough Dock, 2ith May 1903.

Note.—Each Crane, lifted each and every load 20 feet, slued througli a Look travi-1

of ]():!•."• fiet, lowered load 20 feet, lifted light chain 20 feet, slued back

through a hook travel of 10,} "5 feet, and lowered the light chain 20 feet,

thus completing each cycle of evolutions.

1

No. of
1
Capacity

Crane.
;
of Crane.

No. of

Bails

per
Lift.

No. of

liifts.

70

50
;

50

70

70

50
;

Gross Weight of

Rails.

Water
Meter
reading
at Start.

Water
Meter
reading

at Finish.

Total
Gallons
used.

1 \
35cwtB.*

2 5 tons

3 10 „

4 35 cwts.*

5 35 „ *

6 5 tons

5

7

7

5

5

7

T. C. Q. Lbs.
100 6 1

100 11 2 12

100 16 3 24

100 3 16

100 11 2 12

99 18 19

34280

123G0

660

150

110

100

35900

15280

3610

2170

2030

3240

1620

2920

2950

2020

1920

3140

First part| r^ .,
OF Test.; ^°^^^^

' •

1

360

i

602 5 1 27 14570

1

Power Station Kecords and Costs.

(Continued on pages 803, 804, 805, and 80G.)

No. of

Hydraulic
Engine
at work.

Time
started for

Tests.

Engine
Counter
reading at

Start.

Time
finished for

Test.

Engine Counter
reading at

Finish of

Test.

No. 3 7 a.m. 4818441 2 p.m. 4829455

* One lifting ram, lOJ inches diam. by (i ft. 3 ins. stroke.

Two bluing rams, 5| inches diam. by 3 ft. and 3 ft. 8 ins. strokes.

Pressure at crane, 750 lbs.

Multiplying power, 8 to 1.

Height and radius of jib similar to 5-ton hydraulic cranes.
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(continued on next farje) TABLE 1

.

Worh Done by Hydraulic Cranes, Middlesbrough Dock, 24//* May 1903.

No.
of

Crane.

Total No.
of Lifts

at 2 rails

per lift.

,
Gross Weight of

1

Kails.

Water Meter
reading
at Start.

Water Meter
reading

at Finish.

Total
Gallons
used.

1 29

T. C. Q. Lbs
17 1 3 4 35900 3660U 700

2 17 10 1 12 15280 16290 1010

3 17 10 1 12 3610 4630 1020

4 29 17 1 3 4 2170 3010 840

5 29 17 1 3 4 2030 2780 750

• G 17

138

10 1 12 3240 4390 1150

81 6 1 20 1 5470

Second Part
Total No. of Lifts 465.

i

OF Tests. (Made up of four Totals on pages 803-806.)

Power Station Records and Costs.

{Continued on pages 804, 805, and 806.)

Total

Eevolutions
made.

Load Factor.
Total Gallons

pumped.

Total Gallons
used by
Cranes as

above.

Total Gallons
used bj' Capstan
as measured by
Water Meter.

Per cent.

11014 *14'4 59002 1 34070
(displacement) (displacement)

14110
j

1

* This figure represents the Load Factor in proportion to the 3 Hydraulic Engine

working at maximum speed.
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TABLE 1 (continued on ojnposile page.)

JtXK I'J'Jl,

Worh Done hy Hydraulic Cranes, Middlesbrough Bocl\ ^iih May 1903.

No.
of

Total No.
of Lifts at Gross 'Weifrht of

Water Meter
rendinf;

Water Meter Total
reading Gallons

Crane.
4 rails

per lift.

i\a, IS.

1

at Start. at Finish. used.
!

1 T. C. Q. Lbs.

1 29 1
8i 3 2 8 36600 37310

] 710

2 17 20 2 24 16290 173S0 lfi;)0

3 17 20 2 24 ! 4630 5600 :)70

4 29 34 3 2 8 3010 3820 810

5 29 34 3 ')

1

8 2780 3540 760

6 17 20 2 24 4390 5570 1180

1.38 162 12 o 12
" ^ 5520

TotanVelght . . 608 o 3 12

(Made up of four Total Gallons used 19500.

Totals in Second
Part of Testa on (Made up of four Totals in Second Part

pages 803-806.) of Tests on pages 803-806.)

Power Station Records and Costs.

(^Continued on pages 805 and 806.)

Total Gallons

run through
Drains as

measured.

Total Gallons
run through
Momentum-
Valve as

measured.

Total Gallons
accounted for.

Coal Burnt
during

7 Hours' Test.

Lbs.

Ashes and
Clinker left

after Test.

Lbs.

8720 2100 59000
1

3584 330
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(continued on next imge) TABLE 1.

Worlc Bone hj Hydraulic Cranes, Middlesbrough Bode, 2ith May 1903.

No.
of

Crane.

Total No.
of Lifts at

G rails

per lift.

Gross Weiglit of

Hails.

1

Water Meter
reading

ut Start.

Water IMeter Total

reading Gallons

at Finish. used.

1

2

3

4

5

G

29

17

17

29

29

17

1
T. C. Q. Lbs.

51 5 1 12

30 1 8

30 1 S

51 5 1 12

51 5 1 12

30 1 8

37310

17380

5G00

3820

3510

.^570

37990

18410

G6G0

4G40

43G0

G770

080

1030

lOCO

820

820

1200

i:;8 ' 243 19 1 4 :,G10

Power Station Records and Costs.

(Continued on page 80G)

3 i
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TABLE 1 (continued on opposite page.)

Jlne 1904.

Work Done hy Ihjdraulie Cranes, Middlesbrough DocJc, 24i/i May 1903.

Total No.
of Lifts

at 8 rails

per lift.

Gross Weight
of Eails.

!

Water
Meter
reading
at Start.

Water
Meter
reading

at Finish.

Total
Gals,

used.

Gross Total
Weight
of Kails.

1

Gross
Total No.
of Gals.

used.

No.
of

Crane.

17

17

17

T. C. Q.Lbs.

1 40 1 1 20

40 1 1 20

i

40 1 1 20

18410

6660

6770

19440

7330

7970

1030

670

1200

T. 0. Q.Lbs.
20216 3 24

20015 20

201 2 4

20211 2 12
i

203 2 1 8

200 1 2 27

3710

7080

6670

4490

4250

7870

1

2

?,

5

6

51 120 4 1 4

)

2900 1210 8 1 11 34070

Power Station Kecords and Costs.

(Concluded from pages 802, 803, 804 and 805.)

Total Station

Cost during
Test.

£ s. d.

1 4 2-6

Total Station

Cost per

1000 Gallons
pumped during

Test.

£ .-•. d.

4-92

Capital
Charges

during Test,

see Statement
on next page.

Capital
Chari^'es per
1000 "Gallons

pumped
during Test.

£ 8. d.

1 18 10
£ 8. d.

7-9

Total Cost
at Station

per 1000
Gallons
pumped.

£ s.

1

d.

0-82
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{concluded from parjc 802) TABLE 1.

WorJc Done ly Hydraulic Cranes, MiddleshrougJi Doch, 2ith May 1903.

Capital Charges.

Particulaks op Capital Charges.

Value of Hydraulic Plant
|
j@ 5% Interest per annum

1

£17,787 19s. 10(7. J\@ 5% for Eepairs and Depreciation)

Value of Buildings

.

,. X c@ 5% Interest per annum 1
(proportion) >{ }

fi "07 n 01 \^® " ^'^^ liepairs and Depreciation)

Rates and Taxes (proportion) .....

£ s. (I

1,778 IG

570 14

81 13 4

£2,431 3 4

£2,431 3s. id. -T- 365 days

£6 13g. 2d. -T- 24 hours .

£0 5s. G-5S(?. X 7 hours .

£1 18s. IQd. -T- 59 thousand gallons

£ s. d.

per day G 13 2

per hour 5 C-58

time of test 1 18 10

per 1000 gallons 7-9

Cost per 1000 foot-tons.

Cost of Power per 1000 foot-tons of Work,

Total tons dealt with .....
Total gallons of hydraulic power water used .

Total gallons used per 1000 foot-tons of work .

Total cost for power only per 1000 foot-tons of work

1210-4 tons.

34,070 gallons.

1,407 gallons.

£0 Is. 6d.

3 I 2
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TABLE 2 (conlinued on ojjposUe ^age).

Work Bone hy Electric Cranes, Middlesbrowjh Dock, Sis/ May 1903.

FiRBT Pabt op Test.

No. of Lifts @, !
Total

No. CapBcity

Total

No. Total Wei f?ht

Board
of

j

of of 4 1 3 2 5 fi 7 of of Trade

Crane., Crane. Rails Bails Rails Rails Rails Rails Lifts. Rails. Units

1 per per per per per per used.*

1

Lift. Lift. Lift. ' Lift.
1

Lift. Lift.

It. 0. Q. Lbs.

1 3 Tons CO 5 5 - — — 70 'l02 9 12 "]

2 3 „ V>0 5 5
1

- — — 70 102 i) 12
1

H 3 >. 60 5 5
i

- — — 70 102 9 12 I --

4 10 „ — ' —
i

40 5 5 50 101 13 3 20
5 •' ,>

— — — 40 5 5 ' 50 101 13 3 20 I

6 3 „ —
1

— — 40 5 5

15

;
50

i SCO

j

1101 13 3 20 J

Totals . 180 15 15 120 15 612 9 12 75

Pq-weu Station Recoeds and Costs.

No. of

Electric Engine
at woik.

Time Started
for Teat.

Time
Finished
Test.

Meter Reading ' Meter Reading
at at

Start of Test Finish of Test
in in

Board of Trade Board of Trade
Units. Units.

No. 3

No. 3

a.m. a.m.

8.30 10.45
a.m. p.m.
11.30 2.30

1800S0 180158

180158 180344

Totals . .

i 1
"

1

" The current for all the six cranes was measured through a single meter at the

end of the jetty cable.
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(continued on next p«^c) TABLE 2.

Wurlc Done hij Electric Cranes, Middlesbrough Dock, Zlst May 1903.

Second Part OF Test.

Total Total
'

Total 1 Total
Lifts

@
2 rails

per

lift.

To tal Weight
of

Kails.

Lifts

@
3 rails

per
lift,

j

Total Wei
of

Rails.

ght
Lifts

@
4 rails

per
lift.

Total Weight
of

Rails.

Lifts

@
G rails

per

lift.

T. C. Q. Lbs. T. C. Q. Lbs. T. C. Q. LbsJ
30 22 15 1 12 30 34 3 4 30 45 10 2 24 —
30 22 15 1 12 i 30 34 3 4 30 ; 45 10 2 24 —
30 22 15 1 12 i 30 34 3 4 30 45 10 2 24 —
17 12 IS — 4

!
17 ; 19 7 G 17 25 16 8 4

17 1 12 18—4 ' 17
1

19 7 G 17 25 16 8 4

17 12 18—4 17 19 7 G 17
,
25 16 8 4

141 107 20 141 160 10 1 2 141 214 1 12
1

12

Summary of Second Pa
Total Weight Lifted 6

rt of the Test. Electrical Cranee. Total No. of Lifts 474.

L2 tons 9 cwt. 12 lbs. Total Board of Trade Units used 99.

Power Station Records and Costs.

Total
Board
of

Trade
Units
used.

Total Total
Board of Board of Trade

Trade Units ! Units used
used by by Arc Lamps
Lamps in on Lighting
Cellar at Circuit as

Power Station.' per meter.

Net Total
Board of

Trade Units
used by
Electric

Cranes.

Coal
Burnt
during
Test.

Cwts.

Coal Burnt
per Board of

Trade Unit.
Lbs.

78

186

3 nil

3 84

75 ! 12 17-3

99 14
I

8-4

264 6 84 174 26 —

Load Factor 7-3 per cent.*

* This figure represents the Load Factor in proportion to the 3 Electric Engines

working at maximum speed.
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TABLE 2 {continued on opjwsilc 2wjc.)

Worh Done hy Electric Cranes, Middlesbrough DocJc, Ols/ May 1903.

Second Taut of Test.

Tolul Weight
(if

Kails.

Total
Lifts

@
7 rails

per
lift.

1

Total Weight
of

Eails.

Total Weight
of

Eails.

Total
Board

of

Trade
Units
used.*

]

I 99

T. C. Q. Lbs. T. C. Q. Lbs. T.
102
102
102

101
101

101

C. Q. Lbs.

9 12

9 12

9 12

i:! 3 20
i:! 3 20
13 3 20

9 2 16

9 2 IG

9 2 16

13
13
13

34 10 2 14

34 10 2 14
34 10 2 14

27 6 1 20 39 103 11 3 14 612 9 12 99

1

Summary of Second Part of the Test. Electrical Cranes. Total No. of Lifts 474.

Total Wei^'ht Lifted G12 tons 9 cwt. 12 lbs. Total Board of Trade Units used 99.

Power Station Eecords and Costs.

Average
Coal Burnt

per
Board of Trade

Unit.

Lb.s.

Ashes and
Clinkers

left

on Conclusion
of

Test.

Cost of Coal

@
8s. od, per ton

during Test.

Cost of Wages
Net Time

of

Test.

Oil Stores

and Water
during Time

of Test.

11

C. Q. Lbs.

2 2

£ s, d.

10 9

£ s. d.

6 5-7

£ s. d.

2 1

* The current for all the six cranes was measured through a single meter at the

end of the jetty cable.
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(^continued on next page) TABLE 2.

Worh Done hy Electric Cranes, Middlesbrough Dock, 31s/ May 1903.

Summary of Tests.

Gross Total
Weight

of

Kails.

Gross
Total

Board of

Trade Units
used.

Bemarks.

T. C. Q. Lbs.

204 18 24
204 18 24

204 18 24
20:^ 7 3 12

203 7 3 12

203 7 3 12

\ 174

174

Eacli crane lifted each and every

load 20 leet, slued through a hook
travel of 103-5 feet, lowered load 20

feet, lifted liglit chain 20 feet, slued

back through a hook travel of 103*5

feet, and lowered the light chain 20

feet, thus completiDg each cycle of

evolutions.1224 18 24

Power Station Records and Costs.

Total Station

Cost
during time

of Test.

Capital Charges,

Total Station Depreciation,

Cost Interest,

per Eepairs,

Board of Rates, during
Trade Unit. :

Test.

See Summary.

Capital Charges
per

Board of Trade
Unit.

Total Cost
per

Board of Trade
Unit,

£ s. d. ' £ s. d.
\
£ s. d.

19 3-7 0-87 1 5 9-75

£ s. d. £ «. d.

1-17 2-02

1
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TABLE 2 (concluded from page 808.)

JusE 1904.

Work done III Elcclric Cranes, Middlcshronjh Ducky 31s/ Maij 1903,

Capital Chaugks.

rAUTlCULAnS OF Cai'ital Chakges.

Jiatcs

\ ivliie of Buildmirs jL1,507 {
"

„l@ 5% for Rep:

\ iiluc of Haul .!,U),219 s ^ ,, . ,

{@ i)/o for licpairs ami D

lairs and DL-prtciutioui

1

fprcciatiuu

'

£ !>. ,1.

81 i:; 4

450 14

. 1,021 18

£2,154 5 4

£2,154 5s. id. -T- 3G5 days

£5 18^. Od. -h- 24 hourd .

£0 4s. 11(?. X 5-25 Lours

£1 08. O-T.'x?. -7- 204 .

£ X. d.

per day 5 18

per hour 4 1

1

lime of test 1 5 'J "75

per Board of Trade unit 1-17

Cost per 1000 foot-tons.

Cost of Powek per 1000 Foox-TONti of Wokk.

Total tons dealt with ....
Total Board of Trade units used.

Total units used per 1000 foot-tons of work

Total cost of power per 1000 foot-tons of work

1224-9 tons.

174 units.

7'1 units.

£0 Is. 2- 3d.
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fts

H %,
h-1 o*

w arj

<
H s

S
51

<^

Total saving effected by
Eleotrio Cranes. 1 1 1 S

a!,

m
u, S CO

" O 00o

Total saving effected by
Electric Cranes.

Total cost per 100 tons. Pence. 327-5 244-7
82-8

Total coat of handling cargo.

-< oo «s
O t» '*< <N

fl 4< r- !>•
« O C5 O
Qj O C5 O'^ CO G^

Total cost of men's wages
handling cargo during test.

Pence. 3528
2G46

882

Total cost of working at Station,

including Capital, Interest, and
Repairs during test.

Pence. 436-74 351-48
85-26

Total cost of working at

Power Station during test.
Pence.

1G7-34

151-38 15

-90

Total coal burnt at Power
Station during test.

Lbs. 3,584 2,912

672

Total time occupied in loading.

Hrs.

Mins.

7 5
15

1
45

Total weight of rails lifted. Tons. 1210-4 1224-9

Total number of lifts made. |>J CO
CO CO '

1

1

Descriptionof
Cranes.

Hydraulic

Electric

.

Saving

effected

by"l

Electric

Cranes

.

j
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Discussion.

Mr. Edward B. Ellington, Vice-President I.Mecli.E,, wrote that

this Paper, regarded as a record of facts, was a most useful

contribution to the elucidation of a subject which had roused

considerable controversy, and the Institution was greatly indebted

to him for it. It was not, however, easy to obtain data which

were really comparable, and the author's figures and conclusions

were open to criticism from this standpoint. He stated in his

opening remarks that the hydraulic and electrical appliances at

Middlesbrough dock " are working side by side, and are all

thoroughly up to date, giving an excellent opportunity for judging

the value of one against the other, so far as economy in working

is concerned." But this statement could only be applied with

accuracy to the generating plant and possibly to the capstan.

With regard to the hydraulic cranes, it was stated that they were

made fifteen years ago. In no sense could these be taken to be

comparable with the very perfect electric cranes recently erected.

Fifteen years ago comparatively little attention was paid to the

economical production and use of power in docks. The hydraulic

system had proved economical as a whole, but there was little

competition. The effect had been that a very large number of

hydraulic appliances installed were uneconomical as compared with

what it was possible to obtain by the system. When electricity for

these purposes became available, an entirely different set of conditions

arose. In order that the electrical system should have a continued

success, it was essential that the machinery should be constructed in

all its details in the most perfect manner, so as to reduce the serious

loss of efiiciency which would otherwise occur, and also to secure

that perfection of control and safety in use which had been the

special characteristic of hydraulic plant. Bad examples of hydraulic

cranes were extravagant in power and frequently worked at slow

speeds, but they were safe and not costly to maintain. A bad

example of an electric crane was useless. He was not concerned

to show that hydraulic plant was better than electric for dock

work. Each had its special advantages, and he had elsewhere
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(Mr. Edward B. Ellington.)

expressed his conviction that in the best equipped docks of the

future both systems woukl find a i)lace. Local conditicjns varied

BO greatly that a great deal of variation in practice was probably

desirable. In some cases both powers would be wanted ; in others

the balance of advantage would be in favour of hydraulic and in

others electric, according to the circumstances which might make

the special advantages of each system predominate. As to the

generating plant at Middlesbrough, from the particulars of the

trials it appeared that the mechanical efficiency of both was

practically the same, but the electric plant took 33 per cent, more

coal per unit of energy produced. There was no record of the

results of working at lower load factors than 100 per cent., with the

exception of those given in the Tables which showed about the same

difference of one-third in favour of hydraulics. The figures were,

however, so irregular (17 'o lbs. to 8-4 lbs. coal burnt per unit) that

they were of little value on this point. It was quite certain that at

low load-factors there was a considerable advantage in economy of

coal consumption in the hydraulic system, owing to the nearly

constant load on the engine and the variable speed, as compared

with the variable load and constant speed of the electric plant.

Indeed, the author's figures indicated this, as the 1,84:4 gallons

pumped per hundredweight of coal formed a larger percentage of

the maximum of 5,090 than the corresponding figure of 11 lbs. of

coal per unit was to the equivalent of 21*2 lbs. of water per

electrical horse-power. But the figure 1,844 was a very poor result,

only about 36 per cent, of the maximum. Even under very

favourable conditions of load-factor and taking long periods of

work, it should not be less than 60 per cent. He had obtained

about 70 per cent, from one year's end to the other with worse load

factors. A few hours' test on such a point could not in his judgment

give reliable results, because of the impossibility of obtaining

correct data in the time. The author's figures were also influenced

to a very great extent by the fact that the hydraulic work done was

spread over seven hours, and the electric over five and a quarter

hours. He, of course, explained how this came about, but the

explanation only showed how little up-to-date the hydraulic crane

equipment of the dock was.

i
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The author used the term load-factor in a sense which deprived

it of most of its value. The proportion of the actual output to the

capacity of the plant installed told one nothing but the size of the

Central Station. As the total electrical power installation was twice

the size of the hydraulic, the hydraulic load-factor, as Mr. Eaven

expressed it, was necessarily twice the electric under all conditions

of equal total output in a given time. It would be absurd to say

that the results of the trials given on pages 789 and 790 were

obtained with a load-factor of 33 per cent., yet that was so in the

sense in which the author used the term. The load-factor as usually

understood was the relation between the actual average output during

the time to the maximum output at any instant during the time. If

the Central Station was well divided into units, this might

approximate to the ratio of the average output to the maximum

output of the units in use. The author seemed to think that if the

experiments had been made with a larger number of cranes and

better load-factors, the saving due to the use of electricity would

have been doubled, i.e., from 25 to 50 per cent. Of this there was

no proof. The load-factor on Mr. Kaven's definition depended

entirely on the average total output per unit of time. This would

increase in direct proportion to the number of cranes at work, and

the ratio of the hydraulic and electric load-factors would remain

constant. He assumed, of course, that the number of cranes in use

under test of each system were equal. If, however, the station plant

actually running, or the maximum demand on the engines actually

running was taken as the basis of the load-factor, then within certain

limits the greater the number of cranes the greater would be the

discrepancy between the respective load-factors. Thus, suppose the

number of cranes in use was doubled. The maximum electric output

for the number recorded on the diagram was nearly 350 amperes.

As there were no accumulators, the maximum for twice the number

would be, at least, 550 amperes, the power of one station unit. The

total output per hour must be doubled ; therefore, the load-factor was

increased by not more than ^"i!
^ ^

or 7 to 5^, or say at most 50 per

cent. Now in the case of hydraulics the ratio was quite different.
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(Mr. K.hvur.l 1*.. Kllington.)

Tho maximum within the limits of a biuglo pumping unit was tbo

samo, whatever the total output. Tho engines would work at full

Bpeod for a few minutes in tho hour or for many minutes approximately

in proportion to tho total output. If tho number of cranes in use

was doubled, tho total outjtut was doubled also, and tho maximum

being tho samo tho load-factor was increased in tho ratio of two to

one or 100 per cent. "When the total output became so large that

several pumping engines or dynamos were required, both systems

settled down to a characteristic load-factor for each. He might also

point out that the load factors of the two diagrams, Figs. 7 and 8

(page 707) were almost equal, but as one was for 4^ minutes and the

other for 7 hours, and as the electrical diagram perhaps included the

constant lighting load, they were hardly comparable. Was he right

in assuming that the arc-lamp lighting load (page 809) was constant

during the three hours ? The electrical figures of power costs could

not be correct for the current used for the cranes. For the cranes

alone the cost worked out at more than del. per unit. A mere increase

in output did not in itself improve the load-factor in the general

current sense of the term. In London the general hydraulic-power

supply load-factor had remained practically constant at 33 per cent,

for the past 15 years, though the supply was now about 900

million gallons per annum, and had multiplied 7 times in the interval.

The area of supply had increased about three times. The author

had failed to realize that the load-factor of a hydraulic central station

plant engaged in supplying intermittent demands, must always be

higher than that of an electric station doing the same work, owing to

the influence of the hydraulic accumulator.

There was a further point which affected the results on which he

hoped the author would give some additional information. There

had been installed at Middlesbrough about 1,000 electric horse-

power and about 500 hydraulic horse-power. The total boiler plant

was thus, say, 1,500 horse-power. On what basis had he made the

apportionment of the total cost of the station ? So much depended

on that and on the apportionment of the total running cost. Did he

take into account the cost of the cranes ? However, the author's

relative figures were 2d. per unit and Is. per 1,000 gallons, and

1
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indicated that the cost of the hydraulic energy delivered into the

mains was less than the electric. Under these circumstances

one would expect to find that, when the hydraulic power was

applied to lifting operations, this initial advantage would be more

than maintained. But the author considered from the results of his

experiments that this initial advantage of the hydraulic system not

only disappeared, but was converted into a disadvantage of at least

25 per cent. The figures given were not sufficiently complete to be

able to state positively the efficiencies of the machines tested, but

from the stated power of the motors in the case of the 3-ton electric

cranes, it would seem that the electric cranes had an estimated

efficiency of about 60 per cent, at full load, while the trial efficiency

at full load (2*74: units per 1,000-foot tons) was only about 28 per

cent. The 5-ton hydraulic crane had an estimated efficiency of only

58 per cent., and there were no figures available as to actual results

obtained with full load. As the efficiency of hydraulic machines,

i.e. the ratio of useful work done at full load to power expended,

only fell below 70 per cent, in ill-designed cranes of the class dealt

with in the Paper, it was difficult at first to see exactly the reason

for the results which Mr. Eaven had experienced. But in Table 1

(page 802), it was recorded that 100 tons was dealt with by one of

those cranes (No. 6), with an expenditure of 3,140 gallons of water.

A similar crane (No. 2) did the same work with 2,920 gallons. The

same work was done by a 35-cwt. crane (No. 1) with an expenditure

of only 1,620, and another 35-cwt. crane (No. 4.) took 2,020 gallons.

Such variable results gave a very weak basis to work upon. He
had known meters to be wrong, but it looked here as if the cranes

were at fault. Moreover, a 5-ton single power crane, lifting loads

of two tons, could not show well in such a calculation. It was quite

evident that if really efficient cranes suitable for the work had been

used, the work recorded, in Table 1 et seq., could Lave been done

with half the consumption. It was curious to note however that on

the basis of calculations adopted, the only effect on the power-station

costs would have been a very unimportant difference in the cost of

coal. It would have been interesting to have had the same detail as

to the power used in the electric cranes. Table 2 (pages 808-812), but
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the total consumption alono was given. It had, he tbouglit, been

well established by past experience tliat there was only a small annual

saving to bo eflfected by small economies due to using plant of

variable power, unless it was accompanied by a diminution ofmaximum

demand and diminished station plant.

Probably the most important point to determine, in order to form

a correct opinion as to the relative economy of hydraulic and electric

dock plant, was the relative power required at the central station.

When once that had been installed, the cost per 1,000 gallons, or the

cost per unit would rise and fall with the total output over a given

time, but the total cost would remain approximately equal whatever

the output, within the limits of the minimum and maximum demand

in the same time. The economic advantage which the author's

figures showed for the electric system would disappear if hydraulic

cranes had been tested which were of the same maximum power as

the electric, and if they had been constructed to do the work in the

same time with reasonable efficiency. Speed of working was only a

question of requirements, though probably hydraulic cranes and lifts

could be worked at a higher speed than electric without sacrificing

safety. In the case of the Middlesbrough Docks the best possible

use appeared to have been made of the electric energy transmitted,

while the same could not be said of the hydraulic energy, and in his

judgment no conclusions of a general character could with any

advantage be drawn from them as to the relative economy in the use

of the two systems.

Mr. John Bare, referring to page 795, asked whether, when

lifting the empty hook with the heavy power of 10-ton hydraulic

crane, the whole three rams were used ? If so, then the efficiency

would naturally be small in such case.

Referring to the same crane at foot of the same page, the sluing

was done by gearing driven by a small ordinary d-cylinder

capstan engine. Had the sluing been done by sluing cylinders,

the result would probably have been much more economical. He
also asked whether, in making up the capital charges (pages 807

and 812), the sums taken included the whole plant in including
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value of the cranes and capstans themselves, or if the sums included

only the cost of generating plant in both cases. It would add to

the value of the Paper if the approximate first costs were given for

hydraulic and electric cranes of the same power ; also of capstans.

There was the vital question of maintenance of cranes and

capstans. Presumably the electric cranes had been in use for a very

few years, while the hydraulic had been fifteen years in use, and were

evidently in first-class condition even now. It might be too soon to

give data, but it would be interesting to know relative costs of

maintenance. If the hydraulic capstans were of the twin-turn-over

type, they were very easily got at for repairs. The electric capstans

did not appear to be of the turn-over type, and might be rather

awkward in case of repairs. There was no reason, however, why

they should not be so made.

Not having had an opportunity of seeing the electric cranes

described at work, the matter of general smoothness and freedom

from vibration and noise could not well be gauged from the description

given in the Paper ; but it would be interesting to know how the

action of the two types of cranes compared generally, and if the

electric cranes gave the same smooth, quiet, unobtrusive work as

hydraulic cranes were known so well to do.

At the bottom of page 800 they were told it took six men to move

the hydraulic cranes into position for work in the morning. Why
ought this to be ? In other words, why furnish the electric cranes

with power motors for travelling purposes at lavish cost, and deny

the same privilege to hydraulic ? Hydraulic cranes could be and

were moved along quite readily by a hydraulic engine and gearing.

So far as the tests under varying loads were concerned, the

comparison would seem to be a very fair one. Indeed an analysis of

the tests showed, he thought, that the average of the tests gave

50 per cent, of full load for electric cranes, and about 58 per cent,

for hydraulic cranes, which was, of course, in favour of electric in the

comparison. It was well known that the principal advantage of

electric power was found with light loads, the power given out being

approximately in proportion to the load being lifted. On the other

hand, the electric plant at the generating station must necessarily have

3 K
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a largo margin to moot sudden demands, and in consequence a smaller

load-factor ; tliis was a matter of necessity and not a sot-off to the

advantage of electric power as hinted at in tho Paper. On the

other hand, the hydraulic jjumping plant when at work was working

against full load, pumping into tho accumulator, even although the

pumps might be working only a small proportion of their time.

It followed in consequence that an clectric-powcr station must have

a much larger reserve of power than in the case of hydraulic, as the

hydraulic accumulator acted as a reservoir into which the engine

could be pumping, while, for the time being, no water might be in

course of being drawn off for cranes.

The author of the Paper having made the study of electric power

as applied to dock appliances his own, he might be pardoned for

being perhaps a little prejudiced in favour of electric power. This

preference appeared in various parts of the Paper, notably at foot of

page 796, where, after demonstrating—to his own satisfaction at

least—that the total saving effected by the electric cranes was 25 per

cent., went on to " estimate," in his own hopeful way, " that the total

gain would have been 50 per cent." if certain conditions had been

comjdicd with. But the fact was that the question of maintenance

—neglected in the Paper—might make all the difference. Then

again, why should the author in Table 3 (page 813) go out of his

way to point out the immense advantage of electric power when

running a capstan light ? He might with equal justice have put it

the other way about, and quoted the opposite instance of the greater

efficiency of hydraulic power with the capstan heavily loaded.

That there was a great field for electric power in dock work,

especially in countries where frost prevailed, no one would disi)ute.

Both kinds of power, hydraulic and electric, had their own special

fields. Many, however, would still be unconvinced—the figures in the

Paper notwithstanding—that taken on all fours there was any gain in

economy to be found by using electric in preference to hydraulic power.

The thorough, painstaking and careful manner in which the facts

for both electric and hydraulic power for dock work had been put

before the meeting in this excellent Paper, which must prove to a

great extent a standard for future reference, warranted their heartiest

appreciation and best thanks.
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Mr. Alfred Saxon said it seemed to him that the critics had

taken an English view of the question, and not an American view

It was not a question merely of the saving between electric power

and hydraulic power. It was the saving by the dock authorities and

by the railway authorities and by the shipowners. Too much had

been made of the newness of the electric plant in comparison to the

hydraulic plant, which was old and not up to date, but other

important features of saving had accrued.

Mr. William Ferguson, of Wellington, New Zealand, wrote that

he had read the Paper with much interest. The following points

seemed to him to show that the hydraulic tests were not quite what

they ought to have been. Out of 59,000 gallons pumped only 34,070

were used for cranes, and 14,100 gallons for capstans, whilst 22^ per

cent, of the power generated was wasted, 8,700 gallons going to

waste through drains, and 2,100 through momentum valve. This

would seem to point out either that the engine power was excessive

for the load and that to keep the engines moving it was necessary

to run to waste through engine relief-valves and accumulator

momentum-valves, or that the engines were not in an efficient state

of repair. In either case the result would probably mean an

enhanced cost per 1,000 gallons of hydraulic water utilized. He
noticed that cost of repairs and maintenance was set down at 5 per

cent, for both electric and hydraulic installations. If the cost of

electric plant repairs and maintenance were raised by !£ per cent,

to say 6j per cent., the capital charges would equal that set down

for the hydraulic plant, notwithstanding that a larger item for

building was charged against hydraulic (probably correctly so, as the

accumulator house would be additional to the ordinary engine and

boiler-house buildings). No doubt electric plant would cost more

than 6f per cent, to maintain as compared with 5 per cent, for

hydraulic. Though drawings were given of the 5- and 10-ton

hydraulic cranes, no particulars were given of the 35-cwt.

cranes.* The implication was that they were similar to the 5- and

* Since added in a footnote, page 802.
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(Mr. William Ferguson.)

10-ton cranes, that is, of tbo Tannott-Walker type, with large roller

path. Ho had always understood that this type gave difficulty in

connection with the sluing gear. Whether this was so or not, in

this case the three 35-cwt. cranes did not seem to have been in

equally good condition of service. The following abstract of the

volume of water used doing equal work was taken from the Paper :

—

Crane
No. 1.

Crane
No. 4.

Crane
No. 5.

],(;2()
1

2,020 1,920

TOO 840 750

710 SIO 7(10

080 8-20 820

n,710
j

4,490 4,250

Gallons (page 802)

„ ( „ 803)

., ( ,. 804)

„ ( „ 805)

That similar cranes doing identical work varied in consumption

from 3,710 to 4,490 gallons, or over 20 per cent., was inexplicable,

and this matter should be cleared up. Whilst in the electric tests

five sets of experiments were tried with 3-ton cranes and one with a

10-ton crane, in the hydraulic tests two out cf the six series were

tried with a 5-ton crane, whose trial load in the first test was only

40 per cent, and in the second trials averaged only 29 per cent,

of the nominal power of the crane. Taking the 35-cwt. crane

tests alone, which had a reasonable factor of working to total

capacity, the volume of water used would be reduced from 1,407

gallons to 1,022 gallons per 1,000 foot-tons, which would bring tlie

cost down from Is. 6(7. to Is. Id. per 1,000 foot-tons, and this

notwithstanding the great discrepancy in the volume of water used

by the three cranes under trial and consequent doubt thrown on the

results.

Mr. Eaven wrote that Mr. Ellington seemed to raise objection

to comparing hydraulic cranes, which were put down 15 years ago,

with electric cranes of modern construction. The whole of these
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cranes, except one, were of exactly similar design to those being

erected at the present date; the remaining one was of 10-tons

capacity, and was certainly an up-to-date crane so far as lifting

power was concerned ; it had three powers, fitted with three cylinders.

The revolving motion was obtained by a rotary engine, for the

reason that the trafiic department required the crane to revolve

right round when necessary without returning over the same ground.

All these cranes were in perfectly good repair.

He quite agreed with Mr. Ellington that there were uses to which

each class of machinery was specially adapted in dock work ; all

overhead cranes, elevators, etc., for constant work should, in the

author's opinion, be electric, but for underground machinery, such

as dockgate capstans, etc., where there was damp to contend with,

hydraulic machinery might possibly have an advantage. In having

electric machinery, the same power station could supply light for the

docks, stations, offices, etc., and this had many advantages.

Mr. Ellington took exception to the load-factor of the engines

when working, but it was simply shown as the work done by each

engine in proportion to the maximum capacity of each installation.

He also criticised the remarks made, that, if a better load-factor had

been obtained for the electric engines, the saving due to electricity

would have been doubled. From observations made at the power

station, he found that very little more coal was required to run the

engines at a heavy load than that required for a light load. The

first and second parts of the electric-crane tests, power-station costs,

and record sheets would prove this if referred to, as they showed

that, whereas it took 12 cwts. of coal to generate 78 units at light

loads, only 2 cwts. more were required to produce 186 units or

15 G per cent, more power at the heavy loads, and this would go on

reducing the coal consumption until the maximum of the engine was

reached. The arc-lamp lighting was constant during the three-hour

tests mentioned. The power station and buildings in connection

therewith have been apportioned in proportion to the area required

for each installation. Each installation was a separate contract ; two

boilers were included in the hydraulic contract, and four in the

electric. The cost of the cranes was not taken into consideration at all.
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(Mr. Raven.)

With regard to tho efficiency of two macliinos of equal lifting

power, he made a separate test of tho three-power 10-ton crano as

against tho 10-ton electric. Each crane made five complete cycles

with a 2-ton load, then a further series of five evolutions with

4, G, 8 and 10 tons, and in doing this the hydraulic crano required

38,495,100 foot-pounds of energy, whereas tho electrical crano

only required 21,65G,o00 foot-pounds, all conditions being equal.

They found that with the electrical cranes the quantity of work

dealt with per ton of coal burnt had increased from 117 to 172 tons,

or a net gain of 47 per cent., and this was the point they had to

consider.

With regard to Mr. John Barr's queries (page 820), only tho

centre ram was used for lifting the light hook. AVith the 10-ton

crane, as already explained, thei-e was a special reason for employing

an engine for the revolving motion. If cylinders were used, there

would no doubt be a saving of 20 per cent, in water, but one would

not be able to revolve right round ; and this their traffic department

considered necessary. The capital charges only referred to the

cost of the generating plant in both cases. So far as they had

at present been able to discover, there was practically no difference

in the cost of maintenance as between the electric and hydraulic, but

he thought it was too soon yet to give data. There was very little

difference in the general smoothness of working, the gearing of the

electrical cranes being machine cut, and running in an oil bath.

Neither the hydraulic nor electrical capstans were of the turn-over

type ; they had a strong objection to them, as they had had several

instances where they had come open and serious accidents had

happened, in some cases limbs having been broken. With regard to

the moving of hydraulic cranes, even with engine and gearing they

could not travel so quickly as electric on account of the heavy

walking pipes. They found in practice that, as they had no

accumulator in the electrical system, 50 per cent, more engine power

was required at hand to meet sudden demands than was necessary for

the hydraulic plant, but, on the other hand, the cost of hydraulic

engines, accumulator, and additional buildings must be set off against

this, and probably more than counterbalanced it. Mr. Barr failed
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to recognise tliat capstans were run light for at least 50 per cent,

of tlieir working time, therefore the point certainly required showing.

He was sorry that he should have conveyed to Mr. Barr's mind

that he was prejudiced in favour of electric power. He had had a

great number of years' experience on the North Eastern Eailway

with all kinds of hydraulic dock machinery, and considered that they

had at Middlesbrough an exceptional opportunity of comparing

electrical with hydraulic machinery for dock work. He therefore

instituted a number of tests as near as possible under similar

conditions, which had been placed before the Institution, and he had

judged only upon the results of these trials, which he hoped might

be found of value.

Mr. Ferguson pointed out that 221^ per cent, of the power

generated was wasted ; on the day the tests were made no other

work was being done, and consequently the engine power was

excessive for the load, and to keep them moving and obtain the best

results the water in excess of crane requirements was run to waste
;

but he seemed to have entirely lost sight of the fact that the most

economical point of working was when the engines were running at

full load ; and that, as the load was reduced, the cost of power water

increased pro rata ; and therefore, so far from the running of the

engines being detrimental to the cost, it was an advantage, as the

cost per 1,000 gallons was reduced thereby. The cranes were only

debited with the cost of water actually used. The engines were

practically new and in excellent order.

With regard to the remarks in connection with the percentage of

loads to the maximum power of cranes, on looking into this matter,

he found that though Mr. Ferguson pointed out the average load

I'fted by the 5-ton hydraulic cranes was only about 3i per cent,

taking both tests together, he failed to point out that the load-factor

of the 35-cwt. hydraulic crane for the total tests averaged 73 per

cent., and against this the electric cranes of 3 tons capacity only

averaged 47^ per cent,, and this worked out in favour of the

hydraulic cranes.
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CAST-IBON: STRENGTH, COMPOSITION,

SPECIFICATIONS.

By Mb. W. J. KEEP. Member, A.S.M.E., op Detkoit, Mich.

The data for this investigation consist of nineteen series of tests

(numbered 1-19) made for the Committee on Tests of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1894-95, and of twelve series

(lettered A-L) made in 1899-1901 by the Committee on Tests of

the American Foundrymen's Association.

The former of the above series were made on pairs of test-bars

cast together varying in size from h inch square to 4 inches square,

and the latter series on round bars of the same areas.

To compare such records of ^-inch to 4-inch test-bars, it is

necessary to find the strength of a section ^ inch square by 12

inches long of each which is the greatest common divisor of all test-

bars. See Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

K 1". ,1H"

8(-:-J 1 '(3.375

1 ' 8 27

2«' 3"

1.5.623 27

12,5 216

3H
42.375

343

\ _
_

Divide the

strength of anyother size

by the aUove numbers to get.stieu-jtU of I'br h'bar

4" Size of Bar

01 , X S.tr. of 1"'

512 or X .1 "K"u
to get the

strength

of any
other size

of test baiv

Tensile tests were made by the American Foundrymen's

Association.

Complete chemical analyses were made of each series.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers series are

numbered and the American Foundrymen's Association series are

lettered.
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The American Society of Mechanical Engineers records are the

average of two test-bars of rectangular section cast together. The

American Foundrymen's Association records arc the average of all

Fio. IG.

Iiijluence of Silicon on Tennle Strenfjllt.

Average Tensile Strength all EI it O

21000

lyooo

18000

17000

IGOO'J

14U00

13000

12000

llOOO

10000

bars of the same area both square or round, in most cases the average

of sixteen bars.

These strengths and the chemical composition of these bars are

shown graphically in Plates 92 to 97 and Fig. 16 (above).
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Physical and Chemical Similarity.

Take the line or curve representing any chemical element in

Plates 92-97 or Fig. 16, and compare its variations with the variation

of the line representing the strength of each size of test-bar, and

note the apparent similarity. After completing the examination,

condense the results for the influence of each chemical element.

Chemical Composition and Strength.—Silicon.—Up to 3 • 00 per

cent, silicon increases the strength of small castings, such as i-inch

test-bars. Up to 2*00 per cent, it increases the strength of 1-inch

test-bars.

In the air furnace casts D, E and L, ^-inch, 1-inch and l^-inch

test-bars, all increase in strength as silicon increases, and all other

sizes increase in strength to 0*90 per cent, silicon.

In cupola mixtures with silicon over 1*00 per cent., test-bars

larger than 1 inch usually decrease in strength as silicon increases.

The tensile tests. Fig. 16, of all bars up to 2 inches and to 2*50

per cent, silicon show an increase in strength, but a decrease for

3*00 per cent.

Total Carbon.—In grey iron, transverse strength decreases with

increase of total carbon. The tensile strength shows no such

uniformity.

In Series I, Fig. 14, Plate 97, steel scrap was added to decrease

total carbon and to increase strength, but this was not as strong as

B, Fig. 8, Plate 95, with no scrap, though both have the same

silicon.

Total carbon increases as silicon decreases because silicon

changes combined to graphitic carbon, and some of this escapes

as the metal cools.

The increase in strength and decrease in total carbon in test-bars

up to 2 inches is caused by the increase of silicon, which removes

brittleness.

Combined Carbon.—This always decreases as silicon increases

with normal conditions. The transverse strength of ^-inch and

1-inch test-bars gradually increased while combined carbon

decreased, but in larger bars strength and combined carbon both
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decreased. This was due to the slow cooling which increased the

size of the grain. The average of all tensile tests shows an increase

of strength as combined carbon decreases.

If it was the decrease of combined carbon which caused the

decrease in strength in large test-bars, the smaller bars would not

show the opposite result.

Analysis of each size of test-bar often shows the same combined

carbon in small and in large bars, but the small bars are invariably

strong and the large bars weak due to slow cooling.

In Fig. y, Plate 05, C has the lowest combined carbon and the

greatest strength of the group. In J the strength drops in all sizes

of test-bars, while combined carbon is slightly greater.

Comparing B, Eig. 8, with I, Fig. 14, Plate 97, while both have

the same silicon, I has very much lower combined carbon and is very

much stronger in the ^-inch and 1-inch bars ; is about the same

strength in the 14-inch, 2-inch and 24-inch bars, but the 3-inch,

o4-inch and 4-inch bars are much weaker. (Steel scrap added to I

did not act as expected.)

Closing the grain and removing brittlencss increases strength.

Melting in an air furnace. Fig. 14, increases both strength and

combined carbon.

Grajyliitic Carbon.—The quantity in any casting is the difference

between the total and the combined carbon. In these series

there is no uniformity between the percentage of graphite and the

strength.

FlwsjjlLorus.—ln. all of these series phosphorus generally increases

as silicon increases.

"While the tensile tests. Fig. 16 (page 830), show an increase of

strength with an increase of phosphorus, yet the transverse tests,

especially Figs. 6 to 9, Plates 94 and 95, seem to show that

phosphorus reduces strength. This is also general shop experience.

Sulpliur.—There is not in these tests enough uniformity between

the percentage of sulphur and the strength to show any decided

influence, but the indication is that sulphui- decreases strength. In

some cases sulphur might add to strength by causing the grain to be

closer.
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Manganese.—The percentage is too nearly tlic same in these

series to show any influence on strength.

By comparing strengths and chemical composition of the irons

nearest alike, as 3, 9, 16, A, or 5, 18, B, C, I, or 13, II, or G, 12,

with all chemical elements nearly alike, and no scrap, but with

quite different strengths, it is very evident that strength is

dependent upon something outside of the ordinary chemical

composition.

Slow Cooling Decreases Strength by making the grain of a casting

coarse and more open. The larger the casting, the weaker it

becomes per square inch of section. The weakness is not caused by

a decrease in combined carbon, because a complete analysis of each

size of test-bar* shows the same combined carbon in all sizes of

many series, but in all cases the strength per unit of section

decreased as the size increased.

Strength of any size of Test-Bar cannot he calculated hij anij

Mathematical Formula from the Pleasured Strength of another Size,

because the grain changes by slow cooling. Such strength must be

obtained by a graphic chart. Fig. 17, Plate 98, shows the average

tensile strength per square inch. Fig. 18 the average crushing

strength of a ^-inch cube, and Fig. 19 the average transverse

strength of a section 1 inch square by 12 inches, of each size of

test-bar of series A, B and C.

The similarity in the diagrams of each of these three kinds of

strength shows that a graphic chart should show this general

character of diagram. Fig. 20, Plate 99, shows the average tensile

strength of each size of test-bar of each of the American

Foundrymen's Association tests and also gives a line showing the

average tensile strength.

Tensile Strength Chart.—¥ig. 21, Plate 100, shows this chart.

The dotted lines are estimated.

Transverse Strength.—Fig. 22 and Fig. 22 (continued),Plates 101

and 102, show the average transverse strengths of each American

Society of Mechanical Engineers and American Foundrymen's

* Transactions, A.S.M.E., vol. svl, page 1100.
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Association tests and a curve allowing the average strength of each

size of test-bar of each variation in silicon.

Transverse Strength Chart.~Fig. 23, Plate 103, shows these

curves combined.

Shrhd-age CJiart for approximating the percentage of silicon in

any test-bar or casting. Fig. 24, Plate 10-1, is constructed from the

carefully measured shrinkage and analyses of each size of test-bar

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers series.

Table for obtaining the Strength of any size of Test-Bar from the

Measured Strength of a Standard Test-Bar.—Table 1 is calculated

from chart. Fig. 23, Plate 103, for a standard 1-inch square test-bar.

Measure the shrinkage per foot of the standard test-bar, then on the

shrinkage chart, Fig. 24, Plate 104, find this shrinkage on the left-

hand margin and follow horizontally until the line of the measured

test-bar is intersected. Follow the vertical line at the intersection

to the top of the chart, and the percentage of silicon is found that is

expected to produce that shrinkage. Find this same percentage at

the top of Table 1, and follow down to the size of test-bar that you

\\ash the strength of. If the actual strength is required, use the

lower figures as a multiplier of the measured strength of the

standard 1-inch bar. If the strength of a section 1 inch square

by 12 inches long of the required test-bar is wanted, use the upper

number to multiply by.

If one knows the strength of any size of test-bar other than a

1-inch bar, and also the silicon percentage, divide such strength

by the lower number for the bar, or if one knows the strength of a

section of the required test-bar 1 inch square by 12 inches long,

divide by the upper number, and the result in either case is the

strength of the standard 1-inch bar.

To Find the Strength of any Casting.—Divide the cubic contents

of a casting by the square inches of cooling surface, and the

quotient is the cooling ratio. If the casting has a large flat

surface, the edges may be neglected ; for example, a casting 1 inch

thick and 24 inches square. A strip 1 inch wide and 24 inches

long would have 24 cubic inches contents and 48 square inches
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of cooling surface. 21 -4- dH = U*r» ratio. Find this ratio at the

top of the chart, Fig. 25, and follow down to the diagonal, and it

is found that a 2-incli square test-bar represents the strength of the

casting.

Witli the shrinkage of a standard 1-inch test-bar, cast at the

same time as the casting, find on the shrinkage chart the percentage

of silicon in the casting, then in Table 1 (page 831) find the upper

multiplier for a 2-inch test-bar. This multiplied by the measured

strength of the standard test-bar gives the strength of a section of

the casting 1 inch square and 12 inches long.

Fig. 25.
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Proposed Speoifioations foe Cast-Iron.

At the appointment of a committee by the International

Association for Testing Materials at Zurich in 1895, the charge

was :
" On the basis of existing specifications to seek methods and

means for the introduction of international specifications for testing

and inspecting iron and steel of all kinds." The secretary of the

American section of the committee on cast-iron says that the

*' committees began to collect information on existing methods

and to formulate specifications based thereon as far as possible,

the final results being intended to represent the best American

practice at the present time."

The following are submitted as desirable by the various

committees :

—
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General Grey Iron Castings and Method of Testing.—
Chemical Pro^pertics.

Light castings, sulplmr not over . . . 0"0S per cunt.

^Icdium „ „ „ „ ... 0-10 ,,

Heavy „ „ „ „ ... 0-12 „ „

Dcjialtlon.—Light castings are tlioso less than \ inch thick.

Heavy castings more than 2 inches thick. Medium all between.

Physical Properties.—Transverse Test.—The minimum breaking

strength of the "Arbitration Bar" {l\ inches diameter) under

transverse load shall not be under

—

Light castings '2,500 lbs.

Medium „ 2,900 „

Heavy ,, 3,300 „

In no case shall the deflection bo under * 10 of an inch.

Tensile Test not less than

—

Light castings .... 18,000 lbs. per sq. inch

Medium „ .... 21,000 „ „ „ „

Heavy ,, .... 24,000 „ ,, ,, „

Two sets of round bars 1\ inches diameter shall be cast from

each heat, one set from the first and the other set from the last iron

going into the castings. The transverse test shall be made on all

the bars cast with supports 12 inches ajiart, load apjilied at the

middle. One bar of every two of each set made must meet

requirements.

American Foundbymen's Association proposed specification.

Light and medium weight castings, silicon 1 • 75 per cent, and up,

test-bars 1^ inches diameter.

Heavy castings, silicon 1'50 to 2 "00 j)er cent., test-bars 2 inches

diameter.

Chilling irons, silicon below 1-00 per cent., test-bar 2^ inches

diameter.

No specification for strength.

Pipe Castings, no chemical specification given.

Physical Test.—Test-bar 2 inches wide, 1 inch deep, supports

24 inches apart and loaded at centre. For pipe 12 inches diameter

3 L
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and losK, breaking load 1,000 lbs., with not Iobs than 30-inch

deflection.

For pipe larger than 12 inches, load 2,000 lbs., with deflection

not less than • 32 inch. The tost shall bo based upon the average

result of three test-bars.

Locomotive Cylinders.—Chemical Properties.

Silicon ..... from 1"2.") to l*7o per cent.

Phosphorus . . . not above 0-90 per cent.

Sulphur . . . . „ „ 0-10 „ „

Phi/sieal Properties.—" Arbitration test-bar," 1| inches diameter,

supports 12 inches apart, strength not less than 2,700 lbs., deflection

not less than 0*08 inch. One test-bar for each cylinder.

Acceptance or rejection in case of dispute based on chemical

analysis.

Malleable Castings.—Chemical Properties.—Sulphur not over

• 06, phosphorus not over • 225 per cent.

Physical Properties.—Standard test-bar 1 inch square, supports

12 inches apart, transverse strength after annealing not less than

3,000 lbs., deflection at least ^ inch. Tensile strength, the same

size of bar, not less than 42,000 lbs, per square inch.

"Existing Methods" and Specifications.

The reply to letters to leading founders and chemists was

generally that they used no specifications.

The United Engineering and Foundry Company, comprising

many of the largest foundries in the Pittsburg district, says :
" We

watch our silicons and sulphurs pretty carefully for the ordinary run

of castings, and when we desire castings of high strength we make a

mixture from scrap and pig that, when melted in an air-furnace, will

give us a silicon of about 1 • 50 per cent."

Philadelphia and Reading Eailway Company.—" With 50 per

cent, of pig iron as per specification and 50 per cent, of good scrai>

with ferro-manganese in the ladle, we get a very tough close-grained

iron which turns up almost like steel. We get the best results by

the combination of analysis from the castings themselves combined

with the appearance and character of the fracture, and we avoid test-
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bars, owing to tlio difficulty of having tliem represent tlio general

condition of the castings. Wo used a test-bar 1 • 13 inches diameter,

12 inches between supports. Our former specifications were

roughly :

—

"Medium Iron, engine cylinders, gears, etc. Silicon I'dO to

2*00 per cent. Sulphur less than 0*085 per cent. Phosphorus less

than • 60 per cent. Manganese less than • 70 per cent. Transverse

strength about 2,000 lbs. per sc[uare inch.

"Soft Iron, general car and roadway use. Silicon 2-00 to

2 • 80 per cent. Other elements same as medium iron. Transverse

strength 2,000 lbs.

" For Brdke-slioes and other eastings for frictional wear. Silicon

2*00 to 2-50 per cent. Sulphur less than 0'15 per cent.

Phosphorus less than 0*70 per cent. Manganese less than

0*70 per cent. Transverse strength 2,900 lbs."

J. I. Case Threshing Machine Company Specifications are

used by a large number of Western founders, and are published by

their chemist, Mr. W. G. Scott, as follows :

—

Close Hard Iron for air and ammonia compressors, H.P. cylinders,

H.P. valves, etc. Silicon 1-20 to 1 • 60 per cent, (below too hard,

above porous, unless much scrap is used). Sulphur less than

0-095 per cent. Phosphorus below 0-70 per cent, (for chill 0-30

per cent.). Manganese below 0*70 per cent, (higher for chill).

Transverse strength, test-bar 1 inch square by 12 inches cast in

yokes, 2,400 lbs. Tensile strength, 22,000 lbs. per square inch.

Shrinkage (bar 1 inch square by 12 inches), not more than 0*16b

inch. Chill in yokes below 0*25 inch.

3Iedium Iron for engine cylinders, gears, pinions, etc. Silicon

1'40 to 2*00 per cent. (1-50 best for gears). Sulphur less than

• 085 per cent, (best • 075 to • 080). Phosphorus below • 70 per

cent. Manganese below • 70 per cent. Transverse strength 2,200

lbs. per square inch. Tensile 2,000 lbs. per square inch. Shrinkage

not more than 0*154 inch, chill 0*15 inch.

Soft Iron for pulleys, small castings and agricultural work.

Silicon 2*20 to 2*80 per cent, (below too hard, above weak for large

castings, 2-40 a good average). Sulphur less than 0*085 per cent.

3 L 2
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Phosphorous below 0-70 (!• 00 for stovo i)lato). Mangaiicso below

0*70 per cent. Transverse streugth 2,000 lbs. per sq. inch. Tensile

18,000 lbs. per sq. inch. Shrinkage 0*141 inch. Chill 0-O.j inch.

The Lokain Foundry Comi'any.—Mr. Oliver Phelps, former

general manager, gave mo the following :
" The eflforts of the Lorain

foniulry were devoted speciully to large and heavy castings. Size of

test-bar 2 inches wide, 1 inch dee^) and 24 inches between supports.

Three test-bars.

" Hard Iron, for compressor cylinders, valves and high-pressure

work. Silicon 1*20 to 1*50 per cent. Sulphur under 0'09.

Phosphorus 0*05 to O'GG per cent. Manganese 0*50 to 0*80 per

cent. Transverse strength 2,G00 lbs. per stjuaro inch. Tensile

24,000 lbs. per square inch.

^^ Medium Iron for general work. Silicon 1*50 to 2*00 per cent.

Sulphur under 0*08 percent. Phosphorus 0-o5 to 0-GO per cent.

Manganese 0-50 to 0-80 per cent. Transverse strength 2,400 lbs.

per square inch. Tensile 23,000 lbs. per square inch. The above are

cupola melts with best Connellsville coke. Limestone flux.

" In some cases for density we jilace in the ladle ^ to 1 i)cr cent,

of aluminium. For castings of over 15 tons we sometimes mixed

air-furnace and cupola iron, gaining nearly 30 per cent, increase

in strength in both tests. I think our high tests were, however,

largely due to Northern lake-ore irons, not over 15 per cent, of our

mixture being made with Southern iron.

"Chemical Work Castings (cupola). Silicon 1*10 to 1-35 per

cent. Sulphur under 0*07 per cent. Phosphorus under 0-25 per

cent. Manganese 0-40 to 0*60 per cent.

" Air-Furnace Iron.—For Omaha and Pittsburg pumps 15 to 20

millions capacity, the average thickness of metal 2} inches, the

several pieces weighing 12,000 to 29,000 lbs. each. The analysis

was T. C. 3 • 20, G. C. 2 • 19, C. C. 1 • 01, Si. 1 • 30, S. • 085, Mn. • 37.

This iron was melted in an air-furnace with gas-coke running

about 1 • 50 per cent, sulphur, about 1 lb. coal to 3 lbs. iron. Time

of heat about seven hours."

English Practice.—Professor Thomas Turner says :
" For

transverse test the common test adopted by ironfounders is breaking
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a bar 3 feet long by 2 inches deep and 1 incli broad. However,

many eliapes and sizes of test-bar have been adopted, and for

scientific purposes the results so obtained are converted by

calculation into values for a bar 1 foot long and 1 inch square."
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Via. 27.
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Comments on Specifications.

Chemical Specification.—Tlie ctemical properties for eacL kind

of casting should be specified. A small variation in silicon will

make castings either too Lard or too porous. The general founder

sbou'd be instructed on tliese questions. The sulphurs of the

c( mmittee for general grey iron casting are too high. The practice

of J. I. Case T. M. Co. and Lorain Foundry Company should be

followed closely.
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A cliemical specification is of the utmost importance. Tlie

Lorain air-furnace iron Lad silicon 1-30 per cent. ; the grain is close

and strength of a 1-inch square bar is 3,900. The American

Foundrymen's Association (cast L.) furnace iron has silicon 2*35 per

cent., which would make the grain too open and would cause spongy-

iron. To ensure the density req[uired for peculiar work, the chemical

composition must be specified.

Test-Babs.—Best Size.—Very few realize the influence on

strength due to a slight change in proportion of test-bar. The

results in Fig. 26 (page 841) were given for this Paper by the Dodge

Manufacturing Company of Mishawaka, Ind. The fracture of each

test-bar was exactly 1 square inch area. The supports were

24 inches apart ; strength, the average of four bars. The analysis of

the iron was: Silicon 2*12 per cent.
;
phosphorus 0*813; sulphur

0*081; manganese 0*253.

Fig. 27 (page 842) is a graphic chart of all of the preceding

specifications reduced to terms of a bar 1 inch square by 12 inches

long. There are four sizes of test-bars, viz, :

—

1 inch square by J. I. Case and committee on malleables.

1 • 13 inches round by Philadelphia and Eeading Eailway.

1 • 25 inches round suggested by committee on general castings

and for locomotive cylinders.

2 inches by 1 inch by 24 inches by committee on Pipe and

Lorain Foundry Company and in England.

Tensile strength is always given in terms per square inch of area.

The test-bar for tensile test should be cast 1*13 inches diameter,

parallel for 2 inches at centre, then gradually increasing in size to

give taper ends for a firm hold with the grips of the machine. The

bar should be tested just as cast, which would give, without

calculation, the tensile strength per square inch of a test-bar cast

and tested with a square inch section.

If a transverse test-bar is cast 1 inch square and tested with

supports 12 inches apart, the result is comparable with the tensile

test, because the area and the grain is the same.

The test-bar 1*13 inches diameter has the same grain as the

1 inch square, and the strength is therefore comparable with 1 inch
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Bquarc, or with tlio tonsilo strength of a bar cast 1 square inch in

section.

The '' Arhitratton Test-Bar," 1'25 inches diameter. It cannot be

used to arbitrate a disputo, because it is directed that tlie founder

break all the bars, and no others can be made.

It was not intended in the original instructions that any

comniitteo should propose a new test, but to " base suggestions on

existing methods." The record of a Ij-inch round bar cannot be

compared with any existing published records.

Fig. 28.

—

Shoicing Section of Square and Jltmnd Ban.

"1k"ati.

A round test-bar 1-13 inches diameter equals a 1-inch square

bar, equals area 1-00 square inch, Fig. 28. A test-bar 1'25 inches

diameter equals a bar 1*108 inches square, equals area 1-227 square

inches. Has such a test-bar any advantage that would warrant the

discarding of all previous records ? It is not practical for a founder

to reduce the record of a 1* 25-inch round bar to that of a bar with

1 square inch area, cast from the same iron, by any mathematical

f ormula. It is not possible at present to realize what the strength of

such a test-bar indicates.

Take, for example, the strength of a l|-inch bar at 2,700 lbs. for

locomotive cylinders. The transverse strength of a 1-inch square
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section of a l;^-incTi round or a l*108-incli square bar of 2,700 lbs.

by the formula
*> TOO V P

= '
1 108^ = 1'985 l^s.

But a 1-inch square section of a l;|-inch round test-bar, with

1 • 50 per cent, silicon, is 85 lbs. weaker than a bar from the same

iron cast 1 inch square.

1,985 -f 85 = 2,070 lbs. (By Table I. with 1-50 per cent,

silicon this 1-inch square bar equals 2,060 lbs.)

Did the committee mean to prescribe such a low strength for

locomotive cylinders '?

The strength for general castings becomes

—

1-25 inch
diameter.

Section

1 inch
square.

Loss
for Slow
Cooling.

Bar cast

1 inch
square.

Hard Iron

Medium .

Soft

Lbs.

3,300

2,900

2,500

Lbs.
= 2,438

= 2,127

= 1,816

Lbs.

+ 95

+ 105

+ 120

Lbs.
= 2,533

= 2,232

= 1,936

This is so near the J. I. Case T. M. Co. specification of 2,4.00,

2,200, 2,000 that it would seem better to adoj^t a specification in such

general use.

For cast pipe the bar 2 inches wide, 1 inch deep and 24 inches

between supports gives a record which is exactly the same as an

average section of that bar 1 inch square by 12 inches long, but the

larger bar loses considerably from slow cooling.

2 X 1 X 24.

Section i

1 inch square Lrst.

by 12 inches.

If Cast
1 inch square.

2,000

1,900

= 2,000 + 227

= 1,900 + 189

Lbs.
= 2,227

= 2,089
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Au avorago of oigLt test-bars of series 18 of tlio Englisli size

i) feet long 2 inches deep and 1 inch wide was 3,251 lbs. ; the

strength of a section 1 foot long and 1 inch square would be

2,138 lbs. The average of eight such bars poured from the same

ladle and tested 1 inch deep and two inches wide was lj'lU7 lbs.

;

the strength of a section 1 foot long and 1 inch square would bo

2,24G lbs.

A test-bar 2 inches by 1 inch, whether 1, 2, or 3 foot long, has a

sectional area of 2 square inches, but the strength per square

inch of any of these bars, whether tested the narrow or wide side

down, is not one-half the breaking load, but is the calculated strength

of a section 1 foot long and 1 inch square.

Strength in SrEoiFiOAXiONS.—It will be noticed from Figs. 2-23,

Plates 92-103, and from the average American Foundrymen's

Association diagrams, that as silicon is increased the strength of

heavy castings decreases, but tliat the strength of a 1-inch S(|uare

test-bar from the same iron increases, while in all specifications all

heavy and medium castings and also the 1-inch square test-bar

must be strongest for low silicon. The chemical composition will

not account for the extra strength. The Lorain Foundry Company

gets it by using special lake-ore iron. Some do so by adding steel

scrap, and others by using charcoal and other irons with peculiar

qualities. There are some pig-irons that, when mixed with other

irons in the cupola, give the desired strength and still keep the

silicon at 1*30 per cent. Much less expensive irons are needed for

medium iron, and quite low-priced irons can be used for soft castings.

This is entirely independent of the chemical composition. For

example, Series 18, Figs. 6 and 7, Plate 94, has silicon right for

medium iron, but it has strength for the heaviest castings. The

cupola charge was 500 lbs. each, " Swede " (plain), " Pulaski

"

(No. 2), "Princess" (No. 2), "Kemble" (No. 2), 1,800 lbs.

scrap, 200 lbs. cast-iron borings. The test-bars were cast at the

middle of the heat. A test-piece turned to 1^ inches gave a tensile

test of 29,040 lbs. per square inch. Analysis of test-bar was:

T. C. 3-33, G. C. 2-83, C. C. 0-52, Si. 2-05, P. 0-342, S. 0-052,

Mn. 0-354. Aside from its favourable composition the very high
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strength was duo to tlio careful selection of pig-irons, but most to the

closing the grain with cast-iron borings.

If the specifications of J. I. Case T. M. Co. be adopted for

ordinary foundry iron, it might bo well to specify a high-grade

cupola casting for extra heavy work, and take for such the Lorain

strengths 2,800 and 2,G00.

For the highest grade of air-furnace iron we might take the

Lorain for tho strongest, and the American Foundrymen's

Association, Series L, for the highest silicon allowed for medium

weights. Strengths 3,800 and 3,200.

Square and Eound Test-Bars Cast Flat ob on End.—As

ordinary castings have flat surfaces and are cast flat, it would

seem most natural to use a 8(|uare test-bar cast flat. The committee

recommended a piece of 10-inch water-pipe for a flask. It is

impossible to ram a vertical mould with a test-bar extending

upward without moving the i)attern and have the sand packed

uniformly. Any variation would produce a test-bar of irregular

section. In filling a vertical mould with iron the free surface is so

small that bubbles of gas cannot reach the surface, but are caught

near the walls of the mould.

A sc^uare bar cast flat fills with iron so slowly that all bubbles

of gas and all impurities that would form spongy spots have ample

time to rise to the surface, which will put all flaws in the top surface,

where they will not weaken the test-bar.

The top of the test-bar should be marked, so that it will always

be placed in the testing machine as it lay in the mould.

In measuring such a square bar the depth can always be

distinguished from the breadth, while this would be difficult with a

round bar.

A horizontal mould can be rammed more uniformly than if

vertical. The Western Foundrymen's Association appointed a large

committee to investigate this subject, and they reported that in one

group all bars cast flat were perfect, while 43 per cent, of the rouud

bars cast on end were defective. In another group 18 per cent, of

the square bars cast flat and 54 per cent, of the round bars cast on

end were defective.
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The committee of the American Foundrymen's Association say

that a round test-bar is more difficult to make and test than a

square bar.

Professor Woodson of Columbia University tested the following

test-bars of Series 18, Figs. 6 and 7, Plate 94. All bars were cast

1 • 13 inch diameter from the same ladle and were turned to 1'0G5

inch diameter, and were tested on an Emery machine.

Bound Bars Cast Flat. Tensile Test.

Broke at 25,000 lbs. Sm ill spon;^y t;pot.

„ „ 25, .500 „

Average 25,250 ,, = 1:8,345 lbs. pei- mi- iu.

Bound Bars Cast on End. Tensile Test.

Broke at 14,600 lbs. Bad spongy spot.

„ 10,300 „ Bad blow-hole.

„ 17,400 „ Blow-bolo half through

n 20,200 „ Small blow-hole.

„ 21,300 „ Small shot in surface.

,, 22,400 „ Solid.

„ 22,500 „ Slight spongy spot.

„ 23,100 „ Solid.*

„ 23,400 „ Slight spongy spot.

„ 23,500 „ Solid.

„ 24,000 „ Solid.*

Average 20,791 ,, = 23,340 lbs. per sq. in.

All bars except * had a large number of small blow-holes in the

turned surfaces. There was not a flaw in the fracture of any of the

large number of square test-bars cast flat in this Series 18.

The argument for a round bar is that the grain is more uniform,

and that the corners of a square test-bar take from the strength

of the bar. The average of 38 bars, each of American Society of

Mechanical Engineers tests (19 series), gave transverse strength of

bars of 1 inch area, square 2,361 lbs., round 2,107 lbs. The average

or all bars 1 inch area of American Foundrymen's Association tests

(A to E) gave, square 2,688 lbs., round 2,136 lbs.
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lioforring to Fig. 2G (page H 11), it is secu tliat strongtli dopcuds

largely upon tbo amount of metal farthest from the neutral axis.

Tlio fibre distance of a is 0*50 inch, of h 0-G85 inch, but the small

jiortion that was stretched most gave way. The fibre distance

of c is 0*5G5 inch, but the small amount of metal at the lower

corner makes c weaker than a.

The strongest portion of the test-bar is its surface. If a hole

were bored lengthways tlirough a test-bar, it would not greatly

decrease the strength of a test-bar.

Fig. 29.

Variation of Tensile Strength in a Bar.
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The large square, Fig. 29, represents the end of a block of cast-

iron, 9 inches square and 18 inches long. T. C. 2-84, G. C. 0-60,

Cd. C. 2-24, Silicon, 1-10, P. 0-31, S. 0-09, Mn. 0-49.

This block was planed into nine parts, and from eight of these

were turned test-bars of 1 square inch area. The tensile strength

of each is given in Fig. 29. The corner is 9,670 lbs. stronger than

the centre, and the corner is 5,000 lbs. stronger than the middle

portion of the side.

This is also shown in Fig. 30 by compression tests of rVinch

cubes taken at each ^ inch in depth from a S-V-incb square test-bar.
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Tlic contro of the side is 2,810 lbs. Btroiiger tliau tLo centre of the

ciiKting. It is upou this tniss-liko distribution of close grain that

one depends for strength. See c, /and /t of Fig. 26 (page 811).

For the greatest strength with tlic least luctal a cylindrical

cHKtiug is never made.

Summary.

A variation of size of a casting causes a groat variation in

strength, because of the change in the rate of cooling.

A variation of shape of castings which have the same area of

cross section causes a great variation in strength.

It is very difficult to calculate the strength of one form or size

of test-bar from the measured strength of another size.

A test-bar should be cast horizontally in the ordinary way and

in ordinary sand, the same as other castings.

The average strength of at least two test-bars cast together

should be taken.

The distribution of metal in a square test-bar gives a stronger

casting than in a round bar of the same area of cross section, and

more nearly represents the ordinary shape of castings.

A test-bar 1 inch square is the size and shape in general use.

Transverse or tensile strength is reckoned as so much per square

inch.

The Paper is illustrated by Plates 92 to lOl, and by 8 Figs, in

the letterpress.

Bigciission.

Mr. Thos. D. West said that in the author's remarks on the

utility of round bars, he noted among other points which could be

criticised his reference to the report of the Western Foundrymen's

Association Committee on defective bars. He himself desired to say

here in the city where the tests were made, that that committee,

which was a small working one, and not " large " as stated by the

author, used an appliance that the speaker sent them to make
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their round test-bars. These bars were to furnish records of the

strength, contraction, chill and fluidity of the iron ; and in order to

obtain all of these factors in one bar a design of flasks and

patterns was used demanding a little of the moulder in the man

who should make them. As was shown in the abstract of the

report, the fact that quite a number of the flat bars were imperfect

was evidence that the casting work must have been done by those

knowing little about moulding. This, he believed, was the case.

It seemed strange that, in Mr. Keep's researches to discover the

utility and discuss the endorsement of round bars, it should have

escaped his notice that the American Foundrymen's Association

Committee, which cast such bars in groups of one to two hundred

in different shops at one pouring and made use of 1,229 test-bars,

ranging from ^ inch to 4^ inches in diameter, weighing about

15 tons, found but about half-a-dozen defective bars in the whole

lot, and in some of the groups not a single defective bar was

found, thereby demonstrating that round bars offered no difficulties

in obtaining them solid. If one poured round test-bars from

the top, which was not done by those cast by the Western

Foundrymen's Association, there would be no difficulty in

obtaining perfect solid bars.

The Committee appointed by the American Foundrymen's

Association, as well as that of the American Society for Testing

Materials, had endorsed the adoption of the round bars cast on

end as being preferable to a square bar. The latter was not

condemned because of its reducing the strength of the bar, as

stated by the author, but because it was erratic on account of its

coriiers being radically affected by variations in dampness of

moulding sands and the temperature of metal when pouring. The

smaller the bars, the worse these evils were.

Mr. Edward J. Chambers said that he entirely agreed with the

idea of learning all they could by the analysis of the pig-iron that

was used in the foundry, and of testing it mechanically ; but he could

not say that he was a convert to the use of round bars in preference

to the rectangular section, As was known, in England the

3 M
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(Mr. Edward J. Chambers.)

rectangular section 2-incU Ly l-iucli bar liaJ been a btandard

for testing for a long time, and when one came to think that cast-

iron was used more in that form than it was in the round form,

if one wanted tho ordinary conditions represented in a test-bar

(namely, the rigidity of the metal which was intended to bo used

mainly to carry a burden either as a girder or as a column), tho

rectangular section had a considcrablo advantage over the round.

Ho noticed that one of the conditions of the round bar was that it

should be cast on end. That struck him as almost an extraordinary

condition, because if one was going to cast a round on end (he believed

it had to be at least 15 or 16 inches long, as it was 12 inches between

the centres of the supports), one was producing a totally different

condition ; one was really getting a condition of things in tho test-

bar which did not exist in the castings. Added to which the

remarks iu reference to tho strength of the different parts of the

test-bar, the corner as against the centres, it seemed to him the

rectangular bar carried out more nearly the conditions under which

they made their castings. He would be very sorry to cast a slight

upon theoretical work in reference to the foundry, but when one

attempted to introduce an international specification, one must be

extremely careful not to commit the error which had been committed

in the past by non-experts. lie supposed when they looked at the

specifications which were put before them by some so-called

professional men in reference to mechanical work, that they would

agree with him that they were often self-contradictory, and in

many cases impossible to work to ; and as soon as a practical engineer

pointed out to the inspecting engineer the absurdity of some part,

one would find, even if ho did not say so, that it was put in by one

of his juniors who got it from a text-book, or else he said plainly

that they might do what they thought best. As practical men they

must be very careful that they did not commit the erior on the

opposite side, and make a specification that would bar out a

certain number of grades of pig-iron which were most useful in

manufacturing. He could say this from experience in wrought-iron,

and with regard to cast-iron the same argument would hold good,

that there were many pig-irons which by peculiar composition and
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mixture, would give a far better result in a casting than if one laid

down a definite rule that each particular iron should be of certain

analysis. It was that point that he wanted to guard against. They

might do a great deal of harm by barring certain irons. They must

SCO that the iron was properly mixed ; and they must not leave the

mixing of the iron entirely to the men.

He would say further that the testing of cast-iron test-bars was

not to obtain resilience of the metal which had practically to be

avoided in castings, but the stiffness of the metal which was the

main purpose of all castings. A test-bar 2 inches by 1 inch must

of necessity be tested with the greater dimension vertical, as

otherwise it would be no different in result to the 1-inch square

bar per inch of width. The main reason for testing in this way

was that in all castings for girders and similar work the metal

was arranged relatively in this way, that is, of greater depth than

width.

Mr. L. "W. Crosta said that it seemed to him that the form of

bar was not so well known in America as in England. If they were

making special work, they were req^uested to cast bars with the same

mixture of metals as the castings, and generally 2 inches by 1 inch by

8 feet 6 inches long, and which, when supported at 3 feet centres, must

bear a weight of 27 to 32 cwts. at the centre between the supports

without breaking. With reference to torpedo and cylinder work,

they always cast these " on end," and the test-bar was rec^uired to be

cast on the casting, which the inspector himself generally knocked

off, and after being machined to his requirements, he took or sent it

away for an independent test. The form of the bar did not trouble

them in England.

Mr. Habeington Emerson said that about a year ago he was

called to a large concern to advise them as to economies that might

be effected in their shops. In looking over their foundry, which was

under the management of a very skilful man, he told the owners

frankly that it did not seem to him that he would be able to effect

any improvement at all. Going, however, into the machine shop

3 M 2
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(^^r. IlaningtoD Emerson.)

Hiul taking time records of operations thoro, it suiIJonly dcvolopcd

that they were cxpcrionciug very great losses owing to the variable

quality of the iron that came from the foundry. They had records

of the time in which certain machine operations could be carried

out, and they found that they fell very much behind on these solely

owing to the quality of the iron. They found that the average poor

iron increased the expense very greatly. This foundry cast about

10 tons a day, and they found they would bo able to effect a saving

of $18,000 a year if the iron were uniformly good instead of

variable as it then was. In fact, the price of iron coming from the

foundry was increased about $10 a ton, owing to the extra labour

that had to be put on it on account of its variable quality. It

therefore appeared that, instead of being the department in which

nothing was to bo done, the foundry was tlio place in which a very

great deal could be saved. Not being a foundryman, he began to

look around to see where he could find help. He went to Detroit

and saw Mr. Keep, and told him his troubles and asked him what ho

was to do. lie very kindly gave him some of his Tables, the result

of his many studies, and the speaker went back to the foundry, and,

using the Tables and methods that had been given him, they were

able almost immediately to isecure an absolutely uniform product of

iron, not only then but regularly thereafter. He did not know what

he would do in bettering foundry product if he could not turn to

the author's Tables, and to the specifications that Mr. Keep had

proposed, and he desired to take this occasion to thank the author

for what ho had done to help those whose experience was so much

less than his own.

Mr. W. J. Keep remarked that the American Waterworks

Association had adopted a bar 2 inches by 1 inch deep and 2 feet

long. He noticed that the English bar was always 3 feet long,

and was tested edgewise, the 2 inches being in the depth. He
had wondered why that was done, and he had wondered whether

the testing on edge was not rather to carry the impression that the

iron was a very strong iron.
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The President (Mr. J. Hartley Wicksteed) asked if it had

anything to do with the amount of deflection, or with the elasticity

of the material? Did it give any more severe tost as to the

stretching properties and compressive properties of the material ?

Mr. W. J. Keep thought not. He did not think it would be of

any advantage. The only thing was that it gave a very much

higher strength per sc[uarc inch.
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THE EFFECTS OP STEAIN AND OP ANNEALING
IN Aluminium, Axtimont, Bismuth, Cadmium, Copper,

Lead, Silver, Tin, and Zinc*

By Dr. WILLIAM CAIMPBELL,
Barnard Fellow of Columbia University, New York,

late of the royal school of mines, london.

Since the introduction of tlie microscope in the study of metals

and alloys a great deal of work has been done. Iron and steel have

received by far the greatest attention, due to their great importance.

The crystalline structure of iron and steel has been carefully worked

out by Stead,t Osmond ^ and many others ; that of gold by Arnold,§

Andrews,!! and Eoberts-Austen and Osmond ^ ; whilst the effects of

strain have been studied by Ewing and Eosenhain.** For a

* Being a summary of various Papers handed in by Sir William Roberts-

Austen in October 1901 ; and forming Ajipendix lY. to the Sixth Report to the

Alloys Research Committee.

t " Crystalline Structure of Iron and Steel," Journal Iron and Steel Institute,

1S9S, Part I.

X Bulletin do la Societe d'Encouragomont pour I'lndustric Nationale, 1895

onwards.

§ "Influence of Small Quantities of Impurities on Gold and Copper," J. O.

Arnold and J. Jefferson, "Engineering," 7 February 1896, page 170.

II
"Microscopic Structure of Gold and Gold Alloys," "Engineering," 30

September, 28 October, and 9 December 1898.

T[
" On the Structure of Metals ; its Origin and Causes." Philosophical

Transactions, Royal Society, 189G, vol. clxxxvii.

** " The Crystalline Structure of Metals," Philosophical Transactions, Royal

Society, vol. cxciii, page 353.
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bibliograiihy tho roaJor is roferrotl to tlio " Motallographist," vol. I

(1898), imgo 1C8.

In this Paper tho structures found on tho surfaces of small ingots

and buttons have been studied in tho case of tho metals aluminium,

antimony, bismuth, cadmium, copper, lead, silver, tin, and zinc.

In order to ensure a clean surface tho metals were carefully

skimmed during casting by means of a small piece of charcoal held

over the mouth of tho crucible. AVhen cold tlie ingot was examined

under tho microscope. In most cases a dendritic structure

characteristic of tho metal was found at one or moro places on the

surface. By etching with dilute acid the differences in orientation

of the granular crystallization of tho metal were shown up.

Deeper etching in most cases revealed the structure of the grains

or primary crystals themselves. It was often found that casting a

thin sheet of metal on a flat stone slab helped to show up the

dendritic structure. In some cases casting was performed on a flat

iron surface to produce more rapid cooling.

The efl:ect of slight strain was observed by examining the surface

of a small bar or ingot after bending to a slight angle and

straightening again.

Tho effects of great strain were found on examining the structures

of ingots, etc., after hammering or rolling. In the case of cadmium,

lead, tin and zinc, the metal was rolled or hammered out into thin

strips and its structure examined after etching.

Annealing was performed by heating the strips or sheet of metal

in an air bath or on a hot plate at a temperature of 200° C. (392° F.)

or under. The specimens were etched and examined, and the effects

of annealing observed. Where sections were made the specimens

were cut, filed, and smoothed down on Nos. and 00 commercial

emery-cloth, then rubbed on French emery-papers to 0000, and

finally polished with broad-cloth and rouge. A motor-driven

revolving table was used, with interchangeable discs to which the

various polishing cloths and papers were attached. The method of

photographing the various structures has already been explained.*

Proceedings,;i901, page 1249.
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In tlio case of very soft metals such as lead and tin, and also of

the softer alloys, great care has to be taken when polishing a section.

If too much pressure be applied, the metal tends to spread and form

a film over the surface of the section. Again, when a soft metal or

alloy is cut with a file, there is a tendency for particles to stick to

the file and tear the surface of the section. After the polishing has

been completed and the metal etched, long parallel lines of irregular

grains or crystals are found as the result of the strain on the surface.

On cutting with a saw a similar crystallization is developed, and

unless the metal thus modified is removed during grinding and

polishing, this crystallization due to strain appears, on etching, aloug

with the original structure of the metal. Of course the new structure

is only on the surface, and can generally be obliterated by deep

etching, but it shows that, even under slight pressure, metals and

alloys will re-arrange themselves.

In the following examples the illumination is vertical unless

otherwise stated.

Aluminium.

If a bar of commercial aluminium be examined, depressions will

be found on the surface at those points where the metal has solidified

last. In these depressions are seen numbers of dendrites of

characteristic form, passing gradually into the normal granular

structure. On the sides and base of the bar, where it has cooled in

contact with the mould, dendrites of a peculiar leaf-like form are

seen standing up above the surface, being the first points of

solidification.

The structure of aluminium can best be examined when the metal

has been cast upon a smooth cold surface. In this way the whole

series of structures from grains to dendrites can be found on the

base of the metal.

Fig. 1, Plate 105, x 30 diameters, vertical illumination, shows the

usual granular structure. The metal was cast upon a polished iron

surface, and was j^s.-inch thick. The view is of the base, which

cooled in contact with the iron surface.
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Fig. 2, X 30 diameters, sLows a tjimilar surface from a piece oi

metal YVo'i^ch thick. ]n this case the grain surfaces are covered

with very fine markings, which are found to bo the outlines of tho

dendrites or skeletons which build up each grain.

Fig. o, X 30 diameters, from a piece of metal /y'^„-inch thick,

shows a step further in tho development of tho dendritic structure

which is now pronounced. In tho centre can be seen a dendrite of

cubic form, whilst around it arc scon numerous forms elongated in

the direction of their growth, for tho central dendrite bad evidently

been a centre of crystallization.

Figs. 4 and 5, X 30 diameters, taken from the base of a piece of

metal j'^^y-inch thick, are in contrast with the above. Here is seen

a very fino granular structure, because the crystal grain has grown

perpendicular to the surface. These are the secondary crystals or

grains of Andrews (and Arnold), and possess a distinct orientation.

In Fig. 5 several of these secondary grains have grown to a

considerable size. They stand out above the surface, having been

the first to solidify.

In Fig. G, X 30 diameters, the maximum development of the

dendritic structure is obtained. The specimen was cast on stone,

and the view is of the surface. The rate of freezing has been much

slower than that of any of the above examples. The dendrites are

composed of two axes at right angles, and as a rule only one quadrant

of the dendrite has reached perfect development. On etching and

examining by oblique illumination, it is seen that the dendrites form

the skeletons of the granular structure, as in the previous examples.

Fig. 7, X 12 diameters, oblique illumination. If a small ingot

of the metal be cast and, when partly solid, the remaining liquid be

carefully poured off, the internal structure is laid bare. This Fig.

shows the surface of such an ingot. Three large grains or crystals

are seen, and each is built up of numerous small cubes similarly

oriented in the same grain. Under a higher magnification,

each cube is found to be built up of very small grains with a distinct

orientation. These are the tertiary grains.

When a piece of aluminium, showing the granular structure of

Fig. 1, is etched lightly, numerous small pits are eaten out and the
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surface shows a structure similar to Fig. 2. Under a liiglicr power

these pits are seen to Lave a definite orientation, but tlieir shape

is indefinite and obscure, tliougli it seems probable that by etching

with a suitable solvent they may be found to be cubic.

When a piece of aluminium is strained, numerous sliji-lines are

formed. So far no broad bands, denoting parallel twinning as the

result of strain, have been observed. These slip-lines are all

parallel to some one or more definite directions, which in many

cases were observed to be at an angle of 45' with the axes of the

dendrite of the grain ; this would coincide with a possible cleavage

parallel to the faces of the octahedron. Severe straining tends to

show up the granular structure, as was pointed out by Charpy and

by Ewing and Eosenhain.

Fig. 8, X 5 diameters, oblique illumination, shows the base of a

piece of aluminium cast on iron and severely strained by squeezing.

When aluminium is hammered or rolled out, the large grains

are broken up and the structure becomes very fine. It is extremely

difiicult to resolve this structure where rolling has produced a very

thin sheet or strip, because here one is apparently dealing with

grains which have been extremely elongated. The metal is very

difiicult to etch. On annealing, the metal loses most of its elasticity

and becomes limp. Crystals apparently grow, as in the case of

lead, tin, zinc, &c., but as before, the structure is extremely difiicult

to bring out by etching. Further work is necessary.

Antimony.

The beautiful stars met with on the surfaces of large ingots are

too well known to need describing. When a small ingot is cast and

etched, it is seen to possess the granular structure common to most

metals. Deep etching reveals the diff'erence in orientation of the

primary crystals which are seen to be built up of secondary grains.

A piece of a large ingot was examined, and the surface was found

to be covered by comparatively small dendrites composed of two

main axes, often at right angles. From each axis grow parallel

branches composed of club-like secondary grains, resembling those
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of biKmutb. When fractured, four marked cleavages are found.

The most perfect is basal. The three others intersect each other in

the basal jilane at an angle of approximately GO^, and make with that

basal plane an angle of over 1 10 .

When a small cleavage fragment is examined perpendicularly to

the basal plane, the effect of the three other cleavages is to produce

numerous triangular jnts at their intersections. Where only two of

the cleavages show, a beautiful rhomboid effect is produced. In

many cases, very fino slip-bands or parallel twinning were noticed,

and in a basal fragment this was parallel to the three cleavages.

"When small ingots were cast, the surface was usually found to

bo very rough, due to the formation of oxide. On examining the

base, however, numerous very small characteristic dendrites were

found. On etching, the granular structure was very fine, but each

grain was composed of only a very few secondaries. In other words,

the primary crystallization is small, whilst the secondary is

comparatively large. It was noticed that the nearer the centre of

the ingot where the metal was poured in, the smaller was the

crystallization. Again, under vertical illumination, by far the

greater part of the field is bright, and all the bright primaries run

into each other. This is apparently connected with the fact that a

fracture shows a marked columnar structure perpendicular to the

cooling surface.

As the metal is so brittle, straining produces fracture almost

immediately the ingot is bent. On examining the metal in the

region of a fracture only a few traces of slip-bands could be seen on

the surface. They were in most cases parallel to the line of fracture.

In the case of a large commercial ingot, a fine development of

parallel slip-bands was found amongst the dendrites on the surface

in the region of fracture. Three systems were seen. One was

parallel to the dii'ection of one of the axes of the dendrite, the two

others making angles of approximately 60° and 120° with it. These

slip-bands, as before, were found to be parallel to the cleavages of

the antimony.

When antimony is broken by a sharp blow, the fractured surface

shows a distinctly radial structure, the lines radiating from the point
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of impact. Uudcr the microscope this structure is seen to follow the

true cleavage in minute steps, which are so small that, to the eye

alone, the cleavages seem to have been suppressed.

Bismuth.

The markedly crystalline structure of bismuth is well shown

when a crucible of the metal, with a trace of tin or lead, is allowed

to solidify on the surface and the remaining liquid run oif through a

hole in the side. The under surface of the crust is seen to be

composed of many hopper-shaped skeleton cubes. These have a

definite orientation and are the secondary crystals.

Fig. 9, Plate 106, x 30 diameters. If a small ingot be carefully

cast so as to give a clean surface, numerous characteristic dendrites

are seen. This Fig. shows such dendrites. Two generations are

seen : the large more-or-less parallel bands forming the large granular

structure of the ingot ; and the finer dendritic structure which in

places builds up elongated secondary grains. When a slowly cooled

button of the metal is deeply etched the difference in orientation of

the large grains is brought out. Each grain or crystal is seen to be

built up of secondaries possessing a distinctly cube-like form. They

are much coarser than those found in tin, &c.

. Fig. 10, X 30 diameters, shows the surface of an ingot which has

been strained. If an ingot of bismuth be strained by bending,

numerous groups of parallel slip-bands or multiple twinnings are set

up. The specimen has been lightly etched with hydrochloric acid,

which helps to show up the difference in orientation between the

parts. "When straining is severe, fracture occurs.

Fig. 11, X 30 diameters, shows an ingot of bismuth which has been

bent until it broke, and it is to be noticed that fracture occurred

along straight lines in four directions, but none of these coincides

with the two directions in which the banding due to the strain

occurs.

Cadmium.

The dendrites found on the surfaces of small ingots of cadmium

occur in the form of sis-rayed stars, of decidedly hexagonal symmetry
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Fig. 12, X 30 diumetcrs, shows such dendrites from the surface

of an ingot cast in an iron mould. That these dendrites form the

skeletons of the coarse granular structure is seen on etching.

Fig. 13, X 30 diameters, oblique illumination, shows the granular

structure of cast cadmium, brought out by etching with dilute nitric

acid. In one of tlic larger grains the remains of a dendrite are seen,

forming the core of the grain enclosing it. On etching the base of

the same ingot, the structure appeared almost identical with Fig. 00,

Plato 118, tlie difference in size of the grains being entirely due to the

difference in the rate of solidification. When strained, the metal

shows slip-bands as in the case of bismuth, but of a rather finer kind.

Fig. li, X 30 diameters, shows the surface of an ingot which has

been strained and then etched with nitric acid. In the central

grain, three systems of parallel slip-bands are seen, intersecting each

other at an angle of about 60^.

Fig. 15, X 30 diameters, shows similar slip-bands set up in the

grains by strain. The specimen was etched with nitric acid.

When cadmium is hammered or rolled, the coarse crystallization

due to the original cooling is broken up and a finer granular structure

is produced. The greater the mechanical work upon the metal the

finer is the structure produced, down to certain limits, when the

grains begin to spread out. A bar of cadmium, j'^^r-inch in diameter,

was rolled out into lengths of varying thickness. Pairs of each

thickness were cut off, having a length of 2} inches, and a breadth of

0'4:5 inch; one strip of each pair was annealed in an air-bath for

seven days at a temperature of 180^ C. (356^ F.) and under. There

were five pairs, and they were etched with dilute nitric acid, then

dipped in hydrochloric, Avashed and photographed while still wet.

In Fig. 16, Plate 107, are seen the five pairs. The thinnest jiair

is on the left, the thickest on the right, whilst in each pair the

xinannealed strip is on the left, the annealed on the right. Starting

from the left, the thinnest pair. No. 1, has a thickness of 0"018 inch
;

No. 2 of 0-024 inch; No. 3 of 0-036 inch; No. 4 of 0-04:9 inch;

whilst No, 5, the thickest pair, is 0-075 inch in thickness. The

effects of annealing can be seen without the aid of a lens. On

examination under the microscope the changes are most marked.
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Fig. 17, X 30 diameters, is No. 1 as it came from tlio rolls, and

may be taken as a type of all tlie rolled strips. The original

crystalline structure of the bar has entirely disappeared, and in its

place there is the fine-grained structure produced by the breaking

down of the original. The effect of annealing was to reduce tho

flexibility of the strips duo to the growth of very large polygonal

grains or crystals.

Fig. 18, X 30 diameters, shows No. 5, thickest strip, after

annealing. Tho contrast between Figs. 17 and 18 is marked.

Fig. 19, X 30 diameters, shows No. 4.

Fig. 20 shows No. 3.

Fig. 21 shows No. 1, after annealing. Although the crystals ill

Fig. 19 are smaller than those in Fig. 20, which is taken from a

thinner section, it was noticed that the average size of crystal was

greater the thicker the strip.

As in the case of tin, zinc, &c., bending the annealed strips

beyond the elastic limit sets up slip-bands which in many cases

resemble the multiple twinning of plagioclase.

Fig. 22, X 30 diameters, shows such systems of slip-bands or

twinning produced in No. 4 by bending, whilst Fig. 23 shows those

in No. 3. In both cases the largest crystals were photographed

because they show the effects better. Three systems of parallel slip-

bands can be seen in a single crystal.

COPPEK.

The structure of copper and the influence of small quantities of

impurities have been studied by Arnold and Jefferson.*

Fig. 24, Plate 108, X 30 diameters, oblio[uely illuminated, shows

the surface of a slowly cooled button of copper (99 "8 per cent.).

Part of two large grains or crystals are seen, built up of smaller or

secondary grains with a definite orientation. This is in marked

contrast with Fig. 25, X 50 diameters, which shows a surface of

electrolytic copper just as it came from the depositing vat. The

surface is composed of many polygonal grains or crystals which are

" " Engineering," 7 February 1896, imge 17(.i.
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primary, and thcroforo have no regular orientation witL respect to

ouo another. Sections of electro-copper Lave already been shown

(Proceedings 1901, Figs. Ill, 1 12, Plate 20G).

Fig. ;>0, X H diameters, is the top of a button of copper which

has been used for calibrating a thermo-couple. The surface shows

numerous dendrites composed of two axes at right angles. Etching

shows that tlieso dendrites form the skeletons of the grains as before.

Fig. 26, X 3U diameters, shows a cross section of commercial

copper (unrefined), cast in the form of a circular bar. 'i'he view

was taken from near the centre. Large grains are seen, each built

np of smaller secondaries, definitely arranged. The centres of each

secondary have etclied lighter in colour than the outside, because the

first part to solidify was purer ; and, as equilibrium was not

established, mixed crystals have been formed, as explained by

Eooseboom (the theory of solid solutions).

When copper is rolled or hammered, the crystals are often found

to be twinned. Ewing and Eoscnhain have shown that these twins

are the result of strain, and persist after annealing at a red heat.

Similar twins are found in gold, brass, steel, &c. "With great strain

the secondary grains elongate in the direction of rolling.

Fig. 27, X 30 diameters, shows a vertical section of rolled

copper. The secondary grains are elongated in the direction of

rolling ; with further rolling, these grains become very long and

attenuated and may finally break down. Annealing tends to release

the strain, makes the metal more pliable, and allows the grains to

rearrange themselves.

Fig. 28, X 50 diameters, shows some copper foil, etched with

nitric acid, just as it came from the rolls. The structure is composed

of a mass of grains similar to those of Fig. 27, slightly elongated in

one direction. All trace of the primary (original) crystallization

has entirely disappeared. The foil possessed a large amount of spring,

but, on heating to a dull red and cooling slowly, this disappeared.

Fig. 29, X 50 diameters, shows this same foil after heating to a

dull red. All trace of the fine-grained structure has gone, and in

its place is a coarser, mottled structure with broad boundaries to the

grains.
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Gold.

The structure of gold Las been studied by Arnold and by

Andrews.* The latter found that pure gold crystallized in the cubic

system : that the primary crystals as seen in section are chiefly

hexagonal, and are built up of secondaries which also generally

belong to the cubic system. Eobcrts-Austen and Osmond, in a

Paper on the " Structure of Metals, its Origin and Causes," described

the structure of gold and the effects of various impurities.

Fig. 31, X 30 diameters, shows some of the dendrites met with

in a slowly-cooled gold button, and in Fig. 33, Plate 109, is the same

under a magnification of about 10 diameters, where the relations

between the primaries can be seen.

Eolling breaks down the primary crystals, producing a much

finer structure, which on annealing grows to a considerable size, as

has been shown by Koberts-Austen. The effects of slight strain in

producing slip-bands and twinning have been studied by Ewing and

Eosenhain, and it would seem that gold closely resembles copper.

Lead.

In Fig. 32, Plate 109, is shown a specimen of very pure lead

prepared in the laboratory of the late Professor Percy, by pouring

away the liquid from a partly solidified crucible of metal. The

dendritic structure (reduced ^) is clearly shown.

In Fig. 34 are shown three lightly etched ingots of lead. The

one on the right has been cast in an iron mould, 5 inches by

0*6 X 0*3 inch ; that on the left in a stone mould, 5 inches by

0-6 X • 2 inch ; whilst the centre ingot was cast in a stone

mould, but before solidification was complete, the remaining liquid

lead was poured off, and in this way the internal structure has been laid

bare. When the surface of cast lead is examined, dendrites are seen.

Fig. 35, X 20 diameters, oblique illumination, shows such

dendrites. The specimen has been etched with dilute nitric acid,

* '• Engineeriug," 30 Sep., 28 Oct., 9 Dec. ISaS.

3 N
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and the dendritos are scon to be the skeletons of tbe grains or

primary crystals. When lead is cast on a flat stone surface better

examples are seen, as in Fig. 37, Plato 110, x 35 diameters.

In Fig. 38, X 30 diameters, the secondary grains are seen. This

surface was the last point to solidify in an ingot cast in stone.

Etching brings out the primary crystallization very distinctly.

Fig. 30, X 30 diameters, shows the surface of an ingot etched

with nitric acid. In addition to the primary grains, another

structure is shown up by etching. Within the central grain, small

markings are seen ; under a high power these are seen to be

tctrahedra eaten out by the acid. These tetrahedra are all similarly

orientated in the same grain.

In Fig. 40, X 30 diameters, is seen the effect of etching the base

of an ingot deeply with acetic acid. The primary grains or crystals

are well shown, each grain presenting a rough surface made up of

tctrahedra with distinct orientation in each grain.

Fig. 41, X 30 diameters, shows the surface of an ingot cast in

stone, and etched for twenty-four hours with acetic acid, thus showing

up the difference in orientation of the secondary grains.

Fig. 42, X 30 diameters, shows the base of an ingot cast in stone,

and very deeply etched with acetic acid. Orientation here is

evidently about a trigonal axis.

The effect of strain is to produce innumerable fine slip-lines.

Fig. 43, X 35 diameters, shows such lines set up by bending, in

lead, cast on a flat stone surface. The boundaries between the

primary crystallization have become more pronounced. So far the

author has observed no broad slip-bands or twins such as are seen in

bismuth, cadmium, etc., but true twins do occur on annealing sheet

lead. It was noticed that these strain-lines or lines of slip occur

crossing the two main axes of the dendrites at a large angle. Three

systems of parallel slip-lines have been observed in a single grain,

and these are parallel to the three sides of the tetrahedi*a eaten out

by etching. A fourth possible one would be in the plane of the

photograph and parallel to the fourth face of the tetrahedra. Hence

it would seem that these slip-lines would coincide with a possible

cleavage parallel to the fundamental octahedron {111}, if it is
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cousiderecl that the two arms of the dendrites coincide with two of

the axes of the cube.

In Fig. 44, X 30 diameters, a cast surface, etched with nitric acid

and strained, is seen the relation of the slip-lines to the tetrahedra or

secondary crystallization. Hammering and rolling break up the

primary crystallization, and a very fine-grained structure results.

Fig, 46, Plate 111, shows two strips produced by rolling out small

ingots similar to those seen in Fig. 34, Plate 109. They measure

4 inches by 0*6 X 0*12 inch. Under the miscroscope the

structure is similar to that seen in Fig. 17, Plate 107. Annealing

causes a re-arrangement, and the growth of crystals or grains follows.

Fig. 48, Plato 111, shows the same pair of strips annealed for

seven days at a temperature of about 180' C. (356'^ F.).

In Fig. 45 is shown a piece of sheet lead, 3 inches by 2 • 5 x <> • 05

inch thick. It is several years old, and there is no doubt that the

difference in size of the crystallization between the freshly rolled

metal in Fig. 46 and the old in Fig. 45 is due to growth in the

strained metal at normal temperatures, for on rolling out a piece of

the old sheet lead a structure as fine as in Fig. 46 was produced.

Fig. 47 shows the same sheet annealed for seven days at about

180° C. (356^ F.), and the growth of crystals is very marked.

Fig. 36, Plate 109, shows a piece of sheet lead 2-5 inches by

2 X 0*07 inch annealed for eight days intermittently. It was

annealed during the day, but cooled down to the ordinary temperature

of the laboratory during the night. It would seem that intermittent

annealing caused a larger crystallization. The temperature of

annealing was about 180'' C. (356° F.) as before. Besides several

crystals of enormous size compared with the freshly rolled structure,

it is noticed that very many of the crystals are twinned. These

twins, as in the case of those met with in annealed sheet gold, brass,

&c., are therefore the product of annealing. The annealing of

lead has recently formed the subject of research by Ewing and

Eosenhain,* who have even made crystals cross a weld by annealing

at 200° C.

* Philosophical Transactions, Koyal Society, vol, cxcv, page 279.

3 N 2
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Platinum.

Fig. 49, Plate 112, x 30 diameters, shows the dendrites found on

the surface of a platinum button. They consist of two axes at right

angles, and form the skeletons of the grains or crystals as in the case

of the other metals examined. Platinum has the same granular

structure as gold, itc, secondary grains being revealed in the large

crystals by deep etching, whilst strain produces slip-lines related to

these etching pits. Andrews has recently worked out the structure

of platinum,*

Silver.

Fig. 50, X 30 diameters, shows the surface structure of an ingot

of silver. Three or more primary crystals or grains are seen to be

built up of numerous secondaries, possessing distinct orientation.

Fig. 51, X 15 diameters, shows the surface of a button allowed

to cool slowly in the crucible under a cover of borax. The

crystallization is extremely coarse, the illustration showing only

part of four parallel branches of a single dendrite. The diflference

between Figs. 50 and 51 is due to the difference in rate of cooling.

Fig. 52, X 30 diameters, represents the surface of a small ingot

cast under a thick cover of salt. There is a very curious dendrite

structure, which in places passes into coarse grains as in Fig. 53, x 30

diameters.

In Fig. 55, X 30 diameters, is seen the intermediate stage

between Figs. 52 and 53.

Fig. 54, X 8 diameters, shows the structure of electrolytically

deposited silver. Distinct crystalline forms are seen, and Fig. 56,

X 8 diameters, shows some of the simpler variety. It was attempted

to cut sections of the more massive growth to obtain their internal

structure, as in the case of copper, but without success. Electrolytic

iron and nickel, on the other hand, form a deposit consisting of

numerous coatings like an onion, and a section shows that structure.

If a cupellation button of silver be examined, very good examples of

* Proceedings, Royal Society, vol. 69, page 433 ; and vol. 70.
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dendritic structure are often seen. Figs. 57 to 62, Plate 113, are all

taken from a single button.

In Fig. 57, Plato 113, x 30 diameters, is seen tlie centre of

crystallization of a dendrite. Two axes are seen at riglit angles, and

from eacli axis there is a perpendicular growth, growing coarser as the

centre of crystallization is left. There is a cubic symmetry visible.

Fig. 59, X 30 diameters, shows one of the arms or axes near its

centre, whilst Fig. 61 shows the end of the same. As the secondary

grains approach the end of the axis they themselves possess a

structure in which there are two main axes, together with a radial as

well as a concentric structure.

Fig. 58, X 30 diameters, shows the junction of two primary

grains or crystals, in which the radial and concentric structure of

the secondary grains is very marked. A marking similar to the

concentric one is seen at the end of an axis, as in Fig. 61, x 30

diameters.

Figs. 60 and 62, x 15 and 30 diameters respectively, oblique

illumination, show the normal structure of the surface. A few of

the grains or crystals, as in Fig. 62, show a radial as well as a

concentric structure. At first it was thought that these marked

polygonal boundaries were those of the primary crystals, but on

closer examination they are seen to cut across the grains in several

places. These pseudo-boundaries, it is true, do coincide with the

real boundaries, as a rule, but in many cases they are seen to be

distinct. As Ewing and Eosenhain have shown, the difference

between the two is clearly shown by slip-lines when the metal is

strained. The pseudo-boundaries are the result of contraction in

cooling, like the columnar structure of basalt.

A silver cupellation button, from which the copper had not been

entirely removed, was examined. Although the axial arrangement

of the secondary grains in the primary was not so sharp, when

present, as in the case of pure silver, the concentric and radial

structure of the smaller primaries was more marked.

Fig. 63, Plate 114, x 15 diameters, shows the axial arrangement

of a dendrite. The extremity of an axis is seen in Fig. 6-1, X 15

diameters, oblique illumination, together with some of the smaller
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primaries. It is very Lard to distinguish between the largest

secondary grains of a dendrite and the smallest primaries, and it is

probable that, as they are of the same generation, the one set passes

into the other.

Figs. G5 and GG, x oO diameters, show the radial markings and

the boundaries of the large grains. The distinct boundaries may

be duo to a trace of eutcctic i)resent.

When an ingot or button of silver is strained—as, for instance,

by hammering— marked parallel twinning is seen. The broadest

twins usually lie perpendicular to the line of strain. In addition

to these broad bands are numerous series of finer parallel twinning,

running at all angles. In some cases the straining appears to have

produced merely slip-lines.

Tin.

When an ingot of tin is cast, it possesses a plain bright surface

if pure. If impure, the surface is covered more or less by dendritic

crystals due to the formation of mixed crystals, whose outer portions

solidify at a slightly lower temperature than their centres. In the

case where a eutectic is formed, this shrinks on cooling, leaving the

dendrites standing above the surface. If the surfaces of ingots be

etched, they are seen to be coarsely granular, the size of the grains,

and to some extent their shape, varying with the mould used and

with the purity of the metal. The temperature of the mould and of

casting also alters the size of the grains, the higher the temperature,

the larger the grains.

Fig. 67 shows four ingots of tin that have been etched with

dilute nitric acid and then cleaned with dilute hydrochloric, which

removes the oxide of tin very quickly.

a is pure tin cast in a cold iron mould. Its dimensions are

5 inches by • 6 x 0*4: inch thick.

h is pure tin cast in a stone mould. Dimensions are 5 inches by

0-6 X 0-2 inch.

c is pure tin cast in an elliptical iron mould. Its largest

dimensions are 4 * 5 inches by • 7 X • 4 inch.
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d is impure tin cast in the same mould as a, but is only 0*3

inch thick.

The structures of a, h, and c are all similar, but that of (Z is of a

much finer character, the grains being much more elongated, and

point towards the centre of the ingot. If, in casting an ingot, the

mould be tilted and the liquid tin poured away just before

solidification is complete, a difierence in structure is noticed between

pure and impure tin.

Fig. 80, Plate 116, shows tw^o such ingots—one pure, the other

impure. That on the left is very impure, and the whole mass is

seen to be composed of dendrites and skeleton crystals. That on

the right is pure grain tin, and no dendrites can be seen.

rig. 68, Plate 114, x 30 diameters, shows the dendritic structure

of tin, which has been cast on a flat stone surface. Part of the main

axis of a dendrite is seen.

In Fig. 69, X 30 diameters, is seen the base of a very thin sheet

cast on stone, and a further development of the structure appears.

This shows the junction of two grains with their dendritic framework.

Fig. 70, Plate 115, x 30 diameters, shows a smaller dendrite from

the surface, with two main axes at right angles, set in a groundmass

which is made up of small secondary grains. These secondary

grains of tin are well shown in Fig. 71, X 75 diameters. When pure

tin is cast in a mould, especially in an iron one, wherever it has

solidified last a concentric arrangement due to shrinkage is seen. It

is generally extremely slight, but may be accentuated by giving the

mould a slight jar, when vibrations are set up. This structure is

seen at the lower part of ingot c in Fig. 67, Plate 114. It also

occurs in slightly impure tin, as at the centre of the surface of

ingot d. If the centre of this point of last solidification be examined

under the microscope, the normal structure of the secondary grains

is seen, as in Fig. 71, Plate 115.

Fig. 72, X 30 diameters, oblique illumination, shows leaf-like

dendrites often found on the surface of ingots. In this case, as in

all dendrites found at the surface, the secondary grains are much

larger than those of the surrounding tin, and are more regularly

formed, due to the fact that they had more freedom of growth.
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Fig. 7;], X -W clianiotors oblique illumination, bLowk dendrites

fiimilar to tlioBO in Fig. 72, after very deep etching with dilute nitric

acid.

Fig. 74, X 30 diameters, sliows the normal surface of cast tin,

etched for twelve hours with dilute nitric acid. The largo primary

crystals or grains, built up of small secondaries with definite

orientation, are clearly seen.

Fig. 75, X 30 diameters, shows the base of an ingot etched for

twelve hours. The primary and the secondary grains are much

smaller, duo to their having solidified against the comparatively

cold surface of the iron mould.

In Figs. 76 and 77, x 30 diameters, oblique illumination, are

seen the large grains of an ingot of pure tin, which has been etched

for 24 hours with very dilute hydrochloric acid to ensure very slow

action. The secondary grains show plane faces, and closely

resemble cleavage as seen in minerals. In some cases pits were

eaten out, having plane faces with the form of an octahedron.

Ewing and Eosenhain have obtained a characteristic structure by

casting against glass.

When tin, either cast or slowly cooled, is rolled, the original

structure is destroyed, and a new very fine crystallization is set up.

Fig. 79, Plate 116, shows a bar of tin cast in stone and rolled out.

Its dimensions are 4 inches by 0*7 inch, thickness 0*126 inch. Its

structure has been entirely destroyed, and this fine crystallization

has been set up in its place. On annealing, rearrangement takes

place, and a structure consisting of coarse grains is produced.

Fig. 81 is part of the same rolled bar, after annealing for ten

days at a temperature under 200'^ C. (392'^ F.) Large grains have

grown out of the fine crystallization, their orientation is marked, and

their boundaries distinct.

In order to find out whether any relation existed between the

thickness of the rolled bar and the size of the grains, unannealed and

annealed, one of the bars, Fig. 79, was put through the rolls till it

became reduced in thickness to • 035 inch. Half of it was cut into

lengths from 2-9 to 2-2 inches long and 0*5 inch wide. The

other half was rolled down to 0*02 inch and cut into lengths of
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about :] inches (0 •5 to • 6 wide). One of these was rolled down

to 0-01 inch, another was taken to foil 0*004 inch thick. Samples

of each were annealed for five days on a hot-plate at a temperature

of 180^ C. On etching it was found that the size of grains in all the

annealed specimens varied considerably, small and large being

found in each ; but it was seen that the thicker the metal the more

numerous were the large grains.

Fig. 78 shows six of the strips referred to above. The first

three pieces are • 035 inch thick, the first of which is the unannealed

specimen. The last three are 0*02 inch thick, and the centre one is

unannealed. The contrast is marked.

Figs. 98 and 99, Plate 119, show two pieces 0-01 inch thick,

which have been annealed with the others, but, after annealing, one

end of each was quickly raised to the melting point by means of a

Buusen beneath the hot-plate. As soon as the tin started to melt,

the Bunsen was turned out and the whole slowly cooled. The

junction of the annealed and remelted parts is clearly seen. In the

former, there are the usual grains more or less equi-dimensional,

whilst in the latter it is seen that a few crystals occupy the whole

mass. It appears that the large long crystals of the melted part have

grown from and are continuous with the crystals in the unmelted

part. This shows the relative freedom to grow in the liquid and in

the solid states.

Under the microscope the difierence between the rolled metal of

various thicknesses is distinct. The piece • 035 inch thick showed a

structure as coarse as in Fig. 87, Plate 117, but the grains had rough

irregular boundaries.

Fig. 82, Plate 117, X 30 diameters, oblique illumination, shows

the structure of the piece 0'02 inch thick. The grains have become

minute and are less distinct.

Fig. 83, X 30 diameters, oblique illumination, is the piece rolled

down to • 004 inch. Its structure is minute but granular, and the

grains are seen to be rather more distinct than those of the • 02 inch

strip. In the case of the annealed specimens, the difference between the

pieces of 0*035 and 0*02 inch in thickness is not very noticeable, but

when 0*01 inch is reached the grains are seen to be very much smaller.
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Fig. 84, X 1;"3 clianieterH, obliciuo illumiuation, shows the piece

0-();>5 incL thick after amiealiug. The grains or crystals have

increased many times iu size, their edges have become more

regular, and the whole system of crystallization has become more

distinct.

Fig. 8."), X 1'"^ diameters, oblique illumination, shows some of the

smaller crystals from the same strip.

Fig. 8G, X 10 diameters, oblique illumination, shows the 0*02

inch strip after annealing, the size of grain being but slightly, if any,

less than that of the thicker strip.

In Fig. 87, X 15 diameters, oblique, is seen the ()•()! inch strip

after annealing. The grains or crystals are very much smaller.

On comparing Fig. 82 with Fig. 86, and Fig. 83 with Fig. 87, the

enormous change duo to annealing is clearly seen, and this is even

more marked because the annealed strips have been i)hotographed

with only half the magnification of the rolled specimens.

Hammering produces similar effects to rolling.

Fig. 88, X 30 diameters, oblique illumination, shows a piece of

tin hammered out to • 08 inch thick, etched with dilute nitric acid

and washed with dilute hydrochloric. The original structure has

disappeared, and a finer crystallization has taken its jdace.

Annealing causes a growth of crystals as before.

Fig. 89, X 35 diameters, oblique, shows the effect of annealing

for three hours at a temperature below 200^ C. (392^ F.), whilst in

Fig. 90, Plate 118, x 35 diameters, is seen a patch of the largest

crystals grown in that time.

In Fig. 91, X 33 diameters, is shown a piece of the same

tin hammered to 0*05 inch thick, and annealed for fifteen hours,

showing a great increase in size and regularity of crystals.

Fig. 92, X 30 diameters, shows the structure of hammered tin

after annealing below 200^ C. (392^ F.) for ten days. When compared

with Fig. 88, Plate 117, the difference in structure duo to annealing

is very striking. It would seem that the fine crystals tend to become

more definite in boundary, their several neighbouring grains become

oriented in the same way, and finally merge into one another to form

a large grain or crystal. The largest grain in Fig. 92 shows the
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outline of the smaller grains whicli build it up ; their outline is the

result of etching after a slight annealing.

Fig. 93, X 30 diameters, shows a section of the same. Curious

rectilinear markings are seen. These are not scratches, and are

distinct from the slip-bands and lines produced by straining.

They are differently oriented in the various crystals, but may

however have been produced by strain in the process of cutting the

section.

Fig. 94, X 35 diameters, oblique illumination, shows a piece of

hammered tin 0-08 inch thick which has been slowly annealed up to

the beginning of fusion. It was supported at each end and heated

until it broke by its own weight. The fracture is seen in Fig. 95,

X 35 diameters. The coarse granular structure produced by the

heating has been shown up by fusion at the boundaries.

Tschernoff, who is followed by Sauveur, says that the growth or

coarsing of the grain of steel as revealed by its fracture cannot occur

during rise of temperature, but occurs only during fall of temperature.

This may be true for the constituent ferrite, but the growth of grain

of the martensite takes place as the temperature rises (above Ac,)

just as in the above example of tin.

When tin is strained by bending, slip-bands or twins are produced

as well as slip-lines. Figs. 96 and 97, Plate 119, x 30 diameters, show

such twinning produced in cast tin (cast on a flat stone surface). The

metal has been etched with dilute nitric acid. In Fig. 97 the two

parallel systems are very pronounced.

ZiNO.

When an ingot of zinc is examined, dendrites similar to those of

lead and tin are often found.

Fig. 103, Plate 120, slightly reduced, shows the surface of an

ingot cast in a stone mould. The granular crystallization is shown

in Fig. 102 by etching.

Fig. 104, Plate 121, x 30 diameters, shows part of a dendrite on

the surface of metal cast on stone. There are three main axes, giving

the dendrite a hexagonal type of structure.
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Fig. 105, X 30 diameters, shows the base of the same metal with

its coarse granular structure. Etching reveals the difference in

orientation of the secondary grains as in the case of lead, tin, &c.

Straining produces parallel twinning as before.

Fig. lOG, X oO diameters, shows this structure in a surface

similar to Fig. 105.

In Fig. 107, X -50 diameters, several twinnings are seen, which

vary in direction as they pass from one grain to another. Etching

makes the effect more pronounced by showing up the orientation

of the grains as in Fig. 108, x 150 diameters, oblique illumination.

In Fig. 109, x oO diameters, is illustrated a view of the surface

of the same metal. The primary grains are coarser, due to the

relatively slower cooling, and the tmnning is more pronounced.

When zinc is rolled out into thin strips, the metal is very jdiable.

The structure of the original cooling has been entirely destroyed,

and a new one takes its place, much finer than that of rolled tin,

lead or cadmium.

Fig. 101, Plate 120, shows five strips rolled out to 2 or 1 inches by

4 X • 1 inch thick. The structure cannot be seen without the

aid of a lens.

Fig. 100 shows the same strips annealed for seven days at

200^ C. (392' F.) on a hot plate. Large coarse irregular grains

or crystals have been formed, far larger than in the case of tin, lead,

&c. Whereas the unannealed strips are flexible and very tough,

the annealed specimens are very brittle. Bending or straining to

the slightest degree causes the development of cracks, which originate

as slip-bands more or less parallel to the normal of the line of strain.

This brittleness is so pronounced that the metal cannot be rolled

until it is heated to its critical temperature. Experiments seem to

show that intermittent annealing causes a more rapid growth than

a continuous one. In other words, several annealings of short

duration cause the crystals to grow in less time than one long

annealing.
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Summary.

lu tlie preceding examples is given additional evidence of what

has been pointed out by others, that when a metal reaches its freezing

point, it begins to crystallize out from a number of points or centres.

Dendrites grow from these centres and continue to grow until they meet

others, when their growth is obstructed. The more rapidly a metal

cools past its freezing point, the more numerous will be the centres

of crystallization, and therefore the smaller wiU be the structure. The

dendrites continue to grow, until the whole mass becomes solid in the

form of irregularly bounded crystals or grains whose orientation varies

from grain to grain. In the case of impure metals the dendrites

that first crystallize out are usually purer than the mother-liquor,

which freezes at a lower temperature. As a rule equilibrium is not

established, and so the dendrites vary in composition from centre to

outside ; hence their structure is revealed when a section is etched.

Again, as a rule, the metal contracts during solidification, and so the

mother-liquor sinks beneath the surface, leaving the dendrites

standing out in slight relief. These primary grains or crystals are

built up of smaller or secondary grains which are revealed in

etching. They may be compared with the crystals of calcite in a

crystalline limestone which break up into small rhombs due to their

rhombohedral cleavage, or with the crystals in massive galena which

break up into cubes because of their cubic cleavage.

The efiiect of strain is to produce a parallel slipping along

definite directions, usually related to the orientation of the primary

crystals and also to the direction of strain. In some cases the

effect is seen in the formation of one or more systems of parallel

slip-lines, in others in the production of systems of parallel twinning.

As Ewing and Kosenhain have pointed out, the first slip-lines are

perpendicular to the direction of straining, whereas further straining

produces other systems. When the strain has been severe, as, for

instance, by rolling or hammering, the large primary crystals are

broken down and a finer crystallization takes their place ; the greater

the mechanical work upon the metal^ the finer the resulting

crystallization.
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Aunealing causes the fine crystallization to rearrange itself, and

produces the growth of crystals, whose size apparently depends to

some extent both on the time and temperature of annealing and the

thickness of the metal. In the case of lead and tin this arrangement

was noticed to take place at ordinary temperatures, but of course

very slowly indeed.

In conclusion, the author would like to express his indebtedness

to the late Sir William Eoberts-Austen, under whose direction most

of the work was performed, and also to Professor "William Gowland

for his kindly encouragement and advice.

The Paper is illustrated by Plates 105 to 121.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH A LATHE TOOL

DYNAMOMETER.

By Mu. J. T. NICOLSON, D.Sc,

Professor of ^Mechanical Engineering at the Municipal School of

Technology, Manchester.

Sometime Professor at McGill University. jMontreal.

lu the Tool-Steel Trials made by the Mancliester Committee iii

1902-03 (the report upon which was published by the Manchester

Association of Engineers in their Transactions for 1903), there

•appeared an entire lack of uniformity in the shapes and angles of

the tools submitted by the eight competing firms. There was also

no obvious connection between the shapes and angles of the tools

and the cutting forces upon these tools deduced in the report from

the electrical power measurements made by the Committee. Neither

did the shape or angle supply a clue to the causes of success and

failure in the various trials with different tools.

On the other hand, the necessary reconsideration of the design of

lathes for the rapid and heavy cutting rendered possible by the new

steels introduced by Taylor and White, and now everywhere adopted,

calls for a thorough and systematic investigation of the forces acting

upon a cutting tool. If a standard area of cut can be agreed upon

for the various sizes of lathe, a knowledge of the forces to be

overcome when taking that cut—not only for turning the work

against the tool, but also for moving the slide-rest and saddle in
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both tho travomug aud surfacing directions—will enable the

calculation of the stresses in, and the proportioning of, the various

parts of tho machine to bo gone about in a rational and scientific

way.

No such knowledge has hitherto been available ; and it appeared

to the author that the prosecution of a sonaewhat extensive research

into tho matter would well repay tho time, labour, and expense,

which it would necessarily involve.

The present Paper records the results of over 300 serial trials,

each requiring tho making, recording and reducing of from 50 to

100 observations; but it is only to be looked upon as a first

instalment of the work required to bo done in order that the action

of the tools used in a machine-shop may be thoroughly understood.

The thanks of the author, and, if the results herein contained

should prove of value, those of the engineering public, should be

given to those whose action alone rendered possible the carrying

out of the work. First, to the authorities of the Manchester

Municipal School of Technology, who authorised the expenditure

incurred for power, light, and mechanical assistance, to a not

inconsiderable amount. Second, to the firm of Sir W. G. Armstrong,

Whitworth and Co., for the continuance of their loan of the lathe

used in the experiments by the Manchester Committee; for the

donation of the remainder of the material unoperated upon in those

experiments, namely, three steel forgings and three iron castings ; and

for the gift of large quantities of their AW steel of various sections.

The record of the experimenters in this field is not a

very long one. In Hartig's Work " Experiments on the Efficiency

of Machine-Tools," * the law was enunciated that the cutting force

varies in simple proportion to the depth of the shaving. In the

"Proceedings of the Eoyal Society" for December 1881, Mr. A.

Mallock published certain observations, and the conclusions he

deduced from these, upon lathe turnings, made in the engineering

workshop at Cambridge University. He then gave an analysis of

the forces acting upon the tool when removing the shaving ; and it

* Leipzig, 1873.
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will be interesting to compare his results, where possible, with the

experimental data given below. Professor E. II. Smith published,

in his work on " Cutting Tools " in 1882, a series of diagrams and

tables, giving the results of experiments made by him with a lever

form of dynamometer for measuring the vertical force only ; but the

cutting forces he measured never exceeded 1,000 lbs., and the

cutting speeds were all below 10 feet per minute.

Professor Smith, in the preface to his book, takes Hartig severely

to task for proposing the above-mentioned law of variation of force

with depth ; but (although the author has not had access to Hartig's

work) the results of the present experiments appear to substantiate

Hartig's law to, at all events, a first approximation ; and, however

valuable Professor Smith's work may be, it appears to the author to

be open to the criticism of lack of scope and exaggeration of detail.

His experimental apparatus, consisting of a Smith and Coventry's

tool-holder, with a j\-inch steel pin driven through it to act as a

fulcrum between the cutting force at the front and the weight scale

at the back, was obviously unsuited for heavy cuts, the steel pins

having to sustain the sum of both the cutting and weighing forces.

In the dynamometers described in this Paper this error has been

avoided, and by placing the horizontal and vertical axis about which

the tool is free to move at the back, whilst the weighing thrust is

applied at the front near the cutting end, and therefore between

point and axis, the latter has only the small difference between

the cutting and weighing forces to sustain and can be made

correspondingly small and frictionless.

Two dynamometers were made and used in these experiments.

They were each capable of measuring forces up to 15 tons on the tool

point when taking a cut. In the first, means were only provided for

measuring the vertical force upon the point of the tool ; whilst in

the second, not only the vertically directed force, but also that

tending to push the tool and saddle backwards, and that tending to

oppose the traversing feed were observed.

The second apparatus grew out of the first, and was cnly

constructed after sufiicient experience with, the simpler form had

indicated the feasibility of a still freer suspension of the tool.

3 o
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The force measurer itself consisted of an hydraulic support and

a Bourdon gauge. The author had already had considerable

experience with these supports, having constructed small ones for

similar work, and a set for use in a rotatory transmission dynamometer,

in the laboratory of the McGill University, Montreal. His attention

was first attracted to them in connection with the reports on railway

brakes presented to this Institution by Captain Galton,* in which a

support designed by Mr. George Westinghouso is figured and

described, and was largely used in the experimental van emi)loyed

by the former. The pressure was, however, recorded by connecting

the interior of the support to a steam-engine indicator, and as there

was necessarily considerable leakage of the fluid past the piston, an

auxiliary fluid-supply device had to bo added, which not only

disturbed the readings of the pressure, but also made the instrument

more complicated.

By reading the pressure on a Bourdon gauge, and taking

precautions in making the joints, leakage can however be entirely

eliminated ; and the author used the instrument in this form in 1894,

believing the method to be original. He has since found that many

others had adopted the same plan for measuring a transmitted force,

notably Napoli, Thomasset, and Maillard.

The principal hydraulic support, used for measuring the vertical

force on the tool in both the first and second dynamometers, is

shown in sectional elevation in Fig. 4, Plate 123. The compression

piece A, when thrust upwards, produces pressure in the fluid, which

communicates by means of the small copper pipe B through the

make-up plug fitting C with the interior of the gauge tube D.

The body of the diaphragm casing E is held down to the lathe

saddle by means of two bolts FF, Fig. 3, Plate 122. Care must

be taken in ^filling the diaphragm to remove all air from the

contained fluid. Distilled water, which is boiled after filling

the casing, makes a satisfactory medium ; and a small filling

screw fitted in the end of the gauge tube is necessary for ridding

it of air.

* Proceedinga, 1878, pages 467 and 590, also 1879, page 170.
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Turning now to the otlier end of the dynamometer, the tool was, in

the first instance, free to move only about a horizontal axis (parallel

to the lathe centre line). This arrangement is shown in Plate 122.

The axis is formed by the points of two screws G passing through

two massive cast-iron chocks H which rest upon the tool-slide.

The points of the screws enter into deep centre pops made on the

sides of the tool before hardening. When the tool is resting freely

between the two loose chocks, and the screw j)oints are entered into

the pops, the tool clamps are tightened down hard upon the former,

and when the screws are then advanced up to the tool it has only one

degree of freedom to move. Friction between the tool and the cast-

iron side-pieces, due to vertical motion of the former, is prevented by

interposing greasy plates between them ; and the tool is supported

near its point by the strut I underneath it. This is of adjustable

length, is formed into a knife-edge on top, and rests upon a knife-

edge on the cast-steel beam J at bottom.

This strut I is kept in place during the cut by the stirrup-shaped

piece K, which is hinged on the tap-bolts L, and retains I by means

of two pointed screws M which enter the centres of the tool steel

pin N connecting the double and single eye as shown.

The beam is about 2 feet 4^ inches long, has a fulcrum on the

under side, and another knife-edge formed upon its upper side at

the opposite end for taking the diaphragm-strut A. The fulcrum is

a knife-edge 4 inches long, formed on the beam and resting on a flat

steel plate upon the saddle. It is important that the knife-edges

should be part of the beam, so that the leverage ratio may remain

constantly the same, notwithstanding chatter.

With this arrangement loads of over 10 tons on the point of the

tool have been taken when cutting, with but little more vibration

than what is felt when the tool is bolted to the tool-slide in the

ordinary way. The diaphragm only yields, when the fluid is air-free,

by the amount necessary to supply the increased volume of the

gauge due to the added pressure, and the spring of the tube is able

to bring the arrangement back to zero when the load is removed.

In order to assist this action the tool (whose point is set centrally

to the work) is adjusted with a considerable droop ; so that,

3 o 2
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as with a spring tool, the cuttiug force diminishes when the tool

deflects.

In the second form of dynamometer the same largo hydraulic support

Z, Fig. 4,cast-8tc'ol beam J, struts A and I, arc used as in the first for

measuring tlio downward force ; but three other diaphragms are added

to enable the backward and side thrusts to be measured. The side

elevation of the whole instrument is shown in Fig. 4, Plato 12.'5, the

plan in Fig. 5, and the front and side views in Piute 124. The

loose cast-iron cheek-pieces are hero replaced by a casting O,

Fig. 5, Plate 123, shaped to fit round the tool clamp studs, and

recessed to provide for the gimbal tool-liolder P. The object of the

latter is to allow the tool freedom to move about either a horizontal

axis, parallel to the lathe centre line, or a vertical axis intersecting

the other. Two pointed screws Q pass through O into centre punch

marks in the gimbal piece P ; and two other similar screws li pass

through the gimbal into pop marks on the top and bottom surfaces

of the tool itself. As the tool point can now move horizontally

(as well as vertically), the strut I is pointed at the bottom

and rests in a recess in the cast-steel beam J, instead of upon a

knife-edge formed upon it as before. The stirrup piece K is now

only used to retain the strut I in the direction of the depth of the

cut ; that strut being free to tilt somewhat in the direction of the

traverse feed. The two hydraulic supports S and T (with struts

U and V of adjustable length) are suitably placed so as to retain the

tool in a fixed position, in plan, relatively to the tool slide. When

an experiment is about to be made, compression is put on both these

supports S and T by screwing and lengthening struts U and V ; so

that the tool is firmly held sideways by two compressive forces of

from 500 to 1,000 lbs. each, acting upon it from the supports. If,

then, the tool slide thrusts to the right when traversing, it will

increase the pressure on the right-hand support T, and diminish, by

the same amount, the pressure on the left-hand support S. If it

should thrust to the left, i.e. draw into the cut, it will have the

reverse effect.

In order to allow of the back thrust of the tool being measured,

the pointed screws Q are not tapped through the casting itself,
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but througli sliding blocks W fitting in slots therein. An hydraulic

support X, with its strut Y, is supplied at the back of the tool ; the

strut centre line being inclined at the same angle as the tool,

which, for the reason above mentioned, droops somewhat towards

the work.

The tool projects very little behind the centres of screws Q, and

there is thus but little vertical or horizontal motion of the point of

strut Y, where it touches the tool, when the latter moves under the

deflections of the diaphragms of supports Z, S or T. Before the cut

commences, support X is also put under pressure by screwing and

lengthening strut Y, so that the tool is kept from running in by

being pressed with considerable force through the blocks "W, against

the front of the slots formed in the casting 0. Should the tool,

when taking its cut, thrust backwards with a smaller force than that

corresponding to the initial pressure put upon diaphragm X, that

pressure must of course be suitably diminished by unscrewing and

shortening strut Y.

The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in three

photographs, Plate 125, For these the author is indebted to the

kindness of his colleague, Mr. Fisbenden, of the School of

Technology,

EXPERIMENTS MADE WITH FIRST DYNAMOMETER.

The size of steel ordinarily used in the experiments was 1^

inch square, although 1^ and 2 inches square steel was sometimes

employed. In projecting a series of trials upon the effect of tool

angle upon cutting force, the shajie of the tool point in plan

required first of all to be carefully considered. Almost every

variety of shape had been sent in by the steel-makers in the

committee's experiments, and there was no indication that any one

of these was distinctly better than all the others. The round-nosed

tool was the most common form, and is the easiest to forge and

keep ; but it has the great disadvantage from the point of view of

these experiments that the actual cutting angle varies on a given

tool with the depth of the cut.
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It was therefore decidcil to make tbo cutting edge horizontal

nnd at an angle in plan of 45" with the axin of tlie work. The top

surface of the tool was a plane containing the cutting edge, and

inclined at tlio angle called "the cutting angle" to the vertical

piano which also contained the cutting edge. The cutting edge

terminated at a point
jj

inch from the right-hand corner of the tool

(in 1^ inch square tools), so that the average cut taken would give

a downward thrust, acting as nearly as could be arranged in the

centre lino of the tool, so as to prevent any twisting action and

undue load upon the steel centre points. The nose of the tool had

a clearance angle in plan of not less than 1', and a small radius

was ground on the corner between the two edges. The front

clearance was 6'', the tools being used with the cutting edge on the

level of the centre of the work. The form of the tool end is shown

in plan and elevation in Figs. 24 and 25 (page 908).

(In the series of experiments made with the second dynamometer

for elucidating the eftect of ditlerent values of the angle (in plan)

made by the cutting edge with the lathe centre line, the cutting

edge was still kept horizontal, whether the plan angle was 22^"^,

45^ 67h° or 90°.)

The results of the series of trials made with the first

dynamometer, in which the vertical component only of the cutting

force was measured, are given in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, and have

been plotted in Figs. 11 to 20, Plates 126 to 128 inclusive.

Tables 1 and 2 (j)agcs 892 to 894) refer to medium cast-iron

;

Tables 3 and 4 (pages 896 to 898) to soft (fluid-pressed) steel; these

being the only materials so far used in these trials. The former material

is somewhat harder than ordinary shop cast-iron (^vide Manchester

report), whilst the latter is a tough but not very hard steel.

Eeferring to Tables 1 and 3, the first two columns give the

date and number of the trial, the third and fourth the intended cut

and traverse, whilst the fifth and sixth give the tool angles, the

seventh and eighth the actual cut and traverse, and the ninth gives

the product of these, called the area of the cut. Column 10 records

the vertical force actually observed upon the tool point, whilst

column 11 gives the cutting stress, being the quotient of the cutting
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force (^col. 10) by the area of tlie cut (col. 9). Column 12 gives the

actual cutting speed, and column 13 the horse-power required for

cutting, being the products of the numbers in columns 10 and 12

divided by 33,000. The last column contains remarks as to the

state of the tool at the commencement of each trial and other points

of sjiecial interest.

For both cast-iron and steel it was the intention to make trials

with each of four different traverses : ^^^ inch, ^ inch, -} inch, and

i! inch, and with four depths of cut for each traverse :
i inch, ^ inch,

jj
inch, and ?f inch. This scheme was carried out in the case of the

cast-iron, so far as was possible with the means available, for each of

the four cutting angles of 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°.

Table 2 indicates the scope of the cast-iron series, and records

the cutting stresses observed, in tons per square inch, for each series

of cuts and each of the four cutting angles employed.

The cutting stresses tabulated in Table 2 (page 894), which are

obtained by dividing the observed (vertical) cutting forces by 2240

and by the area of the cut, as given in Table 1 (columns 10 and 9),

have been averaged for each traverse and tool angle in Plate 126, and

the results obtained have been plotted in Fig. 19, Plate 128, as

ordinates on a base of cutting angles.

This Plate indicates a somewhat lower stress for wide than for

fine traverses, although this conclusion does not appear to hold in

its entirety, especially for the keenest cutting angle used (45°). It

may be pointed out that the spots plotted in Figs. 19 and 20, Plate

128, are not single experiments, but are the average stresses for all

depths of cut deduced from the sloping straight lines of Figs. 11

to 14, Plate 126 (or Figs. 15 to 18, Plate 127, for steel). These

sloping lines are drawn so as to allow for the differing degree of

sharpness of the tool used in each experiment depending on the

number of previous runs it had had. [The small figures beside

each spot on the last-mentioned Plates indicate the number of trials

on which the tool had already been used without regrinding.]

The lines are drawn straight in Figs. 11 to 13, Plate 126, as

expressing the conclusion, which is the simplest that can be obtained

as a first approximation to the observations, that, for a given traverse,
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tlie cutting force is simply proportional to tlie deptli of cut, or that

the cutting stress is constant for a given width of traverse and

given tool-angle. The positions of the spots in Fig. 19, Plate 128,

may therefore be viewed with some degree of confidence in regard

to their accuracy.

The variation of the cutting stress with the cutting angle is very

marked. It varies by nearly one hundred per cent, of its smallest

value, which takes place, in every case, for a cutting angle of about

60^. As subsequently shown, however, this angle of minimum

cutting force is by no means that of greatest durability. A cutting

angle of 80^ is that indicated as being best for shop use, and the

cutting stress for this angle is about 75 tons per square inch.

In Table 3 (pages 896 and 897) the results obtained in the

experiments on soft (fluid-pressed) steel are recorded in the same

manner as already described for cast iron.

In the series of trials with soft (fluid-pressed) steel, the scheme

of trials mentioned above was commenced and half completed as

shown in Table 4 (page 898), but as by that time the second

dynamometer was ready for work a new schedule of trials was made

out and executed, and will be described later on.

Table 4 gives for soft steel the same results as were tabulated in

Table 2 for cast-iron. The cutting stresses in this Table have again

been averaged for each traverse and tool-angle by the method shown

on Figs. 15 to 18, Plate 127, and the results obtained for them in this

way have been plotted as ordinates on a base of tool-angles in

Fig. 20, Plate 128.

The variation of the cutting-stress with the traverse in the case of

soft steel is somewhat complicated. For keen cutting angles (below

75°) fine traverses require less cutting force than wide ones, whilst for

blunt-nosed tools (i.e. cutting angles greater than 75') the reverse is

the case, and the fine traverse cut requires the greater effort to remove.

At a cutting angle of 75° the stress is the same whether the traverse

be jL inch or J, inch, and has the value of about 100 tons per square

inch. It is curious to remark that this angle of 75^ is also about

the best angle for shop use, as shown by the durability trials

subsequently to be cited.
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We may therefore say, with some confidence, that the ordinary

shop-tool, when cutting soft steel of this quality, exerts a vertical

force of 100 tons per square inch of area of cut removed irrespective

of the proportion of width of traverse to depth of cut. [It may be

pointed out that 98*5 tons per square inch was obtained in the

Manchester experiments as the average cutting stress for the

endui'ance trials on soft steel (Table 20 of Report) in which one

shape of tool was used throughout, the cutting angle being about

70'. The tool is figured on page 256 of the Eeport. According to

the results of Fig. 20, Plate 128, the stress on these endurance trials

ought to have been about 88 tons or even less, as the speed was 90

feet instead of 50 feet per minute, but it must be remembered that

the electrical method of measuring the cutting force from which the

figure 98*5 was deduced includes not only the vertical work, but

also that done in pushing away the shaving over the face of the

tool, and ought in most cases to give a greater value for the cutting

stress than that attained with the dynamometer. The agreement is

therefore very close, and the two results are mutually confirmatory.]

EXPERIMENTS ON DURABILITY OF DIFFERENT CUTTING
ANGLES.

All the above trials were made in the endeavour to determine

the laws of the variation of cutting force with tool-angle and with

shape of cut. It was, however, not a priori to be expected that the

tool-angle which gave the smallest cutting force would also prove

the most durable or remove the greatest weight of material before

failure. As this is a point of even greater practical importance than

the other, two further series of trials were projected, one on the

soft steel, the other with the medium cast-iron, for the purpose of

finding the cutting angle to be commended for shop use.

In the cast-iron series a cutting speed of 44 feet per minute, with

a cut -fjr inch deep by -^j^ inch traverse, was decided upon, after about

fifteen preliminary trials had been made. It was found in these

preliminary experiments that a foot per minute, more or less, in the

cutting speed made a great difference in the duration of the experiment

;
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ami, as tirao and material had to bo economised, the careful adjuBtment

of the speed was necessary to ensure uniform and consistent results.

Cutting angles of less than GO^ were excluded, but it was decided

to use tools of GO", 65', 70\ 75", 80", 85^ and 90" cutting angles,

and to run them at the above speed exadhj until they failed.

The results are given in Table 5 (page 901). This Table contains

tlio triiil numbers and dates, the intended and actual cuts and traverses,

the angles of the tools, and the time required to fail them ; or the

duration of the run. (The plan angle was 45^ throughout.)

The times of failure or durations of these runs are plotted as

ordinates on a base of tool-angles in Fig. 21, Plate 128. From Table 5

and Fig. 21, Plate 128, it is clearly seen that a cutting angle of from

75" to 80" with tools of 45^ plan angle were the most durable for

medium cast-iron. As the cut (
i'',; inch) was somewhat shallow, and

the tool point had a small radius '(about ;j'^ inch) in plan, the shaving

moved off in a direction nearly perpendicular to the axis of the work,

instead of at right angles to the cutting edge of the tool (45^ in

plan). This means that the actual cutting angle measured in the

direction of motion of the shaving (in plan) [or the true cutting

angle as per Manchester Eeport, page 246] was about 81 .

Tools should therefore be ground for maximum endurance in the

cutting of cast-iron in ordinary shop practice, so that their true

cutting angles are about 81^, or if they are allowed 6^ clearance for

working on the level of lathe centres, they should have an included

angle of about 75 \

The series of trials made to determine the most durable angle of

tool for the rapid cutting of steel had to be run at a speed of 75 feet

per minute, in order to secure failure in a reasonable time on the

cut of J inch by J inch, which had been decided upon. Unfortunately

the soft-steel shaft supplied by Messrs. Whitworth (originally

22 inches diameter and 9 feet long) was, by the time the trials now

referred to were commencel, reduced to a diameter of less than

6 inches in parts, and the vibration which sometimes ensued, together

with the difficulty of getting sufficient length of parallel bar for a

failure trial, prevented the series from giving a quite conclusive

result with regard to soft steel.

1
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Table (pago 903) and Fig. 22, Plato 128, give tho figures and

show the nature of the rosnlts obtained.

Afurther seriosof trials to determine the moetdurable cutting angle

of tool for steel was carried out with the remainder of the bar of medium

fluid-pressed stool used in the Manchester Committee's experiments.

Tho trials above reported with the soft-steel bar proved

inconclusive in their results, as tho bar had become so reduced in

diameter that a run of duration sufficient to fail a tool was with

Fig. 2:5.

failure trials with various cutting anciles

(plan angle 45° THROUGHOUT^ ON

MEDIUM STEEL (fluid pressed)

MiN&r

55 60* 65 W TS^ 80' 85° Srf

CUTTING ANGLES.

difficulty attainable, and excessive springing of the work and

chattering of the tool took place. The medium steel bar had,

however, still a diameter of twelve or thirteen inches, and its length

allowed of long runs being taken. Two series were made, one at

74 feet per minute, the other at 73 feet per minute, cutting speeds

;

the cut in both cases being \ inch deep and A inch wide. Table 7

(page 904) records the results obtained.
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Tlicy are i)lottecl also in Fig. 23 (pago 902), the durations of tlie

various trials being set up on a base of cutting angles of tlio tools

employed.

Taken altogether these trials seem to show that a cutting angle

of about 70^ (included angle 65°) is that which will last the longest

in rapid cutting. The plan angle of the cutting edge was 45°

throughout.

EXPERIMENTS WITH UNIVERSAL DYNAMOMETER.

The scope of the series of trials with the second or universal

form of dynamometer, in which the thrusts in both horizontal

directions, as well as in the vertical direction, were measured,

is indicated, so far as carried out up to date, in the annexed

schedule.

One series was projected in which all the tools were to have the

same cutting angle, viz., 55^, but four different plan angles of the

cutting edge, viz., 22^'^, 45^, 67^° and 90°. In the other series a

common plan angle of 45° was to be preserved, with cutting angles

of either 45°, 60°, 75° or 90°.

The observations obtained in these two series of experiments

(Schedules A, B and C) with the second or universal type of

dynamometer give the three components of the total thrust of the

work on the tool point, viz., the force acting vertically downwards

(7), the force acting horizontally, parallel to the axis of the work

and tending to thrust the tool to the right, or draw it in to the left

(Tor — T), and the horizontal force acting perpendicularly to the

centre line of the work which tends to thrust the tool backwards (*S^).

The knowledge of these three components enables the magnitude

and direction of the resultant force [B) to be determined. Fig. 25

(page 908) represents the tool and cut in plan, a b being the cutting

edge, c dhf the edge of the work in section, dh e d} d the section of

.the cutting which is in course of removal. The actual point of

application of 22 is of course unknown, but will be taken for

convenience at a point o on the cutting edge midway between d and &.

The lines d li and h^ g represent the direction of motion of the removed

shaving, which, for deep cuts, was found to be perpendicular to a h.
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SCHEDULE C.

Second Series ; Variable Cutting Angle ; Plan Angle 45° ;

Speed 50 feet per minute.

Number of Experiments for reference to Table 9. Dimensions of Cut and

Traverse.

Cutting Angles.
45°

744 745

ixi

or ^^o
717,716,718,719,720

as before.

Schedule A.

711,712,713
as before.

Schedule A.

75° 722 his 739

hxh
740

ixj

90° Til 738

^%xh

From draw T and S equal to the traversing and surfacing

forces (as above described) ; then tlie resultant of tbese two forces

(fl) (acting at the angle y to S) is the total horizontal component

of resultant J?.

Obviously

:

g = tan y, andH - S \/l + tan'-^ y ; thus H and y are known.

If we denote the plan angle of the cutting edge by j8, and the

angle made by H with the direction of motion of the cutting {i.e. the

perpendicular to a&) by S, we have also 8 = /3 — y.

Eeferring now to Fig. 2i (page 908), which shows a vertical

section of tool and work in the plane containing H. (and H), the real

cutting angle of the tool, called a, is shown dotted by zow, while the

angle zox, called a^, is the cutting angle measured in the direction

of the force H. Let ip be the angle between the force B and ov

perpendicular to ox. Then, drawing F and H as shown, we have

:

Y
-jj - tan (180— ttH + >/') = t^'^ h say, where i = 180 — (au-fi/^), is the
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Tool and Work.

CSclic'dulcs A, B, anil C.)

Fio 21.

Vtrtical ^<)clion.
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inclination of li to the horizontal; and B = H\/l+t&.ri'i. Also

tan ttH = -^^g ; so that oh and ij/ are known.

The values of these and other quantities, which have been

worked out for all the trials made on the Whitworth soft fluid-

pressed steel with the universal dynamometer, are given in Tables 8,

9 and 10 (pages 910 to 917).

In these Tables, columns 1 and 2 give the number and date

of the trial, columns 3 and 4 the plan and cutting angles of

tool employed, columns 5 and 6 the actual depth of cut and

width of traverse, column 7 the product of these, called the area of

the cut, and column 8 the actual cutting speed at the mean diameter

of the work. Columns 9, 10 and 11 record the results of the

dynamometer observations ; the traversing force ( T) is the force

exerted by the tool when cutting—to push the saddle and rests to

the right ; the surfacing force (S) is that exerted by the tool to

spring the rest backwards, and the vertical force ( V) is that pushing

the point of the tool directly downwards. Column 12 gives the ratio

of T to S, from which y, the angle of inclination to S of the resultant

horizontal force (JS), can be found from the formula given above.

This force (R) is tabulated in column 13. From the ratio of V/H,

given in column 14, the angle (i) of inclination to tlie horizontal

of the resultant force (B), which acts upon the tool point, can be

found as given above ; this angle is also tabulated in column 14 and

the force (B) itself in 15. Columns 16 and 17 give the cutting

angle ajj of the tool measured in the direction of the force IT, and the

angle of inclination (<//) of B to the normal to the top surface of

the tool.

Columns 18 and 19 give items of some practical importance,

viz., the ratio which T and S bear to V. As a full knowledge of

V for many cuts and traverses has been given from the results of

the experiments with the first dynamometer, the percentage ratios

now given will enable the surfacing and traversing forces themselves

for those shapes and areas of cut to be found.

It is not, however, to be assumed that T/ V and S/V have the

same values for the cutting of cast-iron as those now given, which are

(Continued on page 918.)
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TABLE 8 {continued on opposite pcuje). soft steel.

Experiments with Universal Dynamometer. Variable Plan-angles.

74G

721

722

717

734

735

Tool
Angle.

Actual 3
73

Force
MeaHurements.

(U

o rt Ui

<a , t« • 2 to to 60
P be o " to < n n a A

5 Depth

Cut
:3 QJ

o
<<

CO

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1904.

17 Mar.

8 „

12 „

17 „

22P

22^°

22^°

22^°

22^°

22J°

0-033

0-126

0-27G

0-2385

0-118

0-234

sq. in.

0-0021

0-0079

0-0173

0-0149

0-0148

0-0293

feet

per
min.

49-8

49-3

48-4

47-5

49-25

48-2

lbs. lbs.

15 383

120 657

270 1020

290 1422

190 1008

425 1934

lbs.

448

1680

3040

3750

3140

6530

716
718
719
720
711a

7116

711c

712o

71 2i

713a

45°
45°
45°

„ „
\

45°

24 Feb. 45°

45°

45°

45°

45°

45°t 3 Mar.

55°
55°
55°
55°
55°

55°

55°

55°

55°

55°

0-115
0-131

0-2G3
0-370
0-0475

0-0655

0-119

0-218

0-2435

0-0325

^^ 0-0072
0-0082
0-01645
0-0281
0-0059

0-0082

0-0149

0-0273

0-0304

0-0041

49-5
49-5
48-5
48-2
49-6

49-0

49-0

48-5

47-5

50

78
112
320
510
-70

665
711
1026
1215
596

-51 662

+ 18 836

240 1560

336 1593

-90 423

1123
1344
3250
5150
1510

1847

3050

5710

6210

1008

t Mr. J. Hartley Wickateed present.
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SOFT STEEL. (^continued fvom opposUe page) TABliE 8.

Experiments with Universal Dynamometer. Variable Flan-angles.

nj

o 1 <o i4

s o-oQ g ^ ^S. Ho 00 (3
^ a « (U

o

a
CJ

-9-

+

-^ X

6^

X

WO

CO

bo

Kemarka.

« ^ « 5j

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

per

lbs. lbs. sq.

m.
plachine i-trav-

383 1-172

49°3o
591 130°3o

55°
75°3o 31 85-5 0-678 97 lerse to clean up

barand for finish-

ing cut.

670 2-51

68°i8
1810 111°42

55°3o
56°i2 7-16 39-1 2-51

f
95 0*

060 2-87

70^45
3220 109°i5

55°i5

54° 8-9 34-G 4-4G

1

78-5 2

455 2-58 4030 111°12 55°32 7-75 38-0 5-4 96 «! 112 2 /Same as used
\ia 74G.68^48 55°30

025 3-26
73°

3490 109°

55°36
53°30 6-05 32-1 4-68 95 Fresh tool.

990 3-285 6830 109° 53°36 6-5 29-6 9-5 I 100 1 /Same as used

\in 734.73° 55°24

7-0
8-35
9-9
9-93

58-2
33-0
31-7
23-7

2
3
4

600 2-52
69°48

1626 110°r2

61°I2

49° -4-63 39-5

662 2-79

70°i8
1965 -2-7 36 f

1

100 1

836 3-64
74°38

3168 105°22

63°24

42° +0-525 27-5 91-5
i

2

L580 3-62

74°33
5940 105°2 7

60°36

45° 4-2 27-4 94 - 93-5 3

L630 3-82
75°2o

6460 104°4o
59°36

45° 5-4 25-7 91-5 4

433 2-31

66°36
1095 113°24

69°8
44°i6 -8-9 41-8 1-53 1 110

* Reference Numbers in remarks column indicate the number of trials previously

nade by tool without regrinding.
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TABLE 8 (continued on ojjpositc page). soft steel.

Experiments with Universal Dynamometer. Variahle Plan-angles.

a

Tool
Angle.

Actual

o
e!

a

o

tD
a

C

Force
Measurenieiita.

a

(3

to

.9

"S

o
to
a
'ta

H

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

feet

1904. ;8 a m. ID. sq. in. per
mill.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

71 3i t ?> Mar. 45° 55° 0-0645 \ 0-0081 49-5 -84 534 1750 -0-157
QO

b-0084713c t., ..
45° 55° 0-1225 i 0-0153 49-0 + 6 716 3360

713d t,. .,
45° 55° 0-250 i 0-03125 48-5 3G6 1185 6500

+0°3o
0-319

713e t„ ..
45° 55° 0-3605 ^ 0-0451 48-0 G66 1595 8750

17°42
0'418

l\%f t,. ,.
45° 55° 0-4755 * 0-0594 47-5 858 2100 11200

22°42
0-408

22°i2

707 24 Feb. 67^ 55° 0-127 -A 0-00795 49-5 36-2 G44 1768 0-056
3°32

708 )> »> mr 55° 0-2555
T^ff

0-0160 49 211 1118 3G70 0-169

709 )> j» 67^° 55° 0-118 J 0-0148 49-5 114 945 3140
9°36
0-079
4°3o

710 24 Feb. G7J° 55° 0-239 1 0-0299 49 2C4 1800 G440 0-1372
7°48

714 >> » 90° 55° —
i 50 -IGO 945 1680 —

741 17 Mar. 90° 55° 0-110 1
6 0-01375 49-5 178 1602 4340 0-111

6°i8
715 24 Feb. 90° 55° 0-218 1 0-0273 49 792 2080 6400 0-381

742 17 Mar. 90° 55° Too Ibrolze

20°54

743 )» >>
90° 55° 0-2885 I 0-0360 49 839 2682 9530 0-3128

17°22

t Mr. J. Hartley Wic^steed present.
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BOFT STEEL. (conclndecl fvom ])age 910) TABLE 8.

Experiments icith Universal Dynamometer. Variable Plan-angles.

rn

2

o
.2

o

§ til

B

a
a
-9-

+
-^ X X

IS fl

c;

H

to

3

Eemarks.

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

lbs. lbs.

per
sq.

iu.

540 3-24 1835 107°io 39°3o -4-8 30-4 2-63 96-5 1*

71(5

72*^50

4-69 3430
67°36
102° 38°2o +0-18 21-3 5-0 98 9

1245

78^

5-23
79^/1

6620
63°40
100°
58-10

41°5o 5-64 18-3 9-55 94^ 93 3

1730 5-OG 8920 101°ii 44°ii 7-62 18-3 12-70 87 4

2270

78°49
4-94 11450

57°

101°25 44°i3 7*65 18-8 16-20 I
84-4 5

644.

78-35 57° 7 2

2-74 1890 110°o 37°30 2-05 36-5 2-65 99-2
70^ 73°

1140 3-22 3850 107°i5 37°30 5-75 30-5 5-45 102-5 1

72^45

1450 2-lU 3450
69°45
114°48 42°30 3-64 30-0 4-72

98-

94-8 2

65°t2 72°x2l

1940 3-3;] 6720 106°46
1

36° +4-1 28-0 9-57
[

96-0 3
73^14 70°42

1

— — — — — — — 2-55
!

1

— ^ J
same tool as

"1 used for 713/.

1602 2-64
69° 1

8

4540 110°4-2 55°42
5o°o 1

4-1 37-0 141 fresh tool.

2225 2-88

70°54
6740 109°6

76°
33°o 3-8 32-7

z
121

105 7 same as for 714.

1

2810 3-3914 9933 106°26 50 °4: 8-7 28-0 — 118
7H°34 55°

1
2S°i4

* lieference Numbers in Eemarks Column indicate the number of trials previously

made by tool without regrinding.
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BOFT STEEL.TABLE 9 (continued on opposite page).

Experiments with Universal Di/namometcr. Variable Speed.

.a

a

;5

724

725

726

727

728

729

730

731a

7316

732

1904.

14 Mar.

Tool
Angles.

Actual

o <-> CD

/3

45°

67^

67r

45°

55°

55°

67J° 55°

674° 55°

67J° 55°

67^ 55°

67*°

67i=

55°

55°

0-375

0-3545

0*3545

0-3545

0-3545

0-3545

0-3625

0-3405

0-3465

0-3410

6

Force
ISIeasurements.

ee-i

^^

sq. in.

0-0222

0-0443

0-0443

0-0443

0-0443

0-0453

0-0426

0-0433

0-04262

feet

per lbs.

cS</J

10 11

lbs. lbs

mm.

Dead Slow Experiment.

TDead
lalow.

("Dead

\slow.

10

20

30

45

60

60

84

110 990 5140

500
to

150

1540
to

1360

9060
to

8840

400 1413 8540

405 1539 8540

470 1500 8400

600 1610 8415

330 1480 8100

330 1250 8780

* 1390 7480

12

* No reading, as vibration closed the gauge cock.
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SOFT STEEL. (^coucluded from opposlte page) TA'Elj^ 0.

Experiments with Universal Dynamometer. Variable Speed.

fc;

1 ^

Eesultant

Force

t5

s
-9-

+
8

-d-

oo
X
U

oo
r-l

X

o

<= 2
ph a

,J2

in
pi

o

at
tn
IB
Si

m

"S

Kemarks.

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

bs. lbs.

per
sq.

in.

Tool Broke. 0*

("Same tool used
(.throughout

113

2-58 86-5 1

5-16 86*5 2

7-64 85-0 3

720 4-88
78°30

8630 101°3o
64°3o

37° 7-13 19-2 11-45

14-71

16-00 i

83-Q

84-9

90

4

5 Jarring badly

6 Jarring ceased

(Tool fail(

1

id in 1 alin. 12 sees.)

1 ! 1

19-0 78-5 7/Jarring

( terribly

* Eeference Numbers in Eemarks Column indicate the number of trials preYiously

ade by tool without regrinding.
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TABLE 10 (continued on ojjposite page). boft steel.

Experiments icith Universal Dynamometer. Variable Cutting Angles.

a
3
'A

Tool
Angks,

Actual

Actual

Area

of

Cut.

o
a>
a.
Ui

if)

a

c

Force
Measureuacnts.

a
e
?«

a
C3

u
o

(3

o o «3 a

s .

H

s

)-l

Jm

03
O

1 2 3 4 i 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ' 13

feet

1001. )3 a iu. in. eq. in. per
luin.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

744 17 Mar. 45° 45° 0-1255 X 0-0157 49 105 1150 3470 0-091
5-12

745 ., „ 45° 45° 0-342 I 0-0428 48 825 2182 9300 0-378

20^42

717 8 „ 45° 55° 0-030 1 — — —
1 ".V

716 )) >)
45° 55° 0-115 -h 0-0072 49-5 78 6G5 1123

1 1
718 » ,.

45° 55° 0-131 is 0-0082 49-5 112 711 1344
1

719 » » 45° 55° 0-263 iV 0-01045 13-5 320 1026 3250 CO

o

720 » » 45° 55° 0-370 -A 0-0231 48-2 510 1215 5150
3
^

711c 24 Feb. 45° 55° 0-119 X 0-0H9 49 + 18 836 3050

712Z. )> )»
45° 55° 0-2435 1 0-0304 48-5 336 1593 6210

713e 3 Mar. 45° 55° 0-3605 I 0-0451 48 666 1595 8750 /

722 hi- 14 „ 45° 75° 0-125 h
— 49 350 1580 3360 —

739 17 „ 45° 75° 0-111 i 0-0140 49 752 1908 4370 0-394
21°jo

740 „ „ 45° 75° 0-2315 X
6 0-029 48-5 1450 2538 7220 0-.')72

29°48

737 „ » 45° 90° 0-071 1, 0-009 50 730 •2610 3360 0-28

15°4i

738 „ „ 45° 90° 0-1875 X — — — 3000 — —
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SOFT STEEL.

Experiments icith Universal

(^concluded from opposite page') TABLE 10.

Dynamometer. Variable Cutting Angles.

hi

3

11+'

14

u
o

m
o
«

15

§

S
OS

-3-

+

16 17

oo
X

' 18

oo
X

19 20 21

m

.= 1
3

22

llemarks.

1

23

JS.

IGO

336

050

J22

710

3-0

71°3o

3-98

75°54

2-13
65°

2-47
68°

1-24

51°I2

lbs.

3570

9580

4850

7790

4350

108°3o
52°2o

104<'6

47°52

115°

76°i2

112°

75°30

128°48
90°

56°

56°i4

38°48

36°3o

38°48

3-0

8-96

7-0

8-35

9-9

9'93

0-52

5-4

7-62

12-7

20

21-7

33-4

23-5

58-2

33-0

31-7

23-7

27-5

25-7

18-3

43-7

35

78

12-7

per
sq.

in .

139

111

0*

1

1 a3 for 716

fresh tool

2 as for 717

3 „ 718

4 „ 719

2

4

4

4850 (=2 -165 tons)
\

" 2240x0-014 1

= 155 tons per sq. in. (K.)i

J
7790 (= 3 -48 tons)

1

2240x0-029 '

= 120 tons per sq. in. (E.)

1
I

* Reference Numbers in Eemarks Column indicate the number of trials previously

ide by tool without regrinding.

3 Q
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for soft (fliuJ-2)resse(l) steel ; fiutlier experiments arc rec^uired to

detornuue these values for east-iron.

Column 20 gives tlio liorsc-power required for cutting, being tbo

result of multiplying the uetuul cutting speed by the vertical force

V, and dividing by o3,UU0. Column 22 gives the cutting stress in

tons per square inch, and is got by dividing the vertical force (T',

col. 11) by the area of tho cut (col. 7) and by 2210.

In the Tables the tests are arranged in the same way as in

Schedules A, B and C, viz.. Table S refers to experiments with

variable plan angle of tool, the cutting angle being 55' throughout.

Table 9 refers to a special series made with one and the same tool

(G7^^ plan, 55 cutting angle) at seven difierent speeds from dead

slow to 84 feet per minute, the cut being -^ inch by | inch ; whilst

Table 10 records the results of tests made with tools of various

cutting angles, the plan angle being constant throughout, and equal

to 45°.

Certain of the results in these Tables have been selected for

graphic representation in Plate 129 and Fig. 30 (page 920). Fig. 2G,

Plate 129, depicts the variation of the surfacing and traversing forces,

expressed as percentages of the vertical force, with the different

plan-angles of tools employed, viz., 22^^, 45", 67i^ and 90^ [This

angle is shown and called (3 in Figs. 25 (page 908) and Fig. 30

(page 920).] It is seen that the traversing force ratio varies but little

and irregularly, and is of smaller importance than the surfacing

force.

The surfacing force ratio is seen to have its smallest values

for tools with a plan angle of 45' (the cutting angle being 55 ).

This minimum varies from 33 per cent, of V for light cuts to 18 per

cent, of V for beavy cuts. On the other hand, the percentage

sometimes rises to nearly 40 per cent.

In Fig. 27, Plate 129, curves have been drawn showing the

variations of the same percentages with tools of different cutting

angles, all the tools being ground with a 45° plan angle.

Both the T/V and the S/V ratios are seen to pass through

minimum values in the neighbourhood of 55°. The minimum

values of the percentage ratio of surfacing to vertical force vary
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frora 25 per cent, for light to 18 per cent, for heavier cuts. With a

right angle for the cutting angle and for light cuts this ratio may

attain 80 per cent, of V. T/V is again not so important as SJ V,

but it may reach 20 per cent, with obtuse cutting angles.

It is curious to observe that whilst »S^/ F diminishes as the cut

gets heavier, the reverse takes place with T/V. This is clearly

shown in Fig. 28, Plate 129, where the results of experiments

No. 713 a, h, c, d, e, and/, made with a single tool, are plotted for

different depths of cut from J^r inch by } inch to
I-
inch by ^^ inch

(tool 45^ plan, 55^ cutting angle).

Fig. 29, Plate 129, shows how (i), the angle of inclination of .R to

the horizontal, alters with tools of different cutting angles (plan angle

45°). It also shows how the angle of inclination (i//) of B to the

normal to the face of the tool is affected by changing the value of the

cutting angle.

The inclination of B to the perpendicular to the tool face (i//) is

remarkably constant for all tools except the keenest. It does not

vary by more than one degree for tools of 55', 75' and 90' cutting

angle, the average value for these being about 39'.

The angle i = [180 — (an -f i^)] at first increases and then

diminishes as the cutting angle gets more acute. It attains a

maximum value of 78' at a cutting angle of 55', at which V, T/V and

S/ Fare a minimum. Fig. 30 (page 920) shows some of these variations

in a more realistic manner. The lower and upper views are of the

same kind as already described in Figs. 24 and 25 (page 908).

The experiments (numbered 725 to 732 inclusive), the results of

which are given in Table 9 are of special interest in regard to : first,

the variation of the cutting force as the cut progresses at a very

slow speed ; second, the variation of the cutting stresses with large

ranges of speed variation.

These experiments were made with a tool having a 55' cutting,

and a 67^' plan angle ; a cut J inch deep by
J,
inch wide being

taken.

For numbers 725 and 726 the lathe was turned round at a cutting

speed of about 1 foot in 5 hours, by means of a wire rope made fast

round the large cone pulley, and hauled upon by a man operating a

winch. 3 Q 2
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A pointer about 5 feet long was clarapod upon the forging,

iind the four dynamometer gauges were read at every lialf-an-incli

of motion of the end of this pointer, i.e. at about six one-bundredtbs

(0-0G25) of an inch of the cut. The vertical force varies from

'J080 to 8920 every '^ of an inch of motion of the tool, the same

wave length characterising the variation of the surfacing and

I'lG. :)0.

1 Trials. 737 739

75°

713c 744

a 90°

51°12

55° 45°

i « 65° 78° 71°30

t * 38°48 38°48 38°20 56°

Area of \
Cut /

0-009 0-014 0-015 0-0157

All lifflit cuts.

traversing forces. The observations have been plotted in Fig. 31,

Plate 130, on a base of actual relative tool motion.

A similar experiment, No. 636, carried out with the first

dynamometer, is shown in Fig. 32, Plate 130. Here the cut was

heavier, -^ inch by ^ inch, and the tool had a 45"" plan, and 60^

cutting angle. The wave length of the force-curve is about • 6 inch

for this experiment, and it varies between 13,000 and 8,000 lbs.

It will be observed that the force attains a maximum soon after
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the cutting commences to crack or shear across, and that it drops to

a minimum when the small piece of cutting falls off the forging.

At such a slow speed as this the cutting has time to shear off right

across in separate fragments, whereas it forms a continuous curl of

considerable rigidity when the cutting speed is higher than a few

feet per minute. These fragments measured, in this experiment, about

1 inch across the widest part of their surface next the top of the

tool in the direction of motion.

Fig. 33,

EXPERIMENTS 726 TO 732.

ON SOFT STEEL, (fluid pressed).
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CUTTING SPEED

Experiments 727 to 732 show a constantly diminishing cutting

stress as the speed increases up to 84 feet per minute, notwithstanding

the fact that the same tool was used upon the whole series of cuts

without regrinding. The results of these trials are shown

graphically in Fig. 33. In experiment 732, when running 84 feet

per minute, the tool was removing material at the rate of 12 'o

lbs. per minute ; but failure ensued in one minute twelve seconds.
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rurther comment on tbo results of tbeso experiments is reserved

until tbo beavier cuts required to complete tbe series bave been

made.

In conclusion, tbo autbur desires to record bis great indebtedness

to tbe foUowing : Mr. Dempster Sniitb, Demonstrator of Mecbanical

Engineering in tbe Scbool of Tecbnology, for assistance in tbo

laborious work of compilation and reproduction of tbe results. To

Mr. J. T. Hodgson, Mecbanical Sui)oriuteudcut, by wboso care and

ingenuity tbe difficulties connected witb tbe construction and

successful use of tbe dynamometers, wbicb were constructed in tbe

scbool worksbops, were eventually overcome ; and to Mr. C. Coups,

turner, wbo carried out all tbo trials not only of tbis series, but of

tboso for tbe Mancbester Committee. Tbe consistency of tbe results

obtained is largely due to tbe bigb degree of intelligence and skill

displayed by bim.

Tbe Paper is illustrated by Plates 122 to 130 and 5 Figs, in tbe

letterpress.

APPENDIX.*

Summary of Conclusions.—In tbe case of botb steel and cast-

iron, tbe simplest close approximation to tbe law of variation of

cutting force witb area of section of cut is tbat for a given traverse

it is simply proportional to tbe deptb of tbe cut ; or, in otber words,

tbat tbe cutting stress is constant for a given widtb of traverse, and

a given cutting angle of tbe tool. (Compare Figs. 11 to 18,

Plates 126 and 127.)

Tbe way in wbicb tbe widtb of traverse feed affects tbe cutting

stress is sbown in Figs. 19 and 20, Plate 128 ; tbe former for

cast-iron, tbe latter for steel.

* This Appendix was added on the occasion of the Paper being read.
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In the case of cast-iron the cutting stress is, on tlie wliole, less

for coarse than for fine traverses ; whilst for steel the reverse is the

case for keen tools.

The cutting stress varies a good deal with the cutting angle of

the tool. It is a minimum both for cast-iron and steel in the

neighbourhood of a GO^ cutting angle.

From other series of trials it was found that the cutting angles

which showed the lowest values of cutting stress were by no

means those which withstood the greatest amount of cutting before

requiring to be reground. The most durable angles were found to

be about 80° for cast-iron and about 70° for steel. Whilst with

tools of 60° cutting angle, the cutting stress was only from 50 to

60 tons per sq^uare inch for cast-iron (medium hardness) ; the

cutting stress for the most durable angle—that, namely, to bo

recommended for shop use (about 80°)—is from 76 to 84 tons

per square inch.

Similarly, for steel (soft fluid-pressed) the minimum cutting

stresses are from 65 to 78 tons per square inch (cutting angle, 60°)

;

whilst those stresses for the best shop angle of tool—namely 70°

—

are from 88 to 92 tons per square inch.

The cutting stress varies but little with the speed of cutting,

whether in the case of cast-iron or of steel.

The net horse-power required for cutting may be roughly

estimated by multiplying the cutting stress in pounds per square

inch (z'.e., the vertical component of the resultant cutting stress) by

the area of the cut in square inches (a), by the cutting speed in feet

j)er minute («), and dividing by 33,000. Thus we obtain for

Cast-iron ..... Shop angle = 80°.

AT , *.• 1 80x2240 „ .„
JNet cutting horse-power = .•,., ^^^.

- a v = O' 4:6 a v.

To find the horse-power to be supjilied in order to remove 1 lb.

of cast-iron per minute, a v must be such that [/x being the density

in lbs. per cubic inch]

—

12 /x a V = 1 lb.,

a V must = lo •
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This (medium) cast-iron had a density of • 259 lb. per cubic

incL, therefore a v = 0*322 ; and

llorsc-powor = 6-43 X 0-322 = 1*746 per lb. per minute.

If the horse-power lost in friction is • 3 per lb. per minute, the

gross horse-power required to remove cast-iron at tho rate of 1 lb.

per minute will be—
Gross horse-power = 1*746 4- 0*3 = 2*046 per lb. per minute.

For steel shop angle = 70°.

90 X 2210
Net cutting horse-power =

^^ooiT
<* ^ = G * 1 a r.

To remove 1 lb. of steel per minute we must have

a V =
12 X 0-285

~ 0*292 [/x being 0*285 lb. per cubic inch.]

So that the net horse-power required for removing 1 lb. per

minute is

Horse-power = G-1 x 0-292 = 1*78 per lb. per minute,

and with the same allowance for friction as for cast-iron. The

Gross horse-power = 1*78 + 0*3 = 2* 08 per lb. per minute.

Thus the horse-power required 2>'">' pound of material machined

per minute is about 2, whether the material be steel or cast-iron.

Per unit of volume removed the horse-power is about 15 per

cent, (of the value for cast-iron) more for steel than for cast-iron.

As seen by reference to Fig. 27, Plate 129, the traversing and

surfacing forces (like the vertical force) vary considerably with the

cutting angle of the tool, the latter being much greater than the

former.

The surfacing force varies from 25 to 75 per cent, of the Vertical

force as the cutting angle increases from 55° to 90'^.

Its value for tho best shop angle for cutting steel (70°) is about

30 per cent, of the vertical cutting stress, or, say, 30 tons per square

inch of area of cut.

The traversing force varies from 8 to 20 per cent, of the vertical

as the cutting angle increases from 55° to 90° ; and for the above

shop angle of 70° it is about 10 per 'cent, of the vertical cutting

stress, or, say, about 9 tons per square inch of area of cut.
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The sui'facing force thrusts the saddle against the bed, and a

frictional resistance to the traversing motion of the former is

thereby produced. If the coeflScient of friction be taken at ^, then

the total force to be overcome at the saddle by the self-acting

traversing mechanism due to both of the above forces would be

30
o^ + 9 = 19 tons per square inch of area of cut, the material being

soft steel.

The proportions of traversing and surfacing to vertical forces for

cast-iron have not yet been determined.

Variations of the angle which the cutting edge of the tool makes

with the axis of the work (in plan) do not produce much change,

either in the vertical or the two horizontal components of the

resultant cutting force. The shape of the tool in plan does not,

therefore, materially influence the cutting force. The best shape to

give the tool is that which lends itself most easily to forging and

grinding ; which, i.e., is easiest to keep, and loses least material by

successive regrindings. The round-nosed tool appears to meet

these requirements best.

Discussion.

Mr. Hareington Emerson said that the author had referred to

the revolutionary character of the discovery made by Messrs. White

and Taylor in machine-shop practice by developing these new

cutting steels. In studying that question and in working with these

new cutting steels he himself had found that they had led to

something that seemed even more valuable than their power to

remove metal rapidly. Mr. Taylor had made a very intimate time-

study of operations, and it was because he was making this time-

study that he was led to the discovery of this steel. He had found

that there were certain steels that cut more rapidly than others.

This fact had instantly fascinated Mr. Taylor, who wanted to know

the cause. His associate, Mr. "White, analyzed different steels, and

found there was practically no difference whatever in the analysis.
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The tempering treatment was next studied, until the discovery

was made that when steels of certain composition were heated

almost to the molting point, and tlien cooled very rapidly, they

acfiuired the power to cut at a very high speed and at a high

temperature.

It was this point that lie wished to demonstrate. Eecently in

an operation performed by one of these high-speed steels they were

able to reduce the former time of 40 hours to 20 hours ; but for

those 20 hours the steel was cutting only ?>\ hours. Now, if they

could find a steel that would cut in no time at all it would only

save oi hours. In the other IG^ hours they could undoubtedly

save, by careful analysis and study of every single operation, more

than the three and a half hours that was now taken in the cutting

operation. The particular value that he had found in these steels

was that it led the man who was directing operations with them to

study every single part of the whole operation, the quality of the

castings, the centering of the iiieccs, the speeds of the lathe, and so

on ; and if this was done, it would be found that there was more

time-gain to be made by cutting out wastes than by the greater

capacity of the steel alone. In other words, taking the same

operation in two diflferent machine-shops, one machine-shop with a

high-speed steel and the other machine-shop with the ordinary carbon-

steel, but with every single detail element toned up to its uttermost,

he ventured to say that the shop with the carbon-steel, but with

everything else toned up, would do faster work than the shop using

high-cutting steel, but let them go as they pleased in other respects.

If they gave, however, the well-regulated shop good steel in

addition to its other economies, the results would be astonishing.

Mr. John McGeorge said he was not surprised that there was

hesitation in discussing this Paper. It required thought. He

wished to express his thanks to the author for it. It cleared up

points on which he had been looking for information for a long

time. There was not only the value of the information on the speed

of cutting, but the value of the Paper consisted largely in information

that it gave with regard to the requisite strength of the machine.
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He had had to go through a little experience, not long ago, with the

breaking down of one or two tools just at the time they were

required for work, because they were forced a little beyond their

usual capacity, and it seemed to him that it was just for the want of

such information as this that those tools broke down ; they had not

the requisite strength in the parts where it was required. Usually

manufacturers were too busy getting out orders to go into these

matters. His principal reason for joining in the discussion was to

ask if Professor Benjamin would try and secure his share of that

money that had just gone to their own institute (the Case School)

to carry out fully some experiments in this direction, not only with

lathes, but with regard to other tools as well, such as the planer, giving

the side thrust and the up thrust, and in all directions ; the same

with the miller, and the same with the drilling machine, to find out

where the stress came exactly, because they knew the directions of

strains were very complicated, and they did not know which parts

were going to fail first. In allowing for speeding up and the new

strains that were coming on the tools made of the new steels, they

hardly knew just where to put the extra strength, and he would

draw Professor Benjamin's attention to the fact that these experiments

should be made, and it would be a very useful thing for a school

like his, which had contributed so much in the way of information

to the profession, to carry out this idea further.

Professor C. H. Benjamin said he had not expected to participate

in this discussion, because after reading the Paper he felt that he

knew so little about the subject as to make it hardly worth while to

say anything. He considered this the most valuable series of

experiments on the cutting power of steels that had ever been made

in the history of engineering. The completeness with which they

were carried out, the universal character of the dynamometer and

the resolution of the cutting pressui-e into its elements—longitudinal,

radial, and tangential—were all worthy of mention.

"What Mr. George had just said in reference to making

experiments of this kind in this country at some place where there

was time to devote to it, had led the speaker to say a few words on
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that subject. It had been his intention to carry out some cxpcrimentH

(luring the coming year on the high-speed steels in the laboratory of

the school, and, for that purpose, to buy some special machinery,

ilo felt, however, that thoHo experiments would be entirely incomplete

witliout some such uj)paratu8 as had been described in the Paper,

and that to make such experiments with the ordinary forms of

<lynamometor that had been used in the past would bo puerile. He

did not know what the possibilities would be in the way of procuring

or of building a dynamometer of this character which could be

used on lathes, on planers, on boring mills, and on other types of

machines, lie hoped, however, that means would be provided in some

way to accomplish this, because there was no question but that the

use of high-speed steels was one of the recent factors in our industrial

development which had done more to increase the output of the

machine shop than any other one element. If there were any

manufacturers here who were interested in this question and in the

further solution of the problem he would be glad to get in touch

with them, because it was only by collaboration and co-operation

that they could hope to accomplish anything. He wished some

public-spirited citizen would import one of these dynamometers

from Great Britain and give them the benefit of it.

Mr. William Pilton remarked that a recent editoral comment

very truly judged these experiments as " far and away the most

complete that have been undertaken in any country." These

experiments were of special value in that Professor Nicolson had

taken practical cuts both as to depth and the feed with effective

cutting speeds of about fifty feet per minute, it being clearly shown

in his endurance or " failure trials " that the tool failed very quickly

at 75 feet per minute with heavy roughing cuts.

Quoting from the experience of one who had tried about every

make of high-speed steel, " We have cut a ^^-inch chip at ^V-inch feed

at a rate of 260 feet per minute from a rod of steel. Such speeds are

possible for short periods, but whoever buys a rapid cutting steel with

the expectation of maintaining such speed will be sadly disappointed."

He further stated, " We find that on steel where there is no considerable
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thickness of metal to remove, a speed of 100 feet is very-

satisfactory."

He himself knew, from the actual tests and the lathe-room

practice as obtained by the Niles Tool AVorks Co., of Hamilton,

Ohio, that they got such heavy cuts and feeds at from 35 to 50 feet

per minute using the modern tool steels, turning high-carbon steel,

forged shafts, pinions, &c. The tool point was almost a red heat

and the chips beautifully coloured. The lathes they were doing

this work on were the same machines as were formerly used with the

tools of carbon steels and slower cutting speeds. There had not

been one special lathe installed in this turning department, but the

speed of the line shafts had been increased, and also the countershafts,

so as to get correct turning speed on suitable diameters of work and

always retain the power of the back gearing. For instance, an

ordinary 24-inch lathe, with its countershaft increased in speed to

suit, would take very heavy cuts and feeds on work of from

3 inches to 9 inches diameter with the back gears in, and by using

a second countershaft speed the minimum diameter could be further

reduced.

At a meeting of the St. Louis Engineers' Club, 7 January 1903,

discussing a Paper by Mr. W. A. Layman on Speed Control,

Mr. W. Cooper said, in considering the fact that many tools were

not designed to stand the high speeds that modern tool steel would

permit, " There is no reason why a machine tool that is adapted to

do a certain work should not do this work at two or three times the

speed. The reason for this seems obvious, in the fact that the

strains on a machine are due entirely to the torque required to make

a given cut. With this given cut the speed may be increased three

or four times without producing any greater strains on the machine

itself, because the torque remains constant."

Of course, they were building very heavy and powerfully-geared'

boring mills, wheel lathes, &c., especially intended for use with

high-speed steel and to carry heavy cuts. In these machines the

cast-iron gears were replaced with those of steel casting and steel

forged gears. The belt width and the gearing ratio were also

increased. Power was required where heavy cuts and feeds on steel
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castingB were Hpccifieil ou orders for certain macLine tools. A
nominal power at the tool of 5,000 or G,000 lbs. for each

.J.y
inch of

cliip area was required for turning soft stool castings. This

increased with the harder grades. As to cast-iron, it was more

difficult to arrive at a nominal power, because of the varying degrees

of hardness in some instances the horse-power per cubic inch of

metal removed being almost equal to that of some steel castings.

The Pbesident (Mr. Wicksteed) said ho thought it stated in the

beginning of the Paper that the whole of this new movement for

rapid cutting was started by Messrs. Taylor and "White, of the

Bethlehem Steel Co., in the United States. They made a most

remarkable exhibition in Paris, at the Exposition, in which the

engineering world was astonished to see, instead of the deliberate

manner in which steel was formerly removed by tooling in a lathe,

the cuttings coming off in long continuous pieces coloured purple

with heat and to be able to see that, underneath the cutting, tlie

tool was glowing with a dull red. It was about as surprising as

when it was discovered that a carbon filament could be used for

electric current without consuming itself. The whole idea of a tool

preserving its edge when in a state of dull red heat was, he thought,

to all of them a revelation, and it had a most stimulating effect upon

these gentlemen and others, because as soon as people knew that it

was possible to do it a number of persons found they were able to

do what before that time had been thought impossible. Now, he

himself was particularly engaged in tool making, and he considered

that it was by far the greatest revolution that had taken place in his

life. When the discovery came out, it was not understood as to how

steel could be made to do such work, nor was it understood what

conditions would have to be used to take advantage of it. It was

not known, for instance, whether according to the law of the flow of

solids one could remove the material with a smaller pressure at a

slow speed than one could at a quick speed. That was settled

crucially by Dr. Nicolson, who made one experiment in which he

only moved the work round at the rate of 1 foot in four and one-half

hours. It did not come off with any less pressure on the point of the

the tool than it did when he was moving it at the rate of 50 feet
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per minute. Incidentally in that experiment he found out, what

was very important to know, tho cause of the vibrations that were

set up in removing the shaving ; he was able to take a diagram of

tho pressure of the tools at the different stages, and he found that

first of all the tool compressed a flake of metal, that is, set up a

plane of cleavage, and then shot it off like the scale of a fish, and

that the diagram was a diagram of very tall peaks, thirteen above

zero of pressure, and valley only eight above zero, the pressure on

the tool rising to a certain point, and then going down, all of

which would be found in the Paper. That showed that one had to

provide for vibrations, and that was the explanation why it was that

one could not make good use of the new steel by simply speeding up

existing lathes, at least, not in all cases, for this steel not only gave

the power of going at a greater speed, but it was a steel which would

preserve its edge better and would enable one to take deeper cuts

and greater travel.

A Paper was read at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, in

London, upon the Cutting Angles of Tools,* in which a tool

dynamometer had been used, and this tool dynamometer showed

certain results which did not conform to the results shown by other

experimenters, who had arrived at their results by measuring the

power that went into the lathe head-stock. Dr. Nicolson, however,

had devised a very improved tool dynamometer, which gave its

results almost as accurately as a testing machine with which one

tested the strength of materials. It measured the force downwards

and the backward thrust of the tool. Then, together with this tool

dynamometer, he had a belt dynamometer that measured the power

that was going through the belt, and also the ammeter, and he was

able to put the whole of these results together and there were no

discrepancies ; there were differences, but they were accounted for,

but the net value on the tool was all confirmed by the records of the

ammeter and by the belt dynamometer. Dr. Nicolson designed his

dynamometer to give him a load up to 15 tons pressure on the tool,

with which one could take presumably a pretty fair cut. He

* Proceedings, 1903, Part 1, page 5.
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carried out his experiments, ho tliouglit, to about half that ; but he

had not finished yet. Tie would proceed to carry the experiments

further, and with still deeper cuts. Ho thought that what he had

arrived at so far was that he had removed successfully 9i lbs.

weight per minute, and had found a cutting stress of 90 tons per

square inch section of the cut upon soft fluid compressed steel.

He thought he had used about 19i gross horse-power in doing that,

and he had found a very large difference in the horse-power that

was absorbed resulting from the different angles to which the tools

were ground. So that incidentally this Paper was extremely

valuable in giving the best angles for tools, both in regard to

endurance and also in regard to the power that was absorbed.

There was one other striking remark in the Paper, and which

seemed to point to a critical speed (page 899) :
" It was found in

these preliminary experiments that a foot per minute, more or less,

in the cutting speed made a great difference in the duration of the

experiment." Was this to be understood to mean that if the tool did

not last as long as one would wish it to, it did not follow that it

was because one was cutting too fast, but might be because one was

cutting too slow ? He was not sure what the material was as to

which that remark was made, but it did seem to him a point for very

interesting investigation to find out more about it.

Mr. Chambebs said that it was cast-iron material.

Mr. WiOKSTEED said that perhaps that accounted for a great deal

of variation in people's opinion as to the speed at which cast-iron

could be cut. He would now ask Mr. Adamson to reply on behalf

of Dr. Nicolson.

Mr. Daniel Adamson said that he thanked them very much

for the discussion, and that Dr. Nicolson and the Committee who

were associated with him in the earlier experiments—referred to in

the article in the "American Machinist" mentioned by Mr.

William Pilton, and to which this Paper was a sort of supplement

—

all felt that they were only at the beginning of this interesting
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investigation,, and they would be very glad to hear of any further

experiments being carried out, either here or elsewhere. There

was ample room for a very instructive series of experiments.

Professor William T. Magruder said that a somewhat similar

set of experiments to those here recorded were made in 1900 under

his direction by Mr. W. A. Knight, at that time instructor and at

present Assistant Professor of Machine Shop Practice, at the Ohio

State University, as a thesis for the degree of Mechanical Engineer.

The object sought was not solely to measure the work performed in

cutting metal, but rather to measure the " workability of cast-iron
"

and other metals. For this purpose, a Pratt and Whitney planer

was used. A specially constructed diaphragm pressure-gauge was

inserted in the tool-box, so as to receive the pressure exerted upon

the tool by the piece of metal being cut. A cutting-tool of constant

shape was mounted in a tool-holder of such shape that the point of

the cutting-tool was vertically in line below its point of suspension.

The pressure received by the diaphragm of the pressure-gauge was

transmitted by oil to a double-tube Bourdon pressure-gauge, and

from it by a parallel motion to an inking pen which recorded the

pressure required to make the cut. The record was made on a strip

of paper positively moved by the planer-table.

The usual diificulties incident to such work were met and

overcome, and the results were of much interest, as they showed that

the forces required to remove metal by a planer, when run at a known

speed, gave very different results with different kinds of cast-iron,

which differed both in character and amount ifrom the diagrams

obtained by cutting bar-brass, wrought iron, and the different steels.

The uniformity of the texture of brass, the^hard spots in cast-iron,

the seaminess of wrought iron, and even the greater homogeneity

of tool steel, as compared with machinery steel, were noted by the

apparatus and recorded autographically with much uniformity of

result. As the thesis giving the records was at present among the

exhibits of the Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges at the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, he was unable to give greater

details at this time.

3 R
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Dr. NicoLSON, in roply, siiid lio wiBlied to tliank Mr. "Wicksteed

and the other Bpeakors for tlio appreciatory remarks thoy liad mado

regarding the work done and reported in the Paper. lie agreed

with all that had fallen from Mr. Wicksteed, with the exception of

his last sentence or two. Ho hardly thought tho quotation ho had

mado from tlie Taper would bear the interpretation that, " if tho

tool did not last as long as one would wish it to, . . . it might be

because ono was cutting too slow." It had never been found in these

experiments that a toed could bo made to last longer by a small

increase of speed. Perhaps Mr. Wicksteed had in mind a possible

synchronization of tool and work vibrations which might bo

destroyed by a slight change of cutting speed. This might happen
;

but it had not occurred in the author's experience.

With regard to Mr. John McGeorgo and Professor Benjamin's

remarks as to further experiments being made, he would be very glad

to furnish to Professor Benjamin blue prints and full instructions

for the construction of a dynamometer ; and would recommend

that experiments be undertaken on the principal alloys used in

engineering, such as gun-metal, brass, phosphor-bronze and the like.

He did not see that the action in planing should be much different

from that of tooling in a lathe. Drilling was a subject requiring

study ; and he had already instituted experiments in this direction.

Mr. Harrington Emerson's remarks regarding the small saving

which would be effected by the use of high-speed steel, unless every

detail of working was looked into, seemed to be very much to the

point. If three-fourths of the working time of a lathe was wasted by

bad management, it mattered very little whether the cut be taken at

50 feet or 15 feet.

It was interesting to learn that Professor Magruder had used a

'•diaphragm pressure-gauge" on the tool box of a planer in 1900.

If the question be one of priority, it might be mentioned that the

author used the method in 1894 at McGill University, and presented

a diaphragm dynamometer to Cambridge University Engineering

Laboratory in that year.

Mr. Pilton thought that all that was required in the lathes as now

used to make them available for high-speed steel was to speed them
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up. That depended on liow tlie gearing was arranged, and wliat the

present speed of the cone belting was. It seemed clear that most

cone belts ran too slow and that speeds of 4,000 or to 5,000 feet per

minute in them were admissible, provided the cone was off the main

spindle. In conclusion the author tendered his best thanks to

Mr. Daniel Adamson for looking after the Paper upon its presentation

in Chicago.

3 B
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NOTES ON TESTING LOCOMOTIVES IN ENGLAND.*

(By various authors.)

TESTING PLANT ON THE GKEAT WESTERN RAILWAY
AT SWINDON.

By Mr. G. J. Churchward, Member.

Locomotive Superintendent of the Great Western Railway.

The Great Western Railway Co. have recently put down in their

erecting shop at Swindon a plant for testing locomotives. This naachine

consists of a bed made of cast-iron, bolted on a concrete foundation,

with timber baulks interposed for the lessening of vibration. On

this bed five pairs of bearings are arranged to slide longitudinally so

that they may be adjusted for any centres of wheels that are to be

put upon the plant. In these bearings axles are carried having

wheels fitted with steel tyres, on which the locomotive runs. These

axles are also fitted with drums on which band-brakes act for

absorbing wholly or in part the power developed by the engine.

Outside these band-brakes, pulleys having an 18-inch face are

provided at each end of the axle for di'iving link-belts, by which it

is intended to transmit the major portion of the power developed by

the engine to air-compressors, so that it may not be wasted.

* See also Transactions A.S.M.E., June 190i : Paper on "Road Tests of

Consolidation Freight Locomotives," by Mr. E. A. Hitchcock ; and Paper on

" Locomotive Testing Plants," by Professor W. F. M. Goss, presented at the

same Meeting.
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TLo hydraulic brakes will then oiily absorb just enough power

to enable them to govern the speed of the engine. These brakes are

actuated by a water-supply from an independent pump, the outlet of

this water-supply being throttled either by a stop-valve or by a

thrijttlo actuated by a centrifugal governor. This latter device

enables the speed of the engine to be set at any required number of

I'evolutions and kept constant.

The carrying wheels are 4 feet 1^ inches diameter. The main

bearings are 14 inches long by 9 inches diameter. The tyro of the

carrying wheels is turned to approximately the same section on the

tread as the rails in use on the Great Western line. This plant is

intended not only for the purpose of scientific experiment, but also for

doing away with the trial trips of new and repaired engines on the main

line. It has therefore been necessary to make it rapidly adjustable

to take engines having wheels of different centres. The main bed is

provided with a rack, and each pair of bearings is provided with

a cross-shaft having a pinion at either end. These cross-shafts are

driven from a longitudinal shaft through suitable clutches, and this

longitudinal shaft is operated by electric motor and is capable of

being reversed. The engine being run over the machine on an

elevated frame which carries it on the flanges of its tyres clear of

the carrying wheels, it is an easy matter to slide these carrying

wheels with their bearings till they are vertically underneath the

wheels of the engines to be tested. The frame is then lowered

electrically and drops the engine into position on the carrying

wheels.

When running engines on trial trips, it is essential that the bogie

and trailing wheels of engines so fitted should be run as well as

the driving wheels, in order that the axle-boxes may take a good

bearing, and be seen to be in a satisfactory condition before handing

the engine over for traffic. To accomplish this, the carrying wheels

are all coupled together by a suitable arrangement of belts and

jockey pulleys. It therefore follows that, even when a locomotive

having a single pair of driving wheels is run on the plant, all the

carrying wheels are rotating and in turn run the bogie and trailing

wheels of the locomotive. The jockey pulleys are necessary to
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retain the proper tension on the belts when the bearings are moved

longitudinally.

Owing to the varying height of the footplates of different classes

of engine, it has been found necessary to provide a firing stage

which can be rapidly adjusted vertically. A large coal bunk and

weighing machines are provided in connection with this stage.

Two water-tanks are mounted on the same platform, for measuring

the water used when running, these tanks being emptied alternately

when a consumption test is being made.

Under the platform a dynamometer enables the drawbar-pull

of the engine to be taken, and this, together with counters on the

wheels, will enable the actual drawbar horse-power to be measured,

and so compared with coal and water consumption for various

classes of engines. As engines of different lengths are to be

tested, and of necessity have to be fixed at the trailing end to

the dynamometer, it is necessary to have a sliding chimney for

carrying off the steam and smoke from the engine when running.

This has been provided in the form of a long box, having a steel

plate running on rollers forming its lower surface, which plate

carries a large bell-mouthed chimney. This box not only enables

the chimney to slide longitudinally, but will also form a receptacle

for ashes and any other matter ejected by the engine, which will be

retained and can be examined both for quantity and quality.

It is hoped that this plant will enable many questions of the

relative economy of different classes of engines, either simple or

compound, to be settled definitely. The questions of sujjerheating

and the efiiciency of various forms of smoke-box arrangements

might be investigated on it. The effect of various percentages of

balancing can be investigated, and, in fact, any of the experiments

which are at present being made on the road may be made on this

plant, with the great advantage that any engine which may be

selected can be placed in position ready for testing, and all

connections made in a time probably not exceeding an hour.
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MEASURED TESTS IN SEltVICE.

Instrumenia and Hesults required at a Test.

IJy ^Nfr. W. F. Pkttiorew, 7>h-mher,

Locomotive Superinteiuleiit of the Furnesa llailway.

As a means of minimiBing the working expenses of railway

working, there is a tendency towards greater weight and length of

trains, requiring moro powerful locomotives than formerly. It is

necessary to use every precaution in designing engines which are

most suitable for the traffic to be dealt with, so that the greatest

efficiency may be obtained. One of the chief items in the locomotive

working expenses is the fuel consumption, which makes it most

important to have a complete testing plant, if economical results are

to be obtained. Before contracts for coal are accepted, samples

should be thoroughly tested as to their relative consumption and

cost. In making engine tests the coal should be carefully weighed,

and that which is left over should also be weighed and deducted

from the total. The following data should be obtained :

—

The average Boiler Pressure and I.H.P.

Amount and Temperature of Feed-Water.

Temperature of Gases leaving smoke-box.

Calorific value of the Fuel.

From these the efficiency of the engine and boiler can be found.

It is also necessary to know :

—

The percentage of Ash.

Pull on drawbar by dynamometer.

Load in tons.

Number of vehicles.

From these results the relative consumption and, given the prices,

the relative cost per consumption can be calculated.

Indicators.—One of the most useful instruments connected with

Locomotive Testing is the Indicator (either the Crosby, Mclnnes or
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other), whicli if properly handled shows a true record of what takes

place in the cylinders, enabling any errors to be corrected in the

admission, cut-off, release and compression of steam, also the

adec[uacy of ports and steam pipes which may cause undue waste of

energy. It is very essential that the valves and pistons should be

kept in good order and all losses reduced to a minimum. Various

methods for communicating the motion of the piston to the indicator

by reducing gears are adopted. The usual method is to have a pillar

carrying a lever which is connected at the lower end by an oscillating

lever to the crosshead. The pipes are led from each end of the

cylinder and connected by means of a three-way cock, enabling

diagrams to be taken from each end of the cylinders. In making

the connections to the cylinders, care should be taken to keep clear

of steam ports and drain cocks ; also to have the pipes well lagged, so

that correct diagrams may be procured.

Tractive Effort.—To obtain the tractive effort, or the power

exerted in hauling any given train, the dynamometer car, although

expensive, is the most useful. The car, which is generally placed

between engine and ti-ain, is provided with the necessary apparatus

for obtaining a complete record of the actual pull on the drawbar,

the speed, and other data. From this information the effective horse-

power available for hauling the train is obtained, which, compared

with that given by the indicator cards, gives the mechanical efficiency

of the engine. Various other methods are in use for obtaining the

drawbar pull, either by means of a hydraulic cylinder or springs. In

the former the cylinder is bolted to the underside of the tender

frame, and the space at the end of the cylinder filled with oil. The

pressure is transmitted from the drawbar through the medium of the

oil to a gauge which is located on the engine platform in view of the

attendant. In the construction of the hydraulic cylinder, great care

should be taken to reduce the friction to a minimum. The records,

which may vary from 1 to 10 tons, should be noted at regular

intervals, and, if proper attention is paid, very accurate results may be

obtained.
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Speed.—Whcu tlio clynamometcr cars aro not fitted with speed

mocbanism, couutcrs may bo used fur tbo purpose of registering tbo

number of revolutions wbicb aro read ofi' at intervals, although for

fust running it is impossible to got accurate results. The best

method therefore is to use a speed indicator and recorder, an

excellent typo being the Boyer Kecorder, which is fixed to the

platform of the engine coupled by moans of a bolt to a pulley

on the leading or other axle. The instrument consists of a

rotary ijumj) forcing oil into a cylinder producing a pressure

dependent upon the speed of the engine, each 1/32 of an

inch rise corresi^onding to a speed of one mile per hour. The

drum is provided with a roll of paper, graduated to give the

speed and distance travelled, so that the speed at any point on the

road, the number of stops, or any shunting that takes place can

be seen at once. The machine is also connected by means of a

small wire to a gauge in the cab, which is graduated to the

number of miles per hour, thus enabling the attendant to see the

speed clearly. It is necessary to adjust the machine to the mile-

posts along the line.

Feed-water.—To measure the feed-water various methods are in

use, either by graduating the tanks or using a suitable water-meter.

The former is very often done by passing a stafi" through the top

of tank, also by a water-gauge, one serving as a check on the

other. The chief difficulties are that the tender must be perfectly

level before the readings are taken. The scale is graduated by

admitting known quantities into the tank.

Water-meters of the Siemens, Worthington, or other kind give

very reliable results if properly connected. The gauge is graduated

to register the quantity in cubic feet as the water is passed out.

As a protection to the meter, a back-pressure valve is often placed

between the meter and the injector to prevent blowing back. To

obtain the exact evaporative power of the boiler, complete records

of feed-water temperatures and the water wasted by the injector

overflow should be taken.
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Temperatures, Vacuums, &c.—It is also necessary to obtain the

vacuums in smoke-box at tlie base of cbimney, level with top of blast

jiipe, middle of nest of tubes, also pressure in firebox and asbpan.

The apparatus generally used consists of a U tube mounted on a

graduated board, one leg being connected by a pipe to the point

where the vacuum is to be determined and the other left open to the

atmosphere. Temperatures are also taken of the smoke-box gases,

which register from 400^ to 700^ F. A mercurial thermometer

may be used for temperatures up to 670^ F., beyond this a pyrometer

or thalpotasimeter is necessary. To determine the quality of the

steam, throttling calorimeters are sometimes used.

Coal.—The coal measurement is a very important factor. The

tender should be cleared off, and the coal to be tested carefully

weighed before tipping on to the tender ; or, better still, the coal

should be put in bags each of 1 cwt. capacity. On completion of the

trial the coal left is weighed off and deducted from the total. The

quantity used for lighting up should be carefully noted. The

temperature of water in boiler at the time of lighting up, also at

the drawing fires, actual running time, and time standing should bo

noted. When the fires are drawn, the ashes from the firebox, ashpan

and smoke-box are each weighed separately to obtain the percentage

of ash. Samples are also taken for calorimeter tests for obtaining

the calorific value of each fuel. The average boiler pressure taken at

regular periods and steaming qualities should be noted, as bad

steaming coal with thin close clinker may cause serious delays to

traffic, owing to the frequent cleaning of fires. It is sometimes

necessary to make complete analysis, owing to the injurious action

of some coal on the firebox jplates.

liesults required in the Testing of Locomotives.

Mean boiler pressure, throughout journey.

Total coal used (exclusive and inclusive of lighting up).

Coal burnt per hour (running time and journey time).

Coal burnt per square foot of grate area per hour of running time and of

journey time.
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Coal burnt per I.II.l*. per hour runuing time aud journey time.

Coal burnt per train-mile, enyine-mile, ton-mile, and per lb. pull on drawbar

per mile, also per hour.

Calorific value of 1 lb. of coal in B.Th.U.

Aflhes in smoke-box, in ashpan, in fire-box, total and percentage.

Total water evaporated.

Water evaporated per hour running time and journey time.

Water evaporated per square foot of total heating surface per hour,'both

running time and journey time.

Water evapurated per I.H.P. per hour running time.

Water evaporated per train-mile and per engiue-mile.

Water evaporated per lb. of coal, exclusive and inclusive of lighting up.

Water evaporated per hour (from feed temperature and equivalent from

and at 212° F.)

Maximum I.H.P.

Jlean I.H.P. calculated from indicator cards from work done.

Curve of H.P. (Mean height.)

iMaximum speed.

I\Iean speed (exclusive and inclusive of stops).

Actual running time and journey time.

Train- and engine-miles.

Time from lighting up to taking out fire.

Temperature of water in boiler at time of lighting up.

Maximum and mean vacuum at base of chimney.

Maximum and mean vacuum, level with top of blast pijje.

Maximum and mean vacuum at middle of middle row of tubes.

Maximum and mean pressures through fire-hole door.

Maximum and mean pressures through ashpan.

Maximum and mean temperatures of smoke-box gases.

EflSciencies of engine, boiler, and engine and boiler combined.

Maximum gradient.

Coal stated includes that used whilst standing for (—) hours.

Maximum and mean pull on drawbar.

Maximum and mean load hauled in tons, exclusive of engine, tender,

passengers, and luggage.

Maximum and mean number of vehicles hauled.

Maximum and mean number of journals.

Mean load per journal.

Back pressure at maximum I.H.P. and at maximum speed.

Heat (in B.Th.U.) carried away by the products of combustion.

Heat expended in evaporating the water.

Heat lost by radiation, imperfect combustion, and evaporative moisture ia coal.
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Heat converted into work per minute.

Heat taken np by the fted-water per minute.

Kelative consumption of coal based on pull of drawbar.

i.n.p.

„ ,, ,, ,, ,, ton-mileage.

„ ,, ,, ,, ,, calorimeter tests.

Kelative value of coal = Relative consumption multijDlied by cost per ton

delivered.

The results obtained should all be shown graphically by means

of diagrams, which should give the profile of the line run over.

OTHER METHODS OF TESTING.

Several Locomotive Superintendents have written to the

Institution describing their methods of testing locomotives in actual

service.

Mr. John F. M'Intosh, of the Caledonian Eailway, writes :

—

" I have yours of 27th ult., and beg to inform you that we have no

fixed locomotive testing plant, properly so called, unless a 10-mile

gradient of 1 in 75 may be classed as such. All our tests have

been confined to those taken in actual running. Indicator diagrams

are taken from both cylinders simultaneously at intervals of one

minute, the times being given by an observer in the cab working the

whistle. The Tabor Indicator is used. The number of revolutions

is taken at the same times from the revolution counter connected to

the crosshead. The steam pressure in boiler and valve chest, the

opening of the regulator and position of reversing lever are all

noted at one-minute intervals. The quantity of water used is

measured at all stopping places by means of a gauge rod, the depth

being afterwards read off in gallons from a Table. The coal is

weighed when placed on the tender, the remainder being again

removed and weighed after the trip. In addition, and in order to

check the speeds, the times of passing all stations are taken, and

also all signal checks.
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" Tests of this kind are made under difficult conditions for tbo

observers, and it is therefore more difficult to obtain accurate

results. At tbo same time, these are the working conditions for the

engine, and these conditions are simply unobtainable in a fixed

testing plant."

Sir Douglas Fox states that, for tbo everyday testing of new

locomotives, friction rollers arc used by one or two of our largest

locomotive builders, but they are not fitted with brakes, and their

solo and only object is to enable an examination of the moving

parts of the locomotive to be made, the engine itself remaining

stationary. The main object in testing a locomotive is to detect

mechanical defects, to see that ample clearances are allowed, and

generally that the engine is in a good workable condition. As to

what horse-power is developed, what the pull on the drawbar is,

how much coal and water is used, the amount or volume of air

admitted, temperature of smoke-box gases, &c., &c., no observations

are taken. These are data that must be obtained by persons who

are specially appointed to undertake this class of work, and who

have unlimited time and appliances, and, above all, are not having

engines built under contract. No doubt a testing plant will give a

considerable amount of information, but a locomotive is subject

to such varying conditions of wind and weather, condition of rails,

unevenness of road, which are all absent in a nicely warmed and

ventilated laboratory, that all results thus obtained are in a

measure only comparative.

Mr. T. HuEET Riches, Vice-President, Locomotive Superintendent

of the Taff Vale Eailway, wrote that all the locomotive departments

of the larger railways had elaborate shops fitted with machines for

testing materials used in the construction of locomotives. The

Great Western Eailway and the Great Eastern Eailway had carried

out a good many tests on locomotives as well as on material. He
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himself liad given special attention to tlie testing of springs, and had

erected a powerful machine for this purpose.

The following recent references to Locomotive Testing may be of

interest :

—

Bemarks.

I

Experiments on the Draught
produced in different parts of a
Locomotive Boiler when running
(Aspiuall).

Locomotive Tests (Bryan Donkin).

/Report of Tests at Purdue University

\ (Prof. Go?s).

(Locomotive Performances on L. and
\ N.W.R.

President's Address.

Express Locomotives (Smith).

i

Non-stop run, Euston to Crewe.
Dynamometer record with special

train.

Locomotive Boiler Tests at Purdue.

627, 660, 692. Tests of Boiler at Purdue University.

I

Discussion on Paper by M. Sauvage.
Dynamometer and measured trials

in Prance, and on the London
and North Western, the Midland,
and the North Eastern Railways.

Date. Pages

Inst. Mech. E. 1893. 1119.

" Engineering.'" 9/4/97. 464.

» 5/11/97. 559.

,, 1/1/98. 20.

Inst. Mech. E. 1898. 149.

»> 1898. 605.

" Engineering.'" 7/7/99. 21.

,, 25/1/01. 104.

„ May 1902. 627, 660, '

Inst. Mech. E. 1904.

Discussion.

Mr. T. P. Eeat wrote that an apparatus for trying four-wheel

coupled tram engines was erected at Airedale Foundry, Leeds, in the

year 1886. It consisted of a framework on wheels suited to a 4-foot

8^-inch gauge, so that the whole apparatus could be put upon the

ordinary lines and readily removed from place to place. On the

top of the framework which was made with a clear space between
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plates, G feet wide, inside bearings were placed wbicli carried two

axles with rollers upon them. These rollers had a diameter of

2 feet, and could be set at any gauge on the axles from 2 feet to

5 feet G inches, and the axles themselves could bo placed at centres

varying from 3 feet to 9 feet. Bearings were arranged close to

each roller. They were carried on cross girders and could elide

across their supports to any necessary position.

In the centre of one driving-axle was a brake pulley with a strap,

and a long lever suitable for measuring the brake-power employed.

On the sliding bearings bent plates were firmly fixed to rise as

guards above the contact surface of the tram-wheel and the roller,

in order to prevent a runaway. For the purpose of gaining further

security, a big casting was attached to the back with a slot hole in it,

so that a connection could readily be made to the draw-gear at

any height.
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ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING

On Friday, 22nd July, 1904.

Mr. J. Hartley Wicksteed, rresident,

IN THE Chair.

At an Ordinary General Meeting held at the Institution

on Friday, 22nd July 1904, at Eleven o'clock a.m., the President,

Mr. J. Hartley Wicksteed, in putting the Minutes of the American

Meeting for confirmation, desiring to add a few remarks enlarging

on the formal record of the Visit to America, said : Five short

weeks spent by Members of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers in the heart of North America filled the mind with

delightful memories left by the cordiality of our hosts, the natural

grandeur of the country, the exhilaration of the air, and the

refreshing optimism of the people. The American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, at whose invitation we crossed the Atlantic

to join in their Spring Meeting at Chicago and to visit the

Exposition at St. Louis, had prepared lists of about two hundred

Works which were opened for our inspection, and which were

probably of more engineering interest even than the great Exposition

itself, for it is in the nature of an exhibition to show the results

rather than the methods of production. Our introduction to works

under the segis of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

was therefore of the greatest advantage to us. It is hoped that in

the coming Session some of our visiting Members will present

Papers for reading and discussion upon matters of mechanical interest,

which they observed either in the Exposition or in the workshops

during this peripatetic Summer Meeting.

3 8
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(Tlie President.)

The Minutes of Proceedings just read record tbo numbers who

attended the Convention at Chicago, which was the primary object of

the visit. Nineteen Papers were presented and discussed. Eleven

will bo published in oxtenso in the Summer number of our Proceedings,

and the remaining eight will be available for reference in the

Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

This large number of Papers was enabled to bo dealt with by means

of reading them in abstract—occupying only ten minutes each

—

having a five minutes' rule for speakers in the discussion and,

according to the custom of the American Society, not bestowing

formal thanks to the authors of the Papers. Our Session was,

however, kept up one evening until 11.20 p.m.

Mr. Ambrose Swascy, this year's President of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, with whom your President had

the honour of sharing the Chairmanship of the Meetings, is one of

the founders of the firm of Messrs. Warner and Swasey, of Cleveland,

Ohio. The celebrated Lick and Yerkes telescopes with all their

machinery were made by this firm. They liave a good exhibit of

engineers' and brass-finishers' tools in the Machinery Hall of the

Exposition, and of optical instruments in the Liberal Arts Building.

It was very congenial to your President to have such a coadjutor

as President Swasey, and it was a rather striking coincidence that

the Presidents of the two Mechanical Engineering Societies of Great

Britain and America should both be engaged, not only in the

manufacture of machine tools, but also of instruments for

scientific use.

At this Spring Meeting of the American Society the plan was

adopted of giving each member and visitor a button-hole badge

bearing his name and number. Members' wives and daughters also

received badges with numbers. A list of names arranged in

numerical order was published every two or three hours, and this

ready means of identification conduced much to the comfort of

intercourse both in the lobbies of the Sessions Hall and at pleasure

excursions and social functions.

There was a larger contingent of ladies at Chicago than we are

accustomed to see at our Summer Meetings. Formal Institution

I
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dinners are not in vogue at tlie Spring Meetings of tlie American

Society, but the ladies participate in the general excursions and

luncheons, besides having special entertainraents provided for them

to occupy some of the time devoted to the Sessions, and such of

the visits to Works in which they are not inclined to participate.

In every City visited there was an indefatigable ladies' Eeception

Committee, who organized pleasant varieties for their visitors. Thus,

at Chicago, Marshall Fields Store was inspected, and on two occasions

drives were taken through the parks and outskirts of the City ; at

Cincinnati, a trolley-car excursion was made round the suburbs, and

a visit to the Zoological Gardens took place ; at Montreal, drives

were arranged and the Churches and the Museum were visited
;

at Boston, a visit was made to Harvard University, where, in the

absence of Mrs. Elliot owing to indisposition, the party was

entertained by Professor Hollis. Throughout the entire trip

nothing could exceed the kind attentions which the visiting ladies

received from their hostesses.

Many Members of the American Society proceeded with us from

Chicago to St. Louis, where we assembled at the Exposition Pavilion

of the Eoyal British Commission. Colonel Watson, C.M.G., British

Commissioner-General, and Mrs. Watson invited the Members of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and most kindly

arranged a large afternoon party at the British Pavilion to meet our

Members, and introduced us to the chief officials of the Exi^osition.

In the Transportation building of the Exposition was to be

seen a fine historical show of locomotives, including a Baltimore

and Ohio locomotive, which, with its tender, weighed 230 tons.

There was also a very large apparatus for testing locomotives.

The power developed by the engine was intended to be measured

both by its pull upon weighing levers and by dynamometers on the

axles of the supporting wheels.

In the Electricity building a planing machine, driven by an

electric motor direct upon the first-motion shaft, was exhibited by

the Electric Controller and Supply Co. Of course the motor has to

reverse with each stroke of the table, and it can be set to run quicker

backward for the idle stroke than forward for the cutting stroke.

3 s 2
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A very attractive building was that of the Liberal Arts, where we

wore pleased to see Bonio fine charts and sections contributed by our

Member of Council, Mr. Manscrgh. But the happiest hour spent in

the Exposition by your President was in a discussion with President

Swasey on one of his quick reversing lathe countershafts with double

friction-clutches.

Subsequent to the Exhibition, we visited Cincinnati, where we

had the pleasure of seeing a cylindrical milling cutter of quick

cutting steel running at a blue heat throughout its length, milling

a long slot out of a cast-iron bar about l:[-inch thick, and in no way

losing its edge. Another curiosity in mechanics was afterwards

seen at the Worcester Technical Schools, where Professor Albert

Kingsbury had made a trunk piston 6 inches diameter, G inches long,

weighing 60 lbs., to revolve in a cylinder with a horizontal axis

without metallic contact ; the trunk was supported by a thin film of

air self-induced and the coefficient of friction was only about
j o,u o o**

Our interest in the Convention, the Exposition and the workshops of

America, rose, as Professor Hutton remarked, in an ascending scale,

and this description held good as to our interest in the natural

beauties and resources of the coimtry and in our acquaintance

with the individual men themselves who were moulding its

development.

Among the engineering works to which we were invited were

those of the Allis-Chalmers Company at Milwaukee. Here was

a wholly detached building for patterns and pattern-making,

another for the foundry, another for the power house, another for the

machine shop, and, semi-detached from this, another for the erecting

shop. This complete scheme of buildings is called by Mr.

Eeynolds a " unit," and the site of the works provided for thirteen

more similar units. At these works large steam-cylinders upon

cores armoured with metal chaplets are cast. The result is a slight

amount of chill and a remarkably clean close-grained surface where

the cylinder is bored. The engine works—the newest and most

* For further particulars of this air-lubricated journal see Journal of

American Society of Xaval Engineers, Vol. IX., No. 2, 1897.
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admirable of their kind in tlie States—Lave been laid out by one of

the oldest mechanical engineers in the country, Mr. Eeynolds, who

was associated for many years with Mr. George Corliss when he

was making his great name.

The characteristics of works in the States are by no means

stereotyped ; for instance, Baldwin's well-known locomotive works

are all in one group of buildings in the centre of the city of

Philadelphia, and when the workmen leave the gates they disperse in

all directions to their dwellings. This central position in a large

manufacturing city gives the works a good labour market. Two

thousand men, more or less, can come and go between these works

and other employment in the city with easy elasticity. The capacity

of this firm is seven locomotives per diem. On the other hand,

the American Locomotive Company has eight separate branches in

different parts of the country, including one in Montreal, and their

capacity is also seven locomotives per diem.

Nor are engineering designs and methods in the States confined

to fixed types, such as we are apt to associate with the title

" American "
; and some tools of American origin, with which we are

made most familiar through the columns of the engineering press,

are not the type that finds most favour in the leading workshops which

we visited. Similarly, the methods of training engineers academically

by no means follow identical lines. At the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology a student only devotes about a quarter of the time to

workshop practice which he would do at the Worcester Polytechnic.

At the latter place there is a real pattern shop, foundry, machine

shop, and fitting shop, where the students learn to be skilled

workmen, so that they can and do turn out several types of

engineers' tools which have a good reputation on the market and

sell freely. But the one thing, common to all the training

establishments for engineers, seems to be belief in one's self and

one's methods and a large measure of success. Between the two

extremes of methods, there did not seem to be much to choose in the

power of the country to assimilate the product.

The Americans at home are far too shrewd to discard a system

merely because it is old established. They keep steadily to the
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KngHsh foot of 12 inches, aud Bills in Congress for the adoption

of tho inctro do not become Acts. TLe subject was before the

Coinage Weights and Measures Committoo last winter. TLe

hearings extended over nearly three months, and the Bill was then

dropped.

AVo hiul tho pleasure of a trip on a Mississippi steamer,

going 20 miles up stream, and saw the junction with the mighty

Missouri. This treat was given to us by " Tho Engineers' Club
"

of St. Louis. Tho steamer had side paddle-wheels with a single-

cylinder working through very long wooden connecting-rods on to

an overhung single crank on each paddle-wheel shaft. Either

cylinder could bo reversed separately by primitive hand-gearing.

The system was old, but it was suited to the conditions of navigation

on the Mississippi. In this connection it might be mentioned that

the Cincinnati engineers gave us a trip down the Ohio on a stern-

wheel steamer. Two horizontal cylinders drove it with very long

wooden connecting-rods. There were three wooden rudders between

the paddle-wheel and the stern of the boat.

At Lowell and Manchester, which are great seats of the cotton

manufacture, the whole stream of the Merrimac is twice diverted

from its channel, and twice within twenty miles tho whole volume

of its water is used for power. There is also about an equal

amount of power for the mills generated by steam, and the prevailing

scheme is to have a number of turbines combining to drive a long

heavy fly-wheel shaft in the basement through bevel wheels. The

end of this shaft is driven by a large steam-engine, which controls

tho speed of the shaft by supplying whatever balance of power is

required. Steam-engines are more sensitive to the control of

governors than turbines, so the engines respond promptly to

the small and large variations in the demand for power in the

mill. The ramifications of cross-shafts and parallel lay-shafts

driven by bevel gear and by belts from the first long heavy fly-

wheel shaft are very extensive.

It is needless to say that the development of electric transport

in America is huge, and consequently the works for making electrical

equipment are huge also. One of tho works which we were
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privileged to see was that of the General Electric Company at

Schenectady, interesting alike from the buildings, the equipment,

and the electrical machinery produced.

American cities vary very greatly in their characteristics ; for

example, Washington is a city of residences and public buildings

throughout. St. Louis is a city without a residential quarter, it

having absorbed its own suburbs, and so on ; but all the cities we

visited were alike in being so well served with tramways that one

may go from within a block or two of any one part of the city to

any other, and frequently far into the country, and even to towns

and villages twenty miles away. Under these circumstances, and

with cities like St. Louis, doubling their population every ten years,

there can be no wonder that the rolling mills and engine works of

America have busy times.

Our hearty thanks are due and are hereby tendered to our

American cousins, whose kind attentions throughout our visit

made us feel kith and kin. The New York Banquet of President

and Mrs. Swasey, our Eeception at Chicago oi'ganized by Captain and

Mrs. Hunt, the Concert given by the Local Eeception Committee at

the magnificent Auditorium Theatre of that City, the fraternal

hospitality of the " Engineers' Clubs" (which are a notable

institution in most of the cities we visited), the kindness of the

Country Club, whose golf links at Cincinnati were placed at our

disposal, the lunch at the Derryfield Club, Manchester, and the

" Longshore " luncheon at Shirley Point, with the Boston contingent

of our hosts—to say nothing of a 40-mile drive in a White steam-

motor round the beautiful suburbs of Boston on the best of

macadamised roads, which your President and Mrs. Wicksteed

enjoyed in the company of their kind hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd

—

all made us feel welcome to the United States of America in the

most agreeable manner.

Nor was Canada behind in extending a welcome to us. The

engineers of Montreal, led by Mr. Laccy E. Johnson, organized visits

for us to the fine new works of the Canadian Pacific Eailway, the

laboratories of the McGill University, and the works of the American

Locomotive Company ; and the Engineers' Club, with its President,
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Mr. St. George, spread its hospitablo board and threw open its rooms

for our bcuefit.

To Lavo sailed on the Mississippi and the Ohio, Lake Ontario

and the St. Lawrence, to have stood on Mount 1 loyal, sailed on

Boston and New York Harbours, on Lake Chaniplain and Lake

George, to have seen Niagara and its power stations, would have

furnished memories worth the spending of five weeks in North

America, but to have had iriendly intercourse witli a people whose

language is our own, and whose kindness and cordiality seem

to be modelled on the eamo large scale as the land in which

they live, is an experience which enlarges the outlook of one's

whole life.

Mr. John W. Spencer, Member of Council, said that, after

what had been said by the President, there was really very

little for him to say, as the few remarks he bad to make on the

details of the visit from the technical point of view he had been

asked to embody in a short Paper to be read before the Institution.

He agreed with every word the President had said. It was

impossible for any body of people to have been better received

than the Institution had been in America, or to have been shown

greater hospitality, not only by the Society which the Institution

visited, but by the individual members and other Societies with

whom they came in contact. He himself was the subject of attentions

which surprised him. As an instance, he related an account of a

visit paid by him to the steel works at Bethlehem. The visit was a

little outside the programme, but Captain W. H. Jaques, hearing

that he desired to visit the place, asked him to leave everything

in his hands. Captain Jaques was at the station next day prepared

to conduct him between 200 and 300 miles to New York, and

equally ready on the following morning to travel with him from the

hotel to Bethlehem—a rather long journey. He had written and

arranged for everything, and Mr. Fritz, the doyeri of the Steel trade,

was there to receive them, and the reception was most hospitable

Captain Jaques then escorted him back to the hotel and took the

night train to Boston. That was an instance of hospitality which

it would be hard to match. In ofiering Captain Jaques thanks for
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w'liat lie had done, tlie Captain replied :
" Do not mention it ; I

cannot do too mucli for you or anyone coming here in return for the

hospitality I received in England." Our American cousins certainly

put their heart into welcoming and entertaining their acquaintances

from the old country.

With regard to the general impression left upon him by his visit,

the thing which struck him above all others was that America was

a great country ; bigness seemed to be one of the chief factors in

everything. The chief point Americans appeared to have in view was

the question of output, which was what they aimed at getting, and also

getting rid of—a thing which was very much desired in this country.

Speaking of the departments he was most conversant with, namely,

the iron and steel trade, perhaps he saw nothing there much ahead

of the best establishments in this country, but what he did see was

the enormous enterprise, and the huge machinery which was being

laid down in the works. Americans made use of a very large

amount of engineering skill. Everything tended to the one end

—

output. As an illustration of their methods, he was told the

following story by an official : the manager of one of the large steel

works was sent for by the chief and asked what could be turned out

by the works next year. The manager mentioned a certain amount, to

which the chief replied :
" Double it." That was all the information

given as to what had to be done, but the output was doubled.

This indicated the tendency all round. It did not matter whether

it was in the iron and steel trade, whether in ordinary engineering,

in electrical development—whatever it was—everything seemed to

be centred in output. The President mentioned one works which,

from an engineering point of view, was the finest he had ever seen

in his life, not only on account of the palatial buildings, but on

account of the arrangement and the magnificent machinery with

which the jilace was filled. When a Company like the Allis-

Chalmers, of Milwaukee, could lay out one unit, which, he believed,

employed something like 4,000 or 5,000 men, and it was known that

that was only one cut of 13, he thought it would be agreed that

that evidenced very hopeful feeling on their part.

Another thing he noticed was the energy with which everyone

went about his work, whether manager, foreman, or workman.
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When he came to ouquire into the reaBon of this, and tried to

gaugo how far the American character was ahead of the character

of the workmen in the old ccjuiitry, he ohtained the very startling

revelation—though it was not <|uite so startling, as ho had heard

it before—that most of the chief men, managers, foremen, and

workmen came from this country. When the rapid develojiments

and wonderful work carried on over there was said to be due to

American enteri)ri.sc, American energy, und American ability, and

it was found really that much of the work had been done through

the medium of engineers and others from this country, that, he

considered, was a piece of information which was likely to suggest

thought. One of the points of difference between workmen

here and in America, so far as he could see, was that the men

had been attracted to America by the better position which they

held there, and the freedom and independence they obtained to

pursue their work. The Trades Unions here were responsible to ii

great extent for the work turned out in America. A good English

workman who saw his way to doing something better with a vie^\

of making a mark, either from the point of view of advancement or

the monetary point of view, had his progress barred in this country

by these Unions, and if he was an enterprising man, he simply

went over to America and was received with open arms, arriving in

a very short time at a miich higher position than he could have

hoped to reach in this country. Those were points he was very glad

to have had the opportunity of bringing before the members, and he

was pleased to say that he heard them from Americans themselves.

There was a great deal more satisfaction in hearing these matters

from them, because it might have been thought to have been coloured

with a certain amount of national j)rejudice, had he heard it from

Englishmen. He advised everyone who could do so, to go to

America and see the very wonderful developments and the great

energy and enterprise which were disj)layed.

The Minutes were then confirmed and signed.
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Illuminated Address to the American Society.

The Council, in recognition of the hosjiitality and warm welcome

experienced by the Blembers taking part in the American Meeting,

have voted an Address of Thanks to the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. The text is given below, and a reduced

illustration is shown on Plate 131.

TO THE PRESIDENT, COUNCIL, AND MEMBERS OF THE

A3IERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

Gkeetixg.

We, THE President, Council, and Members of The Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, preserve in our home in Westminster an Illuminated

Address recording a Visit to England made by your Society in the year 1900.

We now desire similarly to express our goodwill by a record of our Visit to Iho

United States of America this year in response to your kind invitation to

us to join in a Convention at Chicago, and to visit the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition.

The Convention at Chicago numbered nearly one thousand. Nineteen

Papers were dealt with, and our own Proceedings are enriched by four of your

Members' contributions. Under the segis of your Society, we were welcomed,

not only to the workshops of your Country, but to many Social Re-unions,

where the Ladies of our Party, as well as ourselves, were made happy by the

cordial and sympathetic Greetings of a kindred race.

Throughout those States which we visited the magnitude of your

industrial undertakings and the perfection of your mechanical art commanded

our admiration, and we felt proud to share with jou not only the same Mother

tongue but largely the same tastes among which devotion to mechanical science

is pre-eminent.

Many of us were able to avail ourselves of the propitious opportunity which

your invitation afforded us of visiting the United States of America, and we

appreciate sincerely the charming courtesy with which we were received and

the great kindness which was everywhere shown to us. We acknowledge with

gratitude the exertions made for our advantage by the Local Committees of
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Pocembcr 1DI»4.

.1. 11. WiCKSTEED, Vresident.

J. W. Spenceu, 3/emier o/ Council.

KuGAR WouTHiNGTOS, Secretary.
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STEAM TURBINE WORK. Plate 6g.

Fig. 12. 40Q-K.W. Turbine open for Inspection.
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STEAM-TURBINE WORK. Plate -jl.
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STEAM TURBINE WORK. Plate 7.
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Fig. 20.
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Fig. 24. Eni>iiU' and Boiler House

at Clci'tlaihl and Soulli-U^cslcrn Traction Co.,

Elyria, Ohio.
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Plate yS.

Three' i,ooo-K.W. Stetvii-Tiirbiiies at West Peiiit Raihvav and Lii^hting Co.
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Fig. 28.

400-KAV. InsiaUaiioii at Yah and Toiviie Mfg. Co.,

Slamfoni, Conn.
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DE LAVAL STEAM-TURBINE.

Fig. I. Wheel and Nozzle.

Plate 8i.
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S^-H.P. Turbine Pump.
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RATEAU STEAM-TURBINE. Plate 84.

Fig. II. 4U0 Electric H.P. Tiirho-altcniatur, 3,000 revs.,

with rcvulviiti; ticld-niagncts.

Fig. 13. Tiirhinc-driveu Pnnip at Falkenau
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Fig. 15. Tiirlid I-'dii for Blast Furnace
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Plate 85.

Fig. iS. Low-pressure Turbine driving two dyiiaiiios.

Driiav Collieries.
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ELECTRIC AND HYDRAULIC POWER PLANT.

Fig,. 4.

i-loii Electric Capstan.

Middlesbrough and Hartlepool Docks, N . E. Ry.

Capstan-head and Top Castiyig removed.
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Fig. 20. Average Tensile Slreiigtli.
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CAST-IRON. Phllc 100.

Fig. 21. Tc-iisilc Strciii^lli Cliiui.

Approximate relation of Strength to size of Castiug and to percentage of Silicon.

(Tables 1 and 3 give the strengths per square inch.)
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CAST-IRON.
Flii. 22.

Plate 10 1.

Transverse Strength of each series of Tests, showing influeuce of size of Casting and percentage
of Silicon. (Continued on next Plate.)
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CAST-IRON Plate 102.

Fig. 32.

Transverse Strength of each series of Tests, showing influence of size of Casting and
percentage of Silicon.

(Concluded from former Plate.)
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CAST-IRON. Plalc i(\^.

Fis^. 2^. Tidiis-rcrsc Slri'iij^lh Climi.

Approximate relation of Streiisth to size of Casting and to percentage of Silicon

(Table 1 gives the strength of a section of each test bar 1 in. square by 1'2 in. long.

(To be consulted in connection with Plate 104 and Table 1 )
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CAST-IRON. Plate 104.

Fit;'. 24. SJiniikagc Charl.

A)ipn).\iinate relation of Shriiikagt- to size of CastiiiK ami to percentage of Silicon.

(To be oonsulted with Plate 103 and Talile 1.)
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MUl-V^IO RC.OC/-M-VOn 'APPENDIX \\J'

STRAIN AND ANNEALING.
Aliiiiiiiiiiiiii.

Cast. X 30 diiiins.

I HI It I I '.I .

I'h

In^i^ot. 12 Jidiiis. Fig. S. Cast and Strained. x 5 diams.

Mechanical E)is:ineers 1904.





ALLOYS HESLAKCH appendix iv. rUitc J()(>.

STRAIN AND ANNEALING.

g. g. Bismuth. Cii.^t. jOJiiims. Fig. lo. Bi. Cast lUid Shiiinnl . .U) d

.

.II. Bi. Iii^i^ot, Jiiicfitriil

Fig. ij. Cadniiinn. Cast, x 30 dim/is

g. 12. Cadmiiiui. Cast, x 30 diaiiis.

M Fig. 15. Cd. Cast and Strained. x30d.

Mechanical E]ig'uicers 1904.





Cadiiiiinii.

Q. i6. Rolled and Annealed.

30 didius.

Rolled. Fig. 17.

Mechanical Engineers 1904.





'-"-'-v-/ I VJ I » L_vJl_/-v I »\^ I I i^APPENDIX IV'. 1 Idle /lyO.

STRAIN AND ANNEALING.

1^.2-1. Copper. Skncly cooled, x JU d. Fig. 23. Cii. Electrolytic, x 50 diaiiis.

g. 26. Cii. Impure. Cast. x 30 d. Fig. 27. Rolled Copper. x JO diaiiis

Copper Foil.

ig. 28. Unannealed. x 50 diaiiis. Fig. 2Q. Annealed. x 50 dianis.

Fig. 3(j. Copper.

owly cooled, x Ih dianis. Fig. ji. GoW. SUru-ly cooled. x JO diains.

Mecliaiilcal Eiii[iint'is 190-1.





STRAIN AND ANNEALING.

32. Lead crystah. I reduced. I V\\:,. M- Cjuld. Slon'ly C(wled. x 10 d.

Meclianicdl Einrinccrs 1904.





X JO ciiinus.

Mcclianical li)i<si)ieers 1904
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STRAIN AND ANNEALING.

/ lllli III

Fi^;- 45- Sheet Lead. Fig. 46. Rolled Lead.

Fig. 47. Sheet Lead. Annealed {Fig. 45). F^ig. 4S. Annealed {Fig. 46).

Miiliauicdl Ens[ineers 1904.





MLLWTO nizocLMni^n 'appendix ivi. t^iatc 1 1 z.

STRAIN AND ANNEALING.

Y'xg.^g. Phitinutn. Shn^ly cooled. \30d. Fig. 50. Silver. Ini;ot. Surface. x30d.

Fig. 51. Ag. Slowly cooled. x 15 d. Fig. 52. .l.i,'. Cast under Salt, x 30 d.

Fig. 53. .^.i^. Cast under cover of Salt. x30d. Fig. 54. Ag. Electrolytic. x8d.

'S- 55- Ag. Cast under cover of Salt, x 30 d. Fig. 36. Ag. Electrolytic. x8d.

MccJinnicnl Eiio^ineers 1904.





Fig- 57-

ALLOYS RESEAKUH (appendix iv). i^iate //J.

STRAIN AND ANNEALING.

Silver.

Cupelled. x30 dicims. Fig. 58.
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Fig. 59. Continuation of Fig. 57. Fig. (.n. Cupelled. x 15 dicims.

mmmW

mv\S
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Fig. 61. Continuation of Fig. .>!> Fig. 62. Cupelled. x .50 (/i<;;»,s-.

<,

f"^

Mechanical Eiunneers 1904,
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ALLUYo KtocMttun (APPENDIX IV). i^Laie I m.

Ag. Cupelled c^vAjir.in^i; Ch. -- /:J ,//,//!/-. I'l-. r)4.

Mechanical Evcriueers 1904.





ALLOYS RESEARCH (appendix iv) Plate 115.

Tin.

Fig. 70. Cdst. Surfdcc, V JOiliciiiis. I'it;. 71. Cust. Siirfaci. v 75 d'uiius.

Wiit'/.<i-. ./

Dendrite^. . 30 diains. Fi'^. jt,. Dendrites. Deeply cfrln-d. -JOd.

'ig. 74. Cast. Deeply etelied. - )(>d. Fig. 75. Cast. EteJied. - JO dinnis.

Fig. 77.

Mechanical Eti^ineers 1904.





ALLOYS RESEARCH (appendix iv). Plate 116.

Tin.

Fiir. 7.^. Rolled and Anucdlcd Vv^. 70. Rolled

Cast. iMt;. Si. Annealed {Fig 79).

Mi'cliaiiicnl Ensrineers 1904.





ALLOYS RESEARCH iappendix iv» Plate 117.

Tin.

Fig.S2. Rolled. 0-J mm. thick. \ 30d. Fif,'.S^^. RoUed. 0- 1 mm. thick. xJOd.

Fig. 86. Annealed. 0.5 7tim. thick. yJ5d. Fig.Sj. Annealed. 0-25 mm. thick, xlod.

Fig. 88. Hammered, x 30 diams. F\g.Sg. Hammered and Annealed. x35 d.

Mecliaitical Eiis^iiieers 1904.





Mk- 90

ALLUYb Ktbt-AKUM (appendix ivi. i^late /IS.

Tin.

Inih'tilid. X 35 iliiims. Fij^. 91. Aiinculcd. y 3j ditiDis.

Fi.s;. 94. Hciitcd to nu'ltiiti^ point. > 35 d. Fit:;. 013. t'tintiiic oj i tt^. Ul. 35 d.

MecJiauical Engineers 1904.





ALLOYS RESEARCH (appendix (v).

STRAIN AND ANNEALING.

Tni.

Fig. yf). Stniiucd tind Htclifd. JO d'uniis.

Plate 119.

'^\

MeciKuiuiu t^iii/nictis 1904.





ALLOYS RESEARCH (appendix ivi

STRAIN AND ANNEALING.
Plate 120.

Mrrhnuirnl F.1I cri 11 fiPIS 1 Q04.
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ALLOYS RESEARCH appendix iv Plate 121.

Zinc.

"if,'. 104. Ccist Surface. x 30 duiDis. I'"ii,'. 105. ( '<(.s/. lUisc. JO'diaius.

Mechanical Engineers 1904.





LATHE-TOOL DYNAMOMETER EXPERIMENTS. /'/. 122.

Flrsl Dyiuiiiioiiuic'f, iiiciisiijing Vciiual Force only.

Fiii. I. Side Elcvalioii.

itea^

Fig. 2. Front View. Fig. 3. Back View.

Mechanical Engineers igo4.





LATHE-TOOL DYNAMOMETER EXPERIMENTS. Fl. 1 2-

Second or i'luvcrsdl Dyiuunoiiiclcr.

Fig. 4. Sfdloiuil Elevalion.

Fig. s 'P/'"'-

Mechanical Engineers 1904.
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LATHE-TOOL DYNAMOMETER EXPERIMENTS. PL 124.

Second or Vtiivcrsal Dyiuiiiiomctcr.

Fiij. 6. Front View.

Fig. 7. Side View.

Mechanical Engineers igo^.





LATHE-TOOL DYNAMOMETER EXPERIMENTS. PI.12S.

I'llH'cTScll Dviuiiuoiiutti'.

Fig. 8.

Side View.

Fig. 9.

Front View.

Fig. 10.

Plan.

Mechanical Engineers 11^04.
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Fij>. I 1

.

MEDIUM CAST IRON.

Fig. .2.

MEDIUM CAST IRON.
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LATHE-TOOL DYNAMOMETER EXPERIMENTS. /'/./_';.

SOFT STEEL,\fluW pressed). SOFT STEEL, (fluid ppsMad).

TOOL ANOLES 4S°CUTTING 45*P1.AN

TRAVERSE 'ft

i +

Fig. 17.

SOFT STEEL, (fluid pressed).

02 -OJ -04. "OS *06 'OT -08 So: II

AREA OF CUT (cut x traverse)

TOOL ANGLES feo'cUTTlNG 45°PLAN

TRAVERSE 'h ®
% e

Fig. 18.

SOFT STEEL, (fluid pressed)

.0* .o5 -oti '07 'oS S«r.iN

AREA OF CUT (cut « tra.epM)

Mechanical Engineers igo^.

01 .02 *<'5 '<'* 'OS *<**» •*'^ "^^ Scj'.lNi

AREA OF CUT (cut X traverse)
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Fiij. 22.

Fig. 19.

MEDIUM CAST IRON

VARIATION OF CUTTING STRESS WITH ANCLE OP TOOL.

/DIFFERENT TRAVERSES^

FAILURE TRIALS OF TOOLS
WITH VARIOUS CUTTING ANGLE'S

CUT:^" , TRAVEIRSEI ^.
SPEED -\S FEET PER JVIIN'-

MINSi

75/vs
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SOFT STEEL, (fluid pressed)

Fig. 2 I .
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Fisj. 26. Fig. 27.

tIATlON OF Sl/RFACINC. &. TRAVERSING FORCES

with different plan angles.

(cutting angle SS'throuohout^

SOFT steel (fluid pressed)

:;-^-
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— 60
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^05^
^^UT^
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; h
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to

MS 45 67-5

PLAN ANCLES

VARIATION OF SURFACING & TRAVERSINC FORCEb

with different cutting ANGLES.

(plan ANGLE 45' THROUGHOUT.^

SOFT STEEL (fluid pressed)

CUTTINC. AN&LE.S

Fig. 28.

VARIATION OF PERCENTAGE OF SURFACING AND

TRAVERSING FORCES WITH DIFFERENT CUTS.

EXPERIMENT No Tl»)a,.t, 6, <*,« <"wi/-

TOOL ANGLES 5S°CUTTING_45''pLAN

Fig. 29.

VARIATION Of ANGLE OF INCLINATION OF R TO THE

HORIZONTAL \_\eO- {oi^^ +tj;)]]=-U,ANO OF ANGLE

OF INCLINATION OF R TO THE NORMAL TO THE TOP

TOOL SURFACe(v) with CUTTINC ANGLE .

o.| e-z O'i 0-4. o*s

DEPTH OF CUT

Mcchanicdl Engineers 1904

AO° 50° so* To' »'' 3°

CUTTING ANGLE OF TOOL*





LATHE-TOOL DYNAMOMETER EXPERIMENTS. PL ijo.

Fig. 31. \'ari;ition of C'utling Forces us Cut progresses.

Speed, Dead Slow. Soft Steel (fluid pressed).

fin. cut. Jin. traverse. Tool Angles 55° cutting, 67^* plan.
Lbs.
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Fig. 32. Diagram of Cutting Force on Soft Steel.

Expt. No. 636. I Feb., 1904. Speed i foot in 4J hours.
|in. cut. ^in. traverse. Tool angles 60° cutting, 45° plan.
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'lechanical Engineers igo^.
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SUMMER MEETING IN AMERICA. Plate 131-

llUiiiunalcd Address

to the American Societv of Mechanical Eni<ineers.
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July 190-4. 961

Sjjc Institution of Pedjanical OBiiginctrs.

PROCEEDINGS.

July 1904.

An Ordinary General Meeting was held at tlie Institution

on Friday, 22nd July 1904, at Eleven o'clock a.m. ; J. Hartley

WiCKSTEED, Escj., President, in tlie chair.

The Minutes of the April Meeting and of the American Meeting

were read and confirmed.

The President announced that the Ballot Lists for the election

of New Members had been opened by a committee of the Council,

and that the following one hundred and seven candidates wore found

to be duly elected :

—

Baker, Joseph Allen, London.

BuowN, Harold Henry Lane, Lucknow.

Cook, Alfred Bickersteth, . . London.

Cornish, Henry James, Lieut, and Qtn. R.E. Gibraltar,

Crocker, John, Devonport.

Davidson, William, . Ajmere.

De Mattos, Joseph Hilbert, . Dorchester.

Donaldson, Thornycroft, . London.

Eraser, Harry John, . London.

Hamilton, William David, . Glasgow.

HoPKiNSON, Bertram, . Cambridge.

Jackson, Gerald Hart, Northampton

Keith, James, . . . . . London.

3 T
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PEBuy, William Frederick Suckling, . Iiangoon.

Still, William, ..... London.

TuRNBULL, William Lawrie, . . . Glasgow.

Unsworth, Robert Harry, . . . Ipswich.

ASS0CLA.TE MEMBERS.

Ainscough, Walter,

altken, eobebt reginald, .

Allison, Thomas Ernest,

Anderson, James Keith,

Bagshawe, Benjamin Wyatt,

Beeching, Frank William, .

Bloyd, Francis George,

Brixey, Charles Edward William

Bruce, Johk George, .

Bryan, Bernard William,

Buck, Edward Clarke,

Bukbidge, Alfred Humphrey,

Burnett, William Battery, .

Buxton, Eichard Henry,

Cannon, Reginald,

Carr, Christopher Ralph,

Carter, John Arthur, .

Clegg, Robert Ingham,

Coleridge, Henry Hill,

Cooper, Arthur,

Cozens-Hardy, Edward Herbert,

Creighton, James,

Crew, Malcolm Hillier,

Cross, William Mark, .

Crossley, John, .

Davenport, John Alfred,

Davies, Frederick William, .

Derbyshire, John,

Dunn, James,

Leeds.

Jamaica.

London.

Sheffield.

Newark.

Birmingham.

London.

London.

London.

Romford.

Pretoria.

London.

Colombo.

Tarkwa, W. Africa.

Johannesburg.

Bath.

Stowmarket.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Singapore.

Ipswich.

London.

Eastbourne.

London.

Bristol.

Birmingham.

Liverpool.

Nottingham.

Wakefield.

Leeds.
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Elliott, George Henrt,

Emebt, James Inman,

Enock, John Kemp,

Eteks, Ctkil,

Field, Arthur Josiah,

Foster, Egbert John,

Gratell, Arthur,

Greaves, William,

Haden, Charles Ingham,

Hannah, James Cameron,

Howard, Henley Lionel,

Howell, Thomas Braithwaite,

Jack, James Haddow, .

Marty, Ernesto, .

Mason, William, .

Moraes, Henry Francis,

JS'esbitt, Edward Arthur,

Newton, Eupert,

Norton, James Henry,

Perklns, Albert William,

Phillips, Walter Henry,

Pontifex, Beaumont,

Porter, Edwin Charles Gilbert,

Prideaux, Francis Grevile, .

Eichmond, William Pearson,

Eyan, John, . .

Sauvee, Leon Louis,

Steedman, Henry Percy Gobmanston,

Storie, George Bright,

Stove, Alfred Edwin, .

Stringer, Percy,

Sturgeon, Wiuliam Eustace,

Sutherland, Donald, Jun.,

Walker, Thomas,

Webster, Arthur Guy,

Williams, Edward John,

London.

Madras.

London.

Newton-le-Willows.

London.

Sheffield.

Nahan, India.

Sheffield.

Trowbridge.

Northampton.

Manchester.

Manchester.

Sheffield.

Buenos Aires.

London.

Penang.

London.

Sheffield.

London.

London.

London.

Trowbridge.

Eeading.

Dublin.

Liverpool.

Paris.

London.

London.

Eochdale.

London.

London.

Leeds.

Leith.

Tewkesbury.

Sheffield.

Waltham Abbey.

3 T 2
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WiLLtAsis, Norman Clabingbould,

Wood, William John Hauyey,

WUNDERLICH, AdOLPII, .

Yates, Alfred Tdfnell,

Birmingbam.

Bolton.

Charlton.

Gibraltar.

graduates.

Amy, Philip Alfred,

Bloomfield, Charles AVilliam,

CotesWORTH, Cuthbeut Gilfillan,

Foote, Thomas Dickson,

Fraser, Stafford Robert Charles,

Harris, Henry Lionel, .

Harrow, Thomas William,

Haswell, John Frederick, .

Hour, Egbert,

Launay, Gaston de.

Marsh, Harry Evelyn,

Merriman, George William Steward,

Owen, Edward Hughes,

EicH, Sidney Ckesswell Gaylor,

Smith, Arthur Joel,

Smith, Arthur Macklow,

Stewart, Donald,

Thompson, Bernard Valentine,

Troughton, Henry James,

Vyyyan-Eobinson, Cecil Albert,

Witherington, Charles Hanington,

London.

PlumstGacl.

London.

Antigua.

Crewe.

London.

Oswestry.

Euabon.

London.

Montreal.

Scbenectady, N.Y.

London.

Oswestry.

Oswestry.

Birmingham.

London.

London.

Northampton.

London.

Cardiff.

Eeadinof.

The President announced that the following eight Transferences

had been made by the Council :

—

Associate Members to Memhers.

Blagden, Henry Eoeert Cecil, . . Alexandria.

Bonniwell, Pekcival Ormond, . . London.

Carolin, Edward Maklay, . . . Pretoria.
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Ellis, Jesse, ....... Maidstone.

FowLEB, Percy Merwood,..... Johannesburg,

HiLDRETH, William Augustus, . . . Coventry.

MicHELL, William Henry, Engineer-Lieut., E.N. . London.

Taylor, William, ...... Liverpool.

The following Paper was then read and discussed :

—

" Design and Test of a modern Factory Steam-Power Plant " ; by Mr.

Edward G. Hiller, Slemher, of Manchester.

The Meeting terminated at Half-past One o'clock p.m. The

attendance was 82 Members and 16 Visitors.



9G6 JfLYiooi.

CONVEESAZIONE.

A CoNVEKSAziOKE was lielcl at tlie lustitution on Thursday, 2l6t

July 1904, when the Members and their friends were received by the

Pkesident and Mrs. Wicksteed. During the evening the band of

His Majesty's Scots Guards played a selection of music, and vocal

music was rendered in the Library. Lantern slides, illustrating the

St. Louis Exhibition and other places visited by the Institution in

May and June 1904, were shown and described by the Secretary,

preceded by a short Address by the President on the same subject.

The number of Guests was about 700.
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DESIGN AND TEST OF A

MODERN FACTOEY STEAM-POWEE PLANT.

By Mr. EDWAKD G. HILLEK, Member, of Manchester.

In view of the interest excited at the present time by the

competition of the gas-engine and the steam-turbine in power

production, it is thought it would be interesting to give to the

Institution the following particulars of the construction and test

of a modern Factory Steam-Power Plant which was designed with

the object of obtaining good commercial economical results. By

commercial economical results is meant, that the object in view

is not simply to obtain an engine which will use the smallest

number of pounds of steam per indicated horse-power per hour,

but one which will, taking account of the capital, maintenance, fuel,

water, and other incidental expenses, produce the power required on

the flywheel at the lowest total cost for steam plant.

This plant has now been running for about twelve months at the

mills of the Bessbrook Spinning Co., Bessbrook, Co. Armagh, Plates

132 and 133. The specifications and general design of the plant

were prepared by the Consultative Branch of the National Boiler and

General Insurance Company under the direction of the author, and

the supervision of the construction of the engine and plant was

carried out by the staff of the company.
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The alterations at the Bessbrook Mills are an interesting

example of the advantage of converting a group of old mills,

driven by separate and iudojjondent steam-engines, to a method of

driving from a central station with more modern and economical

plant.

In the case of the Bessbrook Mills, the buildings formed three

sides of a quadrangle, with one wing forming an extensive

weaving-shed driven previously by a separate horizontal cross

compound tandem engine with horizontal air-pump. The other

wing was driven by bevel gearing from the main block. The

main block itself consisted of two mills placed end to end with

each portion driven by a separate engine. One of these engines was

an old pair of beam engines, and the other engines were a pair of

double tandem compound horizontal engines. The three engines

drove by gearing, there being altogether three upright shafts and

three sets of horizontal second-motion shafts.

The most suitable site for the new engine was on the side of

the mill furthest from the present boiler-house, and consequently an

exceptionally long steam-pipe range was necessary. Plates 132 and 133.

Due account had to be taken of the high price of coal at Bessbrook

(which may be taken approximately at IGs. per ton), the necessity

for avoiding breakdowns, the isolated position of the mills in the

country, and their distance from any large engineering centre, where,

in the event of breakdown, skilled workmen could be readily obtained.

It was decided to have the engines of ample power in order to

allow for any subsequent extensions. The engines were therefore

constructed to develop, if necessary, under regular work, at least

1,500 I.H.P. without material falling off in economy.

General Arbangemekt of Plaist.

{Plates 132 and 133.)

The plant consists of the following :

—

Three Lancashire Boilers, 8 feet by 30 feet, at 160 lbs. ; two

boilers being required for the load, the other being a spare.

One Green's Fuel Economiser, 224 pipes.
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Three Musgrave and Dixon Superheaters, one to eacli boiler.

217 square feet heating surface each.

10-inch Main Eange Steam-Pipes.

4-inch Feed Ranges.

One Weir Feed-Pump. (Stand-by.)

1,200-I.H.P. Cross Compound Engine, 25 inches and 52-inch

cylinders by 5 feet stroke, working at 65 revolutions.

The feed-water for the boilers is taken from the discharge of the

jet condenser; it is then pumped into the economiser and passed

through it into the boilers. The steam passes from each boiler

through the superheater in the downtake flue at the back of the

boiler, and thence to the main steam range, by which it reaches the

engine.

Boilers.—The three boilers, which are of the standard Lancashire

type, are provided with the usual fittings. Two of the boilers are

sufficient for the load. The boilers have the ordinary furnace fronts

and are hand-fired. Poulton's blocks were used for the setting.

The tops of the boilers and the front end-plates are covered with

magnesia composition ; in addition, the boiler' fronts are protected

by blue j)lanished steel casings.

The principal dimensions of the boilers are as follows :

—

Internal diameter inside inner rings . 8 feet

length .... 30 feet

„ diameter of furnace tubes 3 feet 2 inches

Tliickness of shell plates (mild steel) ig-inch

„ „ flue tubes (Adamsou flanged

seams, mild steel) . jSj-inch (end rings

-H-inch)

„ ., end plates mild steel . ij-inch

Diameter of junction valves . 7 inches

Diameter of feed valves . 2| inches

Intended safety-valve load . 160 lbs. per square inch.

Superheaters.—These are of the Musgrave and Dixon type. One

is placed behind each boiler, and is traversed by the flue gases

immediately on leaving the furnace tubes. Each superheater
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coiiBists of 35 U tubes of solid-drawn steel, arranged in parallel

;

the tubes are 1-,''^ inch outside diameter, and about 15 feet total

length. The heating surface is 217 Bf[uaro feet, and the area of

passage for the steam is equivalent to that of a 7^ inches diameter

pipe. The tube plate 1j inch thick is made of mild steel, while the

top box is of cast steel. Thermometer pockets are arranged before

and after the superheater.

Steam Pipes.—The steam-pipe range is of mild steel and 10 inches

diameter.

The total length of the 10-inch piping is about 145 feet, and

next to the engine there is about 10 feet of 9 inches diameter

piping. A drop leg, of 21 inches internal diameter and 4 feet

6 inches high, is fitted immediately before the main engine

stop-valve, and the pipes are arranged with a fall from the boilers

to this point. The straight lengths are lap-welded, and the bends,

tees, and elbows are of cast steel.

Economisers.—These are of the ordinary " Green " type. The

water rises through all the vertical pipes ; these are arranged in

three groups of 64, 96, and 64 = total 224 pipes.

Auxiliary Feed-Pump.—For boiler-feeding and manufacturing

purposes when the main engine is at rest, a Weir feed-pump has

been erected ; the pump is of the well-known type, single cylinder,

double-acting vertical, and has a capacity of 4,000 gallons per hour,

at a speed of 12 double-strokes to the minute. The steam cylinder

is 9 inches diameter and the water cylinder 7 inches diameter, and

both strokes are 21 inches. This feed-pump was used for feeding

during the tests.

Description of Engine.

{Plates 134 and 185.)

The engine is of the horizontal compound expansion jet-

condensing type, with two overhung cranks set at right angles, the
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H.P. crank leading. The general arrangement of the engine is shown

on Plates 132 and 133. Plates 134 and 135 give further details.

General Description.—The cylinders are unjacketed. The high-

pressure cylinder is supj^lied with superheated steam, and a reheatcr

is fitted to heat the low-pressure cylinder steam supply. The steam

used for reheating purposes is taken by a separate 3-inch branch

from the main steam-pipe, and arrangements are made to pass the

hot water of condensation to the feed supply of the boilers. Two

Edwards' air-pumps, each 26 inches diameter by 18 inches stroke, are

worked off the tail-rod of the high-pressure piston. The flywheel,

20 feet diameter, is grooved for thirty-six l|-inch ropes, and the power

is transmitted direct from the engine to the various floors of the mill.

General Sizes.—The principal dimensions of the engine are given

below :

—

Economical load 1,200 horse-power.

_ ,. , . (H.P. 25 and T^.j-in. diam.
Cylinder sizes

|l.P. 52 and J'-in. diam.

Stroke of Engine 5 feet.

Revolutions per minute . . . . .05.

Crank-shaft of forged Siemens-Martin Mild Steel

—

T-wo necks . . . . ... . loins, diam. by 31 ius. long.

Diameter of body of shaft . . . • 16J ins.

Diameter of body at flywheel . . . 19 ins.

Crank-pins 9 ins. diam. by 10J ins. long.

Crank of forged scrap iron . . . . .10 ins. thick.

Piston-rods and tail-rods of mild steel . . • {l P 7 ins.' diam

^, , , (20 feet diam.
Fly^lieel

_
. . jgg i|.ijj ropes.

Weight of rim of wheel . . . .33 tons.

Steam stop-valve 9 ins. diam.

Injection valve 7 ins. diam.

Keheater of mild steel

—

Diameter of outer shell . . . . 3 ft. 1 1 ins.

Number of tubes...... 101.

Internal diameter of tubes . . . . • 2J ins.

Heating surface exposed to heating steam . 600 sq. ft.
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Wt'ltjJits ofprincipal Reciprocating Paris.

II.P. Side, L.P. Side

Count (.ting-Ilod . . . 11)9. 2890 2890

Ouo pair of Main Slide-Bloekri . „ 504 504

Pistun-Rod Crosshead . . ,. 728 728

Pifiton-Rod . 1905 2575

Pistou ..... 840 2800

Buck Slide-Block . 220 2G0

Air-Pump Gear.

One Top Connecting-Rod . . lbs. ICS

Two Air-Pump Connccting-Uodd 224 each

Two Crosslieads and Slide-Clocks 224 „

Two Pump Buckets .... 504 „

Two Pump Bucket Rods 280 „

One Ail-Pump Lever 2G90

Stresses in the inineipal part>^—
Crank-shaft necks (combined bending and twisting)

Crank-pius (bending) .....
(bearing)

Piston-rod body (compressive and tensile)

„ at cotter hole (compressive and tensile)

Crosshead pin (bearing)

„ „ (bending) ....
Connecting-rod cotters and gibs (shearing)

lbs. per sq. in.

G,770

5,440

785

2,030

3,542

1,650

3,280

5,520

Basis of Calculations.—The load on the high-pressure piston has

been taken at 160 lbs. pressure per square inch, and in the low-

pressure as 35 lbs. per square inch. This gives practically the same

total load on each.

CranTc-Shaft Neclcs.—The total overhang of the crank has been

taken at 23 inches for the purpose of calculating the bending

moment. For the calculation of the twisting moment, the total force

on the piston has been taken as acting tangentially to the crank

circle at a radius of 30 inches.
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Granlc-Pin.—The stress is calculated as in a cantilever uniformly

loaded with a total load ef[ual to the load on the piston.

Piston-Rod Bodi/.—The stress given is the simple compressive

and tensile stress due to the steam load on the piston.

Crossliead Pin.—This is calculated with the load as uniformly

distributed on a beam with ends simply supported.

Fig. 7.

—

High-pressure Cylinder.

=4r^

Cylinders.—The cylinders are unjacketed, Fig. 7. They 'are

covered on the barrels and covers with magnesia heat non-

conducting composition not less than 2J inches thick, and |the

whole is covered with planished steel secured by screws. The inner

surfaces of the cylinder are machined smooth and polished. The

steam and exhaust valve chambers are cast with the cylinders,

and are placed beneath the cylinder at each end, as shown on

Plate 135.

The valves are of the Corliss type, arranged so that the cut-off

in the high-pressure cylinder is controlled by the governor. The
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cut-off in the low-pressuro cylinder is adjustable by hand. Floating

metallic packing is used for tho piston-rod glands.

The piston-rods in both cylinders aro prolonged to back slides,

which are so arranged as not to interfere in any way with tho

removal of the back covers of tho cylinders. Tlie pistons aro

Macbeth's patent with white-metal anti-friction shoes, and

Eamsbottom spring rings which extend three-fourths of the

circumference only.

Fhjioheel.—Tho double flywheel is built in two sections with

eight arms and eight segments each. Along the front of the flywheel

is arranged a bar, which is connected by levers to a bell, so that,

should any rope begin to fray or over-ride, it will come in contact

with this bar, and so ring the bell to alarm the attendant.

Governors.—The governing of tho engine is effected by an

ordinary high-speed centrifugal loaded governor, assisted by a

supplementary governor. The load on the main governor partly

consists of a weight secured to the end of a screwed lever. The

sensitive supplementary governor at the slightest change from

middle position can, by means of gearing, slowly screw this lever

and its balance ball outwards or inwards if the engine varies from

the desired mean speed, and this action takes place quite

independently of any quicker movement of the main governors.

In this way, while the prompt action of the main governor is

not affected, nor the length of the governor rods altered, as in some

arrangements, it is possible to secure an almost dead mean speed

irrespective of permanent load changes, vacuum variations, or

boiler pressure fluctuations. Without this device, the main

governors would have to run in a different plane, and consequently

at a different engine speed for each change in the cut-off point.

Special devices are provided to prevent the supplementary governor

being injured by over-screwing. A suitable knock-off gear is also

provided.

I
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BeJieater.—The relaeater between the cylinders is of the tubular

type, with boiler steam outside the tubes and low-pressure steam

inside the tubes. It consists of an outer shell, 3 feet 11 inches

internal diameter and 8 feet long, and two tube plates with 101 tubes

2^ inches internal diameter. On the underside of the reheater shell

is fitted a drain bottle, from which the water of condensation is

carried to the suction side of the boiler feed-pump. The shell, the

tube plates, and the tubes are made from Siemens-Martin mild steel.

This reheater is covered with heat non-conducting composition.

Barring Engine.—The barring engine, which is a small two-

cylinder vertical, 6 inches diameter by 6 inches stroke, gears with

the flywheel, which has teeth cast on the inside of the rim. Steam

is supplied to the engine from the main steam-pipe range, and the

gearing is so arranged that when the main engine starts away,

the driving pinion is thrown out of gear, and automatically shuts

off the steam from the barring engine.

Lubrication.—Both cylinders are fitted with large sight-feed

lubricators having three deliveries, which are fed from two

mechanical pumps, and in addition to these with a large non-

automatic brass hand-pump flushing lubricator. JThe main bearing

pedestal caps are each fitted with oil-pump and oil-box with sieves,

through which the oil is filtered after being pumped from the crank

race. A centrifugal oiler of the banjo type is attached to each

crank, and is supplied with a sight-feed arrangement. The piston-

rods are lubricated at each end of the cylinder with the ordinary

continuous lubricator depending on capillary attraction.

Bearings.—The main bearings are all lined with magnolia metal.

Grease Separator.—A large vessel was fitted in the low-pressure

exhaust pipe in order to separate as much oil as possible from the

exhaust steam. This vessel has not been successful. (See further

remarks on page 1002.)
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Arrarifjemcnts for the Test.—The test was carried out by the

special staff of The National Boiler and General Insurance Co.,

under the supervision of the author, the arrangement of all the

details being carried out by his Assistant, Mr. Henry Pilling,

Member.

Coal Measurement.—The coal was all weighed on tested scales

into numbered 1-cwt. bags, the tare of each bag being made the

same. Twenty bags were employed, and as each bag was filled and

weighed it was set down in numerical order, ready for tipping on the

firing floor as required.

Feed -Water Measurement.—Two vertical cylindrical tanks of

galvanised iron, each 3 feet diameter and about 6 feet high were

used for the feed-water measurement. Each tank had a gauge-glass

extending from near the bottom of the tank to the top, and behind

each glass a graduated scale was fixed. The calibration of the tanks

was made by the addition of water at 63^ F., 100 lbs. being added

at one time, and the height of the water was noted and marked on the

scale after each addition. Eacb tank was supplied by a separate visible

delivery with separate cock, and the tanks were used alternately.

The cocks on the ;putlet side of the tanks were examined and found

tight, as were also all the joints on the feed ranges. The Weir

pump was used for the boiler feed supply, and the steam for this

pump was taken from the isolated No. 3 boiler.

Indications of Engine.—Four Crosby indicators were used, one

being attached by a short direct connection to each end of each

cylinder. Both ends of the H.P. cylinder were indicated

simultaneously, and immediately afterwards the same procedure was

carried out with the L.P. cylinder. Diagrams were also taken at

intervals from the " Edwards " air-pumps.

Mevolutions.—A revolution counter was attached to the engine,

and the total revolutions were thus taken for the whole time, but

the speed was checked at intervals by timing with a stop watch.
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Beheater Water Measurements.—Careful measurement was made

during the two tests on Thursday, 11 June 1903, of all the condensed

water resulting from the steam used in the reheater. The

measurement was made by collection in buckets, which were

immediately weighed.

Pressures.—Special standard pressure-gauges were attached to

the boilers, and the gauges on the engine were compared with

standard instruments.

Draughts.—Draught readings were taken over the firebridges of

the boilers, at the inlet and at the outlet to the economiser, and at

the chimney base. The instrument used for this purpose was the

J ordinary U tube, containing water, and having a graduated scale

behind.

Flue-Gas Analysis, and Temperature.—Samples of the flue gases

and also the flue temperatures were taken at the inlet and outlet of

the economiser. The collection of samples was made continuously

throughout the tests. The periods of collection varied from

45 minutes to 75 minutes. The analyses of the flue gases were

carried out in an Orsat apparatus. The thermometers used were of

the mercurial type with compressed nitrogen over the mercury.

Leahages.—A certain amount of drip leakage occuiTed at one of

the boiler safety-valves and also at the economiser safety-valves.

These drips were weighed and subtracted from the total weight of

feed to the boilers, in order to obtain the actual quantity of steam

which passed to the engine. No other deductions of any kind have

been made, the whole of the balance of the feed-water being taken ap

the steam consumption of the engine.

Calibration of Instruments.—All the instruments used were

carefully calibrated before the test. The indicators were the latest

pattern of the Crosby type, and were checked for accuracy at all parts

of the spring range on the special testing gear of The National Boiler

3 u
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and General Insurance Co. With this apparatus steam up to

300 lbs. pressure can bo used, and each spring is tested in its own

indicator against duplex standard prossure-giiug< s which liavo been

calibrated against a mercury column. In this way the whole error

of the instrument is ascertained, whether of the motion or of the

spring, and each spring is tested as nearly as possible under the

temperature conditions which obtain in actual use of the indicator.

The springs were tested for pressures below atmospheric pressure by

dead-weight loading. All thermometers were tested in oil either

against the Company's electrical pyrometer or against Kew certificated

standard glass thermometers.

Description of Test.—On the day previous to the test, all the

instruments were placed in position and trial readings taken, so that

no hitch which could be foreseen might interfere with the official

test. On Thursday, 11 June, the test was commenced exactly at

9 a.m. The engine had been started at 6 a.m. that morning and only

stopped from 8.15 to 8.35 for oiling and cleaning purposes, so that

the conditions were normal. The watches of the various observers

were compared and corrected before the start, and all steps were

taken for having the readings made as nearly as possible at the same

time. The observations of temperatures, pressures, and the

indications were made at intervals of twenty minutes during the

four-hour test which followed (pages 992 to 997). Samples of the flue

gases were collected almost continuously, the periods of collection

averaging about one hour. The water-levels in the boilers were

noted at the start, and at the end of the test these levels were exactly

the same as at the beginning. The water-gauges were not touched

for an hour before the beginning and ending of the tests. Care was

taken to have the fires at the end of the test as nearly as possible in

the same condition and of the same thickness as at the start. The

fires were cleaned of clinker before 9 a.m., and the ashes and clinker

cleared out from below the firegrate. The firing floor was swept and

the test started with a clean floor. The same procedure was carried

out before the test finished.
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The various observers were distributed as follows :

—

One observer for feed-water measurement.

One observer for coal measurement and water-gauge levels.

One observer for boiler pressure, temperature before and after

superheating, and draught at boiler firebridge and at chimney.

One observer for the collection of flue gases, analysis of same and

flue temperature and draught readings, before and after economiser.

One observer for the temperature reading of steam at the

entrance and exit of the reheater, temperature of injection and

overflow water, collection of reheater drainage water.

Two observers for the indication of the engine cylinders and air

pump, steam-pipe pressure, receiver pressure, and vacuum pressure

readings, also temperature in the exhaust pipe.

The test in the afternoon was conducted on exactly similar lines.

On Friday, 12 June, the engine was tested with no steam supply

to the reheater jacket, so that the conditions were those of an engine

without a reheater. In other respects the test was a repetition of

the others. The coal used in the boilers was not weighed at the

Friday test.

The following results of the tests are arranged on the lines

recommended by the Committee of the Institution of Civil

Engineers :

—

General Description and Dimensions of Boiler House Plant.

Type of Boilers :—Two Lancashii-e boilers, each with Musgrave and Dixon

superheater.

Pressure for which designed :—160 lbs. per square inch above atmospheric

pressure.

Tests made at an output of about 10,900 lbs. per hour at a pressure of about

155 lbs. per square inch.

Object of trials :—To determine the evaporative eflBciency of boilers.

jl^f General Description of Boilers and Leading Dimensions.

No.
1 Two Lancashire boilers, 8 feet diameter by 30 feet long.

Grate area, 38 square feet each boiler.

Water-heating surface, 920 square feet each boiler.

Ratio of water-heating surface to grate area, 24-21 to 1.

Superheating surface, 217 feet by 2 feet — 43i square feet.

8 u 2
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1

Hef.
No.

6

8

10

11

Methofl of stariing anfl stopping the test :—The fires were cleaned, the

clinkers und ashes removed, and tests started with thin clear fires. The

same procedure was carried out immediately before the testa finished,

and at the finish the fires were in same condition as at start.

Method of stoking :—Hand firing.

Production of draught:—By chimney.

Chimney:—Height about 140 feet. Area at bottom Hi} square feet.

Area at top 13-25 square feet.

Total grate area (excluding dead plate) :—7(J square feet. (Two Boilers.)

Total effective heating surface of two boilers and two superheaters:—2,274

square feet.

Capacity of water space :—2,322 cubic feet. (Two Boilers.)

Capacity of steam space :—694 cubic feet. „ „

Area of water surface in boilers :—431 square feet. (Two Boilers.)

Ref.

No.
12 Duration of trial

Particulars of Observations.

Thursday, 11 June 1903.

hours

Fud.

13 Description. North Wales

(Point of Ayr)

14 Fired per hour . . lbs.

15 Analysis of coal (see note

on page 988)

16 Moisture in fuel as fired . per lb.

1

7

Calorific value of dried fuel

by bomb calorimeter . B.Th.U. per lb.

18 Carbon value of 1 lb. of

dried fuel .

A''h and Clinker.

19 Total per hour

20 Carbonaceous matter in ash

per hour

Flue Gases.

21 Analysis of dry flue gases

—

Carbon dioxide .

Carbonic oxide

Oxygen

Nitrogen (by difference)

lbs.

lbs.

Morninc

4

1456

0-046

14040

0-938

111-5

46

By
vol.

Bv

Afternoon.

4

1409

0-046

14040

0-938

116-9

42

By By
weight. vol. weight,

percent. 6-34 9-45 8-28 12-25

13-0 14-09 10-36 11-15

80-66 76-46 81-36 76-6
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Ref.
No.
22

23

24

25

26

29

31

32

33

34

.36

Average temperature

leaving boiler flue

Mean specific heat of pro-

ducts of combustion

Air and Draught

Temperature of outside air

Barometric pressure (29-92

ius. of mercury) .

Draught over fire .

Draught at gas exit from

boilers

Draught at base of

chimney

Feed Water.

From pump per hour

Water evaporated per hour

Temperature of feed to

boilers

Steam.

Gauge pressure

Absolute pressure .

Temperature of saturation

Temperature of steam

leaving superheater

F°.

B.Th.U.

Thursday,

Morniug.

642

0-249

11 June 1903.

Afternoon.

635

0-249

F°. 62-7

F°. 259

pc 491-6

Ref.
No.

37

38

39

40

B.Th.U. Percent.
Morning.

14040 —

Heat Account and Deductions.

Boiler and Superheater.

Heat Account

{-per lb. of dried fuel).

Total heat value of 1 lb. of dried

fuel. (By bomb calorimeter) .

Available heat (hydrogen in coal

burned to steam) .

Heat transferred to the water and

superheated steam. (Thermal

efficiency) ....
Heat carried away by products of

combustion ....
Heat carried away by excess air .

64-6

'9. per sq. iu. 14-7 14-7

ins. of water 0-2 0-2

0-22 0-25

0-51 0-52

lbs. 10903 10964

j> 10901 10962

245

bs. per. sq. iu. 155-3 158-9

,, ,, ,, ,, 170 173-6

F°. 368-2 369-7

481-6

B.Th.U. Percent.
Afternoon.

13649

8173

100

59-89

14040

13649

8558

100

62-7

1658 12-15 1632 11-95

2628 19-26 1653 12-11
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Ref.
No.

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

52

53

Heat lost iu evaporating and in

BUpcrlieating moiaturc mixed iu

fuel 4-82 per cent. . . 66 4

Heat lost by incomplete com-

buBtion .... —
Heat lost by uiiburutcarbon in ash 482

Balance of heat accouut. Errors

of obsorvation and unmeasured

losses, such as, those due to

radiation, escape of unburnt

hydrocarbons, loss in hot ashes,

&c G41-C

Total . . . 13649

Deductions.

Heat transmitted per sq. ft. of

heating surface per hour . B.Th.U.

Weight of fuel fired per sq. ft.

of grate per hour

Weight of dried fuel per sq. ft.

of grate per hour

Water evaporated and super-

heated per lb. of fuel as fired .

Equivalent evaporation from and

at 212° per lb. of fuel as fired

Water evaporated and super-

heated per lb. of dried fuel .

51 Equivalent evaporation from and

at 212° per lb. of dried fuel .

Equivalent evaporation per lb.

of carbon value of dried fuel

from and at 212° F. .

Weight of feed evaporated from

and at 212° F. per. sq. ft. of

heating surface per hour

Air used per lb. of dried fuel .

Eatio of air used to air theoreti-

cally required

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

0-49 65-9

3-53 454-5

lbs.

Momins

4992

19-1.58

18-27

7-487

8-071

7-848

8-46

9-02

5 167

29-6

2-81

0-48

3-33

4-68 1285-6

100 13649

9-43

100

Afternoon.

5059

18-523

17-68

7-781

8-45

8-158

8-86

9-44

5-237

22-7

2-15

Note.—The specific heat of superheated steam has been taken at 0-6,

vide Bach in " Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure," 1902, page 729.
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ji^j_ Economiser.

No'.

57 General Description of Economiser :—Three groups of pipes, 8 + 8 + 12

by 8 pipes broad. Total 224 pipes.

58 Heating Surface uf Economiser :—2,240 square feet.

61

62

63

64

65

G6

77

78

79

80

85

87

Data deduced from Ohfervalions

Economiser.

Weight of feed water per hour .

Temperature of feed into .

Temperature of feed out of

Temperature of flue gases into .

Temperature of flue gases out of

Analysis of dry flue

leaving Economiser

—

Carbon dioxide (CO2) . per cent.

Carbonic oxide (CO) . ,,

Oxygen (0) . . . „

Nitrogen (by difference) (N) ,,

Tests.

Morning. Afternoon.

lbs. 10903 10964

F°. 60 61

F°. 258-8 244-7

F°. 642 635

F°. 326 299

By
vol.

By
weight.

By By
vol. weight.

. 5-39 8-06 6-57 9-78

14-14 15-38 12-30 13-32

80-47 76-56 81-13 76-90

Heat Account,

(per lb. of dried fuel.)

Heat received from boiler flues

in dry gases and steam per lb.

of dried fuel (reckoned from

air temperature) .

Heat transferred to tlie water

(efiiciency of economiser)

Heat carried off in chimney

gases . .

Balance of heat account, including

errors of observation and dif-

ference of heat contained in

brickwork at beginning and

end of tests ....
Deductions.

Heat transmitted per sq. ft. of

heating surface of economiser

per hour . . B.Th.U.

EfiBciency of boilers, economiser

and superheater combined per

cent. .....

Morning.

B.Th.U. Percent.

Afternoon.

B.Th.U. Percent.

4352

1560

2^131

461

968

100

35-85

53-56

10-59

3351

1499

1734

118

899

100

44-74

51-74

3-52

. 71-3 — 73-69

Note : Line 77 is obtained by adding together lines 39, 40, and 41.
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General Description and Dimensions of Engine House Plant.

Type of Engine :—Horizontal Compound Expansion, made by Messrs. J. and E.

Wood of Bolton.

Maker's rating of tlie power:—1,200 I. II. P. at 65 revolutions per minute, and at

160 lbs. per square inch stop-valve pressure.

Tests made at 980 I.II.P. by staff of National Boiler and General Insurance Co.

Tests Nos. 1 and 2 were made with reheater in use, and test No. 3 with no steam

in reheater jacket

Character of load :—Spinning machinery.

Object of trials :—Contract guarantee.

Bef.
No.
88 General description of Engine :—Horizontal Compound, two cranks 90°

apart, H.P. crank leading; reheating receiver between high-pressure

and low-pressure cylinders. No steam-jackets. Jet condensing with

two Edwards' air-pumps.

89 Type of Valves :—Corliss, all placed underneath cylinders.

90 How governed :—The governor controls the cut-otf in H.P. cylinder, and

the cut-off in L.P. cylinder is varied by hand only.

91 Method of measuring steam consumption:—Feed to boilers was measured,

and this was taken as equal to the weight of steam supplied to engine,

no allowance being made for any ordinary leakage at valve glands or

safety valves, except for a small quantity of water collected at the

economiser relief-valve, and at one boiler safety-valve.

92 Particulars of cylinders :

—

Diameter of cylinders

Diameter of piston-rods and tail-rods

Stroke of pistons ....
93 Volume swept by pistons per stroke .

93a Cylinder ratio ....
94 Clearance volumes per stroke (mean

of 2 ends) ..... per cent. 4-6 5*4

98 Receiver volume including pipes,

steam-chests of cylinder, and re-

heater pipes .... cubic feet 80

99 Reheater heating surface . . square feet 600

H.P. L.P.

inches 25s^2 52A
„ 6 7

„ 60 60

cubic feet 16-105 72-49

4 •501
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Data deduced from Observations.

11 Jun
Bef. Particulars of Observations. Morning. Afternoon. IMorning.

No. 1st test. 2nd test. 3rd test.

100 Duration of trial . . hours 4 4 4

101 Atmospheric pressure by aneroid

barometer . . lbs. per sq. in. 14-7 14-7 14-7

Steam.

102 Weight entering H.P. cylinder per

hour .... lbs. 10360 10355 11362

103 Weight used in reheater jacket per

hour .... lbs. 541 596 —
104 Pressure by gauge at boiler side of

stop valve . . lbs. per sq. in. 154-5 156 155*6

Pressure absolute at boiler side of

stop valve . . lbs. per sq. in. 169-2 170*7 170 "3

105 Temperature of steam at boiler side

of stop valve ... F°. 467-67 449-91 441-1

106 Superheat of steam at boiler side of

stop valve ... F°. 99-9 81-4 72-7

Pressure iu reheater . lbs. per sq. in. 8-6 8*1 5-3

Temperature of steam leaving H.P.

cylinder ... F°. 239 -8 239-4 236-4

Temperature of steam leaving re-

heater . . . . F°. 297-4 296-9 234-1

Superheat of steam entering L.P.

cylinder ... F°. 61-1 61-9 —
107 Drainage from pipe between cylinders

per hour . . . lbs. 98 150 497

108 Temperature of water leaving reheater

jacket .... F°. 260 260 —

Exhaust Steam.

109 Pressure (absolute) at exit from

engine . . . lbs. per sq. in, 1-4 1*5 1*52

111 Temperature at exit from engine F°. 113-5 115-17 115-8
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Ref. J'<rwer. No. of Te4.
No. Firat. Second. Third.
112 Mean effective presaure in H.P.

cylinder . ilia, per sq. iu. 54-91 5377 .OD'il

CorreBpondiug l.li.l'. developed in

H.P. cylinder . . . 503-1 492-5 541-G

Mean effective pressure in L.P.

cylinder . . lbs. per sq. in. 11 -Gl 11-69 10 '0

Corresponding I. H.P. developed in

L.P. cylinder . . . . 478-7 482-4 438-6

113 Mean pressure referred to L.P.

cylinder . . lbs. per sq. in. 23-81

114 Mean area of L.P. cylinder . sq. in. 2087-8

115 Revolutions (by counter) . permin. 65-182

116 Piston speed in L.P. cylinder in feet

per minute .... 651-82

117 Total indicated horse-power . 981-8

Heat Account and Deductions.

Heat Account {from 32° F.)in B.Th.U.

First. Second. Third.

B.Th.U. p.c. B.Th.U. p.c. B.Th.U. p.c.

121 Heat equivalent of

indicated horse-

power . permin. 41641 18-28 41347 18-22 41570 17-73

122 Heat leaving engine

in reheater jacket

drain . permin. 2056 0*9 22ff7 1 — —
123 Heat leaving engriue

I

23-64 23-8

2087-8 2087-8

65-178 65-09

651-78 6.50 9

974-9 980-2

in exhaust steam

) 184153 80-82 183336 80-78 192850 82-27and

124 Balance of Heat

Account per min.^

120 Gross heat supply

entering engine

permin. 2'278o0 100 226950 100 234420 100



First. Second. Third.

B.Th.U. 216-85 217-15 222-95

per cent. 19-56 19-53 19-02

B.Th.U. 151-8 152-7 153-2

0-700 0-703 0-687
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Deductions (^reckoned from exhaust temperature).

No. of Tent.

Bef.
No.
125 Heat supplied per minute per I.H.P.

126 Thermal eflSciency

127 Heat theoretically required per

minute by standard engine

(Rankine Cycle)

128 Efficiency ratio ....
130 Pounds of steam used per I.H.P.

per hour 11-10 11-24 11-59

130a Making allowance for the heat

available for supply to boiler in

the hot drainage water from the

reheater the pounds of steam

used per I.H.P. per hour . . = 11-03 11164 11-59

131 Equivalent pounds of steam used

per I.H.P. per hour at 1,100

B.Th.U. per lb. . . . 11-83 11-84 12-16

Note.—In all the above calculations the specific heat of the superheated

steam has been taken at 0-6. (See note on page 982.) Below are given, however,

some additional figures for comparison with the specific heat taken at 48 as

recommended in the code of Institution of Civil Engineers.

Mepetition of lines ] 25-6-7-8 and 131 on the basis of Specific Beat

of Superheated Steam taken at - 48.

No. of Test.

First.

125 Heat supplied per minute per I.H.P.

126 Thermal efficiency

127 Heat theoretically required per

minute by Standard engine

(Rankine Cycle)

128 Efficiency ratio ....
131 Equivalent pounds of steam used

per I.H.P. per hour at 1,100

B.Th.U. per lb. . . . 11-71 11-74 12-07

Note.—Lines 125 are calculated on the basis that the hot drainage water

from the reheater jacket is run to waste as at the actual test. In ordinary

working this drainage could be supplied to the boiler feed, and the economy of

working improved to this extent.

First. Second. Third.

B.Th.U. 214-7 215-3 •221-3

per cent. 19-76 19-69 19-16

B.Th.U. 152-3 153-2 153-7

0-709 0-712 0-695
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Economy of Complete Plant.

Bef.
No. First Teat. Second Test.

1G6 Total heat vuluo of fuel lired iu boilora

per miuute .... B.Th.U. 3159'J5 305779

1G7 Heat t-quivaleiit per miuute of l.Il.P.

developed B.Th.U. 41641 41347

169 Percentage of heat utilieed in I.H.P. 13-18 13 53

171 Coal fired per I.H.P. per hour . lbs. 1-48 1-44

Notes on Test Results.

Bef. No. 15.—The actual coal used at the test was not aualysed.

The fuel analysis, which has heeu assumed for puiposes of calculation,

is based on the calorific determination and is as follows :

—

Per cent.

Hydrogen . . . . .4*5
Carbon ... . 77-70

O.N.S., &c . .12-83
Ash 4-97

The author has since had an opportunity of analysing coal from the

same pit, and although this had a higher calorific value than the fuel

used at the test, yet having regard to the different percentage of ash,

the analysis agrees fairly well with that given above.

The analysis was :

—

Per cent.

Hydrogen , . . . .5-1
Carbon 80-9

O.N.S 12-19

Ash 1-81

Calorific value by bomb calorimeter 14,771 B.Th.U.

Bef. No. 17.—Samples of the coal were taken at the filling of

each bag ; these were thoroughly mixed in the usual way and a

sample selected for testing. The calorific value was determined in the

Company's laboratory in a Mahler-Donkin compressed oxygen bomb

calorimeter. The determinations were made by the Company's

chemist, Mr. W. Barlow, F.I.C., Assoc. E.C.Sc.I.
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B,ef. No. 21.—The gas analysis was not good, although instructions

given to the fireman on the day of the test resulted in improvement

in the afternoon test as compared with the morning. As a rule the

gas analysis may be taken as a test of the efficiency of the firing by

the stokers. For comparison, the results of the analysis obtained at

the Delta Test, which is briefly referred to on page 1008, are given.

Analysis of Flue Gas made at the Delta Test.

Carbon Dioxide (CO, per cent, by volume) . . . .10-26
Carbonic Oxide (CO) ........
Oxygen (0) 8-12

Weight of air used per lb. of coal ..... lbs. 19

Apart from any question of design, the test results of a boiler

depend much more upon manipulation than do the test results of a

steam-engine. In the case of the engine, provided the valves

and pistons are tight, tests results will not vary much whether

the attendants give special attention to the engine or not during

the test. In the case of the boiler, however, the economic

result is vitally afiected by the efficiency of firing. With heavy

excess of air a low efficiency of boiler plant will result, whether the

plant is well designed or not. In this instance, these considerations

have to be borne in mind in interpreting the figures of the test

relating to the flue gases and the figures derived from these in

lines 40, 55, 56, &c.

Bef. No. 31.—Water evaporated per hour equals total feed, less

leakage from economiser relief-valve and one boiler safety-valve.

Bef. No. 37.—Two values are given for the heat value of the

coal. The first value gives the heat actually evolved in the bomb

calorimeter with the steam in the products of combustion condensed

to water, and consequently the latent heat given up. The second

value is the bomb determination less the latent heat of the steam.

This represents the effective heating value of the coal under ordinary
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conditioDB of combustion, where the gases and the steam pass to the

chimney at a high temperature with the steam in a gaseous condition

and the hitont heat not given up. This second value is used

throughout the balance-sheets.

Ref. No8. 94 and 98.—These volumes have been calculated from

the drawings.

Bef. No8. 102 and 103.^—^These quantities together equal line 31,

less the leakage from the boiler safety-valve. It is to be noted

that, with the exception of the very small deductions of leakage

from the economiser relief-valves and the boiler safety-valve

(maximum about 12 lbs. per hour), the total wjiter passed through

the feed-pump has been debited to the -engine.

Bef. No. 107,—There were 150 lbs. of water per hour from the

receiver in the afternoon as compared with 98 lbs. in the morning.

This was no doubt piincipally due to the superheat in the afternoon

being less than in the morning. For the same reason there is the

difference in line 103.

Bef. No. 108.—There was no arrangement for determining

accurately the temperature of the water, but probably the

temperature would be higher than that stated, as the temperature

of saturated steam at the pressure in the reheater was about 367° F.

Taking the temperature at 367° would be slightly in favour of the

engine, but the difference this would make in the steam consumption

of the engine is inappreciable.

Bef. No. 109.—These pressures were not measured directly, but

are taken as the pressures corresponding to the observed temperatures

in the exhaust pipe from the engine,

Bef. No. 112.—The mean pressures were obtained by an Amsler's

planimeter, and checked by a " Coffin " averager.
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Itef. Nos. 125 to 130a.—The economic performance of the engine

shown by these figures is considered to be a satisfactory one. It is,

of course, recognised that equally good performances are obtained

by other types of engine, but generally this result has been

accompanied by a greater complication of working parts and

apparatus than existed in this arrangement of engine, superheaters,

and boilers. The result shows that high economic working can be

attained with a moderate degree of superheat by an ordinary

compound engine without steam-jacketing.

Amongst the details of the design of the engine which have

contributed to this result may be mentioned the reduction of the

internal clearances and internal cooling surfaces, turning and

polishing of the piston and cover surfaces internally, and careful

covering of the cylinders and pipes and heated parts with

composition and lagging, resulting in low radiation losses, in low

boiler-house temperature, and low engine-house temperature.

No doubt also the steam-tightness of the pistons and valves has

contributed largely to the economic results.

After the engine had been started and before the test, the valves,

cylinders, and pistons were examined, and all the wearing surfaces

of these parts were found to be in beautiful condition and all

practically steam-tight.

Note on Diagrams of Tests.—The principal observations are

shown graphically on the diagrams. Figs. 8-13 (pages 992-997). It

will be noted that the line representing the fuel is for coal tipped

on the firing floor, and does not represent actually the rate of fuel

fed on to the fire-bars. Particulars necessary for this rate were not

taken.

Fig. 13 (page 997) shows the mean indicator diagrams, and on

Fig. 14 (page 1005) is plotted the pressure and volume of the steam

corresponding to one pound of feed-water, and showing its condition

during expansion as compared with one pound of dry saturated

steam.

(continued on page 998.)
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Yicr. m.—Mean Indicator Diagramn.

Thursday, 11 June 1903.

Lbs.
150-1

Back

Friday, 12 June 1903.

HP. Cjl.

ATM. LINE
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General Notes.

Estimation of Water in the Boilers.— At the official tests the water

levels iu the boilers were exactly the same at tbe finish as at the

start. It is, however, possible to make a cousideraVjle error in

estimating the water levels, unless proper precautions are adoi)ted

to ensure that the conditions under which the readings are taken

are exactly similar. The gauge-glasses should be blown through

about half-an-hour before the readings are taken. Observations

of the water levels in the boilers should be made while the boilers

are already supplying steam to the engine ; the fires should be iu the

same condition and the dampers in the same position at each

observation. In this way the gauge-glasses are filled with water

of the same density at each reading, and the rate of evaporation and

consequent ebullition of the water surfaces in the boiler will be

similar. When these precautions are taken, the error (with boilers

of the Lancashire type) due to a wrong level of water in the gauges

is inappreciable. This is clearly shown by the results of two tests

made on a subsequent date. The boilers were then working under

similar conditions to those which obtained at the previous official

test. The checking method adopted was as follows :—The feed to

the boilers was shut off, and the heights of the water in the gauge-

glasses noted. Diagrams were also taken from the engine.

Taking a typical case, this first reading was 12| inches water in

the glass. At the end of an hour, the height measured in the gauge

was C)\^ inches, showing a drop of level in the hour of 6y^^ inches.

The weights of the water evaporated in two separate tests, as

calculated from data thus obtained, were 10,994 and 10,732 lbs. The

expected steam consumption of the engine, having regard to the

indicated load and the previous tests, was 10,900 lbs. These figures

agree within 2 per cent, of the actual evaporation, a very close

agreement. Assuming that this 2 per cent, is an error, which is

unlikely, and that similar errors of observation occurred on the

official test, the 2 per cent, error would be extended over the four

hours of the test, and would thus be only ^ per cent, on the total

evaporation. These results show that the estimation of the water
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level in boilers of this type can be made with sufficient accuracy for

all practical purposes, when attention is given to the various details

mentioned.

Another cause of error in boiler-evaporation results in economic

tests is neglect of the heat stored in the economiser water. Special

care should be observed in so starting and finishing the test, that

the temperature of the economiser is practically the same at those

times. In no case should the temperature of the economiser approach

within say 20° of the temperature corresj)onding to the boiler pressure.

Observation should be made at the economiser safety-valve to

ensure that at the beginning of the test the economiser is full of

water. It is quite possible before a test starts that steam may

actually be generated in the economiser and force its way into the

boiler, leaving the economiser only partially filled with water. A
test started under these conditions would, of course, show an

increased evaporation per lb. of coal, since not only would the space

in the economiser, which was filled with steam at the beginning of the

test, be taken up by measured water, but the extra heat, due to the

high temperature of the water already in the economiser, would also

be in favour of the coal bill.

Influence of Bate of Firing on the Superheat of Steam (see Ref.

No. 36).—No definite information is to be derived from the results

as to the effect of the rate of firing on the superheat of the steam.

In the afternoon, although there was a lower rate of firing which

might to a slight degree account for the lower superheat than in

the morning, yet the gas analysis was much improved, and this

would have some influence in raising the superheat.

Power taken hy the Air-Pump.—The diagrams obtained from the

Edwards' air-pump show a horse-power on each pump of about 5 • 5.

This, of course, does not represent the total work absorbed in the

piimps. From experiments made on motor-driven pumps of smaller

size, it is estimated that the power necessary to drive these pumps

would be about 25 H.P. It would appear, therefore, that the power

shown on the indicator cards is only about one-half of the actual

power given to the pumps.
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Hemauks on Test.

(Friday, 12 June 1903.)

JReheater.—With a view to the determination of the economic

value of tlic reheater, a test was run on the 12th June with the

roheuter not in use. MeaRuronicnts were nuxde in exactly the same

way as in the tests on the iirevious day with the exception, of course,

that there was no water from the reheater to he measured, but tliC

drainage from the pipes between the cylinders which acted as a

receiver was collected and weighed (see Ref. No. 107).

The results show that there was a consumption of 0'.51 lbs. of

steam per H.P. per hour more than with the reheater in use. This

does not represent the saving of steam effected by the use of the

reheater, as against this must be set the steam used in heating up

after stopping times the extra mass of the reheater over that of the

usual connecting pipes.

It is calculated, after making all due allowances, that the coal

saving effected per year, assuming that the engine works with the

same load as at the test, is about 67 tons. The engine was, however,

designed for a load of 1200 H.P. Calculated on this basis, the

saving effected per year is about 85 tons. The price of coal at the

mill is 16s. per ton, so that the annual saving will be about £70 with

the load at 1200 H.P.

The cost of the reheater over that of the usual connecting pipe

between the cylinders, taking into account the extra cost of carriage

and erection of the reheater, is estimated by the makers at £226.

The above savings therefore represent the annual return on the

initial cost of 24 per cent, when the engine is working at 980 horse-

power, and of 30 per cent, when the engine is working at the power

for which it is designed. Allowing 12|^ per cent, for interest on the

capital, depreciation of plant and attention, the respective annual

savings are £25 and £40 per annum.

It is interesting to note the alteration in the distribution of

power between the two cylinders with the reheater in use and out of

use (see line 112). When the engine was working with steam in the

reheater, the power in the H.P. cylinder exceeded that in the L.P.
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by about 17 H.P. On the subsequent test, with the reheater out of

use, the H.P. cylinder developed about 103 H.P. more than the

L.P. cylinder, being about 44 H.P. increase on its previous load.

Supposing the high-pressure cut-oflf to remain the same with the

reheater as without the reheater, then under the latter condition

owing to condensation there is a less quantity of steam passing

through the low-2)ressure cylinder and a lower power developed in

that cylinder than with the reheater. Tlius one direct result of the

use of the reheater is a substantial increase in the available power

of the engine.

The superheat which the steam receives as it passes through the

reheater on its way to the L.P. cylinder reduces the initial

condensation in the cylinder. The temperature of the steam just

before entering the L.P. cylinder was 297^
; a superheat of 61° (see

line 106) and from the indicator diagrams it appears that the steam

was 11 per cent, wet at the point of cut-off. The results obtained

from this reheater are compared below with those from another

engine (lO^^o- inches and 38 inches by 4 feet stroke; 80 revolutions

I.H.P. 518) also constructed to The National Boiler Insurance Co.'s

specification and supervision. The figures relating to this engine

are given under column A below.

Steam Supply in Engine Boom to H.P
Cylinder and Reheater.

Gauge pressure per sq. in.

Temperature of steam .

Superheat

Steam passing from the H.P. to LP.
Cylinder.

Weight per hour . . . . lbs. 6574 10360 10355

Pressure in receiver lbs. per sq. in. . lbs. 5 8'6 8*1

Temperatures of steam entering and

leaving reheater . . . F°. 227 & 257 239 & 297 239 & 297

Rise in temperature . . . F-. 30 58 58

P.

lbs.

A

107-5

Bessbrook
Engine.

First Test.

154-5

Eessbrook
Engine.

Second Test.

156

F°. 385 467 449

F°. 43 99 81
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Reheater.

Weight of steam used per hour . lbs. 496 541 596

Heutin-,' surface . . . . sq. ft. 300 GOO 600

Heating surface per lb. of steam

passing through cylinder per

hour sq. ft. 0-04G 0-058 00.58

Grease Separator.—A large cast-iron vessel 5 feet internal

diameter, 8 feet high, was fixed in the exhaust pipe between the low-

pressure cylinder and the condenser. The exhaust steam from the

low-pressure cylinder enters the top of this vessel in a downward

direction and afterwards passes off through a side branch to the

condenser. The interior of this vessel was made perfectly plain and

the general object was to reduce the velocity of the exhaust steam to

such an extent as to permit the steam to deposit, at the bottom of the

vessel, all entrained water and oil. In previous cases considerable

success had been achieved with grease separators of this class, and on

the whole the experience of the Company had been somewhat more

favourable to low velocity grease separators without baffle plates

than to types fitted with a number of baffle plates. In this case

however, the grease separator failed to fulfil the object aimed at, no

water or oil being found in the bottom of the vessel after weeks of

work, the sides of the grease separator being quite dry and free from

grease when rubbed with the hand.

Several experiments were made with a view to finding out the

cause of this unusual state of aftairs. It was thought at the time

that the high vacuum had much to do with the inefficiency of the

vessel by reason of the greatly increased volume of the exhaust

steam. For instance, at 3 lbs. absolute pressure, the volume of 1 lb.

of steam is approximately 117 cubic feet. At 2 lbs. absolute pressure

the volume is increased to 172 cubic feet. At 1 lb. absolute pressure

the volume is about 330 cubic feet. It is obvious therefore, that if

the grease separator is designed to give a certain desired steam

velocity at the ordinary vacua obtained usually with mill engines,

the anticipated results may not be achieved if the vacuum should

turn out to be exceptionally good, and as a consequence the steam
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velocity be more than doubled. The possibility of this occurring was

realised when the plant was designed, and in consequence the

separating vessel was made of large size. The good vacuum,

however, gave exceptionally high steam velocities, and it was felt that

this caused the failure of the grease separator. Working on this

assumption several experiments were made with a reduced vacuum.

In one series of experiments the vacuum was reduced by opening the

low-pressure indicator cocks and admitting air to the condenser ; in

another set of experiments the vacuum was reduced by limiting the

supply of injection water until the overflow temperature was about

120^ to 130^. In each case the back pressure was increased to about

3 lbs. per square inch. Under these circumstances the grease

separator began to work and the ejector pump discharged a quantity

of greasy water and oil.

Under these circumstances it is now proposed to fit the grease

separator with an internal coil, in order that the heat of the exhaust

steam may give a supply of pure warm water for manufacturing

purposes. The failiu'e of this separator is interesting, inasmuch as

it appears to indicate that separators of this class are not reliable

when working with condensing engines, and especially if the vacuum

is a good one. These observations on the Bessbrook separator are

confirmed by relative failures in several other cases with condensing

engines, and it is only in the case of non-condensing engines that

success has been general. Since the Bessbrook separator was

designed and constructed other cases have come before the notice of

the author in which separators connected to condensing engines

have wholly or partially failed in their object. The following

particulars are given of cases of success and failure with grease

separators.

Separator A.—This separator was a plain vessel of large capacity,

and worked in conjunction with a non-condensing engine and at a

final back pressure of 5 lbs. above the atmosphere. This separator

is stated by the user to be completely successful.
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Separator B.—This separator worked in conjunction with a

corapoiuifl condensing engine at a good vacuum. The separator was

a coni]»leto failure. The interior of this separator was always fuund

ti) bo perfectly dry and free from grease. This separattjr wuk

originally a jdain vessel ; it was subsequently tried with baffle

plates of all de.'^criptious, but failure occurred in every case.

Scjynrator C—This separator was a rectangular vessel of large

capacity fitted with vertical angle-irons to which the oil was

expected to adhere. In this case the vacuum was good, and the

separator when tested was found to abstract only 10 per cent, of the

oil used by the engine.

Separator D.—This separator was fitted to a similar engine, the

separator was of American make, fitted with internal baffle plates.

In this case, when tested, 38 per cent, of the oil was found to be

extracted.

Separator E.—This separator was a plain vessel fixed on the

exhaust pipe of a non-condensing engine, and was reported by the

user to bo successful in abstracting the grease which had previously

been detrimental to the boilers.

Separator F.—This separator was of the horizontal cylindrical

form with internal baffle-plates of wire gauze, compelling the steam

to move rapidly in a circular direction. The vacuum was good, and

when tested the separator abstracted 12 per cent, only of the engine

oil.

In addition to the above instances, the Company has had recent

experience with most of the numerous classes of grease separators

now being manufactured. The records of failure of all these types.,

whether fitted with baffle plates or not, are, however, so numerous as

to now make it very doubtful policy to adopt this class of grease

separator for condensing engines. General experience points to the
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chemical troatmeut of the greasy water by the alumina-ferric or the

allied processes, beiug preferable for purificatioa of the coudeuseJ

water.

Pressure and Volume Diagram, Fig. 14 (page 1005).—This diagram

has been drawn up for the purpose of showing the volume and pressure

occupied by one pound of water, fed into the boiler, as it passed

through the cylinders in the form of steam and water. The diagram

has been constructed from the mean of the indicator diagrams taken

on the morning tests of the 11th June, and assumes that the piston

and all the valves were perfectly tight. The continuous curve shows

the pressure and volume of one pound of dry saturated steam, and

by comparison with this, the dryness fraction of the steam in the

cylinder has been calculated. These fractions are marked at various

points during the expansion.

It will be observed that the superheat was entirely lost at the

point of cut-off in the high-pressure cylinder. This, of course, is what

might have been expected with the moderate degree of superheat at

the engine stop-valve. The initial condensation, however, has been

considerably reduced as compared with similar engines working with

saturated steam, with consequent increase of economy.

The steam, in passing from the high-pressui-e cylinder to the

reheater on its way to the low-pressure cylinder, had drained from it

some of the water due to cylinder condensation (see line 107).

The remainder of the steam and water passed on to the reheater,

where the water was evaporated and the steam superheated.

This intermediate drainage of water had to be allowed for in

drawing Fig. 14 ; accordingly in this figure the line of expansion

of the high-pressure cylinder is that of 1 lb. of the steam passing

through that cylinder, and the line of expansion of the low-pressure

cylinder is that of 1 lb. of steam actually passed through that. This

pound corresponds to an amount passed through the high-pressure

cylinder equal to 1 lb. plus the proportion drained away as given in

line 107.
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WeeMy Coal Consumption.—The engine commenced working on

7 March 1903. At that time the steam-pipes and boilers were

uncovered, and many details were still unfinished. It was not until

the week commencing 13 June that all the pipes, cylinders, boilers,

etc., were fully covered. During this period of fifteen weeks, the

average weekly coal consumption was 47 ' 2 tons. This coal was the

total coal used by the power plant for driving the mills 55 hours per

week, including all coal used at nights for banking purposes, for

raising steam in the morning and for raising steam at the week-end

ready for Monday morning. At the week-end, the firm's practice is

to draw the fires from the furnaces at noon on Saturday and to

relight them during the early hours of Monday morning. The whole

plant therefore cools down during the week-end.

After 13th June normal conditions obtained and the average

weekly coal consumption for the quarter following, namely, from the

week ending 20 June, to the week ending 26 September, a period

of fourteen working weeks, was 42 • 2 tons. This total weekly coal

consumption agrees well with the results of the tests as follows :

—

Total coal used by engine for driving load during

55 hours per week at 1*48 lbs. per I.H.P. per

hour, and 981 H.P. as per test results . . 35*6 tons

Banking coal . . . . . . . 6 6 „

42-2 „

The amount of banking coal, in view of the fact that the firm let

the fires out entirely at the week-end, is not excessive. In this

connection it should be noted that the total weight of the steam-

heated parts of the engine and including the main steam-range is

about 38 tons, and the heat required to bring this weight of metal

from 50° F. up to the respective working temperatures is

approximately equivalent to 350 lbs. of coal at the rate of

evaporation during the test.

The engine is started and stopped three times per day, and

consequently the starting and stopping losses occur seventeen

times per week. On eleven of these occasions the engine is
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partially cooled dowu, ou five occasious the cooling down is

luudurutely cumplete, and at tho week-end the engine becomes

nearly cold. Assuming, therefore, that the average Iosh is 2G0 lbs.

of coal at each stop, the total weekly loss would be equivalent to

2 tons, thus leaving about 4^ tons for the boiler-house losses in

respect of tho boilers, economiser, steam and feed pipes in boiler

house, flue gases, etc.

Test of similar Engine.—Since the foregoing test was carried out,

another has been made by the author's Staff on an engine similar

in design by the same makers, but without a reheater, for the Delta

Spinning Co., Koyton, Oldham. The general particulars of the

engine are as follows :

—

Cylinders, diameter

Stroke ....
Eev8. per minute

Pressure for which designed

Indicated Horse Power .

28f^ and 56^ ins.

5 ft.

60-9

150 lbs. per sq. in.

1273

Results of Test.

Weight of steam per I.H.P. per hour

B.Th.U. per minute per I.H.P. „

Weight of coal as fired per I.H.P. per hour

lbs. 11-88

235

1-315

Although the steam consumption is hardly so low as that at

Bessbrook, yet the performance is highly creditable. The low coal

consumption is also very satisfactory, and is partly due to the

very efficient stoking (page 989) giving a high evaporation per lb.

of coal. In this respect the test compares favourably with Bessbrook,

where the firing was not so satisfactory. It should also be stated

that the coal at Bessbrook was not of so good a quality as that used

at the Delta Spinning Co.'s Mills.
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Capital Costs of Plant and Annual Hunning Charges.

The contract for all tlie engineering work was let in one sum to

the general contractors, but the sub-division of the cost of each

section is about as follows :

—

Engine complete 25 ins. and 52 ins. X 5 ft. cylinders

Three boilers S ft. in. x 30 ft. in. .

Steam and feed pipes, pumps and valves

Economiser, 224 pipes with details

Three superheaters with cast-steel boxes

Sundries and travelling-crane

£
5,875

1,840

865

396

352

832

£9,660

In addition to the above, the mill gearing alterations cost about

£2,740. This formed a large proportion of the total cost, but the

subser[uent running of the whole of the shafting under the smooth

steady rope-drive has been found of the greatest advantage in the

mill and to be well worth the additional expenditure which was

necessary to secure this result.

The cost of the substantial granite engine-house the firm

preferred to erect, with the new rope-race walls and the boiler-house

alterations, was about £5,000. The total gross cost of the new

scheme, therefore, including a bonus paid to the engine builders,

may be taken as about £18,000.

A careful examination by the firm of their subsequent annual

running charges and other items aifected by the alterations has shown

a decrease per annum of about £3,000.

This large reduction sufficiently shows that the new plant was

well justified, but it may be interesting to note that this gain is

not solely due to coal saving, but to other important items as

follows :

—

3 Y
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Coal reduction in tlic Il.r. and L.P. Latteries of l<jkr due to

tho change, 2,000 toDB @ 1C« 1,000

Reduced labour in boiler houHO 75

Reduced labour in repairing old gearing .... l.">0

Reduced oil and stores, one engint^ instead of three . .
1'j5

lieduced charges for wheels and breakages, &c. . . . 250

Estimated value of steadier turning in shed and factory . . 070

Value of floor space, due to vacnnt engine houses to be used lor

looms, etc 100

Gross gain per annum .... £3,000

Analysis of Bunning Costs per I.II.P. hour.

2,800 Working Hours per Year, 1,000 H.P.

Coal for engine and banking, 2,000 tons @- ICs

Stokehole labour ....
Engine house and rope race labour

Oil and stores for all plant and rope race

Upkeep and minor repairs and insurance

Water free .....

Annual Pence cost per
Cost.

£
ICs. . . 1,000

I.H.P. hour.

d.

0-1370

120 0-0105

120 0-0103

110 0-0094

110 0-0095

£2,000 0-1765cZ.

• At 1,000 H.P.—cost per I.H.P. per annum—£2.

If coal had been at 8s. ton, as in many places in England, then

the total costs would be £1,2G0 per annum or 0*108 penny per

I.H.P. hour, or cost per I.H.P. j^er annum £1 5s. Od.

As mentioned in line 125 (page 987) the economic test of the

engine is considered satisfactory. In the design of steam-engines for

driving economically regular loads the practice hitherto has varied.

In some cases pressures as high as 200 lbs. per square inch have been

utilised with triple-expansion engines, both with and without steam-

jacketed cylinders. The triple-expansion engine designed with steam-

jackets is a very complex and expensive machine. The results of the

working of the Bessbrook engine and other engines of similar design
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show that high economy is obtainable with a compound engine

free from the complications and difficulties resulting from the

use of three cylinders with steam-jackets.

The Paper is illustrated by Plates 132 to 135 and 8 Figs, in the

letterpress.

Discussion.

The President said some remarks had been sent in writing by

Mr. Barcroft who had contributed Papers to the Institution on the

propulsion of shallow-draught steamers by semi-submerged propellers,

and he thought the members would like to hear Mr. Barcroft's

observations, especially as he was connected with the Bessbrook

Mills.

Mr. Henry Baroropt wrote that he took much interest in the

Bessbrook engines, and suggested the type selected, the polishing

of the pistons and cylinder covers, and other details. He would be

extremely glad if someone could estimate with some accuracy the

loss incident to 155 feet of 10-inch steam-pipe and bends, as this

would have to be known and allowed for before a just estimate could

be reached of the engine performance.

Taking morning and afternoon together, the superheat lost was

25 per cent, between one end of the steam-pipe and the other. He
would like to know how many I.H.P. were contributed by the average

remaining superheat of 90^ entering the high-pressure cylinder, as

equal to one-third of this was previously lost in pipes and bends

and should not be charged to the engine in an investigation of

this kind.

3 Y 2
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Mr. C. H. WiNGFiELD Bald that tlio Paper was ono that required

a grcnt deal of coiisideratiou. It was especially interesting as being

the first with which he was acquainted, in which the details of trials

had been carried out in strict conformity with the recommendation

of the Committee of the Institution of Civil Engineers ; and ho

was in hopes that the author would be able to criticise those

recommendations and to say on what points he had found, as he no

doubt had found, they would bo better fur emendation. He was

glad to see (page 97U) that the steam-pipes were arranged with a

fall from the boilers towards the engines. He had thought that

was a practice universally adopted, but he was surprised a short

time ago to find that practice hotly contested by an engineer of

experience, who assured him that the proper way was to make the

water drain back to the boiler, and that this plan was still adopted

in some parts of Lancashire. He had seen " slugs " of water going

up the sides of a vertical glass pipe in an apparatus that used to bo

known as the " steam loop," although the upward current of steam

was no more than that due to the rate of condensation in the pipe
;

so that he knew it was an utter impossibility for the water to drain

back against the steam, and the sooner that fallacious idea was put

an end to the better. The losses in the steam-pipes did not strike

him as being at all high. lie noticed that the difference between

lines 06 and 105 showed roughly between 24^ and 32^ loss of

temperature between the superheater and the stop-valve on the

engine. That was a very small drop in superheat and not more

than frequently found in " separators " alone when used on a

superheated steam range.

It would be interesting if the author could say in what way the

pipes were lagged, what lagging was used, and of what thickness, as

it appeared to have been very good indeed. There was one point often

overlooked, and that was that the frietional loss of head in passing

through pipes depended on the surface rather than on the area. In

the present case the superheater had thirty-five tubes which the

author said were equal in area to a 7 ^ -inch pipe. The inference

might be possibly drawn that the loss of head would be the same as

in passing through a T^-inch pipe. The loss of head due to friction
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would be nearly six times as miicli as that, varying as tlie square

root of the number of tubes if the total area remained constant. In

the author's case the mean speed of steam through the pipes was

only 4,060 feet per minute through the main steam-pipe, so that the

loss would no doubt not be very large, but it was a point that should

always be borne in mind.

A description was given (page 977) of the method of reading

the draught pressure (by the use of a U gauge), but no mention

was made as to how the other end of the pipe connected to the

gauge was arranged. Was it an open-ended tube merely stuck

into the flue, or was it proj)erly protected, as recommended by the

Committee of the Institution of Civil Engineers, with a sandwich

of wire mesh, because in his experience he had found large errors

were caused by neglect of this precaution. The draught was not

perfectly uniform in a flue or ashpit ; the air swirled about, and if

a plain-ended tube was put in one part of the flue the draught

would perhaps meet the tube, while at another part of the same

section the flow would be across the tube, and there were

consequently all sorts of readings according to the position of the

tube. A proper armature at the end would stop that. He had

known a case in which a draught-gauge was placed in that way,

without any armature, in the smoke-box of a locomotive used as a

land-boiler, and the pressure was ^-inch above the atmosphere,

where most people would say there should be a distinct vacuum.

Although he believed this was an incorrect reading, it was not

absolutely impossible, as he would try to show. Considering the

condition of the air inside and outside a fire balloon, Fig. 15 (pagel014),

let P be the barometric pressure on the top of the balloon at a. It

would be increased at the bottom h by an amount p corresponding

to the head of air H, and at this point would be equal to P^.

At h the pressures inside and outside were identical. Were it

otherwise, the air would flow in or out until equilibrium was

restored. If the air inside were so attenuated as to have no weight,

its pressure would be the same at all points, and hence the inside

and upward pressure at a would be equal to Pj. As it was not

actually imponderable, the upward pressure at a would be less than
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(.Mr. C. H. WingfielJ.)

this, and might be ropresonted by P^ which exceeded P by A.

A thou represented the amount by which the upward pressure per

square iuch at a exceeded the downward i)re6sure. By drawing a

horizontal line through any other point c, the amount by which the

inside pressure exceeded the outer pressure might be determined as

at 8 by scaling the width of the hatched area.

If a hole were made at the top of the ballon, there would be an

outflow of air and the differences of pressure would diminish. They

Fig. 15.

- '^ ^_^

would not altogether disappear however, as the air could only issue

by virtue of its being at a greater pressure within than without.

Now if, abandoning the idea of a fire-balloon, the figure

represented the smoke-box of a stationary locomotive boiler, working

with natural draught, a funnel being fitted where shown in dotted lines

and the bottom being closed, it would be obvious that the conditions

of pressure would be nearly identical with those of the last case

considered. It was an academical point, but this showed that the

pressure at the base of a chimney was always greater than the
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barometric pressure at tlie top, and tliat it might sometimes be

greater than the barometric pressure at the same level.

The author said (page 978) that care was taken to have the fires

as nearly as possible in the same condition at the beginning as at

the end of the trial, and that appeared to have been managed by

raking them out and cleaning them. There was just a possibility

that the ash might have been richer in one case than in another,

and a slight error would be introduced in that way. To his own

mind Dr. Kennedy's method was the better one. Dr. Kennedy did

not rake ^the ash out, but got the fire to look about the same

thickness and condition, and stopped firing a little before the end of

the trial. He then watched the steam-gauge, and as soon as the

pressure dropped a certain amount he considered that the fire was

in just the same condition as it was at the beginning of the trial,

when it dropped the same amount under the same conditions. The

trial was timed by the interval between these two falls of pressure.

That assured, as nearly as one could assure, that all ash was burned

to the same amount. If it was raked, a great deal of good coal

could drop through, and that did not appear to have been allowed

for. The Paper had been so carefully prepared that it deserved

very careful consideration, and he hoped it would be understood that

he did not want to be hypercritical in making these remarks.

It would be interesting to know the length and area of flue in

addition to the information given in line 5 (page 980). He was

comparing it with the report of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

and he noticed that these were points which had not been allowed

for in their Tables, although those Tables were very complete and

valuable. On line 130 (page 987) the author gave the pounds of

steam used per I.H.P. per hour, and they were very low, only a

little more than 11 lbs.; but he did not allow, or did not say that

he had not allowed, for the fact that each pound of the superheated

steam had more units of heat in it than the ordinary saturated

steam which might be present in the mind when comparing the

author's results with those obtained with other engines. Another

line had been put in the Institution of Civil Engineers' report

(which had not however been introduced by the author) which
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would allow for that, and if the author could add that line it v.ould

increase the value of the I'aper for comparison with other

engines.*

On page 991 it was said that a high economical working could

be obtained with a moderate degree of superheat, but ho had not

been able to find the trial showing what it was without the

superheat. Fig. 14 (page 1005) showed that all the superheat was

lost before expansion commenced. He presumed the author was not

comparing that 11 lbs. (without first making the correction which

was not in the Paper) with the consumption of other engines?

The question of the specific heat of superheated steam was

still rather a floating one. He happened to know that several

investigations were going on, both experimental and theoretical,

and it was by no means decided yet ; but it was particularly

interesting to see that the author had compared (page 987) the

results of calculation with two values of that quantity. He did

not think he had made a direct comparison of the gain due to the

superheat alone Tnthout the reheater.

The reheater question was especially interesting, as he understood

a short time ago that the Americans, who he believed introduced the

method of reheating, were themselves a little undecided as to its value.

A large maker said that he put it in merely for commercial reasons

;

in other words, because his customers wished it in. The author's

statements (pages 1000 and 1001) would no doubt be of value in

that connection. He assumed that on the occasion of each trial the

other conditions were identical,—that there was superheated steam

in the main steam-pipe each time, and whether the reheater was in

use or not ?

On page 999 the influence of the rate of firing on the superheat

of steam was mentioned. He did not think the rate of firing had

very much influence, but the speed with which the steam passed

over the heating surface had a very large influence, but as in the

author's trials this speed was unfortunately about the same

throughout, it was not possible to see what this influence

* Thislhaslfiinceibeenldonc.
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amounted to. Professor Eippcr tacl found the speed of tlie steam

over the surfaces was a very important factor.*

Mr. Michael Longridge, Member of Council, desired to call

attention to the figures near the top of page 987. There it would be

seen that what was called the thermal efficiency of the engine was

19^ per cent. That meant that 19^ per cent, of the heat supplied

to the engine was converted into work. To some that might seem

a very small proportion; but if it were remembered that the

maximum proportion which an ideal steam-engine, without clearance,

compression or interchange of heat between steam and metal, could

convert under the prevailing temperature conditions was only

28 per cent., the attainment of no less than 70 per cent, of this

possible maximum was a fine achievement, especially wlien it was

Fig. 16.

attained after deliberately sacrificing part of the possible maximum

work for other than thermo-dynamic reasons.

The cycle adopted by the Committee on Thermal Efficiency,

appointed by the Institiition of Civil Engineers, as giving the

maximum quantity of heat convertible by a steam-engine, was

Eankine's. It consisted of isothermal admission at the highest

available temperature, adiabatic expansion to the lowest available

temperature, and isothermal exhaust at the lowest temperature.

Fig. 16 (above) was the indicator diagram, the lower line

representing the pressure in the exhaust-pipe close to the low-

pressure cylinder, or approximately the lowest line on the low-

pressure cylinder diagrams shown on page 997. Eeferring to them,

* Proceedings, The Institution of Civil Engineers, 1896-97, vol. cxxviii,

page 65.
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(Mr. Michael LongriJge.)

it would bo seen that tho expansion was not continued till the

pressure fell to that rcproBcnted by this lowest line, but that the

exhaust opened when tho pressure was considerably higher and

thus tho shaded part of llankine's diagram was sacrificed. That part

occountod for a considerable proportion of tho 30 per cent, wasted,

80 that it was evident that tho losses through imi)erfcct steam

distribution, cylinder condensation, and clearance, had been reduced

to very small proiiortions, and that the work done approached very

nearly the maximum possible under the existing conditions.

Another point he wished to refer to was the eflFect of the reheater

between the cylinders. Thermo-dynamically of course it was wrong,

and, so far as his experience went with saturated steam, it was

questionable whether practically any benefit was got from

intermediate reheating. In this case the water coming from the

high-pressure cylinder was not only evaporated but superheated in

the reheater, and to this superheating he attributed the saving

obtained from the reheater. It used to be taught that the sole

efiect of superheating was to reduce cylinder condensation, but he

had been led to the conclusion that suj)erheating produced another

very important eflFect in reducing leakage past valves and pistons.

The velocity of flow through a small orifice, such as might be

supi)osed to exist between a valve and the face on which it worked,

depended partly on the viscosity of the fluid and partly on the

square root of the difference of pressure on the two sides of the

orifice. With fluids of small viscosity, such as steam and water at

high pressure, the velocity would depend almost entirely on the

pressure, and would therefore be practically equal under a given

pressure whether the fluid were steam or water. But inasmuch as

the density of water was 500 or 600 times the density of superheated

steam, it was easily seen that the weight of water leaking past a valve

under a given pressure would be 500 or 600 times the weight of

steam, and thus it seemed that in this case one very important effect

of superheating the steam in the receiver was to reduce leakage past

the exhaust valve of the low-pressure cylinder. As to jacketing, he

had understood that continental engineers would guarantee a little

over 9^ lbs. of superheated steam per I.H.P. per hour, and he
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believed they usually adopted steam-jackets. He thouglit that with

jackets probably a higher efficiency than 19^ might have been

attained, but having regard to the difficulties and troubles attending

the use of jackets, he thought the author had done wisely in

rejecting them.

Captain H. Eiall Sanket wished to emphasize what Mr.

Wingfield said about the desirability of computing what was called

the " equivalent feed." A line (No. 131, page 987) was given for this

figure in the revise of the report of the Committee of the Institution of

Civil Engineers on steam-engine and boiler trials. This figure was

very important as it was the true basis of comparison with other

steam-engines. In the first trial the actual feed was 11 "03, but the

equivalent feed was 11 '83, and in the second case the actual feed

was 11-164 and the equivalent feed 11-84. Similarly another line

(line 174) had been added to the Committee's report and gave what

had been called the " carbon equivalent." In the first test the

carbon equivalent worked to 1-38, and in the second test to 1-34.

He desired to ask the author a question as to what precautions

had been taken, when measuring the feed going through the reheater,

to prevent the hot water from flashing into steam when it was being

caught in buckets. A considerable amount of heat would be lost by

flashing into steam, and allowance ought to be made for that. Then

there was a further question, " Was the flow of steam passing from

the boiler through the reheater tubes and back again to the boiler

really measured by tapping the return into buckets ? " It was

almost like trying to measure the flow of blood in a person's vein by

opening the vein, when the flow would obviously be much changed.

It was not quite so bad as that in the case of a reheater, but even in

this case what guarantee was there that the flow of steam through

the reheater was the same when working normally as when it was

tapped and let into buckets ? It might or might not be the same.

With regard to the figure 0-48 for the specific heat of

superheated steam, the author said it was in accordance with the

recommendation of the Committee of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, but he did not think the words in the report of the
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Counnitteo could be taken in this sense. In fact tlu; report said

distinctly tliat this figure was open to very great doubt. At the

time the report was made, there was no publislied figure that could

bo used in its place. Since then several obscrvationB had been made

both in this country and abroad, and the figure O'C used by the

author appeared to bo a more reasonable one. lie had quite recently

Been figures even higher than that, and in reality the matter was

still quite doubtful. He was glad the author had called attention

to the jioint in so definite a way, and it was very interesting to sco

what a difierenco it made in the final results of a test.

With regard to the calorific value of coal, the author on page 990

made a point that ho had used what was known as the " lower
"

calorific value, that was, omitting the heat duo to the condensation

of steam produced. In the revision of the Committee's report that

matter was more fully gone into than in the original report, and in

line 17 of the forms the " lower value " was quoted. "With regard to

the point Mr. Longridge had raised (page 1017) about the loss due to

cutting off the toe of the diagram, he agreed that that would be a

considerable proportion of the total loss ; in fact, this loss was rather

more than half the total loss as compared with the Eankine cycle.

Mr. Longridge also said his experience was that one of the probable

advantages of suiicrheated steam was in preventing leakage. His

(Cai^tain Sankey's) experience was entirely in the same direction,

and he believed it was the experience of most peojde. That was

probably the principal reason why sui^erheated steam was of

advantage. In this connection, however, it should be observed that

there was no superheat in the cylinders of the engine under

discussion (see Fig. 12, page 996).

Mr. Alfred Saxon said he was interested in the subject because,

as a member of an engineering firm, he had frequently to give advice

and carry out work somewhat on the lines which the author described
;

but unfortunately the cases he had usually had to deal with had

been cases of showing a saving with coal at 85. a ton as against

the author's 16s. a ton. Therefore there was a very striking difference

in the two cases. On the recent visit to America he had the
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opportunity of going tliroiigli one or two of tlie cotton mills, and he

found, singular to say, that the coal at the mills at which he made

inquiries amounted to practically the same price, 4 dollars a ton, or

16s., as in the Bessbrook case. There was room undoubtedly in

such cases for economy. Another thing that struck him about the

Paper was that the coal-consumption by the alterations had been

reduced one-half. In the saving which the author showed he

assumed a saving of 2,000 tons per annum, and in another table he

gave the coal-consumption of the new engine as 2,000 tons per

annum, so that he took it approximately that the old engines were

consuming 3 lbs. of coal per I.H.P. per annum, and the new engine

about 1^ lbs. The author, the engineer, and the staff who had the

tests in hand, ought to be congratulated on the results achieved.

The Paj)er went far to show that, with the present experience of

textile-mill driving, a steam-driven plant was a very reliable tyj)e of

plant and one that would be difficult to beat.

The Paper would be interesting as a comparison with the gas-engine

and steam-turbine in power i^roduction. In America he had an

opportunity of seeing a mill that was driven electrically, the power

being generated by a steam-engine. Nowhere in the Paper did the

author give the efficiency of the engine, that was, the percentage of

friction in the engine itself to the total load developed, or the

friction of the engine [and gearing combined. A proof of the

efficiency of the plant would be not the total I.H.P. that the engine

indicated, or even the brake efficiency of the engine, but what the

engine and gearing friction combined were in proportion to the total

load the engine develoj)ed, and while they could not expect in this

case results equal to the driving of an entirely new mill, still, if

the author could contribute the information, it would enable a

comparison to be made with other systems of driving. He thought

the only satisfactory method of steam-turbine driving would be to

utilize the steam-turbine for generating electrical power, and that

struck him as being one point on which perhaps some information

might be obtained. He thought the Paper showed that, after all, in

connection with the driving of cotton mills, this country was not so

very far behind at the present time.
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Mr, John W. Wainwuiuht thouglit that, liaving regard to the

cxistonco of tbo luug uutl tortuous boilcr-fluo kLowu in Plato 133, it

would seem an ideal caso for tbo employment of an iuduccd-draught

plant. This would bavo entailed a slight additional capital

expenditure, and experience has proved that the cost of up-keeji of

sucli installations was small. Tbo fan arrangement could bavo been

placed at the end of tbo oconomisers, leaving the old flue as a

by-pass. By this means be thought a distinctly better evaporative

efficiency would have been got out of the boiler, and a much cheaper

class of coal could have been used.

In 1897 he made trials, extending over several months, comparing

natural draught and four different types of forced draught, the test

conditions for all being identical, except in the matter of draught.

The results showed that, by modifying the draught conditions

according to the fuel used, the cost of evaporation per 1,000 gallons

of water was proportional to the cost of fuel per ton. The cost of

evaporation of 1,000 gallons of water was under 3s. Od. for fine slack

with forced draught, and about 6s. Od. for coal with natural draught.

The fuels used were South Staffordshire " Kibbles " and " fine slack
"

from the local collieries ; moreover the fine slack could not be used

with natural draught.

With regard to oil-separation he obtained satisfactory results .at

Erith in 1891. with a condensing engine, by passing the water through

a vertical cylindrical tank in which were horizontal trays with

sponges of open texture resting on them. These passed the water

through but not the oil, and were taken out and washed periodically.

Mr. Chaeles E. Labaed wished to offer a few general remarks on

one or two points of importance arising out of the Paper. On page 978

the author stated that samples of flue gases for analysis were collected

at intervals throughout the trials, and on page 989 he expressed the

opinion that the gas analysis was not good, although the instructions

given to the firemen on the day of the trials resulted in improvement

in the afternoon's test as compared with the morning's. The author

in these and other remarks showed how fully he appreciated the

great importance of efficient combustion. He was rather sorry that
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the author had not used some apparatus by which the percentages

of COo were automatically and continuously registered throughout

the trials. He was of opinion that in the results of all trials on

steam-boiler generating plant brought before this Institution, charts

showing the percentage of COo over short intervals of time should

be supplied. It was possible to obtain a fairly reliable recorder

which might be used for this purpose, and he had recently put one

down in connection with the boiler plant at the Northampton Institute,

London. This he had tested against an Orsat apparatus, and had

found the results obtained to be fairly reliable ; the result had been

a considerable reduction in the coal bill. The apparatus made an

analysis about every 4 minutes, and the percentage of CO^ was

registered on a card. The recording apparatus consisted of a drum

driven by clock-work. Around the drum was placed a printed card

with vertical and horizontal lines ; the intervals between the vertical

lines represented time, and those between the horizontal lines the

percentage of COo. The record on the card was marked by a delicate

pen-and-ink arrangement, and the entire apparatus was automatic

throughout the day, and rec[uired no manipulation beyond changing

the card the first thing in the morning. The amount of COo in the

flue gases, the damper regulation, and the regulation of draught,

blast, etc., together with the human element where a stoker was

in charge of the furnaces, played very important parts in the

economical working of any boiler. Eealizing this, he had fixed

graduated quadrants to the boiler dampers, and to the steam blast

where forced draught was used, and had arranged that the COo
apparatus, which was entirely boxed up in a glass case, should be

visible to the stoker. The stoker was instructed how to regulate the

dampers and steam-blast to get the best percentage of COo, and

with a little practice, and continual reference to the COo recorder,

good stoking was achieved. At the end of each day, these diagrams

were removed and filed, the stoker's name being written over the

period during which he was in charge of the boilers.

Another point raised in the Paper, and to which reference had

already been made by another speaker, xvas in connection with the

quality of coal used. He had found that by using a cheaper coal
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and paying closer uttentiou to tlio stoking on tLo lines indicated in

his previous remarks, ho had obtained a considerable reduction in the

year's coal bill.

Mr. William Ingham (Manchester) said that in discussing this

Paper ho wished first to emphasize the remark in the first sentence,

that the Paper dealt with an engine " designed with the object of

obtaining good commercial economical results." That was the key to

the whole Paper. There were no pyrotechnics or engineering fireworks,

but a plain record of facts. One or two points he thought might bo

elaborated, and on ono or two others some more information might

bo given. For instance, he did not quite understand why in the test

of the economiser the temperature of the feed was only 60' F. It

seemed to him that, if the feed-water to the boilers were pumped

into the economiser from the ejection water discharged from the

condenser, there was no reason why the temperature of discharge in

the hot-well should not be at least 100' or 110'. This would not

materially affect the vacuum, and there was a clear possible gain

in that one respect which would considerably affect the economy.

Then, again, sufficient importance, he thought, had not been made

of the circumstance that the engine was not working at its best load.

It was only developing something like 900 I.II.P., when the most

economical load would be about 1,200, so that although the result

was so remarkably good, it seemed to him that very little change in

the conditions of the test might show even better results. He laid

stress upon " good commercial economical results," because many

consulting engineers went into what might be called engineering

refinements entailing heavy cost, which was certainly not justified

by the results. The Paper was a good plain common-sense record

of facts, carefully obtained, which would be of great value for

reference and comparison.

He might mention an instance which recently came under his

notice, where a careful and independent test like this would have been

of the greatest value. A company was formed to buy a patent boiler

which showed remarkable results on certain tests. If the purchasers

had only called in experts, such as the National Boiler and General
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or any other experienced Boiler Insurance Co., to make careful and

reliable tests, a great deal of money might have been saved to the

shareholders. The lesson of the Paper seemed to be that before

accepting as true all the promised savings and improvements which

were often so temptingly held out in prospectuses guaranteeing most

astonishing results with certain patent boilers, proper data should

be obtained and the statements and claims properly tested by those

who had had extended experience.

Another point too often overlooked, which he desired to call

attention to, was the question of the quality and price of fuel. That

was brought to his notice in a rather striking way some years ago in

the case of two large mills at Oldham. In one mill they obtained

excellent indicator diagrams, showing a very low steam-consumption

per indicated horse-power. The engines were giving the best

economical results, but the common-sense hard-headed Lancashire

manufacturers asked how it was that the sums they were paying for

coal per lb. of yarn produced was so very much more than at an

adjoining mill where they had not such apparently perfect engines.

Although they had such good indicator diagrams, showing a

consumption of 2 lbs. of coal per I.H.P. per hour, yet at a

neighbouring mill, with apparently less economical engines, they

were paying less per lb. of yarn, which was the measure the

Lancashire manufacturer used. The explanation tui-ned out on

enquiry to be very simple. They were using a very good but high-

priced coal where they had the good engines, and at the neighbouring

mill they were burning a very inferior slack ; so that, although at the

latter mill they were burning a greater weight of coal, the cost was

something like 3s. or 4s. per ton as against 7s. or 8s. per ton, where

the better fuel was used. The total coal-consumption was greater

;

but, by adopting a common-sense method of comparing the cost, they

found they could use the inferior fuel with advantage although they

burnt more of it, and the economy measured by the price per lb.

of yarn produced was very much greater.

Professor W. W. F. Pullen said that two or three speakers had

referred to the author breaking away from engineering traditions and

3 z
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using 0*6 instead of 0*48 for the specific heat of steam at conBtant

pressure. When a little more hail been learned ahout the specific

heat, it would probably bo found that the number for the particular

pressure the author had used was even greater than 0*6. He thought

it would be much nearer 1 than • 6. That was a matter which the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers might very well take up and

thrash out very thoroughly. It was one in which a considerable

amount of expense would be incurred, and one which the ordinary

individual could not afford to take up from the point of view of cost

or time. He also pointed out that it was not specific heat at all

that was required for the calculations ; it was the total heat of 1 lb.

of steam in the superheated condition, a quantity which might not

depend on what was commonly called the specific heat of superheated

steam. The formula used by Eankine and Eegnault for the total

heat of superheated steam, namely:—Total heat = A + Cp<, where t

is the rise of temperature above saturation, did not hold at all,

because the specific heat was a ditfereut quantity for different

temperatures. The experiments of Dr. Grindley two or three years

ago had shown very forcibly that the formula was practically useless.

A formula might be obtained for the total heat of superheated steam

quite different from that quoted above, which gave the total heat of

lib. of superheated steam with an accuracy of something like 1 in

2,000.

He thought the author was to be congratulated for testing his

indicator springs against a pressure-gauge. That was not always

considered orthodox engineering, but when the matter was looked

into it was seen that with an ordinarily correctly made test-gauge,

with a dial of 8 inches or 10 inches in diameter, properly graduated

and fitted with a fine pointer, it was possible to read easily to 1 lb.

per square inch and very often to something less. But if the same

pressures were used with an ordinary indicator, it was impossible to

use a weaker spring than No. 100, which meant that the finest

division of 1 lb. per square inch was 1/ 100th of an inch, which

could only just be seen easily with the naked eye. That was

throwing away altogether the inaccuracies of the indicator. If the

indicator was perfect, the pressure-gauge was thus not less accurate

d
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Fig. 17.
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than tho iiuliciitor. It wuh well known that the indicat(jr was

generally less accurate than hud already been suggested, and hence ho

thought the author was to be congratulated on using a pressure-gauge

with which to couii)are his indicator springs. Ue had used a method

which was very good, namely, testing the spring in the same

conditi(jn in which it was used, by attaching the indicator to a vessel

into which steam was conducted and throttling the steam until the

pressure was obtained. Ho had used that method for two or three

years until quite recently, when ho found there was one disadvantage.

In indicators in which steel pistons were used with gun-metal

cylinders at high temperatures, the expansion of the cylinder was so

much greater tlian the expansion of the piston that a considerable

amount of leakage took place, and when testing the spring at very

nearly tho boiler pressure, it was found impossible to calibrate near

the boiler pressure. In one instance he had failed, at a boiler

pressure of 150 lbs. per square inch with the kind of indicator

suggested, to record a pressure higher than I-IO lbs. per square inch.

At the same time on such high pressures it was rather difficult to

adjust the needle of the pressure-gauge and keep it constant, and he

desired to give an idea of a new adaptation of an old piece of apparatus

for testing indicator springs under steam which he had lately used,

Fig. 17 (page 1027). lie did not know whether it was new, but he

found it very etfective. The indicator was supported upside down. A
stirrup or bridle supported dead weights at its lower end, and by means

of a peg rested upon the centre of the indicator piston. That was very

well for testing indicator springs cold. He was one day testing a

spring cold and happened to have over his head a steam main, and it

occurred to him that steam might be led down a flexible metallic

tubing to the drain-hole of the indicator, and thus maintain the

spring at the temperature at which it was used in the ordinary

steam-engine. He had found that extremely handy, and it might be

used by a person almost unskilled in such work. The temperature

could be ascertained by a thermo-couple, and for those who cared. to

measure it, it would be found to be not very far from the temperature

of the spring in ordinary practice.
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The President asked whether Professor PuUeii could give an

idea of the diflference between the test of the spring when cold and

the test when hot.

Professor Pullen said it was, roughly, about 2 per cent.

The President asked whether it was stronger when hot.

Professor Pullen said it was weaker when it was hot. A very-

fine nozzle was fixed on the end of the flexible metallic tubing, and

in that way there was very little difficulty in carrying steam into

one drain-hole and out of another during a test. But they found it

was necessary before getting the spring into a steady condition to

have steam on for at least two or three minutes. If the spring were

tested just after the steam was turned on, and was tested again after

steam had been on for, say, ten minutes, a very slight difference would

be found. The spring itself took some little time to become

acclimatised to the higher temperature.

There was one reason he had not seen suggested for the extra

economy obtained in using superheated steam. It was well known

from thermo-dynamics that the ratio of the specific heat at constant

pressure to that at constant volume was a constant quantity, and the

difference of those two specific heats was due to the external work

done during superheating at constant pressure. Taking the case of

steam, the heat equivalent of the external work done at constant

pressure during superheating was roughly about 25 per cent, of the

heat added at constant pressure ; or, in other words, about 25 per

cent, of all the energy j)ut into the steam during superheating was

directly converted into useful work on the piston. That was

altogether separate from the saving due to expansion, or reduction in

initial condensation, and would account to a certain extent for some

of the saving that was obtained with ordinary superheated steam.

Mr. 0. Alfred Smith said that the author had referred to the

gas-engine and the steam-turbine (page 967), and he desired to ask if

any figures were obtained with regard to the commercial advantages

and disadvantages of using producer-gas. On page 1010 the author

mentioned the triple-expansion engine, and stated that it was
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coiui)lox and expciisivo. Ho tlesirotl to ask tho autlior whetlier it

would bo pofisiblo to use high-speed engines or whether there was

some question of gearing which prevented it. The author liad

shown a saving of £100 a year owing to reduced floor space ; Ijigh-

speed engines, by occupying less space, would increase the saving.

From some of tho results ho had seen with double-acting high-speed

engines, it would appear that better steam-consumption was obtained

with them than was shown in the Paper. He desired also to know

whether in the author's experience he had ever used very high-

pressure steam up to 300 lbs. per square inch, as was the practice in

the Royal Navy, and had reduced the pressure by means of wire

drawing, and had thereby obtained the advantage of superheating

without actually using superheaters. It seemed to him that such a

method prevented the possibility of burnt superheater tubes, although

probably the cost of the boiler was so much increased as to make

superheaters preferable.

Mr. Druitt Halpin said the author had been good enough to

give the basis on which the calculations were made, namely 160 lbs.

steam for the high-pressure cylinder and 35 lbs. for the low-pressure

cylinder. He was not going to quarrel with what had been done,

because he thought it was a very good fault, but it was a good deal

higher than was shown in the diagrams. Against the 160 lbs. which

he bad taken there was only 140 lbs. as a maximum pressure, which

gave an excess of 12^ per cent. On the other hand, in the low-

pressure cylinder another excess was obtained over the assumed

coefficient of 35 per cent., quite in the right direction. In addition

to this the stresses were further diminished by the inertia due to the

weight of the parts. The author described in the outline of the

engine the arrangement of tail-rods. He did not know whether

those tail-rods were put in in the ordinary way with the piston-rods

perfectly straight, and the shoes at the back, in the hope that they

would take part of the load, because that he believed was very often

done without producing any beneficial effect. If the rods were

properly cambered so that the whole weight of the piston was taken

on the rod, and the rod was brought straight when the weight of the
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piston was upon it, it was possible to get the crosshead and the back

shoes to do their work properly, and take the whole of the grinding

action off the bottom of the piston as well as off the stuffing-boxes.

It was first successfully done in this country some years ago by

Mr. Schonheyder.

The author gave a great deal of valuable information about the

grease separators. Some «ould act and some would not. He had

gone into the question by the light which the effect of the velocity

of the steam threw on the subject due to the density of the steam.

At the Reichsanstalt at Charlottenburg they liad lately made a most

extensive series of experiments iu that direction with mechanical

separators apart from chemical arrangements, and with some of those

separators they were unable to detect the slightest evidence of grease.

With regard to the fuel question, as the author suggested, the

gas analysis was very bad. He gave in one part of the Paper the

volume of air used, which was something like 2" 6 times the

necessary volume. Taking those figures, he foimd that the

temperature in the furnaces was only 1,960° F., which of course

was very much too low to give the best results. There was one

observation that was well worth making in such elaborate tests, and

that was a test such as had been made by the Frankfort Commission.

They took the gases at the bridges and at the dampers and found an

enormous difference in the result. They plotted what the excess of

air was at the bridges and what it was at the dampers, showing that

the whole setting was perfectly tight as far as they could see, but

showing an enormous leakage of air through the brickwork. The

late Mr. Mactear had informed him of a very simple experiment ; by

taking an ordinary brick and putting a tin funnel on it, about

1^ inch diameter at one end and 2 inches at the other, and putting

a similar funnel on the other side of the brick, and then by blowing

through it, it was possible to blow out a candle. At the temperature

of 1,960^ F. no economical fuel result could be expected, and

probably much better results would be obtained with the engine

working at its very unfavourable light load, if the grates were

shortened and made smaller. The figure of the transmission of heat

through the boiler-plates per hour he took exception to, because
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tlioro was too little infoi'mation. It was littlo uso giving the

tmusmisHiouH, unless the ditioroncos of temperature were stated. It

was no use saying what the quantity of water going over a waterfall

was without stating the difference of the head. Ho had run out the

transniis.sion, which only caijie to 5"."57 units per hour per square

foot, and in the case of the economiser it came to about half that

amount— 2-81. The total tliermal officieucy of Hi '18 was very

good, and he congratulated the people who built the engines. The

author was to be congratulated for one part of the Paper that had

not been mentioned yet, and that was the prices he gave. The

amount of information given on pages 1009 and 1010 was something

not often found in the Proceedings, and something that would be of

exceptional value.

The President said that, as he had omitted to propose a vote of

thanks to the author at the commencement of the discussion, he

would ask Mr. Chambers to do so, and at the same time Mr. Chambers

might take the opportunity of saying a few words upon the Paper.

Mr. E. J. Chambers said he was gratified to be asked to propose

a vote of thanks to the author, and thankful to the author, who had

taken so much trouble and given so much time and expense to

prepare a Paper of such a valuable description, not a Paper to

advertise a particular thing, but a Paper to investigate the actual

working of a plant, which must be of the greatest value to all

engineers. He would not say that the details were correct, because

several gentlemen had questioned some parts of it ; but he would

say that the greatest gratitude should be shown to gentlemen who

brought before the Institution such a valuable amount of information

as had been brought before it by the author. He had very much

enjoyed the discussion, and hoped that others would be found,

especially in connection with gas-engines, to do a similar work in as

thorough a manner as the author had done in reference to steam-

power plant. When the President omitted the vote of thanks, it was

not from any lack of appreciation of the work that the author had

brought before the Institution, and he had much pleasure in proposing

that vote of thanks himself.
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The President heartily seconded the proposition, which w.as

carried with acclamation.

Mr. HiLLER, in reply, thanked Mr. Chambers and the President

for the kind things they had said. There was a pleasure in

presenting a Paper to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, and

it was useful to add to the Proceedings a definite record of what

had been done. Although he had no intention in the Paper of

claiming that the steam plant had broken a record, still it gave a

good result, and as considerable trouble had been taken in working

out the details of the tests he thought it would be of interest to the

Members to have the description of the engine and tests presented.

The engine-builders deserved very great credit for the results

obtained. They were the contractors for the whole of the work.

In such a piece of work it was to be fully recognised that

the results must depend in a very large degree on the fidelity,

ingenuity, and care with which the work was actually carried

out by the contractors. In the specification there was a condition

that the steam-consumption of the engine should not exceed

12^ lbs., and there was a bonus for every ^ lb. below that and a

penalty above. No doubt the engine-builders fully appreciated

that fact, and they put furth their best efforts to improve the engine

wherever it seemed to them commercially advantageous, and amongst

other things they clothed it very well. For an engine working

with superheated steam at a pressure of 150 to 160 lbs., the boiler-

house, the engine-house, and the whole surroundings of that engine

were remarkably cool, and he believed that had a great deal to do

with the economy attained. The covering used was magnesia covering.

It had been suggested by Mr. Wainwright (page 1022) that an

induced-draught apparatus might have been used for the flues.

It so happened that the chimney was already there and gave a

satisfactory draught, so that he did not see exactly how the induced

draught would have shown very advantageously in that instance.

He did not state the length of flues in the details which were

given. The chimney lay on the other side of the mill, and the

flue connection to the boiler was an indirect one as indicated on
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Plato 133. Tlio gases went from the ecouomiserB, paKsed under the

spinning mill, and into tho chimney on the other side. In reply to

Mr. Wiiigficld(pago 1013), tho drauglit-gauge had an open end, and the

oxpcriencG of the author huK not indicated that, in flues such as tliof-e

considered, import.int dilference of pressures existed near tho same part.

"With regard to tlio boiler-firing, Mr. Halpin had suggested

shortening the grates (page 1031). They were burning about 18 lbs.

per square foot of grate per hour, and that was looked upon as a

rate at which good firing ought to be obtained. lie preferred

obtaining good tiring with the existing grate area to shortening the

bars and accentuating the combustion on a smaller area. He
referred in the Paper to the question of boiler-firing because there

was quite as much loss of economy, although it was not so well

recognised, in the question of boiler-firing as there was in inefficient

steam-engines. It was possible to get the best boiler plant in the

world and get the worst results from it, owing to bad firing. With good

firing in the boilers it was often possible to overcome comparatively

low economy to a considerable degree in the engines. In the

Oldham district of Lancashire there were many old engines that

were turning out very good results in coal per I.H.P. where they

happened to have a good fireman. Good firemen however were

not always easy to obtain. The steam-pipes were covered with

magnesia composition about 2^ inches thick. This was covered with

a layer of hair-felt secured by string wrapping, and the whole finished

off with a covering of stitched canvas. The flanges were covered by

magnesia boxes.

The author could not offer exact figures in reply to the question

asked by Mr. Barcroft (page 1011), but it was to be noted that the

loss by heat radiation was practically the total loss. Any drop in

pressure in the steam-main due to friction would be compensated for

by a resulting increase of superheat. The effect on the engine of

varying the degree of superheat could onl}^ be determined by direct

experiments which it would not be easy to carry out.

He quite agreed with what Mr. Longridge said in reference to

the gain from superheating (page 1018). There was no doubt-that

the reduction of leakage had very much to do with it. The
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combined diagram, Fig. 14 (page 1005), indicated that the steam as

shown by the pressure and volume on indicator diagrams was

just about saturated when it was in the cylinder. Much of the

economy he thought must arise from the fact of dealing with dry

steam in the cylinders while the steam-chests contained superheated

steam ; thus leakage would be minimised and losses by re-evaporation

reduced. A question had been raised as to why steam-jackets

were not used, and the question of a higher superheat was touched

upon.

With regard to the subject of high superheat, in this country and

on the Continent attempts had been made to work with high degrees

of superheat, but he did not know whether any papers had been read

giving detailed information.

The President pointed out that a Paper by Mr. Lenke had been

read on the subject at the Glasgow Congress in 1901.*

Mr. HiLLER said that at 1,000^ F. one was nearing a

temperature at which rapid oxidization of the superheater tubes

would take place, and such a temperature of tube would be reached if

the steam were superheated to 700° or 800° F. When the superheat

was high the oil in the cylinder was carbonised, and there was

trouble in the engine and probably the metallic packing would be

melting out. So that when dealing with a high temperature

superheat, one was dealing with a double-edged tool. On the one

hand there was the risk of damaging the superheater tubes, on the

other hand the risk of damaging the engine. His general impression

from his experience was that moderate superheats, such as were

obtained with a down-take superheater at the back of a Lancashire

boiler, were good, but that when dealing with a higher degree of

superheat, as was advocated from time to time, unusual precautions

in working were necessary. Therefore it -was not adopted.

With regard to steam-jackets, with a steam-jacket outside a

cylinder using superheated steam, even with a moderate degree of

superheat, the oil would begin to carbonise, and there would be

* Proceedings 1901, Part 4, page 847.
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trouble. As it was a complication, and as stoam-jackets were often

loft without a proper circulation of steam through them, in actual

work he had found it batter to dispense with that complication

in the engine. In the measurement of the condensation from the

rcheater, mentioned by Captain Sankoy (page 1019), the loss of heat

due to flashing into steam had been allowed for. The drainage from

the roheater-jacket during the test was measured at the trap discharge,

and the only difference between this and ordinary working conditions

was that in ordinary working this discharge could be run into the

boiler-feed suction-pipe, whilst at the test it was measured and run

to waste.

Professor Pullen (page 1026) had referred to the test of indicator

springs. For the testing of the springs of the indicators of the

National Boiler and General Insurance Co., a steam-drum was used

which was supplied with steam from a 300-lbs.-pressure boiler,

with full control of the steam-pressure, and conditions were obtained

for the indicator on the drum which resembled approximately those

which were obtained on the engine cylinder. He did not say that

they resembled them exactly, but with a sufficient degree of

approximation to gauge the condition of the indicators they were

using. Professor Pullen had also referred to Grindley's experiments

on superheated steam. Those experiments w^ere plotted, and they

seemed to show that the specific heat of superheated steam increased

somewhat rapidly with the temperature, and he did not feel

sufficiently satisfied to adopt one of the very high values in the tests

under discussion.

Mr. Ingham had very properly referred (page 1024) to the

temperature of the feed-water as shown in the test, 60^ F. There

was no doubt, of course, that, as a working arrangement, that would be

wrong. The reason for using it was that it was rather difficult to

arrange for the water of the jet-condenser to be returned and

measured into the boilers again, but it was easy to arrange to

measure cold water. As the principal object was to test the steam-

consumption of the engine the cold water was taken, but in ordinary

work the warm water from the hot-well at about 100' would be used

with economical advantage. Mr. Ingham had referred to the fact
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that the engine was somewhat lightly loaded. With a higher load

it would probably give better results.

Mr. C. A. V. Smith had asked (page 1030) why high-speed

engines were not adopted. High-speed engines were not adopted

because there was no necessity for them. He should be only

inclined to adopt the high-speed engine when he was obliged to do

so. In the ordinary working of a factory the engine-driver could

see the engine going round, and directly observe the adjustment

of the working parts. With a high-speed engine much closer

attention was required to keep the engine in good order. Therefore

he would not adopt a high-speed engine, unless the circumstances

of the case made it appear to be the better machine. It might very

well suit dynamo-driving and work of that character, but he did

not think it the best for the ordinary work of textile factories. The

question of equipping the plant with producer-gas and gas-engines

was considered, but it was not considered desirable from the point of

view of reliability.

With regard to the interesting remarks of Mr. Halpin, originally

it was specified that the piston-rods should be cambered, but as a

matter of fact they were not made cambered. The engine-builders

had other views and the piston-rods were actually made straight.

The pistons had white-metal feet on them to prevent wearing down

in the cylinders. There was no doubt that the tail-rods did not

do so much in supporting the pistons as was originally intended.

Tail-rods could be made very useful indeed with a short-stroke

engine, so that the span between the front slides and the back slides

was not too great, and a cambered rod. The best way of getting

a cambered rod was not by bending, but by turning it to two

centres. Mr. Halpin had also referred to the question of the passage

of air through an ordinary brick. No doubt a good deal of air in

ordinary boiler settings was sucked through the brickwork and the

joints of brickwork, and in some instances a great improvement was

found by tarring it outside.

In the course of the discussion the opinion of the author had been

asked as to the testing recommendations of the Institution of Civil

Engineers which were followed in this test. While the details of
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carrying out the actual test advised in tliiscodedidiiatdiffcr inatorially

from the regular practice of the testing wtaff of the National B(jiler

and General Insurance Co., there was no doubt that the unusual detail

provided for in the forms f(jr the tabulation of results involved a large

amount of labour in calculation. This common basis of tests would

render results easier to compare and more useful in that respect, but

the author was inclined to think that the cost of carrying out a full

test on the lines of the recommendations would interfere with its

wide adoj^tion. To facilitate reference in printing results it w(juld

be helpful if heavier type were used for some of the lines most

frequently referred to, such as evaporation per pound of coal, steam

consumption per H.P. per hour. On the whole he considered the

recommendations to be very good, and the printed Tables for the

results, together with the directions for the calculations, ought to

have a very useful effect in rendering tests generally more reliable

and more easily comparable. He thanked the members for the

consideration they had given to the Paper.

Communications.

Mr. Eknest R. Briggs wrote that the thanks of all students of

the steam-engine were due to the author for the very complete data

contained in the Pajjer. Such figures as those under discussion

contained answers to many points in connection with steam-engine

economy, and only required time to bring out all the valuable

information that lay beneath the surface. The author claimed for

the reheater an economy of a little over half-a-pound of steam per

I.H.P. hour, a figui-e which was apparently obtained by taking the

ditierence between the average of the first two trials with the third in

line 130a (page 987). Unfortunately the data given did not bear out this

claim. Before, however, giving reasons for this difference of opinion,

it was necessary to make an observation upon the steam-cycle in the

reheater trials. The author had determined the efficiency ratio upon

the assumption that the cycle used was a complete adiabatic

superheated cycle, whereas this was not the case ; and in order to

get a true understanding of the value of reheating as carried out on
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the Bessbrook engine, it was essential to differentiate between tlie

cylinder steam (line 102) and tbc rebeatcr steam (line 103, page 985).

The cycle of the former was shown in Fig. 18 (page 1010). The

amount of heat put into a pound of steam by the boiler was of course

the area ahdefjp ; that put in by the reheater steam was the area

jjghhi, i.e. the shaded area. A pound of steam, therefore, passing

through the cylinders did so upon the following cycle, viz., bdefghklb.

This represented the available heat per unit weight of steam used

;

obviously such a cycle was less efficient, theoretically, than if there

were no reheating, but which nevertheless might give better economy,

just as a saturation cycle, as in jacketed engines, did.

The available heat per pound of steam used, when working on this

superheated-reheated cycle, might be calculated thus

—

(T„ - T,) (l + ^]^ + C(T,-T^)+C {T, - T,)

4- (T, - 2',)
(^1

-
^^
- log^

J;
- C log^

g)

- T, {log, I+ (7 log, ^; + G log,
J^)

in which C was the specific heat of superheated steam at constant

pressure ; the explanations to the other symbols were given in Fig. 18

and in Table 1 (page 1043). It should be noted that this formula only

held good on the assumption that the steam would be wet at the

end of complete expansion in the H.P. cylinder ; that is, the point g

fell inside the steam line in Fig. 18, in which case the quantity
/ T. T rp T \
I - — ^ — log^ T ~ ^ ^^^«

T' )
^^^ positive. Should this be negative,

then the steam was still superheated at the end of the first stage

expansion.

The total heat put into a pound of steam by the boiler and

reheater was equal to

—

T,-T, + L, + C (T, -T,) + C (T, - T,)

These formulae were of course based on the assumption that the

specific heat of water aud superheated steam was constant.
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From those oquations the ileductions of the first trial had been

calculated fur the cylinder Bteam only, and were given in Table 1

Fui. 18.

Superheated-Reheated Cycle.

First Trial.

n-'tr,7TF.

(page 1044). It might be remarked that, had the author calculated

the efficiency ratio from the thermal efficiencies and from the heat-

units per pound of steam, as well as from the heat per I.H.P., he

would have obtained three different ratios, in place of agreement
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between the three diflferent metliods of obtaining this ratio. In

making comparisons with existing figures one was met at the outset

by the difficulty caused by variations in standard steam tables ; and

in order to obtain as fair a comparison as possible, it has been thought

desirable to recalculate the lines 125, 126, 127, 128, from the data

given by the author. This had been done in Tables 1, 2 and 3

(pages 1043-1045). It was hardly necessary to remark that

no doubt was cast upon the author's figures, as in all probability

they were more accurate than those given in Tables 1 to 3, since

the latter had been calculated from Perry's table, which increased

by 5 lb. pressure increments, the interpolations being made by

proportion.

In order to obtain anything like a reasonable accurate estimate

of the value of reheating, it was necessary to use the steam between

exactly the same range of temperature and through the same number

of expansions in both trials. With regard to the latter, in mill

work at any rate, there was no great difficulty ; but with the former

it was manifestly impossible to reproduce exactly the same pressure,

superheat and exhaust temperatures in two separate and distinct

trials. It might however be taken for granted, for so slight a

difference of temperatures as there was between the first and third

trials, that the efficiency ratio would be the same when working on

the same cycle.

If then the available heat were calculated for the non-reheating

trial, under exactly the same conditions of temperatures as in tbe

reheating trial, and this quantity were multiplied by the efficiency-

ratio of the actual trial without reheater, the probable amount of

heat turned into work per pound of steam used was obtained, from

which, by dividing the heat utilized per pound into the constant

2,544 (heat-units per I.H.P. hour), was determined the probable steam

consumption. This latter figure, compared with the actual steam

used in the reheating trial, would give a much more accurate

estimate of the saving due to reheating than that given by the

author. Such a method as this could not, of course, be used in cases

where the differences in temperatures were great, since, as was well

known, the efficiency-ratio varied considerably,

4 A
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In Table 2 was given the recalculated figures for the third trial,

viz., that without the reheater, Khowing an efficinncy-ratio of -092.

Table :] gave the calculated figures from data obtained in the first

trial, from which it was seen that the probable steam consumption

would have been 11 -20 lbs. per I.H.P. hour. Therefore the actual

saving in steam passing tlirough the cylinders was 11 '20 — 10* 55 =

Fig. 19.

Arrangement of Power Houte with Reheater in Main Flue.

Tu Cont/tnser

01

III ^
L.K

/if/ii;il,-r^:

F.con oin i sit ^

V'

L_4j Iv .

'-
.

'

. \>"vy^s\'Ass\s:^
Stiperheatci:

0-71 lb. per I.H.P. hour; and in order to effect this economy

0-55 lb. of steam per I.H.P. hour has been spent, showing a net

saving of 0- 16 lb., or making allowance for the reheater drain being

returned to the boilers, an absolute saving of 0-24 lb., less than half

the amount claimed by the author. Assuming the saving in coal to

be in proportion to the figures given on page 1000, then the annual

saving would be .£33. Twelve and a half per qe»t. on £226 was £28

;
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hence with coal at 16s. a ton and the engine working at 1,200 H.P.,

the designed load, the annual saving amounted to only £5. With

coal at 8s. a ton, as in most Lancashire mills, the saving was a

negative quantity, so that, under the reheating conditions of the

Bessbrook engine, one was driven to the conclusion that it did

not pay. The question then which might pertinently be asked was,

under what conditions would it be possible to make reheating result

in a real commercial economy ? It had been shown that the saving

in cylinder-steam amounted to 0*71 Ih., i.e. 6 '3 per cent, on the

consumption without the reheater in use. If all this could be saved,

it might be possible then—certainly in mill engines—to effect a

distinct economy. The suggestion was here put forward of placing the

reheater, or reheaters, in the furnace gases just after the superheater,

as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 19 (page 1042), or, if separately

fired superheaters were used, then in the same apparatus as the

superheater. By such an arrangement the heat of the furnace gases,

after superheating the initial steam, gave up heat to the reheaters,

of which there would be one between each stage of exjDansion. There

would still be quite sufficient heat left in the gases for economiser

purposes. Indeed it might be said that placing the reheater in this

way completed the chain already begun by fitting economisers and

then superheaters. Such an arrangement might possibly present

difficulties in central station work, difficulties which could hardly

be insurmountable, but in mill work where the power was obtained

from one large unit working at constant load, and where the whole

station could be very completely arranged, such a scheme would

appear ideal.

TABLE 1.

First Trial. Reheater in use.

Rej.

No.
lOi. Absolute pressure at boiler side of stop-valve, 169 "2 lbs. per square inch.

Evaporative temperature= 367 • 8° F., absolute temperature = 828 • 4° F.

105. Temperature of steam at boiler side of stop-valve = 467-7° F., absolute

temperature = 928-3° F. = T,.

4 A 2
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lOi;. Superheat of steam at boiler Bide of Btop-valvt; = 99-9'' F. = T. - T^.

Preasuro in rthiater -SGlba. = 2:i"31b8. absolute evaporative temperature

= 2:5.") •9'" V. ; absolute temperature = 090 •5'' F. = T..

Temperature of steam leaving reheater= 297' IT. = absolute temperature

758-0'^ F. = Tu.

Superheat of reheater steam = 61
•
")" F. = T,, — Ti.

111. Exhaust temperature = 113 •.")'^ F., absolute tempi rriture — TiTl" P F.

Deductiong (reckoned from exhaust temperature).

Heat put into one lb. of steam (see formula, p. 1039) = 1268 -33 B.Th.U.

Available heat per lb. (see formula, page 1039) = 345 '5 B.Th.U.

Theoretical tliormal efficiency = ()-2724.

130. Steam passing tiirough cylinders per I.H.P. hour = 10 55 lbs.

Heat converted into work per lb. of steam passing through cylinders =

-^^^ = 241-14 IJ.Th.U.
10-55

12G. Actual thermal efficiency = 0-1901.

128. Efficiency ratio = 0-698.

12.'). Heat passing through cylinders per I.H.P. minute = 223-02 B.Th U.

127. Heat theoretically required per I.H.P. minute = 155-7 B.Th.U.

TABLE 2.

Third Trial. BeJieater not in use.

Data.

104. Absolute pressure at boiler side of stop-valve = 170 -3 lbs. per square inch.

Evaporative temperature = 368-4° F., absolute temperature = 829 -
0° F.

= Ta.

105. Temperature of steam at boiler side of stop-valve = 441 -P F., absolute

temperature = 901-7° F. = T,.

106. Superheat of steam at boiler side of stop-valve = 72-7° F. = T, — Ta>

111. Exhaust temperature = 115-8° F., absolute temperature = 576-4° F.

= T,.

Deductions (reckoned from exhaust temperature).

Heat put into one lb. of steam = 1149-4 B.Th.U.

Available heat per lb. = 317-0 B.Th.U.

Theoretical thermal efficiency = 0-2758.

130. Steam passing through cylinders per I.H.P. hour = 11-59 lbs.

Heat converted into work per lb. of steam passing through cylinders =

—i = 219-5 B.Th.U.
11-59
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126. Actual thermal efficiency = 0-1910.

128. Efficiency ratio = 0-692.

125. Heat passing through cylinder per I.H.P. minute = 222-13 B.Th.U.

127. Heat theoretically required per I.H.P. minute = ISi'O B.Th.U.

TABLE 3.

Beheater not in use. Same data as Trial I.

Data.

lOi. T., = 828-4.

105. T, = 928-3.

106. T, - r„ = 99-9.

111. T, = .574-1.

Deductions (reckoned from exhaust temperature).

Heat put into one lb. of steam = 1167-8 B.Th.U.

Available heat per lb. of steam = 326-56 B.Th.U.

Theoretical thermal efficiency = 0-279G.

Heat that would be used per lb. of steam, with same efficiency ratio as

third trial (Table 2) = 326-56 x 0-692 = 22.3-98 B.Th.U.

130. Steam per I.H.P. hour = -"''M = 11-26 lbs.
' 225-98

126. Actual thermal efficiency = 0-1935.

125. Heat passing through cylinders per I.H.P. minute = 219*22 B.Th.U.

127. Heat theoretically required per I.H.P. minute = 151*7 B.Th.U.

Professor Abohibald C. Elliott wrote that tlie PajDer was, in his

opinion, a valuable communication, exhibiting as it did great care in

the design of a steam power-plant for a given class of work, and an

equally careful report of its performance as actually installed and

running on its own proper load. One was not told exactly how far

the expectations of those responsible for the design had been realised,

but there was little difficulty in agreeing with the author that on the

whole a satisfactory result had been achieved.

The aim of the author and his associates had not been merely

economy of steam and fuel, but that admittedly had appeared as a

dominating and most interesting factor. The exact meaning of the

thermal efficiency of a steam-engine was still unfortunately a matter

of some doubt, but the rough-and-ready measure of all-round

efficiency by coal consumption per I.H.P. had not wholly lost its

significance. It was very interesting to note that the best result
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obtained by tho Institution's Conunitteo on Marine-Engine Trials*

was 1 • 40 lbs. uf coal i)tT I.H.P. per hour for a triiile-snrface condensing

onginc, with a builer 2)rc88uro of 165 lbs. gauge and no HU|jerhcatiiig

and no feed-heating, whereas in the present instance, with a comi)ouud

jot-condensing engine, boiler pressure slightly less—namely, 157 lbs.

gauge—moderate superheating, a full-sized economiser and reheating

to the utmost extent possible, the corresponding average (line 171,

page 988) came out at exactly the Hiime figure of 1'4G. The

attuinnieut of this degree of eflficiency for a i>hint linked with a

compound engine was doubtless due, as the author pointed out, to a

number of causes, the chief of which was probably superheating.

The reheating process was certainly, in one respect at least, of a like

nature with superheating ; but whereas superheating was known to

be an absolutely correct principle and had been shown over and over

again to be productive of certain economies, the validity of the

reheating principle was not so assured, inasmuch as, like the principle

of the steam-jacket, it apjiearcd to conflict with the well-known

thermodynamical dictum that all heat ought to be supplied to the

working fluid at the highest possible temperature. Few would deny

that a cloud of doubt clung to the steam-jacket or that reheating was

not in some respects an open question.

In the first and second tests—with superheating and with

reheating—the average heat supplied per minute per I.H.P. was

217-00 B.Th.U. (line 125, page 987) ; and in the third test—the test

with superheating and no reheating—the corresponding amount was

222" 95. This showed an apparent gain in respect of reheating

merely to the extent of 2 • 7 per cent., notwithstanding the fact that

the reheater was supplied with superheated steam and was of ample

proportions. Again, the average superheat at the stop-valve for the

first and second tests (line lOG) was 90*6^ F., whereas for the third

test the corresponding figure was 72-7^ F. Tims the third trial did

not seem to the writer conclusive in favour of the reheater, because

certainly some part and not inconceivably the whole of the already

small apparent margin of 2 * 7 per cent, was due to the effect of the

difference in superheat.

* Proceedings 1804, Part 1, page 38.
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At line 130a (page 987) the author very properly relieved the

engine of some of the heat charged against it at line 125, being heat

which the engine rejected and was designed to reject at temperatures

higher than exhaust temperature ; and at page 975 he explained that,

despite the fact that the engine was jet-condensing, part at least of this

heat was returned to the boiler. In the actual trials these connections

were broken, and the feed, seeing that its temperature was so low as

60^ F. (line G2, page 983), did not appear to have been taken at least

directly from the hot-well, as is the case in ordinary working

(page 9G9). Now, if in ordinary working the reheater and betweeu-

jnpe drainage (lines 103 and 107) was sent into the feed, an

interesting point arose in view of the comparative largeness of the

amount of between-pipe drainage in the third test—that is, the

superheat, but no reheating test. The question however was not

:

Was the drainage excessive ? but rather : Was the drainage generous

enough to give the no-heater trial a chance of coming out on top ?

So far as the writer could see, the temperature of the air-j)ump

discharge was not given, but it was probably about 90^ F. The

feed could be heated up by drainage and steam from the between-

pipe to, say, 180^ F. without interfering with the working of the

feed-pumps. Take the steam fraction in the between-pipe at 0*9,

assume the specific heat of water at unity, and let x be the amount

of steam in pounds per hour abstracted from the between-pipe,

together with the drainage sufficient to raise the temperature of the

feed from 90" F. to 180= F. Then the following equation was

obtained, where L = 948 "6 denoted the latent heat at 236 "4' F.:

—

(11362 - 497 - x) (180 - 90) = (497 + x) (236 • 4 - 180 )-f • 9 .i- L,

and therefore a; = 950 lbs. nearly. The expenditure of heat per

hour was now 11362 x (1237-9 - 148-5), and the I.H.P. has next to

be obtained. To keep the between-pipe pressure and the conditions

in the low-pressure cylinder exactly the same with those on the

trial, suppose the cylinder ratio slightly reduced to the necessary

extent ; or, what came jjractically, but not exactly, to the same thing,

let the low-pressure cut-off be slightly shortened to the necessary

extent. On the trial the steam passing through the low-j)ressure

cylinder per hour was 10,865 lbs. Under the new arrangement the
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correspondiug amount was 9,915 IIjk. Hence the I.H.P. of the low-

pressure cylinder (line 112) became

—

438-6 xfj';j; = 400-3.

80 that the total I.n.P. was 541 -G + 400-3 = 941-9. Next, one

easily calculated that the heat supplied per I. EI. P. per minute was

219-0 B.Tli.U. lieduced to the Kame basin, they had for the first

and second tests 219-4 and 219*6 respectively as the amounts of

heat supplied per I.H.P. per minute.

The author, in taking out the engine efficiency (line 12G, page

987), had adopted the block plan proposed by the Committee of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, and in line 130a he had introduced a

perfectlyi proper modification of that plan. The writer had always

held the opinion that the engine efficiency should be dealt with

reasonably rather than rigidly, and he thought that certain features of

the otherwise excellent plan referred to required modification from

this point of view. For example, the adoption of the temperature of

the steam in the condenser as the sink temperature had nothing to

recommend it, either from the point of view of convenience or

justice to the engine plant, which was usually held to include the

condenser and sometimes the feed-pumps, as was the case in this

Paper. Of course one might have a condenser efficiency. Well and

good ; but that was no answer to the point raised—namely, that the

plan in question appeared to leave the condenser wholly out

of account ; and it was to be noted that there was not even a line

provided for recording the real exit or hot-well temperature. It was

hardly necessary to pursue this point further, but, lest it should

appear that the objection was trivial, one need only say that a good

vacuum was sometimes linked with a low hot-well temperature.

Again, the association of Eankine's name with an arbitrary cycle

seemed an injustice to the memory of the greatest British exponent

of thermodynamics and the greatest British writer on engineering

which the nineteenth century had produced. The so-called Eankine

cycle implied implicitly that the feed-water defect was a thing to be

endured and accepted for all time, whereas it has been shown that

the Carnot cycle was not uniquely the perfect cycle, and that in the
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regenerative cycle the feed-water defect was not only dealt with but

from the point of view of pure theory reduced to naught. In practice

the results fell short of ideals, but any sort of standard plan of tests

should be capable of application to the best achievements not only in

the present day but so far as one could see in the future. To take an

example : the engines of the s.s. " Inchmona " and s.s. " Inchkcith
"

gave on their trial trips an indicated-horse-power for a mere nothing

fraction over 1 lb. of coal per I.H.P. per hour. The block plan of

the Committee of the Institution of Civil Engineers would probably

not be applied without some modification to plants so comi)lex ;
but

if it was so applied, the figures would come into collision with the

ascertained facts, namely one I.H.P. for one pound of coal per hour.

The late Mr. P. W. Willans introduced the term efl&ciency-ratio.

It had an inner meaning, but, so far as the writer could see at

present, he thought Mr. AVillans did not go wrong in adopting the

T — T. .

^
rp ^ efficiency as the final test of the question how far the

efficiency of the actual engine fell short of the utmost possible.

With regard to the tailing out of the indicator diagram—

a

circumstance which Mr. Willans repeatedly referred to—the writer

had thought that the point was quite settled so far as calculation

could go. Suppose for example the mechanical efficiency of the engine

described in the Paper to be • 8, then the mean effective pressure iu

the low-pressure cylinder being about 11*65 lbs. per square inch, the

drop in pressure at release in the low-pressure cylinder should not be

less than (1 — 0-8) X 11*65 = 2-3 lbs. per square inch, and adding

the 2*5 lbs. per square inch back pressure, one had 4*8 lbs. per

square inch absolute as the best pressure of release in the low-

pressure cylinder. It appeared on page 997 that release in the

low-pressure cylinder occurred at about 7 lbs. per square inch

absolute ; and this went to show that the engine during the trials

was working near its most economical load.

The Paper demanded considerable study, and his regret was that

Ms time to study it had been limited. As a work of reference, it

immediately took first place as the pioneer Paper dealing with engine

and boiler tests on the lines drafted by the Committee of the
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Institution of Civil Engineers ; but l<^iig after that Connnittee bad

been reconstituted and bad soinewbat amended tbe block plan, the

Pajjor would bo worked tbrougb, (quoted, and held in bigb esteem.

Mr. AuoHiBALD Kenkick, Jun., wrote tbat tbe trials and

calculations seemed to bave been made with tbe utmost care and

aceuriicy ; but tbere was one result wbicb bad to be taken more or

less on trust, namely, the extent of coal-bill reduction effected by

tbe reboater. In tbe third trial the reheater was unjacketed, and tlie

author himself admitted that some of the drainage water collected

in that trial was due to the bulky tubular reheater itself, and would

not occur to such an extent in an ordinary pipe-connection or

small receiver. Therefore the writer doubted the use of the third

trial. With regard to the separator, which was found useless in

conjunction with a high vacuum, he would ask if it was possible that

finely divided grease in suspension in dry steam might not be

temporarily vaporised by rushing into so good a vacuum.

Mr. Thomas Sugden wrote that in his opinion the Paper was

chiefly valuable as a record of facts obtained from a well-conducted

and reliable test, and one from which important deductions might be

made. Upon examination of the figures it would be observed that the

boilers were doing more duty in the morning than in the afternoon,

evaporating more water and burning more coal per square foot of

fire grate. With the increased duty the temperature of the feed

water and superheat increased. The increase of superheat due to

heavier firing was in accordance with his own experience, viz., the

more the boiler was forced, the higher the degree of superheat

obtained.

As regards steam consumption, the morning test showed that

11*10 lbs. of steam were used per I.H.P. per hour, while the

afternoon test showed that 11*24 lbs. of steam per I.H.P. per hour

were used, thus showing a saving in steam of 0*14 lb. i)er I.H.P.

per hour. This economy in steam was no doubt due entirely to the

higher degree of superheat. During the test the boilei-s were

evaporating about 5,0U0 lbs. of water per hour, while a comparatively
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small amount of coal was burned per square foot of ifire grate. As a

question of economy in working, and also in reduced cost of plant, it

was probable that better results would be obtained by using one

boiler only. In tbe writer's opinion a Lancashire boiler 30 feet by

8 feet 6 incbes would do tbe work more economically and certainly

Avitb less capital expenditure. A boiler of this size without undue

forcing would easily evaporate over 10,000 lbs. of water per hour
;

under such conditions a higher degree of superheat would be obtained,

and consequently the engine would use a less amount of steam for

the same work. The question of radiation was of course a very

important one, and the loss with one boiler would be from 5 to 10

per cent, less than with two. A further important saving would be

effected by the less amount of coal required for banking up the

fires during night time and week-ends, which would tell very largely

in favour of using one boiler. The author stated that even when the

boiler fires were let down for the week-end, some 6 tons of coal

were consumed for banking the fires, which was about 15 per cent,

of the total amount used. The test was instructive as affording

definite information as to the loss of superheat in passing through

pipes. In the case of a well-covered 10-inch pipe, it worked out at

about 1° loss for every 5 feet of pipe. It should be observed the

jiipes were well covered with non-conducting material, and further

the radiation loss would be small owing to the temperature of the

outside atmosphere being over 60^ F.

The boiler stop-valve and pipes appeared large for the amount

and pressure of steam. A 6-inch steam stop-valve and branch would

be large enough, in the writer's opinion, to convey almost double the

amount of steam without any reduction in efficiency. The author

made no provision for by-passing the steam or gases in connection

with the superheater ; this was a convenience and had many practical

advantages. {A. similar precaution was almost invariably taken in

connection with economisers. ) By shunting the steam, ifanything went

wrong with the superheater, practically no inconvenience was caused.

By shunting the gases, the superheater was protected from harm when

steam was first being raised, and in addition there was a considerable

advantage in forcing all the gases to come in contact with tho
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Buporheator surface instead of uUuwiug the Imlk of tbein to pass

direct into the bottom flue, thuH rendering the heating surface much

more effective.

With reference to grease extractors, in tlie writer's experience

better results were obtained with extractors fitted with internal

baffles, the intercepted oil and water being conveyed to a chamber

with a false bottom outside the flow of the steam, whereas if the oil

and water were allowed to remain in the jjath of the steam, they were

carried away with the steam. This would bo the case with an open

vessel without a false bottom or a separate chamber. It would be

interesting to know in the instances referred to by the author whether

superheated or saturated steam were used.

Mr. HiLLER wrote, in rejily to the written communications, that

Mr. Briggs had commented on the saving attributed to the use of the

reheater, and had pointed out particularly that for an accurate

comparison it was necessary to use the steam through the same range

of temperature, a condition which did not obtain at the tests. It

would certainly have been more satisfactory if the same degree of

sui^crheat and range of temiioraturo Lad been obtained when running

without the reheater as when with it, but it was not practicable with

downtake superheaters to regulate the temperature exactly to any

previously fixed point. Probably in the working of the third trial

the increased quantity of steam passing through the superheater

lowered the superheat, and resulted in the economy of working being

somewhat lower than it would have been with a higher superheat.

Mr. Briggs's arguments were interesting, but so many

considerations came into play that it was doubtful whether much

reliance could be placed on his calculated results. So far as the

reduction of leakage in the low-pressure cylinder was concerned,

there was g(K)d reason for anticipating a saving due to the reheater

on these grounds alone, and having regard to the fact that the saving

due to superheating was attributable rather to mechanical than to

thermodynamic reasons, it was very questionable whether the line of

reasoning adopted by Mr. Briggs was entirely justifiable. From this

point of view it would no doubt have been better if several trials had
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been made, but this was not practicable. In the detailed calculations

given by Mr. Briggs (page 1042) it was noted that :

—

In making the calculations for the heat supplied per lb. of steam

passing through the cylinder, Table 1, the fact that less weight of

steam was present in the low-pressure than in the high-pressure

cylinder by the drainage from the reheater receiver between the

cylinders (line 107, page 985) had been overlooked, and the entropy

diagram would not appear to be specially applicable where, as in this

case, part of the working body was taken away in the progress of the

cycle. It followed that the figures given in line 111, Table 1

(jmge 1044), were inaccurate, and in addition to this the assumption

was made that the specific heat of steam at 260° F. was the same as

at 370° F. This would probably explain the difference between the

figures in the test results and in Table 1.

Having regard to Mr. Briggs's argument, it seemed that it might

be of interest if some of the leading figures relating to the test of

a similar engine which had no reheater (page 1008) were given, and

these details were accordingly stated in the following :

—

Additional particulars of the Test of a Similar Engine belonging to the

Delta Spinning Co. (page 1008).

r.° 360

F.° 137

Pressure at boiler side of stop-valve . . . lbs. per sq. in. 140

Saturation temperature .....
Superheat at boilers......
Drainage from pipe between cylinders per hour .

Absolute pressure at exit from engine . . lbs

Temperature at exit from engine

Total indicated horse-power ....
Pounds of steam used per I.H.P. per hour .

. lbs. 194

per sq. in. 1*6

. F.° 117

1273

11-88

Professor Elliott pointed out (page 1046) that the superheat of

the third test, 72-7°, was lower than that of the other tests, and

suggested that the gain of 2*7 per cent, shown by the first two trials

compared with the third may be due to the lower superheat of the

latter, and not to the fact that in the third trial the engine w^as

working without the reheater. As against this, it was to be noted

that comparing the first and second tests a moderate reduction of the
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superheat resulted in a very slight increase of the heat supplied

;

thus in the first tost (line 125) the heat supplied per I.II.P. was

216 '85, the superheat (lino 106) being 99 "O. At the second test,

though the superheat was reduced to 81*4', or 18*5^ less, the heat

supidied jier I.II.P. only increased to 217 '15, an increase of O'o

B.Th.U. per minute per H.P. Having regard to this, it would not

appear that the fact that the superheat of the third trial (72*7^) was

8 • 7° less than the second trial could be mainly responsible for the

increase in the heat supplied of 2*7 per cent, of the third trial

compared with the second.

Professor Elliott further pointed out that there was available

heat, which might be used, in the drainage water from the

pipe between the cylinders (line 107), and that if this heat were

creuited to the engine in the third trial, an improvement over the

figures of the actual test would be shown. As the matter of fact, this

drainage water was not available, the water not being clean and there

being oil mixed with it. The cost of treatment necessary to render

this water suitable for use in the boiler-feed, or, on the other hand,

the apparatus necessary to extract the useful heat from it, would

more than counterbalance any possible gain from utilizing the heat

in question.

Professor Elliott stated (page 1047) that the steam passing

through the low-pressure cylinder per hour was 10,865 lbs. This was

not correct. Taking the first trial, the amount of this steam was :

—

line 102 = 10,360 lbs.

less „ 107 = 98 „

10.262

This was a substantially different figure, which would no doubt

affect the result of Professor Elliott's further calculations.

Apparently Professor Elliott had assumed that the steam used in

the reheater-jacket (line 103) also passed through the steam cylinder.

This was not the case ; there was an independent supply of steam

from the main pipe to the reheater.

Although it was interesting from a thermodynamic point of view

to compare the performance of this engine during the three tests by
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itself, at tlie same time in actual working tbe whole apparatus of

boilers, superheaters, and engines had to be considered. Thus,

whilst it had been urged that if a higher superheat had been

available at the third trial better results would have been obtained,

it had to be borne in mind that the actual superheat obtainable

could not with this apparatus be closely adjusted to any desired point.

The superheat on the third trial was lower than previously, and this

appeared to be due to the greater amount of steam being used, and

this lower superheat again reacted in lowering the general economy. It

would have been more satisfactory if it had been practicable to make

additional tests under the conditions of the third test, but this could

not be done ; and taking the apparatus as a whole, the tests made

indicated that with this arrangement of boilers, superheaters and

engines, the use of the inter-heater between the cylinders showed

a distinct economy.

In reply to Mr. Kenrick's remarks (page 1050) in reference to the

loss dxie to the large reheater in the third trial, it was to be observed

that in estimating the saving due to the reheater, an allowance was

made for the increased loss by radiation due to large surface of the

receiver between the cylinders.

Mr. Sugden suggested (page 1051) that one boiler of rather

laTger size would have done the work more economically. The
author's experience was not in favour of the intensified working that

this would involve, and in one very similar case which came before

him recently, where this was done, the wear and tear of the boiler

was excessive and the results economically unsatisfactory.

Mr. Sugden also advised a by-pass for the gases at the

superheater, but it has yet to be shown that a by-pass damper would

stand satisfactorily at this part of the flues. As regards a by-pass

for the steam, it was to be noted that, with the arrangement of

superheater and boiler adopted, it was necessary that steam should

be passed through the superheater when the boiler was working, and

hence a by-pass for steam was unnecessary.
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t ^mtitwtm 0f Uledj^nicd (fiiigtneers.

PROCEBDINaS.

October 1904.

The first Ordinary General Meeting of the Session was held at

the Institution on Friday, 21st October 1904, at Eight o'clock p.m.

;

J. Hartley Wicksteed, Esq., President, in the chair.

The Minutes of the previous Meeting were read and confirmed.

The President announced that the Ballot Lists for the election

of New Members had been opened by a committee of the Council,

arid that the following eighty-nine candidates were found to be duly

elected :

—

MEMBERS.

Barnes, Charles,

Cook, Elmer Elsworth,

Dykes, Arthur John,

Gibbons, William Frederick,

Hamilton, John, Engineer-Lieut.

Kaye, Walter Kelita,

Macdonald, Donald,

Newall, James Maurice,

Pollock, Walter,

Eateau, Auguste,

Vaughan, Henry Hogue,

Pt.N.,

Lincoln.

Loughborough.

Port Louis, Mauritius.

Umtali, Rhodesia.

London.

Leeds.

Hong Kong.

Liverpool.

London.

Paris.

Montreal.

4 B
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A88O0IATB MEMBERS.

Beobie, Thomas, Jun.,

Blakey, Jaspeu,

Bolton, Geohqe Wilson,

Bkindle, Joun,

Chadwiok, Richaed, .

Chaunock, Hakuy Houskield,

Clauet, William Edwaud, .

Claxton, Hauold,

Cliff, Kichakd Chables, .

Cook, John Nicol,

Creighton, HenbYj .

Davis, Edmund James,

Deluge, Samuel Alfred Nelson,

Dombrain, Henry Athelstan Acworth,

Dbinnan, John, ....
Everett, George Eliot,

Fothergill, Samuel Fothergill Watson,

George, William Carlisle,

Gibson, Edward Marriott,

Griffiths, Edward Meredith,

GUTOHEK, WllLIAM, ....
Harris, Henry Burden,

Hayward, Joseph William,

Head, Henry Coleman,

Johnson, Edward, ....
Johnston, George Washington Pirrie,

Jones, Samuel Derwen,

Kay, Brunel, .....
Kbyte, George, ....
Khalil, Ibrahim, Lieut. I.O.N., .

Lyons, Eobebt Ernest Brabazon,

Maoaulay, John, ....
McGowN, Rogers, ....
Meenan, Geoffrey Brennan,

Johannesburg.

Muuchostcr.

Colombo.

Koelidalo.

Birkenhead.

Moscow.

Hong Kong.

Lagos.

Cape Town.

London.

Leeds.

London.

Manchester.

Lofoten, Norway.

Sheffield.

Bedford.

Nottingham.

Cairo.

Schliisselburg, Russia.

London.

Singapore,

Croydon.

London.

Winchester.

Pernambuco.

London.

Batley.

Kalgoorlie.

Workington.

Nowcastle-on-Tyne.

Entre Eios.

Liverpool.

Manchester.

Dublin.
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MiDDLETON, Peter Charles,

Mitchell, George Egbert,

Morris, Robert Henry,

Paris, Henrt Adolf,

Pearson, Thomas William,

Potter, George Ormsby,

Pritchard, Leonard Hanmer,

QuiNE, Frederic Carlyle, .

Eemington, Alfred Arnold,

Ripley, Herbert,

RtJDD, Edward Whitten, .

Settle, Joseph Risley,

Shackleton, Ernest,

Sherwin, John Wallis,

Smyth, Gerald Millner,

Stanley, Harry Frank, Jun.,

Sturrock, James Fleming, .

Tennant, Alfred Marmaduke,

Trench, William Connell Power,

Watson, Allan Griffiths,

White, William Arthur, .

Wilkinson, William Henry,

Wellans, Charles Turner,

Williams, Vernon Ingram Norburt,

Woodward, Augustus,

Croydon.

London.

Howrali.

London.

Newport, Mon.

Georgetown, Demerara.

Cologne.

London.

Birmingham.

Leeds.

London.

Gibraltar.

London.

Nuneaton.

Johannesburg.

London.

Dundee.

Alexandria.

Shifnal.

Uitenhage.

Falkirk.

Hunsur, India.

Baku.

Manchester.

Cardiff.

graduates.

Barry, Arthur Paul, . . . London.

Chute, Mervyn Lyde, . . . Pretoria.

Fitzgerald, William Alfred, . . London.

Fyffe, Andrew Morton, . . . Dimdee.

GuLLioK, Harry Douglas, . . . London.

Hamilton, Heney Edward Redmond, . London.

Heathcote, Edgar Horace, . . Manchester.

Malthus, Robert, .... London.

MiLLiNGTON, William Ernest Wyatt, . Rugby.

4 b 2
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Peam, Feudinand,

Peuof, Haruy Leonaud,

Puossjiii, Nathaniel Littlkh,

PcusEY, Heiibeut Stanley,

RioKiE, James Hki'buun,

Sandeus, Peuoy Alan,

Spedding, John Wilson,

Stadelbauee, Alfued,

Thubbby, Thomas Archibald,

Williams, IIebbert Laurence,

Stafford.

Cliesterfield.

Kugby.

Wakofiold.

Liverpool.

Colchester.

Workington.

Mauohestor.

Sheffield.

Waltham Abbey.

The President announced that the following two Transferences

had been made by the Council since the last Meeting :

—

Associate Members to Memhers.

Cowan, Percy John, .

Wood, William Howokth, .

Cairo.

Johannesburg.

The following Paper was read and discussed :

—

" A Scientific Investigation into the possibilities of Gas-

Turbines " ; by Mr. E. M. Neilson, Associate Memher,

of Manchester.

The Meeting terminated at Twenty Minutes to Ten o'clock.

The attendance was 202 Members and 119 Visitors.
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A SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION INTO

THE POSSIBILITIES OF GAS-TUEBINES.

By Mr. K. M. NEILSON, Associate Member, of Manchestee.

A prophecy expressed frequently in engineering circles at the

I^resent day is that turbines actuated by hot gases, other than steam,

will eventually come to the front as prime movers. The idea of

employing hot gases (other than steam) to drive turbines is by no

means new ; but the success of the steam-turbine has recently brought

the question into prominence. Although the subject is interesting

and important, and although many minds seem to be considering it,

there appears to be hardly any literature on the subject, except that

which is found in patent records.

There is no doubt that many persons speak of the advantages of

gas-turbines without duly considering the difficulties to be encountered.

There are probably many others who have valuable ideas on the

subject, supported in some cases by experimental data, but who are

apt to let their thoughts run in a groove and to consider (rightly

or wrongly) that the only possible solution of the gas-turbine

problem lies in the particular direction in which they are working.
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This Paper is written with the object of expressing and comparing

as concisoly us possible tho advantages and possibilities of gas-

turbines worked on different cycles, and the difticulties to be

overcome to make these turbines a success. A further and more

important object is to draw oj)ini()ns from other engineers wlio have

studied the question, and especially from those who have conducted

experiments. If these objects be attained, even in an imperfect

manner, the author believes that a foundation of knowledge will be

obtained and placed on record, which will bo of considerable use to

engineers who may be endeavouring or about to endeavour to produce

practical machines.

Carnot's formula for the efficiency of an ideal heat-engine

T - T
E = y^

is well known, but its real meaning is sometimes forgotten ; and it

may not be out of place here to put in a reminder tliat, in Carnot's

cycle, all the heat is put in at temperature T^ and all the heat

withdrawn at temperature To. An increase in the range of

temperature does not necessarily cause a thermodynamic gain, and

it is possible largely to increase the range of temperature (as for

example by superheating steam before use in a steam-engine)

without thermodynamically increasing the efficiency by more than a

small percentage.

The greatest possible efficiency of a gas-engine (reciprocating or

turbine) working on Carnot's cycle between the limits of temperature

1,600° C. (2,912° F.) and 17° C, will be found to be :—

(1600 + 273) - (17 + 273)

1600 -I- 273
= 0-85.

If the gas-engine be an explosion motor with compression to

60 lbs. per square inch above atmosphere, combustion at constant

volume, and expansion to atmospheric j)ressure, the greatest possible

efficiency between the same limits of temperature is only 0'50 ; and,

if the engine work on the ordinary Otto cycle with the same

compression and between the same limits of temperature, the

greatest possible efficiency is only • 37.
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Efforts must therefore be made not so much to get the maximum
and minimum temperatures respectively as high and as low as possible,

but to get the mean temperature at which heat is given to the gas

and the mean temperature at which heat is withdrawn from it

respectively as high and as low as possible. Of these two

temperatures the lower one is usually by far the more important.

An ideal gas-engine working on Carnot's cycle between the limits

of temperature 2,000" C. (3,632" F.) absolute and 300° C. (572" F.)

absolute will lose as much by an increase of 100" C. to the lower

temperature as it will by a decrease of 500° C. from the higher

temperature.

Coming now to discuss more particularly gas-turbines, there are

four cycles on which it seems to the author that these could be

worked with the possibility of good results. Two of these are

what Mr. Dugald Clerk designates Type 2 and Type 3.* The

author will call them respectively Cycle I and Cycle II.

It has not been considered worth while to discuss the Carnot

cycle at length, but a few remarks are made about it towards the end

of the Paper (page 1102).

A pressure-volume diagram of an engine working on Cycle I is

shown in Fig, 1 (page 1064), and an entropy-temperature diagram

in Fig. 2.

The working fluid is compressed adiabatically from A to B.

Heat is then supplied by combustion at constant pressure from B to

C ; the gas expands adiabatically from C to D, and the fluid is

then cooled at constant pressure from D to A. Eeciprocating gas-

engines have been worked on this cycle by Brayton and others, but

have never come into common use. (The Diesel engine may be

considered to belong to this class, although no decided constant

pressure line is discernible on indicator diagrams taken from the

engine.) One great difficulty that has been experienced in working

reciprocating engines on this cycle is that of getting complete

combustion during the period B C without the charge occasionally

* "The Gas and Oil Engine," by Dugald Clerk (Longmans & Co.),

Chapterlll.
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firing l)ack. If llio air and fuel are brought into contact only on

entering th<j t-ylintlcr, it iH dillicult to get good conibuHtiou during

the period B C. If, on tlie other hand, tlie uir an<l fuel are

previously mixed together, it is dilTicult to prevent occasional firing

back. Of course the chamber in which tlie air and fuel arc mixed

Fic. 1.

—

Pressure- Volume Diagram.

B, BBa

^^D

Fig. 2.

—

Entropy-Temperature Diagram.

Cm

may be made strong enough to stand explosions ; but any back

firing upsets the regular working of the engine and is otherwise

objectionable.

It has been proposed for gas-turbines to cause air and fuel to

unite in a nozzle which thereafter diverges, the idea being that the

air and fuel will combine on meeting each other, and the hot products

of combustion will then acquire a high velocity in the divergent nozzle

with which velocity they will enter the turbine buckets. The results

of a trial of such a scheme would be interesting. The author doubts
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if the combustion would be quick enough to give a good efficiency.

If however a combustion chamber of ample size were provided in

which the burning gases could rest a short interval before passing to

the turbine, better results could, in the author's opinion, be expected.

The air and fuel would be separately pumped into the chamber from

which the products of combustion would flow continuously and

uniformly by one or more passages into the turbine.

At any rate the difficulties should not be as great with turbines

working on this cycle as with reciprocating engines, as the latter

have to receive the hot gases intermittently, while the turbine

receives a continuous flow. This is an important point as regards

controlling the flame. "With an engine of the Brayton type the fuel

has to be ignited in the cylinder for every working stroke, and the

supply of gas to the flame has to be cut oif for every working stroke.

With a turbine the fuel and air could be supplied at a constant

velocity to the flame and a steady flame maintained without

interruptions. This is important because, if a mixture of air and

fuel be always supplied to the flame with a velocity greater than the

velocity of propagation of the flame, there can of course be no firing

back, and this result can be obtained without the use of a wire-gauze

screen. The maintaining of this velocity of supply to the flame

above the required minimum when starting and stopping the motor,

and when running at low powers, is of course a problem to be

considered, and some consideration is given to it later on (pages 1104

and 1105). The strength of the mixture of air and fuel should be

kept constant. The power of the turbine can be varied by other

means, which will be referred to later (pages 1104-5). It must be

noted that if the air and fuel are compressed adiabatically to a

sufficient extent, which depends on the nature of the fuel, combustion

will occur immediately the two are brought into contact with each

other. It is therefore necessary in such cases to keep the air and

fuel apart until the instant when combustion is desired. It must

also be noted that with a turbine there will be no hot waste-gases

mixed with the fresh air and gas to be compressed.

This cycle allows of a fairly high ideal efficiency being obtained

with a moderate maximum temperature. Now a moderate maximum
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toniix'ratiiro Ik of the utmost importmico in tho caeo of a turbine of

tlio J'ursons typo. A I'ursuus turbino witb steel blades eould

probably bo designed without any groat diflSculty to stand a

tonii)oraturo of about 700" C. (1,292^ F.) without any water

jaeketing or cooling devices of any sort (except for the bearings).

With temperatures above this, the blades would need to be cooled.

This would necessitate a radical alteration in design. The question

of designing a turbine to stand high temperatures will be considered

later on. It is only desired here to point out tliat great difficulties

with a certain class of turbine arc av(nded by keeping tho maximum
temperature moderate, Tho cycle under consideration may therefore

have great advantages for turbines.

It had better be stated here that the author has made several

assumptions with regard to the working fluid or fluids. These

assumptions are as follows :

—

(1.) That the specific heats of gases dealt with are constant at

all temperatures and pressures, and are as follows :

—

Specific heat at constant pressure or Kp = • 238.

Specific heat at constant volume or Kv = 0*17.

(2.) That weight per cubic foot of gases dealt with = • 0777 lbs,

at a pressure of 15 lbs. per square inch absolute and a temperature

of 17" C.

(3.) That -=- = a constant for all pressures and temperatures.

(-4.) That PV = a constant for isothermal expansion and

compression at all temperatures and pressures.

(5.) That combustion produces no change of volume except that

due to change of temperature.

Some of these assumptions will probably be appreciably

inaccurate in certain cases ; but it seemed advisable to sacrifice

something for simplicity and uniformity. As regards the variability

of the specific heats, it has been thought better to assume constancy

until more knowledge on the subject has been obtained and a scale of

change (if any) has been agreed upon.

Pressures have been reckoned in lbs. per square inch, and

temperatures have generally been reckuued on the Centigrade scale,

although for convenience the corresponding readings on the
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Falirenlieit scale have also been given. The numbers on the

diagrams representing pressure and temperature are all representative

of absolute pressures in lbs. per square inch, and temperatures on

the absolute Centigrade scale.

Eeferring to Fig. 2 (page 1064), the heat absorbed by the fluid is

represented in this figure by the area «BCc?, and the heat abstracted

or discarded by the area aADcl. The heat converted into work is

represented by the area ABCD, and consequently, if E represents

the ideal efficiency of an engine working on this cycle,

area ABCD
E

area aBCd

Now, as it can be proved * that ^-B _ DC _ gr

aB dC pr

where pqr is any ordinate cutting the lines ad, AD, and BC, which

are all constant-j)ressure lines,

therefore E = ^ = ^- (1)

Let t represent the temperature before compression.

Let t^ represent the temperature at the end of compression.

Let T represent the temperature at the end of combustion.

Let T^ represent the temperature at the end of adiabatic

expansion.

Then, from equation (1) and referring to Fig. 2,

* Since all vertical lines represent adiabatic expansion, therefore, by the

laws of adiabatic expansion,

y-L
temp, at A ("press, at A~\ y . _ Kp

t

press, at A~\ ~,
,£ —^ ' where y =

press, at BJtemp, at B Lpress. at Bj Kv

y-l
Similarly temp, at q fpress. at q~l y

temp, at r
"~

|_press. at rj

But press, at .4 = press, at q, since AqD is a constant-pressure line ; and press.

at J? = press, at r, since BrC is a constant-pressure line,

therefore temp, at A temp, at q

temp, at J5 ~ temp, at r

therefore AB _ DC _ qr

oB " dC ~~
pr
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This can bo provcil quite well without an ontropy-tcmperaturo

diagram.* The diagram, h(i\vever, shows the efficiency better.

It is important to consider the amount of negative work done

and the ratio of this to the total or gross work. The negative work

is the work of comjtressiiig the gas and delivering it in its compressed

state. It is true that with some engines there is no work of

delivery. In a reciprocating gas-engine in which the gas is

compressed in tlie motor cylinder, the only negative work (ideally)

is that of compressing the charge ; and, even when a separate cylinder

is used for the compression, the work of delivering might be

avoided. With a turbine, however, the fluid cannot be compressed

in the motor ; and, whatever arrangement is adopted, the compressed

fluid will have to be delivered after compression. The author has

therefore considered it better in all cases to include in the negative

work the amount required to deliver the compressed gas. The

motor proper of course gets the benefit of this work.

In Fig. 1 (page 1064) the work to compress the gas is represented

by the area AZ^B, and the work to deliver it in a compressed state by

the area yYBb. The total negative work is therefore represented by

the area t/YBA. The gross work of the motor is represented by the

area ?/YCD, of which the part ?/YB?> represents the work done before

expansion, and the part 6BCD the work done during expansion. By
deducting the negative work from the gross work the net work is

obtained ; this is represented by the area ABCD. This net work is

the same as that rejjresented on the entropy-temperature diagram,

Fig. 2 (page 1064) by the area ABCD.

Cycle I, Case 1.

If the gas is required to be used in a Parsons turbine without

cooling arrangements the maximum temperature must not exceed

700° C. (1,292° F.). A case with, this maximum temperature will

now be considered :

—

See " The Gas and Oil Engine," by Dugald Clerk, pages 46-48.

I
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In all cases

—

Let t and p represent respectively abs. temp. C. ami abs. press, (lbs. per sq. in.)

before compression.

Let tc and p represent respectively abs. temp. C. and abs. press, (lbs. per sq.

in.) after compression.

Let T and P represent respectively abs. temp. C. and abs. press. (ll)s. per sq. in.)

after combustion.

Let Ti and Pj represent respectively abs. temp, C. and abs. press, (lbs. per sq. in.)

after expansion to atmospheric pressure.

Let V represent one cu. ft. of the fluid at temperature t and pressure p.

Let Vc, "V and Vj represent the volume of the same at 4-, Pc ; T, P, and T^, P^

respectively.

Suppose that in all cases t = 17° C. (290° abs, C.) and the

corresponding pressure = 15 lbs. abs. First, by compressing to

42 lbs. abs. : t^ will then be 389° abs, C. This compression is

shown by the line AB on the pressure volume diagram Fig. 3

(page 1070), and on the entropy-temperature diagram, Fig. 4,

Let heat be supplied and the gas expand at constant pressure

along the line B C till the temperature is 973° abs. C. Let the gas

expand adiabatically along the line C D till the pressure falls

to 15 lbs. abs. The fluid is then exhausted into atmosphere, and as

the new charge is taken at the same pressure and at temperature t, it

can be assumed that the discharged gas is cooled at constant pressure

and used over again. Both diagrams can therefore be completed by

the constant-pressure line D A.

The heat absorbed by the fluid is represented by the area aBCd

in Fig, 4, and the heat rejected by the area aADa. The heat

converted into work is represented by the area ABCD and

area ABCD _ t. - t

area aBCd ~ U

_ 389 - 290
-

[.389

_ ^~
389

= 0-25.
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The negativo work is rcjiresontetl iu Fig. 3 by the area //YBA,

the grosa work by tlie area //YCD, and tlie uct work by the area

ABCD,—

therefore
Negative xcorh ^ are,, yYBA ^q,^

giogg worl: area yY(Jl)

Tho expansiou lino is carried riglit down to atmosphere. It

should be possible in practice without difficulty to do this very

Fic. :5.

Cycle I, Case 1. Pressure-Volume Diagram.

^'^ Volume

Fia. 4.

Cycle I, Case 1. Entropy-Temperature Diagram.

C. T=973

-n>Ta5

nearly iu a turbine, altbough the volume at D is 2^ times the

volume at A. In dealing with large volumes and small pressures

there is an immense difference between turbines and reciprocating

engines. Eeciprocating engines require large cylinders. These

large cylinders, besides being objectionable on account of bulk and

cost, necessitate great frictional losses. The low pressure dealt
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with is of little import as regards friction, wliicli will be nearly tlie

same whether the pressure is 13 lbs. below atmosphere or 13 lbs.

above atmosphere. With a turbine, however, the large volume of

the fluid does not necessitate such a bulky machine. Moreover

in a turbine the friction depends on the pressure. With high

pressures the friction is great, with low pressures very small. (In

marine propulsion by steam-turbines it is not considered worth

while uncoupling the reversing turbines when the vessel is going

ahead. These turbines are allowed to rotate (above their normal

speed) in the low pressure which exists at the exhaust ends of the

main low-pressure turbines.

Cycle I, Case 2.

700^ C. (1,292° F.) must not, however, be considered as the

limiting temperature for gas-turbines. Much higher temperature

can be employed if water cooling or other cooling arrangements be

used. Mr. Parsons has circulated steam for heating purposes through

passages formed in the rings supporting the fixed blades of his

radial-flow steam-turbines.* Water could as easily be circulated,

and there should be no great difficulty in passing the water also

through the rings supporting the moving blades.

It has been proposed by Mr. Parsons and others to circulate

water or other cooling fluid through the actual blades of a turbine,

these being formed hollow. It has also been proposed to keep the

blades of a single-wheel turbine cool by causing the actuating fluid

to act only at one point of the circumference of the wheel, while a

cooling fluid is projected on to the blades at another point.

By the employment of cooling devices a turbine might possibly

be made to stand a temperature of 1,500° C. (2,732° F.) or even

2,000° C. (3,632° F.). 2,000° C. is a very high temperature, and

there would be great difficulty in devising and constructing cooling

arrangements which would keep the blades in good working order when

acted on by gas at a temperature approaching this. Let it be assumed.

* " The Steam Turbine," by R. M. Neilson (Longmaus and Co.), pages 43-45.
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however, that 2,000 (\ is allowablo fur tliu uiaximum teiuperatui'e

;

thou, if tlio same compres.sion in kept as in Cuso 1, the ideal pressure-

volume and entropy-temperature diagrams will bo as shown in

Fio. 5.

—

Cycle I, Caxe 2. Pregiure- Volume Diagram.

Fig. 6.

Cycle I, Caxe 2.

Entropy- Temperature

Diagram.

T=2273

71 = 1695

Figs. 5 and 6. In these Figs, the line CD has been reproduced

from Figs. 3 and 4 (page 1070), and is shown in dotted lines in order

that the two cases may be readily compared.
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Referring to Fig. 6 the heat absorbed by the fluid is represented

by the area aBE/, the lieat rejected by the area «AF/, and the heat

converted into work by the area ABEF. Therefore

_ area ABEF _ tc - t

area aBE/ ~ te

_389_^90_- 389 -^ ^^•

The increase in the maximum temperature has therefore added

nothing to the efficiency, and this will always be the case if the

initial temperattire and pressure are unchanged and compression is

made to the same amount. That is to say, as long as the constant

pressure lines are started from the same points, A and B, they can

be extended any distance to the right and connected by any adiabatic

line ; E will remain unchanged. In Fig. 6 the additional area cZCE/

is divided by the line DF in the same ratio as the original area

dBQd is divided by the line A D.

The negative work (in Case 2) is represented in Fig. 5 by the

area yYBK ; it is the same as in the last case. The gross work is

represented by the area ?/YEF, and the net work by the area ABEF,

Therefore ^'9^'^L ^ areayYBA ^ ^.yj^
Gross work area yYEF

The ratio of negative work to gross work has been therefore very

considerably diminished.

Cycle I, Case 3.

In Case 1 it was necessary to have a low compression because

a high compression with a maximum temperature of only 700° C.

(1,292^ F.) would have given an impractically high value to the

ratio of negative work to gross work. In fact this ratio was high

even with the low compression adopted.

With the maximum temperature raised to 2,000° C. (3,632° F.),

however, a much higher compression can be adopted. Suppose a

compression to 300 lbs. per square inch absolute is adopted. This

will make t, 682 • 5° abs. C. (1,260 • 5° F.). The pressure-volume and

entropy-temperature diagrams will then be as shown in Figs. 7 and 8

(page 1074).

4
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=• 300-

20O-

100-

KiG. 7.

Cycle I, Cage 3.

Jresi'ure-Volume

Diagram.

Fig. 8.

Cycle I, Case ;5.

£« <ropj/- !/'emptraUire

Diagram.

tc =6 82-5

t=29Q

;-966
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Keferring to Fig. 8 it is seen that

_ area AGHK
area aGWc

_ to- t _ 682 -.5 - 290
~

to - ^ 682-5

= 0-58

which is much better than (more than double) that in Cases 1 and 2.

There is however the inconvenience of a high compression, and

compared with Case 1 more heat is likely to be lost through radiation

owing to the higher average temperature. This question of radiation

will be more or less important according to the type of tui'bine.

The negative work is represented in Fig. 7 by the area zZGA,

the gross work by the area zZHK, and the net work by the area

AGHK.

Therefore "^^ = "-^:^^^^ = 0-3.
gross work zZHK

Cycle I, Case 4.

It will be interesting to find what efficiency can be obtained

with a maximum temperature of 2,000° C. (3,632° F.) by increasing

the compression till the ratio of negative work to gross work is 0*4

—

the same as in Case 1. This ratio will be attained when t^ = 909°

abs. C. (1,668° F.), which corresponds to a pressure of 818 lbs. abs.

Then
909-290^= ~^09' =0-68.

The pressure-volume and entropy-temperature diagrams for this

case are given in Figs. 9 and 10 (page 1076).

The liue BC is shown dotted on Fig. 10 to allow Case 4 to be

compared with Case 1.

The sharp corner at M would likely be rounded off in practice.

This would reduce the efficiency slightly. It would also however

reduce the maximum temperature, and for this reason it might be

advantageous in some cases to round off the corner intentionally.

In every case it has been assumed that the compression is

adiabatic ; it is usually important that it should be at least nearly

4 o 2
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BO. If, for example, in Fig8. 1 iiiid 2 (pa^^e 1064) the compresfiiou,

iiiKtciid of being iilong tlio iidiiilmtic AB Lud l»een along tlie line

ABp which is below the adiahutic line, that is, if lieat had he( n

Fic. ;>.

Cycle I, Case 4.

Preiiitnrt- Volume Vtagrnm.

Fui. 10.

Cycle I, Cnxe 4.

Eniropy- Temperattire Dingram.

M-r

te=909

=227J

^725

^i ^^'f~Y-b^3
Volume

^.j.

allowed to escape during the compression, the heat absorbed by

the fluid for the same value of T would have been increased by the

area h^^a in Fig. 2, while the heat 'converted into work would
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have been increased only by tbe relatively small area ABjB.

E would therefore have been reduced.

If on the other hand the compression had been along the line

AB2, which is above the adiabatic, that is, if heat had been put into

the fluid during compression, the heat absorbed and the heat

converted into work would both have been reduced by the same

amount, namely, the area ABB2. E would therefore obviously be

reduced in this case also, assuming that the heat put into the fluid

during compression is obtained by the combustion of fuel.

If, however, the heat put into the fluid during compression is

obtained for nothing—if, for examjile, it is heat that would otherwise

be radiated away or carried away by convexion—the efi'ect on E is

not obvious.

A comi)ressiou along the line AB^, Figs. 1 and 2, ^\dll give a

higher value to E than a compression along the line AB, if the heat

absorbed during the compression AB2 is got for nothing, and if the

two cases arc otherwise the same ; but a compression along the line

AB., produces a higher ratio of negative work to gross work. This

will be clear from Fig. 1. Now with this ratio of negative work to

gross work, a still higher efficiency could be obtained by keeping

the comjiression adiabatic and continuing it further. A hot

compression, such as along the line AB.^, when the heat is got for

nothing, may be advantageous in a few cases, viz., when T^ is low

compared with t^ ; but generally such a compression will be

harmful.

It is, in general, disadvantageous to heat the air or fuel before

compression, no matter what be the source of heat.

If gas is allowed to enter a water-cooled turbine at a high

temperature such as 2,000^ C. (3,632'' F.), there will necessarily be a

great amount of heat carried away by the water. In a reciprocating

engine the metal surface with which the gas comes into contact is

very small compared with that in a multiple expansion turbine
;

and in a reciprocating engine the bulk of the gas may expand and

fall from its maximum temperature to the temperature at exhaust

without ever coming near a metal surface. In a multiple expansion

turbine, on the other hand, every particle of gas must practically
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slide along a metal surface immediately it comes to the first ring of

bladeH. With turbiiicH employing gas which enters the turbine

casing at such a tcnijjtiutiiro, the heat lost through the walls and

carried away by the water must necessarily be very great indeed.

It is true that the metal surface in c<jntiict with the gas can be

allowed to bo at a much higher temperature than the inside of the

cylinder walls of a reciprocating engine ; but, in spite of this, the

heat lost through the walls and carried away by the cooling water

(or other cooling medium) will probably be much greater with a

turbine actuated by gas entering the turbine casing at about

2,000^ C. than in a reciprocating engine in which the maximum

temperature is 2,000° C. This loss of heat will cause the actual

work done by the engine to be very much below the ideal. This

is not only important in itself, but, as will be explained subsequently

(pages 1081 and 1082), it prevents useful employment of a high

ratio of negative work to gross work. The question of utilising this

lost heat will be discussed later on (pages 1088 to 1094).

Cycle I, Case 3a.

Instead of employing cooling arrangements for the metal, some

or all of the available heat energy of the gas can be converted into

kinetic energy before causing it to act on the turbine, so that the

latter is not exposed to an unduly high temperature. This can be

done by allowing the gas when at the maximum temperature to

expand in a divergent nozzle till its temperature falls to a degree

that the turbine can stand. More than one nozzle can be employed,

but, to reduce the radiation losses, the nozzles should be large and

few in number.

Suppose that the gas is compressed adiabatically to 300 lbs.

absolute, and then is heated at constant pressure to a temperature of

2,273° abs. C. (4,132^ ¥.), as in Case 3. If now the gas be allowed

to expand in a suitable nozzle adiabatic expansion can be obtained
;

and if this be continued till the pressure falls to 15 lbs. abs. the

temperature will be 966 abs. C. (693^ C). This is just below the
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temperature wbiL-li was fixed on as a maximum for a turbine without

artificial cooling. The entropy-temperature diagram will be the

same as in Case 3, Fig. 8 (page 1074), and E will therefore be the

same, namely 0-58. The ratio of negative work to gross work will

also be the same as in Case 3, namely 0*3.

Eeferring to the pressure-volume diagram for Cycle I, Case 3,

Fig. 7 (page 1074), the area zZHK represents the kinetic energy of

the gas leaving the nozzle, which kinetic energy equals 33,840 foot-

lbs. This is for a quantity of gas which measures 1 cubic foot at A.

The velocity is 5,290 feet per second.

For the sake of comparison it may be advantageous to mention

the velocities of the steam jets employed in De Laval steam-turbines.

If saturated steam at 50 lbs. absolute pressure is expanded adiabatically

to a pressure of • 6 lbs. abs., which corresponds to a temperature of

85° F., and its heat energy turned into kinetic energy, the velocity

acquired works out at 3,690 feet per second. If saturated steam at

300 lbs. abs. pressure were treated similarly, the velocity would be

4,380 feet per second. The velocities actually obtained in practice

must be somewhat less than these figures owing to friction in the

nozzles.

To get the best results from a fluid velocity such as 5,290 feet

per second would require with a single turbine wheel a vane speed

which cannot be obtained at present for want of a sufficiently strong

and light material—the stresses produced by centrifugal force are

too great. This difficulty is experienced with De Laval turbines.

The obvious way out of the difficulty is to employ several wheels in

series, the gas passing through the several wheels with diminishing

velocity, but with nearly constant pressure. This has been done in

steam turbines.

With the same object of reducing the vane speed, a device has

been proposed whereby the nozzles are mounted on a wheel which

rotates in the opposite direction to the wheel carrying the vanes.

If the two wheels rotate at the same speed (in opposite directions)

this speed will be half of that of the single wheel if the nozzles

were stationary. The centrifugal force is therefore only one-fourth

of what it would otherwise be.
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The frictioiial Iohkck in tlio nozzles of ii gus-turbiuo will probably

bo lesH tbau those iu tbo nozzles of a steam- turbine for the same

velocity of exit from the uozzlo.

Cyolk I, Case 4a.

If one tries to work to tbo same entropy-temperature diagram as

in Case 4, Fig, 10 (page 1076), but employs a divergent nozzle,

as iu Case 3a, to reduce tbe maximum temperature to 700° C, so that

the gas can be used in a turbine witbout cooliug arrangements,

Ti in this case will be 725' abs. C. (452' C). It is not

necessary tlieroforo to jjorform all tbe adiabatic expansion iu a

divergent nozzle, but a portion of it can be performed in the turbine.

If the fluid is expanded in the nozzle only till its temperature falls

to 700" C. (1,292" F.), the pressuie will then be 42 lbs. abs. ; so

that 27 lbs. can be dropped in the turbine.

Referring to the pressure volume diagram for Cycle I, Case 4,

Fig. 9 (page 1076), the line qQ is drawn to represent the pressure at

which the gas leaves the nozzle. The kinetic energy of the gas

leaving the nozzle is represented by the area XMQ^. It can be

ascertained that this amounts to 33,660 foot-lbs. (for one cubic foot

of gas measured at A), and the velocity works out at 5,280 feet per

second. E will be the same as in Case 4, and so will the ratio of

negative work to gross work.

It seems to the author that an engine working on this cycle,

according to Case 3a or Case 4a or between these, has good

prospects. The ideal efficiency is high—from 0*58 to 0*68. How
near one could approach this efficiency in practice would depend oi

course both on the losses in the motor proper and on the losses iu

the pump.

The losses in the motor proper may be taken to include the

losses in the combustion chamber, if such is employed, and in the

nozzles. The motor losses will then consist of :-^

(1). Loss of heat by radiation and conduction.

(2). Fluid friction.

(3). Friction in turbine bearings.

(4j. Loss due to incomplete expansion.
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The first loss will be large, but should bo less than in

reciprocating engines, owing to the higher velocities employed and

to the higher temperatures allowable in the metal.

The second loss will be considerable, but much less than in

turbines using saturated steam. It has been found by cxiicrimcnt

that hot dry air causes much less friction than wet steam. (The

steam is always wet in a De Laval turbine casing, unless it enters the

nozzles with a large amount of superheat.)

The thud loss will be trifling and the fourth loss should be

moderate. The discharge of heat with the exhaust gases is here

only considered as a loss in so far as it exceeds that of an ideal engine.

It is difficult to estimate the pump losses. Eotary compressors

on the turbine principle seem to have been employed only up to

about 80 lbs. pressure. Whether or not they are suitable for high

pressures is a point which it is very desirable to ascertain.

One would be inclined to believe that the fluid frictional losses with

such machines would be very great if attempts were made to obtain

high pressures. It by no means follows however that a fairly

eflicient rotary air-compressor cannot be devised.

A reciprocating compressor always has the disadvantage that the

air when drawn in becomes heated by contact with the hot metal

•surfaces before compression commences. This evil is reduced by

compounding. It is an evil which occurs to a serious extent with

reciprocating gas-engines working on the Otto cycle.

With a reciprocating compressor it will be difficult to avoid the

necessity of jacketing the cylinder if high compressions are employed.

This will bring the compression curve below the adiabatic and

reduce the efficiency as before explained.

In any case, whatever be the nature of the pump, there is

bound to be a certain amount of heat passed through the walls of

the pump cylinders or casing. If this loss be made up by friction or

impact within the pump, the compression may be along an adiabatic

curve, but the loss will still have to be considered.

The ratio of negative work to gross work (in the particular

cases here referred to) is somewhat high—0-3 to O'-l. In the case

of a turbine one need not fear the increase in the bulk of the
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eugine duo to this high ratio ; for the bulk of the turbiue will

probably be very small for the power. Frictional and (jtlier

los8e8 become, however, of much greater importance wheu the

ratio is high. To show this forcibly, consider an extreme case.

Suppose that the ratio of negative work to gross work in an ideal

engine is 0-5, or, in simpler language, suppose that the pump

requires half the gross power of the machine, there being no friction.

If now the machine is not ideal, and if the mechanical efficiency of

the pump is only 5 and that of tlio motor projier only ^, no useful

work whatever will be got out of the machine—all the work will be

absorbed by friction. For, if the power of the motor propt-r, including

that spent on friction, is 100, the pump will require 50, and as its

efficiency is §, it will take 75. This is exactly what the motor will

give out after deducting friction. There will therefore be no i)ower

got out of the mo chine. When there is a high ratio of negative

work to gross work, success will therefore be dependent largely on

the efficiency of the pump. Unless the pump is at least fairly

efficient, success cannot be expected. In the Diesel engine the bulk

of the air is compressed to about 500 lbs. per square inch, and the

air which carries the oil into the cylinder is compressed from

100 lbs. to 200 lbs. higher.* It would be interesting to know with

what efficiency the air is compressed in the Diesel engine.

Otto cycle reciprocating engines having ideal efficiencies of • 4

to 0*45 have given practical efficiencies of half that amount. By
practical efficiency is meant ratio of B.H.P. to thermal uuits in gas

consumed, calculated on the higher calorific value. When the ideal

efficiency is increased above • 45, the ratio of practical efficiency to

ideal efficiency usually falls below 0-5 — the greater the ideal

efficiency, the greater are the losses. With a turbine the losses

ought also to increase when the ideal efficiency is increased, but

whether to the same extent as with an Otto engine it is difficult to

say. When considering high compressions, it is well to note that the

Diesel engine with a high compression and an incomplete expansion

* " The Diesel Eugine," by H. Ada Clavk. ProceeJings, 1903, Part 3,

page 395.
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has given some of the highest practical efficiencies yet attained.

The compression should not cause the same trouble in starting a

turbine as in starting a reciprocating engine, as with a turbine it

should be practicable to arrange that at every instant the gross work is

greater than the negative work. With a reciprocating engine having

a single cylinder working on the Otto cycle there are of course periods

when the negative work exceeds the gross work.

Fig. 11.

Cycle II, Case 1.

Pressure- Volume Diagram.

500- t.^Xi'^

Fig. 12.

Cycle II, Ca^e 1.

Entropy-Temperature
Liagram.

tt'SOO

t=290

T»227J

T =855

Cycle II, Case 1.

With regard to explosion turbine engines, suppose that the fluid

is compi'essed adiabatically to, say, 101 lbs. per sq. in. abs., that

is to a temperature of 500" abs. C. (932^ F.). Let it now be heated at

constant volume by explosion, and let there be a mixture of such a
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htrongtli tliiit the tenii)oratunj will i-Ihc to 2,000^ C. (2,273" ubs. C).

TLo prcfcisuro will then bo 45'J lbs. abs. If the gaw is uow allowed

to expand adiabatically till its pressure is atmospheric (when its

temperature will be 855^ abs. C), aud then cooled at that pressure

till it resumes its original state, tlio pressure-volume aud eutropy-

temperuturu diagrams will be as shown in Figs. 11 aud 12

(page 108;}).

In Fig. 12 the heat supplied to the fluid is represented by the

area «KT«j the heat rejected by the area aAS-Sjaud the heat converted

into work by the area ARTS.

Therefore E = «»•«"

^f^^^ =0-55.
una alt IS

The negative work can be compared with the gross work in

n- -n mi i- ^ L- 1 X 1
areavVUA

Fig. 11. ihc ratio ol negative work to gross work = frfgavVHTS
= 0-23.

Cycle II, Case 1, very nearly resembles common practice to-day

with reciprocating explosion engines. The expansion is, however,

continued to atmospheric pressure. This as a rule is not desirable

in a reciprocating engine, on account of the extra length recj^uired to

be given to the engine cylinder which not only increases the loss by

friction but increases the loss of heat by the expanding gas, and, if

the same length of stroke is employed for drawing in the fresh

charge, increases the heating of the charge before compression.

The case however is very different with turbines ; and there seems

no good reason why with these the adiabatic expansion should not

be carried practically to atmospheric pressure.

In jjractice the maximum pressure and the average maximum

temperature throughout the gas would be less than the values here

indicated, owing to radiation losses.

Cycle II, Case 1a.

The gas could not be allowed into an uncooled turbine at the

maximum temperature in Cycle II, Case 1 ; but, if the expansion

were performed wholly or nearly wholly in a divergent nozzle, the

temperature of exit from the nozzle would be sufficiently low to

allow of the gas entering an uncooled turbine.
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For example, if the gas at the ma.\:imuni temperature of 2,273''

abs. C. (4,123" F.) and the maximum pressure of 459 lbs. abs. were

expanded in a perfect divergent nozzle till the temperature fell to

700^ C. (973^ abs. C), which was fixed on as the maximum allowable

temperature in an uncooled turbine, the mean pressure on leaving

the nozzle would be 23 • 5 lbs. abs. The kinetic energy of tlie gas

(1 cu. foot at A) on leaving the nozzle would be represented by the

area VRTQi^^^ in Fig. 11, and would amount to 20,500 foot-lbs.

The mean velocity (the square root of the mean square) would be

4,120 feet per second.

On comparing Cases 1 and 1a of Cycle II by reference to the Table

(page 1102) with Cases 2, 3, 3a, 4 and 4a of Cycle I, which have the

same maximum temperature, it will be found that the efficiency is very

much greater than Cycle I, Case 2 ; is nearly as great as Cycle I,

Cases 8 and 3a ; and is considerably below Cycle I, Cases 4 and 4a.

The ratio of negative work to gross work is, however, greater than in

Cycle I, Case 2, and less than in Cases 3, 3a, 4 and 4a of Cycle I.

There are two objections to the use for turbines of a cycle such

as Cycle II, and these objections must be set against the advantage

which turbines would possess over reciprocating explosion motors,

in being able to make better use of the tail end of the pressure-

volume diagram.

One objection is that explosions at constant volume have

to take place intermittently, while a turbine desires a continuous

supply of fluid. If the supply is not continuous the power of the

turbine is less than it would otherwise be for a given size of machine

;

and the initial cost, the bulk and^most important—the loss by

friction are greater in proportion to the power developed than they

would otherwise be.

The other objection is that the fluid must leave the explosion

chamber at varying pressure. This necessitates, unless special

means are provided to prevent it, the fluid entering the turbine

casing either at varying pressure or at varying velocity, which

is of course objectionable, as the speed of rotation of the

turbine cannot during the period of a cycle be made to vary

correspondingly.
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The second objection might bo met by employing in a parallel

flow turbine of the Do Laval typo long radial blades, and causing

the nozzloH to be altered in position according to the pressure, so as

to direct the gas on to the outer ends of the blades at high pressures

and on to the inner ends of the blades at low pressures. The

difficulty could also be met by an arraugenicut of reciprocating

engine combined with a turbine, the gas being first expanded in the

reciprocating engine to a certain j)ressuro and then passed on to the

turbine to complete its expansion. If several reciprocating cylinders

were employed, the first objection also would be got over, but it is

true that with such a combination some of the most important

advantages of the turbine would bo lost. The idea is, however, in

the author's opinion, worthy of consideration. Reciprocating steam-

engines have been successfully combined with steam-turbines in this

manner.*

Cycle II, Case 2.

An explosion-engine, in which a very high compression pressure

is employed, will now be considered. If compression be carried to

818 lbs. abs. as in Cycle I, Case 4, one obtains with a maximum

temperature of 2,000° C. (3,632° F.) a maximum pressure of

2,045 lbs. abs. and a very high ratio of negative work to gross work.

If a much lower compression—namely 417 lbs. abs.—is adopted,

this will give a temperature of compression of 750^ abs. C. (1,382° F.).

Working on the same cycle as in the last case and arranging the

explosive mixture to give a maximum temperature of 2,000'' C.

(2,278° abs. C), a maximum pressure of 1,265 lbs. abs. is obtained,

and the pressure-volume and entropy-temperature diagrams will be

as shown in Figs. 13 and 14 (page 1087).

Referring to Fig. 14,

area aU \Vw

* See Paper by Professor Kateau read before the North of England Institute

of Mining and Mechanical Ensiineers at Newcastle-on-Tyne, 13 Dec. 1902; or

Paper by the same author read at the Chicago Meeting of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, Proceedings 1904, Part 3 (page 737).
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CijcU II, Case 2.

Pressure- Volume Diagram.
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Cycle II, Case 2.

Entroptj-Temperature Diagram.
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Volume
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Roferring to Fig. 13,

Nfij. viiirk _ tiri-ii u^ U, UA ^
tjruss work ured u^UiUlVW'i ~ ' *

E is tho same as in Cycle I, Case d, and the ratio of negative

work to gross work is also the same. The compression is lower

than in Cycle I, Case 4, but the maximum pressure is very

much higher.

Tho excessively high maximum pressure is an objection to this

case.

Ctclk II, Case 2a.

If the expfinsion took place in an ideal divergent nozzle as before

till the temperature fell to 700^ C. (973^ abs, C.), the gas would

still have a pressure of 70 lbs. abs., while the mean velocity of exit

from the nozzle would be 4,300 feet per second. If the gas were

expanded in the nozzle down to 25 lbs. abs., the temperature

would then bo 741"" abs. C. (1,366° F.), and the mean velocity of the

gas leaving the nozzle would be 4,830 feet per second.

Cycle III, Case 1.

It has been proposed, Avhen a water-jacket is employed, to utilize

the heat passed into the jacket water by causing this heat to

generate steam from the water. This steam could then receive

further heat from the products of combustion, which would

therefore be reduced in temperature, while the steam would be

superheated. The steam and products of combustion could then

expand adiabatically, doing work in the same or in separate

turbines. The carrying out of this idea would affect the efficiency

in the several cases considered of Cycle I. Cooling arrangements

are not required in Cycle I, Case 1, so this case need not be further

considered. In Cycle I, Case 2, let it be supposed that the

combustion chamber is jacketed and that the jacket water is heated

and converted into steam by heat taken from the products of

combustion, which have their temperature thus lowered from

1
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2000" C. to 700"" C, that is, to the temperature at which they

can safely be allowed into an uncooled turbine, the steam being

superheated up to 700' C. Let this be called Cycle III, Case 1.

Referring to Fig. 6 (page 1072), the heat in the products of

combustion which is converted into work is now represented by the

area ABCD instead of by the area ABEF. The heat represented

by the area dCE/has, however, been employed in heating water and

generating and superheating steam. The fraction of this heat which is

converted into work will not now be as great as in the original scheme

of working. That is to say, the net work got out of the heat put into

the water and steam will be less than the area DCEF. By
transferring heat to the water and steam from the gas, E is

therefore reduced. There must, however, in any case, as already

mentioned (page 1063), be lost in practice a large amount of heat from

the products of combustion when these products of combustion enter

the turbine casing at a temperature such as 2,000^ C, and, by

adopting this combined steam and gas scheme, a much higher

practical efficiency may possibly be obtained than would otherwise

be possible. As the net work ideally is less than in Cycle I,

Case 2, and as the negative work is not less (and may be greater

by the amount of work required to pump the water into the jacket

if under pressure), the ratio of negative work to gross work is

increased. In Case 2 of Cycle I, the ratio of negative work to

gross work is low, and it will be therefore allowable to increase

this ratio.

Cycle III, Case 2.

Case 3 of Cycle I could be modified in the same way by reducing

the temperature of the products of combustion from 2,000° C. to

700° C, and by employing the heat so given up in heating water

and generating and superheating steam. The steam could be

generated at 300 lbs. pressure abs. (the same pressure as the

products of combustion) and superheated to 700° C. at this pressure.

The steam and gas could then be expanded adiabatically in the same

or in separate turbines. As in the previous case, E would be

4 D
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reduced, and the ratio of negative work to gross work increased.

As in the jiievious case, the practical efficiency might also bo largely

increased.

The pn.ssuro-voluino and entropy-temperature diagrams for the

gas in this case (called Cycle III, Case 2) are shown in Figs. 15 and

16 resiiectively (pages 1091-2). The gas is comj)reHsed along the line

AG as in Cycle I, Case 3, till its pressure is 300 lbs. abs., and its

temperature is 4,09 "5^ C. (682*5^ abs. C). It is then heated by

combustion at constant pressure along the lino G H as in Cycle I,

Case 3, till its temperature is 2,000' C. (2,273^ abs. C). Heat is now

withdrawn from the gas at constant pressure and transferred to the

water and steam, the temperature of the gas falling along the line

H Hi to 700^ C. (973^ abs. C.) at 11^. The heat transferred from the

gas to the water is represented, Fig. 16, by the area hJij^Hk. The

gas now expands adiabatically along the line Hj K^ till the pressure

is 15 lbs. abs., when the temperature will be 140° C. (413^ abs. C.)

The contraction of the gas at constant pressure along the line K^ A

completes the cycle. Dotted lines have been placed on Figs. 15

and 16 to illustrate Cycle I, Case 3, where this differs from the

present cycle. The two cycles can thus be compared.

Pressure-volume and entropy-temperature diagrams for the water

are shown in Figs. 17 and 18 (page 1092). Keferring to Fig. 18, the

water is heated at a constant pressure of 300 lbs. per square inch abs.

along the line/c from 100-6^ C. (373 • 6°abs. C.) to 214" C. (487" abs. C),

which is the boiling point at this pressure. The water is now

converted into steam, this process being represented by the line c g ;

and the steam is superheated at constant pressure, as represented by

the line g d, till its temperature is 700° C. (973° abs. C). The steam

is then expanded adiabatically along the line d e till it falls to 15 lbs.

absolute pressure, its temperature then being 184° C. (457° abs. C).

The steam is now exhausted and cools along the line e h. At h it is

saturated, its temperature being 100-6° C. (373-6° abs, C), and

thereafter it condenses along the line hf and is compressed to its

initial state.

Fig. 17 shows the work done by the steam in its generation,

superheating and adiabatic expansion. The work done in forcing the
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water into the chamber at 300 lbs. pressure is not shown in Fig. 17,

and is negligible in the present investigation.

The heat reciuirecl to raise the water from 373 • 5" abs. C. to 487°

abs. C, is represented in Fig. 18 by the area fjcc^. The area c^cgg-^^

represents the latent heat of steam at a pressure of 300 lbs. abs. (the

temperature being 487"' abs. C), and the area g^rjde^ represents the

heat required to superheat the steam from 487° abs. C. to 973° abs. C.

The area f^f1i\ represents the latent heat of steam at a pressure of

15 lbs. abs., and the area li^liec^ represents the heat required to

superheat this steam from 373-6° abs. C to 457° abs. 0.

Fig. 15.

—

Cycle III, Case 2. Pressure- Volume Diagram.—Gas.

:30O

Volume

Comparing this case with Case 3, of Cycle I, it is found that the

total heat absorbed is the same in both cases, being represented by

the area rtGH^ in Fig. 16. The portion of this heat which is

converted into work in Case 3, Cycle I, is represented by the area

AGHK, while the corresponding portion in the present case is

represented by the sum of the areas AGHiK^, Fig. 16, and fcgdeh,

Fig. 18. This sum is less than the area AGHK, and E in this

case is only 0*33 as compared with 0-58 in Case 3 of Cycle I.

The fall in the value of E is due to the relatively low efficiency of

the steam portion which has an ideal efficiency of only • 28. (For a

steam-engine this is really not low.)

4 D 2
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FiO. 16.

fycle. Ill, Cai'e 2.

Entropy- Temperatur

Jiiagnim.— Gax.

t, 687-5

t^290
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Fio. 17.

Cycle III, Case 2.

Preffure- Volume

Diagram.—Steam.

Fig. 18.—Cycle III, Case 2.

Entropy- Temperature Diagram.—Steam.
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The feed-water lias been taken at a temperature corresponding

to atmosplieric boiling-point. It bas been assumed that the steam

is exhausted into the atmosphere, and is not condensed for use

over again. It would therefore be necessary, in order to follow the

cycle, to heat the feed-water to 100^ C. It should not be difficult to

approximately accomplish this by utilising the heat of the exhausting

gases. By heating the feed-water still more, the efficiency could

be improved ; but the improvement would be slight (less than in an

ordinary steam-eugine) and the feed-water would have to be under

pressure. As, moreover, any increase of exhaust or back pressure is a

serious matter with a turbine, and as feed-water heaters must to a

certain extent affect this back pressure, any prospect of gain by

heating the feed-water beyond 100^ C. need not be considered.

The gross work in the present case is represented. Figs. 15 and

17, by the area z ZU^K^ + the area a c d e. This is less than the

gross work in Cycle I, Case 3, which is represented by the area

Z H K. The negative work in Cycle I, Case 3, was represented

by the area z Z G A. In the present case it is also represented by

this area, neglecting the work of pumping the water into the jackets

The ratio of negative work to gross work in the present case is 0*41

as compared with 0-3 in Cycle I, Case 3. This ratio (0-41) is

rather high. It will, however, probably not be so objectionable

in the present case as the ratio • 40 in Case 4 of Cycle III, as the

real efficiency in practice will come nearer to the ideal in this case

than in Case 4 of Cycle III. In the present case the ratio could be

reduced by lowering the compression. This would reduce E.

As the mass of the water employed is not the same as the

mass of the air and fuel, the scale for entropy in Fig. 18 has

been made different from that in the other entropy-temperature

diagrams, so that in all these diagrams, areas represent quantities

of heat to the same scale. In all the pressure-volume diagrams

the scales are the same except in Fig. 19 (page 1094), which will be

referred to hereafter. It might be mentioned here that all the

numerical results given in this Paper have been obtained by

calculation and not by scaling the diagrams.
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It will be Been that it has been aesumefl that the gas and Bteam

expand adiabatically separate from each other. The adiabatic curve

of the one is diflferont from that of the other, as the specific heats are

diflcrent ; and, while the gas falls to a temperature of 140'^ C.

(413" abs. C), the steam falls only to 184'^ C. (457'' abs. C).

This will be correct if the steam and gas are not mixed. It is

much simpler to consider this case than to consider the case

where the gases are intimately mixed. In this latter case the

diagram Fig. 16 would be altered, and it could not so easily

be seen where the loss of efficiency came in. In practice, however,

it will probably be found convenient to mix the gases. This will

alter the diagrams and the efficiency somewhat ; but what has been

300

200 Fig. 19.— Pres.<Mre- Volume Diagram.

(The horizontal scale is half that of the other diagrams.)

ATMOSPHERIC LINE

6

Volume

10
T"T--T'-H*

14

considered gives a good idea of the general effect of the

employment of steam in conjunction with gas. If the steam and

gas are not mixed, a condenser could be employed for the former.

The steam could then be expanded to a much lower temperature

and pressure, and the efficiency would be considerably raised.

Cycle II could be modified by combining steam with the gas, in

the same way as Cycle I was modified. A case of this nature has not

been worked out ; but Case 1 of Cycle II could probably be modified

in this way. Case 2 of Cycle II could not be so treated on account

of the high ratio of negative work to gross work that would occur.

One might try to improve on all these cycles, by extending the

adiabatic expansion line of the gas below atmosphere, instead of
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stopping it at atmospheric pressure. It would, of course, be necessary

to compress the fluid back again to atmospheric pressure ; but, if

this compression were isothermal or between the isothermal and

adiabatic, there would be an increase in efficiency. Carnot's cycle is

in fact being approached in the lower part of the diagram.

Figs. 19 and 20 are respectively pressure-volume and entropy-

temperature diagrams of Cycle I, Case 3, modified by continuing

the adiabatic expansion to a pressure of 2 lbs. per square inch abs.

Fig. 20.

Entropy-Temperalure

I'iagram.

T=2273

tc=682-S

=290

The scale for volumes in Fig. 19 has, for convenience, been made

half that of the other diagrams. K b represents the addition to

the adiabatic line of expansion, and h c represents isothermal

compression of the gas from 2 lbs. abs. at 6 to 15 lbs. abs. at c.

There should be no difficulty in a turbine in extending the

expansion from K to b. There may be difficulty however in getting
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iButhermal coinpressiou from b to atiuosjtheric jiroKsurc at c. An

the volume ut b is 14 times the initial vulumc, it will be desirable

to got the fluid discharged as quickly as possible. A rotary

compressor will probaV>ly bo best for this purpose. A compression,

sufficiently near to the isothermal and sufficiently remote from the

adiabatic to raise the efficiency appreciably, should be obtainable.

The temperature at b is 270^ C. (543'' abs. C), and if the

compression were isothermal, this would of course be the temperature

all along the line b c. The gases could be passed through or

around water-cooled tubes to keep down the temperature during

compression. With the gas at a temperature of 543^ abs. C. it

would not do to spray water into it, unless sufficient water were

sprayed to cool the gas below the boiling-point of the watex, which

is 326° abs. C. at this pressure.

If compression takes place along the isothermal line 6 c, a net

amount of work will be gained, represented by the area Kbc. The

gas will be discharged into the atmosphere at c, the volume at

discharge being 1 • 874 of the original volume (at A). Even if the

compression is not isothermal, an amount of work may be gained

which will wipe out the extra losses in the machine, provide for

pumping out the cooling water, and perhaps leave a margin of net gain.

In Fig. 20 the heat absorbed by the fluid is rej^resented by the

area aGHA:, the heat rejected by the area aAcbk, and the heat

converted into work by the area AGHfcc. As the heat absorbed

remains unchanged, while the heat converted into work is increased

by the area Kbc, E is of course increased.

_ area AGEbc
~ area AGHk

This enlarging of the diagram of course affects the ratio of

negative work to gross work. Eeferring to Fig. 19 (page 1094),

gross work = area zZWKebc

negative work — area zZGA + area Kei!;

net work = area AGHfec

neg. tcork area 'ZGA + area Keb
gross work

~
area zZHKebc
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In the free piston explosion engines, which were at one time in

fairly common use, the best known of which is the Otto and Langeu,

the expansion was carried to a pressure considerably below the

atmosphere. The compression to atmospheric pressure which

followed this must have been between the isothermal and the

adiabatic.

If this continuation of the adiabatic expansion below atmospheric

pressure is not found to be advisable to the extent that has

just been described, it may be found advisable to a less extent.

If it is found advisable in any case, it is more likely to be so in

a case in which the high pressure of the gases after combustion is

reduced to a low pressure in divergent nozzles, before the gas is

allowed into the turbine casing, than in a case in which the whole

fall of pressure takes place in the turbine casing. In the former

case very high vane speeds are necessary, and the friction between

the rotating parts and the fluid in the casing is an extremely

important matter. The reduction of the pressure within the turbine

casing from atmospheric pressure (or above thatj to one-quarter

or one-eighth of that amount may therefore very much reduce the

frictional losses. It is true that the rotary pump, if such is employed

for completing the cycle, has to deliver at atmospheric pressure, but

the rotating parts of the pump can revolve at a much lower speed,

and the friction will therefore be of much less consequence.

With such high-speed turbines there is another question to be

considered. It has been stated in discussing Cases 3a and 4a of

Cycle I, and 1a and 2a of Cycle II, that the velocity of the gases

escaping from the divergent nozzles would be over 4,000 feet per

second, if the heat energy converted into kinetic energy was as

mentioned. The author is not however aware of any results of

experiments having been published in which velocities of these

amounts were obtained, when the pressure of the medium into which

the divergent nozzle discharged was atmospheric. It is supposed by

some that there is a maximum limit to the velocity of a gas leaving

a divergent nozzle and escaping into a given medium which is at a

given pressure, etc., and that this limit velocity is dependent on

the pressure in the medium into which the nozzle discharges, and is
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loss when tlie prossuro ui this luediuiii is greater, and vice versa.

That is to say, it is supposed by some that, after a certain velocity of

discharge has been attained, no increase in the initial temperature or

Fio. '21.

—

Cycle W. I'rext'ure- Volume f itigram.

4 5

Volume

Fig. 22.

Cycle lY.

Entropy-Temperature Diagram

tc--S5S
t=290 A

\

\

/
y

T=2273

Ti=l865

e d

pressure will increase this velocity ; but a reduction of the

pressure in the medium may do so. The author does not express

any opinion himself on this point, but if it should be found
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that the reduction of the pressure inside a turbine casing below

atmospheric pressure enables the heat energy of the gas to be

more effectively converted into kinetic energy, this will be a further

argument in favour of so reducing the pressure. Whether or not

there is an advantage to be gained remains to be proved, but there

is at any rate a possibility of gain by thus extending the expansion,

and it is a possibility which, in the author's opinion, should not be

ignored. In dealing with large volumes and small pressures there

is, as already mentioned, an immense difference between turbines and

reciprocating engines.

Cycle IV.

The fourth cycle which will be considered in this Paper is one in

which a high ideal efficiency can be obtained with a low compression,

and without having an abnormally high ratio of negative work to

gross work.

Figs. 21 and 22 are, respectively, pressure-volume and entropy-

temperature diagrams for an engine working on this cycle. In

explaining the cycle it is best to start at E^ At this point the

temperature of the fluid is 1,592° C. (1,865° abs. C), and the

pressure is 30 lbs. abs.

Let the fluid be heated by combustion at constant pressure along

the line EiC^ till the temperature reaches 2,000° C. (2,273° abs. C).

Now let the gas expand adiabatically from C^ to D^ till the pressure

is atmospheric. The temperature will then be 1,592° C (1,865°

abs. C). Now let the gas pass through a regenerating chamber and

be cooled at a constant pressure from D^ to F^ till the temperature is

80° C. (353° abs. C). The gas escapes at F^ into atmosphere, and

thereafter cools at constant pressure to 17° C. (290° abs. C)
at A. A new charge is taken at A and compressed adiabatically to

B^ where the pressure is 30 lbs. abs. and the temperature 80° C.

(353° abs. C). The fluid is now passed through the regenerating

chamber, and is heated at constant pressure along the line B^E^,

taking back the heat given up by the last charge. This will raise

its temperature to 1,592° C. (1,865° abs. C.) and place the fluid in

the condition it was at the start.
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l{oi'«;rriiig to Fig. 21, the gross work is represented by tlie area

i/^G'C'D', the negative work by tlio area y'CJ'R'A, and the net work

by the area AB'C'D'.

Therefore
'^9ativework ^ areac/G^B'A ^ ^^,^^. (0-1553).

grogs toork ureag'G'C'D^ ^ '

The heat absorbed by the fluid (other tlian that obtained

in the regenerator from a previous eharge) is represented in

Fig. 22 by tlie area eE^C'^Z. The heat rejected (other than that

given to the regenerator) is represented by the area aAF'/. The

heat converted into work is represented by the difference of these

two areas.

Now area ABiCiD^ = area a^^QiW - area/FiDi(Z - area aAF'/

- area aWC^d — area aB^E'e — area aAF^
= area eWQhl — area aAFy.

Therefore the area AB^C'D^ represents the heat converted into work.

Therefore E = "'"^"^fy,^' = 0-84

The ideal efficiency is high ; but the highest actual efficiency

which could practically be obtained would be very much below this.

Besides the losses in the motor proper and in the pump, there would

be a very great loss in the regenerator. It would not be practicable

to reduce the temperature of the exhausting gases in the regenerator

to SO'^ C, or to raise the temperature of the fresh gases in the

regenerator to 1,592^ C.

If the losses in the regenerator and in the passages leading to it

and from it amounted to 50 per cent, of the heat which is ideally

given to or taken from the regenerator, these losses would have

to be made up by extra heat given to the fluid by combustion, and

the efficiency would fall to • 3. This does not take into account

the losses in the motor proper and in the pump. The heat losses

in the motor would probably be very great. This cycle may, however,

when used with turbines, give results sufficiently good to justify

its use. It certainly seems to promise better results with turbines

than with reciprocating engines, on account of the lower frictional

losses that might be expected with turbines. With reciprocating
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engines tbo large volumes and the low pressure of the fluid would

cause extremely high percentage losses in friction.

The cycle has the disadvantage that gas at a very high

temperature has to be conveyed from the regenerator to the

turbine. This practically makes it absolutely necessary to have the

turbine quite close to the regenerator. It would seem to be expedient

to build the regenerator of brickwork, and to erect the turbine in

this brickwork. This would very much limit the usefulness of the

cycle, as it would not be quite feasible in many cases either to have

a regenerator of the nature required at the place where power is

wanted, or to transmit the power from a place suitable for holding

the regenerator. Nevertheless there will be cases in which it will be

quite practicable to build a regenerator beside the turbine, and this

cycle therefore seems to be worthy of consideration. A rotary

pump driven from the turbine spindle could easily be used for

compressing the gases, thus simplifying the mechanical moving

parts.

The several cases can be compared in the Table (page 1102). It

will be seen that a high ideal efficiency is, as a rule, accompanied by

a high ratio of negative work to gross work. Cycle 4 is however an

exception to the rule. The cycle has the highest ideal efficiency and

the lowest ratio of negative work to gross work. As has been already

pointed out, however, the efficiency which could be actually looked

for with this cycle would be very much below the ideal, and the

cycle has other objections, as already stated.

Cycle I, Case 1, has a high ratio of negative work to gross work,

although the efficiency is the lowest. This is because all the heat is

supplied to the gas at a comparatively low temperature.

Engineers interested in any particular cycle can work out other

cases for themselves if they consider it necessary, but it is suggested

that after a careful perusal of this Paper the effect of any change

can be guessed at with fair accuracy. It might be possible to use

the exhaust gases from a turbine working according to Cycle I,

Cases 1 and 3, or Cycle II, Case 1, to heat the fluid after compression

and so to save fuel. Consider Fig. 4 (page 1070). The heat supplied

to the fluid is represented by the area aBCd. Part of this heat
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might be obtained from the hot exhaust gases and the efficiency of

the cycle thus raised, as will be clear from the description just given

of Cycle IV. With Cycle I, Cases 1 and 3, and Cycle II, Case 1,

there should be no necessity to use a regenerator of brick or such

like refractory material. The exhaust gases could be passed through

tubes and the fresh air passed over the outside surfaces of the tubes,

or some equivalent construction might be employed.

Many other cycles or modifications of cycles might have been

TABLE

Comparing the several Cycles and Cases.

Cycle. Case.

Compression.

Max.
Temp,
abs. C.°

Max.
Press.

Lbs. per

Bq. in.

abs.

Ideal

Efficiency.

(E)

Ratio of

negative
work to gross

work.
Temp,
abs. C.°

Press.

Lbd. per

sq. in.

abs.

I. 1 389 42 973 42 0-25 0-40

I. 2 389 42 2273 42 0-25 017

I. 3&3A 682-5 300 2273 300 0-58 0-30

I. 4&4a 909 818 2273 818 0-68 0-40

II. 1 & lA 500 101 2273 459 0-55 0-23

II. 2&2A 750 417 2273 1265 0-68 0-38

III. 2 682-

5

300 2273 300 0-33 0-41

IV. — 353 30 2273 30 0-84 0-16

investigated ; but the author has considered it inadvisable to burden

the Paper with them.

As regards the Carnot cycle, an engine working on this cycle would

have the same value for E as one working on Cycle I for the same values

of t and <<. ; and, if the isothermal expansion were carried far enough, it

would (under ideal conditions) do the same work per cycle for the same

am )uut of fluid, and have the same ratio of negative work to gross work.
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The maximum volume of the fluid would, however, be very much

greater, and although this is not such a serious matter with a

turbine as with a reciprocating engine it is nevertheless not a

condition to be accepted without due recom])onse.

If an engine working on Cycle I has T^ = t,, then an engine

working on the Carnot cycle with the same values of t and t^ would

require, in order to do the same work, to commence its adiabatic

expansion at the point where the engine working on Cycle I leaves

oil'. If p and P
J
on the Cycle I engine are atmospheric pressure,

then, on the Carnot cycle engine, the whole of the adiabatic

expansion would take place below atmospheric pressure. It is

interesting to compare the Carnot cycle with other cycles, but it

hardly seems useful in the present investigation to devote any more

space to this comparison.

Although the practical efl&ciency of an engine is usually of great

importance, there are many occasions on which a very poor efficiency

will be tolerated if other conditions are satisfactory. Small gas-

engines using lighting gas, costing 2s. to 3s. per 1000 cubic feet,

are employed in great numbers, although the fuel cost per B.H.P.-

hour is very high. Small electro-motors are extensively used

consuming current which costs over 2d. per Board-of-Trade Unit.

The fuel cost and the energy cost, respectively, in the two cases are

high ; but the user prefers to put up with this, rather than employ a

power plant which has a higher initial cost or which requires more

attention or is generally more inconvenient.

If, therefore, small gas-turbines could be sold at a low price, and

if they required little attention and did not readily get out of order,

they might be in great demand, even although the gas-consumption

per B.H.P.-hour was high. With the average user of a small

engine, producing say 100 B.H.P.-hours per week, a reduction

of £10 in the initial cost is of more consequence than a reduction of

2 cubic feet per B.H.P.-houi' in gas-consumption. The same user

would no doubt be quite willing to allow an additional 5 cubic feet

of gas per B.H.P.-hour if he were saved trouble and anxiety and

small expenses in the working of the engine.

To produce a gas-turbine cheaply it seems necessary to

entirely avoid reciprocating parts and to be content with a low
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compreRsion. Cycle I, Case 1, appears to lend itself to cheapness

of construction and simplicity, but it might bo advisable to reduce

the compression at the expense of efficiency. A rotary pump could

undertake the compression.

In many cases the vibration of a reciprocating engine is

extremely objectionable ; and a motor that ran with practically

no vibration would be popular, even if its initial cost were greater

and it were more extravagant with fuel. In motor cars, for example,

oil or spirit explosion engines are used for their lightness and

compactness ; but the vibration they cause is objectionable. If a

satisfactory turbine were obtainable, there is no doubt that motor-

car builders would eagerly buy it and instal it on their cars,

even if the cost were greater and the efficiency less than the many

arrangements of explosion reciprocating engines now in use.

One might mention many other uses to which gas-turbines could

advantageously be put, if they were obtainable as fairly efficient

and reliable machines. In many factories and engineering works,

electric motors fed by current from a central station are used to

drive individual machines or groups of machines, in order to save

the losses and inconveniences produced by driving by belts or ropes.

Gas-engines (reciprocating) have been used to a limited extent for

the same purpose ; but the foundations required for these and the

vibration caused by them have prevented their extensive use. If a

gas-turbine were obtainable which could bo set down anywhere like

an electric motor, it would serve splendidly for this purpose, and, in

order to displace electric driving, it would only require to possess

an efficiency greater than the efficiency of the central station engine

multiplied by the efficiencies of dynamo, mains, and motor.

Suction gas-producers are coming into extensive use, and by

their means gas-engines can take the place of steam-engines

where they otherwise could not. Whatever objections there may be

to the supply of gas to gas-engines from these suction producers,

these objections should be less rather than greater with turbines

than with reciprocating engines.

The power of a gas-turbine could be effectively varied with an

insignificant variation of speed, by cutting out one or more of the

nozzles or admission ports which admit the fluid to the turbine
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buckets or first set of buckets when several are employed in series,

the fluid being passed through the acting ports or nozzles at a

uniform pressure and with a uniform velocity. To enable the acting

nozzles or admission ports, no matter how many may be in use, to

deliver the fluid always in the same uniform manner, it will be

necessary, if one flame supplies all the nozzles or admission ports,

to control the fuel and air supplies to the flame in conjunction with

the mechanism which cuts oif the nozzles or admission ports. It

will however be usually advisable to supply the air and fuel to the

flame at a constant velocity which, although it could be done when

one flame supplied a varying number of nozzles, would involve

complications ; and it may therefore be found expedient to have a

separate flame and a separate combustion chamber for each nozzle.

This would involve the necessity of igniting or extinguishing a

flame for each change of power, and, although this could be done

automatically, it is objectionable. Much careful consideration will

be required to determine which is the least evil to put up with and

which course had best be taken.

The author hopes that this comparison of the several cycles

treated will be of some use in showing what may be expected

from each, and which will be best suited for a motor which

is required to work under given conditions and which it is

important should have given characteristics. One cannot, however,

compare the several cycles and estimate the actual efficiencies,

Ac., which might be expected in practice in anything like so

satisfactory a manner as could be desired, without having more

information obtained by experiment on the following three points :

—

1. Losses in pneumatic compression to high pressures.

(a) With reciprocating compressors.

(&) With rotary compressors.

(c) With a combination of reciprocating and rotary

compressors.

2. Expansion of hot gases in divergent nozzles.

8. Eadiation losses and transference of heat from gases to metals

at high temperatures.

4 E
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It would immenbely aid the solviug of the gas-turbine problem

if a thorough sot of experiments on these three points were made

and the results published. This would naturally cost a considerable

amount of money ; but the information obtained by the engineering

wcjrld would be very good value at the price. Mcjney bus been

spent and is being spent by engineering and scientific societies on

investigations which, while no doubt interesting and instructive,

are not of so far-reaching importance as experiments which would

materially aid in the production of a successful gas-turbine.

The Paper is illustrated by 22 Figs, in the letterpress.

Discussion.

The Pkbsidknt said that the author of the Paper had been for a

long time associated with Mr. Dugald Clerk. It was rather an

exception for the Council of the Institution to accept a Paper based

upon theoretical considerations alone, the rule being to reject Papers

unless they were founded upon something that had actually been

accomplished in a concrete form. But he thought the large audience

before him that evening justified the Council in having admitted the

present Paper for theoretical discussion. With the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers no formal vote of thanks was passed for a

Paper. Thus time was saved for the technical discussion. The

procedure of this Institution had latterly followed the same course,

and the appreciation of the present Paper might now be indicated

by a round of applause.

Mr. Neilson said there were many methods of working and

devices suggested in the Paper which had been previously proposed,

some of them over and over again. It was extremely difficult in

many cases to ascertain to whom the credit was really due for those

devices or methods of working, and therefore he had in most cases

refrained from giving acknowledgment to anyone. He mentioned that

fact in case anyone should feel aggrieved at not being given the credit
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of something stated in the Paper. He wished to emphasise what

he had said at the beginning of the Paper—that its most important

object was to draw opinions from other engineers who had studied

the question, and especially from those who had conducted

experiments.

Mr. Henry Davey, Member of Council, said he had made some

experiments, but they had been on a small scale, and, with a view

to starting the discussion, he would just state what his experience

had been. First of all he would like to tender his thanks to the

author for bringing the Paper before the Institution. It dealt with

an important subject. When a Paper was brought before engineers,

Fig. 23.

Experimental

WorMng- h luid

Producer.

and the theory of the subject was put before them so lucidly as it

had been put by the author, it encouraged them to look more

minutely into the matter, and to see if some practical good might not

come out of it. The Paper was valuable as indicating the direction

in which the possibilities of the problem lay. The first part of the

problem was that of producing in a practical way the working fluid

;

then the temperature difficulties followed, and they must be

succeeded by the mode of application to the turbine.

It was from the point of view of producing the working fluid

that he had made two or three experiments, on quite a small scale.

They were undertaken with an apparatus, shown in Fig. 23, based

on Cycle IIT, Case 2 (page 1091). A was a combustion chamber

4 E 2
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(Mr. Henry Davey.)

lined with fire-brick, and above it was a small steel boiler consisting

of a shell coutainiug the water, having fire-tubes B extending to the

smoke-box or vessel C. A non-return vulve opened into the smoke-

box. When steam was raised above the pressure in the furnace,

it passed through the valve and mixed with the products of

combustion. The object of the apparatus was to produce a

mixture of steam and products of combustion, the steam being

highly superheated. The furnace was fed by means of gas

and air pumps, of the relative capacities for delivering

a burning mixture. The gas and air were delivered in separate

pipes and came together just inside the furnace. To start the

apparatus it was necessary to get the fire-brick lining into a red-hot

state, so that it might maintain combustion ; then the air and gas

pumps were put to work. He experimented with this apparatus on a

small scale, but he found many practical difficulties. He commenced

with low pressures, intending to go on step by step to higher and

higher pressures ; but what happened was that, if the gases ceased

to burn in the furnaces from any accidental cause during one or two

strokes of the pump, then a big explosion frequently ensued.

It seemed to him that the system promised well, if the

practical difficulties of keeping the combustion constant could be

overcome. If the divergent nozzle was as efficient as one might

imagine, it might be that a turbine worked with a fluid produced

from an apparatus of that kind, at moderately low pressure, would

give a good efficiency ; but the loss of efficiency in the air and gas

pumps would be considerable. His pumps were reciprocating ; and

the loss would be probably much more considerable if they were rotary

ones. That would tell very much against the scheme, as it was all

a question of what useful work could be got out of a given quantity

of gas. Instead of bringing air and gas from the furnace into the

combustion chamber to be burnt with a constant flame, he altered the

apparatus as shown at D. The gas and air united together in the

pipe e and pushed forward the products of combustion of the last

charge, forming a kind of cartridge in the pipe. Then the supply

was cut off, and a sparking plug at once fired the cartridge. With a

moderate sized brick-lined chamber A, a fairly constant pressure
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could be kept up. The cartridge might be small and fired very

frequently, or three or four of them might be used and fired

intermittently, to avoid intermittent impulses on the turbine. He

had not got beyond what might be termed laboratory experiments,

but had succeeded in getting the thing to work fairly at a low

pressure. He had not used the working fluids to propel a turbine,

but he had taken them, in the particular case he mentioned, into a

reciprocating engine. It was desirable to know what were the

losses due to compression both with reciprocating and rotary pumps,

and then came the very great difficulties of using high temperatures

in the turbine itself. With regard to the divergent nozzle, there

was, as far as he knew, scarcely any practical information available.

It was one of those subjects which required to be thrashed out

experimentally, and one of the most important points in connection

with the development of the gas-turbine.

Professor F. W. Borstall said it was a source of great

gratification to him to be able to attend and—he would not say

discuss the Paper, because it was not a Paper which admitted of a

great deal of discussion—speak on a subject which was one of

immense possibilities and potentialities. It might not be for the

•present generation to inherit the gas-turbine, but it was probable

that it would come to subsequent generations. If he might say one

word of criticism in regard to the Paper, he thought perhaps the

author was a little optimistic on the subject. He knew very well

the enormous difficulties which stood in the way of a commercial

gas-turbine. From the days of Watt it had taken nearly 120

years to develop a comparatively simple thing like the steam-

turbine, and, when it was considered that the gas-turbine had

not got to turn the energy of the fluid into kinetic energy on

the shaft, but had to compress the fluid, to ignite the fluid,

and deal with a fluid which was infinitely more troublesome to

deal with than steam, it would be seen what difiiculties had to be

overcome. He did not for a moment say that a gas-turbine could

not be made
;
perhaps he would plead guilty to having schemed a

good many himself. There was no difficulty in making one ; the
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(Professor F. W. Burstall.)

difficulty was to make a turbiuo which would produce any useful

work at the engine shaft, and for a reason which he would very

soon make clear. In the Otto cycle engine the compression was

produced almost entirely in tlie motor cylinder itself, and therefore

any heat which escaped from the charge of air and gas into th«

walls of the cylinder was only there for a short time, if at all.

When the charge exploded, the cylinder walls were heated, and

cooled on exhaust, but at any rate they were prubahly very much

above the temj^eraturc of the compression charge. It was clear, he

thought, that no turbine could ever be made to work on that

principle. The compression of the air and gas must take place

outside the turbine casing. Therefore one had to contemplate the

possibility of economically producing that compression.

The author had alluded to the rotary compressor. The rotary

compressor, as far as he knew it—and that was only up to about

7 lbs. or 8 lbs. per square inch—was singularly inefficient, and he

felt convinced that any rotary compressor at present known would

take the whole power of the engine to compress the air and gas to

begin with, because its efficiency was probably not more than • 4
;

and, when it was considered that the negative work was 0*4, it

would be found there was about 30 per cent, of the work of the

engine absorbed in compression. Referring to the experiment of

Diesel, by taking a portion of the air during compression and

compressing it in an independent cylinder, a very much higher

efficiency had been obtained. On that point he could answer the

question with regard to the efficiency which Diesel got in his

compression cylinder. The pressures were not correctly stated in

the Paper, though perhaps they were the pressures found by

Mr. Ade Clark. In his own Diesel engine the compression in the

cylinder was 35 atmospheres, and the compression on the blast used

for spraying the oil was 57 atmospheres. The efficiency in the

small compressor was not high, but then that small compressor took

such a very small charge that it did not affect the general efficiency

of the Diesel engine, or hardly appreciably.

"When dealing with the steam-engine, one was dealing with a fluid

that could be carried over very large distances without very much loss
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of heat. A 5 per cent, liquefaction in a iiound of dry steam would

liberate quite a considerable quantity of heat. In the gas-engine,

however, those conditions were reversed. Any fall of temperature

of the gas came entirely from the internal energy of the gas, and

therefore an explosion charge could not be trusted to remain in

contact with the metallic surface for any length of time without an

excessive loss of heat. From that, he inferred that any form of

Parsons turbine was not the most desirable form for working with

gases. The cooling in passing through the comparatively small

passages would be so immensely rapid as to prevent anything like a

reasonable efficiency being obtained. In the reciprocating engine

there was a rather diflferent set of conditions. There was a large

volume of gas in a cylindrical vessel, and only the outer portion of it

became cooled at all, the centre core remaining always hot, there

being not sufficient time to pass its heat to the outer walls. Hence

the losses from cooling in a reciprocating engine were not serious.

With regard to the possibility—and he was afraid it was the only

possibility in the last instance—of using the divergent nozzle, the

author had clearly indicated what were the limiting conditions for

that divergent nozzle, namely, that a velocity was required of about

5,200 feet per second in order to turn the heat energy of the charge

into the kinetic energy of the turbine vanes. Probably, at present,

that was not possible, but he saw no reason whatever to suppose that,

with the advances in metallurgical science, engineers would not be

in possession of a material which would stand the high stresses and

which might probably be lighter. It seemed to him by no means

impossible to get that, and, granting the fact of a material, then the

turbine was materialised almost at once. It was a matter of

mechanical difficulties. As he had stated before, there was no reason

to suppose that it would be anything like economical, owing to the

very high ratio of the negative work, which did not occur with the

reciprocating engine.

The questions which the author raised with regard to data were

of course extremely important, particularly the questions relating to

the reciprocating compressor and the expansion of hot gases in the

divergent nozzle. The author would probably know very well that
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any one of those experiments was a most serious matter to undertake,

and to get results which were in any way commensurate with

practical work meant conducting the experiments on a large scale.

When experiments such as those were conducted on a large scale

the expenses were apt to be enormouR, and therefore one could hardly

exjiect any private individual to give his information for the good of

the world at large. If the experiments were made, no doubt they

would be made by some individual who, naturally, was seeking his

own advancement and who wished to produce a coiiiniercial article.

Whether such a thing was possible he did not know, but he felt very

strongly there was no possibility of advance in that direction until

more efl&cient compressors were obtained. That was the real gist of

the matter. In the last five years he had had on the average from

six to eight patents for gas-turbines put before him, and in every case

he had discovered that they were perfectly vague on the subject of

the negative work. If the author only succeeded in persuading

engineers that that was the real rock on which they split in devising

a gas-tnrbine, then he thought the object of the Paper would be

thoroughly accomplished. He thanked the author for having brought

such a subject before the Institution, even if it were only in the form

of a scientific investigation.

Mr. James Atkinson said the author had given a most excellent

Paper on the theory of gas-turbines, and as a matter of fact the gas-

turbine simply existed now in theory. Whether it would remain so

or not was a question that might take a good deal of deciding. With

regard to the temperature which the author assumed could be put

into a turbine of the Parsons type, the author had taken it as 700° C.

(1,292° F.). Professor Burstall had s^joken about the probabilities of

a metal which would stand those temperatures and the scouring action

which must take place in a turbine, but he, Mr. Atkinson, thought

such a metal was a long way from being discovered. Any metal that

had iron in its composition commenced to oxidise at about 400° C.

(752° F.), or 500° less than the temperature given by the author.

If that temperature existed in the presence of free oxygen, metal

would begin to oxidise, and the scouring action which took place in
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the turbine would very soon wash away the blades. He thought

the author might have made a slight mistake in talking about

superheated steam in steam-engines and the efl&ciency being only a

small percentage. As a matter of fact, he thought superheating in

the steam-engine was more efficient than the actual steam working in

the steam-engine. In a turbine, superheating the steam increased

the efficiency very largely, and it would increase the efficiency of

a steam-engine etjually as well, if it were not for the fact that

superheated steam went a very small way through a steam-engine,

and in a triple-expansion engine it very rarely went beyond the high-

pressure cylinder, if as far as that. He expressed his admiration for

the care, attention, and trouble the author had taken in producing

his calculations, which would be of very great use to engineers who

had to deal with the question. The Paper practically did for the

gas-turbine what Mr. Dugald Clerk did for the gas-engine many

years ago.

Lt.-Colonel E. E. B. Crompton, C.B., thought that the two great

difficulties which stood in the way of producing a gas-turbine had

been fully stated by Mr. Davey and Professor Burstall, the latter

of whom had rounded up the subject so completely that it left

little for others to say. There was one point however which might

perhaps be mentioned, although he was uncertain whether it could be

fairly discussed under the question of gas-turbines. He had recently

been present at the Electrical Congress at St. Louis, and had taken

part in the discussions which followed two interesting Papers, read

by Mr. Emmett, of the General Electric Co., of Schenectady, on

the Curtis form of steam-turbine, and by Mr. Hodgkinson, of the

Westinghouse Co., of Pittsburg, on the Parsons form of steam-turbine.

Several speakers appeared to think that one method of obtaining the

maximum efficiency in electrical energy from the energy in the coal

would be by using the gas-producer and gas-engine to deal with the

higher temperatures, and by utilizing the energy remaining in the

jacket-cooling water and in the exhaust of the gas-engine by raising

steam in a suitable boiler and utilizing this steam in a low-pressure
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steani-turVjiue. In this way it seemed possible to increase the present

liighost practical efliciency obtainable with the gas-engiue from the

figure of about 28 per cent, up to possibly 38 per cent. He thought

that there were no practical difficulties in the way of the mechanical

engineer in carrying out this development. What would then remain

to be considered would be whether the economical advantage in

increased efficiency would not be more than counterbalanced by

the extra first cost and afterwards by the maintenance cost of

the extra plant that would have to bo added to obtain this increased

duty from the fuel. It appeared to him that, in many cases where

fuel was dear, it was quite probable that the answer would be

favourable, and that therefore such a proposition ought to be

seriously taken in hand by those interested in the question.

Speaking as a power engineer, be thought that this combined use of

gas-engines and steam-turbines was likely to be of more immediate

practical importance than the remote possibility that the mechanical

difficulties connected with the gas-turbine would be successfully

surmounted.

Mr. H. M. Mahtin said that Professor Burstall had mentioned,

in connection with rotary air-compressors, 0'4 as the highest

efficiency he had come across. In a turbine compressor built for the

Farnley Ironworks, in which the rotary air-compressor was driven

by a steam-turbine, the combined efficiency as determined by

Professor Goodman was 61 per cent. That was to say, the " air

horse-power" was 61 per cent, of that theoretically due from the

steam. This meant that the efficiency of the compressor per se was

something like 80 per cent.

"With respect to experiments on divergent nozzles, it might be

stated that some had been made by Professor Stodola, who found

that with a pressure drop of from 10^ to J^ atmospheres, the loss

was 20 per cent. The experiments were not entirely satisfactory, as

the measurements were made by means of a small tube passing

centrally down the nozzle, whicli acted as a sort of Pitot gauge.

In fact Professor Stodola concluded that in the absence of the
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resistance caused by this tube the loss would have been about

15 per cent.*

There was another possibility with respect to gas-turbines which

he did not know whether it would prove practicable to work out.

Consider the well-known water-ejector, such as indicated in Fig. 24.

High-pressure water entering through a suitable nozzle into a

combining cone drew in and carried with it low-pressure water to

form a combined jet. The efficiency claimed for the a2)pliance was

over 90 per cent. He did not know whether it would be possible to

work an air-ejector on the same lines. The method would be to let

a jet of products of combustion at high-pressure develop its full

Fig. 25.

Dicergent Nozzle,

sJioiving Varying Fresiure.

Fig 24.

Water-Ejector.

Zero

kinetic energy in a divergent nozzle. This would then be utilized

to draw in, say, four or five times its weight of air by an ejector, and

the combined jet having a correspondingly reduced velocity and

temperature would be utilized to drive the turbine. Some

experiments by Professor Stodola went to show that the necessary

* The use of a thermo-couple would seem to aflbrd a means of measuring

the loss in a divergent nozzle with the least possible disturbance of the flow.

With such an instrument the distribution of temperature throughout the nozzle

could be determined, and this known, together with the weight discharged per

second, the efficiency of the nozzle could be readily calculated by elementary

thermodynamics.
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suction could bo obtained with an air-jet. Thus he found that if a

divergent nozzlo designed for a high drop of pressure was used for a

smaller drop, the distribution of pressures in the nozzle was euch as

indicated in Fig. 25 (page 1115). Obviously, if holes were put through

the walls of the nozzle in the region of low-pressure, air would be

drawn in, and Professor Stodola had attempted to construct an

ejector somewhat on these lines, but so far had failed to obtain an

efficient apparatus.

Professor Robert H, Smith said that much useful and interesting

information, especially upon the outflow of high-pressure fluids

through varying shapes of nozzles, was to be found in the book

by Professor Stodola on " Steam Turbines." * As the author in his

Paper referred to a theory that more than a certain critical velocity

could not be obtained in such nozzles, he might mention that

Professor Stodola's experiments showed velocities in the nozzles

which were considerably higher than the critical velocity calculated

on the assumption which the author referred to ; but, when the

critical velocity was passed, extremely interesting phenomena

occurred, which had been suggested by the diagram shown by

Mr. Martin, Fig. 25 (page 1115). The pressure oscillated, not

in time, but in distance along the axis of the nozzle. Great

waves, steady waves, of pressure existed. The most interesting

practical point resulting from these experiments was that such

waves of pressure did not serve any useful purpose, and that

the nozzle should be designed so that they did not arise. The

nozzle could be designed for each discharge pressure so that the

waves could be smoothed down and made to disappear. That, he

thought, was the most useful result of Professor Stodola's very long

and exceedingly interesting series of experiments last year.

* " Die Dampfturbinen," by Dr. A. Stodola, of Zurich, 1903, published by

J. Springer, Berlin. See pages 17-37.

Other recently published books on the subject are " Le Turbine a Vapore ed

a Gaz," by Ing. Guiseppe Belluzzo, published by U. Hoepli, Milan, 1905 ; and

" Dampfturbinen, Entwickelung, Systeme, Bau u. Verwendung," by Wilhelm

Gentsch, published by Williams and Xorgate, London, 1905.
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The difficulty to which Mr. Atkinson had alluded seemed to be

the greatest difficulty to he feared in gas-turbines, because the fluid

resulting from combustion must be diluted very greatly in order to

keep down pressure and temperature within practical limits, and the

only cheap way of diluting it was with an excess of air. There

would be, therefore, a very large excess of extremely hot air

containing large quantities of free oxygen passing through the

narrow nozzles and wheel buckets, and he fancied these would be

rapidly burned away. He was surprised to hear the statement that

air-compressing could not be done at a greater efficiency than 40 per

cent. He knew many reciprocating air-compressors in which it was

possible easily to attain over 60 per cent, efficiency. Mr. Henry

Davey had sketched an apparatus he had made upon a small scale,

Fig. 23 (page 1107). He, Professor Smith, had spent two years in

experimenting upon a similar apparatus on a larger scale, which was

designed for 600 lbs. working pressure and 45 indicated horse-

power, and he had worked it at 130 lbs. ; but it was not for the

combustion of gas, but for that of oil. The difficulty had been, so

far, one similar to that which Mr. Davey referred to, namely, the

occasional sudden extinction of the flame and the difficulty of

controlling the flame, leading, in his apparatus, to an inconvenient

rush of the water over into the fire-tubes.

In the Paper there was a very interesting and important remark

(page 1062) relating to Carnot's formula for the efficiency of an

ideal heat-engine. This formula was not intended for practical

application to working plant, but was framed only for the purpose

of proving a theoretical proposition, a proposition of immense value

in the science of thermodynamics. It was not a measure of efficiency

applicable to any heat-engine which it was possible to construct and

work. The upper and lower limits of temperature might be greatly

changed without to any extent changing the thermodynamic

efficiency. It was an historical fact that every engine that had

been made and worked successfully had cut down its upper

temperature limit before it had obtained practical success.

He was struck by the remark (page 1103) that " With the

average user of a small engine, producing, say, lUO B.H.P.-hours per
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week, a reductii)ii of £10 iu the initial cost is of more consequence

than a reduction of 2 cubic feet per B.H.P.-hour in gas-consumption."

It occurred to him that that was rather an extravagant estimate of

the value of low initial cost. It was usually his fate to argue in

favour of greater consideration of initial cost. Considering that

2 cubic feet per B.II.P. at 100 B.H.P.-hours per week was 200 cubic

feet of gas per week, and taking gas at 28. (id. per thousand, that

meant 26*. a year; 26«. was 13 per cent, upon £10, and 13 per cent,

was rather a high percentage to take in the comparison. Perhaps a

saving of 3 cubic feet of gas per B.H.P.-hour in an engine of this

small size working with so bad a load factor might be more fairly

comparable with the advantage of £10 decrease in capital cost. On

page 1104 the author suggested the use of gas-turbines upon motors

for certain reasons which he gave, but surely the difficulty of using

any sort of gas-engine on the motor was not in the engine itself but

in the weight and bulk of the vessels that had to be carried to hold

the gas. Some years ago he worked that out, and he found it was

practically impossible, even with the high j)ressures that were used

in weldless steel gas-cylinders, to carry any reasonable bulk of gas

in a motor car. Lower down on the same page the author made a

very useful remark, pointing out that in order to displace electric

driving the tiu-bine would only require to possess an efficiency

greater than the efficiency of the central station engine multiplied

by the efficiencies of dynamo, mains, and motor. If those four

efficiencies were multiplied together a very low compound efficiency

would be obtained in the end.

Mr. Neilson, in reply to the discussion, stated that Professor

Burstall's remarks on rotary compressors and their efficiencies

had been already replied to by Mr. Martin (page 1114). It by no

means followed that an efficient rotary compressor could not be used,

although the turbine compressors were not successful at high

pressures. Turbine compressors had been used up to about 80 lbs.

pressure or so, that was, compressors arranged like a converse

steam-turbine. It was quite reasonable to suppose that such

compressors would not be efficient at high pressures, as they had a

I
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great number of stages, and the air was somewhat roughly handled

at each stage. He thought there was great room for investigation

in the matter of trying to find an efficient rotary compressor on

another principle. Professor Burstall had stated that a gaseous

charge could not be allowed to remain in contact with the metal for

long without a great transfereuce of heat, and that gas was very

different from steam in that respect. In steam-turbines with

superheated steam there was practically a gas at the high-pressure

end of the turbine. Superheating had very much improved the

efficiency of steam-turbines, and it would be reasonable to suppose

that no great loss of heat occurred at the high-pressure end of the

turbine. He believed experiments had been made at the Manchester

Technical School with a Parsons turbine, and the temperatures taken

at different stages of the expansion, but he had not seen the figures.

Those experiments were with steam slightly superheated.*

Professor Burstall had referred to the possibility of getting a

material some day that would stand the high stresses caused by high

speeds. During the last few years there had been very great

improvement in that respect. He did not think that a De Laval

turbine, such as the 300-H.P. turbine now built, could have been built

20 years ago, as there was no material then to stand the enormous

stresses. It had to be remembered that the stresses varied pretty

nearly as the square of the velocity, so that, if the velocity was doubled

there was four times the stress. The experiments mentioned at the

end of the Paper certainly would cost a great deal of money.

Those with divergent nozzles would perhaj)s entail least expense,

as such experiments would not require a great amount of

apparatus. Professor Stodola's experiments were exceedingly

interesting, but it was impossible to take the results as being

very exact. Professor Stodola admitted that his measuring apparatus

was of such a nature as would be apt to distort the results. For

example, in his nozzle he had a measuring tube which was very

* The author subsequently saw the figturcs through the courtesy of Mr.

Mellanby ; but the superheat was so slight that he considered the figures,

although interesting, were of no value in the present instance.
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small, but still of a diameter that was appreciable considering the

minimum diameter of the nozzle. Experiments on the effect of wind

pressure on different bodies had been made and they were described

before the Institution of Civil Engineers * by Dr. T. E. Stanton. The

experimenters discovered that in order to get reliable results the

models they i)ut in the air duct had to bo very small compared with

the dimensions of the duct. That was with a comparatively small

velocity of air. In Professor Stodola's experiments the velocity of

the fluid was enormous, and the effect of any body in the centre of

the jet would presumably make a much greater difference. Therefore,

Fig. 2G.

Fluctuating Pressure

of Steam passing

through Nozzle.

Mcasun'Mt///.':

aloii^ iwn.L-

while Professor Stodola's experiments were interesting, further

investigations were required in connection with the matter.

With regard to the fluctuation of pressure mentioned by Mr.

Martin and Professor Smith as being found by Professor Stodola, the

steam in passing through certain nozzles fell in pressure more than it

should do, and then fluctuated up and down in regular beats before

it remained steady at the final pressure. Fig. 26 illustrated the

oscillations of pressure which were like those of a spring. In

the diagram, heights represented pressure, and horizontal distances

represented measurements along the nozzle. He did not think

Proceedings Institution of Civil Engineers, 1903, Vol. clvi, page 78.
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Professor Stodola was the first to discover that. It illustrated what he

had said earlier, that it was very difficult in many cases to tell to

whom credit was due. The fact was mentioned in a Paper* which

Mr. Hodgkinson read in America some few years ago, but even he

did not seem to be the first to discover the phenomenon.

Mr. Atkinson had referred to the statement about superheating

(page 1062). Of course, superheating did increase the efficiency,

not owing to thermodt/namic reasons, but because of the reduction in

friction and for other reasons which he need not go further into.

Mr. Martin alluded to the proposal to draw in an extra quantity

of air to mix with the products of combustion in order to cool down

the temperature of the explosion and get a more reasonable

temperature, and he mentioned the proportion as 4 lbs. of air to

1 lb. of products of combustion. The lower temperature suited the

turbine, but it had to be remembered that in a practical turbine the

extraction of the available energy of the fluid was never complete,

and that with this air-dilution scheme, instead of discharging 1 lb.

of fluid with a certain amount of uurecovered energy, it would be

necessary to discharge 5 lbs., thus throwing away five times the

available energy that would be otherwise thrown away. If water

instead of air were used to dilute the products of combustion, the

mass of fluid would not be increased to the same extent. A
somewhat similar proposal had been made as regards steam-

turbines, namely, to dilute the steam from a divergent nozzle with

water or other fluid in order to bring down the velocity so as to

enable the velocity to be utilized conveniently in the turbine wheel.

This would allow the wheel to run at a lower speed. Instead,

however, of discharging 1 lb. of fluid with a certain final velocity,

the scheme would involve the discharging of, say, 5 lbs. or 6 lbs.

Professor Smith had referred to the question of the relative

advantage of low initial cost and low working expenses (page 1118).

The case mentioned by Professor Smith he had worked out, but he

forgot what the saving amounted to as a percentage of the extra

capital. Taking it as 13 per cent, (as given by Professor Smith), he

* Proceedings, Engineers Society of Western Pennsylvania, Nov. 1900.

4 P
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thought that with a small turbine the reduction in initial cost would

be of inoro iraportanco than the I'l per cent. Having. It was not like

putting money into a building. No one could say how long the

engine was going to be up-to-date, and no one know how long it

would be before another engine was required. l^Ioreover, small

users generally wanted money at the time. He thanked the

Institution for the vote of thanks that had been accorded to him.

Communications.

Mr. Edwakd Butler wrote that perhaps the greatest obstacle

in the way of the production of an efficient gas-turbine—namely,

" the very low reactionary value and destructive property of a

highly heated gas, as compared with steam of the same pressure "

—

could be removed by a combination of apparatus in which gas and

air would be supplied to a mixing chamber communicating with a

series of long explosion chambers with siphon formations for

receiving water. The modus operandi being for the series of

explosion chambers to be charged with explosive mixture and fired

in rotation, the effect of the explosions would force out the water

contained in the well or siphon formation of each tube in succession

and this water could be directed on to the wheel of a water-turbino.

Succeeding charges of gas mixture would enter automatically from

the mixing chamber through non-return valves immediately after

each explosion. The only operating mechanism required would be

means for quickly filling the siphons with water and for igniting

the mixture in the series of five or six explosion tubes, by which

an almost continuous stream of water would be directed on to the

turbine wheel at high velocity, thus avoiding all the trouble that

would follow from any method of employicg a turbine wheel actuated

direct by the hot rarefied gases of combustion. He offered this

solution of a gas-power turbine, after having had some experience

in the working of a steam-turbine worked somewhat on these

lines, namely, with water accelerated by a steam injector and boiler.
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Mr. DuGALD Clerk wrote that lie had road the Paper with ranch

interest, and he quite sympathised with the author in his effort to

clear up in a preliminary way the many abstract points which

required consideration before the practical problem of the gas-

turbine could be attacked with any chance of success. In view of

the wonderful results obtained by the Hon. C. A. Parsons and his

imitators with the steam-turbine, it was very natural that the attention

of engineers should be called tJ the problem of the gas-turbine.

Belonging to the older school of engineer inventors and having become

somewhat mentally fatigued by the numerous difficulties experienced

with cylinder and piston gas-engines in every stage of their progress,

it might be that the writer was less likely to take a hopeful view of

the gas-turbine problem than a younger engineer, whose life and

practical engineering difficulties were still before him. Whether

this were so or not, he must confess that his view of the future of

the gas-turbine was not so hopeful as the author's. The difficulties

appeared to be even greater than the author had apprehended.

Mr. Neilson rightly laid a certain stress on the relatively low

efficiencies possible in turbine compressing plant; but he did not

think he had laid sufficient stress upon the similarly low efficiency

of expansion in steam-turbines of existing types. No doubt the

author had clearly in his mind the fact that there were special

advantages in the steam-turbine which counterbalanced the

disadvantages of relatively inefficient expansion. The steam-

turbine had, to begin with, the great advantage of practical freedom

from losses due to initial condensation. It had the further great

advantage of expansion to a much lower pressure point than could

ever be effectively attained with a reciprocating steam-engine.

These two advantages, in the case of steam, undoubtedly enabled

the Parsons turbine to reach figures of economical steam consumption

which were not touched at all by ordinary reciprocating steam-

engines, and were very rarely reached even in special reciprocating

steam-engines using high superheats. These advantages of no

initial condensation and largely extended expansion were

advantages special to steam ; they were not advantages which

would be found in using a turbine construction even for the

4 F 2
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purpose of expanding high pressure cool gases, such as compressed

atmospheric air. In an ordinary gas-cngino cylinder, the efficiency

of compression and expansion of the gaseous contents of the cylinder

(without combustion at all) was so high that practically no difference

could be detected between the compression and expansion lines of

the air within the cylinder during successive compression and

expansion strokes. Practically, what one might call the efficiency

of gaseous compression and expansion in an ordinary gas-engine

cylinder was certainly not less than 99 per cent. This, undoubtedly,

enabled engines to be operated economically with large proportionate

values of negative work. If, however, the efficiency of compression

had been, say, 70 per cent.—a figure higher than any turbine air-

compressor could give at present—and the efficiency of expansion

80 per cent.—a figure higher than any existing turbine could give

operated by expanded compressed air—even then the united

efficiencies would only amount to 56 per cent. That is, assuming the

gases to be heated for the expansion period, the loss to be made

good to bring the diagram uji to unity would be 44 per cent. ; that

is, if the volume of the gas were increased by heating from 5G to

100, then the expansion would only be sufficient to produce a

diagram which would keep the engine running if it were quite

frictionless. In the writer's view, therefore, the problem to be faced

required not only the invention of a turbine air-compressor

compressing, say, to 200 lbs. per square inch, with an efficiency of

something nearly 90 per cent., but it also required the invention of

a turbine motor-engine which would give a like efficiency of

expansion of the gases so compressed. High efficiencies of

compression and expansion of gases, such as air, were undoubtedly

theoretically possible ; but he knew of no turbine yet in existence

which would give any efficiencies such as he had indicated. Until

these efficiencies were obtained, it seemed to the writer impossible to

design any gas-turbine having a chance of success.

The author had very accurately made clear the point that, in

some types of turbine, low temperature, and therefore large negative

work, was necessary for working conditions. He himself could not

help thinking that, although the high temperatures he proposed

—
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2,000- C. (3,632° F.) and so forth—certainly diminished negative

work, they yet introduced for the inventor a much worse condition

from the points of view of durability of blades, and heat losses if the

blades were kept cool. There seemed to be no possibility whatever

of working a turbine at temperatures approaching 2,000^ C. The

De Lfival type was proposed by the author to enable temperatures

to be reduced while the energy was maintained in the shape of

velocity of the moving gases. He could not help thinking that any

scheme which allowed of such reduction would also cool the expanding

gases by the very conditions required in the constructions of the

expanding nozzle. He did not see any immediate future for a

gas-turbine, except in possibly utilizing the exhaust gases from

reciprocating engines, which at present were liberated under

considerable jiressures. He feared that the attack of the problem

of an efficient turbine air expander was more within the province of

the practical inventor than the scientific investigator. He would

be much interested to hear any ideas Mr. Neilson might have in

the direction of producing efficient turbine compressors and

expanders.

He hoj)ed that the author would not be discouraged at the

somewhat pessimistic tone of these remarks. He had often thought

over this subject, and had not as yet seen any hope of getting as

good results, either as to economy or durability with gas-turbines

as were obtained with reciprocating engines.

Mr. W. J. A. London wrote that, in studying the Paper, one

could not help feeling impressed by the thoroughness with which the

author had dealt with the various possible cycles to which engineers

were to look in the future gas-turbine. The most interesting point,

however, in the writer's opinion, was the way in which the author's

investigations showed the difficulties to be met with in the

successful designing of such machines. Jt was a pity that he

had not attempted to consider from a more practical standpoint

several of the cycles set forth ; had he done this, the writer could

not help feeling confident that he would have omitted several of

the cycles referred to.
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On page 10G5 a roferonce was made to a combustion chamber

where the burning gases could rest before entering the turbine. He
thought this would bo a great source of loss, because this chamber

would have to bo cooled, and, to allow the gases to remain in a

chamber with cooled walls, a great amount of efficiency would

naturally bo lost. Further, on the same page, the author referred

to a mixture of air and fuel being always supplied to the flame with

a velocity greater than that of the propagation of the flame. This,

in the writer's opinion, would be a very difficult thing to do,

especially at the high outgoing velocities attending the expanding

gas. On page 10G6 the author referred to the Parsons turbine

with steel blades for working at about 700 C. (1,292° F,). This

temperature was very high, and it was doubtful whether any blades

with sharp edges could be made to withstand it for any length of

time.

In Cycle I, Case 2 (page 1071), the author proposed to circulate

water in the revolving part. If ho would consider the difficulties

to be met with in circulating water in the revolving chamber, the

writer thought he would find that it would be a more difficult

problem than he considered. The water would bo thrown against

the outer walls, which was the point to be desired, but whether the

circulation could be arranged without seriously interfering with

the running balance of the machine was another question. Further,

even if the rotating drum were cool, this would not effectively cool

the blades, and to do this as the author suggested, by making the

blades hollow, would require very large blades with internal i>ipo

arrangements for ensuring circulation. With his device he claimed

that 2,000^ C. was allowable ; this corresponded to 3,632^ F., or above

the melting-point of steel, so that it was hardly likely that any

sharp edges could be expected to remain on the blades. For

mechanical reasons he did not think one should look for the gas-

turbine on the Parsons principle, but more on the lines of the

De Laval, as set forth in Cycle I, Case 3a (page 1078), where the

gas was expanded in nozzles, and the temperature reduced before

the working fluid came into contact with the moving blades.
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The author referred (page 1086) to a combination of reciprocating

engines and turbines working with gas on the principle now being

adopted in connection with steam-engines and turbines. It would

be interesting to learn what gain this system had over reciprocating

engines. The idea in the steam combined system was that the

reciprocating engines were perhaps more economical at lower speeds

than the normal. The steam-turbine working non-condensing ;had

great difficulty in competing with the reciprocating engine, but when

working condensing the conditions were different, and the turbine

was more capable of taking care of what might be called the tail

end of the expansion cui-ve. These conditions when working

condensing did not come into account when working non-condensing,

as in the case of a gas-turbine, so that it was doubtful whether the

combined system would be even as economical as a gas-engine of

the ordinary reciprocating type.

The system which the writer thought offered the greatest

possibilities was on the principle of Cycle III, Case 1 (page 1088),

where the steam-jet was inserted into the gas, thus utilizing the

expansion of the superheated steam and reducing the temperature

of the working fluid to within practical limits. The ideal efficiency

of 0*33 and the ratio of negative work to gross work of 0*41 did not

look as satisfactory as some of the other cases set forth, but it was

undoubtedly more practical, and it seemed more than likely that

the solution of the difficulty would be found in this direction.

Eeferring to the author's remarks (page 1097) on the velocity of gases

issuing from diverging nozzles, there must be a limiting velocity

for the flow of gas through an orifice, this velocity being at a point

where the weight discharged multiplied by the velocity due to

difference in pressure was a maximum. He thought this point

had been experimentally investigated, and it had been found that the

point of maximum discharge was when the ratio of internal to external

pressure varied between • 5 and • 6 according to the nature of the

gas. This pressure of 0*5 to 0*6 initial pressure would be at

the throat, or, in other words, at the smallest part of the nozzle, and

the velocity had been found to be somewhere about 1,500 feet per

second. However much the difference of pressure was increased, this
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(Mr. W. J. A. London.)

law remained good, and no more gas would pass through the orifice,

nor would the velocity at the throat increase. The terminal velocity,

however, would be greater in proportion to the drop in pressure.

Mr. E. KiT.BUUN Scott wrote that he thought the author struck

the keynote of the present position when he suggested Tpage HOG)

that a thorough set of experiments should be made and the

result.s published. The information so obtained by the engineering

world would be extremely valuable, whatever the price, as it would

save much time and overlapping if the several fundamental

considerations involved could be investigated straight away. It

was essentially a matter for some public body, and ho suggested

that the Institution of Mechanical Engineers should undertake

the work. The tendency of the times was well shown by the

working arrangement between the General Electric Co. of America

and the Allgemoine Elektricitiits Gesellschaft of Berlin, whereby

experimental data, drawings, etc., were now the common property of

both firms. This arrangement was come to with the idea of cutting

down expenses, and at the same time facilitating the progress of

experimental research and of new designs.

The high temperatures and high velocities involved in working

turbines with gas, and the fact that the hot gases came so intimately

into contact with the metal parts, called for an investigation as to

the most suitable metal to employ.

Separate blades, caulked in as with the Parsons turbine, would

hardly do for gas-turbines, as this construction was not even

satisfactory at the temperature of highly superheated steam. New

turbines were, however, coming forward which had not so delicate

a constitution. The Bucholz,* for example, Fig. 27, had a series of

metal discs with holes drilled through them at an angle, and against

which the working medium impinged : and the ingenious Patschke

turbine. Fig. 28, had the rotating part simply in the form of a drum

with a number of holes drilled in the rim. With such solid

construction, exceedingly high velocities could be attained, and

* " Electiical Review," 8th January 1904, page 66.
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temperature liacl very little effect, whilst these two designs had the

further advantage of being reversible.

The question of water-supply to the heated metal was mainly a

matter of mechanical design, and he thought it was less difficult to

arrange water-circulation in the interior of the rotating part of a

turbine than it was to get it into the pistons and exhaust valves of

a large slow-running power-gas engine.

Principles of Two German Arrangements of Turbines.

Fig. 27.

Principle of Bucliolz Turbine.

Fig. 28

Principle of PatscMe Turbine.

, This SteojTi or Cris

we gradually
controjcis

In comparing gas-turbine with electiic-motor driving, it must

be remembered that practically all turbines ran at speeds which

were unsuitable for driving shafting and machine tools, and that

the latter were far excellence the very things for which the electric

motor was most suitable, by reason of the ease with which the motor

could be started and stopped or its speed varied, and also moved

about for use with portable tools. A pipe containing gas could

never compete with an electric cable for such work. As a matter of

fact, the author need not worry as to uses for gas-turbines; only

let it be clearly demonstrated that they were commercial, and they

would become the favourite prime-mover for driving electric
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(Mr. E. Kilburn Scott.)

generators, and in that direction alone there was scope enough.

Anyone prophcByiug two years ago that tlio Curtis tnrhine would

attain its present position in the United States would have been

thought a dreamer, yet the writer had recently seen five stations

equipped with 8,000 horse-power Curtis sots running without a hitch.

So far as power-station work in the United States was concerned,

steam-turbines were preferred to reciprocating steam-engines, and

he believed that one day gas-turbines would come to the fiontjust

as rapidly.

Mr. Geobgb a. Wigley wrote that he thought it was remarkable

that during the discussion no direct reference was made to oil-

turbines or engines, with the exception of a few remarks on the Diesel

engine. One of the first problems to be considered with regard to

a gas-turbine was the production of the gas, and if it were necessary

to supply a gas-producer even of the modern suction type, a pump

for compressing this gas and a mixing chamber, it was useless

to compare such a plant with an electric motor, irrespective of

maintenance costs, but if a mineral oil were substituted for the

gas the problem immediately assumed a different aspect.

In Cycle III, Case 2 (page 1090), the author clearly pointed

out the advantages to be obtained by the use of water or steam

with the gas, and this would of course hold good with oil as fuel,

the ratio of negative work to gross work being decreased, but it

was this question of negative work which, in the writer's opinion,

was most important. In oil (mineral oil) they had what was

practically a gas compressed to liquefaction all ready to hand in

a very convenient form, and in such a condition that, when

intimately mixed with the j)roper amount of oxygen, it formed a gas

which was ready to give up a great proportion of the work which

would be or had been necessary to compress it to liquefaction. So

that they had what was to all intents and purposes a gas already

compressed ; and as this gas had had work done upon it far greater

in amount than was necessary for the required immediate object, it

followed that the oil, when fired, gave up this work, and not only

reduced the negative work given out by the turbine to the extent of
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that required to compress the gas to the necessary pressure, but also

reduced the excess work required to liquefy it, less that corresponding

to the latent heat of vaporization. The result was that the negative

work calculated for gas was greatly reduced if oil were used, the

extra work being given in the convenient form of heat and kinetic

energy of the particles.

Mr. Neilsox, in reply to the written communications, wi'ote that

Mr. London had raised the question as to whether, if the burning

gases were allowed to rest a short interval in a combustion chamber

before being taken to the turbine, there would not be a great loss

of heat. He (the author) agreed^ that this question deserved

consideration, but he did not think that there need be anything like

as great a loss of heat to the walls of this combustion chamber as

to the walls of the combustion chamber of a reciprocating engine,

which required to be kept much cooler than would be necessary in

the case of a turbine. As regards the last remarks made by

Mr. London, it must be noted that the highest velocity obtainable

when a gas issued from a simple orifice was not necessarily the

highest velocity that could be obtained when a divergent nozzle

was placed on the delivery side of the orifice.

With regard to supplying the air and gas at a velocity higher

than the velocity of the propagation of the flame, mentioned by

Mr. London, he did not think that this was really a difficult problem

with the gas-turbine. ^Yith a reciprocating engine it was complicated,

but with a gas-turbine having a continuous flow of gas it should not

be diflicult. With a mixture of a given gas and air in constant

proportion, the flame would have a given rate of propagation ; and, if

care were taken to supply the air and gas to the combustion chamber

at a greater velocity, there should be no firing back. Mr. London

had referred to the proposal to circulate water in the turbine. It

was said in the Paper that this had been proposed, but he (the

author) did not propose it himself, and he had not much faith in it.

He agreed with Mr. Kilburn Scott as to the benefit to be derived

from experiments made by a public body.
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®l;c Institution d Pccljaiticnl dSngineers.

PROCEEDINGS

November 1904.

An Ordinary General Meeting was held at the Institution on

Friday, 18th November 1904, at Eight o'clock p.m. ; J. Hartley

WiCKSTEED, Esq., President, in the chair.

The Minutes of the previous Meeting were read and confirmed.

The President announced that the following Transference

had been made by the Council since the last Meeting :

—

Associate Memher to 3Iember.

Thomas, John Frederick Ivor, . . Johannesburg.

The following Paper was read and partly discussed :

—

" Impact Tests on tho Wrought Steels of Commerce " ; by

Mr. A. E. Seaton, Memher, of London, and Mr. Alexander

Jupe, of Birmingham.

The Meeting terminated at Ten o'clock. The attendance was 128

Members and 84 Visitors.
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IMPACT TESTS ON

THE WROUGHT STEELS OF COMMERCE.

By Mb. A. E. SEATON, Memher, of Loxdox,

AND Mr. ALEXANDER JUDE, of Birmingham.

Part 1.

The objects of tliis Paper are to show some of the characteristics

and peculiarities of wrought steels as supplied by steel manufacturers

for commercial purposes ; to assist in the development of a more

rational method of testing the suitability of such steels for each

particular purpose of the engineer ; and to point out a few of the

peculiarities that are observed in the fracture of tost specimens and

actual pieces of machinery. The Paper is in fact the outcome of the

constant endeavour of engineers to avoid the use of material which

might be dangerous in the construction of machinery liable to severe

alternating stresses, and more especially to attempt to find the very

best steel for those parts liable to shock, owing to the inability to

make those parts larger in the very fast moving engines so much in

demand today.

Considerable movement has been made of late towards the

establishment of a shock test for steel, conducted on a smaller scale

than is the custom with axles, for instance, where the full-sized

article is tested. The authors are strongly of opinion that

progress in this direction is taking place still too slowly, and the
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principal object of this Paper tliorcforc is to further the apprcciatiou

of this vuhuiblo test. All the exporijiieuts have beeu made ou

tho ordinary steel supitlied by various manufacturers as suitable

for such parts. Rome of tho test-pieces arc from forcings, such as

crank-shafts, connecting-rods, Sec, and others from the bur-steel

supplied for stud and bolt making. In no case have the autliors

dealt with what may bo called a " fancy " material, the product

of laboratory melting-pots. Tho tensile tests have been made in a

Fici. 1.

" Impact " Textiiig-Macldne.
" Impact " Test-Bar8.

Fig. 2.

2

Fig.

:.0

4

n
Sl)ecinteri for

Micivsi'ific Exdnunation

Buckton-testing machine, while the shock tests have been carried

out in an apparatus, designed by the authors to require, as a rule,

more than one blow to produce fracture. Such appai'atus, as shown

in Fig. 1, consists essentially of a weight of 6 lbs., arranged to drop

freely through 24 inches on to the test-bar, Figs. 2 and 3, which

rests on fixed supports 3 inches apart. The test-bar is 4 inches long,

so that there is half-an-inch overlap at each end. After each blow the

test-piece is reversed. In the authors' opinion the apparatus to test
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the endurance of a material under sliock should not be one in which

the sample is fractured at the first blow, esjiecially for steels that

are soft and are really very tough, although they admit that for some

purposes such a test may be instructive and actually necessary for

very high carbon steels. For constructional purposes the engineer

is not greatly concerned with steels with more than about • 4 per

cent, carbon. Although a large number of experiments have proved

to them that in every case, and with every description of structural

steel, the power to resist shock has been materially enhanced by oil-

tempering, they have confined themselves mainly to the examination

of the material as supplied by the makers rather than of that which

has been subjected to any heat treatment of their own.

At present everybody makes tension tests, and trusts more or less

to them alone. One takes up an advertising or scientific article on,

say, " Special Nickel Alloys of Steel," which demonstrates their

suitability for doing all sorts of wonderful things, and the first and

the main thing one is expected to be impressed with is the superior

tensile and elongation results which are arrived at. One has

occasionally yielded to the temptation to use such steels for which

a very big price has been paid, but they have usually proved no

better servants than ordinary material. A large majority of engineers

rest content with a tension test alone, no matter to what use they

are putting the steel, for the reason, perhaps, that it is rather an

expensive test, taking into consideration the cost of plant, etc. It is

sometimes stated, consequently, that an ordinary mild steel (say

*' Admiralty " grade) is not good for certain purposes, but that a

particular " special " steel is perfectly safe, etc., because the elastic

liviit and tensile strength are somewhat better.

A similar assertion is made in the Sixth Eeport to the Alloys

Research Committee,* in reference to heat-treated steel for guns.

How much are the tensile strength and elastic limit thereby raised ?

The answer is : Anything from about 5 to 30 per cent. (For heat-

treated steels compare Tables 2 (page 26) and 17 (page 66) of that

Eeport for the structural steels.)

* Proceedings 1904, Part 1, page 78.

4 a
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This increased percentage must bo a mere trifle for Buch articles

as are subjected to stresses or sLocks of an unknown effectivo

magnitude, and it seems absurd to say that tbe diflference between

danger and security in a gun is ever met by a LiO per cent, increase

in the quality of the steel.

But, nevertheless, it is certain that such treated steel is suitable

for its purpose, and it is therefore evident that, in order to account

for it, something far more important than the mere improvement in

tensile properties has been contributed to the original qualities of

the material. To anticipate a little, it is because the shock strength

is improved several hundred per cent., as against the insignificant

increase of, say, 30 per cent, at most in the tensile strength and

elastic limit.

The following are the tests that can be made on most pieces of

metal, steel in particular :

—

1. Tension and elongation.

2. Compression.

3. Cross-bending.

4. Hammering out to a point or thin edge.

5. Fatigue by gradual reversal of stress, either by bending

in one plane or by rotation, as adopted by Wohler,

Professor Ewing, and others.

6. The same, but with the stress uniformly distributed over

the section, as suggested by Professor Osborne Keynolds.

7. Impact on unnotched bars.

8. Impact on notched bars,

9. Chemical analysis.

10. Micro-analysis.

There may be variations of the above.

The general uses of steel may be divided into four main

groups :

—

(a) Structural work subject to steady loads only, such as boilers,

buildings, tanks, etc.

(&) Structural work subject to recurrent loads of one kind, at

intervals, in addition to the load due to its own weight,

such as bridges, &c.
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(r) Structures subject to rapidly repeated loads of one kind,

all more or less suddenly applied, as with bolts and

studs, rails, &c.

(d) Structures subject to alternating loads, sucb as in tlio

fixed and moving parts of machinery in general ; and

in many parts of a ship.

For the first two, there is no doubt that the tension test is a good

and sufficient one, as the predominant stress is certainly pure static

tension, but it is insufficient for the very heterogeneous groups

(c and d). The question may then be asked : Which of the tests in

the above long list is really a true universal gauge of the suitability

of a piece of steel for any purpose it may be put to ? As a help

to answer this question, attention may be drawn to the following

analysis of stresses in the steel parts of an up-to-date steam-engine

of moderate size :

—

Per cent.

Constant tension . . . . . . . . 3 "SI

Constant tension and comiircssion ( range ) . . 1 • 30
\ max./

Constant tension and shock . . . . . . 48 • SO

Alternating tension and compression with sliock . . 2 "81

Repeated tension (from a constant to max.) with shock . 36 "00

Miscellaneous and doubtful . . . . . . 7' 18

100-00

It will be seen that 87 • 6 per cent, of the whole engine is subject

to more or less shock, while pure tension forms an insignificant

percentage of the total stress ; vibratory or alternating stress, where

the transition from one kind to another is gradual (say, following a

sine law), and unaccompanied by shock, does not occur at all in

normal conditions, although it may oe conceded that under ideal

conditions, in the crankshaft, for instance, it will occur. This is

in only one machine. If however various other machines are

examined, it will be found that nine out of ten are working unuer

similar conditions. Consider a printing machine or a textile

machine, or even the bicycle. When a bicycle frame gives way

under ordinary wear and tear, it gives way by the eflfect of

accumulated shock as a rule. Moreover it invariably gives way

4 G 2
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in tlio vicinity of (but not necessarily tbrouglj) the brazing, wbere

tbe beat of brazing bas not perbaps burnt tbo metal, but bas taken

tbo " work " out of it and rendered it more coarsely crystalline tban

in tbo unaflfected parts of tbe tubes.

Referring again to tbo steam-engine, tbere are important parts,

sueb as tbo piston-rods and connectiug-rods, wbicb, under ideal

conditions of working, are subject mainly to direct alternating

stresses. Wben, in tbe majority of cases, a piston-rod gives way,

it breaks at tbe end tbrougb tbo line A B, Fig. -i, and not tbrougb

tbe smallest area C D, supposing tbat bappens to bo less tban tbe

area at tbe bottom of tbe tbread. In fact, it is dislocated tbrougb

a section wbere tbe effect of repeated blows can accumulate. Tbere

is undoubtedly, in addition to tbo suddenly applied steam loads, a

Fig. 4.

Fracture of riston-rods.

series of true tbough comparatively minute blows (with proper

adjustment) arising from tbe necessary slackness in all tbe bearings.

Tbe question may be asked : Wby do not tbis rod and similar

pieces of macbinery break in tbe same place by tbe accumulated

effect of stress reversals or variations, just as well as with a series

of blows ? It may be possible tbat tbey do so in some instances,

but tbere are a few considerations wbicb incline tbe autbors to tbe

opinion tbat tbis is not tbe case as a general rule.

(a) In tbe first place, from Hooke's kw (/ = —7-), it will be

seen tbat no matter bow small I is, d is correspondingly small, and

tbe behaviour of the metal in the nick of the thread should be much

the same as it is in a shank of the same diameter, except that tbe

position of the nick would necessarily determine the place where it

would break, if weak enough to do so.
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Fig. 5 is taken from a Paper by Professor Osborne Reynolds

and Mr. J. H. Smith, read before the Eoyal Society.* Some of the

members may have already seen it. The authors are indebted to

them and the Royal Society for its reproduction. The experiments

on which this diagram was based were not made in the Wohler

fashion, and as adopted by Mr. Stead, Professor Ewing and others,

Fig. 5.—Mild Steel (Forged).

diagram for Failure under Eeversah of Direct Stress. (Mr. J. H. Smith.)

A. 2380

2 4- 6

Revcrsa/s in humlrcds ofIhmLsands

where reversal of stress is obtained by means of a rotation. Here

the stresses were pure tension and compression distributed uniformly

over the section, and not, as in their experiments, with the maximum

stresses at the surface. The variation of stress practically followed

the sine law.

(t) There are also exhibited portions of some broken studs, in

which the working stress probably never exceeded 2^ tons, and

certainly could not, by the most extreme method of calculation, have

* Philosophical Transactions, Eoyal Society, 1902, Vol. 199, page 265.
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exceeded 4^ tons per square inch. Some exaiujiles are shown in

Fig. 6, and to these the same remarks ajjply. The stress given

above is the maximum, and the variation of stress is from the initial

" nip-up " to this value. In no case did the rate of variation exceed

350 reversals per minute, and the stresses were in all cases variable

(that is, of the same sign) and not alternating (from + to — ). The

curves in Fig. 5 (page 1141) alone show that, with a range of stress

anything below about Hi tons per square inch and with 1,880

reversals per minute, it is impossible to break such a steel bar.

Fifi. G.

Fracture of Studs.

The total number of variations in six particular cases of the broken

studs was as follows :

—

A 3,240,000

B 7,000,01)1)

C 1,240,000

D 2,800,000

E 5,700,000

F 15,400,000

which represents after all only a short life of a few days in the case

of some modern engines. From consideration of the relative speeds

at which the variations were made, and the limiting condition as

determined by the diagram, it ought to be much more impossible to

break these studs by the mild " varied stress " treatment actually

meted out to them. From the above two considerations, it would

appear reasonable to conclude that the effect of alternating or

variable stresses of the magnitudes determined by the usual factors
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of safety is quite harmless—especially in those cases where the stress

is nearly if not quite uniform over the whole area (as distinguished

from those cases where it varies, as in a beam from to a maximum

at the surface). Something of a more searching nature must he

looked for, and it seems as if it can only be shocJc, that is, a number

of minute blows more or less persistently applied.

There have no doubt been many cases where mild steel forgings

of this kind have to all appearances broken in an unaccountable way.

In some cases under the authors' notice the shanks of studs have

been reduced very considerably, so that the area was only about

one-half that at the bottom of the thread. Yet, without a single

exception, they all broke through the thread. In fact, some one or

two of such studs have for unavoidable reasons had a larger thread

at one end than at the other, but nevertheless they broke through the

larger thread and not through the smaller one. More curious still,

in at least three cases under theii* notice, a complete annular ring

has broken between two adjoining threads ; and further, these threads

rarely break at the ends of the nuts, but in various places, often

somewhere near the middle. In the case of those cut up for testing,

the usual tensile tests were quite satisfactory, and in one or two where

an analysis was taken of the metal close to the fractured surface,

they were also quite satisfactory. But, on being subjected to an

impact test, they all gave exceedingly poor results. For instance :

—

(A) broke after only 1 blow.

(B) „ „ 13 blows.

(C) 5, J, 9 J,

(D) „ „ 7 „

From numerous tests it is found that the average impact strength

with this particular machine, Fig. 1 (page 1136), for " Admiralty "

mild steel, ordinary forging quality, is equal to about twenty blows.

This would be for articles having scantlings of a few pounds. The

maximum for the grade and for similar scantlings may be taken at

about thirty blows. Thus, all these test specimens from broken

articles gave results considerably below the expected average.

(c) There is yet a third point in favour of the contention that

failure is by shock and not by true alternating or variable stresses.
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It ifi well known tlmt the reBistanco to alternating Btrcss (rotation

method) iiirrcasea with the carbon content and elastic limit of tho

steel, but tho resistance to shock derreasea with an increase in those

factors (for " normal " steel) to an extent that will be explained in

Part 2 (page 1148).

It has been found in a large number of instances that, where

fracture has occurred after a few hours' work when using normal

medium grade steel (0-25 to 0*3 C), this occurrence has been either

greatly delayed or indefinitely postponed by the substitution of low-

carbon steel, especially when in its best toughened (fine grained)

condition. Therefore, apart from the question whether even thirty

blows given by this particular machine is a good and sufficient

insurance against fracture, the point is that it is not satisfactory to

subject all steel to one particular test, just because that test may be a

suitable one for large quantities of it for one particular purpose. Let

there be these particular tests for bridge steel and boiler steel by all

means, but steel that would be used for the miscellaneous forgings of

machinery in general should be tried by its own crucial tests. Car-

axles, cranks, and similar articles perhaps should be subjected to an

alternating stress by the rotation method instead of by the shock

test, as in their case also the tension test is almost useless as a gauge

of the suitability of the material. Professor Ewing and others have

shown most conclusively, that the resistance to an alternating stress

of the kind adopted in their researches bears no relation to the

resistance to pure tension. There is plenty in each of the

aforementioned groups of the uses of steel to warrant different

testing methods when necessary.

Eeverting to the question : Is there (for groups (c) and (tZ)

in particular) one comprehensive test for steel forgings ? The

following appears to be the practical answer :

—

Simple Tension is not sufficient

;

Bending is not sufficient

;

Impact on plain bars is doubtful—certainly too tedious,

if without distortion
;

Reversal of stress by either method (before described) is

fairly good ; but
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Impact on a notclaed-bar is best of all for the following

reasons :

—

Firstly, because it appears to be a gauge of the preponderant

stress. (It is doubtful whether " stress " is the proper

term to use ; " dislocating agent " would be better,

although even this is hardly correct, as is shown in

Part 2, page 1148.)

Secondly, because experience shows that, with absolute

certainty, there is always a good enough ductility when

there is a good resistance to shock. But it is known

equally well that there may be obtained an excellent

tension and elongation result from steel which is quite

incapable to resist shock.

Thirdly, because 99 per cent, of all forgings are notched

in some way or other, though not necessarily with a,

V nick. Moreover sharp edges, internal and external,

cannot always be avoided in machine design, or even

deep scratches in actual construction.

Two corollaries may be added to these reasons. The first is

that, as ascertained from the supplementary evidence with many

kinds of steels, there is every reason to believe that the desire for

a high-tension steel—one combining a high tensile strength with

the usual factors of safety—is to a great extent a mistaken one.

Nor is this to be regretted, where it can be shown by suitable tests

that a comparatively low-tension material is more reliable, because

requirements can be more fully and safely met by a low-tension

material, if a lower factor of safety be permitted. The second corollary

is that if, as seems to be the case, one is sure by such means of

a satisfactorily ductile material, then, knowing the approximate

analysis for the class of steel being used, the impact test is

sufficiently comprehensive for both groups (a) and (fe).

It must not be concluded that the factors of elastic limit, etc.,

are despised, but, since the forces that cause breakage are in practice

far below the elastic limit in magnitude, and, moreover, as the factor

of safety is quite arbitrary and the same in no two pieces of

machinery, it seems to the authors that the cart is put before the
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liorso to a great extent. In fact, under the usual conditions of

design, enough is known about the elastic limit, which can only

vary (in a given grade of steel) between comparatively small and

insignificant limits, whereas the shock strength can vary almost

between infinite limits.

Opinions diifcr as to the best means of making the impact

test, but the consensus of opinion appears to be that it should be

made with a machine that breaks at one blow, and at the same

time measures the energy expended in breaking the specimen.

M. Fremont considered that breaking by a series of blows gave

results that were similar to those from a static bending test, that

is, they are more a gauge of ductility and tensile strength than of

resistance to shock. The authors are not with him in this opinion,

provided that the blows are not heavy enough to produce material

bending ; it is possible that he meant in this sense, much the same

test as Professor Heyn undertook in a series of experiments on the

" overheating of mild steel." Here he had a nicked bar with one

end stuck in a vice. A blow was given by a hammer, bending the

bar to a right angle. A reverse blow knocked it back again, and

so on until fracture occurred. This is not the method the authors

have adopted, for, with the weight and size of specimen used, the

bending is very small indeed even for the softest steels.

From the very many bars that have been tested, they have

found the number of blows to produce fracture is a fair gauge

of the toughness or anti-brittleness. But there is no relation

whatever between this result and the tensile result, except as has

previously been mentioned, that if the impact result is good the

elongation is sure to be good also ; but, on the other hand, a steel

showing high tensile strength and good elongation may be useless to

resist shock. For example :

—
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Tension. Elongation. Impact.

Cold-drawn bar of very 1 f
.

low (kbs than 0-l)[ ^"^

carbon steel . . •] ^

Low carbon steel (0-15\ (a)

C.) / (6)

Medium carbon steel \ {a)

(0-25 C.) . . . ./ (fc)

Mild cast steel (0-35 C.I (a)

about) / (f*)

Tons per sq. in.

31-63
31-27

28-3

27

36-5
36-5

29-18
28-25

Per cent, on
2 ins.

31

20

37
33

35
35

22-7
31

Blows.

1

180

175
5

5

27

1

1

Altliougli there is no relation between tlie tensile-stress test and the

alternating-stress test, or between the tensile test and the shock test,

the authors are not prepared to say that there is no relation between

the alternating-stress test and the shock test. They will indeed be

glad to learn that there is a close relation, since then the controversial

ground as to the nature of the forces, " alternating " or " shock," would

be at once eliminated. They think it possible that a relation

does exist, because, although there are differences in the disturbance

of the metal in the vicinity of the fracture, the radical phenomena

(" dislocation " and " cleavage ") are the same. A short

consideration of these phenomena is given in Part 2 (page 1148).

It has been said previously that the maximum shock strength for

the particular grade of steel containing 0-25 i)er cent, of carbon is

about thirty blows, as gauged by the authors' machine. Although

thirty may be a fair figure, such steel cannot be relied upon to give this

always. More than thirty blows is rarely reached with this steel in

its normal condition, while it is a very common occurrence for the

number to be considerably below this. Similar remarks apply to

steels of other grades. With the usual factors of safety which are

considered by authorities to be sufficient, they find that there is a

grave risk of those parts subjected to more or less shock breaking

under the modern conditions of high speeds. The authors have no

hesitation in venturing the opinion, that the comparative immunity
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from failure which does exist iu machinery is due to the liberal data

on which the designer usiuilly bases liis calculations, and to the

" extra allowance fur practical purposes " that creeps into all designs,

thus bringing up the real factors of safety to a figure considerably

higher than that primarily intended to be used. If, however, the

increasing desire to keep scantlings down to a minimum is to be

realized, security can only be obtained by ensuring that the steel

used shall have the maximum shock strength for its grade.

Further, the majority of steel users require that they shall be able

to use an ordinary steel as supplied to them, and without annealing,

tempering, hardening, or other heat treatment. The authors therefore

urge that the engineer should demand of the steel maker a greater

endeavour to produce and supply the ordinary grades of steel with

a more uniform " shock " quality.

Pakt 2.

Tlie Nature and Peculiarities of the Fracture of Mild Steel hy

Shock.—It has been seen, from various Papers read during

the last few years, that with good steel—steel with a practical

minimum of the recognised injurious elements—maximum toughness

is obtained in connection with a finely crystalline structure, that is,

one with grains of a minimum size. The following remarks apply to

mild steels in the peailitic condition ; and this condition may be

roughly defined as follows :—Normal " mild steel " is a mixture of

crystalline ferrite, or nearly pure iron grains, and pearlite grains

more or less of a crudely crystalline form. This pearlite, which is

the eutectic or mother liquor and separates out last, may be considered

to partake of a crystalline nature when, as is generally the case, the

alternate layers of ferrite and composite carbide lie parallel to one

another in definite patches.

The photographs on Plate 136 will help to illustrate this point.

They show sections of an almost " saturated " steel, the only free

ferrite being the thick cellular envelopes (white), while the remainder

(dark) is pearlite. It will be noticed in them that the nucleus of

each cell is not always of the same orientation, some colls being
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divided into lumps of different orientations. For tte purpose of

definition, eacli of these lumps will be considered to be a pearlite

crystalline grain or " pearlite crystal."

" Sorbitic " steels, which are produced by a much more rapid

cooling than is necessary to produce the " pearlitic " steels, do not,

as far as can be ascertained, generally have their eutectic resolved

into anything in the nature of the above crystalline form. As far

as can be detected, it is non-crystalline in the sense just enunciated.

There are also other differences, but these need not be entered into

here, as the foregoing remarks are passed only to make it clear that

the subject of the investigations is " pearlitic " steels, that is, steels

in the condition the steel bars and forgings of commerce are in,

and particularly so after annealing.

The carbides of iron and manganese that are found in " normal

"

steels are known, and admitted to be very hard and extremely glass-

brittle substances. Although it is generally recognised in practice

that, for tools having to stand heavy blows, saturation steel, that is,

steel which is wholly pearlite in its soft natural condition, is the

toughest
;

yet this steel is an exceedingly brittle substance, when

compared with a low carbon or nearly all ferrite steel. Since losv-

carbon steel or nearly pure ferrite is, when not tampered with (and

it very often is tampered with in that singularly variable process

called annealing), a very ductile and tough, leathery substance, the

natural conclusion arrived at is that the increase in minimum

brittleness, as the carbon scale is ascended, is due to the presence

of pearlite. Although the average size of granule for the different

grades of steel experimented upon has not been measured, the authors

have obtained by selection and heat treatment where unavoidable

(still retaining the "pearlitic" condition), a number of pearlitic

steels, in which the grains are approximately a minimum for the

particular scantlings involved. It is, of course, to be expected that

brittleness in steel increases with the carbon content, but the authors

are convinced that the falling off in this respect is far more rapid

tban the majority of engineers are aware. And further, they believe

that this has been in a great measure unobserved, owing to the

prevalence of the tensile as the only test. They are led to this by
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the fact that the very toiigliest " fancy " steels (as (listiugnishotl from

the natural or normal pearlitic steels) are often produced from what

is more or less equivalent to high-carbon steels, such, for example,

as the nickel alloys, where the ferrite is almost wholly displaced

by a composite mixture.

The authors have come to the conclusion that, given a certain

percentage of carbon in steel :

—

(1) It is impossible in any given mass to produce a grain below

a certain size, and still preserve the eutectic as pearlite.

Fig. 7.

—

Curve of Maximum ShocJc Strength

of Commercial " Pearlitic " Steels. (Forged or Rolled Quality.)
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(2) There is a minimum brittleness, upon which it is impossible

to improve while still retaining the pearlite eutectic.

(3) This brittleness increases very rapidly with the increase of

carbon, especially at or about the " mild " region.

From the results of numerous experiments, they arrived at the

results shown on diagram. Fig. 7, which gives approximately relative

values of minimum brittleness or maximum toughness under shock.

For instance, it may be expected that with articles of approximately

the same scantlings and in their pearlitic condition, those having

0*2 per cent, carbon will be at least five times tougher^to resist

shock than those having 0'3 per cent. This diagram is intended

to apply to forged or rolled steel and not steel castings, at any rate,
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not such as are usually supplied. Photographs of somo sections from

steel castings will be referred to with the object of assisting in

illustrating phenomena common to both. Since in a " saturated
"

steel the line of fracture is necessarily through pearlite—an

exceedingly brittle substance compared with ferrite— the next

natural conclusion is that the line of fracture will be in all cases

through as much pearlite as possible. There also still appears to

be yet a prevalent idea that fracture of any kind takes place more

or less along the crystalline grain junctions.

Attention will be now drawn to the series of photographs,

Plates 137 to 145 inclusive, which should be examined in conjunction

with the short description given on pages 1157-1163. Bearing

particularly on what has just been said, the photographs show :

—

Firstly, that, in any grade of steel of the range under

consideration, the line of fracture does not go through as much
pearlite as possible, but that it distinctly avoids doing so, and really

goes through as much ferrite as possible.

Secondly, that fracture is extremely rare through the ferrite

crystalline junctions, and really is practically always through

cleavage planes.

The authors have also observed that the fracture through

pearlite is not junctional, that is, between the lumps ; neither is it

as a rule parallel to the laminations, but appears to follow an

erratic course both in saturated and undersatui'ated steels. In the

latter the controlling agent is evidently the ferrite, but in the

former the reason is obscure. This, however, is outside the limits

of the Paper in view of the above two statements, but it adds weight

to the appreciation of the obstinate action of pearlite.

It will thus be seen, by the first statement above, that there is

a contradiction of the second natural conclusion arrived at (above),

that fracture would of necessity take place through a maximum of

pearlite.

There is also an apparent contradiction of the first natural

conclusion, that increased brittleness is the outcome of an increase in

the quantity of pearlite. Of this latter it is obvious, of course, that

there is no real contradiction, seeing that carbon is the only variant.
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Suppose, for instance, that steel were compared with a mixture of

soft putty and glass, fracture hy a steadily ajjplied load would surely

be expected to go through the putty. But would it do so, if broken

without appreciable deformation and by a repeated or single pounding

sort of action ? Moreover, it must be borne in mind that pearlite itself

consists of alternate layers of cemeutite and ferrite, or more putty and

glass ; so that, supposing cohesion between the putty and glass to bo

perfect, the authors are inclined to expect the fracture to go through

the putty of one of the " sandwiches," and not through the putty

mass, wlien subjected to shock ; this, however, is precisely what

does not happen in steel. Further, there is the phenomenon of

crystallization which is not present in the putty. The analogy

would, however, serve fairly well for failure by tension, which is

all the more reason why it must be viewed with suspicion here,

since the authors have found that there is absolutely no connection

between tensile strength and shock strength.

A few of the differences observable in specimens of steel

fracture by tension, shock, and alternating stress respectively, will

now be pointed out. The feature, that distinguishes the fracture

under tension from the fracture under shock, is that in the latter

case there is an almost total absence of " slipping " right up to the

actual fracture itself. As Professor Ewing and Mr. Rosenhain have

shown,* strain beyond the elastic limit is associated with an internal

slipping within the crystals themselves ; and they have also shown

that this is the phenomenon which accompanies the fracture of a test-

bar, submitted to an alternating stress (rotating method) below the

elastic limit for a considerable space in the vicinity of the fracture.

The microscopic observations here, as far as the authors are aware,

were only made on the surface of the test-bars, but, as the stress

diminished gradually from the outside to the centre, there is no

reason to suppose that the slipping is not present within the bar,

although of a proportionately decreasing magnitude.

The photo-micrographs on Plate 143 are sections through, or near

to, the tension fracture, as produced in the tensile-testing machine. It

* Proceedings 1901, Part 1, page 249.
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will be observed that the crystalline grains are very much drawn

out, as, of course, they arc expected to be, and the slip-bands are

revealed throughout the entire fields shown. Visual examination

of the specimens shows that they are present to the very edges of

the specimens (about } inch square), and therefore probably to the

full extent of the drawn-down parts of the test-bars. Professor

Ewing's slip-bands are a great deal more clearly revealed than

those shown here, because his are recorded from the outside surface

of the metal, and therefore require no after-etching for them to be

seen, the edges of the slips being perfectly clear, " like the edges of

a pack of cards," to use the Professor's own simile.

The slip-bands in the interior can only be revealed by etching,

since the specimen is cut out of the middle of the bar after testing.

And further, they can only be etched out when the disturbance of

the metal (grinding or stretching) has been drastic enough.

It has been suggested to the authors that the slip-bands seen in the

tension fractures are in reality fissures, and not mere slipping.

This may be so, but the fact remains that they are quite invisible

before etching. In any case, it shows that the disintegration of the

grains, by whatever name it is called, is of a compound and not of a

simple character, and that etching can reveal it, although it is to be

expected that that process will give a more blunt and confused

appearance than is obtained on the undisturbed surface of the bar.

There may be in places a similarity to the orientated etched figitres

in the crystalline grains, but there is in general a vastly greater

coarseness about them, and the ease with which they are etched out

leaves no doubt as to their nature.

The distinction between fracture by true alternating stress and

by shock is not quite so clear in sections taken from the interior of

the article. Since there is little or no drawing out of the crystalline

grains, it follows that separation by consecutive or progressive

slipping will not be nearly so drastic as in the case of the tension

specimen. It should therefore be much more difficult to obtain a

slip-band appearance by etching a specimen broken by an alternating

stress considerably below the elastic limit. Nevertheless, on

comparing the two specimens, it appears that the fracture by

4 H
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alternating BtrcFS is acconipauicd by small cracks and fissures iu

its immcdiiito vicinity to a much greater extent tLan in tho case

of fracture by shock. Further, slip-bands (or minute parallel

fissures) are often visible close to tho edge of an alternating

fracture, but they have never been discovered near a shock

fracture. It has not been possible to secure a piece of machinery

tliat is known for a certainty to have broken from pure alternating

stress, although it is considered highly probable that tlie fractures

shown on Figs. 37 and 39, Plates 144 and 145, are duo mainly to this

cause.

In general, therefore, tho remarks in this connection apply to test

specimens. Tho authors have, as has been shown, plenty of articles

which have been broken by what they believe to be shock, and there

appears to be a perfect identity between the microscopic appearance

of the fracture of these articles and the test-bars broken by shock.

The results are summarized as follows :

—

(1) Impact test-bar fracture is through ferrite, and has no slip-

bands.

(2) Fractured bolts, &c., show no drawing out or slip-bands.

(3) Alternating stress (rotating) test-bar fracture is through

ferrite, with external slip-bands in profusion, and internal slip-bands

sometimes visible ; but there is no drawing out of crystals.

(4) Tension test-bar fracture is accompanied by slip-bands in

profusion, and with the crystals very drawn out.

(5) (From Part 1.) Fracture by direct intermittent stress is highly

improbable.

The only conclusion that seems possible from the above is that

the fracture and method of producing the fracture is of a similar

nature in the articles which break mysteriously and in the impact test-

bars which break by a number of blows, that is, by a spreading crack.

Reverting to the consideration of the path of the fracture under

shock, for the explanation of the phenomena observed, the authors

do not think a more obscure reason than the simple one of the

mechanical effect of contraction when cooling need be sought, and

they will briefly set forth their reason for arriving at that conclusion.
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It will be found in'tablcs of coefficients of expansion, that steel (tlie

carbon content of whicb is not stated) Has a different coefficient from

wrouglit-iron (the quality of which is also not stated). They surmise

that, as " tempered " steel is referred to as well as " softened " steel,

the experiments were made on a hardenable grade. Assuming this,

the comparative result for iron containing a large amount of

combined carbon and iron probably containing a large amount of

mixed slag is therefore obtained. Steel is there stated to have a

lower coefficient of expansion than wrought-iron. As " steel " covers

a very wide range, and as " wrought-iron " may be merchant-bar

or " Best-Best," and as silica has a considerably lower coefficient

than either steel or wrought-iron, there is a very large element of

vagueness in those coefficients as given. The authors have therefore

made a number of experiments on a mass of saturated steel, that is,

steel consisting exclusively of pearlite, and on a mass of very low

carbon steel (having less than • 1 per cent. C), which to all intents

and purposes is wrought-iron or ferrite without any slag. The

experiments, which were conducted in a precisely similar manner,

showed the coefficient of expansion of pearlite to be higher than that

of very low carbon steel or ferrite. The results which are shown

in Fig. 8 (page 1156) embrace a range of about 343' C. (650' F.).

The authors believe these results to be correct relatively if not

absolutely.

It is a well known fact that all irons and steels expand from the

molten to the plastic state, and then contract from the plastic state

to solid and until cold. It is unnecessary to take refuge in either of

the disputed theories of the formation of steel for an explanation.

The partisans of each school unquestionably admit the existence

of the critical temperatures Ar^, Ar^, Ar,, and Aci, Acj, Acg, so

that in any case three principal periods will be observed during the

cooling:—

(1) From the molten state to Ar-.

(2) From Arj to Ar^

(3) From Arj to cold.

Above Arg, it is self-evident by any theory that there can be no

mechanical action which can have any bearing on the present question,

4 H 2
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for neither of tlio characteristic cold components of the steels under

discussion can have yet taken final form. Cooling between Ar.j and

Ari does not suggest an explanation which is supported by evidence.

Taking the second period, At,^ to Ar,, it is highly probable that

there are changes of volume of the comi)ononts which take place

simultaneously with the chemical or allotropic changes, whichever

may occur ; but the range of temperature is small and the volumetric

changes of the components will be sudden, so that either there will

bo approximate mutual action or else gaps will be furmed. The

former soems to be the more probable, as there is no evidence of any

Fig. 8.
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gaps under the microscope, and their existence is not confirmed by

any of the peculiar ways steel fractures under various forces. Further,

the phenomenon of expansion during plasticization at the higher

temperatures (much above Ar,) may be present in the carbon-laden

components at their lower plasticization temperatures which occur in

the region between Ar3 and Ar^. But between Ar^ and cold there

is a very long period, when the pearlite is constantly contracting at a

different rate from the ferrite.

Supposing that the authors' relative coefficients of expansion be

correct, then, since the pearlite is contracting at a greater rate than
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the ferrito, it shows that it is acting as a sort of hydraulic expander

to the ferrite instead of a hydraulic press, and this effect will

increase with the increase of carbon. There would therefore be an

increasing tendency to hollowness in each individual ferrite grain,

in much the same way as a piece of lead, for example, sinks down

when cooling ; and with this tendency they think it quite reasonable

to suppose that there is a corresponding tendency to easy separation

through the grains, either individually or in series. And in the case

of the higher carbon steels where the quantity of ferrite is small,

there would alternatively be an increasing tendency to separation

between the ferrite and pearlite.

The following deductions are arrived at, which harmonize the

apparently anomalous facts that the line of fracture avoids going

through pearlite ; that the line of fracture avoids going through the

junctions ; that brittleness increases with the carbon content ; and

further, that the larger the crystalline grains the greater the weakness,

which is not only confirmed by the numerous test-bars examined, but

by the intensely brittle results which are produced by long annealing.

Supposing that the coefficient of expansion of ferrite be greater than

that of pearlite, there would still be the tendency to openness in the

ferrite, but it would be a decreasing tendency with the increase of

carbon. On the whole, therefore, the authors think their experiments

and observations are confirmatory.

FEACTUEE PHOTOGEAPHS.

Attention is first called to the fracture photographs of cast steel,

because, these being somewhat of an " exaggerated " character, the

eye will then be better prepared for the subsequent finer structures.

The " normal " photo-micrographs are from the metal as received

from the makers.

The " heat treatment " consisted of

—

(1) Heating to about 800° C. (1,472' F.) quickly.

(2) Quenching in oil.

(3) Eeheating to about 700^ C. (1,292' F.) quickly.

(4) Cooling naturally (about half-an-hour).
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Figs. 14 and lojUato 137, sliow pboto-niicrograpbs of sections of

a piece of good cast-steol that has been " beat-treated," tbis process

being conducted subsequently to the usual annealing at tbe makei"^

works. Tbe structure bas developed curiously (compare witb Fig. 13,

Plate 137, and Figs. IG and 17, Plate 138, Mbicb are normal) and

instructively, for it illustrates tbree points. Tbe dark masses arc

tine-grained steel with about 50 per cent, each of the ferrite and

pearlite. The dark line running through the field is the actual

line of fracture under shock. The bright areas arc comparatively

grossly crystalline ferrite. It will be seen here :

—

(1.) That tbe line of fracture does not go through the fiue-

grained steel, which indicates that fineness of grain is

necessary for toughness.

(2.) That it goes almost exclusively through tbe ferrite.

( 3.) That it does not go through the crystalline grain junctions

but through cleavage planes.

Another point might be added, that tbe shape of tbe fracture is

not apparently a measure of tbe size of the individual grains, as is

the common idea, but rather of groups of them.

Attention is also called to tbe outlined duplicate of these and

other photographs. These have been prepared witb the specimens

under immediate observation, and witb the object of enabling tbe

eye to grasp more easily the points at issue. They are frequently

not so clear on a monochrome print as they are visually, owing

to the great difficulty in photographing even witb chromatic

approximation. It is further unfortunate that half-tone reproductions

confuse and render only faintly many of tbe critical markings. In

all cases tbe dark areas are pearlite and tbe white areas ferrite.

Impurities, such as sulphide blobs and slight flaws, are not specially

noted.

Fig. 13, Plate 137, and Figs. 16 and 17, Plate 138.—These arc

from the same piece of steel as tbe last, but they have not been " heat-

treated," and are just as cut from the casting, Which was one weighing

about ^ ton. The structure here is what may be termed " inclusively

homogeneous,"' and is of tbe same character as that of the forged steels

under consideration, except that in tbis case it is very much more
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gross. It will be seen tliat, althoiigli with a steel containing

this fairly large quantity of eutectic there are necessarily portions

of the pearlite areas fractured through, yet there is on the whole a

general and distinct avoidance of the pearlite. There are indeed

many places where the fracture runs along the junction of the

pearlite and the ferrite, but this still more emphasizes the avoidance

of the pearlite.

The mottled appearance of the ferrite in the vicinity of the

fissure in some of the photo-microgi-aphs (Figs. 16 and 17, Plate 138,

particularly) is due to an unavoidable " sweating " of the fissures

after drying, and is simply the varied coloration arising from the

thin film of the " sweat " which is distributed around.

The following j^hotographs of forged steels are not necessarily

from steels of a maximum shock strength for the grade, the more

direct object being to produce comprehensive fields and to include a

variety of makes.

The average analyses for the grades are as follows :

—

Figs.* . 19, 20, 20 a. 18 21 to 25 a. 26 to 28.

Carbon . per cent. 0-38 0-3 0-25 0-15

3Ianganese . ?» ?5 0-G 0-8 0-76 0-64

Phosphorus . « 7?
0-05 0-052 0-058 0-03

Sulphur . ,, „ 0-Oj 0-05 0-036 0-04

Silicon . >> « 0-10 'J 0-05 0-051

* Separate numbers are for different steels by different makers.

Figs. 18, 18a, and 18b, Plate 139. These are photo-micrographs

of sections of a crank-shaft forging, the structure being large in

consequence. The complete length of fracture in this specimen has

iKjen examined and computed; and it is found that of the total

fracture

—

G4 per cent, of the length is through ferrite.

19 per cent, of the length through the ferrite ami pearlite junctions.

17 per cent, of the length through the pearlite.
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TLus, ultbough the pcarlito area is very nearly equal to tlie

ferrite area, the lerrito fracture preponderates to an overwhelming

extent.

Figs. 19, 19a, and 19b, Plato 139, and Figs. 20 and 20a, Plate 140,

aro from a moderately high-carbon steel (C. about 0*LJ8 per cent.).

Of course, as the pcarlite increases, the ferrite becomes more and

more surrounded with pearlite, until a sort of reversed picture of a

low-carbon steel is obtained. Consequently the fracture has to go

through a certain amount of pearlite. But the authors think it will

be recognised that even then there is the same tendency to avuid

the pearlite.

With the increase of pearlite, there appears to be a greater

tendency for the fracture to run along the junctions of the pearlite

and the ferrite. This indeed is to be expected if the fracture avoids

entering the pearlite areas, and the ferrite areas are comparatively

small. But this must not be confused with the fracture along inter-

ferrite granular junctions, and which, as will be seen, is extremely rare

in all grades.

Figs. 21 to 23, Plate 140, and Figs. 24 to 25a, Plate 141, inclusive.

From medium carbon steel of Admiralty quality.— Some of these

exhibit very clearly the preference of cleavage to junctional ferrite

fracture.

The slightly mottled appearance in places in the vicinity of the

fissure (Figs. 21 and 21a, Plate 140, particularly) is due to the fissure

" sweating " after drying, and arises from the variously coloured film

of the sweated matter deposited around. The generally mottled

ai)pearance of Figs, 25 and 25a is due to a thin film of wax on the

surface.

Plate 142. From low-carbon steels (C. about • 15 per cent.).

—

Fracture has, of CDurse, to be mainly ferritic, but a pearlitic

fracture is extremely rare, if not entirely absent. (Pearlite—ferrite

junctional fracture is fairly common.)

Plate 143 shows illustrations from sections of bars broken in the

tensile testing machine, and are, therefore, of a difierent character

to those just described.
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Figs. 29 to 31, Plate 113.—Tlie test-bar was taken from the same

mass of cast steel as the impact test piece, of which Figs. 14 and 15,

Plate 137, show sections. The fields were both taken at about |-inch

from the actual fractured edge.

Figs. 32 to 31, Plate 1-13. Medium-carbon steel Admiralty quality,

corresponding to Figs. 21 to 23, Plate 110, and Figs. 21 to 25a, Plate

111.—The test was stopped just as the bar was on the point of giving

way, and the fissure was made by the indenting on one side and

pulling over by hand. This appeared the only possible way of

obtaining a tension specimen with the fracture running partially

through the section. To break the bar completely in the testing

machine perhaps makes a looser looking edge than that obtained in

the above manner, but such an edge is almost hopeless to polish

owing to the dragging away of the considerably loosened particles-,

as mentioned in the description of methods of preparing the

specimens, Appendix II. (page 1167).

Fig. 35 is a sketch showing the position in which the specimens

on Plates 111 and 143 were taken, that is, at right angles to the

surface.

Fig. 35.

Slioiciiig Field of Vieic on Fractured Surface.

Figs. 36, 36a, 36b, Plate 144, show typical sections through the

fractured surface (right angles to the surface) of studs broken

while at work. The slight fuzziness at the edge is due to the

unavoidable rounding off of the edge of the specimen during

polishing, and to the consequent inaccuracy in focussing. Tke
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phot()grai)lis generally illustrate the clear-cut process of fracturing,

and show that appreciable strain is absent.

Fig. 36b is a common example of bow sucb a fracture pursues

its course, undisturbed by small internal flaws that happen to be in

the vicinity of the path of its progress.

Figs. 37, 37a, 37b, Plato 144, are illustrations of sections through

the fracture of a C^-inch crank-shaft that, in the author's opinion, was

the result of an excessive resonant effect. The stress induced thereby

would be alternating torsion mainly. One sj^ecimen only was taken

at random from the interior, so that the sections may be fairly

representative. The structure is generally comparatively gross on

account of the size of the forging.

Fig. 37 shows one of a number of fissures near to the fracture

surface, and which bear a general resemblance to those in Fig. 38,

Plate 145.

Fig. 37a, Plate 144, will on close examination reveal a considerable

amount of general disintegration of the " slip-band " order.

Fig. 37b shows a crystalline grain near to the fracture, which

appears to have undergone a marked amount of internal slipping.

The adjoining grains are quite smooth.

Fig. 38, Plate 145, shows a typical section from the interior

of a test-bar broken in the alternating-stress testing machine.

The figure illustrates the local breaking-up or fissuring that

accompanies the actual fracture itself. Eefer also to Fig. 1:5,

Plate 137, and Plate 138, for appearance of the body structure after

etching. This steel was selected for the purpose of illustration

on account of its structural grossness, but the appearance given

by finer structures appears to be similar although on a smaller

scale.

Fig. 39, Plate 145, shows a section from a smaller crank-shaft,

almost undoubtedly broken by excessive alternating stress produce 1

by the failure of a bearing. The stresses set up would be of the

bending-moment kind, and similar to those produced in the rotating

alternating-stress testing machine.

The field shown is representative of a considerable extent of the

local breaking up near to the fracture. Some of the mottling is due
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to the coloui-ecl " sweat," previously referred to, but there are ;i

large number of minute fissures in and about this mottling.

Fig. 40, Plate 145, shows a typical example of progressive fracture

of a large bolt broken in service, in which the strain in all directions

appears to be nil.

The Paper is illustrated by Plates 136 to 115 and 9 Figs, in the

letterpress, and is accompanied by two Appendices.

APPENDIX I.

In the foregoing, the subject matter has been strictly confined to

the strength, etc. of steel in its natural condition, or that condition

produced by the comparatively slow cooling process of ordinary

manufacture. The shock strength of " treated " steels, however, is a

matter of equal, if not of greater importance. " Treated " means any

process whereby the steel is left in a more or less artificial condition,

as distinguished from the natural condition just discussed ; such

as oil-hardening, water-hardening, tempering, and allied processes.

The authors have not had the time nor facilities for conducting a

complete series of experiments with these steels, but they have done

quite sufficient to be assured of the fact that the shock strength of

oil-quenched mild steels particularly is not increased a mere matter

of 20 per cent. (720" C. in oil, 0-25 C.) to 130 per cent. (1,200" C. in

water), as is the case with the tensile strength, but on an average

500 to 600 per cent, more than the shock strength of the natural

steel in its best condition. Moreover, oil-quenching appears to

possess the highly imi)ortant property of " levelling up " the shock

strength of steel to a fairly constant value.

Thus there may be two similar articles made of the same grade of

steel, the one coarse and brittle and the other fine and tough, and

possessing a maximum shock strength. Oil-quenching will increase

the strength of both to a common value, the increase in the one case

being perhaps several thousands per cent., and in the other the 500 or

600 per cent, above referred to.
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TABLE 1 (^continued on opposite page).

Abstracted Test Results of Various Steels.

Description.
032

a <=

Xormal Condition.

. C3
P O
O .

a ^

H 9

c ^ a

Analytid.

A verago
per cent.

Low
carbon
steel.

Acid.

"3 f Low "1

^ I carbon. /

•|| IIif?li \

pq 1. carbon,
jj

BFedium
carbon
steel.

Admiralty.

Ordinary
grade.

Bright
rolled bar.

7

5

165
16:5

293

217

1

23

35

35

5

47

5

3
3
1

3
183

2G-9

23-2

26-3

55-7

32-5

35-4

29-8

46

40-5

12

35

25-2

31-9 24-5

as received

C. 0-15 to 0-15

S. 0-032 to 0-0.^6 1

P. 0-033 to 0-023 /

Mn. 0-63 to 0-75

Si. 0-005 to 0-057

_ ( C. 0-11, S. 0-051 ,

|\Mn. 0-45, P. 0-044

18 received /
C. 0-17, S. 0-050

,

as receiveu j ^^^ ^.g^^ p ^.^^-^
,

/ C. 0-73, S. 0-056
i

\ Mu. 0-6, P. 0-05:; /

as received
( annealed \

\ in lime /

jannealedinl

\ coke dust j

as received

( annealed )

\ in lime j

(annealed in
^

1 coke dust j

C. 0-23

S. 0-036

P. 0-0.-)8

Mn. 0-76

Si. 0-05

C. 0-11 to 0-15
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(^concluded from opposite page) TABLE 1.

Abstracted Test Besults of Various Steels.

Oil-Quenched.

;<

165

159

177
181

301

280

105

(a)7?>

(b) 73
(c)95

107
109

19
21
25
31
207

25-7

27-8

31-5

74-4

37-8

111 —

32-5

29-1

H(^-

31

35

38

3

31-4

34-5

39

General Eemarks.

Original bars 2 inches diameter.

Oil-quenched in test-bar form.

.Impact teat-bars f inch diameter.

Original bars | inch diameter.

Oil-quenched in test-bar form.

Impact test-bars | inch diameter.

Original bars 2 inches diameter.

Oil-quenched in test-bar form.

Impact test-bars J inch square.

,(a) I inch square test-bars cut from core of

I

3-inch bar previously oil-quenched. Micro-
I structural appearance same in core as in outer

I

zone, showing that toughening extends to the
' core. (6) (c) Similar bars cut from the outer

zone.

Test-bars from 2J inch oil-hardened bolts as

received from makers.
Impact test-bars § inch diameter.

Test-bars cut from f-inch to li-inch bars.

Impact test-bars | inch diameter.

I inch diameter bar.
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They tliiuk that practice witli tuch tilings as gun-barrels shows

this also very clearly, ami they have no hesitation in saying that,

"whereas the tensile-testing machines i^ractically make no distinction

between the steel that is utterly unfit and thiit which is eminently fit

for the parts of a machine subject to shock or vibratory stresses, the

drop-testing apparatus does most certainly, and without fail, make the

discrimination ; and further, that wherever the drop-testing machine

shows a steel to be good, the tensile-testing machine corroborates it.

Therefore, it may be concluded that while the drop-testing machine

is a certain and reliable guide to the maker of such structures, it is

equally the friend of the construction of other structures, subject

only to tension or compression steadily or constantly applied.

Table 1 (pages 1164-5) gives the results of a number of pairs

of tests of normal and oil-quenched steels as determined by the

authors. The temperature of heating was about 800^ C. (1,472° F.),

as far as could be judged without a pyrometer. The steel was heated

and quenched when in the form of test-bars, except where otherwise

stated. The treatment was in fact a fair sample of the way it wonld

be done in the average works, and not with that refinement that

would be obtained in the laboratory. But although their shop tests,

as they may be termed, show roughly how matters lie, the more

refined methods of the laboratory, which are not at their disposal,

are necessary for a complete serial investigation, as in the recent

Alloys Researches.

Attention is particularly drawn to the shock strength of bright

rolled bar. It is a remarkable fact that, until quite recently, all the

bright bar on the market, with the exception of about two British

makes, appeared to be quite rotten under shock, snapping off in all

cases with only two or three blows, and not improving very much by

oil-quenching. The authors have not had occasion to obtain analyses

of the numerous samples of bright bar they have tested, but in the

majority of cases the carbon content w'as stated to be from 0-11 to

0*15 per cent.

In those samples which met in other respects the Admiralty

specification, the shock strength was worse than that of lower grades.

The reason for the generally inferior results may be due to the
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drastic rolling process, but the fact remains that good Lars can be

produced with certainty by a few makers. The authors arc, however,

glad to observe that other makers are rising to the occasion, and that

improvement is rapidly being effected and without the accompaniment

of a prohibitive price. They would, nevertheless, recommend due

caution on the part of those using the larger sizes of bright bar for

important parts of machinery. The number of blows that good

bright bar will stand appears to be about the same as for ordinary

bar of the same grade.

Their experiments are not extensive enough to determine the

average ratio of benefit due to cil-quenching, but the general

observation appears to be that the benefit decreases as the carbon

content approaches zero (except in the highly important function of

" levelling up " above referred to), the best normal condition to bo

the basis of computation. This indeed is to be expected, since the

quantity of hardenable element decreases.

Since writing the above, the remarks of Captain H. Eiall Sankey

on the Sixth Report to the Alloys Research Committee have been

published.* An examination of the results of the impact tests given

therein appears to confirm the authors' observations generally, and ib

will be particularly observed that the shock strength of any gi'ade

steel may vary between enormous limits according to treatment.

APPENDIX II.

Method of Preparing the Specimens.

To obtain a view of the course of the fracture through the metal

,

the bars devoted to microscopic investigation were removed from the

testing machine after the crack had gone about half-way through.

The specimens were cut out as indicated by the dotted lines in

Fig. 3 (page 1136).

The most satisfactory method of polishing is found to be a&

follows :—After smooth-filing down perfectly level, the surface is

rubbed down on c[uick-cutting oil-stone moistened with only a drop

Proceedings 1904, Part 1, page 160.
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or two of petroleum. The last few rubs should always be made in

the thick resultant mud. A finer cut may then be made on a piece

of harder stone such as real Turkey or Arkansas, according to the

hardness of the steel. Polishing proper is then made on a rotating

l)lock covered with smooth pig-skin or calf-leather, the harder the

better, and well saturated with petroleum, and smeared with the

finest rouge. It does not take very long to polish the specimen, if

the initial grinding on the oil-stones has been carefully done. The

surface thus obtained is perfectly free from rouge, and (in the

authors' experience) petroleum is much more easy to work with than

any water preparation. The speed of the block over the specimen

surface is about 500 feet per minute. There is no heating, and a

little higher speed might safely be adopted. A speed of three to

four times as much, however, has been found to be too high, the

polishing not being so rapid, and the heating excessive. For fine-

f^rained steels, the polishing may be contained on a kid leather block

similarly prepared. It must be pointed out, however, that the above

procedure does not suit every kind of iron or steel, but it is more

particularly applicable to the softer than to the harder varieties,

the soft metals being the more difficult to polish.

Etching was mostly done with dilute nitric acid, and taken all

round, it is the most generally satisfactory. The chief disadvantage

is the tendency for the fracture to be " smudgy," as will be seen in

some of the photographs, but the great advantage is that the

crystalline junctions of the ferrite can be more readily revealed than

by any other process. Other methods (liquorice, picric acid, or

ammonium nitrate) show the fracture up " clean," but bring out the

ferrite junctions badly for photographing clearly, and there is a

certain element of luck in obtaining a good result. Before etching,

the specimens are thoroughly washed in benzine, and are given a

gentle dry rub on a chamois-leather bob. After etching in acid, the

specimen is well soaked, and washed in lime water or alkaline

solution to kill any adhering acid thoroughly, then washed in water

and dried as usual.
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Discussion on Friday, 18th Novemher 1904.

Mr. Seaton said lie would like to say at the outset that the

Paper was really the result of some investigations made by Mr.

Jude and himself five years ago, after a serious accident had

occui'red. That led them to further investigations of a far more

searching nature than the ones with which they commenced. Since

then they had pursued the subject systematically ; and he was sure

the members would agree with him that the pains taken by his

friend and former pupil, Mr. Jude, and the patience and care in

arriving at these results he had shown were deserving of their

warmest praise. He (Mr. Seaton) took the opportunity of thanking

Mr. Jude for what he had done both for him and on his own
initiative during the last five years while prosecuting these

investigations. He was quite convinced some years ago, from some

rough tests made, that engineers were not in a very satisfactory

position to judge the material they used ; they could not

discriminate between one steel and another as to its ability to resist

the shocks that came on certain parts of engines. They found,

as he had already said, that on investigating the cause of a serious

accident that they were quite at sea in the matter. He hoped the

reading of the Paper, and the discussion that would follow it, would

lead engineers generally into seriously considering the subject

further, with a view to the adoption of some difierent tests for

material that was subject to shock, as so many parts of fast-running

machines Avere.

He did not know that at this stage he could with advantage do

more than emphasize the fact that they held very strongly that

their machine, rough as it was, was a very good discriminator of

one steel from another for the purposes named. That its

measurements were to be taken strictly as standard ones they did

not say, that is, if it required twenty blows to break one steel and

one blow to break another, they did not say that the first steel was

exactly twenty times stronger than the second, but it was quite a

sufficient gauge to show their widely distinctive merits. The

4 I
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(iMr. S.iiiou )

PresiJeut might, perhaps, use his great mechanical knowledge,

especially in the direction of the testing of materials, in devising

a better machine than theirs, but, crude as it was, it had given

them a considerable insight into the diflferent qualities of the steel

they purchased. Samples of special steel were sent to them

sometimes, but they had for the purposes of this Paper adhered

strictly to the ordinary everyday mercantile steel. Mr. Jude and

himself were only engineers ; they did not pose as metallurgists or

men of science ; they were simply engineers who wished to approach

the subject from the engineering standpoint, and they had kept to

that very closely. He was sorry that his friend Mr. John Spencer,

Member of Coimcil, was not present, for that gentleman had given

very great attention to the question of heat treatment of steel, for

the purpose of making it fit to withstand vibratory stress. He

believed he was one of the first, if not the first, to observe the fact

that very fine grain fracture was coincident with toughness, and that

the coarse grain was coincident with brittleness; he reasoned,

therefore, that if he could find some way of producing fineness of

grain he would find the way to produce tough steel. Mr. Spencer

then commenced that well-known investigation of the heat treatment

which so many others had successfully taken up since, and which

the author's machine confirmed as being correct. He did not think

he need say more, as the time of the members would be better

occupied in hearing the explanations of the micro-sections which

Mr. Jude would show than anything he could add to the Paper.

Mr. Jude then described, with the aid of lantern slides, certain

sections of steel used to illustrate the Paper.

The Pbesident said he was sure the members wished to convey

their thanks to Mr. Seaton and Mr. Jude for their extremely

interesting Paper, which was the result of so much careful research.

He did not think anyone had ever seen before such beautiful

analyses of cracks as just exhibited ; certainly he never had. The

whole scheme of breaking the pieces lent itself to the examination

of a crack, and the way in which the specimens were extracted from
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the piece in order to be able to see tbe crack, held together by the

unsevered portions, was lucidly described. He had great pleasure,

on behalf of the members, in thanking the authors for a Paper which

was very much valued.

Professor J. 0. Aknold, in opening the discussion, said it was in

no conventional sense he stated that he had read the Paper with

great interest. He had to thank the authors for a most valuable

Paper at a most opportune moment. With the majority of the

statements made in it, he was quite in accord. There seemed to

him, however, to be one or two points open to argument, and there

were one or two points upon which, with his present knowledge at

any rate, he could not agree. He was sure the authors would be

very glad to have his reasons stated, because the object of everybody

was to arrive at the truth of the matter which was so vital to

engineers. He first of all wished to express his hearty agreement with

the statement (page 1136) concerning researches made from steel

prepared in laboratory melting-pots. It had long been his view

that such results had really no bearing whatever on practical

engineering, and only tended to confuse students. He had gone

into the matter carefully, and at the Sheffield College they found it

necessary, in order to get practical results, to make the steel in masses

of about 2 tons, and to work the tests from 10-inch square ingots,

before results could be obtained which would really be of value to

engineers. He was, therefore, very glad that the authors had called

attention to that point. There was another little matter in

connection with that statement in which he was not quite so much

in accord with the authors. They, he would not say in a scornful

manner but in a slighting manner, referred to " fancy " steels.

With all respect, he submitted that of all steels which had to stand

shock, armour and armour-piercing projectiles had the worst task in

the steel world, and those were extremely " fancy " steels. He
hoped the authors would reconsider that sentence, because he was

working on the matter now, and he was perfectly convinced that, if

the metallurgist was to give the engineer a reliable steel so that

he could put in a lighter scantling, it must be by means of " fancy
"

steel. 4 1 2
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(Professor J. 0. AiDul.].)

He also cordially cnJorsotl the statement (page 1137) that high

limit and stress did not ensure high resistance to alternating shocks,

lie thought that had beeu proved over and over again, hut at the

same time it did not do in such matters to lose one's sense of

proportion, and they must remember that, although cases of failure

were sufficiently numerous and sufficiently disagreeable, nevertheless

they formed only a very small proportion of the whole mass of

structures made of steel. But, however small a proportion it

was, the metallurgist and the engineer should try and reduce that

proportion to zero. Ho was particularly interested in what was to

him an extremely useful Table (page 1139), giving the distribution

of stress in the steam-engine. It was a thing for which he had been

wishing for a long time, and he should study it very closely. The

same remark might also be made concerning Professor J. H. Smith's

Table of the modified Wohler test (page 1141), which was an

extremely instructive Table.

Mr. Seaton had remarked that fine-grain steel was reliable.

There was no doubt that as a broad statement that was so—that a

fine-grain steel was more reliable than one with coarse grains, but

it was not wise to take that as absolute, because he had known steel

with a very fine and micrographically satisfactory grain to be intensely

brittle under shock. He had studied the authors' machine very

closely, and he felt sure that it might form a most useful adjunct to

a laboratory, but there was one respect in which he should like to

point out that he thought it would require altering, namely, that it was

deficient in ensuring absolutely equal time-intervals between the

blows. He ventured to lay before the Institution the importance of

that question. At the Cambridge Meeting of the British Association

in 1904, he published a preliminary Paper on a testing machine that

he had been working at for about two years, which he would just

roughly describe, Fig. 41 (page 1174). He would assume that AA
was the test bar, say {: inch square, firmly gripped between two dies

BB ; CC was a horizontal arm capable of moving up to a rate of

800 alternations per minute, which he thought Mr. Seaton would say

was the top speed of a destroyer's engines. DD was a gap in the

bar. The stress was applied alternately first in the direction of the
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arrow X, and tlien in the direction of the arrow Y, the result being

that along EE, the line of the die, the material was placed, at a

given speed of alternation, first in tension and then in compression.

The die line was the line of maximum stress^ and the fracture always

look place in its vicinity. It was found that the number of

alternations with which the steel would break varied closely with

the rate of alternation. Running the horizontal arm at 168

alternations per minute, a good mild steel endured 1,400 alternations

before fracture ; but, increasing the rate of alternations to 268, the

alternations it endured fell to 900. It was impossible to say what

the exact curve woiild be until more information was obtained uj)on it,

but still, that was an extremely important feature. It meant that,

small as the interval of rest was, due to the difference between

the rates of alternation, yet it was sufficient so to allow the steel to

Tccover itself as to make the remarkable difference in the number of

alternations at which it broke. He therefore suggested that, if the

authors in their machine could get some appliance to ensure

absolutely equal intervals between the shocks, it would bring the

data a little nearer the standard. In his own test the fracture began

at EE, therefore it was essentially a skin test on each side, dying

away to zero in the centre. He had found his test in many cases

give a piece of information which he thought no other system of

testing gave, namely, as to the homogeneity of the material.

Supposing they had a practically homogeneous bar, with its

constituents evenly distributed all through (Fig. 42, page 1174, was

an enlarged section of the bar), it would be found that the fracture

commenced on the skin E, at the same moment as it did on the skin E',

and it would progress equally until the lines of fracture were brought

together in the centre. They knew that by rather an interesting

fact, that the fracture along the line LL was quite a different

fracture from that of the two areas aa, the first-named having

evidently broken in tension under the last thrust of the test. In

other steels which were not homogeneous, it was sometimes found

that the line exhibiting a tension fracture was obtained as far away

from the centre as was indicated in Fig. 43 ; so that he thought it

was a very valuable thing to ascertain in testing steel. Of course,
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it was altogether too early to make any dtfinite annonncoment as to

the capabilities of the machine, because ho had found out iilroady

that it would require most careful standardizing. lie had had a

ppccial machine built, but the preliminary operation of standardizing

involved the preparation of 300 tcst-picccs from a standard Admiralty

forging, so it would occupy a considerable time.

He now came to one or two points which were perhaps a little

more in his sphere than in that of the authors, and when they had

heard his arguments he hoped they would be inclined to modify

certain expressions of opinion in the Paper. The authors said that

Sliock-B( nding Test.

Fig. U.—Diagram of Ted slhjlithj Fig. 12.

beyond the ElaMc Limit at EE.
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the fractures they had exhibited were due to cleavage. One of the

specimens illustrated, Fig. 27, Plate 142, was something like Fig. 44

(page 1175). There was a series of ferrite grains, with here and there a

little pearlite. He adopted the term used by the authors—" grains "

—

but he called them " crystals." As Mr. Jude pointed out in that case,

remembering that it was magnified 300 diameters, the fracture was

practically a straight line right through. Mr. Jude explained that,

by saying that he supposed the straight fracture was due to the fact

that the orientation in all the crystals was identical. He respectfully

submitted to Mr. Jude that, had the orientation in those grains been

identical, there could have been no junctions, because crystalline grains
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(allotrimorpliic crystals; were csseiitiallydue to the fact that, as shown

in Fig. 45 (page 1175), adjacent crystals started their growth from

centres at different orientations, and hence collided along interferenc(:

lines. Tlie right-angled etching figures in the centre of the crystals

in Fig. 45 have been made diagranimatically large, so as to illustrate

bettor their varying angular orientations. Had the fractured

crystals in Fig. 27, Plate 142, had one orientation, there woiild

have been no junctions at all ; it would have been one crystal

identical in orientation. He thought there was no doubt about

that. That being so, it followed that in real cleavage the fracture

would be something like that shown in Fig. 46—not in a straight

line but in a zigzag—due to the axes of each crystal differing in

direction from those of its neighbour, and hence having a different

cleavage with reference to the plane of section. He should be very

much obliged if the authors would reconsider their views on the

matter, because it was extremely important for students. He thought

they could not attach too much importance to the undoubted fact

shown, that the fracture ran mainly through ferritc. It must, in

the nature of things, do so, because in every case they lad two-thirds

of ferrite to one- third of pearlite present, so that naturally it would

go 2 to 1 through the ferrite, because of the proportions of the

constituents present.

Sir William H. White asked Professor Arnold if he would give

his view as to why that particular fracture was of that nature, and

so similar to all others. Could he offer any explanation of the fact ?

Professor Arnold said he could not ; it had gone straight

through everything. He could not explain it at all.

Mr. Seaton said it had gone as it ought not to have done.

Professor Arnold agreed. He noticed on page 1148 the re-

appearance of the ghost of a metallurgical myth which he really

thought had been finally laid, but, as ghosts must in accordance with

precedent be laid by grotesque incantations, he was afraid he must
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try their patience for a minute or two in that direction. The

authors spoke of the constituent pearlite as a eutectic which was the

last to solidify. He wanted to clear the matter up. The history was

as follows:—In 1895 he laid before the Institution of Civil

Engineers,* in a Paper on " The Influence of Carbon on Iron," the

determination of the quantitative composition of Dr. Sorby's pearlite

constituent, and secondly the discovery of the saturation point of

steel. He showed that if they took pure iron and added successive

quantities of carbon, when they reached • 9 per cent, the ferrite had

disappeared, and the whole mass consisted of pearlite. He showed

that when carbon was below • 9 it consisted of a mixture of ferrite

and pearlite, and when it was above • 9 per cent., of a mixture of

pearlite and carbide of iron (cementite). To those substances he

gave respectively the names—saturated, unsaturated, and super-

saturated steels. Those terms were rejected—he would not say

why—by another school of thought, who substituted for them

the terms eutectic, hypo-eutectic, and hyper-eutectic. From the

very nature of things those terms were absurd. Eutectic meant,

literally translated, the constituent which was last fluid. Pearlite

could not exist much above 700'' C. (1,292° F.), and was never fluid.

That error went on for some years, until a well-known American

Professor wrote a letter to the American " Engineering and Mining

Journal " to say that he found it very difficult to make his students

understand how a constituent that was never fluid could be the last

fluid, and he said he thought it was necessary to have a change of

name. The first amendment which seems to have been suggested was

eumetallactic, hypo-eumetallactic, and hyper-eumetallactic. Those

terms were rejected on the ground that the " metall " therein referred

to was not " metal," and students might think it was. The next trio

were eumetamorphic, hypo-eumetamorphic and hyper-eumetamorphic.

Those phrases were rejected on the ground that people would

consider them " shocking jargon," which was right. The next series

proposed were benmutic, hypo-benmutic and hyper-benmutic. That

triplet died an untimely death, being ruthlessly strangled by

Proceeding-, The Institution of Civil Engineers, 1895, vol. cxxiii, page 127.
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Mr. Bennett II. Brougli, Socretary of tbo Iron and Steel Institute, on

the gronuJ that tbcir i)liilology was execrable. Tito next three were

ii'olic, hypo-feolic and hyper-rcolic. Those did not lust very long, ho

did not know why, but there was evidently something wrong with

them. The next terras suggested were eutectoid, hypo-eutectoid, and

hyper-eutectoid, three terms which seemed to him to be just as

objectionable as cutectic, of which they were a modification. Ho
could only say that, so far as ho was concerned, the old terms

—

saturated, unsaturated, and super-saturated—would serve him quite

satisfactorily
; they expressed the facts without involving any theory,

and the only objection he had heard made to them was that pig-iron

was saturated at 4- 3 per cent, of carbon. His term had reference

not to the saturation-point of pig-iron, but to the pearlitc saturation-

point of steel. In conclusion he again thanked the authors very

sincerely for their Paper, and the Council for its kindness in enabling

him to be present to discuss it.

Mr. C. E. Stromexek said that, as Professor Arnold had

mentioned, the Paper was one of extreme interest, but he had a few

objections to make to it. To begin with, he thought the title did not

give a full explanation of what was in the Paper. The title referred

to " impact tests," whereas much had been heard about the microscopic

composition of the metals. On the other hand, the impact tests,

which he hoped would have been thoroughly gone into, and perhaps

firmly established, had not been dealt with as lai'gely as one could

have wished ; in fact, judging by the figui-es and the diagrams in the

Paper, he would say that the impact test was one which should not

be employed, because it was not as reliable as other tests. It would

be noticed on Fig. 7 (page 1150) that the spots (which he believed

indicated experiments) for 0-15 per cent, of carbon, showed a

number of blows from practically nothing up to 6h ; and again at

0-23 percent, carbon the number of blows which should break a

specimen were not definite for that particular composition of material

;

they seemed to range from practically nothing to very high numbers.

Turning to Table 1 (page 1164), and looking at the actual figures to

which he believed the Fig. 7 referred, it would be seen that the top
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specimens, two samples of low-carbon steel, seemeil to have broken

with seven and five blows respectively, and two of the samples seemed

to have broken with 165 and 163 blows. So far as he could see, there

was no remark to show why that should have happened, and he did

not think it was fair to accept a new method of testing based simply

on these few tests. He remembered that, when mild steel was being

introduced, the Admiralty and Lloyd's carried out very careful

investigations, and the tests which were settled then were settled not

because one expected the material would do what the tests said, but

practice had already shown that certain materials were good for

structural purposes, that they did not fail as some had failed, and

that they were strong enough, and that the tests selected identified

this material. He was afraid that point was very often lost sight of

when endeavours were mado to introduce new tests. For special

purposes, such as armour-piercing projectiles and armour plate, and

many other materials, it was necessary to devise tests which would

show what the substance was, but the ultimate test was, of course, the

practical test. For instance, with armour-piercing shells and armour

itself, the practical test was to expose a certain percentage of armour-

plates and projectiles to actual impacts. Any chemical tests or

microscopic tests which might be devised in the laboratory might

help the manufacturers in producing the material, but the

experimental tests had to be in harmony with what the material

actually was.

Tlie authors mentioned (page 1140) that very few pieces had

broken through fatigue in actual practice. He believed the tail-shafts

of the ss. " City of Paris " were said to have been broken from that

cause. As far as he remembered, the surface of the steel was intact

near the couplings, but below the surface there were very fine

cracks. Some of the material was trepanned out of the shaft and

tested by Professor Unwin, who showed that the material at that

point had entirely lost its good quality.

Mr. J. T. Milton said that he quite appreciated what the authors

had stated as to the necessity of some other test being looked upon as

a standard test for some of the steels that were to be used in
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construction. IIo would like to refer to wliat was mentioned at the

meeting held at tbo Institution wLicb discussed the Sixth lieport of

the Alloys llescarcli Committee, that it was not only steel subject to

shock which had given trouble at times, but Professor Arnold * and

others had been trying to investigate cases of mysterious fracture in

steel subject to steady stress, with no shock whatever, but which had

proved exceedingly brittle, while the test pieces for the ordinary

tensile test were perfect, as far as the mechanical results were

concerned. Professor Arnold's testing machine for dealing with

such matters was based on a very different principle from that of the

iiuthors. Professor Arnold's gave the test-piece a definite strain ; the

authors' was a question of energy absorbed by the test-piece.

Wohler's test, again, was one where there was a definite stress

-applied. He was inclined to think that not one of them met all the

requirements that engineers wanted. The one giving millions of

reversals took far and away too long to deal with. He did not,

however, think a machine giving only a few blows, such as Mr.

Seaton's, met the requirements of practice, because it did not

reproduce anything even nearly like the conditions of actual work.

Mr. Seaton stated very clearly that a few days' work on a machine

would mean some millions of repetition of stress. If that was so,

where the maximum which could be obtained by a test was thirty, it

appeared to him to show that the test which had been applied had

been far and away too severe ; they ought to have something more

nearly approaching the actual stress that the material was going

to endure, such a stress that would not produce a permanent

deformation, but still something that would not take millions of

repetitions before giving the record. That something was wanted he

ijuite agreed ; what it should actually be, he could not say.

He would like to refer to Professor Arnold's explanation of why

the fracture that the authors described went in a straight line.

Professor Arnold said (page 1174) that the fracture of the contiguous

crystals, as he called them, or grains, as the authors called them,

•was not due to cleavage. In his (Mr. Milton's) opinion it might

* Proceedings 1904, Part 1, page IIG.
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possibly 1)6 due to cleavage. He had been working on another metal

lately, namely brass, and in annealed brass one obtained a very large

number of what he thought some people called " twin crystals." He
did not think "twin crystals" was the right name, but certainly

contiguous crystals could be obtained with absolutely parallel planes

of cleavage, and yet the ordinary orientation of the crystals themselves

might be different. For instance, if one supposed the planes of

cleavage of crystals to be three planes mutually at right angles, it

was easy to see that one of the cleavage planes of each of a few

contiguous crystals might be parallel, whilst the other two cleavage

planes of each crystal might be oriented in any possible way.

The President said he quite understood that in one plane their

faces were parallel.

Mr. Milton agreed, and said that in the other two cleavage planes

they were not parallel to one another, so that they might have a

perfectly straight fracture going through several contiguous crystals.

With regard to the fracture going through the ferrite, as Professor

Arnold had said, it was to be expected it would do so because of

there being far more ferrite in the structure of mild steel than

pearlite. He had examined microscopically some broken steel-shafts

made of ordinary mild steel, and he found the minute cracks that had

branched off from the actual fractures had almost invariably followed

the ferrite, exactly as the authors said. They had largely avoided

the pearlite, and had very rarely gone across the pearlite grains.

Sir William H. White, K.C.B., Past-President, said he had read

the interesting Paper with great care, and the discussion so far had

gone on lines which were likely to add to its value. But he would

like to come back to the point of view which the nsers of the steel

should take. The analyses and suggestions in the Paper were no

doubt of great importance to the steel maker. It was a singular fact

that two gentlemen representing users of steel should have j)roduced

a Paper, the greatest value of which would probably be to the steel

maker. The authors said in the Paper (page 1148) " The majority of
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stoel users roquiro that tbey shall bo able to use an ordinary Btcel

as supplied to them." It appeared to him, however, that as the steel

eupplicd must clearly have very different qualities for different

purposes, it followed that no universal test put upon tlie steel by a

user could possibly fulfil all conditions. lie recalled a circumstance,

•of which ho thought more would be heard in the discussion, which

occurred many years ago. Mr. Yarrow had had some difiicultios

—

fortunately they had not resulted in accidents—in regard to certain

portions of quick-running engines, in the manufacture of which he

was so distinguished, and he went to work to try and discover what

sort of material would be best adapted to bear the particular stresses

and shocks which had produced difficulty. He did not find it quite

an easy matter, but he had recourse in that case to the system of

" nicking," and to impact tests. Mr. Harold Yarrow was present,

and had with him some illustrations of the method which Mr. Yarrow

then adopted, and which he supposed Mr. Yarrow still continued to

use. There was an example of a user establishing a system of tests

that gave him the information he wanted ; he did not want to go on

continually repeating those tests, but ho decided in his own mind

what was the quality of steel that he would use for the future for

those parts of his engines, and he obtained his information by having

supplemental nick tests. Speaking broadly, he should say that if

any part of an engine, or any other structure, must have nicks, or

what were equivalent to nicks, cut in it, it was very desirable that

there should be frequent tests of nicked specimens, but he was not

prepared to say for a moment that impact tests on notched bars

should be regarded as the best of all tests : really it was one of

many modes of testing, necessary with certain portions of structures,

and of machinery in particular. He did not think, in regard to ship

structures, subject to alternating loads—those that were put in class

(d) on page 1139—that tests of nicked specimens were ever likely to

become common, or likely to become necessary. His experience led

him to believe that the tests established—particularly the tests of

working qualities involved in the forge, and bending tests—which

tbey had now been working upon for thirty years, met all practical

conditions ; but he quite agreed that there were certain fittings in
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ships on wliicli (from their form and the work that had to be done

upon them in order to make attachments) they might occasionally

and usefully make tests of nicked specimens ; or do as Mr. Yarrow

did, decide what was the quality of the steel, when nicked and

subject to impact tests, which would give them greatest endurance,

and then take care they obtained that quality.

He had listened with very great interest to Professor Arnold's

remarks ; his history of the progress of the terminology of the

microscopic work in steel was most instructive, for this reason

;

again speaking as a user, he had learned several times over the

terminology of various periods, but life was too short to overtake the

changes in terminology which accompanied these discussions, and

they came back in the end to the fiicts. lie believed that now

gentlemen like Mr, Milton, Mr. Seaton and his colleague, and others

who were users of steel, were taking up the position of the micro-

structure of steel, some simpler and perhaps general terminology

might be arrived at which would be more adapted to ordinary minds.

There could be no question whatever that good had come out of the

Alloys Eesearch, conducted under the auspices of the Institution,

and by individual workers like Professor Arnold and Mr. Seaton,

quite apart from differences in the terms which might be best

employed to describe phenomena. They had been enabled to look

more into the heart of things ; they could now associate phenomena

which had been obscure with conditions of structure of which

formerly they were ignorant ; and, although it was perfectly true that

the bottom of the mysteries had not yet been reached, he thought no

one could look back at the work done by the Allojs Research

Committee over a long term of years without feeling that many of

the mysteries had disappeared, and those who came after would

probably solve the others.

Mr. Harold Yarrow stated that some experiments on nicked

specimens were carried out by Messrs. Yarrow, the results of which

had been published,* and some specimens showing the actual results

* " Engineering," 18 April 1902, page 513.
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of the test were exlaibited on the table. [He then demonstrated the

worldng of the apjiaratus, which was shown in Fig. 47 (page 1184).]

It took a specimen 4 inches long, ^ inch sq[uare, and 3 inches

between the supports and a weight of 10 lbs. was allowed to drop

18 inches.

Dr. T. E. Stanton thought there was some reason to doubt

whether the result of impact testing to destruction did, after all

furnish the best measure of the resistance of the material to withstand

shock. He presumed that what engineers required to know was

the proof resilience of the material they were going to use, that is,

the maximum amount of work which might be put upon it without

impaii-ing its strength. The question then arose : Was the proof

resilience always the same proportion of the total resilience in all

materials, and if so, what proportion ? It must be borne in mind in

that connection that the proof resilience of the material could be

determined in a testing machine with the aid of a good extensometer.

If they took a piece of steel and carefully determined / its elastic

limit in lbs. per square inch, and also E the value of Young's

modulus for it, then the proof resilience in tension of the material

was ^ -L. This expression represented the maximum amount of

work which could be put on the material in inch-lbs. per cubic inch.

For mild steel the value of this would be approximately 50. If reference

was made to a very interesting Paper* by Professor W. K. Hatt, of

Purdue University, a description would be found of a very elaborate

impact-testing machine, and a Table was also published giving the

total resilience in tension of various samples of mild steel. The figures

for the total resilience, that is, the total work done in breaking the

steel, varied from 9,000 to 17,000 inch-lbs. j)er cubic inch, so that the

quantity which an eugineer required was something like ^ of 1 per

cent, of the total given in those experiments. Yet he thought—and

he believed all engineers who had studied the question would agree

—that this quantity did represent the maximum amount of work

which that material would stand, so that he ventured to suggest

* " Engiaeering," 4 July 1902, page 28.

4 K
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that it would have been more valuable to engineers to determine if

possible the proof resilience of the material, instead of the

enormously greater quantity obtained from the impact test to

destruction.

It was an interesting and disputed question as to wlicther the

result obtained from the statical test, such as he had described, would

agree with the result of an impact test. A few experiments had been

made at the National Physical Laboratory lately, to see if there was

such an agreement. A piece of steel of fairly high quality was

used, that is, one in which the elastic limit had a perfectly definite

value—78,000 lbs. per square inch, and in that sample of steel the

value of the proof resilience was 104 inch-lbs. per cubic inch.

Taking the same bar, and putting it into an impact-testing machine

which had just been erected, and subjecting it to loads of gradually

increasing magnitude, it was found that with a blow of approximately

210 inch-lbs. per cubic inch, there was a distinct set on the specimen.

He had no doubt that, with more refined methods in measuring the

deformation, the agreement would be still nearer, that is, it would

be foimd that there was a permanent set under a blow considtsrably

below that in amount, but of course the experiments were not

conclusive so far.

Mr. Seaton enquired whether it was a notched bar.

Dr. Stanton replied in the affirmative, saying that the bar was

screw-cut all the way along, which he took to be a very notched bar.

He thought it was interesting to point out that, if there was that

agreement, then possibly the theory of which so much was

heard nowadays, that there was a strength property of materials,

which could only be discovered by impact tests, might possibly have

to be modified ; but if it had to be modified, or given up, that would

not detract from the value of impact testing, and he thought the authors

should be congratulated on having brought the subject forward.

Professor Thomas Turnee said he agreed with what had fallen

from some of the previous speakers as to the value of the kind of
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test which had been employed by the authors of the Paper, and he

thought the members owed them a debt of gratitude for directing

attention once again to the importance of shock tests. There was,

of course, no one test which would answer for all sizes and for all

metals. There might be a difference of opinion as to the suitability

of a test of such a kind for some particular purposes, but if they

wished to get information as to the general physical properties of

the metal, there could be no doubt as to the value of a shock test

;

and it was a great advantage to have a simple form of apparatus, so

that it was not necessary to have large specimens or expensive

equipment. A number of other forms of apparatus had been

introduced which were'intended to accomplish the same thing. Many

of the members were familiar with the work of M. Pierre Breuil,

published by the Iron and Steel Institute, and issued in a separate

report in connection with the last volume.* Breuil introduced a

machine for impact-tests, very similar in principle but somewhat

larger than the one the authors had emj)loyed, and Breuil was of

the opinion that, on the whole, nicking the bars was not necessary.

He (the speaker) was inclined to think that, if a rapid result could

be obtained with a small machine, nicks should either be avoided, or

should be of a definite standard size and pattern. In connection

with cast-iron, a very useful form of apparatus for impact tests had

been introduced by Mr. W. J. Keep, of Detroit, and had been largely

used in America ; there were several in use in this country too. In

that machine there was a swinging weight, practically a hammer

swinging from a given height, and giving a definite blow, the work

corresponding to which was, of course, well known.

He had been very much interested in two of the points

referred to by the authors and the previous speakers. The first was

as to the question of the direction of the fracture, and its selecting

the ferrite in preference to the pearlite. He remembered some years

ago having in his hall a tesselated pavement, which was unfortunately

subjected to considerable shocks. Pavements were intended merely

to be walked upon, but at times furniture was moved about upon

* Journal, Iron and Steel Institute, Supplement, vol. 65, page 76.

4 K 2
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them, and all kinds of things happened, which produced considorablo

shocks. The pavement was made up chiefly of two kinds of bricks,

one of which was darker in colour and harder than the other, as shown

in Fig. 48 (page 1189). The soft bricks always cracked first, and the

cracks in the case of a hard blow tended to go along through several

of the soft bricks, as shown at a. In reference to the statement by

the authors that fracture frequently passed through the centre of the

ferrito areas, and nearly in a straight line, it might be pointed out

that Osmond had made some interesting observations with high

magnifications of grains of ferrite. He remembered that in one of

Osmond's illustrations, with deeply etched ferrite and a magnification

of a thousand diameters, there was a definite cubical structure within

the grain. There could be no doubt as to the correctness of

Osmond's observation on this point, as it had been confirmed by

others, and they had obtained the same structure at the University

of Birmingham. He saw no reason why fracture should not pass

through the junctions of the cubes in what was to all intents and

purposes a straight line, through the centre of the grain, or in any

other direction, as determined by the hardness of the pearlite round

it, as illustrated in the diagram. Fig. 49.

The authors had referred to what they called a well-known fact

that iron and steel—and he believed they said other metals

—

expanded at the moment of solidification. He knew that was

generally stated, but he was not prepared to accept it as a well-

known fact. There was no doubt that different metals behaved in

different ways while they were cooling from the casting temperature

to the ordinary temperature of the air. The usual case cited was

that of cast-iron, which was said to expand at the moment of

solidification, but, as Mr. Keep had proved, with grey iron an expansion

took place after it was solid. If the iron was very grey, there were

three definite expansions, and these expansions were not within the

range of Ar^, Ar.,, or Ar3, but were higher, the temperature having

been determined by Mr. Hudson, his assistant, in a certain case, as

being 1,115°, 953°, and 860° C. (2,039°, 1,747°, and 1,580° F.). He

believed Dr. Moldenke had also made observations in the same

direction, the temperature at which the expansions took place being
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well over 1,000' C, wlien tLe metal was allowed to cool slowly

He only mentioned that as showing tliat cast-iron and steel behaved

in a different way.

The authors had given a very interesting diagram on page 1156

showing that the pearlite, or pearlito steel, expanded and contracted

more than the ferrite. There was practically a straight line in the

diagram. [Mr. Seaton said it was slightly curved.] He was going

Fig. id.—Diagrammatic reprei'entation

of a Ferrite grain icith fracture

passing through the centre.

Fig. 48.

Tesselated Pavement.

to draw attention to the fact that though, through a short distance of

300° or 400°, the lines were practically straight, when higher

temperatures were reached, the cui-ve became much more sharp.*

The authors were dealing with the lower part of the curve, which

was very nearly straight. Had they continued further they would

have found the curve bent more, and it would have supported their

argument that the difference in expansion and contraction would be

more at the high temperature than at the low temperature, with

* For diagrams, see "Lectures on Ironfounding," page 118.
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which they had to deal ; hut at the same time he was not quite

convinced that they Lad given the true explanation.

lie would like to say a word or two about other metals that

were used by engineers, and tbeir expansion and contraction with

heat. The point he wished to emphasize was that a thick i)iece

of iron or steel or other metal, as the case might be, when passing

from the fluid state to the ordinary temperature, did not contract

to the same extent, or in the same way, as a thin piece. If two

bars, say 1 foot or 2 feet long, were cast side-by-side, and one

was 1 inch square and the other |-inch square, and they were

allowed to cool, it was found in most metals that there was a

fairly uniform curve of contraction like that to which he had

previously referred. In other metals, such as steel or cast-iron,

there were curves showing intermediate expansions while contraction

was going on. In the case of cast-iron, it would be found that the

small bar would ultimately contract more than the thick bar. In

the case of steel it would be found that they contracted more nearly

alike, but that the thin bar usually contracted more than the thick

bar. In the case of copper, tin, aluminium and a number of other

metals, it would be found that the thick bar contracted more than

the thin bar in passing from the fluid state to the ordinary

temperature. With most metals, the contraction, or " shrinking," of

the thick bar was the greater, while the thin bar contracted least,

which was the oj)posite in iron and steel. In alloys, if one took the

case of brasses, when one added zinc to copper and obtained an

alloy, it was found that the contraction (or " shrinkage " as he

preferred to call it) was reduced by alloying, and that was no doubt

one reason why alloys were found so advantageous for many purposes

when a sharp impression was desired. A familiar example of that

was the case of type metal. In antimony there was a fairly large

shrinkage ; in lead there was rather a low shrinkage, but when a

relatively small quantity of antimony was alloyed with lead, it not only

reduced the total shrinkage, but at the same time it was found that

the thick bar and the thin bar had, as nearly as possible, the same

shrinkage, and there was no doubt that was one reason why type-

metal was found so suitable for the purpose for which it was employed.
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There were a number of interesting questions in this connection upon

which further information was required, and these were at present

receiving attention.

The President said he would now adjourn the discussion to the

next Meeting on Friday, 16th December, when he hoped the authors

would be able to be present and reply to the whole discussion. He

hoped they would not find it inconvenient to be present, because

on that occasion the evening would be devoted to a kindred subject,

so that all those gentlemen who were particularly interested in the

completion of the discussion would be able either to join in the

discussion or to listen to further revelations concerning the

microscopic structure of steel, and its behaviour under impact and

other tests. The Paper which would then be read would harmonise

with the one read that evening, so that it would be no hardship to

the authors of the Paper, nor to the gentlemen who were interested

in the subject, to cut the discussion into two. He had been very

anxious to make a few remarks himself, because he took some views

in direct opposition to those set forth in the Paper as to the best way

in which metals should be tested. He would abstain from going into

the question that evening, but he would express his opinions on

impact tests as compared with statical tests after they had heard the

Paper by Messrs. Sankey and Kent Smith.

Discussion on Friday, 16th December 1901.

Mr. SiDXET A. Houghton thought the fact that tho results

as to quality given by the impact tests very frequently varied

from those given by tensile tests had created a great deal of

doubt in some minds as to the real value of the former. But

if the matter was looked at from a broad point of view and

the ideal way of testing a piece of metal considered, it would

be found that this was to break the test-piece by the same

stresses as those to which the material it belonged was subject in
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practice. ConBidoring first teusilo tests and judging them by that

standard, it would be seen that the authors liad estimated that only

about 4 per cent, of the jjurts in an ordinary engine were subject to

pure tensile stresses ; but he thought the best proof was to examine

the fractures in breakdowns of machinery, when it would be found

there was practically never any reduction of area nor any elongation.

That showed, he believed, conclusively that the strains that produced

fracture in machinery were very seldom those that occurred in the

tensile testing machines. It might be argued that the ductility as

shown by the tensile testing machine was a sufficient guide as to the

suitability of the material, but what was the object of the upper

limit in most specifications for steel ? He thought that limit was

placed there as the result of the experience engineers had had, which

showed that the ductility as represented by the tensile test was not

by itself a sufficient guide in most cases.

Turning to the notched-bar test, there were many examples in

which the stresses in actual work were the same. He would take as

an example a part of machinery which probably broke more than

any other part, namely, propeller shafts. These shafts had liners on

them, the effect of which was to produce a discontinuity of strength

very similar to a notch, and when in a heavy sea-way, or when the

ship was in ballast, the shaft was exposed to very severe blows, and

the same effects were obtained as were produced in the notched-bar

test. He had no hesitation in saying that a very large proportion

of the fractures of propeller shafts were due to these causes, and

not to anything similar to tensile test stresses. It was a rather

curious fact with regard to propeller shafts that several engineers

specified iron shafts instead of steel. Now, even good iron was

inferior under the tensile test to mild steel, but under the impact

test it was superior. It therefore seemed as if by groping through

experience they had got to the same conclusion as was now given by

the impact tests. The authors stated that these tests were not

applicable to boiler plates, and looking at it from the theoretical

point of view they certainly were not, but he could give a very

remarkable case showing that even in the case of boiler-plates they

were of some use.
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Some little time ago, when a new large boiler was being tested by

hydraulic pressure, the shell-plate split right across. It was scarcely

necessary for him to say that that was a very serious occurrence

indeed, and a very unusual one. Tensile tests and chemical analyses

were made in order to ascertain what was wrong with the plate, but

all the results obtained were quite normal, and there was nothing to

show that the material was not good. He had had the opportunity

of examining some of the plate under the microscope, and although

there were some peculiarities in the structure, he was quite certain

that no one would have objected to the plate on account of its

structure, especially taking into account the other satisfactory tests.

It occurred to him that perhaps the impact test might show something,

and through the courtesy of Mr. Yarrow, Mr. Marriner very kindly

made four impact tests from the plate. Two were taken from the

outer half of the plate with the notch on the outside, and two from

the inner half with the notch on the inside, that is, about the middle

part of the plate as rolled. One of each of those was tested in the

normal condition, and one of each was heated to a bright red in a

non-oxidising flame and allowed to cool slowly. The dimensions of

the test pieces were those of Messrs. Yarrow's standard size, and the

machine was the one they usually employed, so that the results were

quite comparable with the other tests made by them. With that

quality of steel about thirty blows, he was told, was considered a

fairly good result to obtain, and the number that should be expected

from average specimens. Of the pieces that were tested in the

normal condition, the outer piece broke with three blows and the

inner piece with five blows ; indeed, both began to break almost at

the first blow. Of the two that were annealed the outer broke with

twenty-six blows and the inner one with eighteen blows. The impact

test therefore showed that the plate was brittle, although the tensile

test and chemical analysis gave no indication whatever of it. He
thought, if there were no other results beyond that, the impact test was

one which must be taken into account in finding out brittle material.

With regard to the microscopical portion of the Paper, everyone

ought to feel grateful for the careful way in which the authors had

traced the manner in which a fracture passed through mild steel

;
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but they fieemtd to treat it too much from tlio point of view of a

crystalline break. If it Mas regarded as a rapid tear instead of a

break, the explanation was much more simple, as the fracture would

naturally pass in tlie way tbey described without requiring any

elaborate theories to explain its course. With regard to mild cast

steel, examples of which were given in Plates 136 and 137, the most

essential point was that it should be properly annealed. This was

unfortunately very frequently not the case, and in nine cases out of

ten where bad results were obtained from mild cast steel, it would be

found that the annealing had not been sufficient, generally owing to

the temperature not having been high enough. The examples given

by the authors were very clear cases of this defect ; the steel had not

been properly annealed, and that should be borne in mind when

looking at the results.

There was another point with regard to the impact tests with

respect to mild steel, namely, that frequently there were small

segregations which contained a great deal of sulphur and phosphorus,

and which were very brittle. With the tensile test the remainder

of the steel marked the defective parts to a great extent, but with

the impact test if the bottom of the notch happened to come on the

brittle parts, a very inferior result would be obtained. This might

or might not be an advantage, depending on the purpose for which

the steel was required, but it should be borne in mind when a very

bad result was obtained from the impact test that it was well to

examine for this cause. Impact tests of mild steel were very valuable,

as showing brittleness due to very large crystals arising from

overheating. He did not say that all steel with large crystals was

brittle, but the tensile test was a very poor judge of bad steel in

that respect, and the imj)act test was much better. Lastly, although

he was a firm believer in the latter tests, before anything could be

done to get their importance recognised they must be standardized.

It was possible to compare tensile test pieces, although they might

be of different sizes, and get a very fair idea of one result with

another, but with the impact test unless the pieces were the same

size and the notch the same and everything else was similar, no

comparison whatever could be formed.
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Mr, Michael Longridge, Member of Council, said he agreed

with the last speaker in his wish that the shock test should be

standardized. He felt sure that everyone with much experience

of breakages of steel must have seen some for which no cause could

be assigned. By way of illustration he might mention some which

had come under his own notice. The first was a connecting-rod

bolt 3 inches diameter. It broke not in the thread but about | inch

below it, in the cylindrical part where there was no reduction or

change of diameter ; the crack had started at the circumference

probably at a scratch left by the turning tool and gradually

extended through the bolt at right angles to the axis.

The second was a link, coupling the crosshead to the centre

in the beam of a beam engine. It was machined out of a solid steel

bniet. It broke clean across through one side, a little below the

top bend, where there was no oil-hole or change of sectional area.

The load upon it was only about 4000 lbs. per square inch. The

third was a boiler plate which, after working about fifteen years,

cracked for a length of 24 inches near to one of the double-riveted

longitudinal seams. There was no sign of heavy caulking or

hammer marks to account for the fracture. Strips cut from it were

tested and found satisfactory. The broken pieces were afterwards

sent on to Professor Arnold for analysis and microscopical

examination, who found no fault with them except that they

possessed " potential brittleness."

He mentioned these, which were only examples of many other

unaccountable breakages, as evidence of peculiarities in steels which

neither tensile tests nor chemical analysis seemed able to detect.

Whether the shock test would give all the supplementary information

needed seemed very doubtful, but it was such an easy test to make,

and the apparatus and preparation of specimens would cost so little,

that if it were possible to standardize both test pieces and apparatus

he thought the test would be widely used, and probably much

useful information would be got from it. Before standardizing the

apparatus, it would be necessary to consider not only the weight of

the hammer but also that of the anvil, and also to decide whether

the specimen should be broken at one blow and the work expended
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in broakixig it moasuretl as in Captain Sankey's apparatus, or

whotUor a smaller weight or less full should bo used aud the

resistance of the piece estimated by the number of blows required

to break it. The size and shape of the specimen also needed

careful coubiduratiou. It should be so small as to bo easily cut

fmm broken ])ieces of all kinds, and, on the other hand, largo enough

to prevent small errors in dimensions having undue eflfect. It should

be of such a shape as to be cheaply, easily, and accurately prepared,

and in these respects he thought a round bar distinctly preferable to

a square one, particularly when the specimen was intended to bear

several blows before final fracture. If the edges of a square bar

were at all rough aud sharp, an incipient fracture would be more

easily started than if they were quite smooth and slightly rounded,

and an incipient fracture once started the piece would give way

with fewer subsequent blows than if it were quite sound. The

sharpness of the notch would probably also influence the resistance

of the piece. For these reasons he thought a cylindrical test piece,

4 inches long and | inch diameter, with a Whitworth thread cut in

the middle, would probably give more uniform results than the

^-inch square sections with -l-inch notches which appeared to be the

present standards. lie was inclined to think, however, that a

shorter and smaller test-bar might be mere convenient.

Mr. F. W. Haeboed said the Paper on Impact Tests read on the

previous occasion, and the one at the present meeting, were two of

the most important read before the Institution for a long time.

That tensile tests were, when taken alone, not altogether satisfactory,

he thought would be admitted by everybody who had anything to do

with steel. This was thoroughly recognised in many cases, and in

the case of rails and axles impact tests were made on large masses by

most engineers, and were considered far more satisfactory than any

tensile test : but of course they were very expensive, and if as reliable

results could be obtained with small bars, it would be infinitely

better in every way. The real point was this : was a notch test on a

small bar a reliable test which could be compared with similar tests

on difi"erent steels, so that given a certain result it could be said the

material was good, or the material was bad.
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Some tlireo or four years ago a most elaborate series of

experiments were made by Brinell and Wahlberg,* in whicb they

took nine steels and subjected them to various heat treatments, about

eighteen in all, afterwards testing them in every possible way, and

amongst other ways by impact tests. The impact tests were somewhat

different from those given by Mr. Seaton and Mr. Jude. Instead of

a bar being supported on two bearings and the blow being struck in

the centre, one end of the bar was held in a vice, a portion 2*16

inches long projected beyond the nick ; a weight was allowed to fall

on the projecting portion, the height of the drop being increased

after each blow, until the bar fractured. The results were so very

erratic and so very different from those given by Mr. Seaton and Mr.

Jude that he thought the meeting should have its attention called

to them. In the case of a raw 0*16 carbon steel, the foot-lbs. were

470; in the case of 0-34 they were 195 ; that was to say, the 0-34

steel showed a resistance to shock equal to nearly half that of the

0*16 carbon steel. Mr. Seaton's results showed that a • 2 carbon

steel was five times as tough as a • 3 carbon. The bars of Brinell,

when they were annealed, showed a still less difference between the

low and higher carbon steels. With 0*16 carbon the result was

861 foot-lbs., and with • 34 carbon 274 foot-lbs., a difference roughly

of a little over one-third. That is to say, increasing the carbon from

0'16 to 0*34 only reduced the toughness one-third, instead of

something like five times, as shown by the tests of Mr. Seaton. This

showed, as had been pointed out by Mr. Houghton (page 1194) the great

importance, if impact tests were to be used, of standardizing the test.

Another important point brought out by Brinell was that on

annealing at 750^ C. (1,382° F.) the bars found no improvement;

on annealing at bOO° C. (1,472° F.) they found a certain

improvement with their impact test. At 900° C. (1,652° F.) they

* Journal, Iron and Steel Institute, 1901, Vol. ii, page 234. The programme

of heat treatment is given on page 235, where bars are treated as rolled,

annealed, hardened with water, hardened with oil, and hardened with lead, tlie

various annealings and hardenings being done at a number of different

temperatures, as recorded. After heat treatment in these various ways, the bars

were subjected to all kinds of mechanical testing.
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got their best rcHults, and at 1,200' C. (2,102'' F.), the tomperaturo

which ruiueJ steels, they found their impact tests were better than

with the raw material. That, he thought, was confirmed somewhat

by Captain Sankey's results. On turning to Plate 118, on the soaking

of steel at 1,200 C, there was found there a bar (No. 27) on which

the impact test was distinctly better than in the raw steel. Before

generalising as to the value of the impact tests, in view of the fact

that the steel which had been ruined by heat treatment gave a better

impact test than the raw material, he thought they should pause a

little, because it was clear that it was only the impact test which

gave better results. The Arnold test showed the steel was

practically ruined, and the tensile and other tests showed that it had

deteriorated in every way.

Another very important Paper bearing on the subject, referred to

by Professor Turner at the previous meeting (page 1187), was a

Paper by M. Breuil, read before the Iron and Steel Institute, which

w^as a most exhaustive research on the value of notch-tests versus

unnotched bars. He came to the conclusion that there was no virtue

in notching the bar at all, and that it was far better to make the drop

test on a plain bar. How far that was so, he, Mr. Harbord, was not

prepared to say, but that was the result M. Breuil arrived at after a

very elaborate series of tests.

There was one matter brought forward by Professor Arnold he

should not have referred to, had it not been so widely reported in the

technical Press that he thought it was liable to give a false

impression. Professor Arnold had said that he had buried the

term " eutectic " long ago. If so, it had had a most wonderful

resurrection, and he believed was now practically used by all

scientific metallm*gists. Professor Arnold spoke further of the

terms—" saturated," " super-saturated," and " unsaturated," and said

that the term " saturated " was exactly the same as eutectic. It was

not the same. A " saturated " steel meant a steel with • 89 per

cent, of carbon, and " over-saturated " steel was a steel with more

than that percentage. The term " saturated " conveyed absolutely

nothing as to the condition of the carbon. If it was said that the

steel consisted entirely of the eutectic, not only did this give the
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percentage of the carbon, but it sbowed the condition of the carbon,

and that the steel was more or less in an annealed condition, and also

conveyed a conception of the whole physical structure of the steel,

Tvhich the mere term saturated or unsaturated did not. This was a

matter which, in his opinion, should never have been introduced

into the discussion, as it did not fairly arise out of the Paper.

The string of terms Professco" Arnold referred to had never

been adopted at all by any school of thought ; they were simply

suggested by one or tw^o very eminent metallurgists as possible

alternative terms which might be used, and with the exception of two

or three had never been generally accepted or used. Professor Arnold,

however, gave the impression that they were in general use by those

who were unable to admit that his terms " saturated " and

" unsaturated " conveyed a clear conception of the complex changes

induced by variations in chemical composition and heat treatment.

He thought in a society of Engineers such subjects should not be

introduced in the discussion on practical Papers, but when they were,

there was no alternative but to refute misleading statements.

Whether the so-called solution theory was correct or incorrect

was a comparatively small matter ; it had made people think

and work, and a great deal was owing to those who originated

the hypothesis, and started a vast amount of research work all over

the country. These attempts, in the discussion of technical Papers,

to discount one's scientific opponents, especially in their absence, by

means of cheap ridicule, he considered were greatly to be deprecated.

Mr. Bertram Blount could only hope to be useful in what he

said by a few generalities. It seemed to him, as one accustomed to

what he might term the pathological side of steel, eminently

desirable to add to the methods of testing anything which was

competent to show, if in those individual specimens of steel

which had been found in practice to be diseased, to what that disease

was due. It was necessary, in fact, to assign a cause, and in

consequence of the need of assigning a cause and giving a distinct

opinion as to the disease which the specimen was suffering from, it

was necessary to invoke every possible means. For years past it had
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boon customary to subject stool to woll-dovisod mechanical tests, aud

iinalysiH liud been constantly employed, and more lately microscopical

work had been done. All those were very useful. Recently shock-

tests had come into fairly common use. As far as his knowledge of

what had been done with the use of shock tests went, the shock test

would show something of value.

What he was particularly concerned with was the heterogeneity

of steel. lie broke a lance with Professor Unwin a year or two

ago on that very point, when the Professor presented before

another Institution a great number of very valuable tests of steel

as examined in the ordinary testing machine. The notion

in his mind was that it was wrong to regard mild ordinary

structural steel, the steel engineers constantly used, as a homogeneous

material. He regarded structural steel—he quoted the phrase he

emi)loyed then—as a bundle of muscles and nerves. If he was

forced to define his terms, he would call the muscles those molar

constituents which one could almost see without the aid of

magnification or under a lens, and the nerves the actual micro-

structure. He did not wish to push the parallel too far ; he simply

meant that there was a molar structure and a micro-structure, and

both must be considered. He ventured to think that the micro-

structure, from its beauty and great significance, had perhaps carried

engineers a little farther than reason dictated. The molar structure

must be also considered, and, if he might conclude that very

elementary sort of reasoning, he would say that he believed the use

of impact tests of any kind—the form really did not matter as long

as some standardization was arrived at—was to display the influence

of that molar structure.

With regard to the standardization of the impact tests, even in so

simple a matter as determining the mechanical properties of steel as

ordinarily done in a testing machine, where it behaved pretty weil

as a plastic material, there was still some little debate as to the size

of the test-pieces, areas, rate of pull, &c. ; and those things, although

they were being settled, were not absolutely determined. With the

much more difficult matter, the standardization of a method of testing

by shock, it was not likely at present that any complete concordance
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Should be found, and a great deal more work had to be done and

QQany more experiments made before standardization was arrived at.

But that standardization bad to be made and would be made, he had

lot the faintest doubt. When it was made in combination with a

jroper consideration not only of the micro but of the molar structure

)f the metal, he believed there would be means of determining the

)rigin of the disease of those pathological specimens, to the

ixamination of which he particularly referred.

Mr. Seaton said that, as time was very short and as there was

•eally much to say, his colleague and himself would contribute a

urther reply in writing to most of the criticisms, and he would

jonline himself to making a few remarks on what had dropped

Tom some of the speakers. In the first place, on behalf of Mr. Jude

ind himself, he had to thank the members for the vote of thanks

hey had passed. The greater portion of the Paper was due to Mr.

Fude, for what Captain Sankey had said of his colleague he could

,lso say of his, that his colleague had done the work and he had

lone the editing, Mr. Jude had taken a great interest in the subject

rom the time he was a pupil of his own, years ago, due in a great

neasm-e to what he had told Mr. Jude he had seen in Professor

Arnold's laboratory. He was very pleased Professor Arnold had

aken part in the discussion, for it was really from Professor Arnold

hat he first learnt how the structures of metals might be examined.

Like Mr. Longridge, he himself had had an unfortunate experience

v'ith steel boiler-plates. A boiler constructed of steel supplied by

me of the most eminent makers in the kingdom failed under water

)ressure before the test point was reached. The shell split from

ind to end in a very curious way, and, strange to say, it did not

:ommence at a rivet-hole. In fact, it seemed to avoid the rivet-

loles and go between them. These plates had been surveyed and

ested by a Board of Trade Surveyor. They were analysed

ihemically by four or five chemists ; mechanical tests were made in

he tensile testing machine by two or three independent gentlemen

;

tnd Professor Arnold examined the structure of the metal

oicroscopically. The chemical tests showed nothing particularly

4 I.
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abnormal, and tho mochanical toKts wore watiKfactory ; and all that

ProfcKKor Arnold could way wan that there was u slight excess of

sulphur, and that in jjUicos it was in a dangerous form, but not so

bad as to account for the accident. That was one of sevorul

mysterious fractures of steel that had come under his notice.

Much had been said about the notched bar. Both Mr. Jude and

himself were engineers, and, not having a very large amount of time

at their disposal, had to content themselves with a meth(jd that

appealed to them as being satisfactory for their purposes which

could be compassed in the time they could give to it. At the

same time, neither Mr. Judo nor himself ran away from the

belief that the notched bar was the sufficient criterion test of

steel subject to shock. What they maintained was that a material

which in every-day practice was subject to dynamic stress—he used

the word stress for want of a better one—should be tested by a

similar action. They had found in every-day practice that accident

was often the result of a very large number of comparatively small

shocks repeatedly applied, not of one big shock that would come on

the machine, or of the one big shock that would come as in Colonel

Maitland's experiments. These things he alluded to were generally

broken after a number of comparatively small shocks—at all events

shocks small by calculation—^had been applied some hundreds of

thousands of times. They believed that under those circumstances

it was better to test the bars by a comparatively small shock applied

a considerable number of times ; hence their weight was very much'

less than that of Mr. Yarrow's. They also thought that their testing

machine was a finer discriminator than Mr. Yarrow's, inasmuch as

with his very heavy weight a comparatively good steel might

fracture, and he supposed did fracture—the experiments showed that

on the previous occasion—with one blow. They thought that only

the very worst description of steel should part at one blow, and

hence they diiferentiated lower grades of commercial steel than could

be done with Mr. Yarrow's machine. He agreed with Mr. Longridge

that the round section test-bar was probably better than the scjuare,

and had in addition the advantage of cheapness; it was easy to

make, and he thought answered perfectly well the purpose for which

it was wanted.
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Mr. Harbord had asked (page 1197) whether very much

'ariation had been found. With the exception of various bright

old-tlrawu bars which were introduced into the engineering market

ome seven or eight years ago, they did not find much variation

Q the same bar. Their practice was to make at least two tests from

, bar, one at each end of it ; sometimes an additional one in the

Qiddle in a bundle of rods of the same make and quality ; they had

ound sometimes very large variation in one rod from another, but

»ractically none between parts of the same rod. In the case of the

right steel, they had often found great variation in the same bar.

[here was no doubt that what was said in the Paper further justified

he use of the notched bar, for in nearly every engine member there

fas something analogous to the nick, although perhaps not always so

harp and pronounced as found in their test-bar.

Mr. Stromeyer had given an illustration of the breaking of the

icrew shaft of a ship with a casing on it ; the casing ending abruptly

ndeed was quite analogous to the notch in the test-bar. There was

lardly a part, especially in the moving parts of an engine, which was

lot more or less nicked, as necessitated by the design ; and coming

o microscopic conditions, the scratches from a file or the tool marks

>f a turning tool, if looked into carefully, were all notches, and

lometimes notches of considerable magnitude. So that steel in

general every-day use was in the notched state.

He quite agreed with the speakers who had alluded to

itandardization. The Paper simply said that by the special machine

certain steels stood a certain number of blows ; it did not insist that,

)ecau8e one steel stood twenty-four blows and another six, that one

vas four times stronger than the other. But they did maintain that

he one that required the larger number of blows was very superior

;o that which required the smaller number. Further investigation

ivould no doubt enable some form of standardization to be observed,

md some inventor—possibly the President—would introduce a

nachine that would be taken as a standard one for such tests. In

iheir machine the fracture was due entirely to shock. In the case of

i bar secured in a vice and sticking out 2 inches, and having a

sveight dropped on it, fracture would be partly due to shock and

4 L 2 '
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partly duo to bending. TLat waH to be deprecated. It was

bouiewbut analogous to tbe quention wbicb bad been raised on

Captain Sankcy's Paper, as to wbetber it was vanadium or cbromium

tbat bad so luucb improved tbe steel—tbey would not know wbetber

it was tbe bbock or tbe bending tbat killed it. Tbe term " fancy

steel " was used, not to east any slur or sliglit on many of tbe good

steels tbat had been brougbt forward, but only to distinguish tbem

from tbe every-day ordinary steel tbat was obtained by sending to a

murcbant or steel works an order for so many bars of steel. Sir

William White, according to tbe drift of bis argument, had held

there was no need, having once ascertained that the steel was right,

to continue the process of testing. He was afraid if Sir William

was the works manager of some of the big engineering concerns he

would find it necessary to keep testing, for tbe uniformity expected

was not always obtained. He thought it was better to satisfy oneself

in this simple and inexpensive way than to assume tbat one would

get always what one ordered. The test was a very cheap one and

easily made, so tbat there need be no difficulty on that score.

He again thanked the Institution for the manner in which they

bad received the Paper. He hoped tbat their end would be

accomplished, which was primarily to bring before the Institution

the subject of shock testing with a view to discussion and further

thought, rather than to pose as discoverers of something new.

They certainly knew in a vague way of Mr. Yarrow's experiments,

but not the results. They thought in giving not only the method

but the results of their tests, it would open the subject for further

consideration, and that object he thought had been accomplished.

Communications.

M. PiEEBE Breuil, Head of the Metallurgical Department of the

Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers, wrote that, in bis

opinion, Messrs. Seaton and Jude had given too much importance to

the method of making shock tests on notched bars on two supports.
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[e had recently shown * that to make the same notch in identical

ars of various metals did not place them at all in the same

ondition for experiment, seeing that when a notched bar was

roken its shape was not altered in the plane of the notch but

utside of this notch, and in proportions which varied according to

le nature of the metal and the shape and depth of the notch.

In order that the notched bars might be of use in comparing

letals, it was necessary at once to know the laws which governed

be reunion of the geometrical shapes of the notch and of the nature

f the metal. This would compel one to make an elaborate research

1 each case, analogous, for example, to that which has brought

bout, in tensile tests, the foundation of the law of similarity. This

iw of similarity could be stated as follows : equal stresses brought

bout equal deformations in test-pieces geometrically similar in the

ame metal, as in the example of compression and bending of

mooth bars ; and it was on this that one relied for accepting and

or judging metals, whatever the dimensions might be. It was

lardly ever contradicted, that is to say, one always met with it in

aetals previously studied ; it led to numerical coefficients constant

nough even with dimensions varying to an important degree ; it

iras, therefore, a clear test (he did not say unique) of valuation of

aetals, and it was necessary to find a similar one for notched bars

lefore admitting them into the tests of metals.

He had been able to show elsewhere that considerable variations

n the proved results between two metals very similar in appearance,

)y this method of notched bars, could be explained by several

easons. Firstly, because one was wrong, in his opinion, to measure

n a shock the work performed, apparent or real, without knowing

low the work was distributed in the piece tested ; all depended on

hat. To be able to establish a comparison between two different

lualities, it was evidently necessary to reduce them to unity. This

vas everywhere done in science. For example, one would not

)ay the same price for a 300-ton Buckton testing machine as for a

LO-ton machine, simply because they were of the same type. It

;vas, however, what one did with the notched-bar tests.

* Journal, Iron and Steel Institute, 1904, No.' I, page 416.
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Putting these considerations out of the question, as the writer

belioved them and as be had endeavoured to prove them, if the

notched-bar test did not yiebl otlier information than ordinary bars

it did not remain less true that the Paper was interesting, especially

concerning the method in which the authors made known the

di^stribution of the various stresses in parts of machines. He would

not take exce])tion to this, after they had su clearly apportioned the

stresses ; he would take only one exception to their views, that was,

that having clearly defined the various kinds of stresfies, they

should have decided upon impact tests alone for the study of metals.

If, for example, they had carried out tensile tests at the same

time as these shock tests, giving complete diagrams, they would

have been able, perhaps, to explain why the tests showed such large

deviations in the numbers of blows required to break their bars of

similar steels. The writer would draw attention on this point to

the fact that no two metals of the same elasticity, of the same maximum

load, of the same elongation, were able to give very different

diagrams. Before condemning tensile tests it would be better, in

the writer's opinion, if a deep study of the subject were made, to see,

for example, how elongation in tensile tests of various metals was

distributed up to and beyond the maximum load ; there were some

metals which showed a very long falling curve after the maximum

load. Others gave a short and rapid ofie. How would these metals

appear in the shock test ? This test should be made.

The writer had once made some tests on Bessemer and Martin

steel of the maximum load and elongation, and he had proved that

the test-pieces did not stretch at all in the same way in all directions

on the fracture. For instance, copper, which was a very ductile

metal, hardly fragile, showed a very rapid falling curve immediately

;

ductile aluminium bronzes, which stretched 50 per cent., also had

an equally rapid fall. This point had, in the opinion of the writer,

been somewhat overlooked.

Notched-bar tests exaggerated small differences between metals

and without a fixed law, and this fact militated against deductions of

true value being obtained ; it was much better to work on unnotched

bars, but, as in the experiments with ductile metals the bending
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tests were slow, it was preferable, in his opinion, to make shock tests

by tension on smooth bars. Would anything novel be found ? The

writer was inclined to doubt this. He found that the drop-weight

used by the authors was rather small, and it was the reason probably

why one found enormous diiferences in the results obtained with

similar metals, seeing that only a fraction of the work performed

by the falling weight was absorbed by the test-bar, the remainder

being taken up by the anvil block and in other ways. It was

evident that these losses, although possibly small, combined to

increase the difference between the metals in consequence of their

elasticity, the extent of which was not stated.

The writer thought that the method employed, namely, that of

repeated blows, was not so good a method as the authors appeared to

imagine, as there was a risk that the same spot would not always be

hit by successive blows. Therefore irregular stresses in the metal

were produced at different parts of the notch. This fact was of

less importance in smooth bars. It was necessary to take great

precautions in shock tests in order to be able to draw correct

conclusions. A shock test on two supports had a dra,wback,

inasmuch that the bar was struck at a point which had a tendency

to break, and therefore deteriorated it. This was why it was better,

in the writer's opinion, to make tensile tests by shock, which

method had the advantage that each unit of metal was subjected to

about equal work. The usual shock test on notched or unnotched

bars was, in his opinion, a rough test which could be made without

any measurements ; then, however, one must look upon it only as a

qualitative and not a quantitative test.

With reference to the curve in Fig. 7 (page 1150) it was of the

same class as that which the writer established in his Paper to the

Iron and Steel Institute (1904, Supplement, Plate 21). It showed

that in steel having more than • 35 per cent, of carbon very little

work was necessary to cause rupture, and below 0*35 more and more

work was required ; but in the latter case far more metal was

deformed than in the former case, and when all was taken into

consideration the conclusion might be reversed.

Where Messrs. Seaton and Jude deserved congratulation was in

their study of the spread of fracture through the metal ; there were
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in tliis very intcreRting and, lio believed, novel indications which he

hoped would bring to future experimentalists discoveries towards the

progress of one's ku(nvledgo of metals,

Mr. John Haudistt wrote that lie was decidedly in accord with

Messrs. Scaton and Jude's desire, as expressed on imgo 1144, for the

usual tensile and bending tests to be supplemented by shock tests for

all material which would be subjected to shocks on becoming part of

a machine or an engine. Since Professor Heyn read his valuable Paper

before the Iron and Steel Institute on notched test-pieces, much had

been done by other experimenters in this direction, but the sizes of

specimens, shape and size of notches had been so variable that the

results obtained by different observers were not readily comparable.

What was now wanted was: (1) a standard size and shape of

test-piece
; (2) a standard notch ; and (3) a standard drop-testing

machine to be adopted both by steel makers and steel users, preferably,

he thought, one with a light tup and of sufficient height to enable

specimens to be broken at one blow if desired, but in which the

height of the drop could be regulated at will, just as in the drop-

testing machines commonly used for testing rails.

The conditions of testing, namely, weight of tup, height of fall,

size of test-piece, size and shape of notch, distance between supports,

and shape of nose of tup, should always be the same for similar

steels, so that tests made at different works, and with differently

treated specimens, might be readily compared. The notch to be of

any account must be sufficiently deep and preferably sharp at the

bottom. Last year the writer tested a number of ^-inch square

pieces of " Lily " brand Swedish steel having a tensile strength of

22 tons per square inch, with over 50 percent, elongation in 2 inches.

The V notch was 1 millimetre deep and 1 millimetre wide, and it

was clearly too small for this kind of steel, as under repeated blows

of a 15-lb. tup falling 30 inches, the notch spread out, and there was

practically no difference between the number of blows required to

break the notched and unnotched specimens. Professor Heyn, in

his Paper, pointed out the importance of the depth and shape of

notch, with regard to the size of test-piece and weight of tup.
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If tests were to be broken at one blow, it was of paramount

importance that the energy expended in producing fracture should

be measured and recorded by some simple means, but this was just

where the difficulty would come in, and where errors of observation

would be made. It would be interesting to learn how the authors

proposed that the energy should be measured. On account of the

difficulty of measuring the energy with any degree of accuracy, he was

inclined to prefer the drop test requiring several blows to produce

fracture ; the deflection for each blow could then be recorded, as in

rail testing, or for the first blow only if the test-piece was reversed

after each blow. The Table on page 1147 would appear to require

some explanation as to the condition of the bars a and b for each of

the four materials, the quality of which, as shown by the impact tests,

diflfered enormously in the first three cases.

The last sentence in Part I (page 1148) seemed to require more

from the steel maker than could reasonably be expected, or than was

necessary in ordinary every-day work ; but if material of the highest

shock strength were required, it should be specified, and then no

doubt the maker would (at a suitable price) produce it either by

the Coffin or Stead-Richards process, or perhaps by careful oil-

hardening as suggested by the authors. The statement (page 1150)

that steel " containing • 2 per cent, carbon will be at least five times

tougher to resist shock than those having 0*3 per cent, of carbon,"

was one which few steel makers would be ready to accept without

ample experimental evidence ; and indeed, if it were true, why had

steel containing • 30 to 0*35 per cent, of carbon been used for so

many years for guns, and why had there been so few accidents with

the inner tubes ?

The improvement by oil-quenching referred to in the Appendix

had been fully recognised for many years by gun-makers and others,

but had not, except in a few instances, received adequate attention

from mechanical engineers. The writer particularly drew attention

to this point in a Paper on " Steel for Guns " which he contributed to

" Industries " in 1886, where the following passage occurred:—" The

increased strength of steel obtained by proper oil-tempering should

be more generally taken advantage of by mechanical engineers, such
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things as shafts, spindles, connecting-rods, piston-rods, crosshead and

crank pins might, with advantage, be oil-tempered."

The following experiments which ho made in June 1903 confirmed

tlio Huthors' experience as to the value of oil-quenching when applying

the shock test on notched specimens :

—

TABLE 2.

The test-piece, notch, and drop-testing machine were as already described.

The toughening effect of water-quenching ordinary bridge steel

had for years been observed by steel inspectors. When the soft bend

test was good the water-quenched one was almost invariably so, and

very frequently when the soft bend test had fractured, the water-

quenched one was satisfactory.

Bright " rolled " bars were referred to (page 1166). These bars

were however not " rolled " bright. They were produced from

ordinary hot-rolled rounds which were pickled, culd-drawii, and then

cold-reeled, to make them round, smooth and straight. They were

sold in this condition, and were largely used for stud-making, &c.,

in automatic machines. All the three above-named processes, even
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when the greatest care was exercised, increased the hardness and

brittleness of all kinds of steel more or less ; and excessive pickling

would make any steel rotten. The brittleness produced by all three

processes could, however, be completely removed by annealing, but

as this would destroy the bright surface, it was not done, and it was

therefore not surprising that bright bars were found to be more or

less rotten and never so tough as ordinary hot-rolled bars.

Effects of Pichling*—The following tests which the writer made in

1896 and subseq[uently, fully exhibited the changes due to pickling

and cold-drawing :

—

Tensile Elongation
Strength, in 8 inches.

Per sq. in. Per cent.

5 Samples of British basic

" annealed " averaged

The same bars '• pickled " averaged

They all broke in the grips, and were therefore again

put in the testing machine to try and break them

between the dots with the following result . . 25-4 13-58

Four of them broke on dot and the other in grips, showing that pickling had

slightly raised the tensile strength (4 per cent.), and reduced the elongation by

one-half, and the samples were so brittle that even the very small centre dot

was bufficient to start fracture.

* The pickling of bars and tubes as usually carried on was a very crude

operation, performed by labourers having no knowledge of chemistry or metals

;

a wooden bosh was used, and contained at the outset about 1 part strong

sulphuric acid to about 12 parts water (by volume) ; the bath was then heated by

steam to hasten the action. The bars or tubes were then put in until the bosh

was full, and remained there until the scale was removed. If the pickler

considered the operation was taking too long, he added more acid and used more

steam for heating. The defects of this system were that :

—

I. Tlie temperature was variable.

II. The strength of solution was variable.

III. The time of immersion—and this had a most important bearing on the

brittleness produced—was variable ; the last bars to go in were the

first to come out, and the thicker the scale tbe longer it took to

remove. The time also dependetl on the nature of the scale.

There were therefore three variables, any one of which might aflect the

material. It was no wonder that some of the bars were more brittle than others.

After removal from the pickle bath, the bars were washed, dried, oiled, and

then cold-drawn and reeled.
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The following tests wore made to try tlio effect of re-annealing

after pickling :

—

Tensile Elongation
Strength, in 8 inclir-.s

Per sq. in. Per cent.

3 Samjiles of same inatcriul as abovo "anncalcii

"

averaged 22 1 iin-27

The samo bars " pickled " averaged . . . . 22-<j 15 -3

(Two l)roke ou the dot and one between the dots.)

The .same bars " re-annealed " averaged . . . 21-0 28-6

Showing that re-aiincaling restored the steel to its normal condition.

Effects of Piclding and Cold-Drmcing.—The following tests were

made on Swedish open-hearth acid steel, " Lily " brand :

—

/ C 0-12 percent.

I

Si 0-003

S 0-01

P 0-02.5

As 0-026

\ MnO-38 „

Tensile Elongation
Strength, in 2 inches.

Per sq. in. Per cent.

An annealed test from the billet showed . . . 23-0 48

4 Pieces, after being worked up and "annealed,"

averaged 21-23 fiS-3

12 Tests from the same bars, after pickling and cold-

drawing, averaged ...... 31-4 nil

(All broke in grips)

To avoid breaking in grips the pieces were reduced for

a length of 2 inches and re-tested, when they

averaged 38-4 18-7

The same bars re-annealed averaged . . . . 21-25 53-1

These tests were almost identical with those made before

pickling and cold-drawing, and showed conclusively that the

brittleness produced by those two operations was completely

removed by re-annealing. Bright bars should never be used for

parts subjected to " shock " unless previously annealed, or trouble

would almost inevitably follow.

* For this analysis the writer was indebted to Mr. J. E. Stead, F.R.S.
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Mr. James Holden wrote tliat he regretted he had not been able

to complete some tests he had been making in connection with the

subject of Impact Tests. The impact machine shown in Fig. 1

(page 1136) was, to his mind, of so crude and elementary a type as

not to permit of any delicacy of result, as the damage which would

be done to the structure by a series of blows from a machine of the

kind would go far in his opinion to interfere with the accuracy of

the result. Professor Unwin, in speaking at the Institution at the

discussion subsequent to the Sixth Eeport of the Alloys Eesearch

Committee on the Heat Treatment of Steel, mentioned that if one

notched a bar and broke it in the ordinary way in a tensile machine,

the results were wholly of the same kind as if one notched a bar and

broke it by impact.* Professor Unwin did not, however, state that,

in a case where the bar was notched and subjected to tensile strains,

there was a very remarkable increase in the load per square inch in

the case of the bar so notched over one that had not been so notched,

and tests that the writer had made in this direction did not entirely

bear out Professor Unwin's experience as to the absolute absence of

elongation under test.

For some years past at Stratford they had had a method of

testing by alternating stresses, one end of the test-piece being held

fixed in dogs, while the other was slowly moved in such a manner

that the centre was continually describing a circle of j inch diameter.

Professor Unwin had also very properly called attention to the fact

that, in the case of notched-bar tests, they were undoubtedly of

considerable value, but they required standardizing.

Mr. E. G. IzoD wrote that the method of testing by impact was

one in which he had had some experience, as he had been using a

one-blow machine for some years ; and the results which had been

obtained in actual working tests proved that this form of test must

be seriously considered with a view to its more general adoption.

It could only be a question of time before it was specified as an

essential test of materials. Messrs. Seaton and Jude had used a

* Proceediugs 1904, Part 1, page 126.
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repeated-blow method of testiug ; uud it vvaH, perliapH, rather early

to make any definite eompurlBon betwoeu this test and the tent with

one blow. It might be interesting to note, however, that the

writer's experience with an impact machine which broke a notched

bar at one blow and measured the actual amount of energy absurbiid

by the test-piece coincided with the experience of Mr. Fremont, who

was one of the first to advocate this form of test.

A curve hud been drawn (page 1150) bhowing the decrease of

shock strength with increase of carbon content. The writer had

found, however, with the siugle-blow machine that somewhere in the

region of 0*4: per cent, carbon the shock strength increased and fell

away again towards the higher carbon percentages ; one example of

this was shown in the Sixth Report of the Alloys llesearch Committee.*

In order to compare the two methods of impact testing, the autliors

kindly sent some samples for test with the writer's machine, and the

results were given in Table 3 (page 1216), while they were shown

diagramatically in the curve, Fig. 50. From this it would be seen

that there was a distinct relation between the two methods of test

employed, though the resistance to shock was in some cases very

much more marked in one machine than in the other.

The writer could cite innumerable instances where the impact

testing-machine had given a ready solution to problems of apparently

inexplicable fractures, but they were outside the scope of these

remarks. Summarising, however, all the tests of materials which

had been made on the single-blow machine, it was a noteworthy

fact that in every case of investigation into a material that had

broken in actual use, there had never been a test made which had

shown other than a low-impact figure. A question had been raised

as to the length of time taken in making repeated-blow impact tests,

and it was in this particular that the single-blow machine had an

advantage over other machines, as it was quite easy to test one

sample a minute, even when the tests were carried out by an

unskilled operator.

The writer would like to say that, though hardly agreeing with

the methods of tests proposed by Messrs. Seaton and Jude, he agreed

* Proceedings 1904, Part 1, page 171.
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entirely with their endeavours to impress upon engineers the vital

importance of impact testing ; when once this test became well known

and properly applied, it would be found that the users of special

high-class steel could obtain equally satisfactory results from a

Fig. 50.

—

Comparative Breaking Testa with Single-Blow Machine (Izod)

and Repeated-Blow Machine (Seaton and Jude).

195 299 306 314

Specimen, Numbers
358 360

cheaper material altogether, for the very simple reason that the

impact test was a quick and ready means of ascertaining which of

the cheaper materials was suitable for the work the steel had to

perform. If the majority of fractures were caused by shock, as

the writer fully believed, it was hardly wise to test for another

quality altogether and neglect the shock strength, which was

unfortunately the rule in nearly all present-day specifications.
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TABLE 3.

Comparison of renult» obtained hij SiiK/h-liJuio Method (Izod)

and liepeutcd-Bloiv Method (Seatou uud Judej.

Specimen
Number.

Siii-le-Blow

Machine.
Energy absorbed in ft.-lbs.

Reprated-Blow
Machine.

Number of BIowb.

W 3-9 11

273 9-0 29

295 0-6 1

299 7-8 •241

306 lG-2 •J93

314 14-5 217

356 2-6 1

358 2-4 3

360 11-4 323

Professor H. Lk Chatelier wrote that lie had read with much

interest Messrs. Seaton and Jude's Paper, and regretted that business

prevented him being in London to take part in the discussion. He

believed that these researches would have a considerable influence

in spreading more and more the opinion that the tensile test alone

was insufficient to determine completely the quality of extra-mild

steels, being unable to show definitely the amount of brittleness,

according to the nature of the work to which they were put. The

photo-micrographs showing how the fracture passed through the

grains of ferrite were particularly instructive. This detailed study

of the phenomenon, by making the structure of metals better

understood, would make the authors' conclusions more acceptable,

which, based on the fracture trials alone, would have been difficult

to explain.
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In the discussion on the Sixth Eoport of the Alloys Eosearch

Committee, the writer particularly insisted upon the advantage

which trials by impact on notched bars would have for completing

the investigation.* It was satisfactory to see that this had already

been taken up by the two authors of the present Paper.

Mr. Percy Longmuir wrote that the impact test advocated in

Messrs. Seaton and Jude's Paper did undoubtedly act as a " selector"

by picking out good from bad material, as the results most fully

showed. The variations in shock strength obtained from steels of

similar tensile properties met with ready confirmation, but the

authors gave no clue as to the source of this variation. Thus the

experimental work of the Paper showed that impact fracture followed

a particular route, but this feature did not explain why identical

steels, as judged by analysis and tensile results, varied in their shock-

resisting properties.

A statement at the foot of page 1155 read :
—" Above Ar3 it is self-

evident by any theory that there can be no mechanical action which

can have any bearing on the present question, for neither of the

characteristic cold components of the steels under discussion can have

yet taken final form." To the writer there appeared various possible

influences operating at temperatures above Ar3, which left a distinct

impress on the cold metal. Burnt steel formed one example. One

distinctly important source of variation was found in the temperature

of casting. Commencing with an excej)tionally high casting

temperature, results something like those given in Table 4

(page 1218) were obtained.

The extensibility of these steels was worth examiiiation. The

analyses of the four were identical ; they were poured from one large

ladle at intervals of a few minutes, commencing with an exceptionally

high and finishing with the lowest safe casting temperature. In any

case where the casting temperature was excessive, similar results

were obtained, but mild steel was in practice seldom cast at too high

a temperature. The obvious danger was in casting at too low a

* Proceedings 1904, Part 1, page 94,

4 M
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TABLE 4.

Dice. 1904.

41

ATialysis.

Yield point.

Tons per
square inch.

Maximunj
StrcBB.

ToiiH per
square inch.

Elongation.
Percentage on

2 inches.

Reduction
of area

per cent.

C 0-29

Si 0-07

Mn 0-16

S 0-07

P 0-06

12-5

13-5

13-3

13-2

24-2

27-2

27-0

25-5

9-5

24-0

12-5

8-0

l.SO

32-3

17-5

12-0

* Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1904, No. I, page 420.

temperature, a feature intensified by the fact that tensile tests

apparently did not discriminate when the molten steel had not been

overheated. The following results, Table 5 (page 1219), obtained

from a steel in three conditions were given as an illustration.

It would be noted that tensile properties tbrougliout were fairly

similar, but the results obtained by Professor Arnold's alternating-

stress test showed decisive brittleness in the steel cast at a low heat.

The time interval between Nos, 97 and 98 was only two minutes,

that is to say. No. 97 was cast, the crucible stood on the floor for two

minutes, and No. 98 cast from the same crucible. Annealing and

forging conditions were absolutely comparative, and the only variant

was that of casting temperature.

The writer offered these remarks not in comment on the Paper

but solely to call attention to one possible source of disease, and he

ventured to think that the authors' impact test offered one medium

whereby this type of disease might be detected.

Messrs. Seaton and Jude wrote, in further reply to the discussion

and communications, that the impact test itself having been the chief

topic of discussion, their remarks would be mainly directed to this

point. Professor Arnold (page 1173) drew attention to the necessity

of keeping the rate of repetition of the blows or the alternations of

stress uniform ; with this they fully agreed, especially for high
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rates of repetition. This idea had been followed in all tbeir impact

tests, and by practico and the help of an asHistaut to reverse the

specimen after each blow, the rate of repetition departed very little

from uniformity. Tliat rate has been about thirty blows per minute.

In the Paper referred to by Professor Arnold, thoy understood him to

8uy that his preliminary experiments pointed to the conclusion thut the

resistance to rupture under his particular kind of alternating stress

appeared to be inversely proportional to the rate of alternation. Frcjm

the many miscellaneous experiments made by the authors, and from

service observations, they were led to think that the progression was

geometrical and not arithmetical. The common ratio remained to

bo found for standard conditions, and they hoped that Professor

Arnold would be able to determine it from the further experiments

he was carrying out.

It was obvious that the slower the rate of repetition, the greater

was the permissible time variation from absolute uniformity, so that

vfith a slow-blow machine such as theirs, any little variation from a

uniform rate was quite negligible. In fact tests had been made with

a number of bars from adjoining metal at different rates. The

difference in the number of blows registered was so very small as to

appear to be independent of the rate. In other words, the necessary

time of " recovery " was apparently much less than one or two seconds.

What the average recovery-period was they could not say with

certainty, but they were of opinion that under ordinary circumstances

its influence was not great under 200 or 300 repetitions per minute,

so far as it concerned tests of the kind under discussion.

A misconception appeared to have arisen as to the crudeness of

their impact machine. It was certainly crude in the sense that it

yet remained to be determined whether it was the best arrangement

or not to compare different grades of steel ; and also in the sense that

it was not encumbered with elaborate mechanism of more or less

utility ; and further that it was not polished up and made to look

pretty. But for comparing similar grades of steel, crudeness was not

present to any important degree ; and it was the comparison of the

impact strengths of different samples of the same grade to which they

had endeavoured to draw attention quite as much as of different grades.
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Profepsor Turner (page 1187) supported them in observing that

lie average user did not want an expensive and delicate machine, if

cheap one would tell him what he wanted to know. Whether

e required a knowledge of the brittleness of the steel depended

pen what he used it for, and was a matter for his personal

idgment ; but they had given a few reasons and suggestions that a

nowledge of the brittleness was really more often required than

ot, especially in some branches of engineering. Now their machine

ctually did possess the essentials of obtaining reliable comparative

3sults, The most important part—the anvil—was a comparatively

eavy mass of steel (about 36 lbs.) and stood on the cast-iron beds of

le test house ; these beds were themselves supported on a 3 or 4-foot

Dncrete bed. Thus in their case a considerable amount was given

) start with, although solidity to this extent was not necessary ; in

Qy case, a heavy anvil was desirable so that as much of the energy

f the blows as possible could enter the specimen. A light anvil and

thin wood floor were therefore highly undesirable. If an impact

lachine of this type was ever adopted, the anvil part—the very part

lat ran the risk of being ignored—should be standardized.

The question of size and impulse of the machine was naturally a

latter on which opinions might be very divergent ; but after all, the

lement of convenience must enter into the problem. Everyone

ould probably agree with Mr. Milton and Mr. Houghton that the best

!st of a metal was when it was made under service conditions. The

ae-blow machine was as far removed from the average condition of

3tual service in machinery as a shock machine could be. It was

lis fact that such machines broke all steels with one blow, that

mdered them defective as shock testers. It appeared that with

jally tough steels, that were also fairly soft, such as the ordinary

>w-carbon steels for instance, the blow might be far too much

iulterated with a pure tension effect. It might be contended that

le tension was a mere after-effect and that shock fracture always

arted first. There was, however, much reason to doubt this. The

ithors would call attention to the additional photographs, Figs. 51

• 5 Id, Plate 146, showing the fractures of the same material by

le one-blow machine and by their machine, and also as made by a
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lieavy rapid blow with a Laud Lammor, The steel used for this

illuHtration was iutentionally soft and tough, and happened to be the

first of the three basic saiajdes referred to on page 11G4. It would

be observed that, in the one-blow fractures, there was conspicuous

evidence of a pure teusioual strain, especially in the root of the nick,

but that in the fracture caused by 2'J3 blows, there was an entire

absence of this appearance, as was also the case in actual service

{see, Figs. 36, UGa, 36b, Plate 144). These j)hotographs (Figs. 51 to

5 Id) were intentionally of low magnification, so that the lines of

strain n)ight be more clearly seen. High-power magnification

confirmed the absence of drawing-out in the multiblow fracture, as

would be seen by the illustrations in the Paper, many of them being

taken close to the start of the fracture. They did not insist that no

tension effect whatever presented itself with their machine, but it was

certainly ultra-microscopic and probably quite negligible. A
tensional strain always appeared to be present in any bar on the side

confines, but its effect on the value of the shock strength must be

very small, unless the bar be unduly narrow, which was not the case

either with Mr. Izod's or their bars.

It did sometimes happen that the multiblow fracture started in

a compound fashion, which ultimately became simple, but the

tensional effect in the vicinity of the nick bottom was not visible,

Mr. Izod's machine was not to be condemned entirely ; in fact for

most purposes it was a valuable indicator of the general toughness of

steel, and it had done much useful service. But with its particular

mass and impulse, its capacity as a true shock measurer was limited

to the harder or more brittle steels. On the other hand, the authors'

particular machine was not suitable for the higher grades of steel

(non-structural), and a multiblow machine suitable for comparative

tests with those steels would require a much less drop than 2 feet,

and perhaps a less weight than 6 lbs. as well. If then the evidence

above were accepted, it followed that for a one-blow machine the

energy of the blow must be in excess of what might be termed the

" structural inertia " of the whole section, or else a false value of the

shock strength would be registered. This would largely account for

the lower relative values for tough and brittle steels as registered by
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that machine, and also for the local inconsistencies. They therefore

ventured to submit that if a system of shock testing were established,

iet it be shock alone as far as possible. One had the tension test

;

^et it also remain unadulterated. It would appear from the above that

;he real shock strengths brought to bear in actual service, the blows

ipplied being comparatively minute, would be relatively much more

iccentuated than even the curve (page 1141) represented it.

Suppose for example that the one-blow machine gave 10 and 2

:oot-lbs. respectively, absorbed by two specimens, and that their

nachine gave 240 and 20 blows respectively, the real relative service

values would be not less than 12 to 1, but greater, perhaps 40 to 1,

)r some other ratio.

It was quite feasible to design a machine that would give a very

arge number of less severe blows than did their machine—several

ihousands per minute—so that the test-bar might break in a

.•easonable time. The machine would undoubtedly be more

5omplicated and more expensive than theirs. At present, however,

I very rapid-blow machine was not what was wanted, for one

iould conceive it possible that the " recovery factor " might be

srastly diiferent with differently constructed steels, and consequently,

the common ratio referred to at the beginning of these remarks,

would have different values. A shock strength value embodying the

property of recovery was no doubt of very great importance, but a

very rapid impulse machine might be as far removed from the

3onditious of actual service as the other two types, and an

embodiment of the wrong recovery-factor might lead much further

astray in the other direction. On the whole, therefore, it was

advisable, if possible, to keep the recovery-factor out of the test

altogether, and reasons have been already given why their machine

carried out this idea to all intents and purposes.

There was, however, another objection to the one-blow machine,

which was that such a machine always gave practically the same

blow ; the important question then arose as to the selective

magnitude of this blow. It was manifestly unfair to test all steels

hard, soft, high and low tension, with the same blow, principally for

the reason that the magnitude of the blow then bore a different ratio

in each case to the structural inertia.
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The only legitimate plan, they thought, was that suggested l»y

M. IJarba Homo time ago, where the height of the blow was varied to

suit tlie steel, and, by a series of test-bars (assumed of equal strength)

to take the height that just produced a short fracture (no tensional

effect) as a gauge of the toughness. But this after all was not a

very practical arrangement. Therefore the magnitude of the blow

should be as far removed from the critical region as possible. A
blow of generally overwhelming magnitude was not a convenient

thing to manage and measure, and, apart from other reasons, the best

alternative seemed to be to make the blow as small as possible,

consistent with a reasonably rapid test and the avoidance of the

recovery factor.

They had been unable to discover any radical objection to the

circular test-bar. It cost about one-fourth of the square bar, and

was more easily made to standard size. The only thing to be careful

about was in setting it fair for the first blow. Mr. Izod's nicks

appeared to vary considerably in depth, according to the specimens

exhibited. This might not matter much, but, in their opinion, the

nick part should be more precisely finished, a very easy matter to do

with a shaping tool.

Mr. Harbord (page 1198) had raised the question of nicked

versus plain bars. The authors had not said that plain bars were

not capable of giving useful results, but they did say that with such

the tests were doubtful. In the first place, it had been agreed that

most details in service were usually more or less nicked
;

Secondly.—A multiple-blow test on a plain bar supported at its

two ends would be rendered practically valueless on account of the

general hammering or " bashing-tip " the surface metal would

receive on both sides. With an overhung bar a similar condition

would obtain, and after a time the vice would practically hammer a

nick into the bar. In any case the duration of a plain bar test would

be enormous, if no appreciable bending was to be involved. With

the notched bar, the place where fracture started and the whole of

the side of the bar that really determined the shock strength was

preserved intact, Fig. 51b, Plate 146
;
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Tliirtlhj.—A single-blow test of the Izod type would introduce

still more of the tension element for it to bo considered a true shock-

test—certainly for ductile material that was really tough. It might

iiscriminate between really good and really bad, but that was all

;

Fourtlihj.—With a plain bar the position of the fracture must be

more or less arbitrary (as in the tension bar), an advantage perhaps

From one point of view, but a disadvantage in that a correction would

tave to be made for the effective leverage of the blow, which was not

), case of direct shear
;

Fifthly.—The endurance of the plain bar would probably depend

greatly on the surface condition of the metal—scratches, minute

laws, &c. The i^roportionate effect of a scratch, for instance, would

be very much greater with the plain bar than with a nicked bar with

the scratch at the bottom of a substantially deep nick

;

Sixthh/.— A plain bar would of necessity be square, thus involving

3xtra expense.

It was better, therefore, for purposes of comparison, that

;he general position of the fracture were predetermined as it was

3y a nick. In reference to Mr. Harbord's remarks on Brinell's

jxperiments, the authors quite appreciated the possibility of getting

I superior impact strength to the ruination of the tensile properties.

Beat treatment of such an unusual description was, however, not

supposed to come within the range of commercial practice, and if

my heat treatment were given to steel, it was presupposed that

those properties, which were useful as well as shock strength, were

lot spoiled. Their few experiments with ruined steel, however,

ndicated that the impact strength was much more likely to be

'uined with the tensile strength, and therefore the remarks on

page 1146 still held. But it depended on the definition of " ruined."

Dr. Stanton's remarks (page 1185) were of great interest, and

3ore on the vital point of the whole matter. Engineers had been

;aught for a very long time that the proof resilience was a gauge of

;he impact strength of materials. But this was just where engineers

lad been misled ; and for the following reasons among others :

{1st) They had been taught to assume, and elasticians also

issumed in connection with these matters, that the substance was
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isotropic or amorphous or in some such condition, which was

precisely wliat steol and iron wore not.

(2n(l) The common interpretation of " resilience " had fiiiltd in

its practical application.

(3rd) Generally speaking, the test was not delicate enough,

although very delicate apparatus was required.

It was quite conceivable, in fact experiment proved it, that the

resilience of a volume of metal, composed of a large number of

heterogeneously formed and disposed crystalline grains of a certain

average size, might be the same as that of a similar volume of metal

(of similar composition) where the grains were of a much smaller or

larger size. As masses, both of them were isotropic. As very thin

wires of equivalent section commensurate with the size of the

grain, the structure was as far removed from isotropy as it was

possible to be. Now, observations on tlie many service fractures of

the type under discussion, where the strain had been zero, were

confirmatory that the fracture usually started at one or more

spots of an unknown area— it might be a surface flaw— and

spread gradually. (See Fig. 40, Plate 145.) So that, when

shock entered into engineering problems (to say nothing of

alternating stresses, &c.) it appeared that one had invariably to deal

with local strength and not volumetric strength so much. Local

strength necessarily implied micro-structural strength or even

individual grain strength, and one had a parallel case to a thin wire

made of very coarse material.

It was not evident how the proof resilience as at present defined

could in general be a measure of the kind of brittleness the engineer

had to deal with. It seemed as if for the same grade of steel, some

such expressions as the following would be a great deal nearer the

mark :

—

Useful toughness = Proof resilience per cubic inch x number

of grains per cubic inch,

or, more conveniently

—

Useful toughness = Proof resilience X number of grains per

field of standard microscopic magnification.
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Sucli an expression was, however, of limited application, and not

equal to tlie short and inexpensive cut to a tangible idea of the

hrittleness given hy a simple form of impact machine, wMcli was

preferably a multiblow one.

In connection with the size and configuration of the grain, the

authors did not agree with Captain Satikey's statement on page 1254,

line 14 et seq. The quantity of ferrite exposed in the nick bottom

would, unless the length of nick were unduly small, be very

approximately the same for a given grade whether the structure were

coarse or fine. Probably what he meant was " the greater the bulk

of ferrite in the average grain the less the impact figure." As there

expressed, the statement was not in conformity with the authors'

experimental results. Fig. 7 (page 1150). Neither did little variation

in the total ferrite along the nick affect the shock strength generally,

as was evidenced by the broken bars and microscopic observations

which indicated that the question was one mainly of size of grain in

the case of pearlitic steels. Generally speaking, referring to pearlitic

steels only, it appeared to be more or less agreed that brittleness

was some function of the size of the grain. Dr. Stanton's

preliminary experiments indicated that the proof resilience might or

might not vary with the shock strength for variations of the latter in

the same grade. It was rather early to arrive at conclusions as to

the first observation ; but it did not look very hopeful.

The President had drawn their attention to the often neglected

quantity " reduction of area." * But there was no question about

the matter, so far as different grades were concerned, and Fig. 7

(page 1150) confirmed the known decrease of this factor with the

increase of grade. For the same grade of steel, however, and in

spite of the more or less consistent relation that apijeared to exist in

Messrs. Sankey and Kent-Smith's tests between impact strength and

reduction of area, they must differ from the President generally as

to a measurable relation existing in the ductile steels of everyday

use. Reduction of area was mainly a measure of ductility or

plasticity, namely, the processes represented in Plate 143.

* See Discussion on " Chrome-Vanadium Steel," page 1294.
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If it was a measure of shock as well— for the same grade— it was

only a very indirect and shadowy measure. As opposed to the

President's deduction from ^Messrs. Sunkey and Kent-Smitli's results,

innumerahle examples had been before them where the difference of

shock strength had been extreme, but where the reduction of area had

been practically the same. Any deduction as to the shock strength from

the reduction of area was rendered still mon^ dubious by the fact

that the differences in the reduction of areas between good bars

themselves—even cuts from the same bar—might and, as often as

not, did exceed the differences obtainable between good and bad bars

of the same composition, Fig. 52, Plate 146. By " bad " and " good,"

they of course referred to their shock strength.

Table G showed half-a-dozen examples :

—

TABLE C.

Admiralty grade. All same size test bars.
'

Maximum
^

ElonLration.

stress. Porcontage on
Tons per sq. inch. 2 inches.

!

Reduction of area ^j^^^.^
pt-T cent.

!

31-3

30-2

30-2

31-7

27-75

31-4

3G

33

40-5

38 -.'i

35

35

56

54-2

56-4

.55-8

49-79

51-6

29 1

3

1

25

1

23

It might readily be conceded that the reduction of area might be

on the whole a little less for weak material, but that was a matter of

2 or 3 per cent, in the vicinity of 50 per cent., and therefore not

enough on which to form a tangible idea of the brittleness of steel,

especially when dealing with different batches. Steel makers would

consider themselves very harshly treated, if condemnation or
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acceptation hung on such narrow issues. The authors' impact test

did not render it necessary to quibble over an odd few per cent., and,

according to the grade, a considerable range in the vicinity of the

maximum shock strength might be allowed with fairness and

satisfaction to both parties. A uniformity of opinion as to

the value of the tension test as a criterion of brittleness did not

seem to exist even among its advocates. On the one hand

was one authority favouring the theory that the shock strength

was mainly some function of a happening beyond the elastic

limit, while on the other hand, another authority contended

on behalf of the happening below the elastic limit. Even if

anything more satisfactory were evolved on the latter theory, they

feared it would, by itself, involve quibbling over odd per cents.

Professor Arnold objected (page 1176) to the authors' use of

the word " eutectic." This word was deliberately selected as the

most convenient one for the purposes of the Paper. Steels presented

the visual appearance of eutectic alloys, and as the micro observations

were purely visual, the term was appropriate, although it was

suggestive of the solution theory. The expressions " liquor " and

" separates out last " (page 1148) were perhaps a little unfortunate in

any case, although it should be obvious from the remarks on the

following pages that a literal sense was not intended in the case of

steel. Both these expressions and the word " platicization " must

necessarily be taken in a relative sense.

With Professor Arnold's remarks on the orientation of the grains

they did not concur. His criticism on this point, however, was met

by noting that the photographs and sketches, Fig. 27, Plate 142,

were in two dimensions, whereas the actual fracture was in

three. Mr. Milton's remarks on this point were supported by

Mr. Eosenhain's recently published Paper on the " Plastic Yielding

of Iron and Steel " and by the ample evidence of stepped fractures,

which would be noticed in many of the author's photographs. Further,

it must be remembered that etching was a process that dulled sharp

edges, and that although minute stepped fractures were invisible as

a general rule with the comparatively low magnification of these

photographs, they might none the less exist.
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One of the conclusions then of the whole matter was that steel

appeared to possess some property which was very far from uniform,

while it had others which remained constant. The question was,

did the non-uniformity of this property, which appeared to bo revealed

by some kind of impact test, tend to render engineers liable for

consequences that might be serious, or did it not ? In many

cases they did not know and possibly might ever remain in

ignorance of the true forces at work. They had, however,

attempted to show by examples and deductions that there might be a

relation between the cause of some service fractures and the impact

machine blows. But whether or not, the first step to take, and

which, by the prevalence of the tensile test, engineers thought they

had taken years ago, was to try and get uniformity in the " quality
"

of the same grade of normal steels, if not for articles of greatly

different scantlings, at least for those of similar scantlings. And by

" quality " they meant similar performance under any kind of tests

whatever on two or more similar samples. Possibly the impact test

after all had nothing to do with many of the complicated stresses set

up in service. Nevertheless the same sized articles of the same

grade should give the same test results, within limits as narrow

as those demanded in the tensile test. If they started with material

in a known best and uniform condition, they started fairly. They

therefore must invoke the aid of the metallurgist to indicate to the

steel maker how to get over the difficulty of non-uniformity, which

certainly existed at present, although the question" of variation for

different scantlings was admittedly a big difficulty.
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Sjjt Institution of gletljanital Engineers.

PROCEEDINaS.

Decembek 1904.

An Oedinart General Meeting was held at the Institution on

Friday, 16tli December 1904, at Eight o'clock p.m. ; J. Hartley

Wicksteed, Esq., President, in the chair.

The Minutes of the previous Meeting were read and confirmed.

The President announced that the Ballot Lists for the election

of New Members had been opened by a committee of the Council,

and that the following fifty-nine candidates were found to be duly

elected :

—

members.

Blackith, Frederick, . Hull.

McCbae, William, . Falkirk.

Ketnolds, James, Shanghai.

Skinner, Arthur, . Shefaeld.

Smith, Walter Henry, . Cape Town.

Stratton, John, Manchester.

Templer, Henry Lethbridge, . Johannesbur

Thomas, Fred Whittaker, . Halifax.
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ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

Amor, CnARLEs Thomas,

Bdruowh, George Henry,

Cabhon, William,

Christmas, Edwin Bossward,

Cross, James William,

Davies, William David,

Dew, Joseph Turner,

Fearnley, George William,

Goodyear, William, .

Harrison, Nigel Sydney Augustine,

Houston, Peroival Turner,

HowsoN, George,

Hunt, Edward, .

Ingate, George James Arthur,

Lane, Norman Augustus,

Lindsay, Henry,

Marsden, Walter,

McClelland, John James, .

McGregor, Walter, .

McJerbow, Thomas, .

Molyneux, James,

Munyard, Alfred Walford,

Podesta, John James,

Eheam, Norman,

EiTCHiE, John McAuslan, .

Eoberts, William Poulter,

EoGEBS, Ernest Norman Cooke,

Singleton, William Alan, .

Smith, Ernest Edward,

Smith, Eeginald Eedhead, .

Smith, William Joseph,

SWINCHATT, PeRCIVAL HaLL,

Thorne, Henry Hubert,

Boniljay.

Swindou.

London.

London.

London.

Swansea.

Antigua.

London.

Grays, Essex.

Middlesbrough.

London.

London.

Calcutta.

Labuan.

Birmingham.

Bradford.

Halifax.

London.

Dundee.

Adjah Bippo, W. Africa.

Swansea.

London.

Birmingham.

London.

Indianapolis, U.S.

Calcutta.

Eugby.

Manchester.

London.

London.

Derby.

Lucknow.

Eugby.
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GRADUATES.

.TKEOYD, John Kenneth, .

Iasta, Habeeb,

loYOOTT, Thomas Archibald,

riMSON, Harold,

[amilton, Archibald Gilbert,

[ughes, Frederick Peter, .

[yne, Harry Everett,

ervis, Beresford Clayton,

[ann, John Hugo Conway, .

[ato, Shikanosuke, .

[iNG, Horace Henry,

JESTER, William Henry,

Iesia, Fernando Guillermo,

'uRVES, Percival Francis, .

lAUNDERs, Charles Henry Stanley,

iimmonds, George Carlyle,

lUGGATE, Claude Francis Denny,

ViNCKWORTH, Trevor Edward,

Londou.

Lincoln.

Birmingliam.

Leicester.

Rangoon.

London.

Morriston, Glam.

Crewe.

London.

Xewcastlc-on-Tyne.

London.

Wolverliamj)ton.

London.

London.

Wimbledon.

London.

London.

Dublin.

The President announced that the following two Transferences

lad been made by the Council since the last Meeting :

—

Associate Members to Members.

Mills, Frank, ..... Perak.

' Eadley, Bertram Vernon, . . . Jamalpur.

The following Paper was read and discussed :

—

' Heat Treatment Experiments with Chrome-Vanadium Steel "
; by-

Captain H, EiALL Sankey, Member, of Rugby, and Mr. J. Kent

Smith, of Chester.

4 N
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The discussion on Messrs. Skaton and Jcde's Paper on " Impact

Tests on the ^^'^ougllt Steels of Commerce " was continued

(page 1191) and concluded jointly witli tlmt of the above-named

Paper.

The Meeting terminated at a Quarter past Ten o'clock. The

attendance was 137 Members and 70 Visitors.
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HEAT TREATMENT EXPEEIMENTS

WITH CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL.

By Cai'TAIn H. EIALL SANKEY, Member, of Eugby,

and Mr. J. KENT SMITH, of Chester.

Introduction.

Over two years ago some experiments were instituted at Messrs.

Willans and Robinson's Ferry Works, Queen's Ferry, Flintshire, to

determine the effect of the addition of Vanadium in varying

proportions to pure carbon steels, and to steels containing small

percentages of Chromium and Nickel. Over sixty samples of such

steels were made in the crucible, and some rather remarkable

tensile results were obtained, for example:

—

Mark.
Yield Point.

Tons per sq. iu.

Ultimate Elongation on Reduction
Stress. 2 inches. \ of area.

Tons per sq. in. Per cent.
j Per cent.

2W . . ! 49-4
i

3W . .J 36-2

C, 10, W 60-2

41, GR .
1

52-5

60-3 18-5

48-6 24-0

73-1 12-0

77-4
,

13-0
1

46-3

5G'6

31-6

38-9

4 N 2
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One of them—mnrkod 3W TAnalyKis No. 1, Tal.lo 4, page 1281)

—contaiiiiug small perccutages of cliromium and vauadium, was,

owing to its promising tensile results and bending and welding

qualitiep, and to the comparative low cost of " medicine," selected

for further experiment on a larger scale, with the object of making

this special steel on the open hearth.

The first small open-hearth cast, No. 145, made on the 3rd

February 1903, was satisfactory, and did not differ sensibly in

mechanical tests from crucible cast 3W, but the carbon content

was varied to suit the different methods of manufacture. In

larger casts no difficulty was experienced so soon as the alloys

were properly introduced, and two casts, Nos. 300 and 349 of

the same quality were made from an 18-ton open-hearth furnace.

Three other casts of chrome-vanadium steel, Nos. 235, 270, and 282,

were also made, differing however in composition and in properties

from 3\V. Unfortunately at this juncture it was decided to cease

temporarily the manufacture of steel at the Ferry Works.

Notwithstanding this, however, it was decided to "continue some heat-

treatment experiments which had been begun shortly after the

appearance of the Sixth Eeport of the Alloys Research Committee of

this Institution. The scope of these tests was, however, somewhat

curtailed ; it had been originally intended to carry out a full set of

trials with a chrome-vanadium spring steel, made in the crucible, and

these latter were reduced to a couple of tension tests and a few

micrograph sections.

Scheme of Heat Treatment Tests.—The principal tests were carried

out with specimens prepared from cast 349 (Analysis No. 2,

Table 4, page 1281), and were as far as possible a replica of those

made by the Alloys Eesearch Committee, in order that some

correlation might be obtained between the results with a pure

carbon-sleel and a steel of the same, or ai)proximately the same,

carbon content, but containing also small percentages of vanadium

and chromium. The carbon content of the chrome-vanadium

steel was • 297 per cent., so that it compares approximately in this
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respect with the 0"251 per cent, carbon-steel of the Alloys Eesearch

Committee.

The scheme of heat treatment to which the steel was subjected

was as follows, and was practically the same as that followed by the

Alloys Eesearch Committee :

—

1. Auuoaliog for h hour @ 500", 620°, (Wr, 80)^, 900", 1,100° C.

2. Soaking for 12 hours @ „ ,. .. ,. „ 1,200" C.

3. Water quenching (5> ,.
—

,. ,. >. »»

4. Oil quenching ©• ,,
—

,, ,, „ ,,

5. Oil quenching @ „ — „ 870°, 1,000° „

and reheating (10 minutes^) @ ;-^5;i° C.

G. Oil quenching © „ —
,, — 00;i° —

and reheating (10 minuter) © GOO^ C.

The heat treatment at 500"^ C. (932" F.) is additional, and was

carried out because it had been stated that quenching in oil at this

temperature gave very good results ; and the heat treatment at

690" C. (1,274" F.) corresponds to the 720" C. (1,328" F.) treatment

of the Alloys Eesearch Committee, the lower temperature being

selected because cooling curves of this special steel showed that

the Ari point was between 710" and 715" C. (1,310" F.), Fi^ 1

(page 1238).

The quenching was done in a good bulk of water at 20° to 25" C.

(68" to 77" F.), or in lard oil of about the same temperature, and the

sample was well moved to ensure equal contact. The sample was

kept in the muffle at the desired temperature for 5 to 10 minutes

before quenching. For reheating, the muffle was brought up to a

temperature slightly under the desired temperature ; the sample was

then introduced and its temperature raised to the exact point, and

held there for 10 minutes, when the sample was drawn out. For the

annealing tests the samples were introduced into a muffle at about

500° C. (932° F.), which was then gradually raised to the desired

point, and held for half-an-hour at that temperature ; the samples

were then withdrawn and cooled in warm ashes.

In the soaking tests the temperature of the samples was raised

with that of the furnace to the desired temperature, which was then

maintained at that point for 12 hours, and the samples were left in
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ri<;. 1.

Cooling Curve <>/ Chrome - ]'anadiuTn Steel.

— looo'PCr

sooTt.

O'Pt.

cooTt.

*"

800' Pt

^^^--^
,

_^i^^
-^

60 oTt. 650* ^'-^0* 750* 80

71S*C. ( Ar, point

^""^
1

600'Pt.
^^ 1

^^--^

400'Pt.

^^
400Tt. ^

y
h
:i

ZOO* Ft,
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tlie muffle to cool. All the tests were made in duplicate and a few

in triplicate, or even quadruplicate.

In many cases separate pieces were heat-treated for the impact

tests, as doubts arose whether the butts of the tensile test pieces were

reliable ; at the end nearest the tensile fracture the metal was

probably disturbed, and it was doubtful whether the heat treatment

at the other end was quite the same as at the centre of the test-piece,

which was the treatment recorded. Separate pieces were also heat-

treated for the micrographs. All these various pieces were treated

at the same time and under identical conditions. Special pieces were

however prepared at a later period for trials which Professor J. 0.

Arnold kindly undertook to make with his alternation-of-stress

machine. Three sets of trials were made on diflferent dates.

Scale of Photo-micrograplis.—The majority of the photo-

micrographs were made at a magnification of 350, as this appeared

to be a very suitable magnification to obtain a general idea of the

structure. A few sections were, however, photographed at a

magnification of 575, and a few selected specimens were

photographed by Mr. W. H. Merrett, A.K.S.M., of the Royal

College of Science, at a magnification of 2,000, Plate 153. In this

way a correlation with the photo-micrograph sections published in the

Sixth Alloys Research Report is possible for the more interesting

cases. The spring steels were examined at a magnification of 230,

and some at 575, and for some general comparisons a magnification

of 50 was used, though the latter are not published here.

Descbiption of Apparatus.

The following is a short description of the apparatus used, and of

the methods of making the various tests.

Muffle.—The muffle was of the electric resistance type, and

primarily consisted of an earthenware tube around which was spirally

wrapped thin platinum foil. The current was at 100 volts pressure,

and 27 amperes were required when the temperatiu-e of the muffle

was kept at 1,200^ C. (2,192° F.). By a suitable arrangement of
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rosistanccs, a very stcuily toinperaturo could bo maiutuiutd fur any

length of time, tliu niiniiuuni and maximum limits being liUO' C.

and 1,250' C. (392 and 2,282' F.) respectively.

Temperature Ohsercations.—The principal temperature observations

were made by means of an electric resistance thermometer, connected

to a Callcndar and Griffiths recorder. In work the thermometer lay

on the piece or amongst the i)ieces of steel being treated. As a

check, and for guidance in the furnace room, indications were

continuously taken with a thermo-couple and millivoltmeter, the

couple, like the thermometer, being in close contact with the pieces

being treated. The recorder itself was placed in the laboratory

office, and could by means of suitable switches be connected by means

of the " works temperature main " to any of several furnaces, so that,

when desired, a bulk of material or a piece too big for the laboratory

furnace could be heat-treated. The whole of the heating and

pyromctrical installation is the work of the Cambridge Scientific

Instrument Co., and has given complete satisfaction in the work done

with it.

For recalescence determinations, much may be said against the

use of a thermometer of which the containing tube has an appreciable

mass, and the authors think there is little doubt that the best

recalescence results can be obtained by the use of a very carefully

standardized couple, the maintenance of an efficient vacuum in the

furnace chamber containing the piece of metal under observation, a

delicate galvanometer preferably indicating by means of a spot of

light, a chronograph recorder, and a careful operator. It is, however,

worthy of note that the average recalescence point of three closely

agreeing cooling-curves of cast 349, taken by means of the apparatus

just described, agrees to within a few degrees of that determined

by the differential method by the National Physical Laboratory

with a piece of chrome-vanadium steel from cast 145, which has the

same chemical composition and mechanical properties. Fig. 1

(page 1238), is a reproduction of one of these curves.

Only one marked retardation-j)oint on each curve could be found,

either by the differential or the thermo-electric method.
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Preparation of Micrograph Sections.—As prcvious]y mentioned,

these were prepared from separate pieces of metal treated

simultaneously (in tbe centre of the muffle) with the tensile pieces.

After turning or milling, the samples were polished by hand, down

to " 000 French " emery paper well scrubbed with a piece of steel to

remove the coarser jxarticles. They were then polished in a Stead's

polishing machine (somewhat modified to meet the demands of

circumstances) on (1) very fine elutriated emery powder on cloth,

(2) diamantine powder on broadcloth, and (3) fine rouge on

wash-leather. All the polishing in the machine was done wet.

The specimens were then moimted perfectly level, by means of a

turned ring, flat glass plates, and sealing-wax. In many cases tho

anmounted specimens were held in a metal-holder made in the

works, and consisting of a slide milled dead level, having a

bevelled aperture, with a clip or spring at the back to hold the

specimen face and the slide in contact. Etching was done chiefly

with either 5 j^er cent, picric acid in alcohol, or with ^ per cent,

nitric acid in alcohol.

The microscope was of Swift's manufacture, with rotary but

Qon-levelling and non-focussing stage,* and equipped with a 1-inch

ind a ^-inch objective. Vertical illumination was used throughout,

md was obtained by means of a Beck illuminator. As already stated,

the majority of the photo-micrographs were taken at 350 diameters

with the ^-inch objective ; some for " general structure " comparisons

it 50 diameters with the 1-inch objective f ; and a few at higher

magnification (575), with a ^-inch objective kindly lent by Dr.

Carpenter of the National Physical Laboratory. All magnifications

R-ere exactly ascertained by means of a stage micrometer. A good

condenser not being available, an ordinary reading glass was used.

The camera was a horizontal one. Much difficulty was experienced

in getting rid of the effects of vibration, owing to the proximity of a

rolling mill, tagging hammer, hydraulic accumulators, chain draw

benches, a slag breaker, and a busy main railway line. The better

* In recent micrograph outfits, focussing stages are provided, which greatly

facilitate rapid work.

t Not published.
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l)Loto-niicrugrai)li8 were taken at niglit, wLen tho "shops" were

icllo and tbero wore not so mauy trains passing.

Tcmila Tests.—Tho tensilo tests wore made by means of a

Buckton 30-ton machine fitted with a Wicksteed autograjihic recorder,

and an autographic record was taken of every test piece which,

excei)t in a few cases, was J inch diameter. Owing to the small size

of tho heating muftlo at disposal, tho tensilo pieces were only

'.) inches over all throughout, and tho elongation was measured on

2 inches. The elongation was also measured from the specimen as

a check. All the necessary precautions were taken to ensure

accuracy in these measurements, which were carried out by Mr. K.

Woodd-Smith, and the authors desire to express their appreciation of

the care he has taken in the matter.

Impact Tests.—The " notched " impact tests were made at the

Victoria Works, Rugby, on the impact testing machine, which was

fully described in " Engineering " * and of which an outline is given

in the Proceedings of this Institution, t The test pieces were

{! inch broad, and the depth of the notch was such that • 137 inch of

metal remained, which was the dejoth of the section broken through.

The specimen was broken with one blow.

Professor ArnoliVs Alternation Tests.—The altemations-of-stress

tests were kindly made by Professor Arnold, with his well-known

machine.^ The test pieces were | inch square ; one end of the

sample was gripped in the machine, and the other end was bent

backwards and forwards about 710 times a minute, the motion of

the free end being f inch on either side of the centre line ; the free

length of the test piece was 4 inches.

The tests were carried out with Professor Arnold's new machine,

which has not yet been fully standardized ; the results must

therefore be taken as comparative only. But Professor Arnold had

* 25th September, 1903, page 4:]1.

t Proceedings 190i, Part 1, Plate 43.

X "The Engineer," 2nd September, 1904, page 227.
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jreviously made a few trials with liis original machine with samples

;aken from casts 235 and 300, as given under Nos. 37, 38 and 36,

Cable 1 (page 1274) ; and under the same conditions Best English

icid open-heai'th B.P. steel gave 870 alternations, or about half the

ilternations endured by the chrome-vanadium steel.

Tabulating Eesults and Various Compaeisons.

The results of the mechanical tests are given in Tables 1 to 3

pages 1268-1280). The figures relating to the tensile tests

ire the average of duplicate tests, which in general showed a good

igreement ; only in a few cases was the variation greater than 1 per

;ent. of the mean—in most cases the agreement was closer. In

iome few instances, however, the specimen broke near the dot, and in

such cases the amount of elongation recorded is that of the other

specimen. The individual readings of impact tests are however

jiven, for reasons which will be discussed later on. *

The results given in Table 1 have also been plotted, as

shown in Plates 147 to 152, in a manner which appears to the authors

;o give a good pictorial view of the quality of the steel. The yield

Joint and the ultimate stress are plotted vertically to the same scale,

;he horizontal distance apart of the two lines being drawn to a scale

representing percentage elongation. The reduction of area is plotted

vertically, and thus the rectangle ruled obliquely gives an idea of

;he ductility of the steel in respect of static loads. Differences in the

quality of the steel produce a marked effect on the figure thus plotted,

is will be seen by comparing, say, Nos. 1, 19, 23 and 28. The thick

alack line on the left of each gives the average foot-lbs. of energy

absorbed in the impact test (Col. 13, Table 1), and the wavy line

represents the number of alternations endured by the specimen in

Professor Arnold's test (Col. 15, Table l).t The corresponding

* A complete set of the readings of the tensile tests, of the micrograph sections,

and of the autographic records of tensile tests and temperatures have been

ieposited at the Institution.

t As mentioned on page 1242, these figures, although strictly comparative,

xre not absolute.
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Fig. 3.

—

Specimens of Autographic Callendar-Purometer Records.

Scale, Full Size. (Pyrometer, see Plate 187, Proc. 1901.)
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photo-micrograph section has been placed below each figure. In this

way the characteristics that go to make up the quality of each sample

of steel are presented to the eye at a glance.

A point well worth noticing is the high number of alternations

endured by the chrome-vanadium steel in Arnold's testing-machine.

This steel thus appears to have the power of resisting

alternations of stress in quite a remarkable degree. Attention is

specially called to the number of alternations endured by the " raw "

steel. The impact tests are also high when annealed and oil

tempered; it might therefore be argued that these steels will be

found suitable in cases of severe shock and sudden variations in

stress, and the experience gained with draw-pins, as described later,

goes a long way to confirm this deduction.

A selection of the pyrometer autographic records are given in

Figs. 2 and 3 (pages 1244-5), and a selection of autographic records

of the tensile tests in Fig. 4 (page 1246). Attention is called

to No. 24, Fig. 4. In this case the clip of the recorder slipped,

so that the true elongation was not recorded ; by measuring the

test piece, however, the elongation in 2 inches was found to be

23 • 5 per cent., and from this the probable curve has been plotted

and shown in dotted lines. This difficulty with the clips occurred

in many cases, and is undoubtedly an objection to test pieces

with 2-inch gauge length, if autographic records are required.

Attention is further called to the somewhat unusual result

that the curve ends at a point considerably below the yield point.

The duplicate sample of this heat treatment (oil quenched at 900^ C.

—reheated to 600^ C.) gave precisely the same result, and it is

also to be observed in No. 19, Fig. 4 (the duplicate sample was

identical). Even in the raw condition the end of the extension

curve is very low in comparison with the yield point (see No. 1,

Fig. 4). The great similarity between No. 15, Fig. 4, and Nos. 46

and 47, Fig. 4, for nickel steels is also interesting.

Table 1 has been so arranged that the effects of the various kinds

of heat treatment at the same temperature can be readily compared.

Thus the first six reference numbers refer to heat treatments at

500^ C. (932° F.) In Plates 147 to 151, however, the sequence of the
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numbers has been altered, so tljat the eflfcct of any particular heat

treutmout wlien carried out at diilerent temjteratures can hv.

examined.

ProLably the most noticeable deduction to bo derived from the

results given in Table 1 is the markeil change that takes i>laco

between the temperatures of C90 C. and 800^ C. (1,274^ F.

and 1,472'' F.). The change no doubt takes place in the

neighbourhood of the Ac
j
point. It is however easier to follow this

change by looking at Plates 147 to 151, where the alteration taking

place in the photo-micrograph section, as well as in the mechanical

tests, can be seen at a glance. In the annealing and soaking trials.

Plates 147 and 148, the result of the change is to reduce the yield

point and the ultimate stress materially, but to increase greatly the

impact figure, while the elongation and reduction of area are also

somewhat increased.

The water-quenching trials, Plate 149, show the greatest change

at this critical point ; in fact, quenching at G90" C. (1,274^ F.) has

little effect on the steel as compared with the raw steel, or that

annealed at 620^ C. (1,148° F.), but when quenched at 800° C.

(1,472' F.) the steel is quite ruined. Attention is also called to the

great diff"erence in the photo-micrograph sections Nos. 11 and 17.

The latter photo-micrograph is also shown at 2,000 magnifications

in Fig. 17, Plate 153. The great diff'crence in the hand-bending tests

when water-quenched at 690° C. and 800' C. should also be noted

(see Nos. 11 and 17, Table 3).

In the case of the oil-quenching trials, Plate 150, the tensile

figures are not materially changed between these temperatures, but

the impact figure and the number of alternations in Professor Arnold's

test are very much reduced. The hand-bending test shows also a

material difference ; when oil-quenched at 690' C. the sum of the

right angles bent was IG, whereas when oil-quenched at 800' C. the

test piece snapped at 30' forward (see Nos. 12 and 18, Table 3j.

The oil-tempering series shows no very marked effect at the

critical temperature in the mechanical tests, excejit a considerable

increase in the yield point, but the photo-micrograph sections show an

entirely different structure. (Compare photo-micrographs 13 and 19,
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4 and 24, Plate 151.) In the case of tte 870°/ 350° C. treatment

photo-micrograph No 19, Plate 151), the high elastic limit is attained

t some sacrifice of the ductility, and of the resistance to alternating

tresses. By quenching at 1,000° C. a martecsitic structure is

htained (photo-micrograph No. 25, Plate 151), which is not broken

own sufficiently by tempering at 350° C. (662° F.) to render the

laterial a safe one for anything but " steady " loads.

Comparing photo-micrographs No. 14, quenched below Ar^, and

fo. 24, quenched above Ar^, and both subsequently reheated to 600° C,

; will be seen that the structure is entirely different in the two cases,

lough the tensile tests remain somewhat the same, except that in the

itter case the elastic limit has been raised considerably. At the same

me the resistance to impact has enormously increased, and the

jsistance to alternation of stress has been completely brought back

) its original figure, though in the method of oil-tempering first

uoted 870° / 350° (photo-micrograph No. 19, Plate 151) this latter

roperty had been largely sacrificed.

Attention is called to Nos. 12 and 18, Table 1 (page 1270). In

oth cases the steel was oil-quenched, and the differences in the

msile tests are inconsiderable, excepting as regards reduction of area,

id would certainly not cause any comment ; but both the impact

gures and Arnold's test show conclusively that when the steel is

il-quenched at 690° C. (1,274° F.) it is in an excellent condition,

at that oil-quenching at 800° C. (1,472° F.) as in No. 18, renders

le steel of doubtful quality for moving parts of machinery. A
irtlier comparison can be made with No. 24, Table 1 (page 1272),

om which it is seen that oil-tempering, although it does not

ter very materially the tensile tests, has an enormous effect on the

apact figure. A comparison of the same nature can also be made

jtween Nos. 20 and 27 ; in the case of No. 20, the steel is in an

:cellent condition for resisting shock, although the ultimate stress

comparatively low ; but in No. 27 the yield and ultimate stress

•e much the same, and though the elongation and reduction of area

•e less, it would not appear from the tensile tests alone that the

eel is in a ruined condition. It really is so, as is shown by

mold's test (only 868 alternations as against 2,000), and photo-

4 o
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micrographH No. 27, Plate 148, Fig. 55, Pluto 168, or of Fig. 25,

Pluto 155, uro btill more explicit on the point. An exumination

of Table 1 will show several other cases of a like nature. On the

other liuiid, iraimct tests by thmselves cannot bo regarded as a

sufficient indication of the value of the heat trcatmtut applied to

Fig. 5.

Comparison vf Impact Ttst, Arnold's Test, and Hand- Bending Ted.
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the steel. A comparison of Nos. 14 and 17 is a sufficient proof of

this ; although the impact figure is practically the same in both

cases, in No. 14 the steel is in a good condition to resist static

loads and in No. 17 it is quite ruined by being water-quenched at

800° C. (1,472° F.). It would seem that, if a true judgment is to be

passed on a sample; of steel, it is necessary to make tensile tests,
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ipact tests, Arnold's test, and to obtain micrograph sections with

)ssibly some other tests as well. This is a very large order and

fficult, if not impossible, to carry out in actual practice.

There are not sufficient of Arnold's tests to be able to make a

jfinite comparison of them with the impact tests, but, so far as they

), there does not seem to be any correlation when the heat

eatment is below the Ar^ point, as will be seen by comparing the

suits given under Nos. 1, 9, 10, 11 and 12. But when the heat

eatment is above Ar^ the two tests follow each other fairly

osely, as in Nos. 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 27 and 31. As regards the

md-bending tests, there is quite a close resemblance between them

id the Arnold tests, as will be seen by comparing the results

.\en in Table 3 (page 1280), and the Arnold figures entered under

le corresponding numbers in Table 1. The matter will, however,

) best seen by looking at Fig. 5 (page 1250).

Kemarks on Impact Tests.

It has been thought desirable to tabulate the individual readings

' the impact tests, because of the great variations that in many cases

!cur, for example see No. 7, Table 1 (page 1268). It is to be specially

)served that the readings grouped together refer to test pieces cut

it of the same piece of metal as close as possible to each other.

The figures given in italics are those obtained from the ends of

le tensile test pieces, and are subject to some doubt, as mentioned

)age 1269).

The considerable experience and the very great number of trials

hich have been made with the particular impact testing machine in

lestion precludes, in the authors' opinion, the possibility that the

iriations in the readings can be due to the machine, and they

link, therefore, it must be looked for in the structure of the steel.

The impact tests recorded for Nos. 1 to 29, Table 1, appear to

roup themselves into three categories :

—

1. Very low average figure, with a good agreement in the

sadiugs.

2. Medium average figure, with great variations in the readings.

4 o 2
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3. Good and very good average figure, with a good agreement in

the roadingH.

On referring to Table 1 and to Plates 147 to 151 it will be seen

that the first group belongs to those which have been oil or water-

quenched from high temperatures, in other words to " ruined " steels.

The second group occurs in the raw steel, and when the heat

treatment has taken place below the critical temperature (Ar/) ; on

examining the photo-micrographs, it will be noticed that the structure

of the steel, as for instance photo-micrographs Nos. 1, 2, 7 and 9,

Plate 147, consists of a mesh of fcrrite enclosing pearlite. It is

possible, therefore, that the proportion of the ferrite along the bottom

of the nick may vary considerably ; and this would determine the

impact figure, because the greater the amount of ferrite the less

the impact figure, in conformity with the experiments recently reported

by Mr. Seaton and Mr. Jude (Proceedings, November 1904).

In the third group, the structure is either fine interlocked (as in

the oil tempered specimens, which give the best result), or the

structure is coarser and may be described as a mesh of pearlite

(? sorbite) enclosing ferrite grains. The fracture is in this case

possibly regulated by the pearlite (? sorbite), and the result is a

greater and more regular resistance to shock, again in conformity

with Messrs. Seaton and Jude's experiments.

It will be seen, on referring to Table 1 and to Plates 147 to 152, that

the average impact test figure varies more with the heat treatment

than the tensile tests do ; this is in agreement with the results of

the impact tests reported by one of the authors in his remarks on the

Sixth Report of the Alloys Research Committee, and, as there pointed

out, shows that the impact test is of value in ascertaining whether a

piece of steel has received the specified heat treatment or not.

Hand-Bending Test.

The remainder of the piece used for Professor Arnold's

alternating-stress test was subjected to a bending test employed in

certain cases at the Victoria Works.* The trial consists in bending

* The " free " end of the test piece was used, and it is improbable that it was

injured to any appreciable extent by the Arnold test.
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the sample backwards and forwards through a right angle by hand

—

one end of the piece is held in a socket, and to the other end a handle

is secured by means of another socket—the free piece of the sample

being -J-f-inch long. A sector is arranged to measure the angle at

which rupture finally takes place. The results of these tests are

given in Table 3 (page 1280), and trials with some other steels

bave been added for comparison. The great superiority of the

chrome-vanadium steel and of the nickel steel is very marked.

CoMPAEISON OF FrAOTUKES.

The tensile and impact fractures are described in Table 1. The

former vary but little, except in the water and oil-quenching series

;

but the latter alter considerably according to the heat treatment.

The fractures produced by the hand-bending test follow to a

certain extent the impact fractures, more especially in the following

cases :

—

Eef. No.

27 Plate 148 . Medium crystalline and bright patches.

12 ,,1.50 . Medium crystalline.

Q 147 /
^ledium crystalline, beading fracture also fibrous

"
\ in places.

^^ Plates 149 andj Fine crystalline (like that of fine cast-iron).

The fractures produced by the Arnold tests do not vary much,

unless the steel has been ruined by soaking at a high temperature, or

by oil or water quenching from a high temperature, in which case

they resemble closely the impact and the hand-bending fractures.

In the former case, when the number of alternations are large, the

fracture is silky and fibrous, in the latter, as for instance (No. 17,

Table 1), the fracture resembles that of fine cast-iron.

The comparison of the impact fracture with the photo-micrograph

sections is given in Table 2 (pages 1278-9), from which it will be

seen that, broadly, there is a distinct connection between the two.

Thus when the structure is a ferrite mesh enclosing much pearlite

(such as Fig. 20, Plate 154) the impact fracture is medium crystalline;

when the structure shows martensite and ferrite (such as No. 17,

Plate 149) the impact fracture is fine crystalline, and when the
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structuro consists of ferrito grains enclosed by pcarlite, or when it is

difl'uHcd forrito and pearlite ('such as No. 16, Plate 147, or No. 24,

Plate 151) the impact fracture is granular.

Remarks on Piioto-Mioeoqraph Sections.

As already mentioned, a very noticeable point is that, whatever the

heat treatment up to and including a temperature of 620'' C. (1,148'' F.),

the photo-micrographs do not perceptibly diflfer from those of the

raw steel. At 690^ C. (1,274° F.) there is a very slight breaking

up of the ferrite mesh to be observed, especially iu the soaking

trials (photo-micrograph No. 10, Plate 148), and the pearlite probably

tends to become laminated in prolonged annealing.

A comparison of photo-micrograi)h Fig. 20, Plate 154, for chrome-

vanadium steel and of photo-micrograph Fig. 22, Plate 154, which is

that of a pure carbon-steel of approximately the same carbon content,

will show the radical difference there is between the two structures.

In the raw chrome-vanadium steel, and also when heat-treated

below the Ar^ point, the ferrite is principally arranged in meshes,

whereas in the pure carbon-steel it is more in the form of lumps.

The structure of the chrome-vanadium steel annealed above the Atj

point is, however, somewhat similar to that of the pure carbon-steel,

as will be seen by examining photo-micrographs Nos. 15 and 20,

Plate 147. Other similarities between the structures of two steels

are also observable by comparing, for instance. Figs. 139 and 140,

Alloys Research Committee,* with No. 17, Plate 149, and Fig. 17,

Plate 153, respectively.

A further comparison can be made with photo-micrograph,

Fig. 21, Plate 154, for an oil-tempered 4] per cent, nickel steel. Here

the ferrite is in the shape of needles, but the eflfect on the tensile

tests appears to be small in comparison with the raw chrome-

vanadium steel. (See Nos. 1 and 48, Table 1.)

The alteration in the structure produced at SOO'' C. (^1,472° F.)

is continued to a slight extent when soaked at this temperature, as

also when soaked at 900^ C. (1,652° F.) ; but annealing for half-an-

* Proceedings 1904. Part 1, Plate 36.
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lour only at 900° C. and 1,100° C. (2,012° F.) appears to diffuse the

ementite. At the latter temperature well-marked ferrite boundary

ines are obtained. It is to be noted that this latter treatment has

argely brought back the original tensile strength of the metal that had

•een lost in annealing at 800'' C. and 900° C, though the resistance

impact of the material is very poor and irregular. The effect of

oaking at 1,200° C. (2,192° F.) is to produce large ferrite crystals

,nd to render the carbide massive, and the structure is obviously

uined * ; the mechanical tests do not, however, suffer as much as

light be expected, the impact figure is even improved and is

aore regular, but Professor Arnold's alternation test is decidedly

educed. (See Nos. 1 and 27, Plate 148.)

The photo-micrograph sections, for the oil-quenched, water-

uenched, and oil-tempered series at 800° C. and over, do not appear

D call for much comment, but attention is called to the structure of

ihoto-micrograph No. 28, Plate 149. In view of this structure and

he inherent toughness of the metal, it was thought that possibly

y quenching in mercury a cutting-tool might be obtained. This

as accordingly done, and a quite satisfactory tool for cutting steel

t moderate speeds was the result. Several such tools were made.

Ine of them made a cut ^\-inch by gJ^^-iuch feed on crank-shaft

teel at 50 feet a minute, without showing any signs of distress.

!'he length of the cut was about 300 feet.

Comparison with Results of Sixth Repoet of the Alloys

Reseakch Committee.

As already stated, the carbon content of cast 349 is 0*297

er cent., and it would thus compare approximately with the

•254 per cent, carbon steel of the Report, but it will be seen that

le ultimate strength exceeds that of the 0*468 per cent, carbon-

teel, and therefore a comparison has been made with this steel as

tiown in Figs. 6 and 7 (pages 1252 and 1253).

It will be seen that in every case in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7,

scepting as regards such treatments as ruin the steel, the chrome-

* See Captain Sankey's remarks (page 1285), and authors' reply (page 1314).
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vanadium steel is distinctly loss sensitive to heat treatment than is

the pure carbon-steel, and the impact figure is considerably larger.*

A further comparison is made in Plate 152 between annealed chrome-

vanadium steel (No. 2) and annealed 0'468 carbon-steel (Table 2,

Sixth Alloys Report), also between oil-tempered chrome-vanadium steel

(No. 19) and oil-tempered 0-468 and 0-254 carbon-steel (Table 17,

Sixth Alloys Report
)

; and the strong similarity between the practically

raw annealed (at 500° C.) chrome-vanadium steel, and the oil-tempered

0*468 carbon-steel as shown in Plate 152, appears to the authors to be

an important point, because in the case of the chrome-vanadium steel

the characteristics are maintained throughout the mass, whereas in

the case of an oil-tempered steel in large masses it depends entirely

on circumstances as to the depth the effect penetrates (see Plate 37,

Sixth Report Alloys Research Committee and the remarks thereon

at page 80 of the Report). The oil-tempering of chrome-vanadium

steel, however, further improves its quality, especially in regard

to the elastic limit and resistance to impact, but it is to be noted

that in this case (870^ / 350^ C.) the alternations (Arnold's test)

are diminished : here the tempering has not been quite powerful

enough for the quenching, and a higher reheating temperature

appears desirable.

It should be pointed out that in some cases, when water-

quenched, the ultimate stress of the chrome-vanadium steel agrees

more closely with that of the 0*254 carbon-steel, as plotted in

Fig. 7 (page 1253) on the vertical lines representing Tables 13

and 14 of the Alloys Report.

The diminished sensitiveness to heat treatment is, it need hardly

be said, a matter of the greatest practical value. It is important to

note, however, that if the tensile strength is to be maintained the

annealing temperature should not exceed 650° C. (1,202° F.), but if

the best all-round result is required, then the annealing temperature

should be 900° C. (1,652° F.).

* It should be noted that, with the exception of the 0*13 carbon-steel, the

0-468 carbon-steel gave the best impact results of all the steels tried by the

Alloys Research Committee.
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Miscellaneous Tests.

Miscellaneous Tests.—As there were no means of making accurate

twist tests at Queen's Ferry, a few " workshop " twist tests were

carried out as follows :—A piece of cast 349 (raw), 1 inch by ^ inch,

was twisted in a lathe 3^ complete twists, when it could be twisted

no further owing to want of poWer in the lathe ; there were no signs

of failure.

A piece, 1 inch by ^ inch, was fixed to a smith's anvil, a bar

10 feet long was secured to it at the top, and four men walked round

it until it was twisted up as close as their power could twist it

;

there were no signs of failure.

A few twist tests were, however, made in Sheffield under standard

conditions on a machined length of 6 inches. The annealed steel

(No. 7, Table 1) gave 3-9 twists, and when annealed at 800° C.

(No. 16, Table 1) it gave 4*5 twists. The results are, it will be

conceded, somewhat remarkable in view of the high tensile strength

of the steel. (For complete tests, see Table 7, page 1311.)

Other Chrome-Vanadium Steels op the same quality.

As mentioned previously, cast 349 was only one of several that

were made of chrome-vanadium steel, and therefore some tests

with the other casts may be of interest by way of comparison.

3W. (Analysis No. 1, Table 4, page 1281).—This was the original

experimental cast made in the crucible. The mechanical tests

are given in Nos. 33 and 34, Table 1. This steel also welded

quite satisfactorily, and the bend and twist tests were excellent.

The lathe cuttings were also of great length and toughness.

Cast 145. (Analysis No. 3, Table 4.)—This was the first open-

hearth cast made to imitate cast 3W, and some of the mechanical

tests when " raw " are given under No. 35 in Table 1.

A piece of plate (annealed) ^ inch thick was bent over a diameter

equal three times its thickness, and showed no skin flaws ; it was

then opened out and hammered flat, and bent to the same extent in

the opposite direction. It was again opened out and flattened, after
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which it was bent over to the same extent in the original direction,

and there was not the least sign of a crack. It was then hammered

flat on to itself when a crack was produced showing a silky

fracture. This steel gave remarkable results as drawpins on the

cold tube draw benches ; 25 per cent, more work than usual was

easily turned out at a pass, and the two drawpins that were made

are as capable of work today as they were twelve months ago. On

one occasion an extra obstinate tube caused the drawpin to elongate
;

it was jumped up, annealed, and is at work again as well as ever.

A flat test piece of this cast was cut in two, welded and then twisted

four times without sign of fracture. A billet of this cast was sent

to the Victoria Works, Rugby, where it was forged into a small

crankshaft. It was worked without difficulty in the forge, and

machined well, although somewhat stiffer to work than the usual

crankshaft steel.

The National Physical Laboratory determined the recalescence

point of this steel by a differential method, and made the average

705° C. (1,301" F.) with a temperature of maximum intensity of

about 740"" C. (1,364° F.). They report that they detect in some of

the samples a transformation point at about 500°/550^ C, but this

seems only to be " apparent," as the point is not noticeable in other

samples of the same steel. The micrograph sections agree perfectly

with those obtained from cast 349.

Cast 300. (Analysis No. 4, Table 4.)—This cast was also a

repetition of cast 145, and gave similar mechanical tests, as shown in

No. 36, Table 1. Bends taken transversely and longitudinally to the

direction of work on the steel with ^ inch flat bars (D = 3T) were

perfectly sound, and one of them, when completely closed down,

only showed a slight abrasion of the skin, probably due to a rolling

skin defect ; not a sign of a crack was visible at the edge. A
round bar 1 inch diameter bent double on itself. Several §-inch and

f-inch square bars were bent over double close down without even a

sign of abrasion. Photo-micrographs of this steel (raw) agree

exactly with the corresponding photo-micrograph No. 1 for cast 349,

Plates 147 to 151.
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Other Open-hearth Chrome-Vanadium Steels.

Cast 235. (Analysis No. 5, Table 4, page 1281.)—This 'cast

contained rather less chromium and vanadium than the previous casts

referred to. The change in the mechanical tests is quite marked, as

will be seen by referring to Nos. 37 and 38, Table 1. A bend of this

steel f inch by h inch was hammered absolutely close, and showed no

signs of cracks. Some special bolts were made from this cast, length

20 feet, diameter 3j inches, for use in connection with the hydraulic

forcing on of a dynamo coupling, and succeeded where a high quality

steel had failed entirely several times. Drawpins for a cold-drawing

tube bench made of this steel allow of 25 per cent, more work at a

pass, and have a far greater life than pins made of the double Swedish

shear steel generally used for the piirpose, although the mechanical

tests of the Swedish steel show a stiffer steel, viz. :

—

Yield point, 29 ; ultimate stress, 45'3
; elongation (2-inch gauge

length), 20*5 per cent. ; reduction of area, 38*6 per cent.

The original drawpins put into use twelve months ago are still

satisfactorily at work. A weld test with this steel was as satisfactory

is that described for cast 145. The photo-micrograph ot this steel

s nearly identical with that of cast 270, Fig, 24, Plate 154 ; the

'errite " crystals " are almost the same, but the carbide areas are

arger, and it will be seen that it differs considerably from the

!orresponding micrograph for cast 349, Fig. 20. Two standard

iwist tests were made at Sheffield on a machined length of 6 inches,

rhe raw steel (No. 37, Table 1) gave 4 • 6 twists, and when annealed

it 620° C. (No. 38, Table 1) it gave 4-9 twists.

Cast 282. (Analysis No. 6, Table 4.)—This was an open-hearth

last containing more chromium and vanadium than cast 145. It was

. much stiflfer steel, as will be seen by examining the mechanical

ests given in Table 1, Nos. 39 and 40. A drawpin made of this

teel was not satisfactory ; it failed at the first obstinate tube. The

»hoto-micrographs of this steel, Fig. 23, Plate 154, are interesting

;

hey are quite different from the other chrome-vanadiiun photo-

aierograph sections, but they bear some resemblance to the

•hoto-micrographs of the chrome-vanadium spring steel, Plate 156.
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Cast 270. (AuuljHiB No. 7, Table 4, page 1281.)—This was a

low-carbon steel, of a quality suitable for Bteam-tube drawing and

case-bardouing, containing a very small percentage of cbromium and

vanadium. Tbo mecbauical tests are given in Table 1, No. 41

(page 1276), and fur comparison, tbe tensile tests for a similar steel

without tbe addition of cbrome-vanadium (No. 42) (Analysis No. 12,

Table 5) and of a Swedish tube steel (No. 43) (Analysis No. 13,

Table 5) are also given. It is to be noted that the resistance to

alternations of stress (Arnold's test) of cast 27U is more than double

that of the pure carbon tube steel ; the figures being 1,025 alternations

for cast 270 and 410 for the tube steel.*

Chbome-Vanadium Spring Steel.

This was a crucible steel containing • 44 per cent, carbon, rather

more manganese than the previous steels, but the same (or about the

same) small percentage of chromium and vanadium (Analysis No. 8,

Table 4). The mechanical tests are given in Table 1, both annealed

and oil-tempered (Nos. 44 and 45), and photo-micrograph sections

are given in Figs. 32 and 41, Plate 156. This steel was made in the

crucible, and the ingot was sent away to be rolled, &c., and, judging

from the photo-micrograph sections, the resultant rod must have

been annealed at a temperature between 800^ and 900^ C. (1,472^

and 1,652° F.). A spring intended for a working pull of 500 lbs.

was made from this steel by the West Bromwich Steel Spring Co.,

and at the same time they made a similar spring out of their usual

steel. The dimensions of these springs were as follows :

—

Chrome-Vanadium. West Bromwich.

Length imstretched . . . 9 • 6 inches 9 • 6 inches.

Mean diameter of coils (D) . . 5'22 „ 5-17 „

Number of coils (n) ... 4 4

Diameter of wire (d) . . . 0-561 „ 0-568 „

Both springs were given the usual practical treatment as regards

heating and tempering. When stretched, the chrome-vanadium

spring showed signs of permanent set at about 1,900 lbs., whereas

* These figures do not compare with the Arnold figures given in Table 1, as

they were taken under different conditions.
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the other did so at the much lower load of 1,020 lbs. The extension

tests are shown in Fig. 8, from which the following formulse have

been deduced:

—

Load at lohich Permanent Set begins.

For Chrome-Vanadium spring = 56,300 ^ lbs.

d^
For West Bromwich spring = 28,400 ^ lbs.

Extension for a load W.

V^anadium spri

West Bromwich spring

W n D^
Chrome-Vanadium spring = ^-rF^.kr. fs inch.

1,468,000 X d*

W. n. D^

1,575,000 X d'
inch.

Fig. 8.

—

Extension of Springs.

4 Coils 9' 6 ins. long. Mean diam. 5J ins. Working Load, 500 lbs.

1

1 Yu Id Pol-V
1

1

1 A/
3

1

1

1 y^\

4^^"
-'"

A/..

5

2 y /

1

/

/

^ Point

1 .it \\\

y
^
<

J-m::>'

X-
1000

Pull in lbs.

2000
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From these formulee it will be seen that the strength of the

chrome-vanadium spring is double that of the other, but that the

eitenBion is somewhat greater. A usual coefficient for safe working

load for a spring made of wire §-inch diameter is about 20,000 ; this

gives a factor of safety of 1*4 with the West Bromwich spring.

Applying the same factor of safety to the chrome-vanadium spring, the

coefficient for safe working load with this class of steel is 40,000.

A few heat-treatments were carried out with this chrome-vanadium

spring-steel, but with the exception of the two tensile and impact

tests given in Nos. 44 and 45, only photo-micrograph sections were

taken. These are given in Figs. 31 to 41, Plate 156 :

—

Annealing trials are given in Photo-micrographs Figs. 31, 32, 33.

Water quenching „ „ „ . . Figs. 34, 35. 36.

Oil quenching „ „ „ . . Figs. 37, 38, 39.

Oil tempering „ „ „ • . Figs. 40 and 41.

There is a resemblance in photo-micrographs Fig. 31 and Fig. 32

to that of cast 282 (see photo-micrograph Fig. 23 (amiealed portion),

Plate 154). Fig. 40, Plate 156, corresponds with the oil-tempering

suitable for a spring.

Comparisons with other Steels.

For the sake of comparison, a few tests of other kinds of steel

were made and are appended. The mechanical tests are given in

Table 1 and the photo-micrographs in Plates 152 and 154.

No. 46, Plate 152, is a 3 per cent, nickel steel made at Queen's

Ferry (Analysis No. 9, Table 5, page 1282) ; No. 47 is a 3 per cent,

nickel steel made in Sheffield (Analysis No. 10, Table 5), and No. 48,

Plate 152, or Fig. 21, Plate 154, is an oil-tempered German 4^ per

cent, nickel steel (Analysis No. 11, Table 5). It will be noticed on

referring to No. 15, Table 1, and to No. 15, Fig. 4 (page 1246),

and to Nos. 46 and 47, Fig. 4, that the tensile tests of either of these

3 per cent, nickel steels are very similar to those of cast 349 in

the annealed condition (800" C), and in this connection it should

be noted that the chrome-vanadium steel is as cheap to make as

the nickel steel. The photo-micrograph sections (Nos. 7, Plate 147,

and 46, Plate 152), it will however be noticed, are quite difi'erent.
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Photo-micrograph Fig. 22, Plate 154, is that of an ordinary pure

carbon forging steel made at Queen's Ferry (Cast No. 297, Analysis

No. 14, Table 5, page 1282).

Eestoration by Heat Tbeatment of Over-heated Chrome-

Vanadium AND Other Steels.

In view of Mr. Stead's Paper on the Eestoration of Steel by Heat

Treatment,* it was thought that it would be advisable to make special

trials with chrome-vanadium steel to ascertain its behaviour in this

respect. Accordingly a number of pieces suitable for micrograph

sections had their structures " ruined " by beiug kept at a temperature

of 1,200° C. (2,192° F.) for 12 hours, and were cooled very slowly.

A series of heat treatments were then applied by raising sharply to

the following temperatures :—750^ C, 800° C, 900° C, 1,000° C.

and 1,100° C. ; the piece was held for half-an-hour at the

temperature, the cooling was fairly rapid, though slowed down

somewhat over the recalescence point (715° C). The structures

were then examined micrographically, and the results are given in

Figs. 25 to 29, Plate 155. Several check series were taken.

It was observed on examining these photo-micrographs and

comparing them with photo-micrograph Fig. 25, Plate 155 (also

No. 27, Plate 148), that a temperature of 750° C. had had no

very perceptible effect ; nor was there any improvement in the

tensile tests as shown in No. 30, Table 1. A temperature of 800° C.

(1,472° F.), however, has a slight effect on the micrograph section,

Fig. 26, Plate 155, and temperatures of 900° C. (1,652° F.) and

1,000° C. (1,832° F.) alter the structure in a very marked degree,

Figs. 27 and 28, Plate 155. A temperature of 1,100° C. (2,012° F.)

produced little change in the ruined structure, as might be expected,

Fig. 29, Plate 155. It was thought that a temperature of 950° C.

(1,742° F.) would be likely to give the best effect, and accordingly

test pieces suitable for tensile, impact, and Professor Arnold's

alternation test were prepared by over-heating the steel to 1,200° C.

(2,192° F.) for 12 hours, after which it was heated to a temperature

* Journal, Iron and Steel Institute, 1903, No. II, page 119.

4 p
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of 950" C. (1,742^ F.) for balf-an-hour. The results are given under

No. 31 in Table 1 (page 1271), and it will be seen tbat the ultimate

stress has risen 4 per cent, above tbat of tbe raw steel (No. 1,

Table 1), and 33 per cent, above tbat of tbe over-heated steel (No. 27,

Table 1). Tbe yield point is slightly higher than that for the raw

steel, and is 34 per cent, above tbe figure of tbe over-heated steel.

Tbe elongation is, however, not accurately figured, owing to tbe

sample breaking near the gauge mark, but the contracti(jn of area

has risen to 10 per cent, above that of the raw steel, and nearly

50 per cent, above that of the over-heated sample. The impact

figure has also improved, but perhaps the most interesting point

is the improvement in the alternation figure, which is nearly equal

to that for the oil-tempered steel, although not so good as that

of the raw or the annealed samples (see Nos. 1 and 19). A further

test is in progress to be entered under No. 32.

The spring chrome-vanadium steel (Nos. 44 and 45, Table 1)

was also soaked at 1,200^ C. (2,192' F.) for 12 hours and reheated

to 900' C. (1,652' F.), this being the finishing temperature limit

;

and compound photo-micrograph, Fig. 30, Plate 155, gives the result,

from which it would appear that the heat treatment has, at any

rate to a certain extent, restored the structure.

The above heat treatment was applied to two forging steels, one

low in carbon and high in manganese (Analysis No. 16, Table 5),

probably of foreign make, and to another of English manufacture

(Analysis No. 15, Table 5). The photo-micrographs, Figs. 43 to 48,

Plate 157, show clearly that these steels had been annealed too long,

and at too high a temperature. The samples were taken from

crank-shafts which had broken after running 6 and 10 years

respectively without any apparent reason, except that now revealed

by the micrographs. The heat treatment produced the improved

structure shown in photo-micrographs Figs. 45 and 48, Plate 157.

Figs. 49 to 52 illustrate the efiect of heat treatment on the

micro-structure of over-heated pure carbon tube steels. Fig. 49 is

that of a Swedish tube steel (Analysis No. 13, Table 5), and

Fig. 50 is that of the raw steel (Analysis No. 12, Table 5), given by

way of comparison. Fig. 51 shows the efi'ect of over-heating, and
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Fig. 62 shows the " restored " structure obtained by heating for

about one hour at 930° C. (1,706° F.) ; the effect of this heating was

to render the steel so soft as to make it almost impossible to polish

the micro specimen, the scratches could not be got rid of.

In connection with heat restoration, it may be mentioned that

the advisability of annealing below the Arj point, as correcting the

purely mechanical distortion of the ferrite crystals, is demonstrated

in photo-micrograph Fig. 42, Plate 156. A piece of mild steel was

pulled, cold, until it fractured ; a longitudinal section of the pulled

piece was taken and, after preparing and photographing, was annealed

at 620° C. (1,148° F.) and again prepared and photographed. In

photo-micrograph Fig. 42, a is the raw steel, 6 is the pulled steel,

c is the pulled steel annealed at 620° C.

The authors wish to record their indebtedness to Mr. Parkes and

to Lieut. Neame, E.E., for help in the thermometric work and in

preparing the photo-micrograph sections ; to Mr. Izod and Mr. Dick

for carrying out the impact tests.

The Paper is illustrated by Plates 147 to 157, and 8 Figs, in the

letterpress.
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TABLE 1 (continued to page 1277). Summary of Tentile, Impad

1 »
1

ti

•S

^ JS

;zi 1
s 5z;

a
? S
^ u
<u

»

II
2^a es .si

3 6
.So

Tensile TeBts.

»0 4J

3

/CrVa\'/ Eaw
\ _

\ 349 J \(from the rolla)/

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

f Annealed \ '/ 500° C\
\ i Lour / |\

932'' ¥j

( Soaked "1

\l2 hours )

Water quenched

Oil quenched

Do.

Do.

Do.

10 Do.

/ 500° C\
\ 932° FJ

/ 500° C\
\ 932° f;

/ 500° C\
\ 932° Fj

?i^5"!°?!?!ll i
500° C

Do. {and reheated toU Qooo^f

147-151

147 & 152

148

149

150

151

Tons
per

2 «
s s

pa.

3- a

Tons
per

sq. in. sq. in

350° C (662° F)

/Anncaled\ 1/ 620° C\

\ Jhour / \1148°1'J

/ Soaked \ / 620° C\
\ 12 hours J \1148°F/

/Annealed\ 1/ 690° C\

\ ihour / \1274°F/

36-9

36-9

37-7

35-6

35-8

38-9

54-1 0-68

53-8 0-68

147

153 (Fig. 15)^ 36-8
154 (Fig. 20),

/ Soaked \
\ 12 hours J

/ 690° C\
\1274° FJ

148

147

148

53-2

53-5

54-1

0-72

0-67

0-67

53-7 i 0-72

54-0

35-5

30-7

25-9

0-69

52-5 0-68

50-2 0-62

43-5 0-60

Per
cent

240

24-7

26-2

25-6

26-0

24-2

27-2

26-0

25-7

29-5
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TABLE 1.

Test interrupted at 1700th alternation.

TE.—The figures in italics in cols. 12 and 13, throughout the Table, are thoee

obtained from the ends of the tensile test pieces.
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TABLE 1 (j)age8 12C8-1277). Summary of Tensile, Imparl

1 S

li

ja

ti ^
^ a

s 55
.4J

2 CS

•S
O

A

a a

a

£^
3 ?
OS J

O/ ki^ to

as
^a

Tensile Tests.

^^
\ 349 /

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Water quenched j^g^Jo yj

Oil quenched lligyjo f)

(
Oil quenched i L „o„o p^

and reheated to ,$;"v

Oil quenched )L gg^o qI'/
690° C\

' \1274°F/
and relieated to

[600°C(1112°F)

/Annea]ed\ 1/ 800° C|

149

150

151

151

/147(Annealed] l( SUO^UMi*/ I

\ ihour / 11472° F/\153 (Fig. 16)/

Soaked 12 hours
{i452°f}

Water quenched

148

/ 800° C) /149

\147i2°F/\l53(Fig.

Oil quenched
[i^-i^^ f}

n)}

150

Do.
1

{ and reheated to W °'" i^ ^'
,L I

|35U°C(G62°F))A^''^° ^M ^'^ ^

Do.

^'}'^'^''tf, 1/ 870° CiV 151
•nd reheated to} { , „o t^ t

5U°C(062°F)) '-^•^^° ^>

/Anneahd\ '/ 900° C\

\ ihour / \1G52°F/
147

Tons
per

Bq. in.

34-0

36-8

38-0

38-3

21-1

20-4

60-3

37-0

49-8

o i ti

•^ ! 08 S 4-

« § «' &
W 5 5

Tons
per

eq. in.

52-3

52-0

0-65

0-71

52-6 0-72

26-

53-0

390

38-4

74-6

54-5

59-3

41-5

0-72

0-54

0-54

0-81

0-68

0-85

0-65

Per
cent.

27-2

250

25'7

25-2

34-5

33-7

7-5

22-0

23-0

30-7
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TABLE 1.

11

Tensile Tests.

3 .

3 *
d 6O (1

^ t: .^ o
3 -^ Ut oS

O >H

"in
A O'S

12 13 14

Impact Test.

15 16 17

Arnold's
Test.

•as
^ el

*" a

U.2 5^5 So
S'S J"^ 3 2

^3r ^
I

^- ajCD '^

O U ! .

'^ -M CO
CO 0)

Fine
granular

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Medium
^

crystalline I

like fine I

.
C. I. j

f Fine \

[
granular

j

Very fine 1

granular /

Fine
granular

13-5
16-1
15-6
15-6

1-1

1-4
1-0
1-5

4-0

5-2

i"5

15-6

1-2

2-4

9-0

11-5

Medium
crystalline

Do,

1812

2012

710

718

Do.

Do,

Fine

^To%^'
[I

2237*

crystalline
j

Fine \

granular I

crystalline ;

( Fine j

\ crystalline j

Medium ">

crystnlliue J

Fine ^

granular I

50%
crystalline

j

Fine "j

granular I

,
crystalline

j

174

96J
296

1314

1910

705

696

about
690

716

680

11

15

16

12

} -

17

* Test interrupted at 1800th alternation.
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TABLE 1 (pages 1268-1277)

CIIUOME-VANADIUM STKKL

K

I CrVa \

I 349 /

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

8

Dec. 1904

Summary of Tensile, Impact

9

o g
g a

.2-2

•6

2-S
3 ?
•gj
i-^

Sj
^^
3 ,5 o

/ Soaked \

\ 12 hours J

Water quenched

Oil quenched

/ 900° Cl
I1G52°F/

148

6 8

Teiuile Testa.

Tons
per

sq. in.

20-3

5 .

at 3>
g

/ 900°C\7H9 \ >„ -

\1652°F/ll53(Fig. 18)/|
^^ **

/ 900° C

I

\1G52°F/
150

Oil quenched |L qnoo pwisi >

and reheated toU,^?oo SHJfLi..-_ ,n^} 43-4

47-9

600° C (111 2° F)
'UC52'F/U53(Fig.l9)J

f Pi'lf°^Y. ljlOOO°Ci(and reheated to)< ,c.j..o vi
(350° C (662° F))!^^*'**-

^'

/ Annealed \ jnOO°C\
1 ^hour / 1 2012° F;

151

lil

50-5

29-7

27 Do ' / Soaked 1 1/1200= C\/H8 ^^S-O2^ ^°-
j

1 12 hours/ A2i92°F/\l5:.(Fig.25)/ ^^ "

28

29

30

'(1200°C|
Do. Water quenched (21920 f}

1^9

Do.
ri2oo° cv

Oil quenched
[J2192°F/

jPoaked 12hour8l .,„f,f,o pJ
Do. and reheated to gf^^o vl

||750°C(1382°F))|^'^'^'' "
'\

85-5

150

Tons
per

sq. in.

38-7

78-0

60-9

53-6

58-5

48-7

42-5

93-5

c8

I « - 4,

, It— '-

W§

0-53

0-72

0-79

0-81

0-86

0-61

0-66

52-9 62-6

27-0 41-5

0-91 1-2

Per

cent

32-7

10-0

18*5

!

22-0 '

19-7

24-7

210

0-84

0-C6

8-5

230
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TABLE 1.

11

Tensile Tests.

00 Ct,

12 18 14

Impact Test.

•2:2 -^

Fine V I lo'o I

1

1 granular /,
J

i2*9
|

[(' Very fine ViToo hardtol

|\ crystalline / \ machine/

\j Very fine

granular

Very fine

i

granular
with sharp
radial pro-

jections

U Fine
1 granular

'( Fine

\ granular

!

Coarse
granular
irregular

and dull

I

Very fine

crystalline, | ('Too hard to
i

like fine ( \ machine /
C. I. j

iVery
fine \

granular, I

showing
I

radial linesj

( Fine "il _
\ granular j

i-9

13-4

9*9

2-5

5-6

{rl }
3-0

16 16 17

Arnold's
Test.

o 5

-2 a

§ -2

Fine V
granular |

40% (

crystalline I

f Fine \

I
granular I

I

60%
[

1.
crystalline j

[
Fine

j
|

I granular
(j

I

50%
}

, fibrous
)

,

' Fine gran-
j

ular 40% >

[
crystalline

)

\
Medium

i

^ crystalline )

Medium "j

crystalline I

Bright
I

patches j

Medium 1

crystalline /

1938

868

os.2

ea

^ a ^ .-- ^
3-^ J*^ a2
H O-ii oQhH

_. «H 03 PH !h .-

;z; «.:: "3 *,

9

13

713 20

18

713 10

14
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TABLE 1 (j)age8 1268-1277). Summary of Temile, Impact,

1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8 9

s
a

s

1

1 ^

d «->

<=• a,

^ ti

a 2

^a

Tensile TbbU.

"^•S
S

a •f

.2 '"^ ~ '
a

3
82
^1

^1 .si
5- C4

wgi

Tons Tons
Per

per per
cent.

sq.in. sq.in.

/Soaked 12 hours'!

ni / Cr Va i
1 and reheated to 1

^*
\ 349 /i950<^C(1742°F)(

(1200° C^
\2192° F/

— 37-6 56-3 0-67 18-5t

( ^ hour J

Soaked 12hour8^
and rt-heated to'

'J50^C(1742°F)3^ {%!'}
/12no° C\
\2192° F

(

— 35-8 52-7 0-68 16-5t

(22)
IJ hours J

About
)

^ {^3'^"} Annulled 6aU° C
1206° F)
850° C

~ 38-2 50-2 0-76 230

3^ {i?;"} Annealed
1562° F
(Esti-

mate)

28-0 38-8 0-72 26-0

"^^
1 145 /

Kaw — 37-8 51-8 0-73
1

1

24-5

36
/C'Val

'**'
\ 300 /

Raw — — 34-2 52-2 0-65 24-7

07 /CrVa\
"*'

I 235 /
Raw — — 23-5 36-0 0-65 28-2

38
/CrVa\
\ 235 /

Annealed / 620° C\
\1148° F/

— 22-8 35-6 0-65 30-5

39
/CrVa\
{ 282 /

Raw — 154 (Fig. 23) 42-5 66-2 0-64 16-5

40
/CrVa\
\ 282 /

Annealed / 800° C\
\1472° F/

154 (Fig. 23) 39-3 53-1 0-74 23-5

* A " raw " test is quoted at pasje 1235. t Broke near dot; tilie elongation bigher.
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TABLE 1.

11

Tensile Tests.

.2 3

'^ 5

12 13 14

Impact Test.

.^ -^ ^

19.5 / Very fine )

\ crystalline /

2-0
2-7

2 5

2-6
6-0

Fine )t

granular /

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

2-4

4-3

O di

1-3

10-2

30

( Very fine )

\ crystalline/

Coarse "l

cryBtallineJ

Granular

( Fine "t

\ crystalline/

16 16

Arnold's
Test.

' fl .2 .-ti .

a s

^:3

1206

/1600\
1798/

1748

1566

1370

13*2 Granular

•5 ^
OS .9

sa
.— <u

5iC i_

O ^ *H -

709

694^

270

270

270

17

<D

§Ph

^ Under same
conditions

Best English
acid open-

*hearth B. P.

gives 870
alternations

2

* The test figures for this trial were given after the reading of the Paper. The
temation figure has been doubled, for the reasons given on page 1284.
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TABLE 1. Summary of Tensile, Impact,

1

1 1 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1
1

1

1
9

1

II
Ch
CD «J

X

ag

Tensile Tests.

1«
.52-3

.fit
111

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

{
^^7^-

} «-
Q. F.

tube Eaw
steel

1

[
Swedish

|

tube > Eaw
[ steel j

(
Or Va n Annealed )

spring \l Test piece >

steel 1
I
0-375" diam.)

(
Or Va

j
(Oil tempered)

I
spring >

1
Test pitce |

( Bteel ) (0-375" diam.
)

Q. F.

nickel Annealed
steel

SheflSeldl , . , , ,

nickel (
Annealed

|
steel j,

^ probably /

!^nlckeTJ(^ilt^n.pered|

1 steel j ^ ^y supplier /

j
800° CI

1 900° C)

/ 900° C\
\1652° F/

|eo«;c,

(
650° Cj

j
GOO°C|

1 650° cj

( not )

\ known /

154 (Fig. 24)

/157 (Figs.
\

{ 50-52)/

157 (Fig. 49)

J
150

\
(156 (Fig. 32) /

n49
\

\ 156 (Fig. 41) /

152

{l54 (Fig. 21)}

Tons
per

sq. in.

21-8

15-3

13-2

45-5

53-9

21-7

21-9

33-7

Tons
per

sq. in.

27-6

22-3

21-0

72-5

80-3

39-3

39-2

50-4

0-79

0-68

0-63

0-64

0-67

0-56

0-56

0-67

Per
cent.

38-0

50-5

46-0

9-0

(13-0)*.

12-5

(16-5)»

340

32-5

21-5

* Corrected to f inch diameter.
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I Arnold's Tests. (concluded from page 1268) TABLE 1.

LO 11 12 13 14

Tensile Tests. Impact Test.

o t-

QQ ^

15 16

Arnold's
Test.

_Q CO

aa

^3

03 .s

17

3-3

3-.0

1-0

5-8

8-6

9-3

4-8

\ granular /l\i7"i j\ ^ ^

I

Fine gran-1

ular, traci

of fibrous
\ ular, trace W ^ .

,

Do.

[Fine gran-j

ular, sharp >

I

ridges j

(Fine gran-l
ular with I

radial pro-

1

jections j

4*1

4'i

Very fine "I

granular j

Do.

Do.

{'.l-> }

i5'5

14-1

4*1

4-1

14-1

SUky

Do.

Do.

j Yery fine \

\ crystalline/

( Fine 1

\ granular /

Granular

Do.

17

1984 717
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TABLE 3.

Hand-Bending Tests.

1

Bending Test
1

No. of r .'ht-

Rff. No.'
angles bent.

|

Description Heat
.

\ t3 Romarks.in

Table 1.
of Steel. Treatment.

1
M Sum.

1
/ CrVa \

\ Cast 349 /
Raw 7 7 1*

Fairly easy t') bend,
showed crock at

1

6th bend backward.
i

1 Fairly easy to bend,

9 » Annealed 690° C. 8 7-5 15j' showed crack at

7th bend backward.
Fairly easy to bend.

10 )> Soaked 690° C. 9 9 18 showed crack at

8th bund backward.

11 >>

(Waterquenched 1

\ 690° C. /
9 9 18

Somewhat stiff to

bend, no crack till

last bend.

12 „
/ Oil quenched

\
\ 6'JO" C. /

Annealed 800° C.

8 8 16 Easy to bend.

15 ,,
9 9 18 Fairly easy to bend.

17 ,,

Water quenched >

'. 80U° C. j

( Oil (juenched \
\ 800° C. j

— — — Too stiff to bend.

18 „
— rSnapped at 30°

^ forward.

(
Oil quenched

19 »» \ 870°, reheated >

[ to 350° C.

4 3 7 Very stiff to bend.

(Fairly stiff to bend.

20 >> Annealed 900° C.

(
Oil quenched

9 9 18 \ crack at 8th bend

( backward.

24 » \ 900°, reheated

I
to 600° C.

5 5 10 Very stiff to bend.

27 " Soaked 1200° C.

( Soaked 1200° 1

4 3 7 Fairly easy to bend.

31

( 3 per cent.
]

\ C, reheated
\

(
J hour at 950° C.)

7 " 13 Stiff to bend.

Easy to bend , showed

46 j
Nickel
steel )

Raw 6 6 12 crack at 5th bend
backward.

37 / CrVa \

\ Cast 235 /
Raw 8 7 15 Stiff to bend.

Bad Unknown 1^ 1 2i Very easy to bend.

1^
Good )> 4 4 8 Easy to bend.

Crank- Good 4 3J 7J Easy to bend.

shaft • Good ,, 3 H 5^ Easy to bend.

Steels (40-ton steel]

!< of good „ ^ 2 H Very easy to bend.
'

I
quality '

1

1

* Not preyiouflly used for Arnold's test.
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TABLE 4

Chemical Analysis of Chrome-Vanadium Steel.

Analysis No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Crucible

Cast
3 W.

Open-hearth Casts.

Cruci-

ble

Cast.

Spring
Steel.

Cast
349.

Cast
145.

Cast
300.

Cast

235.

Cast
282.

Cast
270.

Carbon .

Silicon

Manganese

Oliromium

Vanadium

Per
cent.

0-22

0-080

0-29

1-02

0-17

Per
cent.

0-297

0-059

0-394

1-0C6

0-169

Per
cent.

0-290

0-017

0-399

0-930

0-160

Per
cent.

0-274

0-065

0-491

1-070

0-181

Per
cent.

0-230

0-015

356

0-60

0-160

Per
cent.

0-380

0-0G5

0-472

1 267

0-187

Per
cent.

0-205

0-019

0-245

0-3-00

0-109

Per
cent.

0-440

0-173

0-837

1-044

0-188

Phosphorus, Sulpliur and Arsenic under 0-04 per cent.

Aluminium nil.

4 Q
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TABLE 5.

Chemical Analysis of Nickel, Tube and Forging Steels.

Analysis No.
1 1

9 10 ' 11 12

1 1

13 14 15 16

Q. F.

Nickel.

Sheffield

Nickel.

Ger-
man

Nickel.

Tube Steels. Forging Steels.

Q.F. Swedish

Fiffs.

Cast !f

PI. 157.

FiRH.

46
to

48.

PL 157.

Per
cent.

0-180Carbon

Per
cent.

0-320

Per
cent.

280

Per
cent.

0-310

Per
cent.

0-129

Per
cent.

0-127

Per
cent.

415

Per
cent.

0-262

Silicon 0-052 123 0-112 009 0-016 0-155 0-047 0-ocr.

Manganese . 0-512 0-516 0-625 0-266 0-332 0-512 0-572 1-022

Nickel 2-95 3-01 4 175
i

— — — —

Sulph. Sulph.

Phosphonis, Snlphur, and Arsenic under • 04 per cent.

004

Phos.

OOG

Phos.

0-07 0-07
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Discussion on Friday, Kjtli December 1904.

Captain Sankey said that, since writing the Paper, he had,

together with Mr. Izod, revised the gradation of impact fractures, which

was empirically represented at the top of Fig. 53 ; it was therefore

Fig. 53,

Gra (iixtion, of Impact JTac/ur^s fSes Taile ].)

Cramdar
Very coarse Coarx Medium Fine Very fine W%m£dium Finf

Crystalline: Crystalline. CrystaJIxiic- Crystalline. CrysCnlJuie, Crystalline. GranzJar Granular. StUiy.

Annealing

Impact Fractures of Cr Va Steel.

Diagrammatic Comparison of Fractured Surfaces,

900'"C.500 0.

Tempering

Bestoraiivn' Se-ries

870 c.

l^M^Jff^ W^WM^ R^^eateA.

Reheated

at. 600°C.

Soaked 12 hours at 1200 C.

Reheated al 950° C.

for '/z hour I'fz hour

necessary to modify slightly the description of these fractures

given in Table 1, and these alterations had been carried out.

The principal alteration had been that "very fine granular" had

been omitted, and " fibrous " had been changed into " silky." He
had prepared a box containing a set of the impact fractures of

4 Q 2
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(Captaia Suiikny.)

all the tests made with cast No. 310. They were anaiij^ed iu the

order given in Plates 147 to 152. These fraeturcs were represented

iu the lower portion of Fig. 53, and the thiek black line represented

the Arj point ; it would be seen that all the fractures on the left

of this lino were practically exactly the same, namely, medium

crystalline ; but directly the lino was crossed they almost all changed

into granular fractures, until high teniperutures wore reached, when

thoy again bccamo medium crystalline.

The restoration test entered in Table 1 (page 127 I) under Reference

No. 32 had now been cunqilcted, and the mechanical tests were as

follows. The yield point was 35 • 8 tons per square inch, the ultimate

stress 52 7 tons per square inch, the elongation 16 5 per cent., but

the test-piece unfortunately broke quite close to the gauge mark, as

would be seen by the half of the specimen exhibited. By calculation,

he found that the elongation in 2 inches would have been 22 per cent,

if it had broken in the middle. The reduction of area was -48 '2 per

cent. The impact figures gave two readings, 2 • G and G, the average

being 4 '3. The fracture was fine granular, and quite a contrast

to the fracture of the soaked structure, which he also exhibited.

The Arnold's test gave 798 alternations, but here an explanation

was necessary. In the test the setting of Professor Arnold's machine

was altered in comparison with the previous tests recorded in Table 1,

the stroke being increased to 2 inches from 1 J inch, and the free

length of the test-piece being reduced to 3f inches from 4 inches.*

Those apparently small differences in the dimensions of the sample

reduced the number of alternations by very nearly one-half, as was

proved by repeat experiments on some other samples. Therefore it

was necessary to multiply by two the 798, or say 800 alternations,

and make it 1,600, in order to compare with the figures given of other

tests. It would thus be seen that by reheating the ruined structure

for 1^ hours at 950° C. (1,742^ F.), the tensile test had been practically

brought back to that of the raw steel— the impact figure was slightly

better, and the Arnold's test icas very nearly as good as that of raw

* The reduced "free" length was due to a hole having been wrongly

drilled in the specimen, and it was not noticed that the stroke had been

iucrcased until after the specimen had been broken.
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steel. He desired to take tliis opportunity of expressing the great

appreciation both Mr. Kent Smith and himself had of the kindness

of Professor Arnold in making the alternation tests. He had taken

an enormous amount of trouble, and their thanlis were also due to

Mr. MeWilliam, who had given a great deal of time to the matter.

The impact fractures of the soaked and restored steels were

instructive ; that of the former was coarsely crystalline, but that of

the restored steel was fine crystalline, Fig. 53 (page 1283). A soak

had also been made for three hours at 1,200° C, and it was found

that the result was not quite so bad as with the twelve hours' soak at

the same temperature. In making this further trial it was found

that the micro-sections taken from small buttons, as described in

the Paper (page 1239), at the high temperature of 1,200° C, resulted

in obtaining the structure of a partially decarburised chrome-

vanadium steel, though, as explained more fully in the written reply

(page 1309), the soak structure given under Reference No. 27 in

Plate 148, was in reality not that of a chrome-vanadium steel of

slightly lower carbon content than the steel under consideration.

This photo-micrograph should be compared with Fig. 55, Plate 158,

which had been taken from the " bulk " of the soaked structure.

When soaked for three hours the structure was not very seriously

riiined ; it had some resemblance, though perhaps only a slight

one, to that of the raw steel. {See photo-micrograph, No. 1,

Plate 147.) The structure obtained when reheated for half-an-hour

and one and a half hours was somewhat like that of the raw steel.

(5'ee photo-micrographs. Figs. 56 and 57, Plate 158.)

With regard to the twist-test referred to on pages 1259 and 1261,

he had with him the original report, and if so desired it could be

published in the Proceedings.* The tests were made by Messrs.

Nash of Sheffield, and there were just one or two points which might

be of interest to the meeting. The twist-test taken with the 54-ton

chrome-vanadium steel gave a maximum shearing stress of 44*6 tons

per square inch, and the number of twists was 3*92. In the case of

the 36-ton steel (cast No. 235) the maximum shearing stress was

* See Table 7, page 1311.
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38-5 tons per square iiicL, iiud the imrnbor of twists 4-9C. Several

eamples of steel wLich liad liem subjected to cold-beading and

twisting-tests were exhibited, and a few of these were shown in

Plate 159. These specimens showed unmistakably the extraordinary

ductility of the steel ; they had been referred to in detail in the

Paper (page 1259). In conclusion, he desired to state that his share

in the Paper had been rather that of a compiler, and although he

had initiated the experiments, all the credit for the tests and the

micro-sections and the lieat treatments were due to Mr. Kent Smith.

The invention, if he might so use the term, of chrome-vanadium steel

was due to Mr. Kent Smith.

The Pkesident had much pleasure in conveying to Captain

Sankey and Mr. Kent Smith the thanks of the Institution for tlieir

very interesting and valuable Paper, and in doing so he stated that

the discussion on the Paper would be taken in conjunction with that

on the Paper read at the previous meeting, namely, " Impact Tests

on the Wrought Steels of Commerce." A great many matters in the

methods of testing were somewhat analogous ; therefore those who

took part in the discussion could allude not only to the Paper read

that evening, but also to the one read at the last meeting. Before

the discussion was continued the Secretary would read a letter that

had been received from Sir Henry Roscoe.

Sir Henrt Eoscoe wrote expressing his regret at being unable to

attend the meeting, and said the subject was one which naturally

interested him very much, inasmuch as the uses of the metal

vanadium, with which he had had something to do nearly fifty years

ago, were now becoming a matter of importance. He had lately

learnt that vanadium metal containing no less than 82 per cent, of

that element was now being manufactured commercially at Llanelly.

It was amazing how the substances which had been hitherto regarded

as chemical curiosities were now being applied to useful purposes
;

of this vanadium and thorium were striking examples.

Dr. H. C. H. Carpenter wished to draw attention to a paragraph

in Captain Sankey 's Paper (page 1260), wherein it was said, " The
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National Physical Laboratory determined the recalescence point of

this steel by a differential method, and made the average 705° C.

(1,301° F.), with a temperature of maximum intensity of about

740^ C. (1,364° F.)." Those temperatures were determined by a

cooling-curve, and it was a little puzzling to read that a change

which did not begin until 705° C. should be at its maximum at 740° C,
but the explanation was really quite simple. Fig. 61 represented

Fig. 61.

' Portion of Cooling Carve of Chrome- Vanadium Sleel (for comparison with Fig. 1).

Temperature /Degrees CenligradcJ

S30° 600° 650° 700° 750° 800° 850° 900°C.

the actual curve which was sent by the National Physical

Laboratory to Captain Sankey. The horizontal ordinate represented

the absolute temperature of the metal being examined, and the

vertical ordinate represented the difference of temperature between

the metal and a similar mass of platinum cooling under the same

conditions. The temperature at which the sharp change of slope

occurred was the one alluded to as 705°. The explanation was that

somewhere about 760° C. (1,400° F.) a change began in the steel

on cooling which reached a maximum velocity of heat evolution
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somewliere about 740'' C. (1,304" F.), and began to come to a

couclutiiou about 71U C. (1,310 ' F.). Before the curve Lad returned

to its normal slope, the second cLange set in.

lieforriug to page 1240, it was not quite correct for tLe autLors to

say in the lust senterico, " Only one marked retardation-])oint on eacli

curve could be found, either by the differential or the thermo-electric

method." The fact was that there were really two changes, the

change at about 760° C. to somewhere about 705° C, and the second

change which took place suddenly at about 705 C. lie might also

add that the latter part of that sentence was not quite clear. It

seemed to indicate that the differential method was not thermo-

electric, but that was not so. Both methods, the method used by

Captain Sankey and Mr. Kent Smith, and the method used at the

National Physical Laboratory, were thermo-electric. In view of the

criticism which was made of the differential method at the Iron and

Steel Institute in May'lastj it was very satisfactory to notice that the

temperature of the change came out almost the same by Captain

Sankey's method and their own. The members would notice that

the steel was not quite the same in each case ; in fact the chromium

in Cast 145 was a little lower.

He desired to draw attention to a sentence (page 1237) where the

authors stated " The heat treatment at 690^ C. (1,274° F.) corresponds

to the 720" C. (1,328" F.) treatment of the Alloys Eesearch

Committee." He did not think that was quite accurate, because the

temperature of G90° C, as the authors pointed out, was below Ar^, the

carbon change point, whereas the temperature of 720" C. was just above

it, or at any rate somewhere about the temperature at which the change

took place. It depended to a certain extent on the rate at which the

heating was being done. If the heating was not very quick, the carbon

change point was almost ccmpleted at 720° C. Therefore it would be

interesting, in view of the sharp change which took place just above

690° C. (1,274° F.), if the authors had carried out heat-treatment

tests in between the temperatures of 690° and 800° C. (1,472° F.),

because in this period were included two perfectly distinct critical

changes. In conclusion, he was glad to add his own congratulations

to those which had been already given by the President to the authors

forjheir extremely interesting and valuable Paper.
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Mr. Michael Longridge, Member of Council, confessed that he

had been unable to give the attention to the Paper that it deserved
;

nevertheless he believed he had extracted the essence of its teaching

from the admirable and ingenious diagrams by which the results of the

experiments were summarised. These diagrams, he thought, showed

that, if this particular steel was required to resist both shock and

alternating stresses, it should be heated to a temperature between

800° and 900° C, and that having reached this temperature it

might be soaked or cooled in air or in oil, but not in water. If, on

the other hand, resistance to alternating stresses only was required,

heat treatment of any kind was unnecessary. He ventured to put

this brief statement of his own impression before the members in

order that the authors of the Paper might confirm or contradict it,

and thus make their Paper of use to those who might not have the

time or inclination to give it the careful study it deserved.

Mr. F. W. Haeboed remarked that there was a Table (page 1268)

in which No. 10 was a bar that had been soaked for 12 hours, which

he thought would be generally admitted was not a good heat

treatment. That bar gave a coarse crystalline structure, and yet

gave the best result with the Arnold testing-machine. This was a

' matter also which required further investigation before it was

possible to generalise as to the value of that test. It was certainly

abnormal to get a coarse crystalline structure giving a very high-

class test.

Captain Sankey said the soaking was carried out at 690° C.

(1,274° F.), which was below the Ar^ point.

Mr. Harbord said it was 12 hours soaking, which was a very

prolonged soaking, and not the sort of treatment which was

considered beneficial for steel. It was principally the fact that a

coarsely crystalline structure had given such a good result that

struck him as being abnormal.

There was another point with reference to the impact tests which

Captain Sankey and Mr. Kent Smith had called attention to, and
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tliat was tboir irreguliirity. Ho desired to ask Mr. Seaton

wlietLer his tests showed the same irregularity when testing

bars from the same material. It was quite certain that some

such simjdo test as the impact toKt was required to supplement the

tensile tests, but the point was, was the notched-bar test the correct

one ? Ho was glad to see Messrs. Sankey and Kent Smith had to a

largo extent confirmed ]\Ir. Stead's result with regard to restoration

of ruined steel by heat treatment. Everyone knew what a very

careful worker Mr. Stead was. It was a matter of great satisfaction

to him to see that vanadium steels had given practically the same

results as carbon steels ; and when their structure had been

destroyed by overheating, it could be largely restored by a simple

reheating. There was one point that was not referred to in the

Pajicr, and he should like to ask how far the particular properties of

the steel were due to the vanadium and how far to the chromium. It

was very difficult to say whether the vanadium or the chromium had

to be thanked for the somewhat extraordinary properties of the steel.

Mr, A. Basil Wilson said that the Paper, taken in conjunction

with Mr. Longridgo's remarks (page 1289), made the practical

engineer feel somewhat uneasy and uncomfortable in dealing

with steel. The members, no doubt, had observed the very

varying results obtained by the impact tests, on practically similar

samples, as uniformly correct as could be obtained by the very

careful workmanship of Messrs. Willans and Eobinson, and tested

on a machine which, as far as he could perceive, was incapable of

serious error. And yet these results ranged, according to column 12

(page 1273), from 0*7 to 5*9 on one particular material.

Mr. Longridge, whose opportunities of observing breakdowns

were most extensive, and to whom each fracture conveyed useful

information, had stated his experience of steel, showing that all the

properties, with the usual tests that could be desired, failed

completely, under conditions corresponding to impact ; and this was

entirely confirmed by the speaker's experience. The determination

of the value of any sample of metal, for its intended use, by the

ordinary tensile tests, had proved misleading. It could hardly be
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otherwise, seeing that working conditions were not represented, and

such tests, while still of service in fixing the elastic limit, gave little

valuable Information to makers of high-class work, deducible from

elongation, reduction of area, or breaking strain. In imperfect work,

where, for example, rivet-holes were drifted in boiler or ship work,

to bring them fair, it might be of importance to the makers to know

that the plate would stretch to the required extent, and not crack.

All structures were springs, and what they wanted to know was, how

far they could load them, and what shocks they would stand ; or, in

other words, the stress short of deformation applied slowly, or

applied rapidly, time being the important factor, since they now

knew that one material was slower to re-arrange its particles to suit

conditions of strain than another. It would appear, therefore, that

this particular manner of testing of samples, as used by the authors,

was likely to give exactly the information they lacked ; but they

were at once struck with the irregularity of the results.

This want of uniformity was the real enigma, and, the speaker

considered, could only arise from three causes : imperfection in the

apparatus, irregularity in formation of samples, or differences in the

micro-section of the steel. The first might be dismissed, as the

range of variation was, in some class of samples, extensive, and in

•others minute, and it was hardly conceivable that the extremely

simple apparatus used should play such tricks. The second could

not be of serious magnitude, as Mr. Kent Smith had informed him

that the limit of error in machining the samples was within one-

half per cent. The third, or differences in the micro-sections of the

material, seemed to constitute the varying element, and this, the

photographs referred to in the Paper apparently confirmed, as

follows :

—

(a) Where the separation line of the ferrite and pearlite was

sharply defined, the impact test was bad and irregular. On the

contrary, where these lines were " cloudy " (see No. 15, Plate 147),

the results were high ; although, in both cases, tension records were

good.

(h) Where the micro-sections showed small areas of ferrite, the

impact tests approximated to uniformity, and the reverse.
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With regard to (a) Le would suggest that, whore the junction

line of the ferrite and pcarlite was sharp, the mass corresponded to

a structure built of glazed brick set in asphalte, and where hazy to

ordinary brick surrounded by the same medium ; the brick being the

ferrite, the asphalte the pearlite. One would carry load, or sustain

pull, as well as the other, but the former would not stand shock.

Time being given, either would adjust themselves to change of

form, arising from elongation.

The form (h) might be compared to a structure of concrete,

composed of small pieces of glazed material in the one case, and

brick in the other. Tensile results and stress, slowly applied,

would be the same as in (a), but resistance to impact would be

altogether different. The relatively short distance that the particles

of ferrite would Lave to travel, in their envelope of pearlite, would

produce better results. Further, if in the case of (a) the nick on

the sample corresponded to a groove half way through a course of

brick, the result for impact would be bad. If the nick occurred at

a joint, it might be expected to be better ; whereas in (fc) the

chance of such a thing taking place would be enormously reduced.

The connecting-rod bolt, to which Mr. Longridge referred, might

have been of the (a) structure, with perhaps an imperceptible nick

half-way through the course of brick.

If the lines indicated in this most important Paper could be

followed, which there was no reason to doubt, it meant that,

not only had a gigantic stride been taken in their knowledge of

material, but the possibility of a considerable reduction in scantling,

and, consequently, cost ; as well as more assured knowledge of what

they were dealing with.

Dr. T. E. Stanton thanked Captain Sankey and Mr. Kent Smith

very much for their most valuable Paper. The part in which he

was interested was that dealing with impact testing, and perhaps he

might be allowed to repeat the criticism which he made in the

discussion on Messrs. Seaton and Jude's Paper (page 1185), that in his

opinion impact tests to destruction did not form an accurate measure

of the resistance of the material to shock from the engineering point
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of view—that was to say, to shock which did not cause permanent

deformation. To take an illustration, he might ask, if two exactly

similar notched bars were tested in impact, and one broke with twenty

blows and the other with two blows, or one absorbed 20 foot-lbs. of

energy and the other 2 foot-lbs. of energy, how much better was the

former than the latter ? It was known that it was not ten times

better. The question was, was it 10 per cent, better ? He did not

think the question could be answered, unless it was known what the

ratio of the proof shock to the ultimate shock was, and that he

thought was not a known constant at all, or one it was possible to

be sure of. In the case of an ordinary tensile test, it was known that

the stress at the elastic limit varied from 30 per cent, to 70 per cent,

of the ultimate stress. How much more must the variation be in

the case of shock, where, as was known, the proof shock depended

on the square of the stress of the elastic limit, and not on the simple

power only. Of course it might be argued that it was too much to

ask for a definite measure of resistance to shock, but it ought to be

sufficient to know which of two materials was superior to the other.

Some experiments, which had been made at the National Physical

Laboratory lately, indicated that there was some doubt even if that

was the case. By the kindness of Messrs. Bellis and Morcom, and

Mr. Jude, who looked out some specimens for them, they had been

supplied with five or six samples of steel which differed materially

from each other in shock strength. Taking the case of two of those,

according to Mr. Jude's experiments, one broke with one blow and

the other broke with forty-three blows, and yet a specimen which was

turned from the bar which broke at one blow, stood a shock, many times

repeated, the amount of which was 50 per cent, greater than the

shock which, when put on the similar specimen taken from the bar

that stood forty-three blows, produced a definite permanent set.

His second point was that the resistance to shock could be

definitely measured in a tensile test with a good extensometer.

Using the method he had described at the last meeting, he had

calculated the proof resilience of the various bars which Messrs.

Bellis and Morcom supplied, and tested them afterwards under

direct impact. They were put under direct impact, with a shock
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which was tho amount of tho calculated proof rcfiilience, and in no

case was there any permanent deformation. On increasing that

shock by 25 por cent., there was evidence of permanent set. He
felt ho ought to apologise for having brought tho matter forward at

two consecutive meetings, but he did feel the question of tho elastic

strength of materials had been a good deal neglected. It was quite

common to come across Papers on testing materials in which the

word elasticity did not occur from cover to cover, and yet it was

self-evident that the machines which engineers designed did their

work owing to their being made of elastic material ; that was to say,

tho parts of which they wero made would stand a certain amount of

shock. He thought that elaborate investigations on the plastic

constants of material were to a practical engineer less important

than investigation of the actual elastic strength.

The President said that he did not think impact per se had the

slightest effect on a piece in breaking, and he did not think that

impact on a notched piece would tell anything that could not bo

better told by steady loading. Experiments were made by Colonel E.

Maitland in 1887 * to ascertain the effect of sudden loading or shock

as follows :
— '• A strong tube was prepared by being accurately bored,

and furnished in the middle with a radial vent and a radial crusher-

gauge. Plugs of steel fitting the bore of the tube wero screwed on

to each end of a specimen ; these plugs were passed into the tube,

the annular space around the specimen being filled in some cases

with quick-burning powder and in others with gun-cotton air-spaced.

On the charges being exploded through the vent the plugs were

driven violently out of the tube in opposite directions, each carrying

one half of the specimen. The elongations under these tests varied

from 47 to G2 per cent. The fracture in all cases was silky and

fibrous. With the largest charges of gun-cotton tried, giving

I)resumably the most sudden strain, the specimens in several cases

broke in two places, the central piece being cigar-shaped. This

* Proceedings, The Institution of Civil Engineers, Vol. Ixxxix, 1886-87,

page 114.
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unexpected result of increased suddenness of strain giving increased

elongation is probably due to the metal not having time to settle, as

it were, in what spot to break. Under gradual tension the specimens

usually stretch very locally, and break at the spot least able to sustain

the strain. Under sudden tension the specimens stretch all over

the length of the operative part."

The President then referred to the diagrams which illustrated his

remarks. One of these. Fig. 62, was a typical diagram of a piece

which reached the strength limit at a point, and then reduced

its area by 50 per cent. Another diagram * referred to a piece

Fig. 62.

Self-Recorded Diagram of Tennle Test. (See PL 4, Proc. 1886.)

Total Work done

- 52-9 inch, tone
-* — Total Work dcna - 173 -4 inch tons *1

» Inches

Extension in a, length of 8 Inches

of material which went up to the highest strength limit, and

then broke without reducing its area locally. The latter, if

notched, would be brittle, and the former would be ductile. It

was possible to draw the distinction just as well without the notch

as with the notch; notching the specimen simply made it break

locally. An unnotched bar broke where it chose to break, with a

constricted area. If a piece of bar 8 inches long would reduce

uniformly 50 per cent., it would elongate 100 per cent. Therefore

if a bar were reduced all over its length—which would be getting

all the work out of the bar that was in it—the bar would give,

before it would rupture the particles asunder, in a bar 8 inches long,

* Proceedings, 1886, Fig. 12, Plate 6.
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iuBtead of 2^ iiicliOR oxtcnwion, an cxtonsion of 8 inches. This result

wuH plotted on the diagram, Fig. 02, to exactly the same scale as the

usual part of the diagram. The area of the usual diagram showed

52-9 inth-toiiH, but the extended area showed 17;V4 inch-tons. That

would bring home the siguiticauco of local extension, which was

Fio. G3.

Comparigon of Impact Teds {Fout-Lbs.) wUh Tennle Testa (Reduction of Area).

360

PLATE 147.

Annealed
Series.

Tlate 148.

Soaked
Series.

Plate 151. Plate 150. Plate 140.

Oil Oil Water
Tempered Quenehed Quenehed

Series. Series. Series.

c <u c a>

£f -D u J=>

Is 1^ ir 2

alluded to in the Papers, if at all, as if it were not much to be regarded.

It was, however, the particular point which marked the difference

between materials that would or would not stand nicking. Whether

the stress were by impact, or by a steady transverse stress, was not

of the slightest importance. The material would stand the amount

of work which it had in it, as shown by the whole area of the

diagram. Fig. 62, if every section of the material were stretched up to
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the point when the particles would no longer cohere. He arrived

at his conclusion by a study of Captain Sankey's and Mr. Kent

Smith's Paper.

Eeferring to Plate 147, and confining his attention to percentage

reduction of area, he noticed that the sample in the raw state, at the

left-hand of Plate 147, had a low percentage reduction of area

Progressing in heat treatment from 500^ 620°, 690°, the point 715° C.

was reached, where would be seen the higher line representing the

reduction of area. Passing to the point 800° C. (1,472° F.), the

next highest results were reached, as indicated by the diagram,

and there was a descent until the point of 1,100° C. (2,012° F.)

was reached. In the experiments illustrated in Plate 118 the

same thing occurred. Working up the strength to 715° C,

where the higher line denoting impact occurred, there was also

higher reduction of area. In Plate 149 again the same thing was

conspicuous; the reduction of area at 1,200° C. (2,192° F.) was but

1 • 5 per cent,, so small that it could hardly be seen in the figure.

In Fig. 14, Plate 152, it would be found that the highest line showing

the number of blows corresponded with the highest line showing the

percentage reduction of area. Fig. 63 showed Captain Sankey's

Plates 147 to 151, with the total height of all the impact lines on

each Plate combined, and the total height of the scale readings of

the percentage reduction of areas combined, and this showed that

their characteristics followed each other consistently on the average.

Mr. J. Kent Smith said that Dr. Carpenter was quite right in

criticising the use of the term "thermo-electric." Neither Captain

Sankey nor himself meant, however, to imply that the method used at

the National Physical Laboratory was not thermo-electric, and he

thought a better term for the method they had used would have been

the " electric-resistance " method. By the electric-resistance method

they could only find signs of one point; they could not find the

faintest signs of the upper point that Dr. Carpenter alluded to.

Dr. Carpenter had said that the tests would be interesting somewhere

about the critical temperature. They had actually started tests,

chiefly annealing tests, differing by small variations of temperature,

4 R
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namtily, at GOO", 700", 710", 720" C. and so on, and tliey hoped to

have the results of those tests * in time to report when the Paper

was issued in its complete form.

Mr. Longridgo had said that he thought, if the results were

boiled down, they would come to the fact that if one wanted

resistance to alternations then raw steel should be used, but if

resistance to alternations and good impact results were needed,

annealed steel should be used. He quite agreed with him there
;

but Mr. Longridge did not go far enough. If it was dcKired to

obtain the extreme resistance of the steel to static load, combined

with considerable static ductility and resistance to alternations of

stress, together with reasonable resistance to violent impact, raw

steel should be used. If one could afford to sacrifice some of the

static " strength," so to speak, but if the best impact resistance was

required, together with very great resistance to alternations of stress,

one must anneal at 800° C. (1,472° F.). If both were required

combined, oil tempering at 900° C./600° C. was necessary.

Mr. Harbord had mentioned Brinell's result (page 1197), and in

connection, perhaps, with those results he might just mention one or

two impact tests which Mr. Jude had verykindlymade with the material

on his own machine. It would be noticed in Table 1 (pages 1268-1277)

that the steel was practically double the strength of ordinary

forging steel, yet at the same time the raw chrome-vanadium steel

stood approximately the same number of blows, about twenty-four or

twenty-fi^ve. If the chrome-vanadium steel was annealed at 800" C,

it still was much stronger than ordinary steel ; in fact, " statically"

the material compared with a 3 per cent, nickel forging steel, and

the resistance to alternations of stress was greater than that of

nickel steel, and far more than that of ordinary steel. Its resistance

to Messrs. Seaton and Jude's test, after annealing at 800° C, gave

no less than sixty-nine blows, and the oil-tempered sample, which

had an ultimate strength of 54 tons and the high elastic limit of

something like 43 tons to the square inch, stood seventy-six blows

on Messrs. Seaton and Jude's test. He thought those figures,

* These teste haye not yet been completed.
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considering the liigh static figures, were, to say the least of it,

rather remarkable.

Mr. Wilson (page 1291) had mentioned the term " cloudy." At

first he thought he was speaking disparagingly of the photo-

micrograph, which was not, he was afraid, a particularly good one,

but he noticed that what he meant by the term "cloudy" was that

the ferrite was enclosed by a pearlite mesh. The look of the

photograph was very much that of a strongly-marked cloudy sky.

He would like to ask Dr. Stanton if he would be so kind as to run

one or two specimens of the steel through his own test, and give

an opinion upon them. He thought it would form a most admirable

addition to the Paper.

Mr. Harbord (page 1289) spoke about the soaking of the

steel. In the case he had mentioned, however, it was only soaked

at a temperature of 690' C, and as that temperature was well below

the recalescence point, it did not tend to ruin the steel. Though a

structural change had begun, the micrographic examination did not

show that it had enlarged the crystal in any way. Another question

Mr. Harbord asked was how much was due to the chromium

and how much to the vanadium. Before the series of experiments

were commenced a very large series of experiments were undertaken

both on plain and " alloy " steels and on double and treble " alloy
"

steels. As was well known, very fine results could be obtained with

ordinary static tests with chromium alone, and a great deal of work

had been published in regard to it. One per cent, of chromium

with steel of that nature gave a resistance to static load of about

38 tons per square inch. The simple addition of the small amount

of vanadium raised the power to resist static stress nearly half as

much again. It was possible to get very much higher maximum

stress than 38 tons by increasing the percentage of chromium alone,

but it was found when the maximum stress reached anything near that

of the chrome-vanadium steel under discussion, then the material

would not fulfil the other tests, namely, bending, welding, and

twisting and other tests. After the meeting he would be very

pleased if the members would examine the samples of bends, twists,

weld, and lathe-cutting that were on the table, because they were

4 R 2
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actual demonstrationB of commercially-mado material. At the same

time he thought Mr. Izofl would glvo a demonstration of his impact-

testing machine, and show exactly how it was worked and how

quickly and simply the results could be obtained.

In answer to the President's remarks (page 1297), he would merely

deal with two points raised. In the first case, in items Nos. 10

and 16, Plate 148, it would be found that the reduction of area and

impact did not follow each other at all. Those were only two cases.

In the one case the highest reduction of area was accompanied by

a much lower and much more varied impact figure than in the case

of the lower reduction of area. Another point was that chrome-

vanadium steel, which had been practically ruined by the heating at

1,200° C. (2,192'^ F.), stood rather a better impact and certainly a

more regular one than the raw steel, while the reduction of area

in the latter case, speaking from memory, was about 31 per cent, and

in the raw steel nearly approached 50 per cent.

The Prkdsiknt said he was at the moment looking at the

Plates, not at the Tables, but on referring to Table 1 (page 1273)

he found No. 27 soaked at 1,200° C, reduction of area 34 per cent.,

and No. 1 raw from the rolls 44*9 per cent.

Mr. Kent Smith said the items he alluded to were also on the

Plates. Captain Sankey had very kindly said the speaker had done

all the work, but he really could not agree with him on that matter.

Captain Sankey had done a very great deal of work himself. He

concluded by thanking the members on behalf of Captain Sankey

and himself for tho very kind manner with which they had received

their efforts.
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Communications.

Professor J. O. Arnold had read the valuable Paper by Captain

Sankey and Mr. Kent Smith with the greatest possible interest.

The shock tests and those made under alternating stresses showed

considerable correlation, though in some cases this agreement was

absent. Such discrepancies always constituted finger-posts, pointing

out the road to further research. The writer's experience with

chrome-vanadiimi steel was similar to that recorded by the authors

in their Paper. The first ingot of chrome-vanadium steel ever

melted was made in the crucible steel dejiartment of the Sheffield

University College in March 1902. It was one of a series

manufactured to test the influence of small quantities of vanadium

on plain carbon, nickel, tungsten, and chrome steels suitable for

special structural purposes. The remarkable qualities of the

chrome-vanadium alloy at once arrested the writer's attention,

because a steel with only 0-3 per cent, of carbon registering an

elastic limit of about 40 tons per square inch, a maximum stress of

55 tons, an elongation of 28 per cent, on 2 inches, and a reduction

of area of about 50 j)er cent., created a record. Since then several

tons of this type of steel have been made at the College, both in the

crucible and in the open-hearth furnaces. The resistance of this

high-limit steel to shock, torsion, and alternating stresses was very

remarkable. Unfortunately its high price rendered its use possible

only in vital parts of scantling, where lightness and reliability were

absolutely essential regardless of cost.

M. PiEBEE Breuil wrote that he thought the Paper by Captain

Sankey and Mr. Kent Smith was extremely interesting, because it

was immediately applicable to practice. It was a useful addition

to the fine work of Professor Gowland, and although it treated

of one metal only it was complete, and could, in his opinion,

serve as a standard for the study of every metal destined to be

manufactured in large quantities. For, if it was interesting to

know that chrome-vanadium steel could be manufactured containing

different proportions of these elements, it was of far greater

importance to choose- and become thoroughly acquainted with all
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the i)ropertie8 of a commercial typo of Bteel. As regards tbo

pyrometrie, micrograpLic, aud cliomical tests made by the authors,

he had uo remarks to make.

With reference to the tensile tests, he thought test-pieces of

such short length tended to inaccurate results. He knew that test-

pieces of this length were generally used in England, but the

diagrams obtained from them were too short and could easily be a

source of mistakes.

It would have been interesting had the authors determined the

static work done by fracture under a tensile test ; the known results

of the impact tests on notched bars could then have been compared

with these results. He fully agreed with the restrictions made by

the authors (page 1250) as regards their opinions as to the impossibility

of estimating the quality of metal by tests on notched bars. He

had stated his reasons elsewhere (page 1201), but it was a pity

that the authors did not carry their restrictions further and

maintain or explain them. It was not because notched bars gave

different results to other bars that one must conclude that tests with

the latter had not the same value as the former ; there was a reason

for these discrepancies and research must be made to discover it.

There were occasionally great variations in the tests of notched

bars under the same conditions ; he thought it was not right in

these circumstances to take an average. These discrepancies with

notched bars arose from a number of causes which had nothing

whatever to do with the properties of the metal itself, and it was

first necessary to elucidate these causes. The first in his opinion

arose from the fact that the metal was not perfectly homogeneous,

and the notch exaggerated the small differences of homogeneity in a

way one could not understand.

What struck one most was the connection between the tests

made by Professor Arnold and the authors' bending tests at right

angles made by hand. This showed, in his opinion, that if one did

not make any abnormal test—such as those made with notched

bars—all results were somewhat similar. The tests made by

Professor Arnold appeared to him to be all the more favourable,

seeing that in the tensile tests the metal had more elongation or
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contraction. The results were similar to those the writer obtained

in tests which he had an opportunity of making with a 5 per cent,

nickel steel. He found that with geometrically equal-sized test-bars,

and with metals of the same nature with different heat-treatment,

the number of repeated bendings necessary to break them (if the

tests were carried out to breaking point) varied with the malleability

of the metal. But he would point out that a great deal more work

was necessary to produce the same deformation in a hard metal than

in a soft one. Besides which it was very necessary to measure

exactly the extent of the bendings, otherwise there was a risk of

making great errors. Une could, he thought, by studying the forms

to which the bars were bent, obtain very useful infuimation as to the

manner in which metal behaved under Arnold's tests. Bauschinger

has done some very fine work in this connection ; his report as

to the elastic limits of bending in relation to the maximum loads of

bending of bars seemed to the writer to be of the highest importance

on the subject.

The manner in which the authors had arranged their diagrams

was splendid, and there was no doubt that hereafter metallurgists

Would imitate them. Much time would be saved in the examination

of the results, and the English saying " Time is money " was

certainly put into practice by the authors in a very elegant manner.

Mr. G. H. CowEN wrote that Captain Saukey and Mr. Kent

Smith were to be con gr^i tulated on the excellent Paper which they

had compiled, and on the splendid results which they had

obtained.

There was only one point which the writer would like to

comment on, namely, in regard to the tests of springs (page 1262).

It seemed to him that the authors had been particularly unfortunate

in their choice of a spring to test against the chrome-vanadium

spring, and also that, judging from the behaviour of the ordinary

steel spring, better results could be obtained from the chrome-

vanadium spring if more skilfully treated. A spring of the

dimensions given, if properly made, should not have taken any

permanent set after an extension of only Ij inch, and he thought
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that the chrome-vanadium npriug would not even have taken a

pormauont net at -l iucheB extonsiou, had it been properly made and

tempered.

Being particularly interested in these experiments, the writer

had a spring made in his firm's works (Messrs. Gecirgo Turtun

and Plaits, Sheffield) from ordinary commercial spring steel, but

he could get very much better results by using a higher class of

steel. The dimensions were 9 * C inches free, mean diameter of coil

Fio. 64.

—

Comparigon of Helical Springn.

Vuld i'ouit "

* Spring showed signs of

periuanent set with a load

of 1,547 lbs. At 1,624 lbs.

load, the spring showed a

permanent set of 0*125 inch.

1000 2000

Full ire lbs.

5*06 inches; steel 0*5625 inch diameter, four coils. On the first

test, this spring was gradually extended to 5| inches extension with

1,470 lbs., and was then released and carefully gauged, but no

signs of permanent set were visible. It was then given 6 inches

extension with 1.540 lbs., and again released and gauged, but no

signs of permanent set were visible. A further extension to

6yijj inches total stretch with a load of 1,547 lbs. showed slight

signs of permanent set, and on the load being increased gradually

to 1,624 lbs. at an extension of 6| inches a permanent set of 0*125

inch was produced. The load carried by this spring was less than
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that carried by the chrome-vanadium spring, but the extension

before permanent set took place was 50 per cent, more, and this led

him to think that the chrome-vanadium spring was capable of

giving much better results if properly treated.

The accompanying diagram, Fig. 64 (page 130 i), showed the

tests of the spring he had had made, and he had also marked on,

for comparison, the diagram of the chrome-vanadium and West

Bromwich springs. From their tests he had added to the formulae

given on page 1263 which would read as follow :

—

Load at which Permanent set of Spring begins.

d^
Chiome-Vanadium ...... 56,300 -^ lbs.

West Bromwich 28,400^ lbs.

Turton and Platts 44,200^ lbs.

As doubtless the cost of the chrome-vanadium steel would

prevent it from being used commercially for springs, it was difficult

to see where the advantage of using this steel would lie. As the

spring in question was for a working load of 500 lbs., the spring

which the writer had had made showed that three times this load

could be applied before producing permanent set, and this was

ample margin for all practical purposes. At the same time, if the

authors cared to forward a bar of steel to his firm, he thought he

could safely promise to obtain better results than they had obtained

from their other spring.

Mr. A. F. Wiener wrote that he thought the steel trade of this

country, as well as the makers of vanadium alloy, whom he represented,

would feel very much obliged to Captain Sankey and Mr. Kent

Smith for the very able Paper which had been read. Vanadium was

discovered in the last century, and, until some ten or twenty years

ago, was worth three to five times its weight in gold. Notwithstanding

the impossibility of employing so valuable a metal in practical

metallurgy, some French metallurgists, as well as Sir Heni-y Eoscoe

on this side of the Channel, ascertained that the metal had a very

remarkable effect on iron and steel. When larger deposits of ore
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containing thin rare ruotul wore discovered towards the end of iLe

last century, and there opened a prospect of making vanadiiuu

practically available for industrial purposes, Professor Arnold made

the first experiments with vanadium alloy on something like ti

commercial scale, thougli a small one.

It was just five years ago since Professor Arnold tested tlio first

bar of vanadium crucible steel made at University College, Sheffield.

The results of this first test created amazement by the very marked

efiect which so small a proportion of vanadium as 1 per cent, was

proved to have on iron, and invited further research, which has been

going on ever since. There were numerous small difficulties to

overcome before a sufficiently pure vanadium alloy could be produced,

and it was found that ferro-vanadium containing 30 to 40 per cent,

vanadium was preferable to any other proportion, and dissolved

readily at about the same temperature as molten steel, while the

melting point of pure vanadium was so high as to make its use

in a steel-maker's plant impracticable. Very many experiments

Bubsequeutly demonstrated that in using 1 per cent, vanadium the

percentage of the alloy was rather too high. A further series of

experiments had shown that one-half of 1 per cent, was more than

was usually required.

Captain Sankey's Paper had, however, disclosed that such small

percentages of vanadium, ranging from • 1 to 0-2 per cent., had

given the best results if used with due regard to the percentage of

carbon present in the steel. In fact, the writer had heard it stated

that a few ounces of vanadium added to a ton of steel had developed

valuable and unexpected eifects scarcely to be looked for from so

minute a quantity of material. A difficulty had been to demonstrate

that the effect of vanadium was the same on open-hearth steel as on

crucible steel, because a series of experimental castings from the

Siemens furnace was so much more costly than the same number of

crucible experiments. A couple of years ago it was demonstrated

that raw vanadium steel could be made of as good quality by the

Siemens furnace as by the crucible, but the next step was to find out

what was the suitable heat treatment for raw vanadium steel, when it

had to be transformed into the manifold objects for which special

steels of very high quality were used.
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The lato Sir William Roberts-Austen had hoped to bo the

pioneer of research work on the heat treatment of vanadium-steel,

and the writer now possessed a souvenir consisting of a small bar

made at Sir William's request, which sample only reached Sir

William when he was already stricken with his last illness. The

work now done on this field described by the Paper spoke for

itself; it was a monument to the perseverance and indomitable

industry of its authors, and would, he believed, prove of incalculable

use to the British steel industry. As only very few manufacturing

establishments could carry out such delicate and instructive

experiments for themselves, this highly important research work

and its publication was likely to be of enormous benefit to the

steel world, because the employment of vanadium alloy had to be

supplemented by suitable heat treatment to obtain full advantage

of its properties.

It was time that some undoubtedly reliable data, established

by practical men such as the authors of the Paper, should be

published ; for a good many more or less misleading statements

had occasionally crept into the Press from all sorts of sources. Last

month two so-called technical papers, and just recently a third,

came into his hands, in which a Paper on Vanadium Steel, written by

a French theoretical metallurgist, was reproduced. This expert began

his experiments where he should have left ofi", namely, at • 25 per cent,

vanadium, and went up to 10 "25 per cent., obtaining of course more

and more negative results the more he exaggerated his dose of

vanadium. Had he worked from 0'25 per cent, downwards to 0"01

per cent, his labours would have been of real value, as it was, he only

proved that he killed his steel by an overdose of medicine when he

got over 0*75 per cent. The practically entirely prohibitive cost of

such percentages as 5 or 10 per cent, of vanadium in steel seemed not

to have occurred to the French metallurgist and those who copied

his figures.

In conclusion, he wished to refer to one point, namely, the

deep-rooted idea among users of steel, and specially among naval

men, that steel of a tensile strength of 40, 50, or 60 tons per

square inch was brittle and must be brittle, notwithstanding the

fact that dozens of experiments proved by every kind of test that
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vanadium steol could bo uuado of auch toiiBile strength and of

correspondiug elaHticity without being brittle, and of a life and

utrength practically nearly double that of the material which ia

now UHed for driving ateamera through the water at a speed not

attempted or thought of a generation ago. The results of high-

apeed work by ahipa, eugiuea, or toola must bo that the materials

used for construction would have to be more and more specialised,

and for such purposea vanadium placed a material in the hands of

ateol-makers which was more powerful than any other yet discovered.

Captain Sankky and Mr. Kent Smith, in further reply to the

discussion and communications, wrote that the consensus of opinion

during the discussion as to the value of Impact Tests, whether carried

out on the " one-blow " or the " repeated-blow " method, was

overwhelming, but in the authors' opinion, one, if not the

principal advantage of this test was that it went a long way towards

exposing those materials which caused the mysterious fractures of

steel. This advantage of the test was pointed out by Mr. Izod when

he stated that, in every case that had come under his notice, a low

impact figure has been obtained when the material had broken in

actual use. It was true that there was generally an agreement

between the complete tensile tests and the impact tests in indicating

the toughness or brittleness of the steel. This agreement had been

fully explained by the President, as was shown by his illustration.

Fig. 63 (page 1296) ; but there were several cases, in which there was

no such agreement, where the tests gave good tensile figures and low

impact figures ; it was precisely steel of this quality, or in this

condition, which led to many of the mysterious cases of breakage

which had been referred to by Mr. Longridge.

The need for standardizing these impact tests was remarked on by

almost every speaker,* a view which the authors desired to confirm in

the strongest possible manner, and they hoped that steps would be

taken to this end. As regards the test piece itself, it would not

improbably be found desii-able to standardize two sizes—one for

* See aUo the diBcussion on Messrs. Seaton and Jude's Paper (page 1169).
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workshop use, whicli would be a small test-piece, and another for

research work, which would probably be a larger test-piece.

Mr. F. W. Harbord gave some impact figures for steels of varying

carbon content (page 1197), which showed that the higher the carbon

content, the lower were the foot-pounds of energy absorbed. Mr. Izod,

however, had pointed out (page 1213) that the results of the tests

made for the Alloys Eesearch Committee showed a very sudden

diminution in the impact figure between a carbon content of 0"13

and • 254, when a noticeable increase in the impact figures began,

reaching a maximum for a carbon content of 0'468, after which the

impact figure diminished with increase of carbon. The above was

illustrated by Figs. 173 and 174, 6th Eeport to the Alloys Eesearch

Committee (Proceedings 1904, Part 1).

Mr. Sidney A. Houghton (page 1193) referred to a case in which

annealing at a bright red heat had the effect of greatly improving

the resistance to impact, and thus confirmed the figures obtained

by annealing at about 800^ C. (1,472° F.) (No. 15, Table 1,

page 1271).

As regards Mr. Harbord's remarks (page 1289) in connection with

No. 27, Plate 148, the authors desired to state that several subsequent

impact tests made with steel soaked at 1,200^ C. (2,192" F.) had showed

a very much lower impact figure, and Table 1 had been corrected

accordingly. The anomaly pointed out by Mr. Harbord thus

disappeared. In connection with No. 10 (page 1269), the coarse

crystalline structure referred to by Mr. Harbord (page 1289) applied

only to the impact fracture, the tensile fracture was fine granular. It

should also be observed that the Arnold test was interrupted at the

1,700th reversal (due to the test-piece slipping in the grips) and the

high figure of 2,286 reversals commented on by Mr. Harbord would

probably have been somewhat less had the test not been interrupted.

Mr. Harbord asked (page 1290) what were the relative effects of

chromium and vanadium on plain carbon steel. It was obvious that

the effects when acting singly might be and probably were different

to the effect of the combination. The following tensile tests,

Table 6, obtained from the series of steels referred to, would,

however, throw some light on the subject. It would be noted what
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a great effoct vauadium had on the elastic limit, both when acting

singly and when cumbiucd with chromium, whilst at the same time

no great diminution in the reduction of area was caused.

TABLE 6.

Comparative Effects of Chromium and Vanadium on Static Tests.

Elastic

Limit.

Ultimate
Tensile
Stress.

Elongation
on 2 inches.

Reduction :

of Area.

Crucible Steeln.

Tons
persq.in.

Tons
persq.in.

Per cent. Per cent. .

i

Plain Carbon-manganese . 16-0 27-0 35 600

,, +0-5 per cent. Chromium 22-9 34-0 33 GO-6
(

„ +1-0 „ 25-0 38-2 30 57-3

,, +01 per cent. Vanadium 28-5 34-8 31 60-0

„ +0-15 30-4 36-5 26 59-0

„ +0-25 „ 341 39-3 24 59

,, +1 per cent. Chromium +\
0-15 per cent. Vanadium ./

36-2 48-6 24 56-6
1

,, +1 per cent. Chromium + )

• 25 per cent. Vanadium . j

49-4 GO -4 18-5 46-3

Open-hearth Steels.

Plain Carbon-manganese . 17-7 32-2 340 52-6

„ ,, + 1"0 per cent.j

Chromium -f- • 15 per cent. >

Vanadium . . .
j

34-42 52-6 25-0 55* 5

The effect of the combination of chromium and vanadium in

producing a metal to resist torsion was shown in Table 7 (page 1311),

and the results must be considered as somewhat remarkable. In the

authors' opinion, the eflfect of vanadium in increasing the resistance

to dynamic stresses (impact and Arnold tests) was enormous, and it

was principally here that the great benefit from its use was derived.
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Mr. A. Basil Wilson's simile (page 1292) of a structure composed

of glazed bricks sot in asjihalt throw a considorablo light on the

reason why, in certain cases, the impact figures were irregular. In

this connection larger test-piocos, or more strictly broader test-

pieces, having therefore a longer nick, would probably give a greater

regularity, as the chances of cutting through a "joint in the bricks
"

would be reduced. There could, however, be no certainty in this

matter until trials had actually been made with test pieces with

nicks of varying lengths ; this was one of the questions which would

have to be settled when standardizing.

M. Pierre Breuil demurred to the average being taken of the

impact figures (page 1302) ; doubtless there was something to bo said
'

for his contention when the results were very irregular, as for

instance in the case of Nos. 1 and 7, Table 1 ; but on the other

hand, and until the contrary was proved, it might be assumed that

larger impact test-pieces would give more uniform results, inasmuch

as the small local variations in structure would be averaged, and thus

taking an average, as was done in the Paper, gave a figure which was

an indication of the resistance to shock of the material as a whole.

Dr. Stanton (page 1293) asked how far the impact figures were

proportional to the " goodness " of the material. This question

admitted of several answers according to the point of view. In the

case of tensile tests, and apart from extreme cases, the strength was

in direct proportion to the test figures, and in the case of static

stresses, the scantlings could be made proportionate to the elastic

stress. It could not be said that there was any such relation with

regard to the impact figures, and the scantlings should not be made

proportionate to the impact figures. Impact tests were in reality

only needed in the case of material subject to " dynamic " stresses,

as in running machinery, and the figures simply differentiated

between those materials, or conditions of the material, which were

suitable and those which were unsuitable, and should therefore not be

used. From this point of view it was not a question whether one

material was ten times worse or 10 per cent, worse than another, but

whether it was infinitely worse. It was interesting to note Dr.

Stanton's opinion (page 1293) that resistance to shock could be

I

4
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definitely measured by a tensile test, using an extensometer, and it

would be interesting to know wbcther tbe results agreed with tbe

impact figures. If tbey did, the impact tests would still retain the

real advantage, especially if carried out by the pendulum one-blow

method, that they could be very quickly and economically made

in a workshop, which was not the case with tests requiring an

extensometer.

The President said (page 1297) that the sample of chrome-

vanadium steel in the raw state had a low percentage of reduction of

area ; he no doubt intended this statement to be comparative to the

better figure of 53-1 per cent, obtained when the steel was annealed,

because a reduction of area of •14-9 per cent, in a raw steel whose

ultimate stress was 54 • 1 tons per square inch, was extremely high
;

(see No. 1, Plate 147). As a comparison, reference was made to

Table 2 (page 26), Alloys Eesearch Committee's Sixth Eeport, where

it would be seen that the " normalised " steel with a breaking stress

of 50-22 tons per square inch gave a reduction of area of 33*48 per

cent., and another sample having a breaking stress of 55 • 02 tons per

square inch gave a reduction of only 22-11 per cent.

Mr. John Hardisty remarked (page 1210) on the toughening

effect of water quenching on the steel used for bridges ; this effect

was confirmed by comparing No. 11, Plate 149, with No. 1, but

the temperature at which the quenching took place should be

carefully stated, for, if it were above the Ac^ point, an extremely

brittle steel would be obtained, as shown by Nos. 17, 22 and 28 of

Plate 149.

M. Pierre Breuil (page 1302) remarked on the short length of the

tensile test-pieces. The disadvantage of short test-pieces, when

required for autographic diagrams, was referred to in the Pajier

(page 1247), but as stated, they were the longest test-pieces that could

be used. The authors regretted that they could not comply with his

request that the static work required by fracture under the tensile

tests should be worked out, because they had not at their disposal

the apparatus needed to determine Young's modulus. The authors

were glad that M. Breuil had approved of the hand-bending tests
;

in their opinion such tests were of great value for workshop use.

4 s
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As regards tlio rcsultB obtainctl with Bprings (page 12C2), the

authors wouhl stato that they were in no way responsible for the oil

tempering of these springs, which they understood, however, had Leon

carried out in accordance with tho usual practice. Uoth springs liad

been subjected to exactly the same treatment, and it was theroforo

very probable that if springs of chrome-vanadium steel were treated

by tho improved method used by Mr. G. II. Cowen, still better results

would be obtained. Tho authors thought it only right to say that

tho spring made of ordinary steel by the AVcst Bromwich Co. was

quite as good as any spring of the same size with which they had

had experience, and which had been made by some of the most

experienced steel-spring makers in the country.

As mentioned at page 1265 the photo-micrographs given in

Plate 155, were obtained by soaking small buttons of the steel fur

twelve hours at l,2ii0^ C. Subsequently, by taking the photo-

micrographs of larger masses similarly soaked, a different picture

was obtained, as shown in Fig. 55, Plate 158. This photograph

showed large areas of ferrite together with large areas of " colonized"

carbides occurring in groups. Any massive carbide that might exist

would be hidden amongst these groups, but would not be perceptible

in a photograph. The effect of soaking small buttons at so high a

temperature for twelve hours would be to produce decarburization,

and it was suggested that the first carbon to be removed would be

from the "diffused" carbide, leaving the massive carbide, which would

then come into view. This would appear to be the structure of the

button as shown in photo-micrograph. Fig. 25, Plate 155 ; this

micrograph therefore does not represent the structure of a soaked

chrome-vanadium steel of the lower carbon content of the decarburized

button, because the structure of a steel of a lower carbon content,

say O'l, would, when soaked, be similar to that given in Fig. 55,

Plate 158, but with larger ferrite areas and smaller carbide groups.

It might be said therefore that Fig. 25, Plate 155, chiefly rejiresented

the structure of the ferrite in the soaked steel, and that Figs. 26 to 29

showed how this structure of ferrite crystals was broken up by

re-heating at the various temperatures given against each figure,

and further how the massive carbide was re-distributed at these
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temperatures. Figs. 50 and 57, Plate 158, showed the effect of

restoring the soaked structure of Fig. 55 by heat treatment, in which

the maximixm temperature was 950^ C, and were to a certain extent

comparable with Figs. 27 and 28, Plate 155. From the study of these

photo-micrograph sections, some idea could be obtained of the effect

re-heating had on the fcrrite and on the carbide of a soaked steel

;

its effect on the massive carbide was masked in Figs. 55, 56, and 57,

Plate 158, and was only revealed by comparing the photo-micrographs

of Plato 155 with them.

Attention was called to Figs. 58 and 59, Plate 158 ; the former

was the photo-micrograph of chrome-vanadium steel, Cast 349,

annealed for half-an-hour at 800' C. (No. 15, Plate 147), and the

latter was that of a piece of steel similarly annealed, after which

it was worked under the hammer and then annealed for half-an-hour

at G20' C. to remove the " forging " stresses. It would be seen that

the effect was to reproduce the meshed ferrite structure of the steel

annealed at 620° C. (No. 7, Fig. 20, Plate 154), but to a much

smaller " scale," due probably to the small piece having cooled

somewhat rapidly. The tensile strength also had approximately the

same value as that of No. 7, and the impact figures were reduced

in comparison with No. 15 and became irregular, as was shown by

the following :
—

Yield Point ...... 30 "4 tons per square inch.

Ultimate Stress ..... .5.5 • 7 tons per square inch.

Elongation on 2 inches (corrected to standard) . . 22 per cent.

Eeduction of Area . . . . . . . 55 1 per cent.

ImpactTests . 4-2, 2-0, 2-0, 5-1, 3-5, 1-8, 4-1. Average 3-2 ft.-lbs.

With reference to Sir Henry Eoscoe's remarks (page 1286), it was

understood that recently a ferro-vanadium alloy containing 91 per

cent, of vanadium had been made at Llanelly, but for practical

purposes the alloy containing from 30 to S5 per cent, of vanadium

was found to be the most useful, as the melting point of this alloy

was considerably less than that of mild steel.

Professor Arnold had made several more Alternation of Stress

tests after Table 1 was compiled, and these were given in Table 8

(page 1316). In these tests the " free" length of the specimen was

4 s 2
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TABLE 8.

Ref.

No.

Description of Ilcat

Treatment.

See also Tabic 1.

Number of

Alternations.
Reduced to

Conditions
of 'I'ests

given in

Table 1.

Alternations
per

IMiuute.

Observed.

From
Table 1

for

Rcjicats.

1

7

8

13

14

15

23

24

26

27a-

32

42

46

Raw : for comparison.

Annealed at 620° C.

Soaked at 620° C.

Oil quenched 690° C.

/ Oil tempered )

{ 690-/000^ C. /

Annealed 800°

Oil quenched 900° C.

( Oil tempered 1

\ <)00°/600" C. j

Annealed 1,100° C.

( Soaked 1,200" C. 1

1 for 3 hours /

[
Soaked 1, 200° C. for)

< 12 hours, reheated >

1 for IJ hour at 950°
)

Tube steel raw

Nickel steel annealed

960

902

914

846

1,262

432

478

370

714

798

832

764

2,237

1,938

1,984

1,006

2,060

1,940

1,900

1,820

2,720

930

1,030

800

1,530

1.720

1,790

1,650

714

094

703

094

096

096

720

700

694

700

694

694

094
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7

3j inches instead of 4 inctcs, and the stroke 2 inclies instead of

1^ inch as was reported in Table 1. These changes reduced the

number of alternations by more than one-half, as would be seen by

comparing the repeat tests made with Nos. 15 and 16. No. 24 was

not taken into account as the repeat specimen was abnormal

physically.

The authors fully appreciated Professor Arnold's kind remarks

about the Paper, and the complete agreement of the results of his

tests of chrome-vanadium steel with those given in the Paper was of

great interest. Especially noticeable was his statement as to the

great resistance to fatigue of this class of steel.

The authors regretted that the investigation referred to at

page 1298 {see also Dr. Carpenter's remarks, page 1288), to determine

the effect of annealing at several temperatures in the neighbourhood

of the Ar^ point, were not yet completed. The investigation had

however already yielded several interesting results, and the authors

hoped to be able at some future date to revert to the matter.
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THE WOEK OF THE

ALLOYS EESEAKCH COMMITTEE.*

A LECTURE
By Mr. WILLIAM H. MEREETT, A.R.S.M.,

Instructor in the Metallurgical Division of the Royal School of

Mines. Formerly Assistant to the Allots Research Committee,

AT A MEETING OF THE GEADUATES ON

Monday, 8th Februaey 1904.

Edward B. Ellington, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chaik.

Your President has most kindly afforded me an opportunity of

placing before you a short account of the work of the Alloys

liesearch Committee. It would not be possible in a single lecture

to give a comprehensive summary of the whole of the work of the

Committee and the instructive discussions which have followed

their Eeports ; I therefore propose, while dealing with the more

salient points of earlier investigations, to give in some detail the

conclusions of later work. At the same time, I should like to bring

to your notice the results of a few other investigations which have

been obtained in the Committee's Laboratory, and which have not

been published in the Proceedings of the Institution, The work

was carried out by a special committee consisting of members of

the Institution ; the first chairman was the late Sir William

Anderson, K.C.B., the Director-General of Ordnance Factories, who

* For the Six Reports, see Proceedings 1891, page 543 ; 1893, page 102 ;

1895, page 238 ; 1897, page 31 ; 1899, page 35; and 1904, page 7,
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was succoedc'cl on liis tleatli by Sir Williuin II. White, K.C.B.

The liittiu bulk of tlio iuvestigatious was, however, executed under

the direction of the Lite Sir William lloberts-Austen in tljo

Ilcscarch Tiiiboratory at tho Ixoyal Mint.

Sir William Iioberts-Auston began his experimental work for

this research in April 1890, when, at tho request of the Alloys

licscarch Committee, he investigated the effects of small admixtures

of certain elements on tho mechanical and physical projierties of

iron, copper, and lead. The Committee desired him to extend

an investigation he had previously made upon the application of

tho " periodic law " of Newlands and Mendeleeff to the mechanical

proi)erties of metals. This law in its original form states that " the

properties of the clement are a periodic function of their atomic

weights."

In 1888* Professor Eoberts-Aiisten had shown at the lioyal Society

that the effect of impurities added to gold was nearly proportional

to their atomic volume, the larger the volume of the atom the

greater being its effect ; and it became interesting to determine

whether this held good for other metals, especially in the case of

iron and steel. M. Osmond has also indicated f that there are

two kinds of pure iron, the a and /? varieties, which are respectively

soft and hard. He has further indicated that the action of impurities

on iron appeared to be in accordance with the periodic law. After

carefully studying the influence of some foreign elements on the

critical points of iron, he arranged them in two columns in the

order of their atomic volumes :—

•

II.

Carbon . . . . :>G Chromium 7'7

Boron . . 1 • ] Tungsten . . 9-G

Nickel . . . (;-7 Silicon . . 11-2

Mangancifc . . . <;•;> Arsenic . 13-2

Copper . . . 7-1 Phosphorus . 13-5

Sulphur . . . 13-7

* Philosophical Transactions, Koyal Society, vol. 179, 1 SS8, page 339.

t Comptes Rendus, vol. ex, 1890, page 34G. i
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M. Osmond proved " tliat the elements in column I, whose

atomic volumes are smaller tlian that of iron (7 • 2), delay during

cooling, ceteris paribus, the change of the /3 or hard iron into the a

or soft iron, as well as that of ' hardening carbon ' into ' carbide

carbon.' For these two reasons they tend to increase, with equal

rates of cooling, the i)roportion of j3 or hard iron that is present in

the cooled iron or steel, and consequently the hardness of the

metal. Indeed their presence is equivalent to more or less

energetic hardening produced by rapid cooling. On the other

Land, elements whose atomic volumes are greater than that of iron

(column II) tend to raise, or at least to maintain near its normal

position during cooling, the temperature at which the change of (/3)

hard into (a) soft iron takes place. Further, they render the

inverse change during heating more or less incomplete, and usually

hasten the change of dissolved or ' hardening carbon ' to ' carbide

carbon.' Thus they maintain iron in the soft a state at high

temperatures, and must therefore have the same effect in the cooled

metal. In this way they would act on iron as annealing does,

rendering it soft and malleable, did not their individual properties,

or those of their compounds, mask this natural consequence of their

presence." The view therefore held by M. Osmond was, that foreign

elements when alloyed with iron either hasten or delay the allotropic

changes in the iron during cooling, and the eifect is greater in one

dii'ection or the other, according to whether the atomic volume of

the added impurity is greater or less than that of the iron.

Sir W. IJoberts-Austen considered that the earlier investigations

of this Eesearch should be devoted to the study of the allotropic

changes in metals and alloys, as revealed by thermal measurements.

In order to carry out these investigations, it became necessary to

use some form of recording pyrometer, and eventually a most

efficient instrument was made. Professor Le Chatelier had

previously devised a pyrometer* consisting of a thermo-couple of

platinum and platinum containing 10 per cent, of rhodium. The

electric current produced by heating this thermo-couple was

* Journal de Physiriiie, vol. vi, January 18S7, page 23.
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measured by ineaus of a suitable galvanoiiicter, and, from tlio

iutcnsity of the current generated by tlie couple, it was possible to

determine the temperature of the junction. As masses of metal

take a considerable time to co(d, at the outset it vras considered

essential that the i)yrometcr should bo a recording one. The

apparatus shown, a diagrammatic sketch of which is given in

Fig. 1, was therefore made for the purpose.

The apparatus consists of a galvanometer of the Deproz and

D'Arsonval type enclosed in a large camera ; a fixed mirror F is

TTiermo -Electric Pyromeler.

(From First Eeport, Plate 115, ProceediDgs 1S91.)

Ijlaccd below the movable mirror M of the galvanometer, so that

the light from the lime cylinder L reflected in the mirror H passes

to both mirrors, F and M, and is reflected to the horizontal slit

A B, behind which a sensitised plate, C, is drawn vertically past

the slit, by means of a clock. The ray from the fixed mirror is

interrupted periodically by the vane E and a beaded datum-line,

which enables any irregularity in the advance of the plate to be

detected. The amount of divergence, from its datum line, of the

spot of light, reflected by the mirror attached to the galvanometer
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cage, indicates the temperature to wLicli the thermo-couple has been

raised, and the variations in temperature of the metal under

examination is shown in a curve, which is the resultant of the

upward movement of the plate and the horizontal movement of

the spot of light.

The thermo-conple, employed for this research, consisted of two

wires, • 02 inch in diameter, one being composed of platinum and the

other of platinum alloyed with 10 per cent, of rhodium. The wires

were each about 3 feet long, and were insulated from one another by

means of fireclay tubes. The junction at this time was soldered with

gold, although this was subsequently found to be unnecessary, a

tight twist being quite sufficient to ensure good electrical contact.

The free ends of the wires were soldered to copper terminals, which

were kept at a constant temperature by being placed in test-tubes,

filled with alcohol and immersed in water of known temperature.

The temperature indicated was of course the difference between the

" hot " and " cold " junctions of the thermo-couple. For some

l^ortions of the Alloys Research, the cold water was replaced by

either steam or boiling sulphur, but the latter was found to give

unsatisfactory results, as unavoidable slight fluctuations of

temperature in the " cold junction " gave corresponding changes on

the cooling curve.

The DeprezandD'Arsonal galvanometer employed in these early

researches consisted of a U-shaped permanent magnet, between the

poles of which swung a coil of wire having a resistance of 200 ohms,

which was suspended by german-silver wires. The cage, on which the

wire of the coil was wound, moved freely round a soft iron core,

and also carried the small circular mirror.

At this time (1890) Professor Roberts-Austen calibrated his

thermo-couple by means of the fusion and boiling-points of a number

of bodies, the temperatures of which had been determined by

comparison with the air-thermometer.

In the following Table are given thirteen of the points used foT

calibrating a couple, and also the temreratures assigned to them

during this period of the investigation :

—
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TcuiiK-nitur .

pc

212 1(10

618 :i2!;

676 356
779 415
838 448
1157 625
112y 665
1733 945
Lsr.9 1015
i;ii3 1045
I92it 1054
2732 15U0
3227 1775

Fuuion or Boiling-point.

IJoiling-point of water.

Melting-point of lea<l.

Boiliiig-poiut of niercui y.

INIeltiiig-point of zinc.

Boiling-i)oiiit of Biilphiir.

Melting-point of aluminium.
Boiling-point of selenium.

Melting-point of silver.

Melting-poiut of potaaium sulphate.

Melting-point of gold.

Melting-point of copper.

Melting-point of palladium.

Melting-point of jilatinum.

Professor Eobcrts-Austen found that tliese points, when plotted,

gave a very even curve. In later work, however, by comparison

with the air-thermometer, ho found that many of the points given

above were inaccurate, and he also considered that the employment

of so many substances was quite unnecessary. Therefore, for most

calibrations, the following points and temperatures only were

taken :

—

Temperature.

Fusion or Boiling-i^oiut.
F.° Cr

212 101) Boiling-point of water.
1

441 227 Melting-point of tin.

618 326 Melting-point of lead.

831 444-4
(at normal jiressura)

Boiling-point of sulphur.

1209 654 Melting-point of aluminium.

1945 1063 Melting-point of gold.

1981 ! 1083 Melting-point of copper.

3227 ! 1775
i

Melting-point of platinum.

For these early experiments, the couple was placed in a re-entrant

tube inserted below the pot of metal.
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The first research, to which Sir W. Eoberts-Austeu applied his

recording pyrometer, was an investigation on the causes of litiuation

in silver-copper alloys during solidification. In 1852 Levol concluded

that the only homogeneous alloy of the copper-silver series was that

containing 71 • 893 per cent, of silver and 28 • 107 per cent, of copper,

and he considered it to be a compound Ag^CUo. Sir W. Eoberts-

Austen was, however, led to believe from his pyrometric investigations

of the silver-copper alloys that this supposed compound, AgoGu.,,

Level's alloy, really corresponded with the eutectic or cryohydrato

of Guthrie. In 1884, in the " Philosophical Magazine," Guthrio

had stated that certain alloys in cooling " throw off atomically

definite bodies, leaving behind a fluid mass which is not definite in

composition," so that ultimately the most fusible alloy is left, and

the proportions between the constituent metals are not those of a

chemical compound. Sir W. Eoberts-Austen pointed out, in the

First Eeport to the Alloys Eesearch Committee, that the probable

composition of the eutectic of the copper-silver series of alloys

should be as readily obtained by means of the recording pyrometer

as it was in the case of fusible metal by means of an ordinary

mercurial thermometer. This was eventually done, and the fusing

point of the eutectic was found to be 748^ C. (1,378^ F.). In this

Eeport he also suggests the possibility of separating a fluid eutectic

from the suspended crystals by maintaining an alloy at the fusion

point of its eutectic, and then separating the crystals by straining

them off by means of an asbestos bag. It will be seen later how

effectively this was done by other means. The Eeport is concluded

by describing a number of curves of the cooling of iron and steel,

which were taken by the recorder now shown. Perhaps the most

interesting curve taken with this instrument is that of the heating

and cooling of a piece of electro-deposited iron,* which was heated

and cooled in vacuo. In the First Eeport it is shown that the effect

of impurities added to gold is nearly proportional to their atomic

volumes, the larger the volume of the atom the greater being its

effect.

* Proceedings, October 1891, Fig. 18, Plate 122.
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The work of the Secoucl Report was carrictl out in order to ascertain

whctber tlicso effects also occurreil in tlio ca<-o of otlier metals.

An interesting experiment by "Warburg and Tegetmeier dealing witb

tbe volume of atoms was rci)e{ited by Professor Roberts-Austen, and

would seem to demonstrate tbe possibility of eventually producing a

degree of porosity in vitreous bodies wbicb will admit tbe passage

of elements baving low atomic volumo=, wbile other elements having

larger atomic volumes are strained off, thus bringing about a

mechanical sifting of the elements. A receptacle was divided by

a sheet of glass, sodium amalgam being placed on one side and pure

mercury on the other; the whole was then heated to 200^ C. (392 F.),

at which temperature the glass became slightly conducting. One

terminal of a battery was placed in the amalgam and the other in the

mercury, and an electric current from one cell was passed for thirty

hours. At the end of this time it was found that a considerable

quantity of sodium, amounting to • 05 gramme, had passed into the

mercury which was originally pure. A corresponding amount of

sodium had been lost by the amalgam, and the glass septum had

preserved its original weight and clearness. However, when the

sodium amalgam was replaced by lithium amalgam and the experiment

repeated, it was found that the sodium of the glass passed into the

originally pure mercury, and the glass became opaque and friable on

the side touching the lithium amalgam. The conclusion is that the

atoms of lithium having an atomic volume of 15 "98 can pass along

the molecular galleries left in the glass by the sodium atoms, the

atomic, volume of which is 16 '04. "When, however, a metal of

greater atomic volume than sodium is substituted for the lithium, it

is then found that its atoms will not pass through the tracts left by

the sodium, the new atoms being too large to pass through the

spaces where the sodium had been.

A large portion of this Report is devoted to the influence of

impurities on copper under varying conditions.

The second Report also contains an interesting Ajipendix by

Mr. "William Dean, on the tensile tests and chemical analyses of

copper plates from the fire-boxes of locomotives on the Great

"V\''estern Railway. The general conclusion of this Report is, that
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taking into account tlie peculiar nature of copper and tlie ease with

wlaicli an added clement may bo oxidised or its action masked by

the dissolved Cu^O in the copper, it nevertheless is undoubtedly

proved that bismuth, potassium, and tellurium, all of which have

large atomic volumes, greatly lower the tenacity of copper.

Arsenic, however, which has a larger atomic volume (13-2) than

copper (7-1), confers strength on it. Eeferring to the possibility

of the production of anomalous results owing to the formation

of metallic compounds, Sir W. Eoberts-Austen states :
" That

when small quantities of elements are added to a metallic mass

they behave as a gas would, and remain free. The results given

in this Eeport, in the case of bismuth, fully confirm this view."

At this stage of the work, an excellent recorder was made by the

order of Sir William Anderson, then Director-General of Ordnance

Factories at Woolwich. With this instrument much excellent work

was subsequently done at the Eoyal Mint.

The Third Eeport was published in April 1895 and commenced

with a description of some additional work which was done on

molecular porosity, and which abundantly confirmed the results

obtained by Professor Warburg. By using suitable galvanometers

it was now possible, by means of the new recording pyrometer, to

obtain much greater accuracy in the cooling curves, on account

of the increased sensitiveness of the instrument.

Cooling curves of the aluminium-copper and aluminium-iron

alloys were taken, and some experiments were made with an electric

welder, with the object of ascertaining whether the welding of iron

is attended with a fall of temperature as is the case in the regelation

cf ice.

The Eeport contained two most interesting Appendices : one by

Mr. Allan Gibb on the elimination of impurities during the process

of making " best selected " copper, and the other by Dr. Stansfield

on the freezing-points of the copper-tin alloys.

The Fourth Eeport is mainly devoted to very complete

determinations of the constitution of the alloys of coj^per and zinc,

and to their mechanical properties. The elasticity, rigidity, and

tensile strength of metals considered in relation to their atomic
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volume aro aluo iuvestigatcil, wLilo remarliaLlo curves sliowlii;^ the

relation existing between tenacity and melting temperutuies of

metals and alloys aro given.

A consideraldo portion of tlio Report is devoted to an account

of tlio following tliroo researches wliieli were carried out at tlio

Mint : the diffusion of metals ; the comparison of the thermo-junction

with the air-thermometer ; and the production of Luder's lines on

strained metals.

Equilibrium curves for the following pairs of elements are also

given : copper-zinc, copper-tin, silver-zinc, lead-tin, and the irou-

Fm. 2.

carbon series of alloys. The results of mechanical tests were also

indicated for the copper-zinc and the lead-tin series of alloys.

A short account is also given of the influence of the eutectic,

in Aich's metal, on its mechanical proj)erties.

I have already alluded to the fact that Sir William thought it

would be possible to "strain off" the eutectic from an alloy by suitable

treatment. This was now done by pouring the alloy into a die,

as indicated in Fig. 2, allowing it to set and then gradually heating

it until the temperature of the eutectic is reached, when a gentle

pressure is applied to the two plungers by means of a small

hydraulic press. This pressure is maintained until the whole of the

eutectic has exuded.
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At this time a number of improvements were made in the

recording pyrometer, more especially with a view to rendering the

instrument more sensitive, and thereby obtaining more accurate

results. Perhaps the most important work done in this Report is

the plotting of the equilibrium-curve of the iron-carbon series of

alloys, and thus bringing them into line with ordinary saline

solutions.

The Fifth Report was presented in February 1899, and was

mainly devoted to the consideration of carburized iron as a solution

;

it also contained a number of structures of iron and steel under

different conditions of thermal treatment.

The Sixth Report has just been presented. It contains an

account of the effects of heat treatment on the mechanical properties

and the microstructure of steel. It is accompanied by the following

five Appendices:—(1) Alloys of Tin and Copper; by Dr. W.

Campbell (Proceedings 1901, Part 5, page 1211): (2) The

Constitution of Metallic Alloys ; by the late Sir W. Roberts-Austen

and Dr. Stansfield (1904, page 175) : (3) Malleable Iron Castings
;

by Mr. C. 0. Bannister (1904, Part 1, page 203) : (4) The Alloys

of Tin and Antimony ; by Dr. W. Reinders (1904, Part 1, page 209)

:

(5) The Effects of Strain and Annealing in Aluminium, Antimony,

Bismuth, Cadmium, Copper, Lead, Silver, Tin, and Zinc * ; by Dr.

W. Campbell (1904, Part 3, page 859). Time will not permit

me to give a full account of the researches contained in these

two Reports. I therefore propose to deal with the more important

points of the main portions of them, and also to include an account of

some work which has been performed in the Committee's laboratory,

but which has not been published.

By far the most important work in these two Reports is the

consideration of carburized iron as a solution. This attempt to

connect the freezing-point curves of carburised iron with those of

ordinary alloys, already indicated in the Fourth Report, was carried

one step further in the Fifth Report. More accurate determinations

* Being a summary of various Papers handed in by Sir W. Koberts-Austen

in October 1901.

4 T
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wore made, and it wuh clearly shuwu that caibiirizcd iron behaved in

cverj way like an ordinary alloy, and was tlicrefore like an ordinary

saline solution.

Since the beat evolved during the separation of massive Fe^C

from the solid Koliition is extremely small, more delicate methods

had to be employed, in order to determine the initial point at which

this separation takes place.

Determination of Minute Thermal Changes in Carhurized Iron.—
It will be remembered that, in the ordinary form of recording

l)yronictcr, the current produced by the thermo-couple was to a great

extent reduced by i)as8ing it through an external resistance in series

with the galvanometer. For the present experiments it was,

Fig. 3.

(From Fifth Report, Proceedings 1899, Part 1, page 38.)

P(.

1

r

A
:.' 'Z^^y.' ,/////,. /y,,...

rt+io%ir.

however, decided that a " null " method would be far more suitable.

The thermo-junction current was therefore opposed by a ciUTent

from a large Clark cell, which was accurately adjusted and measured

by a jjotentiometer specially devised for the jjurpose by Dr.

Stausfield.* A diiferential method for detecting slight evolutions

of heat in cooling iron and steel was also devised. The ordinary

method is represented diagramm.itically in Fig. 3 ; the twisted end of

the thermo-junction A is placed in the metal B under examination,

and eventually the free ends are connected with the galvanometer G.

In the differential method, however, two thermo-junctions A and Ai

are employed. One of these is placed in the piece of metal B, and

the other in a compensating piece of copjjer or platinum C. The

masses of the platinum or copper and the iron are so arranged that

* Philosophical Magazine, July 1898, page 59.
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the total heat contained in the two pieces of metal is the same. A
sensitive galvanometer G.,, connected to both thcrmo-junctions,

indicates the position of the molecular changes, while the actual

temperature of the piece of metal B is simultaneously registered by

the less sensitive galvanometer G^. In the differential method,

therefore, the heat lost by the cooling mass of metal B, Fig. 4, is

compensated or balanced by the heat lost by a mass of platinum C.

The result is that the effect on the galvanometer Go of any evolution

of heat by the cooling mass B is greatly augmented. This method

has the advantage that the heat suddenly evolved by the mass B o

iron or steel is not masked by the fact that the mass is itself rapidly

Fig. 4.

(From Fifth Eeport, Proceedings 1899, Part 1, page 38.)

» Pi.

Cvolf/i// Cffrvr.s

Pt^lO"uIr.

^ Ft J

p \ (talvoefi^fiief-ff''

/or drfj'rmtfiul
( f/fvr.s
^=="^ pr~

losing heat, because the temperature of the entire system does not

affect the sensitive galvanometer G^, and the heat which is evolved

by the mass B is therefore easily recorded. In Figs 3 and 4 the arrows

show the directions of the currents. Those with feathers indicate

the direction of the ciu-rent which is due to the difference of

temperature ; this difference is caused by the excess of heat in the

iron B, as compared with the platinum C. The featherless arrows

show the direction of the current through the unsensitive

galvanometer Gi, which records ordinary cooling-curves.

"New method as shown in Fig, 5 {'page 1332).—Curve LK is an

ordinary cooling-curve traced by the galvanometer G^ in Fig. 4, while

the curve AH is the differential one which was produced at the same

4 T 2
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time by galvanometer G.,. The vacuouB porcelain tube was adjusted

at the commencement of the experiment, 80 that both the j)latinum

and the steel or iron cylinders were losing heat at the same rate.

At the point E an arrest occurs in the cooling of the iron, and

the dificrential curve is instantly thrown up in the direction of C, since

the iron cylinder is now hotter than the platinum one. As the

evolution of heat is large, it is well marked on the cooling curve at

the point E. At the point F another evolution of heat occurs, but

Fig. 5.

—

Cooling- Curves.

T I rn. e

as this one is small there is not the least indication of it on the

cooling curve. On the diflferential curve, however, there is a change

of direction at the point C, which indicates a thermal change in the

iron. B also indicates an evolution of heat which is not visible on

the ordinary cooling-curve at G. It is evident, therefore, that the

differential curve shows when a change, be it ever so minute, occurs,

while the cooling curve gives the actual temperature of that change.

As the two curves are registered simultaneously, the temperatures cf

the points whicb are not indicated on the cooling curve may be
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determined by drawing lines through the points on the differential

curve perpendicular to the datum line MN, and at the same time

cutting the cooling curve. The distances from the datum line to the

points at which these lines intersect the cooling curve indicate

the temperatures of these changes. In Fig. 5 these temperatures

are represented by the distances GO, FP and ER. The datum line

in this particular instance is at 525^ C. (977° F.).

Carhurized Iron considered as a Solution.—In order to understand

clearly the analogy between frozen saline solutions and steel, it Avill

be necessary to refer to the work of Guthrie. It is well known that

when ordinary salt is dissolved in water, the freezing-point of the

water is lowered. Guthrie, however, showed in 1876,* that by

increasing the amount of salt the freezing-point of the resulting

mixture is, at first, correspondingly lowered, until it contains a

certain percentage of salt. The lowest possible freezing-point of a

solution of sodium chloride in water is then reached, and further

addition of salt will gradually raise the freezing-point of the brine.

Dr. Guthrie found that the mixture which has the lowest freezing-

point contains about 23*50 per cent, of salt; and as the hydrate

containing ten molecules of water would require 24*50 per cent, of

salt. Dr. Guthrie inferred that the solution of lowest freezing-point

was a hydrate of the formula NaCl -f- 10 HoO. He proposed for

it, and for all similar mixtures, that is, for all saline solutions of

lowest freezing-points, the name of Cryohydrate or Eutectic, by

which he meant to imply that they can only exist in the solid state

at a low temperature. ^Vhat actually takes place in the freezing

of solutions of salt and water may, perhaps, be better explained by the

aid of a diagram. Fig. 6 (page 1334) shows how a thermometer, plunged

in the solution, falls as the solution cools down. In other words,

Fig. 6 is the equilibrium curve of the ice-salt series of mixtures.

The equilibrium curve consists of two branches, the one marked
" Ice " and the other " Salt." The curve may be more easily

understood by taking two points on either side of the point B where

* Guthrie, Philosophical Magazine, vol. i, 1876, page 359.
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tlio branches moot. If, for instance, a tliormomoter bo placed in a

sohition of 10 per cent, of salt in water wliicli is being cooled by an

external freezing mixture, the mercury will commence to fall less

rapidly at —8^ C (18° F.); this is due to the separation of the ice

crystals. This gives the point don the branch AB. At —22'' C,

( — 8' F.) the column of mercury stops entirely until the whole of

the cryohydrato or eutectic has solidified. Tliis eutectic consists of

alternate laminae of ice and salt in juxtaposition, and is merely a

mechanical mixture, not a chemical compound. When the solution

Fig. G.

Freezing-point Citrvei^ of Solution of Common Salt in Water.

(From Fifth Keport, Proceedings 1899, page 4.5.)

104-°

I

Commm .

contains 23 • 5 per cent, of salt, both freezing-points coincide in the

point B at — 22" C. ( — S'' F.) If the thermometer be, however,

placed in a solution of 25 per cent, of salt in water, the mercury will

commence to fall less rapidly at —12^ C. (10^ F.) (indicated bye

in diagram), owing to the sej)aration of the salt crystals. At

— 22^ C. ( — 8' F.) the column will stop completely until the mass

is quite solid.

A frozen solution of salt in water containing less salt than that

necessary to form the eutectic will therefore be made uj) of ice

surrounded by eutectic, while one containing more salt than that

necessary to form the eutectic will be made up of crystals of salt
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surrounclecl hj eutoctic. If one of tliesc mixtures of ice and outectic,

or salt aud eiitectic, be suitably prepared and examined under the

microscope it will be found tbat, whilst the ice or salt crystals are

homogeneous, the cryohydrate or eutectic is made up of a mechanical

mixture of intimately mixed ice and salt laminae similar to that

shown in Fig. 10, Plate 160, which is an eutectic of iron and iron

carbide.

It will now be shown how closely structures obtained from frozen

masses of ice and salt are related to those obtained with alloys of

Fig. 7.

—

Equilibrium Curve for Carhurized Iron.

(See Fifth Eeiwrt, Plates 4 and 5, Proceedings 1899, and Sixth Report,

Plate 3, Proceedings 1904.)
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iron aud iron carbide. It will, however, hardly be possible on the

present occasion to do more than roughly consider the laws

controlling the formation of the structures of pure iron, steel and

white iron. Fig. 7 is the equilibrium curve of the carbon-iron

series of alloys, and was obtained by the aid of the differential

pyrometer, instead of the thermometer used in the Guthrie

experiments. It will be seen that the line G S, marked " iron
"

in Fig. 7, corresponds to the " ice " line in Fig. 6, and the line S E
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marked •' iron carbide," corresponds to the " salt " line iu Fig. 6,

and the cutectoid line P S P^ is similar to the eutectic line in the

ice-salt curve. The point S indicating O-'J per cent, of carbon

corresponds to Guthrie's eutectic mixture of ice and salt, and is

termed a " eutoctoid," a name which has been applied to it by

Professor Howe, since it has separated from a solid and not a liquid

solution. Steels containing less carbon than is necessary to form

the eutectoid are made up of iron and eutectoid, while steels or

white iron containing more than • per cent, of carbon are composed

of eutectoid and iron carbide.

While the formation of the structures of frozen ice-salt solutions

and those of iron and iron carbide are very similar, there is one

feature in which they diflfer very much indeed. In the equilibrium

curves of saline solutions the temperatures at w^hich the constituents

begin to separate from the mass also indicate the beginning of the

solidification of the constituents ; but in the case of the iron-carbon

alloys the mass has long been solid when the critical changes occur.

In other words, in the iron—iron carbide series of alloys the

separation of constituents takes place from a solid solution some

hundreds of degrees below their melting-points.

Time will not permit my dealing fully with the other curves

shown in Fig. 7 (page 1335) ; it will, however, be seen that the " iron
"

curve A B and the " graphite " one B D respectively correspond

to the '• ice " and " salt " curves of Guthrie, while the fluid eutectic of

iron and graphite a c corresponds to Guthrie's eutectic line.

Photo-miorogeapht of Iron and Steel.

Having briefly considered the laws controlling the structures of

slowly cooled iron-carbon alloys, it will perhaps be well now to

consider how these structures may be made evident under the

microscope. The photo-micrography, or, as it is now more

frequently termed, the " metallography " of iron and steel, has of

late years received much attention from eminent engineers and

metallurgists ; for it is possible by the aid of the microscope not

only to determine the amount of carbon in the metal, but also to
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ascertain the exact thermal treatment it has received during its

manufacture. It appears that the metallography of iron and steel

has not been developed from petrography, but is a natural extension

of the study of meteoric irons. Dr, Sorby, who was one of the first

to work on this subject, established a method of examining opaque

bodies under the highest powers of the microscope, and applied this

method to different products in the metallurgy of iron. Professors

Marten and Wedding were probably the first to examine systematically

iron and steel under the microscope. Eecently, M. Osmond, of

Paris, has done much to develop the science of metallography,

and has given us methods by which reliable results may be rapidly

obtained. During the past few years much advance has been made

in the subject, owing to the energies of Mr. Stead, Sir W. Eoberts-

Austen, Professors Arnold, Sauveur and others. Although it is

possible by the aid of the microscope to learn much about the

chemical comj)osition of the metal under examination, it is

nevertheless not for this purpose that the microscope is especially

useful. Many samples of steel, having identical chemical

compositions, vary enormously in mechanical properties ; and it is

by the aid of the microscope that the causes of these variations may

be explained. Metallography is intended to augment rather than

supplant chemical analysis. The microscope enables us to ascertain

much about the mechanical and thermal treatment the metal has

received, which in commerce is often of the utmost importance.

It is well known that specimens of both steel and iron, produced

under apparently the same conditions, often display totally different

properties. This is especially the case with steel, which, on account

of its more complex character, is easily affected by small alterations

in the conditions of its manufacture. The causes of the variation

in properties of similarly produced samples of metal may often be

explained by the aid of the microscope, when all other methods of

investigation have failed.

Although the metallography of iron and steel was originally of

scientific interest only, it has lately become of the greatest

commercial importance ; as from a suitable photo-micrograph one is

able almost to read the life-history of a piece of steel, at any rate as
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regards tlio thermal treatment it lias received. Steel is composed

of iron, which may contain from 0*05 to 2 per cent, of carbon,

together witli other impurities, such as manganese, sulphur,

phosphorus, silicon, and arsenic. As the presence of these impurities

eomiilicates the subject considerably, it will be bettor in this Lecture

to neglect their influence altogether. Carbon-free iron is most

difficult to obtain, and can only be prepared by depositing it

electrically. Cast-iron contains from 2 to 4*5 per cent, of carbon,

and may be either white, mottled, or grey, according to the state in

which the carbon is present ; this state is modified by the thermal

treatment the iron has received during its manufacture. Grey iron

under certain conditions may bo made to absorb as much as 6 per

cent, of carbon. In steel the whole of the carbon is combined with

a portion of the iron, forming the iron carbide Fe.,C. This l^e^C

contains by weight about 7 per cent, of carbon. The carbide in a

slowly cooled steel is distributed throughout the balance of the iron.

The specimens for examination are generally prepared by

removing sections from the original sample about three-quarters of

an inch square and a quarter of an inch thick. The surface is

carefully ground on a series of emery papers, mounted on carefully

" trued " wooden discs attached to a lathe head, using ultimately

the finest grades which can be produced. As the finest commercial

papers are much too coarse, it is necessary to prepare the final

papers oneself. This is done by washing the very finest slime from

the best flour emery, mixing it with a solution of egg-albumen in

water, and brushing it on paper specially free from grit. The paper

is then allowed to dry in a cupboard, great care being taken to

exclude all dust. Professor H. Le Chatelier has recently succeeded

in shortening the polishing operation by means of a new method of

preparing the powders. The operation which has been until now

considered the most tedious has become the quickest. The most

important point in the preparation of polishing powders, and also

of emery powders, is to obtain an absolutely accurate classification

with regard to the size of the particles in each case. The levigation

method previously mentioned is defective, even when carried out in

the laboratory with all the precautions indicated by M. Osmond,
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Professor Le Cliatolier found that perfect classification was obtained

by the washing method used by M. Schloesing for analysis of

kaolins.* As this method appeared to be well adapted for rapid

work, it was employed for the later portions of the work of the

Alloys Eesearch Committee.

Briefly, this method is to obtain some suitable polishing powder,

such as the alumina obtained by calcining ammonia alum or even

flour emery, and treat it with water containing • 1 per cent, of nitric

acidj in order to dissolve the carbonate and sulphate of lime and

other salts that might be present. The mixture is stirred occasionally

for several hours, and is allowed to settle, which it will then do

rapidly. The powder is then washed several times by decantation

with distilled water until it will no longer settle rapidly. The

conditions are now favourable for levigation, which operation is

facilitated by adding two cubic centimetres of ammonia to each litre

of water, which heljis the finest particles to remain in suspension.

Decantation is now resorted to at intervals of fifteen minutes, one

hou:', four hours, twenty-four hours, and eight days. The first

deposit contains all the grains unsuitable for polishing ; the second

is not very homogeneous, but may be used to start the polishing
;

the third constitutes a good polishing powder for hard metals such

as iron and steel. It is, however, the fourth deposit that constitutes

true polishing powder. Instead of waiting eight days for this last

deposit, it may be thrown down immediately after the removal of the

twenty-four hours one, by neutralising the ammonia with acetic acid,

when the whole of the particles will be deposited in a few hours.

The powders should be converted into a paste by mixing them with

soap. Very dry castile soap is cut into thin shavings and mixed

with the wet powder in the proportion of one part of soap to ten

parts of wet powder. The mixture is then melted in a water-bath,

stirred thoroughly, and when the mass begins to thicken, it is

poured into tin tubes similar to those used for keeping oil paints.

The metals may be polished by placing a little of the paste on a

* See Professor H. Le Chateliers Paper iu the Bulletin de la Socie'te'

d'Encouragement pour I'ludustrie Nationale, September 1900.
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piece of clotli stretcliod over a cast-iron disc, which can bo made to

revolve mechanically. Having obtained a thoroughly polished

specimen by the aid of emery and rouge papers, or by means of the

paste of soap and powder, the piece of metal is lightly rubbed on a

wet rouge wheel for about two thousand revolutions. The rouge

wheel generally consists of a well-surfaced horizontal cast-iron disc,

which is driven either by a hand-wheel and belt, or better, by a

small electric motor. The disc is covered with clean non-ribbed

cloth, which is wetted and slightly covered with the finest washed

rouge. At this stage the specimen becomes lightly engraved, the

harder constituents appearing in relief ; it should, of course, be quite

free from scratches.

The polishing machines used for the latter part of the Alloys

Research Work were made in the Metallurgical Laboratory of the

Royal School of Mines. The machine employed for the rough

polishing, as will be seen from Fig. 4, Plate 1,* of the Proceedings

of the Institution consists of an arrangement not unlike a lathe-

head with a mandril at each end, one of which is " screwed

"

to a right-handed and the other to a left-handed thread. A number

of wooden discs about 12 inches in diameter are attached to chucks

which fit the mandrils, the faces of the discs being covered with

commercial emery papers of different degrees of fineness. The

machine is mechanically driven at about 200 revolutions per minute.

It is fitted with broad hand-rests similar to those used on an ordinary

pattern-maker's lathe. With this arrangement two operators can

work at the same time, and, by polishing the specimens lightly, the

overheating complained of by many workers is avoided. With the

aid of this machine it is possible, by using the finer grades of

commercial emery papers (notably those prepared by Hubert) to

obtain specimens sufficiently well polished for eye observation and

low-power work ; the character of the results may, however, be

greatly improved by rubbing the finest of Hubert's papers

(number 0000) with a piece of hard steel and a little oil before use.

The polishing machine used for fine work, shown on Fig. 5, Plate l,t

* Proceedings 1904, Part 1.

t Ibid. 1904, Part 1.
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is an elaborate modification of the one used by M. Osmond. It

consists essentially of two vertical spindles wbich are drilled to

receive a series of cast-iron discs about 12 incbes in diameter. Eacb

disc is covered witb ribless clotb, wbicb is secured in position by

means of a gun-metal ring. Tbe discs rotate witbin two boxes fitted

witb sliding glass lids, and tbe motive power is obtained from a small

electric motor wbicb is attacbed to a " fast and loose " pulley, so

tbat it is not necessary to switcb off tbe motor every time it is

desired to stop tbe discs. Tbis macbine is exclusively used for tbe

Le Cbatelier powders and wasbed rouge, a separate disc being kept

for eacb polisbing powder. Tbe discs, wbicb are kept moist with

water, rotate about 400 times per minute. Tbe structure of tbe

specimen, in most cases, is not sbown by polisbing only, and must be

made evident by eitber physical or chemical processes, which produce

different effects upon its constituents.

Tbe constituents are usually sbown up eitber (1) by rubbing tbe

specimen on parchment with an infusion of liquorice, or a 2-per-cent.

solution of ammonium nitrate in water
; (2) by attacking it witb a

very dilute solution of nitric acid (1 per cent.) in eitber alcohol or

water
; (3) by attacking it with a 5 per-cent. solution of picric acid

in alcohol ; or (4) by beating it in air to about a straw colour

(about 240^ C. or 464^ F.). After rubbing on parchment witb

liquorice juice or ammonium nitrate, it is necessary to rinse tbe

specimen first in water, at tbe same time gently rubbing the surface

witb tbe fingers, and then to immerse it in alcohol. After remaining

in the alcohol for a minute or two tbe specimen is lightly rubbed

witb a chamois leather which has been dipped in benzene. Specimens

wbicb have been treated with an alcoholic solution of nitric acid

should be rinsed immediately in alcohol, and then be rubbed witb

tbe chamois leather dipped in benzene. Tbe time necessary for the

attack varies witb tbe carburization and the previous thermal

treatment of the steel. With tbe solution of nitric acid in alcohol

tbe time varies from thirty seconds to two minutes, a dead soft, low-

carbon steel taking thirty seconds, and a quenched 0*8 per cent,

carbon steel about two minutes, to become properly " etched." The

specimens were mounted on ordinary glass slides witb a wax
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compouud of resin, beeswax, rod ocLrc, and lilastcr of I'uris. No
special apparatus was used for levelling the specimens on the glass

t;li])S, as it wuK found possible to work more rapiilly and ({uitc as

accurately without tbcso appliances. When a specimen was slightly

" out of truth " under the microscope, it was adjusted by means of the

levelling stage. The rod wax, mentioned above, was found to be the

best possible material for the purpose of mounting, as it remains

plastic for a sufficiently long time to allow the specimen to be

levelled by hand and then " sets " quite hard.

Since the specimens arc opaque, it is necessary to illuminate

them from above. Natural illumination can bo used for eye

observation only. For oblique illumination we have the well-known

parabolic mirrors of Sorby and Lieberkuhn, both of which may be

mounted upon the objective. For vertical illumination, Beck's

vortical illuminator is extremely useful. This is a small transparent

mirror, which, placed at 45'^ in the axis of the microscope, receives

the light from a hole in the side of the apparatus, and reflects it upon

the objective ; the lenses concentrate the light upon the object. A
small prism devised for vertical illumination by Nachet, of Paris, is

very good, especially when it is necessary to economise light. By
far the best source of illumination is a small arc lamp, either hand-

fed or automatic. When a Nachet vertical illuminator is used, the

filament of an incandescent electric lamp placed in front of the slit

will often give sufficient light. If electricity is not available, either

incandescent gas or even a paraffin lamj) may be used, but the time

of exposure will be much longer. AVhere long exposures are

necessary, it is imperative to have the apparatus fitted so as to be

quite free from vibration and also light-tight. When using a small

arc lamp, the exposures with Lumiorc's plates, sensitive to yellow

and green, vary from two to five seconds ; with a paraffin lamp under

similar conditions it would probably be necessary to give an

exposure of at least twenty minutes. Faults in the construction of

the apparatus, which are hardly noticed when the exposure is short,

become very formidable with a long exposure.

The camera may be either vertical or horizontal ; for general

purposes the latter is much more convenient, and even when using
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immersiou objectives, very little inconvenience will be experienced.

It is as well to use a long camera—about 7 feet is a very serviceable

length—and to have the microscope fitted with a low-power

projection eye-piece, the results obtained being invariably better

than when a high-power eye-piece had been employed. The camera

used for the Alloys Eesearch work was of the horizontal type and

about 6 feet long. About two-thirds of its length was made up of

collapsible bellows, whilst the other third consisted of a light conical

tube which tapered towards the microscope. The other end of this

tube was so hinged that the tube could be diverted horizontally,

when it was necessary to use the microscope alone. A focussing rod

was fixed to the side of the camera, and this actuated the fine

adjustment by means of a small catgut band and pulley, so that the

operator could focus the image on the ground-glass screen with

the greatest possible ease. In certain cases it was found that the

light reflected from the object was not sufficient to give an image on

the ground-glass screen and that focussing was not possible ; this

difficulty was eventually overcome by affixing five cover glasses to

the ground glass—one in the middle and one at each corner—by

means of Canada balsam. The sjiaces covered by the glasses now

being transj)arent, it was possible to place a small microscope over

them and then focus the image by turning the fine adjustment, as if

the whole camera were a microscope, and the small subsidiary

microscope an eye-piece. The most useful magnifications are the

60, 200, 1000, and 2000 diameters. When using a camera 7 feet

long at full length, and a low-power Zeiss projecting eye-piece,

these magnifications may be obtained with the Zeiss 35 mm.

projecting, the 24 mm., the 4 mm. with correcting collar, and the

2 mm. immersion objectives respectively. The projecting lens is, of

course, used without an eye-piece.

Steel for micrographic purposes is viewed as if it were a rock

with various minerals distributed through it, and mineralogical

names are conveniently adopted for the constituents. Pm-e iron,

being an elementary body, is made up of one substance only, to

which the name "ferrite" has been given. A sample of ferrite,

magnified 140 diameters, is shewn in Fig. 8, Plate 160. It will be
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seen that it is composed of a number of interlocking crystals. Steol

is composed of iron containing approximately from O'Oo to 2*0 per

cent, of carbon, and it has the peculiar property of becoming much

harder when it is made red-hot and quenched. The carbon in steol

which has been slowly cooled is combined with a jiortion of the iron,

forming iron carbide, which is known as "cementite." This constituent

contains about 7*0 per cent, of carbon, and remains bright after a

polished section of the steel is attacked by an infusion of liquorice

or a solution of nitric or picric acids. Cementite is very hard, and

stands in relief when the steel is polished on the fiuest rouge on wet

cloth. A good specimen of annealed white iron containing cementite

is shown in Fig. 9, Plate 160, magnified 1,600 diameters. Free

cementite, however, does not often occur in low-carbon steel, but

usually assumes the form of " pearlite," which is an intimate mixture

of cementite and ferrite arranged in laminae which are alternately

hard and soft. These laminae are very minute, and it is necessary

to use a magnification of at least 300 diameters for their identification.

The laminae of pearlite often assume a more or less granular form.

Pearlite is so called on account of its resemblance to mother-of-

pearl. When pearlite is attacked by either an infusion of liquorice

or a solution of nitric acid, a voltaic action is " set up " which causes

the ferrite to become dark in colour. A pui'e steel containing ' 9

per cent, of carbon, will consist entirely of pearlite. Fig. 10, Plate 160
;

if the carbon be less than this amount, the mass will be composed

of pearlite and ferrite. If the carbon exceed ' 9 per cent, it will

consist of pearlite and cementite. Fig. 11 shows a photo-

micrograph of steel containing • 5 per cent, of carbon. It consists

of ferrite (the white portion) and pearlite under a magnification

of 1.600 diameters. Fig. 12 represents a steel containing about

1*5 per cent, carbon, and is composed of cementite (the white

raised portion) and pearlite. Cementite may be distinguished from

ferrite by its greater hardness. It will be seen that the cementite, in

Figs. 9 and 12, appears to stand in relief. Ferrite is easily scratched

by an ordinary sewing needle, while cementite is not.

Cast-iron contains more carbon than steel, the amount varying

practically from 2 to 5 per cent. It consists of three varieties, white,
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mottled, and grey. The first variety is composed of pearlite and

cementite ; the second of pearlite, cementite, and a little graphite
;

while the third is composed of pearlite together with either cementite

or ferrite and graphite. Fig. 13, Plate 160, is a sample of white ii'on

containing about 3 per cent, of combined carbon. Fig. 14, Plate 161,

is a grey iron, partially mottled, containing 4*6 per cent, of carbon,

of which 2*6 per cent, is graphite. Fig. 15 is a grey iron containing

5 • 2 per cent, of carbon. As it has been before stated, steel differs

from cast-iron by being capable of acquiring various degrees of

hardness, and it is upon this special property that the great value of

steel depends. Although there is no well-defined line of demarcation

between high carbon steel and white iron, yet the former has a much

wider range of hardness than the latter when submitted to suitable

thermal treatment.

The changes in the hardness of a steel are accompanied by a

corresponding change of structure. Take, for example, the ordinary

process of tempering. Steel is generally tempered by two processes

:

(1) hardening by quenching in water, oil, or mercury; and (2)

reheating the hardened steel to a given temperature and plunging in

water, or allowing to cool in air. Fig. 16, Plate 161, represents the

typical water-quenched structure of axle steel ; it is composed of a

system of interlacing crystalline fibres, and is known as " martensite,"

after Professor Martens, of Berlin. The structure of martensite is

developed by a prolonged etching with an infusion of liquorice, or

by an attack of alcohol containing 1 per cent, of nitric acid or a 5 per

cent, solution of picric acid. In practice, the workman tempers steel

by watching the various colours assumed by the surface of the metal

during the progress of the operation, and when the proper colour

makes its appearance the object is suddenly cooled. These tints,

some of which are extremely brilliant, are probably occasioned by

films of oxide corresponding with considerable exactitude to the

degree of heat to which the metal is exposed, and they consequently

serve as a tolerably accurate guide in determining the hardness which

the object will acquire on being cooled. Although this method is

often wonderfully accurate, it must be borne in mind that the colours

will appear even when the metal has not been quenched, so that the

4 u
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tiut uluuc i.s not iudicativo of a good result. This may, Lowever, be

easily dotcrmined by the microscope. Wben a quenched steel is

tempered, the interlacing crystalline fibres disappear, and the structure

becomes granular. The cbaracter of the tempered structure varies

greatly with the temperature and the time the steel is reheated.

Fig. 17, Plato 161, shows a structure of steel which is typical for

martensite that has been reheated to a straw colour. As the time

and intensity of the reheating increase, the structure more and more

resembles that of pearlite, so that it is quite possible to ascertain the

quality of the temper from the microstructure alone. No name has

yet been assigned to the tempered structure.

The hardening of a steel by quenching is not merely due to a

change in the condition of the carbon, but also to the molecular

transformation of the iron, which may exist in a soft or a state, and a

hard or y state, the latter being produced, in the case of a high-carbon

steel, above 800' C. (1,472^ F.). Therefore, in order to produce hard

steel the metal must be quenched above this temperature. Should

the temperature of quenching be rather low, and the carbon contents

about O-l per cent., the structure, instead of consisting wholly of

martensite, will be found to contain another constituent known as

" troostite" (from Troost, the chemist). Troostite almost invariably

occurs in a matrix of martensite or a mixture of martensite and

ferrite. Fig. 18, Plate 161, shows a variety of troostite in a matrix of

martensite. Steels containing troostite are soft ; they are, however,

not so soft as steel containing pearlite. In ordinary steel the pearlite

develops at about 700^ C. (1,292° F.). Should a specimen be quenched

after the formation of this constituent, it will not harden. In practice,

steel is generally quenched at nearly 1,000 C. (1,832' F.), which

has the effect of converting the whole mass into martensite. If the

proportion of carbon in a steel be high, say 1 • 5 per cent., and if the

cooling be rapidly effected in iced brine, another constituent appears,

which may be scratched with a hard needle, and to which M. Osmond,

who discovered it, has given the name of " austenite," after Sir W.

Eoberts-Austen. Its general appearance is shown white in Fig. 19,

Plate 161, magnified 850 diameters.
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Auotlicr constitueut often found in all classes of steel, which have

been raindly cooled, is " sorbite " (so called after Dr. Sorby, the

pioneer of metallography) ; it is a transition stage intermediate between

pearlite on one hand and martensite on the other. It occurs in the

pearlite areas of a steel, and sometimes the whole areas are composed

of it. Practically it is pearlite in which the laminae have not had

time to separate. A good sample of sorbite is shown in Fig. 20,

Plate 162; its structure is of a granular character. Manganese

sulphide frequently occurs in steels, often in large quantities. It is

distinguished by its smooth bluish appearance under the microscope.

Fig. 21, Plate 162, shows excellent examples of cigar-shaped patches

of sulphide of manganese, which were first described by Mr. Stead.

For the engineer the microscope is especially useful in determining

the influence exerted by thermal treatment on varieties of steel of

different composition. It is also useful for detecting slag patches,

defective welds, " cold rolling " effects, minute blow-holes, cracks,

flaws, and allotropic changes in the metal. To be able to determine

the quality of the quenching of a steel is of vital importance,

especially in the case of large masses of metal ; for example, the ingots

used in the manufacture of ordnance. If a gun-tube is quenched

below its critical point it will be soft, and consequently very unsafe

for firing purposes, on account of its low elastic limit. The

microscope would, however, be invaluable in such circumstances, as

it would enable one to say definitely whether the metal had been

properly quenched and tempered or not.

Gun Steels.—A considerable amount of work was done in the

Research Laboratory of the Royal Mint on the structures of gun

steel. In Fig. 22, Plate 162, is given a photo-micrograph of an " A "

gun tube which had been improperly quenched, and in Fig. 23

is given a " liner " or " a " tube, which has received normal

thermal treatment, that is, it has been quenched in oil at about

820^ C. (1,508° F.), and subsequently reheated to 500° C. (932° F.).

These two tubes originally formed portions of the same gun. After

the erosion of the " A " tube by cordite firing, it was bored out and

the " a " tube introduced. Since the original tube had been

4 u 2
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imperfectly " qucnclictl," and the liner bad received normal thermal

treatment, a space gradually developed during use, between the

" liner " and the tube, owing to the low elastic limit of the latter
;

this left the " a " tube practically unsupported and eventually

resulted in the bursting of the gun. The quenching of a large mass

of steel is always a delicate operation, and it occasionally happens

that the whole, or part of it, has fallen below the Ar, point before the

metal is actually immersed in the oil, resulting in the tube being

partially or entirely of low elastic limit. This rather opens up the

question of the necessity of abandoning oil-quenching, more especially

in the manufacture of ordnance, and of employing a " special " steel

which will give the same mechanical results as an oil-quenched one,

although it has not received special heat treatment, and which will,

at the same time, be homogeneous in composition. Fig. 24, Plate 162,

shows the structure of a "special" steel containing O'oB per cent,

of carbon and a little vanadium. This steel possesses mechanical

properties equal to the oil-hardened variety, although it has not

received any special heat treatment. Further, this special steel has a

wonderful power of resistance to " shock " which is exactly what is

required in a gun steel.

An interesting photo-micrograph is shown in Fig. 25, Plate 162,

imder a magnification of 140 diameters ; it was prepared from the

bottom of a groove of a 4* 7-inch "quick-firing" gun which had

been much eroded by cordite firing. It is well known that all

propellants like cordite, which contain nitro-glycerine, " burn " at

a very high temperature, and it would be expected that the surface

of the bore would become greatly heated during use. Further, one

would expect that the mass of metal constituting the gun would

rapidly abstract the heat from the surface and produce rapid

chilling with the consequent production of martensite in the interior

of the tube. An inspection of Fig. 25, Plate 162, will, however, reveal

the fact that no changes, due to local heating, have occurred at the edge

of the groove, since the metal is entirely composed of sorbite with

ramifications of ferrite running through it. The photo-micrograph

which is typical of others which were taken from difierent parts of

the bore is, in fact, exactly similar to that which would be obtained/
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from an entirely new tube. This fact clearly shows that the erosion

of the bore of a gun by cordite is brought about in a purely

mechanical way by the gases passing over the projectile during firing,

and thereby cutting away the metal. There is absolutely no evidence

either of fusion or of the formation of martensite.

Pudl Steels.—A large amount of work was done in the Alloys

Research Committee's Laboratory on the structures of rail steels, but

my time will not allow me to do more than casually refer to this

branch of metallography. More information will be found in the

Fifth Alloys Research Report * to the Institution, and also in the

Report of the Board of Trade Committee on Steel Rails,f the

photo-micrographic researches of which were entirely conducted

in the Committee's Laboratory at the Royal Mint. I will simply

deal with one interesting case of the fracture of a steel rail, namely

the one which broke with such disastrous results at St, Neot's

on the Great Northern Railway a few years ago. An examination

of the " running " surface of this rail revealed the fact that a number

of minute transverse cracks existed on its surface, and it was also far

Tiarder than the other portions of the rail. Sections were therefore

cut longitudinally and trfinsversely through the " running " surface

and were prepared for metallographic examination. It was then

discovered that, for about yj-jj of an inch, the surface of the rail

had been converted into a mixture of ferrite and martensite.^ That

the second constituent was martensite and not sorbite was disclosed by

very carefully polishing the section and then examining it under a

very high power ; it was found that the typical acicular crystallites of

martensite were developed and not the granular structure of sorbite.

In order to bring about this curious mixture of martensite and ferrite

on the surface of the rail, it is certain that local heating had

happened with extreme rapidity, since the carbide areas had not

had time to diffuse into the ferrite. The heat had also been

* Proceedings 1899, Part 1, page 35.

t Report of the Committee on " The Loss of Strength in Steel Rails through

iise on Railways." Board of Trade, 1900.

X Proceedings 1904, Part 1, Fig. 166, Plate 12.
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abstracted with almost ccpial rajtidity, as the crystallites of inarteiislto

^vero well formed. There is little doubt that this local heatiug had

been brought about by the " skidding " of a wheel on the rail while

in use. Various attempts were made to produce this structure in

perfectly good steel by artificial means. Gases were produced from

an explosive and allowed to pass through the orifice of a vent

belonging to an " explosion vessel," it being hoped that the friction

of the gases would alter the structure of the metal. No alteration

of structure could, however, be found in these vents. Attempts were

then made to produce the effects of skidding artificially, by means of

a powerful lathe, but without result. The structure was eventually

produced in a sound rail by allowing the flame of an electric arc to

play on its surface. A structure actually produced by this means is

given in Fig. 167, Plato 42, in the January Proceedings of the

Institution for 1904. The cracks in the St. Xeot's rail were doubtless

produced by the hardening of its surface, and many of them were far

more formidable than was generally supposed at the time of the

accident. A longitudinal section of the rail which had been placed

in warm dilute sulphuric acid for two hours revealed the fact that

some of the cracks, so far from being surface ones only, actually

extended ^ inch into the metal. x\s many of them actually extended

across the rail, its fracture is hardly surprising, especially should

such a crack happen to be situated above a " chair."

Variations in the Structure of a Steel according to Thermal

Treatment.—It has already been stated in this lecture that, from a

suitably-prepared micro-section, it is almost possible to determine

the life-history of a piece of steel, as regards the thermal treatment

it has received. Fig. 26, Plate 163, shows nine totally different

structures which have been arranged in a circle. These structures,

which were used to illustrate a lecture * by the late Sir William

Eoberts-Austen, show most clearly how comparatively small changes

of thermal treatment bring about corresponding changes in the

structure of the metal. The metal chosen in this particular instance

is a high-carbon steel, containing 1 • 5 per cent, of carbon, such as

* " On 3Iolecular Unrest in Solids," Philosophical Society of Glasgow, 190O.
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would be employed in the manufacture of " chilled " rolls. All the

structures in the circle indicate the effects of varying the thermal

treatment of this steel. The structures are under a magnification

of about 700 diameters in each case. The central circle shows the

structure of the metal just as it comes from the cementation furnace.

The metal is composed of massive cementite and ferrite.

In No. 1 the steel has been heated to IjOOO"" C. (1,832^ F.), worked,

and slowly cooled. The structure consists of cementite and pearlite.

Xo. 2 is the structure of the same steel which has been heated

to 850° C. (1,562^ F.), and quickly cooled in air. The mass is

composed of dendrites of cementite embedded in a matrix of sorbite

and incipient pearlite.

In No. 3 the steel has been heated to 850'' C. (1,562^ F.) and

quenched in water, and has thereby been hardened. The structure is

made up of acicular crystallites typical of martensite.

No. 4 represents the same steel which has been heated to 1,050" C.

(1,922° F.) and quenched, not in water but in iced brine. The

result consists of broad, dark, chevron-like bands of cementite

enclosing a lighter and much softer constituent, austenite.

In No. 5 the metal used for No. 4 containing austenite was

placed in liquid air, thereby cooling it to —248° C. ( — 405° F.). It

will be seen that the austenitic structure has disappeared and has

been replaced by a fern-like structure, not unlike martensite.

No. 6 shows the structure produced by quenching the steel near

its melting-point, the result, of course, being a " burnt " steel.

No. 7 shows the result of annealing the original steel at a

temperature of 680° C. (1,256' F.), for a long time followed by slow

cooling. The pearlite is much better developed under these conditions.

No. 8 represents the structure obtained by heating any of the

specimens, except No. 6, to 850° C. (1,562° F.), working them and

allowing them to cool slowly, the structure, shown in No. 1 of

pearlite and cementite, is practically again obtained.

I think this circle shows, in the clearest manner possible, how

accurately the micro-structure indicates the thermal treatment the

metal has received. The work conducted in the Committee's

Laboratory was of a particularly varied character. Of course many
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of tlio experiments undertaken yielded negative results, and were

tliereforo not published. Some work, however, although never

properly completed, nevertheless yielded results of considerable

interest. I regret that time will not jiennit me to give you an

account of these researches.

I will only add that there is not the least doubt tliat the work

of the Alloys Eeseareh Committee has been and is still of the greatest

practical importance to both engineering and metallurgy. Sir

William H. White* quite recently stated, in discussing the Sixth

Eeport, that :
" he thought he was not going beyond the truth in saying

that some manufacturers—he regretted to say uot English—had

availed themselves of suggestions contained in the Reports, and turned

them to practical account, embodying their work in patents based

upon this Research, and so securing the payment of large royalties

by English makers for processes the origin of which were to be

found in the Reports of the Committee, which he regretted to say had

not found as much practical application in England as they should

have done, or at as early a date as he hoped might have been the

case. It was another illustration of what had repeatedly happened

—

that English ideas had been put into practical shape and made of

commercial advantage outside this country instead of inside it."

It is satisfactory to note that, although the last Report has now

been published, the Committee will still continue to direct the work

which will, in future, be conducted at the National Physical

Laboratory. In conclusion, I would thank the President for the

opportunity he has given me of placing before the Graduates a

summary of the Researches on Alloys to which Sir W. Roberts-Austen

devoted so much of his life, and which have now been so effectively

completed by Professor Gowland. Further I would add that I never

wish to be engaged in more interesting and instructive work than it

has been my pleasant duty to perform, during the eight years I had

the good fortune to act as Assistant to the Alloys Research Committee.

The Lecture is illustrated by Plates 160-163 and 7 Figs, in the

letterpress.

* Proceedings 1904, Part 1, page 132.
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George Banks was "born at Kendal on 19tli May 1859, and

was educated at St. John's College, Hurst, Sussex. His engineering

career began in 1876 at Crewe under Mr. F. W. Webb;

afterwards be was placed in charge of the running shed at

Bushbury, near Wolverhampton, and in 1882 became assistant

foreman at Crewe running shed. From 1883 to 1887 he acted

as district running-shed foreman, and in the latter year he was

appointed assistant locomotive superintendent of the Lancashire

and Yorkshire Eailway at Horwich, under Mr. Aspinall. In that

capacity he remained for twelve years. On the appointment of

Mr. Aspinall as general manager, Mr. Banks became assistant

superintendent of the Carriage and Wagon Works at Xewtou

Heath, Manchester. Subsequently, he was promoted to be

assistant passenger and goods train superintendent at Victoria

Station, Manchester. This position he held at the time of his

• death, which took place very suddenly from heart failure, at his

residence in Altrincham, on 12th November 1904, at the age of

forty-five. He became a Member of this Institution in 1899.

John Baynes was born on 18th August 1852 at Cubeck,

Wensleydale. He was apprenticed for sis years in the locomotive

shops of the North Eastern Eailway at Darlington, and was

afterwards connected as draughtsman with Messrs. E. and

W. Hawthorn of Newcastle. On leaving that firm he went to

Barrow-in-Furness, where he had charge of the construction and

erection of the Eamsden Dock Gates. He remained there about

two years, afterwards going to Crewe for eighteen months, and

thence to the Victoria Dry Dock, London. Then he joined the

stafi" of Sir A. M. Eendel as an engineering inspector, which

position he held for some few years. Early in 1883 he was
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appointt-'il works iiiuiia-< r ;iL tho Slircwbljuiy WorliK of the

Midland Kailway-Carriaj^c and "Wagon Co., and remained in tliat

position for two years, lie tlien undertook the post of travelling

representative for tho same company, and in September 1886 was

ai)pointed London representative in charge of tho company's

ofifices. At the end of 1898 ho relinquished this post, and became

secretary to tho Electric Railway and Tramway Carriage Works

ut Preston, and in Juno 1900 returned to London as London

representative for Messrs. S. J. Claye of Derby and tho

Sheepbridgo Iron Co. He died suddenly of heart failure at his

residence in London on 2nd December 1904, at the age of fifty-two.

He became a Member of this Institution in 1891.

Sir Isaac Lowthiax Bell, Bart., was born in Newcastle-on-

Tyne on 15tli February 1816, being the son of Mr. Thomas Bell,

an alderman of the town, and partner in tho firm of Messrs.

Losh, Wilson and Bell, of Walker Iron Works, near Newcastle

;

his mother was the daughter of Mr. Isaac Lowthian, of Newbiggin,

Northumberland. After studying at Edinburgh. University, he

went to the Sorbonne, Paris, and there laid the foundation of the

chemical and metallurgical knowledge which he apjilied so

extensively in later years. He travelled extensively, and in the

years 1839-40 he covered a distance of over 12,000 miles,

examining the most important seats of iron manufacture on tho

Continent. Ho studied practical iron-making at his father's

works, where he remained until 1850, when he joined in

establishing chemical works at Washington, eight miles from

Newcastle. Here it was also that his subsequent firm of Messrs.

Bell Brothers started the first works in England for the

manufacture of aluminium. In 1852, in conjunction with his

brothers Thomas and John, he founded the Clarence Iron Works,

near the mouth of the Tees, opposite Middlesbrough. The three

blast-furnaces erected there in 1853 were at that time the largest

in the kingdom, each being 47^ feet high, with a capacity of

6,012 cubic feet; the escaping gases were utilized for heating the

blast. In 1873 the capacity of these furnaces was much increased.
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In the next year the firm sank a "bore-liole to the rock salt,

which had been discovered some years earlier by Messrs. Bolckow,

Vanghan and Co. in boring for water. The discovery remained in

abeyance till 1882, when they began making salt, being the

pioneers of the salt indnstry in that district. They were also

among the largest colliery proprietors in South Durham, and

owned extensive ironstone mines in Cleveland, and limestone

quarries in Weardale.

His literary career may be said to have begun in 1863, when,

during his second mayoralty, the British Association visited

Newcastle, on which occasion he presented a report on the

manufacture of iron in connection with the Northumberland

and Durham coal-fi.elds. At the same visit he read two papers

on " The Manufacture of Aluminium," and on " Thallium." The

majority of his Papers were read before the Iron and Steel

Institute, of which Society he was one of the founders; and

several were translated into French and German.

On the occasion of the first Meeting of this Institution at

Middlesbrough in 1871, he read a Paper on Blast-Furnace Materials,*

and also one on the " Tyne as Connected with the History of

Engineering,"! ^* ^^^ Newcastle Meeting in 1881. For his

Presidential Address | delivered at the Cardiff Meeting in 1884,

he dealt with the subject of " Iron." He joined this Institution

in 1858, and was elected a Member of Council in 1870. In 1872

he became a Vice-President, and retained that position until

his election as President in 1884. Although the Papers he

contributed were not numerous, he frequently took part in the

discussions on Papers connected with the Iron Industry and

kindred subjects. He was a member of a number of other learned

societies—The Eoyal Society, The Institution of Civil Engineers,

the Iron and Steel Institute, of which he was President from

1873 to 1875, the Society of Chemical Industry, the Koyal Society

* Proceediugs 1871, page 147.

t Ibid, 1881, page 425.

X Ibid, 1884, page 202.
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of Sweden, and the Institutiou of Mining Engineers, of wLicli lie

was elected President in 1904. He had also received honorary

degrees from the University of Edinburgh, the Durham College

of Science, and the University of Leeds. In 1885 a haronetcy

was conferred upon him in recognition of his distinguished

services to science and industry. In 187G he served as a

Commissioner to the Internationul Centennial Exhibition at

Philadelphia, where he occupied the position of president of the

metallurgical judges, and presented to the Government in 1877

a report upon the iron manufacture of the United States. In

1878 he undertook similar duties at the Paris Exhibition.

He was Mayor of Newcastle in 1854-55, and again in 18G2-o.

In 1874 he was elected Member of Parliament for Durham, but

was unseated; he sat for the Hartlepools from 1875 to 1880, and

then retired from parliamentary life. For the County of Durham
he was a Justice of the Peace and Deputy Lieutenant, and High

Sheriff in 1884. For man}' years he was a director of the North

Eastern Railway, and Chairman of the Locomotive Committee.

Plis death took place at his residence, Kounton Grange,

Northallerton, on 20th December 1904, in his eighty-ninth year. .

John Wilkes Bower was born at Small Heath, near

Birmingham, on 3rd March 1837. He served his apprenticeship

at Messrs. Sharp, Stewart and Co.'s Atlas Works, Manchester,

and on its termination in 1862 he entered the office of Mr.

Sturgess Meek, chief engineer to the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway. During this period he became resident engineer during

the construction of several branch lines, notably the Oldham and

Eochdale and Eoyton branches, the Meltham branch, the Clayton

West branch, also the widening of the main line from Victoria

Station, Manchester, to Salford, the new line from Bacup to

Eochdale, and many other lines and branches. His death took

place at Leamington Spa, after a long and painful illness, on

15th October 1904, in his sixty-eighth year. He became a

Member of this Institution in 1858.
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Daniel Clacher was born at Greenock on 5th September

1843, and was educated at the Highlanders Academy, Greenock.

From 1859 to 1864 he served his time as a mechanical engineer

with Messrs. William Smith and Co., Clyde Foundry, Greenock.

On its termination he was employed on various engineering

work with firms in Greenock. In 1867 he was appointed

leading pattern-maker with Messrs. Caird and Co., marine

engineers, of Greenock, and remained in this capacity until 1873,

when he became foreman to Messrs. J. and E. Houston, engineers,

of Greenock. In the following year he was engaged as works

manager for the Sandycroft Foundry Co., of Hawarden, Cheshire.

This position he held until 1877, when he returned to Messrs.

Caird and Co. to become foreman. In the next year he became

draughtsman and foreman with Messrs. Kincaid, Donald and Co.,

of Greenock, and remained in that capacity until 1881, when he

was appointed chief mechanical engineer at Messrs. Henry Tate

and Sons' sugar refinery at Silvertown, Woolwich. This position

he retained to the time of his death, which took place at his

residence at Ilford, Essex, on 7th October 1904, at the age of

sixty-one. He became a Member of this Institution in 1902.

EuPERT Thomas Cooke was born at Dronfield, near Sheffield,

on 16th March 1848. He served his time from 1862 to 1866

at the Northfield Iron Works, Eotherham, and during the

subsequent three years he worked at Messrs. Cammell and Co.'s

Works at Sheffield. He was next employed as foreman pattern-

maker for one year at the pipe foundry of Messrs. Claridge,

North and Co., Bilston. In 1870 he became an inspector in the

steel foundry of Messrs. Vickers and Co., of Sheffield, and in

1872 he assisted his father in the erection and management

of the Dronfield Steel Works, working for one year in the

drawing office, and five years in the mills as engineer and

manager. He then went to the Barrow Eail Mills for on&

year as foreman engineer, subsequently becoming chief engineer

to the Stockton Malleable Iron Co. During the period he held

this position he superintended the installation of their extensive^
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steel-smoltinj^ plant and modern iduie-r(jlling mills. After Leiiig

engaged ten years with this firm, lie took up in 1890 the position

of chief engineer to the Ebbvv Valo Steel, Iron and Coal Co. in

South Wales, and two years later he was appointed chief engineer

to the Ashhury Eailway-Carriage and \Vagon Co., at IManchester.

His death took place suddenly at his residence in Manchester,

on 11th August 1904, at the age of fifty-six. He became a Member
of this Institution in 1892.

George Davis was bom on 25th September 1843, at Edge Hill,

Liverpool. Ho was educated in Manchester, being a student at

the old Owens College, which was then situated in Quay Street.

In 1860 he commenced an apprenticeship with Messrs. "Wren

and Hoiikinson, engineers and millwrights, Manchester, which

terminated in 1865, and until 1875 remained with this firm,

during which period he was engaged in general millwright work,

and also the superintending of a number of mills at Bristol, the

West Riding of Yorkshire, and the North of Ireland. About this

time Messrs. Wren and Hopkinson wore entrusted with the

installation of steam gear-driven capstans and cranes at the

Lancashire and Yorkshire Eailway Goods Depots at Great Howard

Street, Liverpool, Oldham Eoad, Manchester, and Bradford, upon

which works he was employed. In 1875 he joined the engineering

department of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Co. at their head

offices. Hunt's Bank, Manchester, as chief assistant to his brother,

Mr. Joseph Davis, M.I.Mech.E., who was the Chief of the Bridges

and Machinery Department under the Chief Engineer, Mr. "William

Hunt. During his service with this comjDany, he was intimately

connected with the fitting xip of the machinery at the Carriage

Works at Newton Heath, also the installation of steam, hydraulic,

and hand hoisting and hauling machinery, and the whole of the

constructional iron and steelwork in connection with bridges,

station roofs, and warehouses upon the system. Upon the

decease of his brother in 1893 he was appointed chief of the Iron

and Steelwork Constructional Department, which he held up to

the time of his retirement in January 1904. He had been in
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fiiiling health fur a coiisiLlcrahle time, and his dcatli took place at

his residence in Manchester, on 28tli September lOO-t, at the age of

sixty-one. He became a Member of this Institution in 1894.

Egbert Ditchburx was born in 1855, and was educated at the

Maclean Academy, Dunfermline. From 1873 to 1878 he served

his time in the works of Messrs. H. Reid and Son, of Dunfermline,

remaining- with the firm until 1881, when he was engaged as

sea-going engineer in the Peninsular and Oriental Steam

Navigation Co. In 1896 he was appointed superintending

cngineer to the Bombay Steam Navigation Co., Bombay,

subsequently becoming manager in 1900, and remained with them
until his death, which took place in Bombay on 12th June 1903,

at the age of forty-eight. He became a Member of this Institution

in 1899.

Julius Augustus Harvey was born at Halesworth, Suffolk, on

8th September 184-i. He received his education at a private

school in Amsterdam and at Sassenheim, near Leyden. In 1861

he was apprenticed at the Orwell AYorks of Messrs. Eansomes and

Sims, of Ipswich, and on its ^termination in 1864 he went to

•Messrs. Whitmore and Sons, of Wickham Market, as general

office manager. In 1866 he travelled abroad for Messrs. Marshall,

Sons and Co., of Gainsborough, returning in 1869 to Messrs.

Ransome and Sims, of Ipswich, as export representative. He
remained in the employ of the|_latter firm until 1891, when he was

obliged to go abroad on account of ill-health. He 1895 he

<^stablished himself in business in London under the style of

Julius Harvey and Co., as engineering exjoert, specialising in

mining machinery, and later^in steam wagons for heavy transport.

In 1897, having brought a steam-propelled vehicle to the notice

of the postal authorities, he secured the first contract for the

conveyance of mails by this means, namely, from London to

Redhill, similar contracts being carried out by him subsequently.

His death took place suddenly at his residence in London, on

21st July 1904, in his sixtieth year. He was elected an Associate
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«[' tliis Institution in 1890, being transfenctl to lull ^Meniljcrship

in 1903. Pie was also a Founder Member of the AntomoLile Club.

George Heatox was born in Binainf^liara on lOtli January

1833. He received his education at King Edward's School,

Birmingham, and commenced his apprenticeship in 1847 in his

father's firm of die-sinker and stamper. lie was one of the original

members of the firm of Ralph lleaton and Sons, The Mint,

Birmingham, and was to a great extent responsible for the laying

out of the works, and for many improvements in the coining and

other machinery. "Whilst a member of the firm he undertook

the erection of a mint at IMilan for the Italian Government,

residing there for a long time and also during the execution

of a coining contract. For his services he received the Order

of the Crown of Italy. He was chairman and vice-chairman

respectively of the Birmingham Gas and Water Companies, and

conducted the negotiations for their sale to the Birmingham

Corporation. In 1877 he became a partner in the firm of William

Hunt and Sons, Brades Steel Works, and was afterwards managing

director on its being converted into a company. In 1850 he

contributed a Paper to this Institution on the importance of

making a compensation for the pull of the air-pump bucket in

the Condensing Steam-Engine (Proceedings, April, page 26). He

was a Justice of the Peace for Staffordshire and Worcestershire.

His death took place at his residence at Handsworth, Birmingham,

on 3rd September 1904, in his seventy-second year. He was

elected a Member of this Institution in 1860, resigning in 1869,

but was re-elected in 1897.

Thomas Holcroft was born at Bilston on 30tli December 1823,

and was the second son of Thomas Holcroft of that town. Havins

been educated at a private school in Wolverhampton, he was

apprenticed to Messrs. Wright and Arrowsmith, engineers, Great

Bridge. On completion of his indentures he proceeded to the

works of Messrs. John Penn, marine engineers, of Greenwich.

Shortly after this he bought the Bilston Foundry and Engineering
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Works for tlie manufacture of mill and forge engines and machinery',

and the Ladymoor Colliery, of both of which he was the proprietor at

the time of his death. At the former he executed a great number

of important contracts, among them being a complete pumping

plant for the Birmingham Waterworks, and a large quantity

of heavy pumping plant for the Mines Drainage Commission. In

addition to making and remodelling numerous ironworks and

colliery plants, he was also the inventor of an air-reversing

valve for regenerative gas-furnaces. In 1870, in partnership with

his brother James, he took over the Bovereux Furnaces (Tamo

Iron Co.), where he smelted a brand of South Staffordshire

Mine Iron. In 1878 he started the Ettingshall Foundry for the

manufacture of cast-iron hollow-ware, etc., w^hich grew to be one of

the largest concerns in the district, and of which at the time of

his death he was chairman. lie was also chairman of the

Bilston Gas Co. for many years, and latterly assisted his brother

Charles in opening up the Littleton Collieries, of which he became

a director. His name wall long be associated with the labours

connected with the obtaining of water for Bilston from the.

Wombourn Hills. His death took place at his residence in

Wolverhampton on 25th September 1904, in his eighty-first year.

He became a Member of this Institution in 1866.

Daxiel Horsxell was born in Marylebone, London, on

10th January 1844. Ho served his apprenticeship with Messrs.

H. Clayton and Co., Atlas Works, Harrow Eoad, London, from

1858 to 1864, and remained with them three years afterwards.

He was next engaged as draughtsman with Messrs. Paiuc,

Slaughter and Amor from 1867 to 1869, and from the latter date

until 1872 he filled the capacity of engineer to the Skidmore Art

Company in Coventry. In 1872 he accepted an engagement

under Mr. J. E. Eaton to pump out some collieries in Bohemia,

which he successfully carried through, remaining there as colliery

manager until 1874. From that date until 1880 he acted as

manager for Mr. Henry Sykes, of Bankside, London, wheu he was

appointed London engineer to Messrs. Marshall, Sons and Co., of

4 X
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< !ainsl)orough aud JjoikIcjii. Jlis death took place iu Loudon on

1 3th October 1904, in his Kixty-first year. He became a member

of this Institution iu 1892.

Ahtucr William James was born in Calcutta on 2 1st July

ISIS. At the ago of thirteen he lost both his parents, and being one

of a large family left with small provision, was removed from school,

and apprenticed in 1859 at the Government Dockyard, Kidderpore.

There he served his full time in the workshop, and was eventually

drafted into the marine service, where lie continued until passing his

examination as second engineer. In March 18G9 he passed as a

iirst-class engineer, and continued iu various mercantile vessels until

the end of 1873. On coming to England ho passed the Board of

Trade examination for first-class engineers, and then returned to

India in the same year, when he was employed for some time as

ehief engineer iu the vessels of the India General Steam Navigation

Co. In 1882 he obtained his first shore appointment as outdoor

foreman for Messrs. John King and Co., Calcutta, where he remainecl

until March 1884, when he was appointed superintending engineer

of the Calcutta Steam Navigation Co. This position he held until]

1894, when he left to open a ferry service at Chittagong, then mucbl

needed. Want of sufficient capital prevented his accomplishingi

tliis, and, returning to Calcutta, he joined the Calcutta Landingj

and Shipping Co. as superintending engineer, with which firm hej

remained till the time of his death. Among his inventions may bej

mentioned an apparatus for heating the feed-water of steam boilers

and also a device for improving exhaust steam automatic surface

condensers. His death took place at Balasore, Bengal, on 22nc

February 1903, in his fifty-eighth year. He became a Member of

this Institution iu 1893.

John Jameson was born iu the City of London on 2ud Octobei

1830. He "was educated at the City of London School and

Inverness Academy, and entered business life in the mercantile

firm of his uncle, Mr. A. Denoon, of London. As a young man,

and throughout his life, he was keenly interested in ajiplied science,

and devoted an originative mind to the study of many problems

1
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in chemical, mcclianical, and electrical engineering. He Locarao

one of the pioneers of the ammonia-soda process, working up

London gas-liquor with a Avceldy output of about 4 tons of alkali

and 3^ tons of muriate of ammonia. Later he turned his attention

to the improvement of the air-engine, and his patent obtained in

1858 was made the basis of an elaborate and costly series of

experiments. A large amount of time and money was spent in

perfecting the invention, with the result that air-engines up to

40 horse-]Dower were built, which did satisfactory work under the

charge of the inventor and his partner Mr. Norman Cookson, and

one or two workmen who had been with him from the time of his

first experiments. Difficulties invariably arose when these engines

were left in the charge of ordinary mechanics, and after six years

spent in large practical expei^ments the invention was dropped,

and the works at Tyneside were carried on for the construction of

marine steam-engines. The first twin-screw steamer which was

built by Messrs. Charles Mitchell and Co. had its engines designed

and built by the firm of John Jameson and Co., at the Close

Engine Works, about 1865. For many years, up to the time of his

death, he practised as a consulting engineer in Newcastle. In

1870 he was entrusted by the proprietors of the " Newcastle Daily

Chronicle" with the design and installation of the engines,

boilers, and general mechanical arrangements of their new

l^rinting plant, which was made the subject of his first Paper, " On
Printing Machinery," contributed to the Proceedings in 1881

(page 511). It was in this year, when electric glow-lamps had

first come prominently before the public, that he invented a

lamp in which the carbons were automatically renewed. The

improvements of carbons of the ordinary incandescent lamp had

made such advances, however, that his invention did not come

into commercial use. In 1883 the Jameson coking process for the

recovery of by-products from the beehive form of oven was

described by him in a Paper (Proceedings 1883, page 275). This

process was worked on a large scale at the Felling Chemical

Works, and at the collieries of Messrs. Bell Brothers, John Brown

and Co., and the Weardale Iron and Coal Co., and at the Calumet

4x2
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Iron and Stii;l \Vi>rks, Chicago. His last communicutlon to the

Proceedings was a Taper on " Diagram Accounts for Engineering

Works," wliicli Avas read in 1897 (page 499). Among his many

other inventions, recorded in between thirty and forty patents, that

of an improved safety paper for bankers' cheques, etc., was the

most successfully applied. His death took place from pneumonia

at Whitley Bay, Northumberland, on 10th July 1904, in his

seventy-fourth year. He became a ^lember of this Institution

in 1881,

Fraxic ]\[cCleax was born in London on loth November 1837,

being the son of the late Mr. J. 11. McClean, M.P., F.R.S.,

President of the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1863. At the

age of twelve he entered Westminster School, and three years

later proceeded to Glasgow University, where he studied Senior

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy under Sir William Thomson

(Lord Kelvin), to whom he attributed his love of science. During

this period, 1853 to 1855, he obtained numerous j^rizes, chiefly in

connection with Natural Philosophj', In October 1855 he entered

Trinity College, Cambridge, being placed a wrangler in 1859, and

for the next three j'cars he was a Bachelor Scholar of Trinit\

.

In 1859 he was apj)renticed to Sir John Hawkshaw for three

years, and during this period he was engaged on the middle level

drainage of the Fens and on Penarth Docks, and in the London

office amongst other work on the calculations for the Charing

Cross Bridge girders. Ho w^as afterwards engaged on railway

surveys in Moldavia for the firm of McClean and Stileman, in

which he was admitted as a partner in 1863. In May of that

year he became resident engineer on the dovibling of the

Ulverston to Lancaster section of the Furness Eailway, work

which included viaducts over the rivers Leven and Kent, and in

the following year also held a similar post at the Barrow Docks

during the construction of the Devonshire and Buccleuch Docks

and large warehouses. Then in 1865 he was in charge of the

Furness and Midland Kailways new line between Winnington

and Carnforth, which included a viaduct over the Eiver Lune.
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After the completion of this work he returncci to the London

office, where he continued to take charge of the Furness Eailway

undertakings.

In 1871 he retired from engineering work in order to devote

himself to science, chiefly electricity and astronomy, hut he

continued to take a lively interest in all engineering works.

His patent star spectroscope was brought out in 1875, and in the

same year he completed a private observatory at Ferncliffe,

Tnnbridge Wells, and began work with his 15-inch reflector,

chiefly observing solar prominences. In 1884 he removed to

Uusthall House, Tnnbridge Wells, re-erecting his 15-inch

reflector in the new observatory. There his polar heliostat was

titted up in the roof of the house, and with a grating spectroscope

and electrical appliances, many of them of his own construction,

lie began his studies of the solar and metollic spectra, and later

on, had a large telescope with 10-inch refractor erected in

place of the old reflector. During the years 1895 to 1897

he was engaged on the survey of the Korthern Hemisphere,

and for six months of the latter year on the Southern

Hemisphere at Cape Town. In that time he had secured

1^92 photographs of the required 116 stars. He was a

Fellow of the Eoyal Society and of the Eoyal Astronomical

Society, a Doctor of Laws of Glasgow, and a Member of the

Institution of Civil Engineers ; also a Justice of the Peace. He
liecame a Member of this Institution in 1874. His death took

place at Brussels from pneumonia on 8th November 1904, in

his sixty-seventh year. He bequeathed £5,000 to the Xewall

Observatory at Cambridge for improving the instrumental

equipment, £2,000 each to the Eoyal Society, the Eoyal

Institution, and the Eoyal Astronomical Society, £5,000 to the

University of Birmingham, to be applied in the department of

] iliysical science ; and to the University of Cambridge, for

] iresentation to the Fitzwilliam Museum, he left his collection

uf illuminated manuscripts and early printed books.
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Alexani<kii McDonnkll wan born iu Diibliu on 18th December

1829. Having gra<liiatcd with mathematical honours at Dublin

University in 18.">1, lie became a pupil of Mr. Charles I.iddell (»f

the firm of Messrs. Liddell and Gordon, Westminster ; and on

the completion of his traininj^ in 1855, he remained -svitli

tlic same firm until 1858. During this perioil lie was engaged

in a variety of railway Mork, chiefly on the Newport and

Hereford IJailway and the Tail" Yale extension. In 1858 he was

appointed resident and locomotive engineer to the Newport and

Hereford Railway as successor to Mr, Carr. In 18G0 the Newport

and Hereford Eailway became by amalgamation part of the AVest

Midland Railway, and Mr. McDonnell remained with this latter

railway until the end of 1861, when ho retired. In 1862 he was

sent to Turkej' by the Danube and Black Sea Railway Company

to organise their locomotive department, and returned to England

in the following year, having completed the work he was sent out

to do. In 1804 he was appointed locom(jtive engineer to the Great

Southern and Western Railway of Ireland, which position he held

until 1882. During this period he considerably developed the

locomotive, carriage and wagon shops of the companj' at Inchicore,

building all new locomotives, carriages and wagons required. He
introduced a proper system of workshop accounts and standardized

the locomotive stock. He also largely introduced stamping under

the hammer. In 1882 Mr. McDonnell was appointed locomotive

superintendent of the North Eastern Railway, which position he

resigned in 1884. After that he was connected with Sir William

Armstrong's and the Maxim-Nordenfelt Companies for short

periods, and was also engaged in consulting work in connection

with Avhicli he twice visited Brazil and once Australia. His death

took jilace on 4th December 1904, at Holyhead, after a short

illness, in his seventy-fifth year. He became a Member of this

Institution in 1865, and on several occasions took part in the

discussions on locomotive engineering papers.

John Nelson was born in Carlisle on 23rd September 1846, being

the third son of the late iMr. Thomas Nelson, railway contractor
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of Carlisle and York. He was educated at Carlisle Grammar
School, and served his time from 1862 to 1866 with Messrs. James

Simjison and Co., of London. In 1866 he went to the Eiver Plate,

and was engaged on engineering work at Rosario and Monte

Video, returning to England in 1869. Ho was next employed in

liis father's firm when they were carrying out railway contracts

for the London and North Western E ailway Co. and the Nortli

Eastern Eaihvay Co. On the death of his brother, Mr. Thomas

B. Nelson, in 1878, he became a partner, and continued to carry

out several important railway contracts, notably in connection

with the extension of the Bute Docks, Cardiff. His father

dying in 1887, he continued to direct the business on his own
account. Failing health during the past two years prevented him

from taking such an active part in this work as formerly, and,

after a severe heart attack, his illness terminated fatally at York

on 11th July 1904, in his fifty-eighth year. He became a Member

of tliis Institiition in 1884.

Joseph Gordon Pope was born in 1863. He started his

engineering career in 1881 in the shops of the Harrison Steam

Steering Gear Co., at Pendleton, Manchester, remaining about

eighteen months, and he was then employed for four years in

the shops and drawing office of Messrs. John Musgrave and

Sons, Bolton. In 1887 he became an assistant engineer to

the Manchester Steam Users' Association, under the late

Mr. Lavington E. Fletcher, reporting and advising on the

conditions and repairs necessary to boilers. Subsequently he was

employed liy Messrs. Bryan Donkin and Co. as draughtsman

until 1891 when he took charge of an iron foundry at Clayton,

Manchester, superintending the manufacture of large chemical

pans, retorts, &c. In 1894 he went to Messrs. J. E. H. Andrew

and Co., of Keddish, subsequently becoming a partner in the firm

of their London agents, Messrs. Bilbie, Hobson and Co. He met

with an accident when testing a gas-engine on the 8th July 1904,

which rendered him unconscious, and he remained so until his
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iloatli, wliicli took ijliice an 2lKt July liii»4, at tlie ago of f<»rty-oiii\

JIo became a Member of tliis Institution in 1899.

Alfred Austin Eickaby Avas born at High Coniseliffe, neai-

])arlington, on otli July 1840. II(! commenced liis career as

a miller and wlieclwriglit in a large iloiir ]iiill in tin; Darlington

(liistiict. AVlicn about sixteen yeais of age lio removed t<>-

Sunderland, and went to kci*vo under Mr. Joseph Pile, marine

engine builder, of Monkwearmoutli, linishing law apprcnticeshii*

Avith Mr. George Clark. At the age of twenty-one he took

eliarge of laying down the shijibuilding plant for Mr. Willianv

I'ile, North Sands, Monkwearmoutli, subsequently commencing

business as a mechanical engineer on a large scale at the South

])ocks, Sunderland, in an engine and rivet factor3% This not proving

Miccessful, he returned to Mr. A\'illiam Pile, and took part in many

large undertakings connected with marine engineering, such as the

enlargement of the graving dock beside tlie Wearmouth Bridge. In

this work he introduced a composite eofierdani, wliieh was one ol"

the first to be introduced. He also supervised, for Mr. Pile, the

laying down and erection of a complete marine engineering plant,

including machine, erecting, and boiler shops, metal and brass-

foundry and coppersmiths' shop ; and was the first to send a

vessel to sea from Sunderland with double compound engines

working at a pressure of 75 lbs. per square inch. On the death

( if Mr. Pile, Mr. Eickaby commenced business on his own account

at the Eloomfield Engine "Works, Sunderland, and soon had a

large staff of skilled Avorkmen engaged in all kinds of pattern-

making, finishing, and erecting Avork. Among his iuA'cntions

may be mentioned a floating metallic piston-rod packing and

elastic metallic pistons. The productions of the Eloomfield

Works have been of a varied character, comprising colliery plant,

marine and stationary engines, pumps, feed-water heaters, steam

Avinches, steam-hammers, water-softening apparatus, &c., also-

boring out cylinders in their places and re-boring crank-pin holes,

and similar work. A si^ecial branch of the business he built up

was that of broker for all classes of machinery, and for this purjiose
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lie kept in stock a very diversified stock. His death took place

at his residence in Sunderland on 22nd November 1904, at the ago

of sixty-four. lie became a Member of this Institution in 1873,

and he was also a Member of the North-East Coast Institution of

Engineers and Shipl»uilders,

George Eobson was born near North Shields on Uth July

1 853, and was cdvicated at a local school. On leaving school at

tho age of fifteen he served his time as a mining and mechanical

engineer at the Backworth and West Cramlington Collieries, and

on the expiration of his apprenticeship in 187-1 he was appointed

assistant engineer and draughtsman, in which cajiacity he served

for 8 years. In 1882 he received an appointment as engineer and

.superintendent to the Harehope Gill Lead Mining Co. in the

County of Durham, and shortly afterwards became consulting

engineer to the Burnhope and Hexham and Edmondbyres Lead

Mines, also in the County of Durham, both of which positions he

held at the same time. After the closing of these mines in 1887

he was engaged by the Mines Contract Co., of London, and other

firms to inspect and report on mining property in America, New
Zealand, and several countries in Europe. In 1898 he went out

to Western Australia to manage the Hannan's Star Gold Mines,

where he carried out some extensive works, including erecting

Diehl's plant for gold extraction, this being the first j)lant

introduced into these goldfields. He superintended these Mines

for 2;| years, when ill-health caused him to return to England.

In May 1903 he went out to British Columbia to inspect and

report on a gold mine there, when, carrying out his inspection,

he unfortunately had an accident through a fall from which

injury he never recovered. His death took place at Stanhope,

County of Durham, on the 29th June 1904, in his fifty-first

year. He became a Member of this Institution in 1897.

Duncan Stewart was born at Thornliebank, near Glasgow,

on 19th October 1844. He was educated at Glasgow Academy

and at the University, and received his early engineering training
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in a Bmall engineoriDg works in which his father was a partner,

where bleaching and finishing machinery was principally made.

As an apprentice ho also took a great interest in sugar machinery,

and, not content with knowing how the machinery was made, he

used to spend much of his spare time in the evenings in the large

sugar works at Greenock, mastering the details of the manufacture

of the commodity itself, which proved of great use to him at a later

time. On the death of his father in 18 04 he left the works, and

started the present firm of D. Stewart and Co. (1902), under the

name of Duncan Stewart and Co. At that time the firm only

employed about a dozen men, but the works were gradually

enlarged as the business increased, until from GOO to 800 men
were employed. Soon after starting the works he accepted an

offer from a firm who were the owners of a large number of sugar

estates in the West Indies, to go out for a limited time as their

chief engineer. The experience gained tliere proved of great

value to his business, and he returned to Glasgow with the

nucleus of a business in sugar machinery that was destined to make

the name of the firm familiar in nearly every sugar-growing

country. Large sugar factories have been erected by the firm in

Java, Egypt, West Indies, Australia, Mexico, and South x\merica.

He also started to build up a business in bleaching, printing, and

finishing machinery, Avith which he had made himself familiar in

his father's works, and a very large number of bleaching and

finishing works in the British Isles have some of the firm's

machinery at work. As a general engineer he also supplied large

rolling-mill engines and hydraulic plant to various steel works,

also pumping engines of the largest size at home and abroad, and

latterly engines for electric lighting and traction. When the

Glasgow Corporation resolved to introduce electric traction for the

whole tramway system of the city, he was successful in obtaining a

share of the contract for the engines at Pinkston power-station.

One of his most successful inventions was the application of

hydraiilic pressure to the rolls in sugar mills ; another ingenious

invention was that of the " continuous centrifugal machine," on

which he spent a large amount of thought and much expense, but
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it was unfortunately not a commercial success. He also brought

out several inventions connected with textile machinery. He
always took a great interest in anything relating to the West

Indies, and it was with deep concern that he witnessed the

decline of the sugar industry in these islands. By strenuous

efforts he succeeded in obtaining, in 1898-99, for the West Indies,

a British Government loan of £250,000 for the establishment of

central sugar factories, through his able statement of the case to

the Colonial Secretary. Unfortunately, he was not destined to

reap the fruits of his industry in this direction, as the South

African War postponed the scheme, and his illness in 1901-02

removed him from the arena of active business. The scheme has,

however, been subsequently adopted almost in its entirety. In

the " eighties " he was invited to become a candidate for the

representation of Bridgeton in Parliament, which offer he was,

however, obliged to decline owing to business pressure. His death

took place at Eastbourne on 30th October 1904, at the age of sixty.

He became a Member of this Institution in 1878.

Tom Newsdm Turner was born on the 5th February 1850,

being the son of the late Mr. G. E. Turner, manufacturer of

railway rolling stock, and colliery engineer, of Langley Mill,

Derbyshire. After two years in the drawing oiEce of the late

Langley Mill Steel and Iron Co. he served his time with

Messrs. Handj-side and Co. of Derby, following which he Avas

draughtsman and mechanical engineer to his father. On the

death of the founder of the business in 1893, he became proprietor

of the works, developing them with care and judgment until at

the present time they have become one of the largest works of the

kind. In 1903 he turned the business into a private company,

imder the style of G. E. Turner, Ltd. Latterly, he had not been

in the enjoyment of good health. His death, which was quite

unexpected, took place at his residence, Dunstead, Langley Mill,

on 2nd September 1904, in his forty-ninth j^ear. He became a

Member of this Institution in 1886, and was also a Member of the

Institution of Mining Engineers.
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(lEOUGE Wai.klu avus liiuu Jit SocraLaya, Java, ou IGtli

St'ptembcr 1852. He was educated at Eotterdam and at Ghent.

J lis eugiuecring training Legan as an ajiprentice at Messrs.

])uncan Christie's factorj' at Delftshavcn, near Rotterdam, wlien^

lie remained about five years. He then 'proceeded to Glasgow,

Avherc he was employed at Messrs. Barclay, Curie and Co.'b Works

for some j'cars. Subsequently, he was fora lengthy period with

Messrs. Christie, Bollet and Co., Rotterdam, designing marine-

engines and directing their marine-engine department. lu 1875

lie started business in London on his own account as consulting

engineer and naval architect. He designed and sui)erintended

the construction of several shallow-draught, stern-wheel steamers

for Africa, also some fast fruit-steamers with special ventilating

arrangements. He was also in much request as an expert witness

in law cases, where he showed exceptional ability. In April 1903

lie liad a severe illness, lasting several months, and partly

recovered his strength ; but, recommencing work again too soon,

his death took place in London, after undergoing an oj)eration for

a}»pendicitis, on 19th November 1903, at the age of fift^^-one. He
became a Member of this Institution in 1875.

CiiATiLKS FiTZWiLLiAM White was bom in Calcutta on 29th May
1857, and was educated at the Grammar School at Warrington.

In 1876 he Avas apprenticed to the North Eastern Railway Co. at

their works in Gateshead, and on its termination in 1880 he was

appointed assistant locomotive superintendent on the Indus Vallej-

State Railway. In 1883 he was transferred as district locomotive

sujierintendent to the CaAvnpore Acheneva Railway ; and in the

following year he was re-transferred to the Indus Talley State

Railway, which in 1880 was amalgamated with other lines and

designated the North Western Railway. He continued in the

])Osition of district locomotive superintendent at Lahore up to the

time of his death, which took jAace at Warwick on 18th August

1904, at the age of forty-seven. He became a Member of this

Institution in 190-t.
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Harald WiLHELM WiDMARK was Ijuru at Lju.sdal, Sweden, on

29th April 180!), and received his education at the Technical

Institute, Stockholm, In 1858 he Iwcarae a draughtsman at th(;

engineering works of Messrs. Lindahl and Euners at Gefle, and in

18(33 he went in a similar capacity to the Avonside Engine Co.'s

Works in Bristol, subsequently becoming chief engineer in 18G.").

This position he held until 1879, when he was appointed manager

of the Helsingborg Engineering Works, Sweden, Among his

inventions may bo mentioned a centrifugal gOTernor, also an

arrangement for blow-oflf cocks on steam cylinders, and an

improved radial axle-box, on which he contributed a Paper* to

the Institution. His death took place at Stockholm on 23rd June

1904, at the age of sixty-five. He became a Member of this

Institution in 1878,

* Proceedings 1877, page 3i!4.
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INDEX.

1904.

Parts 3-4.

Adamson, D., Eemarlis on Lathe-Tool Dynamometer Experiments, 932.

Address to American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 950.

AiNSCOUGH, W., elected Associate Member, 962.

AiTKEN, K. E., elected Associate Member, 9G2.

Allison, T. E., elected Associate Member, 062.

Allots Keport, Appendix IV, on Efl'ects of Strain and Annealing, by W.
Campbell, 859.

Alloys Research Scmmaky, Lecture by "W. H. Merrett to the Graduates, 1319.

—Scope of lecture, 1319.—First research by Sir W. Roberts-Austen on
'' periodic law " ; effect of impurities added to gold, iron, and steel, 1320 ;

allotropic changes in metals and alloys, 1321.—Thermo-electric

pyrometer, 1322; thermo-couple and galvanometer, 1323; calibration

points of thermo-couple, 1324.—Causes of liquation in silver-copper

alloys ; freezing point of eutectic, 1325.—Porosity in vitreous bodies

;

influence of impurities on copper ; tensile tests and chemical analyses of

copper plates, 1326.—Effect of arsenic on copper; cooling curves of alloys

;

constitution of copper-zinc alloys, 1327.—Straining off eutectic, 1328.

—

Carburized iron as a solution ; heat treatment of steel, 1329 ; determination

of thermal changes in carburized iron, 1330.—Frozen saline solutions

analogous to action of steel, 1333.—Freezing-point curves of solution

of common salt, 1334.—Photo-micrography of iron and steel, 1336;

preparation of specimens, 1338 ; polishing machines, 1340 ; illumination

of specimens ; camera, 1342.—Ferrite, 1343 ; composition of steel

;

pearlite ; cast-iron, 1344.—Changes in hardness of steel accompanied by

change of structure, 1345 ; cause of hardening of steel by quenching

;

troostite, 1346; sorbite; value of microscope, 1347.—Gun steels, 1347;

difficulty of oil-quenching, 1348 ; effect of cordite on metal, 1348.—Rail

steels ; cause of fracture, 1349.—Variations in structure of steel according

to thermal treatment, 1350.

ALUMiNirM, Effects of Strain and Annealing, 861.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, List of Officers, 533.

—

Illuminated Address, 959.
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American Visit, 533, 949. See Chicago Summer Meeting.

Anon, C. T., elected Associate Member, 12:}'2.

Amy, p. A., elected Graduute, 964.

Anderson, J. K., elected Associate Member, 962.

Annealing Effects in Metals, .srj9. See Eftects of Strain and Annealinjr.

Antimony, Effects of Strain and Annealiuj,', Stj:!.

Arnold, J. O., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1171, 11 70:—on Clirome-Vanadiuin

Steel, 1301.

Atkinson, J., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, 1109.

Aykboyd, J. K., elected Graduate, VI33.

Bacshawe, B. W., elected Associate Member, 9G2.

Baker, J. A., elected Member, 961.

Banks, G., Memoir, 135:3.

Bakckoft, H., Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1011.

Barnes, C, elected Member, 1057.

Barr, J., Remarks on Electric and Hydraulic Power I'lunt, ^20.

Barry, A. P., elected Graduate, 1059.

Basta, H., elected Graduate, 12:>3.

Baynes, J., Memoir, 1353.

Beeching, F. W., elected Associate Member, 9G2.

Begbie, T., Jun., elected Associate Member, 105S.

Bell, Sir I. L., Bart., Portrait. See Frontispiece to I'art 4, 1904.—Memoir, 135

1

Benjamin, C. H., Remarks on Lathe-Tool Dynamometer Experiments, 927.

Bismuth, Effects of Strain and Annealing, 865.

Blackith, F., elected Member, 1231.

Blagden, H. R. C, Associate Member transferred to Member, 964.

Blakey, J., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Blogmfield, C. W., elected Graduate, 9G4.

BloXjNT, B., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1199.

Bloy'd, F. G., elected Associate Member, 9G2.

Bolton, G. W., elected Associate Member, 105S.

BoNNiWELL, P. O., Associate Member transferred to Member, 964.

Boston, Visited at Summer Meeting, 547.

Bower, J. W., Memoir, 1356.

Boycott, T. A., elected Graduate, 1233.

Bkeuil, p., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1204:—on Chrome -Vanadium Steel,

1301.

Briggs, E. R., Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1038.

Brindle, J., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Brixey, C. E. "W., elected Associate Member, 962.

Brown, H. H. L., elected Member, 961.
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Bruce, J. G., elected Associate Member, 9G2.

Bryan, B. W., elected Associate Member, 902.

Buck, E. C, elected Associate Member, 962.

Blll, S., Keraarks on Steam-Turbine "Work, 6S2.

BoRBiDGE, A. H., elected Associate Member, 962.

Burnett, W. R., elected Associate Member, 962.

Burning of Town Refuse, raper by G. Watson, 519.—Refuse in Great

Britain and on the Continent, 549.—Methods of collection, 550.—Refuse as

fuel, 550 ; as manure, 551.—Danger to health, 551 ; Fryer's destructor,

551.—Natural draught ; fume cremators ; maintenance, 552 ; high

temperatures ; storage of heat ; plenum system, 553 ; front exhaust

;

steam raising ; steam as a by-product, 554 ; refuse auto-combustible

;

high pressures of steam, 555.—^Arrangement of cells and boilers, 556

;

constant pressure of steam; blast; grate area, 558.—Destructors at

Brussels and "West Hartlepool, 559; Moss Side, Manchester, 563;

"Westminster, 563.—Labour in "wprking ; mechanical stokers, 566

;

clinkering; furnace, 567; fireclays, 568; fans or steam-blast, 569; cast-

iron furnace sides, 571 ; firing tools ; boilers, 572 ; fuel economisers, 574.

—

Utilization of heat, 574 ; dust-catcher, 576 ; dampers ; chimneys ; clinker-

liandling, 577 ; clinker crushers and screens ;
paving flags : clinker

bricks, 579 ; clinker mortar, 580.—Destructors for hospitals ;
portable

destructors, 580.—Appendix : Test report on "West Hartlepool destructor,

583 ; "V\''estminster destructor, 584.

Discussion.—"Wicksteed, J. H, Action of steam-jet, 585,—Saxon, A.,

Refuse; cellular and continuous-grate systems; results obtained at

AVoolwich, 586.—Trump, E. N., By-products from -waste ; method of

refuse collection, 587.—Watson, G., Steam-jets and fans, 588; cellular

and continuous-grate systems ; labour required, 589 ;
" reduction " versus

" destruction," 590.

Burrows, G. H., elected Associate Member, 1232.

BuRSTALL, F. W., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, 1109.

Butler, E., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, 1122.

Buxton, R. H., elected Associate Member, 962.

Cadmium, Efiects of Strain and Annealing, 865.

Campbell, W., Paper on Effects of Strain and Annealing, 859.

Canada, Visited at Summer Meetiug, 547.

Cannon, R., elected Associate Member, 962.

Carolin, E. 31., Associate Member transferred to Member, 964.

Carpenter, H. C. H., Remarks on Chrome-"Vanadium Steel, 1286.

Carr, C. R., elected Associate Member, 962.

Carter, J. A., elected Associate Member, 962.
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Casson, V,\, elected Associate Member, 1232.

< AST-Iron, Paper on Cast-iron : Strength, Composition, Spcciilcations, by ^V. J.

Keep, 829.—Tests and analyses, 829.—Physical and chemical similarity ;

chemical composition and strength; eflTect of silicon, total carbon,

combined carbon, hfol ; of graphitic carbon, phosphorus, sulphur, 832; of

manganese; slow cooling decreases strength; tensile and transversi-

strength, 833.—To find tho strength of castings, 835.—Proposed

^iwcifications for cast-iron, 836.—Grey iron castings and metho<l oi"

testing ; pipe castings, 837 ; locomotive cylinders ; malleable castings,

•"^38.—Existing methods and specifications, 838-842.—Comments on

specifications, 842; test-bars, 843.—Strength in specifications, 8Ui;

suggested specifications, 851.—Summary, 852.

Discumon.—West, T. D., Round bars, 852.—Chambers, E. J., Shape ol

bars, 853 ; casting round bars on end, 854.—Crosta, L. W., Form of bars,

855.—Emerson, H., Loss due to variable quality of iron, 855.—Keep, W. J..

Size of English bar, 85G.

ChadWICK, R., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Cdamuers, E. J., Remarks on Cast-Iron, 853:—on Lathe-Tool Dynamometcv

Experiments, 932 :—on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 10:j2.

Charnock, H. H., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Chicago Summer Meeting, 533.—Officers of American Society of Jlechanical

Engineers, 533.—Works visited, 534-539.—Reception, 539.—Business,

539.—Votes of Thanks, 541-544.—Excursions, &c., 544.—Visits : St. Louis.

545; Cincinnati, 546; Canada, 547; Schenectady, 547; Boston, 547.

—

Remarks by President, 949 :—by J. W. Spencer, 956.—Address, 959.

Christmas, E. B., elected Associate Mt-mber, 1232.

Chkome-Vanadium Steel, Paper on Heat Treatment Experiments with Chrome-

Vanadium Steel, by Capt. H. R. Sankey and J. K. Smith, 1235.

—

Preparation of samples and tensile results, 1235.—Scheme of tests, 123t).

—Cooling curves, 1238.—Scale of photo-micrographs, 1239.—Apparatus :

mufile, 1239 ; temperature observations, 1240.—Preparation of micrograph

sections, 1241.—Tensile testing machine ; impact tests ; Arnold's

alternations of stress tests, 1242.—Results and comparisons, 1243;

pyrometer records, 1244-124G; changes of condition noted at certain

temperatures, 1248.—Comparison of impact, Arnold's, and hand-bending-

test, 1250.—Remarks on impact tests, 1251.—Hand-bending test, 1254.

—

Comparison of fractures, 1255.—Remarks on photo-micrograph sections,

1256.—Comparison with results of 6th Alloys Report, 1257.—Miscellaneous

tests, 1259.—Other chrome-vanadium steels of same quality, 1250.

—

Open-hearth chrome-vunadium steels, 12G1.—Chrome-vanadium spring

steel, 1262.—Comparisons with other steels, 1264.—Restoration by heat

treatment, 1265.—Summary of tensile, impact, and Arnold's tests. 12C8-
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1277.—Comparison of various fractures, 1278.—Hand-bending tests, 1280.

—Chemical analysis of (•hrome-vanadium steel, 1281.—Chemical analysis

of nickel, tube, and forging steels, 1282.

Discussion.—Sankey, Capt. H. E., Gradation of impact fractures, 1283 ;

restoration test, 1281; impact fractures of soaked and restored steels;

twist test, 1285.—Wicksteed, J. H., Thanks for l\iper, 128G.—Koscoe,

Sir H., Early work on vanadium, 128(3.—Carjienter, H. C. H., Cooling

curve of chrome-vanadium steel, 1286; retardation points, 1288.

—

I.ongridge, M., Heat treatment necessary for resisting shock and

alternating stresses, 1289.—Harbord, F. W., Good results from long-

soaked bar, 1289: benefit of reheating, 1290.—Wilson, A. B., Irregularity

of results, 1290; three causes; differences in micro-sections of steel, 1291.

—Stanton, T. E., Inaccuracy of impact tests regarding resistance to

shock, 1292; resistance to shock measured by extensometer, 1293.

—

"Wicksteed, J. H., Steady loading versus impact testing, 1294; self-

recorded diagram of tensile test, 1295 ; comparison of impact with tensile

tests, 1296.—Smith, J. K., Thermo-electric method of obtaining cooling

•'urves, 1297 ; raw steel best for alternation test, and annealed steel for

impact test; impact test of chrome-vanadium steel, 1298; soaking of

steel, 1299.—Arnold, J. O., Early experiments on chrome-vanadium steel

;

great resistance to shock, torsion, and alternating stresses, 1301.

—

Breuil, P., Objection to short test-pieces ; discrepancies in notched-bar

tests; bending tests, 1302.—Cowen, G. H., Tests of springs, 1303;

comparison of helical springs, 1301:.—Wiener, A. F., Early history of

vanadium, 1305 ; small percentage of metal in steel, 1306 ; negative results

from excessive percentage ; brittleness, 1307.—Sankey, Capt. H. R., and

Smith, J. K., Advantage of impact tests ; standardization of tests, 1308

;

effect of high carbon content ; low impact figure with soaked steel, 1309;

comparative effects of chromium and vanadium, 1310; torsion tests of

chrome-vanadium alloy, 1311 ; effect of notch ; objection to conclusions

drawn from averages of impact figures ; relation of test figures to strength

of material, 1312 ; toughening effect of water quenching on bridge steel;

disadvantage of short test-pieces, 1313 ; oil tempering of springs

;

preparation of photo-micrographs, 1311 ; best percentage of vanadium in

ferro-vanadium alloy, 1315 ; alternation of stress tests, 1316.

Churchward, G. J., Paper on Testing Plant on the Great Western Railway at

Swindon, 937.

Chute, M. L., elected Graduate, 1059.

CiNcrsNATi, Visited at Summer Meeting, 546.

Clacher, D., Memoir, 1357.

Claeet, W. E., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Claxtox, H., elected Associate Member, 1058.

4 T 2
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Ci.EGO, II. I., elected Associate Member, 9<!2.

Clerk, D., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, 1123.

Clu'F, R. C, elected Associate Member, 1058.

COLKUIDGK, II. II., elected Associate Member, lt(>2.

t'OLLES, G. W., Remarks on Stoam-Turbiiic; Work, tJSS.

CoNVEnSAZIONE, 'J60.

Cook, A. B., elected Member, 9(;i.

Cook, E. E., elected Member, 1057.

Cook, J. N., elected Associate Member. 1 058.

Cooke, R. T., Memoir, 1357.

Cooper, A., elected Associate Member, 962.

CoiTER, Ellects of Strain and Annealing, 8(17.

CoitNiSH, Lieut. H. J., elected Member, 9(51.

COTESWOKTH, C. G., elected Graduate, 9(31.

Cowan, P. J., Associate Member traubfcrred to Member, lO'lO.

Cow'EN, G. H., Remarks on Chrome-Vanadium Steel, 1303.

Cozens-Hardy, E. H., elected Associate Member, 9i;2.

Creigiiton, II., elected Associate Member, IO.-jS.

Cbeighton, J., elected Associate Member, 9G2.

Crew, M. H., elected Associate Member, 062.

Crocker, J., elected Member, 9G1.

Crompton, Lt.-Col. R, E. B., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, 111:;.

Cross, J. W., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Cross, W. M.. elected Associate Member, 9G2.

Crossley, J., elected Associate Member, 962.

Crosta, L. W., Remarks on Cast-Iron, 855.

Curtis Steam-Turbine, Faper by "W. L. R. Emmet, 715.—Principles of turbine

design, 715.-—AiTangements of buckets and nozzles, 717.—Vertical shafts,

718.—Steam-operated valves ; buckets ; step-bearing, 719.—Balancing,

723.—Connection of valve-mechanism to governor, 723.—Base for

supporting 5,000 kw. turbine, 728-729.—Tests of 500 kw. turbine, 730.

—

Subsequent improvements in design, 733.

Discussion. — Hodgkinson, F., Dcairability of further tests, 734

;

improvement in economy, 735.

Davenport, .T. A., elected Associate Member, 962.

Davey, H., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, 1107.

Davidson, W., elected Member, 961.

Davies, F. W., elected Associate Member, 962.

Davies, W. D., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Davis, E. J., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Davis, G., Memoir, 1358.
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December Meeting, Business, 1231.

De Laval Steam-Tcubine, Paper by E. 8. Lea and E. Meden, 097.— Principle

of turbine, G97 ; size of nozzle angle ; peripheral velocity, G98.—Turbine

wheel, 699 ; prevention of damage from racing, 702 ; speed regulation

mechanism, 703 ; peripheral velocity of gear wheel, 704.—Bearings and

lubrication, 705. — Difficulties encountered, 70G.—Centrifugal pump

working, 707.—Direct connection to blowers ; steam consumption, 708

;

variation of nozzles to suit steam-pressure, 710.—-Tests with saturated

and superheated steam, 711.—Results of tests on high-pressure centrifugal

pump, 712; and on turbine pump, 713.

Discussion.—Rearick, C. B., Condensers and fuel economy, 713

;

advantages obtained by working turbines with centrifugal pumps, 714.

Deluce, S. a. N., elected Associate Member, 1058.

De Mattos, J. H., elected Member, 961.

Derbyshire, J., elected Associate Member, 962.

Destructors, Refuse, at Brussels, 559 ; West Hartlepool, 559, 583 ; IManchester,

563 ; Westminster, 563, 584 ; Shoreditch, 591.

Dew, J. T., elected Associate Member, 1232.

DiTCHBURN, R., Memoir, 1359.

DoHERTr, H. L., Remarks on Steam-Turbine Work, 687.

DoMBRAix, H. A. A., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Donaldson, T., elected Member, 9G1.

Dow, A., Remarks on Steam-Turbine Work, 691.

Drinnan, J., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Dunell, G. R., Remarks on Refuse Destructor, Shoreditch, 614.

Dunn, J., elected Associate Member, 962.

Dtkes, a. J., elected Member, 1057.

1 )ynamometer, Latlie-Tool Experiments, SS3.

Effects of Strain and Annealing, on various Metals, Paper by W. Campbell,

859.—Previous workers, 859.— Cleaning surface of metal; method of

observing effects of strains ; annealing, 860 ; polishing sections, 861.

—

Aluminium, 861.—Antimony, 863.—Bismuth, 865.—Cadmium, 865.

—

Copper, 867.—Gold, 869.—Lead, 869.—Platinum, 872.—Silver, 872.—Tin,

874.—Zinc, 879.—Summary, 881.

Election, Members, 961, 1057, 1231.

Electric and Htdeaclic Power Plant, Middlesbrough Dock, Paper by V. L.

liaven, 787.—Machinery of dock, 787; tonnage dealt with ; equipment of

electric power-station, 788 ; engine test ; hydraulic engines, 789 ; test

;

boilers, 790 ; test, 791.—Electric cranes, 791 ; travelling-gear motion, 792

;

lifting and revolving gear : electric-brake magnet; controller, 793.—Test

of 3-ton crane, 794.—Hydraulic crane, 795 ; measurement of power-water

;
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saving cfl'ectcil by ok-ctric cranoB, 7'JG.—Capstans; electrical switch gc-ar.

798.—Cables; lighting, 799. — Summary, 799; automatic cut-out;

iiilvantagcs derived from use of electric cranes, 800.—Tabular statement

of work doneby liydiaulic cranes, 802 -80G; capital charges; costof power

per 1,000 ft.-tons, 807.—Work done by electric cranes, 808-811 ; capital

charges; cost of power per 1,000 ft.-tons, 812.—Electric and hydraulic

capstan tests, 813.—Summary of results, 814,

Ditcmsfioit.—Ellington, E. B., Hydraulic installation, 815 ; variation of

local conditions; load-factor, 8 1 G ; api)Ortionment of costof station, 818:

oHicieney of hydraulic machines, 819; relative economy of hydraulic and

electric dock plant, 820.—Barr, J., Lifting empty hook ; sluing cylinders,

820 ; capital charges ; maintenance ; freedom from vibration ; comparison

of teats, 821 ; hydraulic power as economical for docks as electric, 822.

—

Saxon, A., Economy of electric installation, 823.—Ferguson, AV., Dcfect.s

in hydraulic tests, 823 ; volume of water doing useful work, 824.—Raven,

V. I.., jModern type of hydraulic cranes, 824 ; comparative advantages of

electric and hydraulic systems ; load factor, 825 ; eflScicncy of machines

of equal lifting power; engine for revolving 10-ton crane; capstans, 82G

;

wastage of power generated ; percentage of loads to maximum power of

cranes, 827.

Ellington, E. B., Remarks on Electric and Hydraulic Power Plant, 81.".

Elliott, A. C, Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1045.

Elliott, G. H., elected Associate Member, 963.

Ellis, J., Associate Member transferred to ^lember, 0G5.

Emersox, H., Remarks on Cast-Iron. 855 :—on I.athe-Tool Dynamometer

Experiments, 925.

Emery, J. I., elected Associate Member, 9G3.

Emmet, AT. L. R., Paper on Curtis Steam-Turbine, 715.

Enock, J. K., elected Associate Member, 9G3.

Everett, G. E., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Evers, C, elected Associate Member, 9G3.

Factory Steam-Power Plaxt, Paper on Design and Test of a Modem Fact(jry

Steam-Power Plant, by E. G. Hiller, 9G7.—Economical results, 9G7.

—

Description of Bessbrook Mills, 968.—Arrangement of plant, 9GS.

—

Boilers, 969.—Superheaters, 9G9.—Steam pipes, economisers, auxiliary

feed-pump, 970.—Engine, 970 ; dimensions, 971 ; weights of reciprocating

parts ; stresses ; basis of calculations ; crank-shaft necks, 972 ; cylinders,

973; flywheel, governors, 974; reheater ; barring engine; lubrication, 975.

—Arraugemenis for test: coal and feed-water measurements, 97G;

indicators, revolutions, 976 ; flue-gas analysis; leakages; calibration of

instruments, 977.—Description of test. 978.—Results, 980; heat account
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tind deductions, 981.—Economiser; data deduced from observations, 983.

—

Engine tests, 984 ; data deduced from observations, 985.—Fuel analysis,

i1S8.—High economy with moderate superheat, 991.—Diagrams of tests,

boilers, 992 ; engine, 994 ; mean indicator diagrams, 997.—Water in

ijoilers, 998.—Temperature of economiser water ; power taken by air-pump.

999.—Economic value of reheater; cost, 1000.—Grease separators;

imperfect working, 1002.—Pressure and volume diagram, 1005.—Coal

consumption, 1007.—Test of similar engine, 1008.—Capital costs of plant and

anuualrunningcharges,1009; analysisofrunning costs per I.H.P. hour, 1010.

Discussion.—Wicksteed, J. H., Communication from H. Barcroft, 1011.

—Barcroft, H., Loss in eflSciency due to pipes and bends, 1011.

—

Wingfield, C. H., Arrangement of steam-pipes ; lagging, 1012 ; method of

reading draught pressure, 1013; condition of fires at end of trials; tlue

area, 1015 ; specific heat of superheated steam ; reheaters ; influence of

rate of firing on superheat, 1016.—Longridge, M., Thermal efficiency

;

Ftankine's cycle, 1017 ; efl"ect of reheater between cylinders ; velocity of

flow through small orifice, 1018.'—Sankey, Capt. H. K., "Equivalent

feed"; feed measurement; specific heat of superheated steam, 1019;

<;alorific value of coal, 1020. — Saxon, A., Keduction of coal consumption.

1020; engine efficiency, 1021.—Wainwright, J. W., Induced draught;

trials of natural and forced draught; oil separation, 1022.—Larard, C. E..

Gas analysis, 1022 ; registration of CO,, 1023.—Ingham, W., Economiser

temperature, 1024 ; quality and price of fuel, 1025.—Pullen, "W. W. F..

Specific heat of steam, 1025 ; testing indicator springs, 1026 ; diagram of

apparatus, 1027; testing springs when hot and cold, 1028.—Smith, C. A.,

High-speed engines, 1029.—Halpin, D., Steam pressure ; arrangement of

tail-rods, 1030 ; grease separators ; fuel consumption and gas analysis,

1031.—Wicksteed, J. H., Thanks to author, 1032.—Chambers, E. J.,

Value of Paper, 1032.—Hiller, E. G., Credit due to engine-builders

;

induced-draught apparatus, 1033; length of grates; loss by radiation;

reduction of leakage due to superheating, 1034 ; omission of water-jackets,

1035; test of indicator springs ; feed-water temperature, 1036 ; high-speed

engines ; arrangement of piston-rods ; recommendations of the Institution

of Civil Engineers, 1037.—Briggs, E. K., Eeheater economy, 1038 ; cylinder

steam cycle, 1039 ; estimate of value of reheating, 1041 ; arrangement of

power-house with reheater in main flue, 1042 ; results of trials, reheater in

use, 1043; reheater not in use, 1044.—Elliott, A. C, Coal consumption per

I.H.P., 1045; superheating and reheating, 1046; drainage, 1047; engine

efficiency; Kankine cycle, 1048; efficiency-ratio; tailing out of indicator

<liagram, 1049.—Kenrick, A., Juu., Effect' of reheater on coal consumption,

1050.—Sugden, T., Steam consumption, 1050; radiation; large size of

stop-valve and pipes, 1051 ; grease extractors, 1052.—Hiller, E. G., Saving
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ftttributcd to rcheater, 1052 ; reeulUi of lest of similar engine, 1053 ; effect

of superheat; uso of drainage water, 1054; economy from use ef inter-

heater between cylinders; saving due to reheater, 1055.

Fearxley, G. W., elected Associate Member, 1232.

FEncusoN, ^y., Remarks on Electric and Hydraulic Power Plant, S23.

Field, A. J., elected Associate Member, ;)G:'.

Fitzgerald, W. A., elected Graduate, 1051).

FooTE, T. D., elected Graduate, 904.

Foster, K. J., elected Associate Member, 9C3.

FoTHERGiLL, S. F. W., clccted Associate Member, 1058.

Fowler, P. M., Aseoclate Member transferred to Member, 005.

Fo.\, Sir D., Notes on Testing Locomotives, 946.

FiusER, H. J., elected Member, 961.

Fraseb, S. R. C, elected Graduate, 964.

Fyffe, a. M., elected Graduate, 1050.

Gas-Turbines, Paper on a Scientific Investigation into the Posaibilitics of Gas-

Turbines, by R. M. Neilson, 1061.—Diflaculties to be encountered, 1061.

—

Carnot's formula for heat-engine; greatest possible eflSciency, 1062.

—

Description of Cycle I, 10G3; experiments with divergent nozzles, 100 1;

turbines and reciprocating engines working on Cycle I, 1005 ; cooling

blades of Parsons' turbines, 1000; negative work, 1068.—Cycle I, case 1 :

temperature not exceeding 700° C, lOGS.—Cycle I, case 2 ; temperature

of 2000° C, 1071.—Cycle I, case 3; temperature 2000° C. and 300 lbs.

compression, 1073.—Cycle I, case 4; increased compression, 1075; water-

cooling, 1077.—Cycle I, case 3a ; conversion of heat energy into kinetic

energy, 1078 ; velocities of steam-jets, 1079.—Cycle I, case 4a ; divergent

nozzle and no water-cooling ; motor losses, 1080; pump efiBciency, 10S2,

—

Cycle II, case 1 ; reciprocating explosion engines, 1083.—Cycle II, case 1a.

1084.—Cycle II, case 2; high compression, 1086.—Cycle III, case I;

omploj'ment of heat in jacket water, 1088.—Cycle III, case 2, modificationfr

of Cycles, 1080.—Cycle IV; low compression, 1099; disadvantages, 1101 :

tabular comparison of Cycles and Cases, 1102; Carnot Cycle, 1102.

—

Advantages of gas-turbines, 1104.—Points for further research, 1105.

])iscussion.—Wicksteed, J. H., Theoretical nature of Pajjer, HOG.

—Neilson, R. M., Object of Paper, HOG.—Davej% H., Experimenta?

working-fluid producer, 1107; lack of information regarding divergent

nozzle, 1109.—Burstall, F. "\V., DiflScnlties to be encountered, 1100;

inefficiency of rotary compressor; cooling losses in reciprocating engine,

1110; use of divergent nozzle prevented by mechanical difficulties, 1111 r

negative work, 1112.—Atkinson, .J., Scouring action of hot gases, 1112;

efficiency of superheated steam, 1113.— Crompton, Lt.-Col. R. E B.,
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Metliod of obtaiuing maximum efficiency iu electrical energy from coal,

1113.—Martin, H. M., Efficiency of compressor; Stodola's experiments

witli divergent nozzles, 1114 ; air ejector, 1115.—Smith. R. H., Pressure

in nozzles, lllG ; very high temperatures and consequent ^vear of

metal; Carnot's formula; reduction of initial cost, 1117.—Neilson,

R. M., Turbine compressors unsuccessful at high pressures, 1118;

material able to stand high temperatures, 1119; fluctuating pressure

of steam passing through nozzle, 1120 ; superheating and efficiency

;

dilution of products of combustion ; relative advantage of low initial

cost and low working expenses, 1121.—Butler, E., Blethod of overcoming

effects of high temperature, 1122.—Clerk, D., Enormous difficulties

attending gas-turbines ; advantages obtained with steam-turbines, 1123;

impossibility of designing successful gas-turbine, 1124; wear of blades

from high temperatures, 1125.—London, W. .J. A., Gas-turbine cycles,

1125; loss of heat in combustion chamber; circulation of water in

revolving chamber, 1126 ; combination of reciprocating engines and

gas-turbines; advantage from insertion of steam-jet into gas, 1127.

—

Scott, E. K., Future experiments, Bucholz and Palschke turbines, 1128 ;

water circulation ; comparison of gas-turbines and electric motors, 1129.

—
"Wigley, G. A., Oil turbines, 1130.—Neilson, R. M., Heat loss in

combustion chamber ; sujiply of air and gas at a higher velocity than

that of the propagation of flame; water circulation, 1131.

George, W. C., elected Associate Member, 1058.

GiBBOXS, W. F., elected Member, 1057.

Gibson, E. M., elected Associate Member, IOjS.

GiMSOx, H., elected Graduate, 1233.

Gold, Effects of Strain and Annealing, 869.

Goodrich, W. F., Remarks on Refuse Destructor, Shoreditch, 616.

Goodyear, W., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Geavell, a., elected Associate Member, 963,

Greaves, W., elected Associate Member, 963.

( iBiFFiTHS, E. M., elected Associate Member, 1058.

GiLLiCK, H. D., elected Graduate, 1059.

GuTCHER, W,, elected Associate Member, 1058.

Hadex, C. I., elected Associate Member, 963.

Halpix, D., Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1030.

Hamiltox, a. G., elected Graduate, 1233.

Hamilton, H. E. R., elected Graduate, 1059.

Hamilton, Eng.-Lt. J., elected Member, 1057.

Hamiltox, W. D., elected Member, 961.

llANXAH, J. C, elected Associate Member, 9G3.
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UAiiuoiti), F. \V., licumrkfl ou Impact Tests, H'JG :—on C'lirome-Vanadium

Steel, 1289.

Hahdisty, J., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1208.

Hakkis, H. 15., elected Associate Member, l()5.s.

IIaubis, H. L., elected Ciraduate, 9G4.

Uabuisox, N. S. a., elected Associate Member, 12: !2,

Habkow, T. W., elected Graduate, 9U'l.

Habvey, J. A., Blcmoir, 1359.

Habwell, J. F., elected Graduate, 9G4.

IIaywakd, J. W., elected Associate Member, 105.S.

Head, II. C, elected Associate Member, 1058.

IIeatucote, E. H., elected Graduate, 1059.

Heatox, G., Memoir, 13G0.

HiLDEETH, W. A., Associate Member transferred to Member, \)(j'>.

IIiLLER, E. G., Paper on Design and Test of a Modern Factory Steam-Power

Plant, 907.—Eemarks thereon, 1033, 1035, 1052.

IIODGKINSON, F., Paper on Steam-Turbine Work, G25.—Kcmaiks thereon,

G94 :— on Ilatcau Steam-Turbine, 780.

HoLCEOFT, T., IMcmoir, 13G0.

HoLDEN, J., Kemarks on Impact Tests, 1213.

HoPKixsox, B., elected Member, 961.

HoKSNELL, D., Memoir, 1361.

HouGHTOX, S. A., Piemarks on Impact Tests, ll'.tl.

HouB, R., elected Graduate, 964.

HousTOx, P. T., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Howaed, H. L., elected Associate Member, 963.

Howell, T. B., elected Associate Member, 963.

Howsox, G., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Hughes, F. P., elected Graduate, 1233.

Hunt, E., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Hydraulic Power Plant at Middlesbrough Dock, 787. -See Electric and

Hydraulic Power Plant.

Hyne, H. E., elected Graduate, 1233.

Impact Tests, Paper on Impact Tests on the Wrought Steels of Commerce, by

A. E. Seaton and A. Jude, 1135.—Progress of shock tests, 1135.—Material

tested; testing machine, 1136; insufficiency of tensile tests alone, 1137.—

•

Various tests; uses of steel, 1138.—Analysis of stresses in steam-engine,

1139; stresses in piston-rods, 1140.—Diagram of failure under reversals

of direct stress, 1141; fracture of studs, 1142; failui-e due to shock,

1143; infiueuce of carbon; impact test most comprehensive, 1144; best

method of making impact test, 1146; comparison of results of tension.
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elongation, and .impact tests; maximum shock strength of steel, 1147.

—

Nature of fracture of mild steel by shock; normal "mild steel," 114S;

"Sorbitic" steels; carbides of iron and manganese, 1149.—Conclusions

drawn; curves of shock strength iu "Pearlitic" steels, 1150.—Fracture

passes through ferrito cleavage planes, 1151 ; analogy of fracture through

putty and glass ; difference of tensile, shock, and alternating stresses, 1152
;

slip-bauds in tension fractures, 1153; summary of three stresses, 1154.

—Three critical periods of cooling, 1155 ; linear expansion of pcarlite and

ferrite, 1156.—Fracture photographs; " heat treatment," 1157; description

of fracture, 1158 ; analyses of forged steels ; fracture iu crank-shaft, 1159

;

in high and medium carbon steels, 1160; descriptions of various fractures,

1161-1163.—"Treated" steels, 1163.—Tabulated test results of various

steels, 1164-1165.—Method of preparing specimens: polishing, 1107;

etching, 1168.

Discussion.—Seaton, A. E., Origin of investigations, 1169; fine grain

fracture indicative of toughness, 1170.—Wicksteed, .1. H., Thanks to

iiuthors, 1170.—Arnold, J. 0., Advantage of testing large ingots of steel

;

"fancy" steels, 1171; reliability of tine-grain steel; necessity of equal

time-iutervals between blows ; instrument for shock tests, 1172; cleavage

fractures, 1174; eutectic and saturated steel, 1177.—Stromeyer, C. E.,

Title of Paper, 1178; fatigue in metals, 1179.—Milton, J. T., Arnold's

test gave effects of strain ; inelSciency of imjjact apjiaratus ; cleavage

fractures. 1180.—White, Sir W. H., Nicked tests, 1182; terminology,

1183.—Yarrow, H., Apparatus for testing nicked specimens, 1183.

—

Stanton, T. E., Eesilience of material, 1185; agreement of statical with

impact test, 1186.—Turner, T., Breuil's machine for shock tests, 1186

;

direction of fracture, 1187; expansion of iron and steel at moment of

solidification, 1188 ; behaviour of metals when cooling, 1190.—Wicksteed,

}. H., Further discussion necessary, 1191.—Houghton, S. A., Stresses in

machinery, 1191; effect of liners on propeller-shafts, 1192; tests on

boiler-plate, 1193; nature of fracture, 1194; groups of sulphur and

phosphorus; necessity for standardization of impact tests, 1194.

—

Longridge, M., Peculiarities of fractures ; standardization, 1195.—Harbord,

F. W., Tests of Brinell and Wahlberg, 1197; notched- and unnotched-

bar tests; "eutectic" and "saturated" terms, 1198.—Blount, B.,

•"Pathology" of steel, 1199; molar and micro structure of steel;

standardization of impact tests, 1200.—Seaton, A. E., Curious fracture of

boiler plate, 1201; shock test represents dynamic stress; shape of test-

bar, 1202 ; tool marks in steel similar to notches ; need for standardization,

1203; necessity for continuous testing, 1204.—Breuil, P., Notch tests not

always reliable, 1204 ; explanation of variations in results, 1205

;

necessity for tensile test to supplement shock test; better results obtained
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Irom uuuotcbcil bars, 120G; obj<;ctiou to repeatoil blows, I'JOT.—llurdisty,

•T., Need for standardization, 1208; lucaaurement of ener},'y expended;

advantage of oil-quencbing, 1209; briglit "rolled" bars, 1210; cftects of

l)i'.-kling, 1211; and of cold-drawing, 1212.—Holden, J., Alteruating-

BlrcHB test, 121:!.—Izod, K. G., " One-blow " macbine, 1213 : compariHon

of Biiigle-blow and repeated-blow tests, 1211-121G.—Le (,'liatclier, II.,

lusufficioncy of tensile test, 12HJ.—Longmuir, P., Variations in ebock

strengtb of steels with similar tensile properties ; extensibility of Btcel.

I2I7.—Seatou, A. E.,and Jude, A., Uniformity of blows, 1218; crudeness

of test machine, 1220 ; heavy anvil required ; defect of one-blow test, 1221 ;

variation of height of blow ; circular test-bar ; advantages of notched

bars, 1224; proof resilience, 1225; size and configuration of grain;

reduction of area a measure of ductility, 1227 ; use of term '• cutectic "
;

orientation of grains, 1229 ; uniformity in quality of steel, 12H0.

INOATE, G. J. A., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Ingham, W., Eemarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1021.

luO-V, Cast, 829. See Cast-iron.

Izod, E. G., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1213.

Jack, J. H., elected Associate Member, 'JGo.

Jackson, G. H., elected Member, 961.

Jacobus, D. S., Eemarks on Steam-Turbine Work, €87.

James, A. W., Memoir, 1362.

Jameson, J., Memoir, 1362.

Jervis, B. C, elected Graduate, 1233.

Johnson, E., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Johnston, G. W. P., elected Associate ^lember, 1058.

Jones, S. D., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Jude, A., Paper on Impact Tests, 1135.—Remarks thereon, J 170, 1218.

JiLY JIeetincj, Business, 949, 961.

Kann, J. H. C, elected Graduate, 1233.

Kato, S., elected Graduate, 1233.

Kay, B., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Kaye, W. K., elected Member, 1057.

Keep, W. J., Paper on Cast-iron, 829.—Remarks thereon, 856, 857.

Keith, J., elected Member, 961.

Kenrick, a., Jun., Remarks on Factory Steam-Fower Plant, 1050.

Kerk, C. v., Eemarks on Steam-Turbine Work, 680.

Keyte, G., elected Associate Member, 1058.

KuALTL, Lieut. I., elected Associate Member, 1058

King, H. H., elected Graduate, 1233.
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Lane, N. A., elected Associate Member, 12;!'2.

Larakd, C. E., Remarks on Factory Stcam-Power i'lant, 1022.

Lathe-Tool Dynamometer Expehiments, Paper by J. T. Nicoldoa, 883.

—

Jlanchcster tool-steel trials ; lack of uniformity in sbapes and angles

;

Taylor-Wbite steels, 883.—Previous experimenters, 88i.—Dynamometer

measurements, 885 ; force measurer ; hydraulic support, 88G ; adjustment

of tool, 887.—Second form of dynamometer ; measurement of back thrust,

S88.—Experiments made with first dynamometer, 889 ; results of trials

on medium cast-iron, 892 ; variation of cutting-stress with traverse, 895

;

results of trials on soft steel, 896.—Experiments on durability of different

cutting angles, 899 ; tool-angle for cast-iron, 900.—Failure trials, 901

;

durable cutting angle of tool, 902-903.—Experiments with universal

dynamometer, 905-917.—Summary of conclusions, 922.

Bixcusnon.—Emerson, H., Taylor-White tool-steels, 925; tempering;

economy of detailed study of operations in shops, 926.—McGeorge, J.,

Cutting-speed and strength of machine, 926 ; suggested experiments in

America, 927.—Benjamin, C. H., American experiments, 927.—Pilton,

W., Speed of cutting tools, 928 ; tests at Niles Tool Works ; gears for

high-speed tools, 929.—Wicksteed, J. H., Taylor-White tool steel, 930

;

cause of vibrations in cutting ; dynamometer, 931 ; critical speed in

cutting cast-iron, 932.—Adamson, D., Early stages of experiments, 932.

—

Magruder, W. T., Experiments in America on workability of cast-iron,

933.—Nicolson, J. T., Life of cutting tool ; exi^eriments on alloys

;

diaphragm dynamometer, 934 ; gearing, 935.

• Launat, G. de, elected Graduate, 964.

Lea, E. S., Paper on De Laval Steam-Turbine, G97.

Leap, Effects of Strain and Annealing, SG9.

Le CiiATELiEK, H., Remarks on Impact Tests, 121G.

Lester, W. H., elected Graduate, 1233.

Lindsay, H., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Locomotives, Testing, 937. See Testing Locomotives.

London, W. J. A., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, 1125.

LoNGMCiR, P., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1217.

LoNGRiDGE, M., Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1017:—on Impact

Tests, 1195:—on Chrome-Vanadium Steel, 1289.

Lyons, R. E. B., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Macaulay, J., elected Associate Member, 1058.

Macdonald, D., elected Member, 1057.

Magruder, W. T., Remarks on Lathe-Tocl Dynamometer Experiments, 933.

Malthus, R., elected Graduate, 1059.

Marsden, W., elected Associate Member, 1232.
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IVFaksu, II. K., elected Graduate, 901.

Mautin, II. M., Ilcmarks on Gas-Turbines, 1114,

Marty. E., elected Associate IVIember, 9G3.

Mason, W., elected Associate Member, 9(j;5.

McClean, F., Memoir, 1301.

BIcCleli.and, J. J., elected Associate Member, 1232.

McCbae, W., elected Member, 1231.

McDonnell, A., Memoir, 13GG.

MoGeorge, J., Remarks on Lathe-Tool Dynamometer Experiments, 92<;.

McGowN, R., elected Associate Member, 10.58.

McGregor, AV., elected AsHOciato Member, 1232.

McJerrow, T., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Medek, E., Remarks on Steam-Turbine "Work, 678.

—

Paper on De Laval Stcam-

Turbine, 697.—Remarks on Rateau Steam-Turbine, 780.

]\Teexax, G. B., elected Associate Member, lOfiO.

Meetings, 1901, American, 53:!.—July, 949, 961.—October, 1057.—November,

1133.—December, 1231.

Memoirs of Members recently deceased, 1353.

Merrett, W. H., Lecture to Graduates on the AVork of the Alloys Research

Committee, 1319.

JIerriman, G. W. S., elected Graduate, 904.

Mesia, F. G., elected Graduate, 1233.

Michell, Eng -Lieut. W. H., Associate Member transferred to Member, 96.').

Middlesbrocgh Dock Electric and Hydraulic Power Plant, 787. See

Electric and Hydraulic Power Plant.

Middleton, p. C, elected Associate Member, 1059.

Millington, W. E. W., elected Graduate, 1000.

Mills, F., Associate Member transferred to Member, 1233.

Milton, J. T., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1179, 1181.

M'Intosh, J. P., Notes on Testing Locomotives, 945.

Mitchell, G. R., elected Associate Member, 10,19.

MoLYNECx, J., elected Associate Member, 1232.

MoRAES, H. F., elected Associate Member, 963.

Morris, R. H., elected Associate Member, 1059.

MuNYARD, A. W., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Neilson, R. M., Paper on Gas-Turbines, 1061.—Remarks thereon, 1106, 1118,

1131.

Nelson, J., Memoir, 1366.

Nesbitt, E. a., elected Associate Member, 963.

Newall, J. M., elected Member, 1037.

Newton, R., elected Associate Member, 963.
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NicoLsox, J. T., Taper ou Lalho-Tool Dynamometer Experiments, S83.

—

Remarks thereon, 931.

Norton, J. II., elected Associate Member, 963.

NovEMBEK Meeting, Business, 1133.

October Meeting, Business, 10.57.

Owen, E. H., elected Graduate, 964.

Paris, H. A., elected Associate Member, 10o9.

Parsons Turbine, 62.5. See Steam -Turbine Work.

Peam, F., elected Graduate, 1060.

Pearson, T. W., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Percy, H. L., elected Graduate, 1060.

Perkins, A. AV., elected Associate Member, 903.

Perry, W. F. S., elected Member, 962.

Pettigrew, W. F., Paper on Testing Locomotives, 9±0.

Phillips, W. H., elected Associate Member, 963.

PiLTON, W., Remarks on Lathe-Tool Dynamometer Exjjeriments, 92S.

Platinum, Effects of Strain and Annealing, 872.

PoDESTA, J. J., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Pollock, "W., elected Member, 1057.

PoNTiEEX, B., elected Associate Member, 963.

Pope, J. G., Memoir, 1367.

Porter, E. C. G., elected Associate Member, 963.

Portrait op Sir I. L. Bell, Bart. See Frontispiece to Part 4, 1901.

Portrait op A. Swasey. See Frontispiece to Part 3, 1904.

Potter, G. O., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Prideaux, F. G., elected Associate Member, 963.

Pritchard, L. H., elected Associate Slember, 1059.

Prosser, N. L., elected Graduate, 1060.

Pollen, W. W. F., Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1025, 1029.

Pdrsey, H. S., elected Graduate, 1060.

Pdrves, p. F., elected Graduate, 1233.

Quine, F. C, elected Associate Member, 1059.

Radley, B. v., Associate Member transferred to Member, 1233.

Rateau, a., Paper on Rateau Steam-Turbine, 737.—Remarks thereon, 781.

—

Elected Member, 1057.

Rateau Steam-Turbine, Paper on Different Applications of Steam-Turbines,

by A. Rateau, 737.—Principles of turbines, 737.—Velocity of steam in

single-wheel turbine ; division of expans'on of steam into four stages, 738;
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impulse and rc-action turbines, 739,—Drum and multicellular turbines ;

reduction of leakage, 741.—rriction of moving parts; turbines witli

groups of whctls, 743.—Rateau turbine, 744; absence of longitudinal

thrust ; construction of wheels, 745.—High and low pressure turbines,

74G.—Efficiency ; formulae, 747 ; calculation of efficiency, 740.—Results

of actual working ; turbo-dynamos for direct current, 7."*0-754
; overload,

755.—Turbines with alternators ; results of tests, 757.—Turbines for

vessels ; difficulties encountered, 758.—Turbine torpedo boat, 750 —
Combination of turbine with reciprocating engine, 760 ; arrangement of

propellers, 7G2.—Turbine-driven pumps, 702 ; in Bohemia ; at IJruay, 7G5.

—Turbo-pumps for boiler-feed purposes, 7G7 ; for raising water, 7GS.

—

Turbo-fans, 7G8 ; in sugar refineries and ironworks, 7C0.—Turbines for

low pressure with steam accumulators, 771 ; tests, 775-77G ; turbo-electric

pump, 777.—Advantages of turbines, 778.

Discussion.—Hodgkinson, F., Calculation of efficiency ; specific heat of

steam at .high temperatures, 780.—Meden, E., Peripheral velocity, 780 ;

special gears, 781.—Rateau, A., Peripheral velocity, 781 ; breakdowns oC

turbines, 782 ; resistance of revolving body ; wear of blades ; high-speed

gearing, 783 ; turbo-pumps ; calculation of economy, 784.

Raven, V. L., Paper on Electric and Hydraulic Power Plant. 7.S7.—Remarks

thereon, 824.

Rearick, C. B., Remarks on De Laval.Steam-Turbine, 713.

Reat, T. p., Remarks on Testing Locomotives, 047.

Receptions: New York, 539; Chicago, 539; St. Louis, 545 ; Cincinnati, 54G ;

Canada, 547 ; Schenectady, 547 ; Boston, 547.

Refuse DESTBrcTOK, Shoreditcii, Paper on Refuse Destruction by Burning, and

the Utilization of Heat generated, by C. N. Russell, 591.—Disposal of

house refuse, ft91 ; Fryer's destructor, 502.—Shoreditch destructor, 593 :

area, plan, boilers, &c., 593.—Refuse received daily ; electric working of

lifts and tip-trucks, 600 ; air blast, 601 ; thermal storage, G02 ; feed-water,

603 ; baths and washhouses heated by exhaust- steam, G05.—Cost of

working, GOG.—Clinker disposal, 607 ; tar paving, 608; clinker slabs, 609.

—Suggestions for efficient working of destructors, 610.

Discussion.—Wicksteed, C, Objections to odour of refuse ; abatement

of dust nuisance, 612.—Smart, L. A., Hydraulic presses, 613 ; brick-

making plant, 614.—Dunell, G. R., Perfect combustion of green refuse,

614; settling of dust, 615.—Russell, C. N,, Destructors in large towns,

615 ; care required to ensure complete combustion, 616.—Goodrich, W. F.,

Suitable sites for destructors, 61G; labour cost, 617; calorific value of

domestic refuse; different principles of design of destructors, 618;

utilization of clinker; economic aspect of combined electricity and

destructor works, 619 ; kilowatts generated at Woolwich destructor, 620

;
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B.O.T. units generated per ton of refuse destroyed, 621.—Eussell, C. N.,

Inconvenience of dust caused by hot clinker, 621 ; combined electricity

nnd destructor plants ; comparison of electricity generated at various

stations, G22.

Refcse Disposal, 549. See Burning of Town Eef use.

Kemingtox, a. a., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Research Committee, Alloys, 1319. See Alloys Research Summary.

Reynolds, J., elected Member, 1231.

Eheam, N., elected Associate Member, 12o2.

Rich, S. C. G., elected Graduate, 964.

Riches, T. H., Notes on Testing Locomotives, 94G.

RiCHMOXD, "W. P., elected Associate Member, 963.

RiCKABY, A. A., Memoir, 1368.

EiCKiE, J. H., elected Graduate, 1060.

Ripley, H., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Ritchie, J. M., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Roberts, W. P., elected Associate Member, 1232.

RoBSON, G., Memoir, 1369.

RoCK-wooD, G. I., Remarks on Steam-Turbine Work. 684.

Rogers, E. N. C, elected Associate jMember, 1232.

Roscoe, Sir H., Remarks on Chrome-Vanadium Steel, 1286.

RuDD, E. "\V., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Russell, C. N., Paper on Refuse Destructor, Shoreditch, 591.—Remarks

thereon, 615, 621.

Ryax, J., elected Associate Member, 963.

Saxders, p. a., elected Graduate, 1060.

Sankey, Capt. H. R., Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1019 :

—

Taper

on Chrome-Vanadium Steel, 1235.—Remarks thereon, 1283, 1289, 1308.

Saunders, C. H. S., elected Graduate, 1233.

Sauvee, L. L., elected Associate Member, 963.

Saxon, A., Remarks on Burning of Town Refuse, 586 :—on Electric and

Hydraulic Power Plant, 823:—on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1020.

Schenectady, Visited at Summer Meeting, 547.

Scott, E. K., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, 1128.

Seatox. a. E., Paper on Impact Tests, 1135.—Remarks thereon, 1169, 1176,

1186, 1201,1218.

Settle, J. R., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Shackleton, E., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Sherwin, J. W., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Shoreditch Refuse Destructor, 591. See Refuse Destructor, Shoreditch.

Silver, Effects of Strain and Annealing, 872.

4 z
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SiMMONDS, G. C, elected Graduate, 1233.

Singleton, W. A., elected Associato Member, 1232.

Skinner, A., elected Member, 1231.

Smart, L. A., licmarks on Refuse Destructor, Shoreditch, 01:5.

Smith, A. J., elected CJraduiitc, 'J64.

Smith, A. M., elected Graduate, 9(j4.

Smith, C. A., Remarks on Factory Steam-rower Plant, 1029.

Smith, E. E., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Smith, J. K., Paper on Chrome-Vanadium Steel, 1235.—Remarks thereon, 1297,

1300, 1308.

Smith, R. H., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, lllG.

Smith, R. R., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Smith, W. H., elected Member, 1231.

Smith, W. J., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Smyth, G. M., elected Associate Member, 10.V.\

Spedding, J. W., elected Graduate, 1060.

Spencer, J. W., Remarks on American Visit, 9.JG.

Stadelbauer, a., elected Graduate, 1060.

Stanley, H. F., Jun., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Stanton, T. E., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1185, IISG:—on Chrome-Vanadium

Steel, 1292.

Steam-Power Plant, 967. See Factory Steam-Power Plant.

Steam-Tdrbines, Curtis, 715 ; De Laval, G97 ; Parsons, 625, 637 ; Rateau, G37,

737 ; Stumpf, 633 ; Zoelly, 635.

Steam-Tukbine Work, Paper on Some Theoretical and Practical Considerations

in Steam-Turbine Work, by F. Hodgkinson, 625.—Ideal turbine element,

625.—Expansion of steam, 626.—Theoretical design of divergent nozzle,

628 ; method of obtaining superheated steam at moderate pressure, 631.

—

Causes of departure from ideal, 631 ; skin friction losses, 632.—Types of

turbines: Stumpf, 633; compound systems; Curtis, 634; Zoelly, 635;

Rateau, 637 ; Parsons, 637 ; effect of high vacuum, 638 ; diameters of

barrels, 639 ; radial clearances, 640 ; action of poppet-valve ; economy and

overload test, 643 ; balancing pistons, 644 ; construction of blades, G45

;

lubrication, 646 ; flexible bearings, 647.—Turbine generators, 648 ; effect

of induction generator, 649.—Economy of steam, 650 ; plan of tests,

651 ; brake tests of 1,250 k.w. turbine, 652-654 ; of 400 k.w. turbine, 655 ;

deductions obtained from curves, 656.—Foundations and power plant

design, 658 ; condensers ; benefit of high vacuum, 660.—Tests of

Westinghouse-Parsons steam-turbines, 662-673.—Plan of Connellsville

power-house, 674-675.—Description of illustrations, 676-677.

Piscussion.—Waldron, F. A., High vacuum ; superheat in turbine

exhaust, 678.—Meden, E., Pelton wheel, G78; peripheral velocity;
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expansion of steam in nozzle, G79 ; liigh-steam velocities ; action ofsteam on

buckets of turbine wheels, G8l).—Kerr, C. V., Vacuum efficiency tests, 680

;

eflfect of suiierheat, 681.—Bull, S., Various forms of turbines ;
" impact

"

and "impulse," 682; expansion of steam in diverging nozzle; Pelton

wheel, 683.—Kockwood, G. I., Condensers, 684 ; size of exhaust-pipe, 685 ;

Bulkley condenser, 686.—Jacobus, D. S., "Water consumption tests, G87.

—

Doherty, H. L., Efficiency of rating, 6S7 : classification of steam-turbines,

688.—Suplee, H. H., Stodola's experiments, 688.—Colles, G. "W., Friction

in nozzles, 688; wear of buckets, 690; Branca turbine, 691.—Dow, A.,

Simplicity of construction required, 691 ; reliability ; ejector condenser,

692 ; surface condenser, 693.—Hodgkinson, F., Simplicity of Pelton

wheel; strength of wheels; "impulse" and "impact," 694; eddies in

steam-jets ; skin friction ; De Laval turbine a refined form of Branca

wheel, 695.

Steedman, H. p. G., elected Associate Member, 963.

Steel, Chrome-Vanadium, 1235. See Chrome-Vanadium Steel.

Steel, Impact Tests on Steel, 1135. See Impact Tests.

Stewart, Donald, elected Graduate, 964.

Stewart, Duncan, Memoir, 1369.

Still, W., elected Member, 962.

St. Louis, Visited at Summer Meeting, 545.

Storie, G. B., elected Associate Member, 9G3.

Stove, A. E., elected Associate IMember, 963.

Strain in Metals, 859. See Eifects of Strain and Annealing.

Strattox, J., elected Member, 1231.

Stringer, P., elected Associate Member, 963.

Stromeyer, C. E., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1178.

Stujipf Tcrbixe, 633.

Sturgeox, W. E., elected Associate Member, 9G3.

Stuerock, J. F., elected Associate Member, 1059.

SuGDEN, T., Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1050.

SuGGATE, C. F. D., elected Graduate, 1233.

Summer Meeting, 1904, Chicago, 533, 949. See Chicago Summer Meeting.

Suplee, H. H., Remarks on Steam-Turbine Work, 68S.

Sutherland, D., Jun., elected Associate JMember, 963.

SwASEY, A., Portrait. See Frontispiece to Part 3, 1904.

Swinchatt, p. H., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Tay'lor, W., Associate Member transferred to Member, 9G5.

Templer, H. L., elected Member, 1231.

Tennant, a. M., elected Associate Member, 1039.
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Testing Locomotivks, I'aper on Testing Plant on the Great Western Kailway

at Swindon, by G. J. Churchward, 937.— Arrangement of i)laiit

:

foundationH; bearing axles; band-brakes, 937; carrying wlieels;

coupling together of carrying wheels, 938 ; dynamometer, 939.

Paper on Measured Tests in Service, by W. F. Pettigrew, 9i0.—Coal

consumption ; indicators, 940.—Tractive cflfort, 911.—Speed; feed-water,

942.—Temperatures, &c. ; coal ; results required in tests, 943.

AWes by J. F. M'Intosh, 945.—Actual running tests; indicator; water

measurement, »S;c., 915.

Notes by Sir D. Fox, 94G.—Friction rollers ; results only comparative,

940.

Notes by T. H. Riches, 910.—Testing materials, 91C.—Machine for

testing springs, 947.—References to Papers on Locomotive testing, 947.

IHs'cugaion.—Reay, T. P., Testing apparatus at Airedale Foundry,

Leeds, 947.

Thomas, F. W., elected Member, 1231.

Thomas, J. F. I., Associate Member transferred to ]Member, 1133.

Thomfson, B. v., elected Graduate, 9Gi.

Thorne, H. H., elected Associate Member, 1232.

Thursby, T. a., elected Graduate, 1060.

Tix, Effects of Strain and Annealing, 874.

Tool Steel, 883. See Lathe-Tool Dynamometer Experiments.

Tkaxsferexces of Associate Members, &c,, 9G4, 1060, 1133, 123:).

Trexch, W. C. p., elected Associate Member, 1059.

TBorGHTON, H. J., elected Graduate, 9G4.

Tktjmp, E. N,, Remarks on Burning of Town Refuse, 587.

Turbines, Gas, 1061. See Gas-Turbines.

Turbines, Steam. See Steam-Turbines.

TuKNBULL, W. L., elected Member, 962.

Turner, T., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1186.

Turner, T. N., Memoir, 1371.

Unsworth, R. H., elected Member, 962.

Vanadium-Chrome Steel, 1235. See Chrome-Vanadium Steel.

Vaughan, H. H., elected Memtter, 1057.

Votes of Thanks, at Summer Meeting, Chicago, 541.

VvvYAN-RoBiNSON, C. A., elected Graduate, 964.

W.MXWRIGHT, J. "W., Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1022.

Waldron, F. a., Remarks on Steam-Turbine "Work, 678.

Walker, G., Memoir, 1372.
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AValker, T., elected Associate Member, 9G3.

Watson, A. G., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Watson, G., Paper ou Burniug of Towu Eefuse, 519.—Remarks thereon, 588.

Webster, A. G., elected Associate Member, 9G3.

West, T. D., Remarks on Cast-Iron, 852.

Westinghouse-Parsons Turbine, 625, G37.

White, C. F., Memoir, 1372.

White, W. A., elected Associate Member, 1059.

White, Sir W. H., K.C.B., Remarks on Impact Tests, 117G, 1181.

WiCKSTEED, C, Remarks on Refuse Destructor, Shoreditcb, 612.

Wicksteed, J. H., Moved Vote of Thanks to American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, 541.—Remarks on Burning of Town Refuse, 585 :—on Cast-

iron, 857:—on Lathe-Tool Dynamometer Experiments, 930, 932:—on

American Visit, 949 :—on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1011, 1029, 1032,

1033, 1035:—on Gas-Turbines, 1106:—on Impact Tests, 1170, 1181,

1191 :—on Chrome-Vanadium Steel, 1286, 1294, 1300.

WiDMARK, H. W., Memoir, 1373.

Wiener, A. F., Remarks on Chrome-Vanadium Steel, 1305.

WiGLEY, G. A., Remarks on Gas-Turbines, 1130.

Wilkinson', W. H., elected Associate Member, 1059.

WiLLANS, C. T., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Williams, E. J., elected Associate Member, 963.

Williams, H. L., elected Graduate, 1060.

Williams, N. C, elected Associate Member, 964.

Williams, V. I. N., elected Associate Member, 1059.

Wilson, A. B., Remarks on Chrome-A'anadium Steel, 1290.

WiNCKWORTH, T. E., elected Graduate. 1233.

WiNGFiELD, C. H., Remarks on Factory Steam-Power Plant, 1012.

AViTHERiNGTON, C. H., elected Graduate, 964.

AVooD, AV. H., Associate Member transferred to Blember. 1060.

AVooD, AV. J. H., elected Associate Member, 964.

Woodward, A., elected Associate IMember, 1059.

AVoRKS visited at Summer Meeting in America, 534-539, 544-548.

WcNDERLiCH, A., elected Associate Member, 964.

Yarrow, H., Remarks on Impact Tests, 1183.

Yates, A. T., elected Associate Member, 9G4.

Zinc, Effects of Strain and Annealing, 879.

ZoELLT Turbine, 635.
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FACTORY STEAM POWER PLANT. Plale 1^4.

Fi,i;'. ^. I'ic-iic'i-til \'wii' of Kiii^nw.

Fiu;. 4. Hii^li-pirs^iirt' Cylinder.

Mt'clidiiicdl EiiL^i Ill-CIS 0)04.





FACTORY STEAM POWER PLANT. Philc i^yS-
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IMPACT TESTS. Plate 136.

Cast Steel, illustrating^ the Granulation or Quasi Crvstallization

of Pearlite.

Fi,£;. (). ]'crtical Uluiii. x60 d. Imr. io. Ohliijuc lllitui. xfiOd.

Fig. II. I'ertical Ilhimiinition. xJOO diciins. Fig. 12.

White = Ferrttc Dark = PeaiUlc

Meclianieal Eue'i'ieers 1904.





IMPACT TESTS. Plate 137.

Mild Cast Steel {Pearlitic).

AitiKil Line of Fracture under Shock. {All vertically ilhiiu.)

specimens shoivn on this and following Plate were cut from a large casting

weighing about J ton.

Fig. 13. Xflniial. x75didiiis. Fig. 14. Hcat-Treated. x75 itiams.

P

* •: V

Fig. 15. Heat-Treated. > 300 diai/is

Mechanical Enoineers 1904.
White = h'errite. Dark = Pearlite.
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IMPACT TESTS. Plate 138.

Mild Cast Stcrl {Pcarlitic).

Actual Line of Fracture under Shock. {All vertically illiiiii.)

specimens shown on this and former Plate were cut from a large castiuf;

^ei<;hinfi about i ton.

Fie. if'. Normal. y .300 diitiii.s.

White = Fcirite. Dark = Pearlite.

White = Ferrite. Dark = Pearlite.

M:>rhniiiriil 1\ 11 o I )i r fm 1Q04.





MPACT TESTS. Plate 139.





IMPACT TESTS. Plat, IK).

Forged Mild Steel {Pearl it ic).

Actual Line of Fracture under Shock. {All vertically illuiii.)

Moderately High-Carbon Steel {0-38 C). x30U dianis.

Fig. 20. White = Ferrite. Grey = Pearlite. Fig. 20A.

Fig. 21.

A-ecrage Grade Admiralty Mild Steel (0-25 C).
X 350 dianis. Fig. 2 1 A.

> :,i)l) duim.

Mechanical Emrineers 19(^4.





IMPACT TESTS. Plate 1 11

.

F(>rn;cd Mild Sta-l iPcarlific).

Actual Line of Fracture under Shock. {All vertically ilium.)

Ava-iii^c (rvudc Admiralty Mild Steel {0-25 C).

Fig. 24. X 250 dianis.

IVIiite ^ Fenite. Dark = PeaiUte.

X 300 diains.
Fig. 25A.

^
p

W'liite = Fi»-j ilc.

Dark — Peat lite.

\hrhrniirnl F. ii ai „,^rr<; 1 ()()J





IMPACT TESTS. Plate 142.

luu-'^cd Mild Stcil {Pearl if ic).

Actual Line of P^ractiirc iiudcr Shock. {All vertically illiiin.)

Loiv-Carhou Steel (O'lSC.).

Fl'j . iTi. x.35() diiiins.

The mottled appearance of T\^ 27 is due to

a film of wax on the suijace.

White = Fciiitc. Dark = Peailtte

VA 1^
^N^

^x
?r ^^

^"371^ f>^iif^

Kfr w"'^A,

^y/u\4^^A
k.





IMPACT TESTS. Plate 143.

Mild Cast Steel (Pearlitic).

I "leiiiity of Fracture
under Tension.

Fig. ay.
Xornial.

X 75 dianis.

Fig- 31- X J50 diauis

Forged Mild Steel {Pearlitic).

Actual Line and Vicinity

of Fracture under Tension.

Fig. .12.

U,',-,";,,)-;, ,,/ /-'





IMPACT TESTS. Plate 111.

Fractures in Service (at rii^lit angles to surface).

2" Studs. -Adiuiralty" Forced Mild Steel, ciboiit 0-25 C.

Considered to luive hecu broken by Repeated Slioek.

lliroii'^h till Fractures, see l-'ii^. 35 in text. x 300 dimus.

l-i;;. 36. Fig. 36A. Fig. 361?.

Crauk-slni/i. Mild Steel, about O'j C .

Considered to have been broken by Excessive Torsional Altennitiiii; Stress.

Fig. 37. X 250 d. Fig. 37A. x 300 d. Fig. 373. x 350 d.

' Through Fracture. Through Near
L' I! -etched.

aKmm:~^

Fracture. Fracture.

Mcchaiiica! Eiiiriiicers 1904.





IMPACT TESTS. Platf 145.

Fniitiiirs {(it ri'^Jit (ingles to surface) due to Altenuitiiig Stress.

. jS. ('list Miht Slccl Test-Buy. ('I'lic saiiw tis slini.'ii in //,;;. I.). I'liitc l.>7

:

cimt Plate 138.)

Broken l)v Rotation Method, E^c'in^'s Standard.

'rin-oii!^lt Fracture. I'u-efclied. ' 300 dianis.

Fig. 3g. Crank-shaft, section through Extens-ive Fissures.

Pnibalily Iiroken by Excessive Bending Alternating Stress.

Near Fracture. x 260 dianis.

Fi.i;. 40.

Large Bolt

broken in service.

Half si::e.

\f,'rli,iiiirnl F ii oi ,n-fr< UKU





IMPACT TESTS. Plate 116.

Tough Lcnv-Carbon Basic Steel. Line 5. Tabic 1.

Comparison of Fractitrcs bv Onc-bloiv Machine and Miiltiblow Maeliine.

Standard Test-bar (Jzod) '^'f-^"'^^f''''''lfi-'^-
fractured in One-Jdou' Machine.

fractured l,y 293 blows

m Mac/line, rif^. 7.

2(1 d. ri.t;. SIB. X 20 d.

These two sections

are not quite on

the Slime

lon;^itiidinal plane.

Standard Test-bar {Izod) held in vice & fractured !iy 7 sharp lilo:,' 7citli hand ha
Fi X 30 d. F 94 d.

The Metal is

inostly ferrite—
both the black

and the white

grains. The
variation of

density is due

to the yelto-w

colouration

from rather

heavy etclnng.

Fig. 52. Fi
G

Lo-u' Car
Mild Steel
Had.

'^f

actnrcs of Idi pact Test -Bars {Figs. 2 S~- 3) in Machine, Fig. 1

.

iving Xo. of Bloics to produce Fracture. Scale
'i full size,

bon. Medium Grade. Bright Rolled Bar.
0.15 C. Mild Steel 0.23 C. Blue.

Good. Fair. Gil Hard. Bad. Bad. Bad.
163 15 WC> 1 3 1

Oi I Udf-
177

Bad.
3

uoihi.

2'J

();/' Hara.
127

Good.
227

\r ...1. ;,.,.7 7r,,„;,,^„..c inn/i





CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL.
Tons per square inch/

> o o o -
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Plate 147.
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Meclidiiical
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CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL.

Tons per square inch-

Plate 148.

c..-, r t...

Mechanical
Engineers 1904.
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CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL. Plate W.I.

" Tons per square incJv

Reduction ofArea- ^

t^

^ T^^^2Z^ I.

in i-

Ultimate Arnold Test

1 ¥
<••^yffS^' :

^-'<":^^

Stress

Cp

IS

^̂

Impact Scale Foot Lbs. 'Mechanical

Ens'ineers 1904.





CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL.

Impact Scale Foot Lbs.

Mechnuicitl

Engineers 1904.





CHROME VANADIUM STEEL,
Tons per square incA

Plate 151.
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CM CHROME VANADIUM STEEL.
Tons per square inch

Plate ir>2.

Reduction ofArea- o

litImate
Stress
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CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL. I'hilc /.Ik

Plioto-ijiicronrniplis <>/ Cr Va Steel (Cast 349). X 2,()()U (iiaii/s.

{Numbers refer to Table 1 .)

(rhoto^rapliecl by Mr. \V. H.Merrctt, A.R.S.M.)

Fig. 15. .Vo. 7. AnnciiU-il f)2()' C.

Fig. 16. No. 15.

Annealed SOff' C.

Fi- I' No. /;

Water quenched 800 C.

Fig. 18. No. 22.

Water quenched 900'- C.

Fig. 19. No. 24. Oil quenched 900 C.

Reheated 600" C.

Mechanical Ew'tiieers 1004.





CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL. Plntc 154.

Flioto-iiiicro^niplis of Cr \'h mid other Steels, x .l')() diaiiis.

[Suinbers rejcv to I'ahlc /.)

Fis,^ 20. Cr \'a .S7<v/. Cast 349. Xo. 7. A niu- il.J njO'C.

Fig. 21. .V(). 4t'.

4^% Xickcl Steel. Oil Tempered.
Fig. 22.

Carbon Steel (Forgiii!.

Fig. 23. Cr Va Steel. Cast 2S^ Fii;". 24. No. 41.

No. 39. Rai.'. I No. 40. Annealed. Cr Ya Tul>e Steel. Ran: Cat J7(>.

MccJianical Eiio'uicers 1904.





CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL. Plate 155.

Plioto-JiiiLiogniphs CrXa Steel. {Cast 319, except Fig. 30.) x 230diaiiis.

Restoratio)i Series, after soaking for 72 hours at 1
,200'-' C.

Partially De-carbiirized Steel {See also Plate 158).

Fig. 25. No. 27. Soaked. Fig. 26. Reheated h hour at 800' C.

Fig. 27.

Reheated i hour at 900° C.

Fig. 29.

Reheated i hour at 1,100" C.

Reheated I hour at 7,000° C.

Fig. 30. Cr Va Spring Steel.

Relieated

Soaked 7.200' C. \
900' C.





Plate 156.

bx)

biO^

•fe^'-^^s.;:-
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CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL. Plate 1:17.

Heat Restoration of 2 Crankshaft Steels. (CoiiipasitiuJi^Tuhli' 5.J

!''&• 43- X oUdiaiiis. l'"ig. 46. x 50 diams.
A s received. Restored, 950"^ C. A s received. Gestured, 950' C.

(Max. temp.) (Max. temp.)

Pis:. 45. Restored, 950" C. (Max. temp.) x 350 diams.

"f. '
)

48.

Tube Steels, x 75 diams. p- ^^rig. 50.

Fig. 49. Queen's Ferry (Normal) Tube Steel.

Swedish Tube Steel (Normal). Raw.

Fig- 51-

Fig. 50. Overheated.

Fig. 52-

Fig. 51. Restored. 930' C.

(Max. temp.)

lOriA





CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL. Plate 158

Photo-iiiicrogyapJis of Cr Va Steel [Cast J/.V). x 3~)0 dia»is.

Restoration Series, sliozciiii; Redistrihulion of Curliitle Areas {see also Plate 155),

and P-ffeet of Re-h'orkiu!^ after Aiuiealui^.

I'iS- 54- I'ik'- "-^

Soaked 3 hours at 7,200'' C. s ^ ;

'

/ ,, ,

Fig- 56.

Material of lug. 55. Reheated

half hour. Max. temp. 950"" C.

Fig. 57.
Material of hii(. 55. Reheated

n hour. Max. Iciiif. 950° C.

Fig. 5«-

Annealed
at 800° C.

Fig. 59. Annealed at SO(r C.

Re-worked and Re-annealed
at 620° r.

^r.,rl,^ „;,-,,! p,





CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL. Plate 1:
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ALLOYS RESEARCH SUMMARY
Typical Stnicfiires of Iro)i and Steel.

Fie;. 8. Fcrrite f Pure Iron i.

111) diams. Cemcntite and Ferrite. x I.MOdiams.

Plate 160

I'ig. 9. Annealed White Iron slimciiig

ianis

•'0

<^.

•<r'

^k
Fig. 10. Pearlite in a Steel containing Fig. 11. Fcrrite and Peavlite con-

0-9% Combined C. ^ 1.600 diams. famine; 0-3% C. x 1.600 diavn.

':l£^^-jf^

V •• </ i

Fig. 12. Cementite and Peavlite in a

Steel containinc; 1-'>" Combined C.

1 .600 diams.

Fig. 13. Cementite and Pearlite in a

White Iron.

X 850 diams.





Plate l()l.ALLOYS RESEARCH SUMMARY.
Typical Structures of Iran and Steel.

Fig. 14. Cciiuiititf. Cvaphiti and Fig. 15. I-crritc aud Graphite in an
Pcarlitc in a Grey Iron. \ SJO diants. Annealed Grey Iron. x 56 dianis.

Fig. 16. Martensite in a Water
quenched Steel. x850 diains.

Fig. 17. Martensite which has been

tempered to straw colour, x 1 .noo dimns.

Fig. 18. Troosfite (the dark) and Fig. ig. Austenite (the u'liitc 1 ami
Martensite (the',chitej. < 850 dianis. Ccuicut'te (the darki. S.IO diains.

^ r.,^1...,, : ,! i: .,., ;,,





ALLOYS RESEARCH SUMMARY.
Stnictjires of Iron oiid Steel.

Plate KVI.

I'ig. 20. Sorbite and l-'crritc

X 850 dicuiis. 7i'eb of a Rail.

i X.

'",-

^^
>

sa^^!^^S29s1SminJ^^
Fis;. 22. "A " Tube of a Gun h^'iiili liii.s

been quenched belon' A,.

. S.ill d'hini^.

I-ig. 24. Special .S7cv/ _,/-'/ (';,?;;,;;;> i.

containing Vanadium. x /40 diams.

I'ij;. 21. Manganese Sulphide in the

X //)7^0 diams.

Fig. 2j. "a'" lube uj a Gun wliich has

received normal thermal treatment.

X <?5^^ diams.

ft^
l-'ig. 23. Section of a Gun Groove, shoit'-

in,i; metal unaltered at edge, x 740 diams.





ALLOYS RESEARCH SUMMARY. Plate l()J.

Fig. 26. Effects of l^aryiiio Thcniial Treatiiieiit on the structures of
Steel coiitfiiiiiiig 1'5% C. X npprox. 700 (Hkiiis

Mil

Central Circle =- Original Steel.

1. Heated to l.OOU C. (I.SjTF.)
and sknely cooled.

2. Heated to S5<)- C. 1 1.562" F.) and
quickly cooled in air.

3. (Juenched in icater from 1 .000 C.

II.8.JTF.I.

4. (Juenehed in leed Brine from
tj)50 C. 11,922 F.I.

5. No. 4. Cooled in Liquid .-iir to

-243" C. (-405" F.J

(). Quenched immediately below melt-

ing-point.

7. Annealed at 6S0 C. 11,256" F.)

for considerable time, and slowly

cooled.

8. .1;/^' specimen, except So. 6. heated

to 850° C. (1,562" F.I icorked and
slojclv cooled.
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